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Methodist Ei^view.

JAIMUARY, 1889.

Art. L—EDWARDS OX THE WILL.*

This work of another age is still for good reasons entitled to

the attention of thoughtful minds. It discusses the greatest

of questions—that which lies at the foundation of human re-

sponsibility, and at the point of divergence between truth and
error, alike in philosophy and theology. And it is the great

work of a great leader in the world of thought, a work in the

general judgment of scholars rarely if ever equaled as an ex-

ample of acute, exhaustive reasoning. No candid reader, be
his judgment on the question at issue what it may, can fail to

acknowledge that the author grapples his theme as a master.

If P^dwards is not original in the sense that he traversed new
fields of thought, like Shakespeare, he by far transcended his

predecessors in his chosen field. But while Shakespeare bor-

rowed freely it does not appear that Edwards consciously

borrowed any thing. Doubtless in an unusual degree he sur-

veyed his chosen field for himself as a solitary thinker, and
with unsurpassed thoroughness. There is no indication that

he was minutely familiar with the history of thought on his

subject. He knew his subject as one who had thought more
than he had read, and whose reading had, for the greater part,

come after his thinking. The whole question, as his mind
apprehended it, he had looked through and through. He
quotes Locke v.itli respect, but never as an authority. He

* A Cartful and Slrict laquinj into the Prevailing Xolions of the Freedom of the

Will. By Rev. Joxathax ED^7ARDS. 1754. Edwarda'e Works, vol. ii. Xew
York : Lcavitt & Allen.

1— FIFTU SEKIE.S, VOL. V.
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turned to his opponents only to find wliat errors were to be re-

futed. Ilobbes he admitted lie had not read. Limited reading

to a mind like his has its advantages, lie never halts nor
slacks under the burden of his learning.

Sir William Hamilton was naturally more independent' than
Edwards, and perhaps his equal in strength ; but he knew so

thoroughly the opinions of the leading minds of all nations

and ages within his chosen field as to require a large expendi-

ture of strength in carrying the weight of his princely lore,

and make him bewilderingly conscious of the bearings and dif-

ficulties of the questions he discusses. Edwards wrote as one
whose mind grasps alone his one subject, and never knew
doubt or hesitation on any issue involved. If he had read the

leading fatalistic defenders of necessity may it not bo doubted
whether he could have moved so nearly in their lines of thought
with the confidence that never failed him ?

Beyond a doubt this great work of Edwards owes much of

its intrinsic merit, and much of the power it has had over gen-
erations of thinking men, to the fact that it was so purely"the
product of his own regal mind, and in every line voiced his

earnest, unquestioning faith. And it is this which has made
subsequent works on the subject so largely reviews of Edwards
that, to read them to advantage or with interest, we must first

go back and make ourselves familiar with his pages. To this,

too, is due the universal respect which its author continues to

command, now that faith has outgrown the limits his theory had
prescribed and inquires irrepressively for a higher freedom
than he deemed possiljle.

A special reason for turning at this time to the pages of
Edwards is found in the want of agreement among Libertarians

themselves, and a reactionary tendency of conservative minds
toward Edwardsian premises. As a natural consequence, in

place of the assurance of the fathers tiierc has come a danger-
ous agnosticism upon the whole question of freedom, in the
shadow of which the philosophy of necessity is creeping
stealthily in, and almost without protest is quietly taking pos-
session of the field,*

Arminian Christians a:-e not awake to their responsibility as

the natural defenders of freedom. The day has not come to

* We dissect from this concession.

—

Editor.
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retire from the field with assured victory. Nor have we occa-

sion to retreat from the conflict as a drawn battle—mucii less

to acknowledge defeat. But we liave good reason to examine

anew the grounds of our faith in tlie freedom of moral agency,

and it will be a good way to begin with the attentive reading

of Edwards's great argument for necessity.* We shall at the

least rise from the reading with our eyes open to what neces-

sity is, and a full conviction that between tlie universal reign

of necessity and the absolnte freedom of man where he is held

accountable there is no middle ground. And we shall be likely

also to find the conviction irresistible that it is to-day a difiicult

if not an impossible undertaking to hold the faith and the phi-

losophy of Edwards together. The Christian faith and the neces-

sitarian philosophy each puts upon the other the square negative.

His Stand-point Tueological.

1. The central doctrine of our author's system of faith was

the sovereignty of God. He believed that to the will of God
as the determining cause is to be traced all that has been, all that

is, and all that will be—that not only do all the changes in the

material universe come to pass at his command, but that his

immutable decree makes certain all the actions and intentions

of all men, reaching to their characters for praiseworthiness

and blameworthiness, and therefore to their final destiny.

2. As involv^ed in this comprehensive decree he believed that

God has unconditionally elected a definite part of the human
family to eternal life and foreordained the rest to eternal death.

3. He believed that in carrying out the decree of election

God comes to his elect with sovereign grace—with an efiectual

calling—which makes them willing to comply with the condi-

tions upon which salvation is offered, and without which their

compliance is impossible.

4. Yet Edwards as earnestly believed in the moral account-

ability of man as in the sovereignty of God. He disliked and

rejected the statement that God is the author of sin as inap-

propriate. He believed that God abhors sin as such, and that

lie has ordained it only where, in his all-embracing view, he sees

it to be necessary to the greatest good. He prefers to say God
*Tlio recommcndiition is jroorl provirled the reader will take up immcdiiuelj

afterward Dr. Wliedon od The Wdl.—Y.iynov..
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permits sin rather than that he causes it, though dalming that

he lias so ordered events as to make it certain that men will

sin as they do. These commonplaces of the theology current

in Edwards's time need no verifying quotations.

What he Meant by the Will.

Our author defines the will thus

:

The will is plainly that by which the mind chooses any thing.

... An act of the will is the same as an act of the choosing or

choice. . . . Whatever names we call an act of the will by, choos-

ing, refusing, approving, disapproving, liking, disliking, embrac-

ing, rc'jectiucr, determining, directing, commanding, forbidding,

iticlining or being averse, a being pleased or displeased with : all

may be'^reduced to this of choosing. For the soul to act volun-

tarily is evermore to act electively.—Page 1.

To understand Edwards here we must take into the account

tJie difference between his classification of the phenomena

of the mind and tliat now generally accepted. In his time

that which is now known as psychology, and claims to bo a

science, was but an infant without a name, if, indeed, it may

be said to have had an existence. The distinction of the will

from the sensibility, and the dependence of mental science upon

the facts of consciousness, had not then come into clear recog-

nition. This confusion of two classes of facts was the occasion

of like confusion and vagueness in the use of words. It is

plain, however, that he uses the term will as including all that

we distinguish from it by the word sensibility, but not as cov-

ering at the sanie time what believers in the moral account-

ability of man now commonly imdcrstand to be meant by the

will. His psychology found no faculty in the mind by which

a man is able to control inclination and choose for himself be-

tween alternatives. It completely excluded such a faculty

—

defined it out, as a thing impossible and absurd, though he

soTJietimes used in his own sense the very language which the

believers in such a faculty understand properly to imply it. In

his statement (piotcd above he clusters almost the whole vocab-

ulary of words and phrases for the affections, and affirms them

all to be synonyms for*'an act of the will " or ''choosing."

And from matiy other statements it is equally plain that in his

view an act of the will, a choice, a preference, an inclination,

arc the same, and are made so by the leveling down of the will
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to the plane of inclination rather than by the leveling tip of in-

dination to the will. He quotes Locke with approval thus:

"The will siguilies nothing but a power or ability to prefer or

choose The word preference seems best to express the act

of volition." When Locke, in qualitication of this, says, " The

will is perfectly distinguished from desire," Edwards replies:

I cannot think they are ever so perfectly distinct that they can

ever be properlv said to run counter. ... A man never m any in-

stance vvills any thing contrary to his desires, or desires any

?ib^ contrary to hi. will. ... If we carefully distinguish the

p op'er objects^f the several acts of the will, it will not appear

^. .that there is any difference between vohiion and preference

o that a man's choosing, liking best or being best
P^^^^^^f

,^

a thin- are not the same with his willing that thing. ... A man .

floin
"
as he wills and doing us he pleases are the same thmg in

^'^f:;;Sfg^Sj:eeable or pleasin. to the mind, and the

mind's preferrlTv.^ and choosing, seem hardly to be properly and

perfectly distinct.—Page 5.

The Necessity which he Avowed.

1 Edwards was a thcistic Necessitarian, and his philosophy

was'his apology for his theology. He avowed the doctrine of

necessity as a foundation principle, atSrraing that ''the doc-

trine of necessity, which supposes a necessary connection of all

events on some antecedent ground and reason of their exist-

ence, is the only medium we have to prove the being of a God.

—Page 109.

2. But it was under moral as distinguished from natural ne-

cessity that he placed the responsible characters of men—the

necessity that belongs to the will—the certainty that one's will,

or choice, or preference, will always be determined by the mo-

tives that appeal to him. In like manner he distinguished

moral ability from natural ability, claiming that while men

may have natural ability—hands, feet, voice, mental capacity,

opportunity—to do otherwise, if they had the will to do so,

yet that ali they do and all they will is made certain by provi-

dential motives.

There are families of mind and oapaeity of nature, and every

tidi.ir else sntVioient but a disposition : nothuig is wanting but a

will.—Pasjje 17. ,,..,. • ..

it may^be truly said in one word that moral inability cons.>t>*

in the opposition or want of inclination. For when a person is
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unable to will ov choose such a thing through a defect of motives,
or the prevalence of contrary motives, it is the same thing as his

being unable through the want of an inclination, or the preva-
lence of a contrary inclination.—Page 15.

To him it was obvious that tliere is and can be no such thinf>-

as freedom of will, or choice, or volition, but that motives

always govern the will and are the cause of volitions.

The will is always determined by the strongest motives. . . .

That motive whicli, as it stands in the view of the mind is the
strongest, that determines the will.—Pa see 4.

Any other view, it was certain to hira, involves the absurdity

of an effect without a cause.

3. He admitted that "moral necessity may be as absolute as

natural necessity ; that is, the effect may be as perfectly con-

nected with its moral cause as a natural necessary effect is -^-ith

its natural cause ;" and lie affirmed that between the two kinds

of necessity the "difference is not so much in the nature of the

connection as in the two terms coimectcd " (page l-l), and that

" the will in every instance acts by moral necessity, and is mor-
ally unable to act otherwise."—Page 102.

4. He believed the moral necessity under which the decree

of God liad placed all men to be itself a moral necessity ; that

from the perfection of liis wisdom and goodness the will of

the supreme Being must ever be his unavoidable preference

for the one best way to the attainment of the greatest good.

He had appointed evil, moral and physical, never for its

own sake, but only as he saw it to be a necessity to this worthy
end.

5. He maintained that moral necessity is not inconsistent with

praiseworthiness and blameworthiness, but is rather the founda-

tion of both ; that the farther one is removed by the strength

of the virtuous inclination divinely implanted in him from the

possibility of sin the higher his moral excellence and his moral
standing with God ; and, on the other hand, that the farther

one's inclination to sin, however he may have come by it, re-

moves him from the possibility of holy obedience the deeper
his moral culpability and the greatei- his condemnation. He
maintained, tliat if an act were not prompted by a prevailing

inclination it must be an act of moral indifference, or without

moral quality.
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The Liberty which he Clamed.

It would be injustice to Edwards not to make prominent his

advocacy of what he understood to be liberty. He thoroughly

believed the moral necessity which he so fj-ankly avowed to be

the true defense of " the utmost liberty that can be desired, or

that can possibly exist or be conceived of." He defined liberty

to be " the power, or oppoi-tunity, or advantage that any one

has to do as he pleases."—(Page 17.) But lie believed it to be

morally impossible that a man should in any instance be pleased

to act otherwise than he does act, and therefore that freedom

must always be limited to one open way.

If the will, all things considered, inclines or chooses to go that

way, then it cannot choose, all things considered, to go the otlier

way.—Page 101.

A man is truly morally unable to choose contrary to a present

incUnation which in the least prevails.—'Page 102.

Throughout the work, let it be noted, the author uniformly

placed freedom in ilie doing as 07ie j)leases, and denied it in

willing or choosing, which with him were always tlie same.

Quoting from an opponent the statement, " He may if he

PLEASE choose Otherwise," Edwards answers :
" Which is the

same thing as if he had said, 'He may if he choose choose

otherwise.' " It was to prove the impossibility of .freedom of

will or choice that he employed his famous argument known
as the dictum necessitatis, by which he was confident he had

driven his opponents either to the absurdity of an infinite

series of volitions each having an antecedent free volition, or

to the self-destructive conclusion of a first volition that is not

free, and upon Mdiich all the other volitions of the series, few
or many, depend.

IIow Fak he was Kight.

1. Our author was right in treating the question of freedom
as one of theology as well as of philosophy. He would
liave done better if lie had kept his arguments from these two
Sources more distinct, that each might be seen to stand on its

own merits, and had subjected both arguments to the clearer

light of his own personal faith in God. It is more and more
seen to be a mistake to treat the question of freedom as purely

a philosophic or metaphysical one. The day may come when
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a sound philosophy of freedom will win general acceptance,

but it will be under the lead of religious faith. The age of

the higher philosophy has not come. " Tlie science of science
"

is a goal unreaclied rather than a known and trusted guide.

Is it not reason tliat faith in God and the eternal verities

should evermore lead and transcend our philosopliy? The
statement of our author, that " the doctrine of necessity is the

only medium we have to prove the being of a God," shows

how in his mind our question is connected with that of theism.

He believed that any break in the chain of necessity carrying

every event back to God as the Great First Cause would destroy

the argument for tlie being of God, and hence that the doctrine

of a freedom not under the law of necessity would break this

chain into fragments, and plunge us into the vortex of atheism.

How different all this looks now ! E'ot Necessitj- but Free-

dom is recognized as the strong link that connects our question

inseparably with Theism. Kot all who are Christian in their

faith are ready to give a decisive answer to the question of

liberty or necessity. But it is a significant fact that the cham-
pions of liberty are. all Christian, and that avowed Xecessita-

rians are generally either Atheists or Agnostics. They find but

an endless chain of necessity witli no Great First Cause. Athe-
ism and freedom are seen to be contradictory, and freedom
and accountability to a God above us inseparable. AVhatever

freedom we have is God-given, and our conceptions of God
must control our views of freedom. On the other hand, our
notions of freedom unavoidably affect our conceptions of God.
True Theism carries with it essential truth as to the freedom
of moral agency, and in turn a consciousness of such freedom
carries thought with tlie might of irresistible conviction upward
to a supreme and righteous moral Governor.

2. Our author was right in claiming for Necessity some
plausible advantages. His doctrine of universal Necessity gave
him the advantage which cannot be claimed for the freedom
of moral agency that it is within the easy comprehension of

ordinary intelligence. Theistic necessity affirms tliat God has

made man with no other freedom than to do as he finds him-
self pleased to do, and that man can never be pleased to do
otherwise

;
and further, that in doing this God has himself

acted under the same law. He, too, is free only to do as he
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pleases, and liis pleasure can never be other than the one best

way. TJiis is straightforward and simple ; the common mind
takes in at a glance both the divine and human side of the

Bchcme. There is no difficulty in seeing how a Being of infin-

ite intelligence and jjower can control all men and have a plan

of his own embracing all their actions, if in their entire activity,

mental and physical, he has placed them under law of necessity.

Not so simple is the philosophy of Libert}'. How a wheel is

turned by a crank is easily comprehended by a child to whom
the movements of the hands of a watch are a mystery. So a

mind that has the satisfaction of looking through the scheme

of Necessity and seeing its self-consistency may not hope with

like ease to master all the difficulties involved in the freedom

of moral agency. How a dependent being can be made free

to choose for himself, and how such freedom can be adjusted

to harmony with the sway of a divine Providence, are not pos-

tulates to all minds. Is it reasonable to expect that any mind
under our present limitations shall be able to compass these

problems on all their sides and in all their bearings, and clear

them of all their difficulties ?

It is reasonable that the human side of the problem should

be clear; but that is simply our own consciousness of moral

obligation, which of all facts is the surest. It is what all men
know of themselves and are confident of with regard to men.
But consciousness of obligation includes consciousness of free-

dom, or power of choice, as every whole includes its parts.

Besides, there is no axiom plainer than that accountability in-

volves such freedom, and without it would be impossible.

But when we turn to the other side of this problem, and ask

how the Spirit calls us to freedom ? in what measure we hold

this high trust? when it begins? how frequent its exercise? and
how it stands related to the plans of Providence ? we have

neither the self-mastery, nor the philosophic insight, nor the

knowledge of God requisite to exhaustive answers.

But this advantage of Xecessity carries with .it a decisive

objection. It is too easy to be true. It is comprehensible
because it is on too low a plane. It logically rules out all

moral distinctions. It would not be fair to charge upon Ed-
wards the belief that God is the author of sin, nor that holiness

and sin are but empty names, nor that God is the only real
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actor in the universe, and that man is but a macliine in his

hands : but it is fair to charge this upon his logic. His phi-

losophy is purely fatalistic, and he escapes the conclusion of

fatalism—that there is no such thing as holiness and sin—only

by rejecting the Icgitiaiate consequences of his arguments.

Our author plausibly defended his belief in necessitated

holiness by instancing " God's moral excellency as necessary,

virtuous, and praiseworthy ;
" also, " The acts of the will of the

human soul of Jesus Clirist as necessarily holy, yet virtuous,

praiseworthy, rewardable." Doubtless the moral attributes

of God are all natmvil attributes and not acquired virtues.

Ilow this is possible is indeed inexplicable to us. But this is

one of the mysteries of Tlieism, and such a mystery as we may
expect to find, %vithout mental shock or disturbance.

But the mystery of praiseworthiness in God is not at all a

difficulty involved in the freedom of our moral agency. God
is not a moral agent, a responsible being like ourselves. By no

means does it follow from the uncreated holiness of God that

he can create rewardable holiness in man. Reverently may it

be said he could not create another independent being like

himself. The argument for the freedom of man as inseparable

from .his accountability holds in its full force.

3. Our author was right in claiming a sovereign Providence

over all men and all events. "With but little qualification may
it be said that this is the faith of all devout theists, as it un-

questionably is a doctrine of the inspired word. Not that it

accords with all the speculations of either Libertarians or Xe-

cessitarians. But to know the faith of a people we must not

go to their theories, but mark the language in which they

worship. It is here that all voices with substantial harmony

acknowledge the universal sway of a paternal Providence, and

at the same time on our part an accountable freedom. The
true doctrine as to our freedom cannot be in conflict with this

concord of faith in a heavenly Father's all-embracing care.

Biit a heavenly Father's providence over us, we must not

forget, moans not hindi.-rance but help, not repression or coer-

cion but freedom. Pj'ovidence is for us, not against us. How
God governs men within the province of natural law, as shown
in a previous article, is not a mystery, nor does it directly con-

cern the }M-esent subject. Freedom to choose and act for our-
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selves, and take hold upon God, is clai.ncd only, and is possible

onlv whore God gives us such freedom.

Tl'nt God has perfect knowledge of the future act.ons and

vol ons of u,cn, eriucal as well as non-ethical, w.th An„,,n.,s

generally as well as with Calvinists admits not of q»e=.t'o...

I support of the foreknowledse of God Edwards presents the

a .; nent, scriptural and logical, in its full force. .Not only

the evidence abundant and decisive that the pra.scwwthy and

bl mcworthy volitions and deeds of men -e kno.m to he om-

uiscient One before they become actual, but » »» -*^^^^^

plan in the lives of men which implies mm te di.ection and

Hnprehensive arrangement extending to all the events with

^'al; The'^ichist of our author, that in his responsible

character every man is what God had
P-^-f-'^^

h.n. o be

is not only self-destructive, bnt in spite of all protesb iinoUe.

lie monsfrous absurdity that God is the author of sin id a -

quits those who are branded as sinners as the innocent vie o,s

^f stupendous wrong. A guiding Providence over the plai« of

men however, by no means involves these absurdities, tvtrj

astoCi Id among men, whether at the head of the family, the

looLthe club, the Church, the party, or the State has ^vld

sway ^ver the outward actions of those under his le^d,and of

course over the antecedent thoughts, inclinations, and volitions

from which they spring, and that without necessarily touching

the moral principle upon which they act. The thousand men ein-

p oyed by a manufacLirer carry into his service their own moral

£.acter's-the same characters they would cari-y -to he serv-

ice of another a hundred miles away under conditions radically

different Yet uo particular act or volition of any one of tho=e

laborers is precisely the same as would have given expression

to his character in the employ of the other men. In hke man^

„er everv human being has more or less to do m determin ig

the actions of fellow-beings. It cannot then be ;"<='-«J ^c at

the infinite God, who knows all men perfectly and has a pC.« er,

should be able to hold all men in his guiding care wiuiou in-

terfering with their perfect freedom at the sources ot aJ ic-

.Dr L D M'Cho rejccw the dortrine ot «,e divine foreknowledge ot ful.ire

conl^;en=.s. The German rl.eoiosi.n. are no. a unit touching Ih. doctnne.-

Editor.
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sponsible character—tlie lieart. How could tliis thought receive

more apt expression than as we find it in the inspired word :

" There are many devices in a man's heart : nevertheless the

counsel of the Lord, that shall stand. A man's heart deviseth

his way, but the Lord directeth his steps?"

The difficulty of foreknowledge is simplified to this :* how it

is possible for God to read the characters of men before they

take form, and that is but a mystery, not an absurdity nor an

ethical monstrosity ; and, as was said of the praiscworthiness of

God, it is a mystery not of moral agency, but onlj' a small part

of the mystery of God, with which we have nothing to do, and

about which it is folly to puzzle ourselves. Of coni'se, a man's

responsible character is his own work, or he could not be re-

sponsible for it. Surely it is not a burden upon faith that the

all-seeing Eye is able to look into the hearts of men and sha^je

liis plans for them wisely in view of what he sees there.

4. Our author was right in his charge against the notion of

liberty which he chiefly combated—that of a self-determining

power in the will independent of motives—that it is not tenable.

It is not possible to walk upon vacuity or breathe without air.

No more is possible voluntary action without motive. The im-

possibility of an act of the will without motive and its necessity

in the presence of motive are truths too obvious to need or

admit of proof. But this does not justify the conclusion of our

author that in all cases " motive is the cause of the act of the

will " (page 53)—that "the will in every instance acts by moral

necessity, and is morally unable to act otherwise."—Page 102.

It does not touch the question of freedom to choose between

motives opposite in kind. Is it not in obvious harmony with

our absolute freedom to choose for ourselves where the voice

of God in our consciences calls on us to resist natural appetite

or desire, and he holds us accountable for our choice ?

Where the question before us is simply between rival natural

inclinations, doubtless either inclination may be strengthened

or weakened by an increase or decrease of motives, and here,

as our author claims, " it is possible for motives to be set be-

fore the mind so powerful ... as to be invinci!)le, and such as

the mind cannot but yield to."— Page IIG. Xot so when the

*Tlie difficulty is larger tlian here stated. It includes the influences, divine as

well as human, that produce character, as well as the result produced.

—

Editor.
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issue is between God on the one side and inclination on the

otlier side. Will any one be found to talk of the balancing of

motives or the indifference of the soul on a question like this?

Can reason think to weigh conscience in the scales with appe-

tite or any natural desire of the mind ?* Does not the very

notion of duty place it above all comparison with other motives

that oppose it ?

With a moral issue before ns emphasized by the voice of

God it is absurd to talk of the overbalancing of liberty by

multiplying motives on either side. Double a man's intelli-

gence of the riglit, and, other things being equal, the area of

his liberty and responsibility will be doubled, but not his pros-

pect for securing the favor of Heaven. It is impossible that it

should be, under an administration of justice.

Against other current and historic notions of liberty—the

original Edwardsian that made it to consist in one's power to do

as he pleases or Nvills ; the modified Edwardsian, that defines it

to be the power to will as one pleases, and that which claims in

all the actions of men freedom to alternatives, yet infers from

the preponderance of motive what even the responsible choice

will probably be—lie two common and decisive objections.

First, they all overlook or treat vaguely the radical distinction

between ethical and non-ethical action. To disregard a distinc-

tion so fundamental is to ignore the weightiest consideration in-

volved. Second, the qualified freedom which they offer cannot

in justice be made the basis of moral accountability. Edwardsian

liberty equally under both its forms, as Edwards frankly avowed,

means absolute moral necessity. The merit of this doctrine is,

that it carries with it its own antidote. Moral no less than

natural necessity is inconsistent with responsibility. The other

notion of liberty is more plausible from a surface view, but

lacks coherency. If it is legitimate to infer probability in the

responsible actions of men from the preponderance of motives,

then on the same ground may we, when the motives are made
strong enough, infer certainty.

5. Our author was right, loith one notaUe exception, in re-

stricting freedom to the puwer or op])ortunity one has to do

as he 2)1eases v-'dhout power to do otherwise.

His psychology will do for all the lower animals, so far as

* IIow, tlien, iiccomit for depravity?

—

Editor.
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we know tliem. Obviously tliey all have within their limits

the power to do as they please—the bird to Hy, the fish to

swim, the hare to run, the worm to crawl—all to act out the

inclinations of nature, and this is all the freedom they have,

and all they have any occasion for. It would do for mankind

with tlie power of conscience eliminated. Without conscious-

ness of moral obligation what would the human race be but the

most intelligent of the animal tribes?

Freedom to do as one pleases is the freedom of infancy

every-where, and of all those who from ill birth and ill training

are not yet developed up to the estate of moral accountability.

How far this may embrace the heathen world within and with-

out geographical Christendom it is not for us to judge. But

this we know, as we know enough to be accountable, that the

righteous P'ather holds only those responsible whom he himself

calls to this -high trust.

Freedom to do as we please is the freedom of all men, the

good alike with the bad, upon the myriad of cpiestions where

they properly act upon the plane of natural inclination, or,

which is the same thing, within the domain and under the lead

of natural law. Whether our choice be a sour apple or a

sweet apple, a lunch of toast or leeks, a saddle or a carriage, a

liorse or a mule, a large hat or a small one, an atmosphere pure

or impure, a temperature seventy above zero or forty below,

if no other consideration enters, are to us no questions. In

any such case the intervention of conscience alone can supply

an alternative to inclination. So long as the case is purely one

of natural appetite or desire the mind has no occasion to pro-

ject itself in active volition antecedent to the executive act

wliich causes the tongue, the hand, the foot, to do the bidding

of its choice. Here our will or choice can be no other than

our unavoidable preference. We have no immediate agency

in determining it any more than whether the blood in our

veins be Caucasian or African.

According to these conclusions, the realm of action within

wliich the freedom of man is limited by necessity, just as Ed-
v/anis claimed, to what he cannot help being his choice, is very

broad, including numerically the great majority of human ac-

tions, and allording, therefore, large room for the sway of a divine

Providence in the affairs of men. They leave all tlic activities
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of the world not prompted by loyalty to a consciousness of obli-

gation to a God above us as absolutely in his control, through

the agency of natural law, as are the motions of the planets.

Nor does the higher freedom of loyalty of soul to the mor-

ally right talce the actions and volitions of men out of the em-

brace of a guiding Providence. Eather, it is in the exercise of

this nobler freedom that we rise to the higher plane of filial

obedience, and come of our own choice into the very lines of

Providence. The freedom of moral agency consists in no de-

gree in power to determine when and where and how and in

what connections we obey or disobey the voice of God. Al-

ternative freedom is summed up in the power to choose

between God and forbidden pleasure.'^''

The one exception to our author's doctrine of freedom is, that

the very dispensation of the Spirit that makes us accountable

at the same time and within the same limit endows us with

power to make the will of God our pleasure. 'No man's natu-

ral inclination is God-ward. But when, seeing the will of God,

we make the great surrender, just then do we begin to incline

toward God. God's pleasure begins to be our pleasure, our

preference, our will, our choice, when we adopt it. But this

is -not of nature. The natural man cannot organize and vital-

ize himself into a spiritual man.

6. Our author, then, was so far right in his doctrine of the

dependence of man upon an eifectual calling of the Spirit of

God as that no man can come to God except as God comes
to him with spiritual help. By his call in their consciences do

his children first rise above the inferior freedom to do their

own pleasure to the higher freedom to resist forbidden indul-

gence and take hold upon the divine ; and by the inspiration

of his Spirit do they make all their subsequent advances. How
plain does it appear from this that the great Father has also in

his perfect control the obedient activity of his loyal children

!

But even on this higher plane of moral action the Father works

^?^ his children to will and to do, not alone through their con-

sciences, but more and more through their ulTections, making his

pleasure theii's, till the life struggle ends in victory and tlicy are

completely transformed into his likeness, and to do the will of

God becomes henceforth the soul's undisputed, supreme delight.

*Tlii3 is too Grreat a limitation of freedom.

—

Kuitor.
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The Dictoi IS^ecessitatis.

Since onr author gave such prominence to his noted dictum,

and was so sure it had forever driven freedom of choice from

the field, it may be well to notice its claims. It is found in

Part II, Section I, and is repeated in other connections. It

may be summarized thus :

1. The only way the will can determine any thing is by

choosing it, for " in every act of the will the mind cliooses."

2. If, therefore, the will is free to determine its own choice it

must do so by choosing its choice. 3. It follows either that

every choice arises from an antecedent free choice, and so on in

an infinite series of free choices, or that there must be a first

choice which is not free upon which all the antecedent choices

depend, and, consequently, that the whole series of choices is

necessitated.

The main difficulty, in answering this attempt to involve the

doctrine of freedom to alternatives in the absurdity of an infi-

nite series of dependent free volitions, arises not from its

subtlety or its strength, but from the vagueness and fluctuating

senses of its language. According to the terms freely used by

our author in his statement, the will " determines," " gov-

erns," " commands," " cliooses," " acts." But we have seen

that his idea of the will is that it is simply the mind's prefer-

ence, or prevailing and unavoidable inclination. Instead of

being an actor the will is an irresistible prompter to action.

Instead of choosing freely, it is itself the mind's unavoidable

choice. This is all he can consistently mean.

Such phrases, freely nsed by him, as " an act of the will,"

" an act of volition," " an act of choice," do not fitly represent

his thought. They might be used to mean the act of the mind
in the execution of its will or choice—the doing of the mind's

pleasure; but that is just where our author places freedom,

while it is precisely in what he represents by these phrases that

the dictum undertakes to prove the impossibility of freedom.

But for thus borrowing the language of freedom and usino; it

in the servieo of iiccf-r.-ity the author is not wholly responsible.

The inconsistencies of his language arise not from mental dis-

honesty or lack of courage, but from the diliieulty of his task

as the defender of necessity. It is impossible to defend neces-
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sity without such inconsistencies. The cominon language of

manhind implies more liberty than his doctrine admits. The

obtrusion of such pliraseology into an argument for necessity

may be taken as the unconscious protest of liberty against un-

natural bonds.

The Sum.

Upon the main cjuestion between freedom and necessity there

is but one point of difference wortli contesting. But the point of

freedom is the point of power in man, and the turning-point be-

tween opposite courses of action for life—the true and the false

—and is. therefore, the pivotal point of the eternal issues of pro-

bation. But even this—freedom to surrender to God in resist-

ance to inclination—is not claimed as an unaided natural power,

but rather as a power dependent upon an inspiration from God.

The will is not a mysterious endowment that constitutes a man
an independent actor or a self-acting machine. Upon ques-

tions non-ethical to us what can the will be but the mind's

power to execute its unavoidable preference ? Here what wc
call our choice is not of our own making : the will can serve us

only in the taking of what we find to be our choice. But upon

questions ethical to us I understand the will to be first elective,

then executive ; in other words, we first make our choice and

then proceed to take it. How can we be under obligation to

clioose the will of God without full power to do so ? How
can we be conscious of such obligation without consciousness

of such power ? Does not the one hold the other ? But an

act of choice is not setting out on an independent line of action,

whether morally right or wrong. Choose which we may, the

right or the wrong, we are free to carry out our choice only

in tlie path Providence makes for us. Our actions, the voli-

tions from which they spring, and the plans that comprehend

them, are all under the direction of a power above us. To
choose is evermore to elect between masters. At this point,

and this only, is our freedom absolute,
2—FIFTH SEraf:s, vol. v.

^yyUHamT,'
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Art. II.—MOHAMMED AND HIS KORAN.

In the latter part of the sixth century tliere was born at Mecca,

in the Arabian peninsuLa, a child destined to exert a most pow-

erful influence upon the destiny of the human race, and who
became the author of a system of religion and civil polity con-

tained in the Koran which has disputed with Christianity itself

the dominion of the world. This child, on account of a favorable

omen connected with its birth, received the name MonA:M:MED.^

It is the purpose of this article to present the most salient

points iu the history of this remarkable man, and the most im-

portant features of his religion as contained in the Koran, the

fundamental document of his system. AtkI first of all. to get

a clear view of Mohammed and his work, it is necessary for

lis to know the state of the country in which he lived, and the

influences that surrounded him and which were potent in form-

ing his opinions and in molding his character, Mecca, Moham-
med's native town, is situated in a well-watered valley in the

monntainous region of Arabia, about fifty miles from the Red
Sea, and about midway on the great route of the caravans which

passed between the southern part of Arabia Felix and Potrea.

Qossay, a member of the Koreish tribe, and an ancestor of Mo-
hammed in the tifth degree, seized upon the valley, enlarged

tlie town, and settled there the members of his tribe about A. D-

400. Owing to its favorable position it attained a considerable

degree of prvjsperity, and in the time of Mohammed its popula-

tion was about twelve thousand.f Its special attraction was
the venerable temple, the Kacibah, whose origin was lost in a

remote antiquity.;}: Long before the time of Mohammed it

had been the usage of the tribes from all parts of Arabia to

make a yearly pilgrimage to this temple, to march around it

seven times, and to kiss rev^erently the famous Black Stone in

its eastern wall.§ \Yhat the psalmist said of Jerusalem might

* Mohammed, greatly praised, passive participle, second conjugation of tlie Ara-

bic verb humi'hi.

I Tliis is Dr. S[>rcn;xi"'r's estimate.

X Tlicie wa.s a tradition among tiio Arabs tliat tlie temple owed its origin to

Abraliam.

§ The Kaahah is an irregnlar cube, the sides of whicii vary from forty to fifty,

feet in length.
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be applied to Mecca: "Whither the tribes go itp." At the

time of Alohammed tlie Kaahah contained tliree hundred and

sixty idols; the great idol, Ilobal, occupied the center of tlic

edifice. The fact that Qossay and his descendants extended to

tlie yearly pilgrims the rites of hospitality gave tliem great

power among the other Arab tribes.

Arabia in the time of Mohammed, strictly speaking, had no

government. The tribes were independent. " Tlie opinion of

the aggregate tribes, who chanced for the time to act together,

was the sovereign law." Honor and revenge were the chief

forces in the Arab character. Tlie first incited him to deeds

of hospitality, and the second protected him from ill treatment

and made him a terror to his foes. From what has been said,

it is easy to infer that the mass of the Arabs were pagans.

Their wandering, predatory habits, their love of revenge,

their proud spirit and impatience of restraint, were adverse

to their reception of the doctrines of the meek and lowly

Jesus. 'Among the divinities of the Arabian Pantheon may

be named Allah Ta'alah, the God most high ; three female

divinities, El Huzza, Allat, and Manat, called the daughters of

God, mentioned in chap, liii of the Koran ; Hobel, the chief of

the minor deities, Suwah, Nasr, and Isaph. Sabieanism (the

worship of the stars) had not entirely disappeared at the advent

of Mohammed. Nevertheless, Christianity had established

itself in certain parts of Arabia. Two kingdoms of Arabs,

emigrants from Arabia, existed in the time of Mohammed.
One of these, the dynasty of Palmyra, the Ghassanides, embraced

Christianity in the time of Constantine, and belonged to the

Greek empire. The other kingdom, that of Hira, on a west-

ern branch of the Euphrates, about forty miles below the site

of ancient Babylon, 1)ccame Christian in tlie latter part of the

sixth century, and in tlie first part of the seventh became a

satrapy of Persia.

In southern Arabia, in the province of Xajran, Christianity

gained a footing as early as the fourth century, it would seem,

and ;i Cliristiaii governiiieiit v\-;is estabiij^lied there before the

middle of the sixth century unde-r an Abyr-siiiian viceroy' ; but

before the end of the century the Abyssinians were driven out

and the province became a de[)cndency of Persia, a p:igaii power.

Gi!)bon trulv remarks:
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If a Christian power had been maintained in Arabia, Mahomet
must liave been crushed in his cradle, and Abyssinia would have

prevented a revolution which has changed the civil and religious

state of the world.*

.There were also some Christians in Mecca and other parts of

the country. Tribes of Jews were found in Medina and its

vicinity, and in other regions of Arabia.

Writing was already in use at Mecca before the time of

Mohammed ; but it does not appear to have been employed

to any great extent in the production of works in prose.

Arabic literature seems to have been almost wholly poetry.

At the annual fair at Ocatz, a delightful spot about three

days' journey east of Mecca, the bards of Arabia vied with

each other in poetical contests, and the successful poems, called

Moallakat, were hung upf on \\\g, KaahaJi^ written on Egyp-

tian silk in letters of gold. These poems are anterior to the

time of Mohammed. "They are,'' says Muir, ''a wondrous

specimen of artless eloquence. The beauty of the language

and wild richness of the imagery are acknowledged by the

European reader."

We must next consider the sources for the history and
doctrines of Mohojnmed. Here must be put as the primary

source the Koi-an itself, the genuineness of which is not dis-

puted. This book, containing the gennine teachings of Mo-
liammed, is written in the noblest Arabic dialect, the Koreish,

spoken and written at Mecca. Professor Palmer says:

Regarding it, however, from a perfectly impartial and unbi-
ased stand-point, we find that it expresses the thoughts and
ideas of a Bedawi Arab in Bedawi language and metaphor.
The language is noble and forcible, but it is not elegant in the
sense of literary reiiuement. Td ]\Iohanimed's hearers it must
have been startling, from the maniicr in which it brought great
truths home to them in the language of their every-day life.

. . . The prophet spoke with rude, tierce eloquence in ordinary
language. The only rhetorical ornament he allowed himself
was that of making his periods more or less rhythmical, and
most of his clauses rhyme—a thing that was and still is natural
to an Arab orator. aii<l the necessary outcome of the structure
of the Arabic tongue.];

* Decline and Fall of the Roman Emjnre. vol. iv. p. 2 13.

I Their lacing luing Tip on t'lc Kaubah is qiicslioned by Noldeke.

J Introduction to the Koran, pp. Ixxvi, Ixxvii.
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Moliainmed prided liimself greatly upon the unique charac-

ter of the Koran, and deemed this an unanswerable proof of

the divine origin of the book.

This Koran could not be devised by any besides God. . . . Do
they say, he [Mohammed] halh devised it V say, then, bring a

.

sural) * like it. . . . Say, if mankimi and jinns united together to

bring the like of this Koran, they could not bring the like, f

That the like has not been produced is still regarded by his

followers as an irrefutable proof of its divinity. Upon this

Noldeke well remarks

:

Mohammed did not demand tliat they should produce some-

thing poetical or rhetorical equal to the Koran, but something

essentially equal to it. But this was, in the nature of the case,

impossible for his adversaries. Could they in the same manner
defend the old polytheism, of which they really were so little

convinced, as he did the unity of God and tlie dogmas connected

with it? ... Or should they likewise become enthusiastic for

the unity of God, and attack' only the prophetic charactcrof

Mohammed ? In that case they could only copy the Koran, which

they wished to equal ; and a picture can never be equal to the

original. J

The Koran is about half the size of the Pentateuch, and con-

tains one hundred and fourteen surahs or chapters, varying in

length from two hundred and eighty-six verses to three. The

most of them are stated to have been revealed at Mecca and

Medina, extending over a period of about twenty-three years.

They are generally arranged according to length, and not in

the order in which they were delivered, the longest standing

in the first part of the book and the shortest in the last. ]\Io-

luimmed professed to have received them from the angel Gabriel.

They were immediately inscribed upon palm leaves, leather,

broad stones, shoulder-blades, or some other convenient material,

by his secretaries ; for tlie Koran nowhere represents Moham-
med as writing any tlifng, and it is still an open question

whether he could write. Xo collection of the surahs was made

during the life-time of the prophet. But about a year after

liis death—when many of the best reciters of the Koran luul

been slain in battle at Yemdnia in the overthrow of ^[oselcinia

—Omar expressed the fear that the text of the Koran might

« Surah x, 39. \ Sural) xvii, 90.

XGeschichtedesKorani^^.AA. Goaiiijjtn, 1860.
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become uncertain wl)en those wlio best renienibered it should

have passed away. He accordinc^ly advised the Caliph Abu
Bekr to give immediate orders for its collection. Abu Bekr,

following this advice, appointed Zaid, who during the last part

of Mohammed's life liad been his secretary, to make the col-

"lectiou. Zaid, after some resistance, gatliered up from various

quarters the scattered surahs, and formed them into one whole,

and delivered it to Abu Bekr, at whose death it came into the

hands of Omar, his successor in the caliphate, and during his

ten years' reign this was the standard text. From some cause

—either from the variations in the original transcripts, from

errors committed by Zaid \\\ his edition, or from variations in

copies taken from it, various readings made their appearance

which scandalized the Moslem world. The Cahph 0thman was

invoked to put an end to this confusion, which he did in a sum-

mary way. He appointed a commission, consisting of Zaid and

several of the Koreish, to form a' new edition of the Koran.

They collected all the copies, and made as the foundation of

the text the original collection of Abu Bekr, which since the

death of Omar had been in the custody of his daughter Ilaphsa,

the prophet's widow. After the text liad been completed

Othman caused all the rest of the copies to be destroyed except

that of Abu Bekr, which was returned to Haphsa. He then

sent several copies of this new edition to the different prov-

inces to serve as a standard text. From the edition of this

caliph our present text of the Koran is derived. That this

text exhibits the surahs, essentially, at least, as tliej' existed at

the death of Mohammed, there can be no doubt. They were

published when many who heard them recited were still alive,

and the reverence of tiie Moslems for the sacred character of

their prophet would prevent them from falsifying his teach-

ings. Tlie great Orientalist, Ewald, remarks, in speaking of

tiie Koran: ''Its language is abrupt, difficult, very often rough,

full of very rare forms, and upon the whole it requires a good
and cautious interpreter." -

But while the Koran is for us the chief source for the doc-

trines of J\Iohamme^l, it fuiTiishes us with comparatively few
facts in the life of the prophet. It is a singular fact, however
it may be explained, that Zaid, his adopted son, is the only one

* Pivlcgonicna, Arabic Cram., p. 16.
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of his companions that he mentious bj name, so barren of per-

sonal matters is the book. Tiie earliest biography of Moham-

med that has reached us and the later Moslems is that of Ibn

Ishaq, who died in the year 151 of the Hijrah^ that is, about

one hundred and forty years after the death of the prophet.

Even this work is not extant in its original form, but only in

the revision of Ibn Hisham, who died in the year 213 or 2 IS

of the Tlijrah.^ He made bnt few changes in the original

work, and where lie made additions he always put his own

name to them. Xoldcke regards this work as by far the rich-

est and the best of the extant sources for the history of Moham-

med ; but at the same time he does not acquit Ibn Ilisham, like

all the older biographers of the prophet, of having committed

a pious fraud in the omission or change of single facts to the

credit of Mohammed, as he himself confesses. The next biog-

rapher of the prophet is Al Wakidi, who died in the year 207

of the Rijrah. He spent a part of his life at the court of the

Abassides at Bagdad. The fourth valuable source for Moham-

med's life is the work of Tabari, who died at Bagdad in the

year 310 of the Ilijrah.

It is thus seen that we have no life of Mohammed and no

collection of traditions respecting him written within ihe Jirst

hundred years after his death. And Dr. Sprenger remarks

that "the nearest view of the prophet which we can obtain is

at a distance of one hundred years." f But this is not the only

difficulty in the way of obtaining a clear view of the life of

Mohammed; party prejudice has distorted, invented, or-omltted

tradition to suit its own purposes. About a hundred years

after the death of Mohammed, the friends of the Abassides

united with the party of Ali, the son-in-law of Mohammed,
to raise to the caliphate some descendant of Abbas, the uncle

of the prophet. They denounced the dynasty of the Om-
miades—who were but distantly related to the prophet—as

usurpers. "Perverted tradition," says Sir W. Muir, "was in

fact the chief instrument employed to accomplish their ends."

It was during the reign of the Abassides that the biograph-

ers of Moliumiucd :rud the collectors of tradition respecting

* nijrah, Flight of ^[ollammed from Mecca, June 20, A. D. 622, the Moham-

medan epoch.

f Spreagcr's Life of JJjJtammed, p. 63.
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him lived. That tliey were pi-ejudiced in favor of this dynasty,

or, at least, feared in some cases to tell the truth, there can be

no doubt.

Bokhari,* who traveled from land to land to gather from

the learned the traditions they had received, came to the con-

clusion, after many years' sifting, that out of six hundred thou-

sand traditions, ascertained by him to be then current, only

four thousand were authentic! And of this selected number

the European critic is compelled, without hesitation, to reject

at least one half, f On the tradition respecting Mohammed,

Muir thus remarks

:

Its authority must rest on some companion of the prophet, ;ind

on the character of each individual in tlie long cliain of witnesses

through whom it was handed down. If these were unimpeach-

able the tr.idition must he recdmd. . . . They dared not inquire

into internal evidence. . . . The s])irit of Islam would not brook

free inquiry and real criticism. Upon the apostate Moslem the sen-

tence of death—an award restinj| on the prophet's authority

—

was vigorously executed by the civil power. To the combina-

tion, or rather the unitij, of the spiritual and political elements in

the unvarying type of Mohanimedau government must be at-

tributed that "utter absence of candid and free investigation into

the origin and truth of Islam which so painfully characterizes

the Moslem mmd even to the present day. The Vacuity of criti-

cism has been annihilated by the sword, t • • • The grand defect

in the traditional evidence 'regarding Mohammed consists in its

being wholly ex pai-te.% . . . The system of 2^ioi(S fraicds is not

abhorrent from the axioms of Islam. Deception, in the current

theology of 3[ohamniedans, is under certain circumstances allow-

able. "The prophet liimself, by precept as Avell as by example,

encouraged the notion that to tell an untruth is on some occasions

allowable.
U

• To these sources for the history of Mohammed must be added

the transcript of treaties made between Mohanmied and the

neighboring tribes, and which were still in force in the last

part of the second century of the U/jrah. A further source is

found in the verses and poetical fragments referring to Mo-
hammed, comj)Osed about his time.

Having tlius considered the sources for ^Fohammcd's life an*l

doctrines, we shall next give a sketch of that ///l^ and then of

those doctrines. Mohammed was the son of Abdallah and

« Al Hijmh, 257.
-f
Dr. Weil in Sir W. Mutr's Lffe of Muhammed. p. 574.

X Muii's Life of Muhnmined, p, 575. § Ibid., 5S0. | lOid., 594, 5D5,
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A'minali. Two montlis before the birtli of liis child the father

died. The infant, after having been suckled a few months by

a slave woman, Thowaybah, was intrusted to a woman, Ilali-

mah, of the Banu Sa'd, who kept flocks in the neighborhood of

Tayif, about fifty miles east of Mecca. It was customary with

the rich inhabitants of Mecca to send away their cliildren from

the pestilential climate of the city into the desert to be brought

up among the hardships of the genuine Arab bfe. AYhen four

years okfMohammed had a nervous fit. After keeping him^five

years his nurse restored him to his m.other at Mecca. When

six years old his mother died, while slie was returning with him

from a visit to Aledina. Her slave woman brought the young

prophet to Mecca, where his grandfather, Abdal-Mottalib, fondly

cherished him. The grandfather, dying at the age of eighty-

two years, intrusted the child, then eight years old, to Abu

Talib, the yoimg prDphet's uncle. At the age of twelve years

he accompanied this uncle on a mercantile journey to Syria

which extended at least as far as Bostra. It lasted four months,

and gave the youthful Mohammed a fine opportunity of ob-

serving the customs of the civilized and Christian people of that

region, whose institutions were in such striking contrast with

those of the idolatrous Meccans.

As to acquired learning [says Sale], it is confessed he had

none at all, havini^ had no other education than what was cus-

tomary with his tribe, who neglected, and perhaps despised, what

we call literature.

When near twenty years of age he attended upon his uncles

in a battle fought between the Koreish and the Ilawazin, but

lie himself took no conspicuous part. "Physical courage, in-

deed, and martial daring," says Muir, "are virtues which did

not distinguish the prophet at any period of his life." The

annual fair held at Ocatz, where the various tribes of x\rabia

met in friendly rivalry in the contests of eloquence and poetry,

nuist have been deeply interesting to Mohammed. Here tradi-

tion relates that when a young man he was deeply affected by a

sern-on which he heard preached by Qoss, the Christian bishop

of Najran, in southern Arabia. Certain it is that late in life

he referred with satisfaction to the memory of Qoss, the son of

Saida, and spoke of him as having there preached the true

catholic faith.
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At the annual fair at Ocatz he became familiar witli the

bitter controversies between the Jews and Christians and their

common conten^pt for the idolaters, and it is not unlikely

that he conceived there tlie idea of uniting all these people
in one religion that should contain elements common to all

of them. At one period of his youth he was employed in

tending sheep and goats upon the hills and in the valleys ad-

jacent to Mecca. When twenty-live years of age, at the in-

stance of Abu Talib he was hired by a rich widow of Mecca,
Khadijuh, to take charge of four camels laden with merchan-
dise bound for Bostra. In due time he reached the celebrated

Syrian city, disposed advantageously of his mei-chandise, and
returned in safety to Mecca. Kliadijah was so charmed with
Mohammed that she offered him her hand in marriage, and
was accepted, lie was twenty-five, and she was about forty.

This marriage gave him high position and wealth, both of great
value to a public leader.

Respecting the personal appearance of Mohammed Dr.
Sprenger remarks

:

He was of middhng size, had broad shoulders, a wide chest,
and large bones

; and he was Heshv, but not stout. . . . His oval
f:icc was ratber fair for an Arab. 'The forehead was broad, . . .

Ins nose was large. The mouth was wide He stooped and was
sliglitly hump-backed. The mildness of his counteuance gained
luin the confidence of every one ; but he could not look straight
into a man's face.*

Until his fortieth year he was a zealous worshiper of the
gods of Arabia.

The predominance of his imaginative powers, and his peculiar
position, gave him a turn for rcHgions meditation. He aimually
spent the month of Kamadlian in"a cave of Mount Hara, wliere
the Korashites used to devote tlicmselves to ascetic exercises.
In this retreat lie passed a certain number of nights in prayers,
fasted, fed tlie poor, and gave hiinself up to meditation, and on
his return to :Makkah he walked seven times round tlie Ka'bah
before be went to his own house.f

About this time doubts of tlie truth of the pagan religion of
Arabia arose in the mind of.Mohammed. In the mid.-,t of his
mental struggles, while strolling over Blount Ilira, a lonely

* Spren^er's Lif,: of Mohammed, pp. 84, 85.

f Jiiii, pp. 9-4, 95.
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place not far from Mecca, an angel appeared to liim, and tluis, /
addressed liini

:

" Read in the Dame of thy Lord

Who created man from congealed blood 1

Read for thy Lord is most i;enerous 1

Who taught by the peu !

Taught man what he did not know !

"

Tliese are the first five verses of Surali xcvi. Did Moliain-

med believe that he was directed to read the Jewish and Chris-

tian Scriptures? That would seem to be the most natural

meaning. But if the Arabic verb q^araa be rendered recite,

what was he to recite? The Scriptures, we would say. This

vision was the transition from his old pagan state and the be-

ginning of his prophetic life. But he was not happy, and sev-

eral times contemplated suicide by throwing himself down
from precipices. His friends were alarmed. He himself

doubted the soundness of his mind. " 1 hear a sound," he said

to his wife, "and see a liirht. I am afraid there are iiun in

me." At another time he said : "I am a kahin" (soothsayer).

"God will never allow that such should befall thee," said

Khadijah, " for thou keepest thy engagements and assistest thy

relations." His preaching at this time was rather of a private

nature, and the people of Mecca treated his mission with con-

tempt and looked upon him as one possessed of an evil spirit.

For about two years he had received no revelation. This period

is called y^/zl/'a/i, intermission.

Existing prejudices [says Dr. Sprenger] left no alternative to

Moliamraed but to proclaim himself a prophet, who was inspired
by God and his angels, or to be considered a kahin, possessed by
t5atan and his agents the jinn. Khadijah and her friends ad-
vised him to adopt the former course ; and after some hesitation,

be followed their advice, as it would appear, with his own con-
viction.*

One day, while wandering about among the hills near Mecca,

with the intention of committing suicide, he beheld Gabriel

between heaven and earth, and was assured by him that he was
a prophet of God.

Frightened by this ap]iarition [says Sprenger] he returned
home, and feeling unwell he called for covering. lie had a tit,

aud they poured cold water upon him; and when he was re-

* Spreiiger's Life of Afohammed, p. 108.
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covered from it be received the " revelation " iu the follovring

words

:

^ , , , . t,- j .

tliou who art covered ! Rise up aud warn 1

Aud thy Lord magnify I

And thy garments purify 1

And abomination shun !

These verses are the first part of Snrah Ixxiv. Moliam-

med refers to tliis vision in Surah Ixxxi, 20 :
" Your comrade

is not mad ; he saw him [Gabriel] on the plain horizon, nor

does lie grudge to communicate the unseen." With this reve-

lation his puljlic mission properly begins. And we may ask,

"What credentials did he exhibit in proof of his divine mis-

sion? Nothing but the messages themselves; which in many
instances falsify history, pander to human passions, and con-

tradict the teachings of Christ. The inhabitants of Mecca

repeatedly demanded of Mohammed some visible proof of his

heavenly mission. His only reply is that the Koran itself is a

miracle—that former prophets who wrought miracles were not

believed. The whole tone of his surahs is a confession of

weakness, which is shown in his angry replies, in the threaten-

ing language in which he indulges, in the perpetual reference

to the fires of hell in which the unbeliever is to burii.

"Naught hindered us," he represents God as saying, "from

sending thee with signs, save that those of yore said they were

lies."* "They say," affirms Mohammed, "unless there be

'sent down upon him signs from his Lord'—say, verily, signs

are with God, and verily, I am an obvious warner."-j- "They
say, unless he bring us a sign from his Lord." ^

Let us now take a rapid view of Mohammed's progress in

his prophetic mission. Flis wife Khadijah was his first con-

vert. Also Zaid, once Mohammed's slave, but freed, and then

his adopted son, became a convert. Next Ali, Mohammed's
cousin, a bright youth, adopted the new system. But the

most important accession was Abu Bekr, a wealthy merchant,

who had long been the friend of JSIohammcd. Througli his

influence, Sad, Zobeir, still in their minority and relatives of

the prophet, Talha, Otlmian, and Abd al Eahmdn, joined the

prophet. The slaves of Mecca were es])ccially susceptible to

the new religion. Among the early converts was Bilal, tall,

dark, with negro features, a slave ransomed by Abu Bekr from
* Chap, xvii, CI, I Chap, xxix, 49. % Chap. x.\-, 133.
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persecution. He was the first muezzin, or crier to prayer. Muir

judges that Mohauimed had nearly forty couveiis in the first

three or four years after liis assumption of the prophetic ofiice.

Ilis converts were made in the midst of difficulties. He and

his followers were violently persecuted by the people of Mecca,

who v^evQ strongly attached to the idolatry of the. Kaabah. It

became necessary for Mohammed to leave Mecca. He at-

tempted the conversion of the people of Taif, but was treated

vitli violence and driven out of the town. He returned to

Mecca under the protection of the chief Mutaim.

His enemies having formed a plot against him, he with

Abu Bekr took refuge in a cave a few miles from Mecca, and

about three days later he set out for Medina, where his zealous

missionaries had already gained many converts. His departure

took place June 20, A. I). 622, the 4th of the third month of

the first Ilijrah, the Mohammedan epoch. At this time

Medina was agitated and divided between two opposing

tribes. Internal war, strife, and assassination rendered every

thing in Medina insecure. The city was ready to accept any

one who could restore tranquillity. On a Friday lie entered

Medina, and his camel being left to take her own course, slie

sat down in the house of Abu Ayub. He soon formed a treaty

with the Jews in whicli it was stipulated that " the Jews will

profess their religion, and Moslems theirs." But the rejection

of Moliammed's mission by the Jews excited his bitter hate.

Mohammed was accustomed to conduct religious services at

Medina on Fridays ; but while busily engaged in promoting

tlie spiritual interests of his people, true to his Arab instincts,

he did not neglect plunder. The caravans passing between

Medina and the lied Sea on the way between Syria and

]\lecca were irresistible temptations to the prophet. Having

failed in the capture of the caravans in several instances, his

attempt to intercept the caravan of Abu Sofian on its way to

^lecca brought on the famous battle of Bedr, a place situated

about a hundred miles to the south-west of Medina. The

Meceans, with nine hundred and fifty men, came to tlie aid of

the caravan, ^[ohammed with a force less than one third of

that number engaged and defeated them. This splendid victory

established his authority ; for he alleged that it was the inter-

position of heaven in his behalf. After this he carried matters
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with a liigli liand. Assassinations at the suggestion or com-

mand of the propliet soon followed. It became extremely

dangerous to oppose him.

The progre:-s of Islam [says Muir] begins to stand in unenvi-
able contrast with that of early Christianity. Converts were
gained to the faith of Jesus by witnessing the constancy with
which its confessors suffered death; they were gained to Islam
by the spectacle of the readiness Avith which its adherents in-

Jiicted death. In the one case, conversion ol'ten imperiled the

believer's life; in the other, it was for the most part the only

means of saving it.*

It was not to be supposed that the Meccans would make no

effort to retrieve the disaster of Bedr ; that would have been

tlic most contemptible cowardice. Accordingly, about a year

after that defeat, the Meccans collected an army of three thou-

sand warriors from various sources, marched to the vicinity

of Medina, and encamped west of the Ohod mountain, which

lies north-east of the city. Mohammed marched out of the

city and engaged them. His army was defeated, and he him-

self was wounded in the mouth and reported to be dead. The
Meccans thereup^on left for home. The defeat was most dam-

aging to the prophet. His success at Bedr was claimed as a

proof of his divine mission ; then, by parity of reasoning, was

not his defeat at Oiiod subversive of his prophetic claims ?

In A. D. G25, expeditions were sent out by Mohammed in

various directions, increasing his power. The Jewish tribe

Bani Nadhir were driven into exile. About this time Mo-
hammed married two more womcn,f who were widows. Being

smitten with the wife of his adopted son, Zaid, her husband

proposed to divorce her. Mohammed at tirst declined, but

afterward accepted the offer ; she was divorced, and they were

married. As tliis marriage created scandal, the prophet got a

pretended revelation from the Almighty justifying it.

In A. D. 627, the Meccans, with various ti-ibes of Bcdawin,

amounting to ten thousand men, .advanced to the siege of

]\Ledina. ^Mohammed, by the advice of a Persian, extended

around the unprotected i)arts of the city a ditch, which was
completed just in time to save the place. The Meccans and

their allies, failing to capture the city, left one stormy night.

* Sprcnger'o Life of Mohammed, p. 258.

f A few years before his death his wives numbered ten, besides two concubines.
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This siege is known in Mohammedan history as the Battle of

the Ditch. Soon after this the Jewish tribe Beni Qnraidhah,

near Medina, were taken by a siege, and tlie men, eight

Imndred in number, were beheaded. After this he had no

further opposition in the region of Medina, and his power

was continually growing. In the sixth year of the Hijrali he

conclnded a treaty of peace with the Meccans for ten years.

In A. D. 628 he sent dispatches to the Emperor Heraclius, to

Chosroes, king of Persia, and to tiie governor of Egypt. The

latter alone made a courteous reply, wliile not admitting his

claims. About this time he was poisoned by a Jewish maid

who had lost relatives in the subjugation of the Jews of Khei-

bar. The effect of this poisoning he felt all his life. In

A. D. 629 he made tlie pilgrimage to Mecca. In the following

year, with an army of eight or ten thousand men, he made a

conquest of Mecca. About A. D. 631 his autliority was ex-

tended into southern Arabia. In the March of the following

year ho made his last pilgrimage to Mecca and addressed a vast

crowd of pilgrims near the city. In the last of May of the

same year he was taken sick of a fever, and after an illness of

about ten days he died iu Medina on the Sth of June, A. D.

632, in tlie sixty-third year of his age. At his deatli his power
extended over all, or nearlj' all, of the Arabian peninsula,

although Dr. Sprenger thinks that not more than one thousand

men really believed in him at that time.

We must next consider the position of Mohammed toward

the Old and the New Testament^ and then discuss the doctrines

of the Koran. On the first, we may observe that he always

assumes tlie divine authority of the Holy Scriptures. He rep-

resents his revelations as confirming those already given

:

AVe gave Moses the Book* [that i<, the Pentateucli]. Bat be-
fore it [the Koran] was the Book of Closes, a model and a mercy;
and tliis is a book confirming it in Arabic language.f Verily, we
have revealed the law in which is guidance and light; the proph-
ets who were resigned did judge thereby those who were Jews.
. . . Anil we follow np the footsteps of these [prophets] with
Jesus the son of ^lary, conriiining that which was Itefore him and
the law, and we brought hjin the Gospel, wherein is guida;;ce an^l

^•ght When God said, O Jesus, son oi" x»Iary, remember my
tavors toward thee and toward thy mother, when I aided thee

* Chap, xli, 45. f Chap, xlvi, 11.
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with the Holy Ghost till thou didst speak to men in the cradle

and when grown up. And when I taught thee the Book and wis-

dom and the law; when thou didst create of clay, as it were, the

likeness of a bird, by my power, and didst blow thereon, it l)e-

carae a bird; and thou didst heal the blind from birth, and the

leprous by my permission; and when thou didst bring forth the

dead by my permission; and when I did ward off the children of

Israel from thee when thou didst come to tliem with mnnifest

signs, and those who disbelieved amongst them said, "This is

nauglit but manifest magic."*

Mohammed represents the Jews as saying

:

Verily, we have killed the Messiah, Jesus, the son of Mary, and
the apostle of God. . . . But they did not kill liira, and thuy did.

not crucify him, but a similitude was made for them. . . , They
did not kill him, for sure! Nay, God raised him up unto him-
self; for God is mighty and wise ! And there shall not be one
of the people of the Book [Jews] but shall believe in hira be-
fore his death; and on the day ofjudgment he shall be a witness
against them.f

Mohammed also refers to the miraculous conception of Christ,

whicli he manifestly accepted. He also makes reference to

the incidents connected with the birth of John tlie Baptist.
;}:

But wliilc Mohammed believed in the divine mission of Christ

he rejected his divinity :

The Jews, says he, say that Ezra is the son of God; and the
Christians say that the Messiah is the Son of God; God fight

them! how they lie! § Jesus, the sou of iMary, is but tlie apostle
of God and his word . . . and say not " Three."

[j
He is but a

servant whom we have been gracious to.*^

In reference to tlie Deity, Moliammed says

:

Say, He is God alone ! God the Eternal ! He begets not and
is not begotten I Nor is there like unto him any one.**

Mohammed had but a slight acquaintance with the New
Testament. We liave no proof that there existed any trans-

lation of it in Arabic in his time. He makes but few refer-

ences to the Gospel history, and in tliem he blends the stories

of the Apocryplial gospels with the authentic statements of

the evangelists. He never meiUions any of tlie apostles of

Christ by name. On tlie Christian doctrine of redemption he
Las nothing to say. He declares, as we liave already seen, that

* Chap. V. f Cliap. iv, 155. d seg. X Cliap. xix, 1-15. § Chap, ix, 30

B Chap, ir, 169. •;[ Chap, xliii, 59. ** Chap. cxii.
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Christ was not really crucified, but taken to heaven. He indeed

jirotends that his own appearance was predicted by Christ

:

And when Jesus, the son of Mary, said, . . . Verily I am the

apostle of God to you, verifying the law that was before me,

and giving you glad tidings of an apostle who shall come after me,
whose name shall be Ahmed *

It is evident that Mohammed here refers to the napdKXTjrog

(Paraclete, Advocate, Comforter), which Christ promised to

send. Joh.n xiv, 16, 26 ; xv, 26 ; xvi, 7. Ahmed {inost praise-

v:orthi/) is about the same as Mohammed {greatly praised).

Some Moslem who had been a Christian must have suggested

to him this ingenious device by which napafcXTj-og is converted

into 7tepiK?.vr6g, renov^ned. IlEptfc?.vr6g does not occur in tlie

Greek Testament, nor can I find that the meaning renoioned

was ever given to -apdtiXriToq in any ancient version.

Mohammed was a Unitarian in the strict sense of the word.

He, no doubt, was disgusted with the idolatry of the Arabs,

especially with the worship of the divinities, Lat, Manat, and

Ozza, said to be daughters of God. Flying from this idolatry

and the superstitious observances of the Christians of his time,

and having no clear conception of the doctrine of the Xew
Testament, he took refuge in absolute Monotheism. He seems

to li'ave thought that the Virgin Marj^ was one of the persons

of the divine Trinity in the Christian system. Mohammed in

his teaching and practice was far more a Jew than a Christian.

AVe may, indeed, characterize his religion as hastai'd Judaism.
On this point Dr. Sprenger remarks

:

He devoted more than two thirds of the Koran to biblical
legends, most of which he has so well adapted to his own case
that if we substitute the name of Mohammed for Moses and Abra-
ham we have his own views, fate, and tendeucy. f

The fundamental doctrine of the Koran is :
" There is no God

but God, and Mohammed is the apostle of God." In proof of the
divine existence, he repeatedly refers to the operations of nat-

ure, and often in eloquent language. But for the second part
"f his fundamental doctrine, his apostleship, he has no proof
to oiler but the Koran itself, the sublimity of which, as Gib-
hon confesses, is surpassed by the Book of Job. In tlio sys-

tt'tn of Mohammed the omnipotence of. God and his cxalta-

* Cli.'ip. Ixi, 6. f Sprciiger's Life of Mohammed, p. 108,
3 FIFTH SEinES, VOL. V.
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tion above all created tilings, and the unmeasured distance be-

tween them and God, are strongly set forth :

Almighty power was apprehended in this religion as unlimited
arbitrary will; or if some occasional presentiment of the love and
mercy of God gleamed out in the religious consciousness, yet it

did not harmonize with the prevailing tone of the religion, but
necessarily borrowed from the latter a cdtain tincture oi particu-
larism. Hence llie predominant fatalism, and the total denial of
moral liberty.*

According to the Koran, God readily forgives sin. The
resurrection of the dead, a day of judgment and subsequent

rewards and punishments, are articles of faith in the teach-

ings of Mohammed. The intermediate state between death

and the resurrection is assumed in the Ivoran.f The rewards

and punishments of the future life arc of a sensuous nature.

Paradise is described as having in it

rivers of water without corruption, and rivers of milk, the taste

whereof changes not, and rivers of wine delicious to those who
drink; and rivers of honey clarified ; and there shall they have
all kinds of fruit and forgiveness from their Lord,

J

Further, the Moslems in Paradise are described as having

a stated provision of fruits, and they shall be honored in the
gardens of pleasure, upon couches facing each other. They shall

be served all round with a cup from a spring, white and delicious

to those who drink, wherein is no insidious spirit, nor sliall they
be drunk therewith; and with them damsels restraining their

looks, large-eyed. §

The chief religious duties prescribed in the Koran are ; 1) The
performance of the stated prayers. 2) The bestowing of alms

only upon " the poor and needy and those who work for them,

and tliose whose hearts are reconciled (to Islam), and those in

captivit}', and those in debt, and those who arc on God's patli,

atul for the wayfarer." 3) The fast of the month Ramadan,
during which the Moslem is neither to eat nor drink any thing

from the morning twiliglit until sunset.

The great crimes of murder and adultery are, of course, for-

bidden in the Koran. The former is punishable with death,

but a ransom may be accepted in its place by the relatives of

* Neander's Hist, of the Chris. Church, vol iii, p. 85. f Chap, xxiii, 100.

X Chap, ilvii, 15, et seq. § Chap, x.vxvii, 40-45.
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the murdered man. Theft conmiitted by man or woman is

punished by cutting off tlie hands of tlie tliief. Fornication

in both sexes is punished by a hundred stripes. Full measure

and just weight are strictly enjoined, while taking interest for

the use of money is prohibited, as are also wine and alcoholic

drinks, and games of chance.

To the credit of Mohammed it must be said that he enjoined

kind treatment of women and orphans. But one of the worst

features of his system, and which necessarily degrades woman,

is the permission of polygamy, each Moslem being allowed to

have four* wives at once, and to divorce them with great

facility. But although the Koran degrades woman it does not

exclude her from heaven. " But he who doeth good works

—

be it male or female—and believes, they shall enter into para-

dise." Slavery is authorized in the Koran, but the slave is

allowed to redeem himself.

That Mohammed accomplished some good must be acknowl-

edged ; but an impartial judge must decide that the system of

the Koran has been an incubus upon civilization and upon in-

tellectual and moral progress. We coincide with the judgment

of Sir William Muir :

First, polygamy, divorce, and slavery are maintained and per-

petuated, striking at the roots of public morals, poisoning do-
mestic life, and disorganizing society. Second, freedom of

thought and private judgment in religion are crushed and anni-

hijated. The sword still is and must remain tlie inevitable pen-
alty for the renunciation of Islam. Toleration is unknown.
Third, a barrier has been interposed against the reception of

Christianity. They labor under a miserable delusion who sui>
pose that Mohammedanism paves the way for a purer faith. No
system could have been devised with more consummate skill for

shutting out the nations over which it has sway from the liglit of

truth.f

* Chap, ir, 3. \ Muir's Life of Moliammed, p. 535.
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CHARACTER: A SYMPOSIUM.

CHARACTER AND HEREDITY.

The researches of the last tliirty years have projected witli

peculiar force the M'ord "heredity" into our speech and its

deep meaning into our life. Like words which stand for truth,

it is becoming weightier as knowledge broadens. First deemed

important in respect of the differentiation of species and of the

tendency to return to a supposed or proved older type, it has

forced itself into the vocabulary of those who write of man in

his physical, social, intellectual, and religious aspects.

Christian thinkers have been slow in adopting it as a part of

their intellectual furniture, because they feel bound to maintain,

iirst of all, the freedom of the will in man. There is no Cliris-

tianity without this, only fatalism varnished with Christian

ethics. Some authorities have carried the doctrine of heredity

so far that man, in their hands, has seemed to be little more

than the conscious automaton of Huxley— his whole career

being found " seminally," as the old theologians used to say, in

his ancestry. Those who know what scientific candor is admit

that it is far more difficult to trace hereditary infiuences in

man than in other animals. Humanity has never yet been bred

even toward a physical ideal. Yet the studies of Galton and

others show that, taking long periods of family life together,

ability, not to say genius, is hereditary. And in respect of

tendency toward high moral quality, the experienced can

point out families in which it has been manifest for several

generations.

If character be the sum of qualities which distinguish one

person from another, Christians must find place therein for

])ersonal will and choice. They hold that man makes himself

even while other forces seem to build him. Drifts, tendencies,

aptitudes, prnnenc?>c?, proclivities, bents, biases, inclinations,

propensiiit-, rren<]s, arc heritable. But the personality chooses

whether to drift or to row, whether to incline until it falls or to

stand like the tower of Pisa, inclined but stable. This is by

no means the new doctrine of fate as preached by the ultra-

scientific and adopted by the modern JJuddhistic cult. This
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last has never had better expression, even by Emerson, than in

the following poem by Frederick Petersen

:

" I met upon the woodland ways,

At noon, a lady fair.

Adown her slender shoulders strays

Iler raven hair;

And none who looks into her eyes

Can fail to feel and know-

That in the conscious clay there lies

Some soul aglow.

But I, who meet her oft about

Tlie woods in morning song,

I see behind lier, far stretched out

A ghostly tlirong:

A priest, a prince, a lord, a maid,

Faces of grief and sin,

A high-born lady and a jade,

A liarlequin

;

Two lines of ghosts in masquerade,

Who push her where they will,

As if it were the wind that swayed

A daffodil

She sings, she weeps, she smiles, she sighs,

• Looks cruel, sweet, or base;

The features of lier fathers rise

And haunt her face

As if it were the wind that swayed

Some stately daftodil.

Upon her face they masquerade

And work their will." *

•

In this poem there is no place left for the individual will

It says poetically what Lys says physiologically, that we have

no ideas at all except those which reach us through the senses,

and which are compounded by machinery whose force is mod-

itied by inherited energy or weakness, and whose direction is

determined by drifts in the brain itself.

AVhat reasons have we for rejecting such teaching? Far

more attractive than the old fatalism, because its foundation

comes within the range of the senses, it cannot be driven

awav bv mere denial, nor does it easily surrender to a script-

ure "text. It is certain that in the microscopic spherule which

we call an egg the development and destiny of an individual

is largely, if "iiot chiefly, inclosed. Our finest processes full to

* Lippincolt's, June, 1887.
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accurately distinguisli between that wliicli may develop into a
dog and that which has the potentiality of hunmnity. Yet the
dog and the man are there, and neither will develop into the
other. Though the mother-ground in which the development
takes place "and the generant and fertilizing energy be the
same,^ within the spherule lie most of the ditfereiices between
individuals of the same genesis. So much in tliese matters is

seen to be of law that these differences cannot well be of acci-
dent. Long-gone forces step in to stamp feature, face, and
disposition with resurrected quality. Sometimes it would seem
as if the ghostly energies had united in some subtle incanta-
tion producing the typical man or woman of the family, whole
generations compacted into one, and that one an animated com-
posite photograph of past intellectual and physical life—a spirit
exuberant with the endowments of many.
We may not receive, then, this modern doctrine of heredity

in Its relation to character, first, because so far as moral quality
IS concerned we are not able to separate the inherent from the
extrinsic, the instinctive from the acquired. To determine
what if any thing, in respect of moral quality is hereditary,
a child must be brought up by itself, separated from example
isolated as to teaching, studied as a tablet on which hereditary
forces alone have written. This has surely never been done
and cannot be done. So much of moral- development and
manifestation depends on communication by langua-e ^^io-n or
touch-so much of morality is the outgrowth of o'Jir relation
to others-that if it were possible to preserve alive an infant
up to maturity separated from all example the very qualities
sought to be observed would chiefly lie dormant and invisible.W e sljould have a Caspar Ilauser, and not a man.
The most which can be said, then, for heredity is that it cre-

ates a drift or tendency of the nature. This is a thorou-jily
biblical doctrine. As the Duke of Argyll has pointed out,^he
orthodox doctrine of depravity has its scientific basis. The
evil trend is in humanity, and each generation receiving- it is
yet, despite all experience, philosophv, example, and relT-Won
very impurfeetly saved from wrong direction. All can recall
how in then- immediate neighborhood, families can be found in
wJnch for generatious certain forms of sin have abounded Thecommon speech with regard to such is, "It is in the blood "
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But is it sufficiently considered what the effect of example 13

in such cases, or of the individual's knowledge that such sins

liave been common in the family ? The family remaining to-

gether, the force of example may coimt for more than the

transmitted taint. The case can be better studied when an

individual of bad parentage is removed from his family and
introduced to totally dili'erent surroundings. Training in good
families and in benevolent institutions shows that tendencies

can be restrained by instruction and bad blood become good
blood. The Church has lioused millions who " by restraining

and renewing grace" have led a new and holy life. Such
have found in the religious strength a stronger than hereditary

power. The worst early conditions and the most mature moral

failures have yielded to the religious impulse.

Secondly, M'e may not receive this modern doctrine of hered-

ity in its relation to character, because of that consciousness of

possible otherwiseness which accompanies all of us through

life. By this I mean, that at no moment of sin have we felt

compelled to do as we have done. We may have acted under

impulse or after deliberation ; but whenever we have thought

of the matter we have known that we might have done other-

wise than we did. The thought of instinct and of hereditary

tendency has come in afterward as a salve to our conscience

;

as palliation in the court of wounded self-respect. We know
that we could have chosen to do otherwise than we did because

in similar circumstances we have chosen to do differently not-

withstanding the pressure and stress of hereditary forces.

Fatalism in philosophy and in religion is always yielding to

this consciousness of freedom. The doctrine that we are ma-

chines appears in new forms only to pass into desuetude be-

cause the instincts of thinking humanity are against it. Men
M-onld certainly be glad to be rid of all sense of responsibility

and become epicureans if they could be certain that they were

in the path of truth. Fatalism imitates some Christian graces

M-ith success. That the world will not accept it, even when
clothed with the garb of philosophy and named with the holy

name of Christ, is proof that the instinct of freedom in the

personality detects the fault in the philosophy of compulsion.

Insisting, then, that no ancestral strain can compel us beyond
our choice, we are readv as Christians to aduiit all which can
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be proved as to tlie generated foundations of cliaracter. For

the purposes of the Chi'istian Church the fullest truth in this

matter is welcome. Its relation to the doctrine of depravity

has already been alluded to. The Church surely ought to hail

any thing which adds dignity to life or to any of its functions.

Mankind, when unmoved by the divine call, looks at life as a

play-spell, a gold-hunt, a tread-mill, a wretched mystery. Chris-

tianity proclaims it a testing and a schooling. "When, then, to

the most imperious instinct of our natui'e science offers such a

discipline as arises from the fact of heredity, the Church ought

to rejoice. For no soul alive to the truth, or in any degree

moved by intellect or conscience, will think of parentage with-

out also thinking of qualities which ought to be transmitted

and of taints which ought to be sterilized. The Christian con-

science has in known cases been so victorious over instinct that

conscious taint has been sacriliced at the altar of self-denial.

A quickened sense of responsibility re-enforces conscience at a

point where it sorely needs help.

Imperfect moral development is such a factor in society that

all organizations are obliged to proceed on the certainty of

weakness and wrong. Law is a proof of the failure of human-

ity to move instinctively toward the right. That which puzzles

jurist and clergyman alike is to determine measures and mo-

ments of responsibility. The most strenuous advocate of the

freedom of the will must admit the existence of some in whom
hereditary taint has limited if not extinguished responsibility.

The most Draconian judge is compelled to regulate penalty by
Ills belief in degrees of responsibility, and to discharge some as

irresponsible. But making allowance for tliese as the excep-

tions of the race, the mass of mankind must be treated as

wholly responsible for motive and condu(yt. There is nothing

more '•solemnizing," to use the word of our fathers, than the

study of divergences from the normal consciousness which de-

velop into crankiness, eccentricity, immorality, and limacy.

The tendency of such studies is to enlarge our view of the

circle of irresj>onsibility, and to quicken charity for those in

whom aTi iuvi.-^ible evil lernieut is at work.

But Christian hope exercises itself toward the confidence

that heredity may yet prepare a better soil for the gospel

seed than that wdiich has thus far been furnished by the al-
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li-mces of passion and the parentage of accident. Beautiful

characters are known to all, which are not passive or nesative,

but active and positive in good affections and instincts. Such

6cem to absorb the truth as the soil the rain, and their chil-

dren often seem to receive an inheritance of clear and dis-

critninuting conscience. I shall never forget the intense ear-

nestness with which the venerable descendant of a long line of

religious ancestors said in my hearing, "Next to the grace of

God in my own heart I prize my godly ancestry. What I

liave inherited from their struo-gles and victories has made

my own life-work the easier." There is hope that as humanity

is 'refined by Christian culture and the grace of God such sweet

souls may be increased. But they are yet too uncommon to do

more than aid us in indulging the hope that an ideal humanity

is not impossible. Love will be more some day than the crazy

fancy of the immature. The thoughtful will look behind the

mask of a fine face and detect the tainted ancestry before it

stains their own transmitted life.

I am anxious to emphasize the royalty of the self-determin-

in- ^vill, not to preserve my theology, but to uphold a truth

ne°es^ary to the moral growth of the individual and the good

order of society. It is a very pleasant sop to a disturbed con-

science to say, " I could not help it." In moral matters I hold

strono-ly that, though a thousand generations crowd their tend-

encies on me, invigorating and giving quality to my tempta-

tions, the good 1 see I can still choose and follow by that gra-

cious abilit'v granted to all men by the Holy Ghost. I believe

with all my heart in a divine force in which we are immersed,

which is the antagonist of all the lower forces which take on

•

sinful qualitv by their misuse and excess. The Spirit of God

meets all souls entering the world with a gift of divine pater-

nal streno-th, the undving foe of all inherited taint and wrong

tendency. He is present in the thinking and the willing of

all who have not extirpated their capacity for good by disuse.

He prases on and around as the sea on and around the rock it

do(> not move. The human gorilla of the Congo, whose fury

iK'sltates at the writhing of his victim, is stopped by the divine

Spirit long enough to do ju.^tice and love mercy.

While i belieVe that a wave, whose crest, if not its mass, is

fanatical, is now passing over the Protestant Cliurch, I hold
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that WQ cannot be fanatical in the extent to which we may
uphold the power of grace over all influences pushing or draw-

ing the soul to guilt. Responsiveness to bad suggestion may

be largely determined by hereditary influence. ' Bat it is as

certain as tlie existence of man himself that God's grace can

make the lying truthful, the jealous considerate, the vain hum-

ble, the obstinate yielding, the sluggish active, the stingy gen-

erous, the lustful continent, the drunken sober. When I can

say, "My Lord and my God," I c^n defeat all bad ancestries.

EISTIRON^rENT AND CIIAIIACTER.

I was present by invitation, not long ago, at a gathering

where the problem of conscience was the theme of debate.

The most incisive comments were made by a man past middle

li-fe, a prominent and trusted member of a Christian Church,

to whose words I listened with unqualified amazement. His
thought was substantially as follows: "Character is the prod-

uct of society. It is impossible in solitude. The idea of

duty emerges only when another appears upon the scene, and

morality consists in an amicable adjustment of personal rights.

One man in possession of the globe could not possibly do
wrong. The very idea would be wanting in him. But let

him meet a second in his wanderings who has enjoyed the

same prerogatives and at once a compact becomes necessary.

Boundary lines must be drawn, and in this social limitation of

personal rights we have the source and the substance of virtue."

I wondered, as I listened, whether the speaker luad read Herbert

Spencer, but there was no allusion to the master. It was a

case of unt'( luscious inliltratiun and absorption, yet tlicre could

not have been a clearer and mure conii)act statement of tlie

Spencerian ethical philosophy, in which the origin and the

rule of duty are traced to the evolution of social restrictions.

I demurred to the plausible solution on the simple ground that
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even the supposed single man could never be absolutely alone.

He is himself a duality, composed of body and soul, with higher

and lower impulses contending for the mastery. He can abuse

and degrade himself. And, unless the idea of God be dis-

missed as a delusion, the relation between himself and his

Maker must be taken into account in determining the grounds

and the measure of moral obligation. At this point I arrested

my answer, content to show that the social theory of right

stopped short of its inevitable conclusion, even though a per-

sonal God be denied ; since even then every man carries in his

complex organism the conditions of moral action. In another

company I would have carried the argument further. I should

have insisted that upon such a theory as that advocated by the

school of Spencer the divine character is itself an artiticial

product, based upon compromise and compact. The universe,

in such a view, becomes the necessary condition and the pri-

mary ground of moral excellence in God, and we are left face

to face with one of two alternatives—either that prior to the

creative act moral life cannot be predicated of God, or that

creation is an etprnal exercise of the divine will, conscious,

perhaps, but necessary and involuntary, and that in this eternal

dualism of the finite and the infinite we must posit the source

and the law of the divine holiness. For the agnostic this con-

sideration will have no force; but with the Christian believer

it must be decisive against what James Martiueau happily calls

'' the theory of right by social vote."

The ultimate, creative springs of character, like those of

knowledge, are internal, not external. There is cognitive

power in man, independent of, and superior to, the sensations

produced upon him from without. It is needless to renew the

philosophic battle of the last century. The victory rests with

Kant and his successors. Knowledge is not an impersonal

photographic process, tracing pictures upon a sensitive plate

;

it is always and primarily a creative act, in which the sensa-

tions are apprehended, rendered to order, and interpreted by

the reason in man, acting from its own impulse and in accord-

ance w^ith its own laws. The moral life, in like manner, has

its source and spring in the personal constitution of the soul.

It is a profound remark of Hichard Rothe—profound because

it conmiands immediate and nniversal assent, demanding no
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labored proof—tliat " an ethical fact is such only in virtue of

one's own self-determination ; and therefore it is not so much
an occurrence as it is an action." I am aware that many will

draw back from such a proposition, because of the conclusions

to which it leads. Its maintenance compels serious changes in

the systems of Augustine and Calvin. It will be labeled as

Pelagianism in ethical theory, and we have not outgrovv-n the

dread of being classed with the ancient lieretic. But at lieart

both Augustine and Calvin are in agreement with Rotlie. They,

too, teach that sin is always voluntary ; that sin and guilt are

rooted in an act of personal freedom: The Augustinian logic,

however, is realistic. It regards the human race as a moral

unit, Adam being its natural head, representative, and root,

while the later Calvinistic theology substitutes the idea of a

covenant for that of natural headship. This leads to the claim

that every man was not only involved in tlie Adamic apostasy,

but took 'part in it and was guilty of it—not personally and

consciously, but substantially and implicitly. Moral responsi-

bility and freedom are regarded as co-ordinate and inseparable

;

the debate turns on the question vjJiej'e free-will takes the

tremendous initiative by which guilt is contracted. In the

Augustinian system no grades or degrees of responsibility can

be admitted. The full guilt of the original apostasy rests upon
every soul. The new-born babe is crushed by it. The will has

sold itself into absolute moral bondage. Ignorance, faulty train-

ing, the force of evil surroundings, cannot in the least mitigate

the awful doom. It is inevitable, and yet self-induced.

Here, then, we have the extremes on the question of the

relation between environment and character. The Augustinian

theology gives to the generic human will in Adam the moral

initiative. By that character was determined for all individual

souls. The generic apostasy has created the bad environment. It

has degraded the home, and gives the reins to the most furious

passions. i>ran has created his own surroundings, and he cannot

plead them in excuse for his offenses. No allowances can be

made for the most ill-favored, neglected, and degraded individu-

als and races. The Spencerian ethics, on' the other hand, makes
character the product of environment, and so shifts the ground
and measure of responsibility from the individual to society, and
to the framework of existence in which society is imbedded.
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A disciple of ITe2:cl would be inclined to regard tliese con-

tradictory positions as the tliesis and the antithesis, each em-

pliasizing a partial or isolated fact, while the solution of the

problem is to be found, not in a compromise, but in a living-

synthesis of the two, in the formulating of a doctrine that shall

give due weight alike to free-will and to environment. In my
calmest moments I am neither with Pelagius nor with Augus-

tine ; and Paul appears to me above them both. I can-

not believe any one to be born sinless ; nor can I think of the

infant as weighted with the full guilt of the Adamic apostasy.

The evidences of the moral unity of the race are many and

startling
;
yet the evidences are no less patent that such unity

does not eliminate a present and living freedom of the will in

the individual. Every soul is a moral unit, and only in its

personal action is the beginning and scope of moral character

;

but each soul is set in an environment which it has not pro-

duced, and for which I do not see how it can be held account-

able, any more than it can be blamed for being of Mongolian

or Caucasian blood. I am not writing a book ; I am not at-

tempting a solution ; I am only thinking aloud, and uttering

thoughts that cannot be strange to my readers. I have the

feeling that the methods both of John Calvin and of Herbert

Spencer are too rude and sweeping, and that the problem of

human responsibility requires finer discriminations than any

with which we are yet familiar. It is quite probable that the

solution is beyond the power of created thought, and that an

impartial Judge must needs be omniscient, supplied with an

infinitely exact as well as comprehensive and exhaustive knovvl-

edge. When I remember, however, that Charles Hodge, the

ablest representative of Calvinism in modern times, unhesitat-

ingly pronounces in favor of the salvation of all who die in

infancy, I feel that the admission cuts the roots of the claim

that there are no degrees of guilt. Plainly the new-born child

is not a sinner in the same sense as is the hoary and confirmed

criminal. This concession brings great relief, but the old Au-
gust inian logic has not been adjusted to it. The theory has been
left to stand, with this tremendous exception of infant salvation

tacked on as an appendage. Xor can the modification stop here.

Why is inherited depravity supposed to be covered by univer-

sal forgiveness and redemption ? Because it is imj>ersonal to
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the individual subject, and the moment ^i personal choice \^
regarded as the turning-point in the soul's moral life. How
early that may occur we cannot tell

; the time seems to vary
and It probably takes place long before our attention has been
arrested by tlie change

; but in that first conscious personal
choice the soul has entered upon its moral probation. Thus
even tlie strictest ortliodoxy draws a distinction between inher-
ited and personal guilt. I do not see liow the logic can stop
here. The concession involves other important modificationsm the doctrine of moral responsibility. The first conscious
ethical choice does not introduce an absolutely new historv
The influences of hereditary bias continue to operate in every
subsequent choice, and the elimination of the inherited element
must be carried through to the very end. Besides, inheritance
IS only the first, even if the most potent, antecedent of moral
action. The conditions into which men are born, the associa-
tions into which they are thrown, in their earliest years, the
occupations into which they drift by force of circumstance, the
social and political atmosphere of the time, are as independent
of their personal volition as are their inherited peculiarities
Heredity and environment belong to the same category of an-
tecedent and impersonal conditions under which men are sum-
moned to make their moral election. They are all potent, but
they are not omnipotent. They arc woven into all character
but they do not exercise a fatalistic power upon anv soul One
cannot plead his weakness as an excuse so long as he volun-
tarily surrenders to the temptation. He is bound to fight, and
the best man is he who makes the best fight, whose resistance
to evil IS most intense and habitual, however numerous and sad
Jus failures and defeats may be.

It has not escaped the students of history that character as-
sumes varied forms, determip.ed by race temperament, occupa-
tion, and forms of political life. ' There are some races whose
besetting sin is licentiousness, and these are mainly located in
countries where the necessity of exertion is not great and
where geiieral leisure and a mild climate excite the animal pas-
sions. There are others whose frailty is the vice of drunken-
ness, and these are found to inhabit more rigorous climates
compelled to more exhausting and incessant toil, bv which and
the attendant poverty of large classes, the craving Vor artificial
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stimulants is greatly increased. The commercial nations de-

velop a type of character in which veracity holds the first

place ; in which it is made a maxim that a man's word shall be

as good as his bond. Martial states are conspicuous for self-

control, simplicity, endurance, and fearlessness. The mount-

ains and the sea have always been the retreats and chosen

sanctuaries of brave and liberty-loving communities ;
and des-

potism has always intrenched itself in the great and open

valleys. The English Channel and the surrounding sea are

more useful to the British Empire than a standing army of

a million men. The Atlantic and Pacific oceans have been

among the mightiest factors of our national development. But

it is acknowledged that Buckle'^s generalization was too sweep-

ing v,-hen he tried to make the material environment account

for every thing. The personal factor refuses to melt away in

this crucible. History, after all, is made, not by inanimate things,

but by living men and women. And this, again, conducts us to

the conclusion that there is in man a creative force by which

he seizes upon his environment and makes it subservient to his

own ends.

Here I must leave the subject, inadequate and unsatisfactory

as-the treatment may appear. Man continues to be the greatest

of all riddles. Kecessity and freedom, law and choice, time

and eternity, meet in him. In that unfolding fabric which we

call character there are many threads held in the loom of en-

vironment, but the weaver stands behind them all, and the

divine pattern is given to every soul in its primitive intui-

tions of right and wrong. The threads may be coarse or fine,

but the weaver may do good work with the rudest, and he may
mar the best. Virtue may be difficult in certain circumstances,

but it is never impossible ; it may be easy in a different environ-

ment, but it never can become inevitable. We are bound to

do what we can to make the environment as favorable as pos-

sible
; to secure to every man a fair share in the product of his

toil; to check the overcrowding of the poor in tenements; to

limit the ravages of intemperance by judicious and clieetive

I''gi.slarion
; to promote universal intelligence; but v/c arc

never to forget that the citadel of moral power and the guar-

antee of permanent improvement are in the human will, whose

consent and active co-operation are essential to any hopeful
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progress. A nation of ri-Iitcons uieu and wonien will not lon^
live in mild huts

;
and a community Imused in ])a]ace.s iniilt fo°

tliem by otlier liands, u-ill not be long in squandering their in-
lieritance if they choose the way of wrong-doing. The parable
of the prodigal son points a double lesson. It shows how the
raost favorable environment may be set at naught, and how the
deepest degradation may be'the cradle of a godly repentance.

INDIVIDUALITY.

We consider, first, the man marked out from the masses ofna ure by the formation of character; second, the man marked
out trona the masses of men by the formation of his own char-
acter The first is the question of a mmi ; the second is a
question of ^/.. man._ TJie first is a product which concerns us
clnefly m the capacity for and process of its production; thesecond IS a product whicli invites us to scrutiny of its distinctand peculiar content.

In the more general sense that is "the concrete entity withwhich moral science deals," and tlie questions of that science
are about its "elen^ents, its nature, the influences which makeor mar it, its perfection and its destiny." ^ In that sense allhistory IS and is useful because it is-a museum of characterThis IS the supreme thing in Christian doctrine and precept.
It IS the smn of our manhood

; the measure of our usefulneis,and beneficence, and influence; the most difficult of all our at-tainments
;
the final aim of our wliole eduction, and of theeducation of the race. It is our best aid in the cultivation othe m.nd, smce the moral conditions the intellectual, and isV ..ble in all our work. Every effort to attain it is a m^vemcr.t

of essen ,:d vitality, and even an eilort to know it is a response
tlie M-,se^ oracle of old. Sir Thomas J^rowne said : -v'^r

lie world, I count it not an inn but a hospital, and a place not
to live but to dwell in

; the world I regard is ^.y..//''

* Sliairp.
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How vastly it concerns us, tlien, to know whether charac-

ter is made for iis or by us. If the former, then not, a line

of what has been so freely written is true. If freedom be a

delusion character becomes valueless, even if it were possible.

Building only what circumstances allow, we can build nothing

circumstances cannot destroy. This is blank despair. "ISTeces-

sity is not the irrevocable behind us, but the inevitable before

us. In necessity is no intelligence, because no plan ; no will,

for there is no choice ; no hope, for there is no escape ; no re-

sponsibility, for there is no freedom." *

If all men have liberty to form character, what of the

stricter individuality in its formation? The pendulum swings

now over a lesser arc. Out of things a man, out of characters

a character. Ko science of character existed among the an-

cients, ethical as their thinkers were, but thej- studied the

individual instances of it carefully. There M-as much " deline-

ation and analysis of character," and one work bearing this sub-

ject expressly as its title is a treatise of Theophrastus, the pupil

and literary executor of Aristotle. The treatise is a short one,

and contains descriptions of thirty characters, all implying
" petty vices or weaknesses."

When we ask of later writers what is individual character,

Mr. Samuel Bailey answers,'!' giving five propositicms, of which

one concerns the body and two the intellect, leaving only two

wliieh properly belong to the deiinition. The first of these is

the '' predominance of certain feelings," and the second " the

energy or feebleness of the volitions." Evidently these con-

tain the substance of a correct definition. It is in the realms

of the affections and the will that we are to find individual

character. There are the springs of action, in the appetencies

and desires, and there first we encounter a moral tone, without

wliicli there can be no character.

But ought individuality in the narrower sense to be an object

f'f desire or endeavor ? Is there not more need of the common
Jiian of the peculiar? Attention has recently been called to

^••hl..'iermacher's emphasis upon the ''importance of develop-

'",- and manifesting those elements in our nature wliich make
""J peculiar. He wanted individuality, and thought it the mis-

sson of each Christian to manifest religion according to the

* Dr. riiitt. j Lctti'.rs on the Ilum-'.n Mind.
4—nrni siiiai-s, vol. v.
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peculiarity of liis being." To become conscious of what was in

them tncant that they should know their " peculiar character-

istics," as well as tliat which they had "in common with

others." Schleiermacher's "freshness, originality, and inspira-

tion " came from daring to " go his own way." * To this agrees

Goethe's idea of all education. It is a development of " what

lies in human nature," and this, first, in an "all-sided and har-

monious culture," and second in considerations of "individual-

ity, life-activity, and solidity."

The fact is, character can come no other way than by in-

dividuality. General influences only make very general peo-

ple, flavorless and uninteresting. Shot in a shot-tower are all

rounded alike by the gravitation, except as the individual sieves

make the sizes and thus the uses. The law of habit enters

here. If character is the sum of our moral habits it can be

constructed only by the repetitions of the individual will.

Then comes the law of association to make easier thinking,

which makes still easier doing, and thus character arrives.

The inner struggles which make a self in the peculiar and indi-

vidual sense constitute the deepest fact in soul-history. " As a

man thinketh so is he." Marcus Aurelius says : "Such as are

thy habitual thoughts, such also will be the character of thy

mind, for the soul is dyed by the thoughts." We cannot help

but hew and carve ourselves out, however bunglingly, in these

conflicts. We are intense in reaching this moral end and lax

toward tliat one, drawn here and there, pulled hither and

driven thither, but deciding always botli as to what we do and

as to what shall be done to us. These struggles can never

have exactly the same elements in any two cases. And they

can never produce exactly similar results.

There can be no danger of forgetting the claims of the

average man in this matter. We desire neither the " hero " (in

Carlyie's sense) nor the distorted and shrunken dandy. But
fi»r that reason we desire the average man's liberty to be him-

self. This is the blessing of freedom. Liberty makes men un-

iil<e. Coinjxire Russians and the English. Nor can there be any

danger of exluwistion of individual varieties under tlie great

types. Fourier made a singular classification. Being a Pytha-

gorean in his respect for numbers, he imitates also the classes,

* Stijckcnbcrg.
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orders and genera of natural science down to " tenuities and

minimities."

lie doubles his four hundred and four varieties, after adding one

to take in the main trunk, and thus makes eight hundred and ten

characters, each provided with the twelve radical passions, but

more or less subject to the ascendant influence of one or several.*

• But wliat are eight linndred and ten characters to the wilder-

ness-profusion of individuality to be found in any populous

city? Only what the statue-population of Milan's cathedral is

to the teeming millions of Italy. Wiiat a curious study the

infinite variety of human character must be to the angels!

All the zest and color and foliage of the moral univei-se depend

upon individuality. Nature seeks it in material and form,

llipening leaves are less alike than green ones. Every integra-

tion is toward heterogeneity. The higher the product the more

individuality. So it is in civilization—Greek, Roman, Ciiinese.

So art goes. There are circles within circles, and lines which

cross them all, and schools which are always breaking up into

lesser groups. And all the surface freshness and variety de-

pend upon the' underlying and little-known distinctions in

character. All comfort and security, given the varieties, de-

pend upon the moral unities below, but these are the some-

times unnoticed harmonies which sustain and enrich the Qiielo-

dics which alone are heard and remembered. The general

resemblances make up families, tribes, nations, and races, but

within each circle how infinite the play of individuality!

Sj>encer argues that national character is the outgrowth of

national habits of life. Why do not the habits, then, extin-

guish the variety discernible every-where ? Since it comes not

from without but from within, it can and must arise everj'-

where and persist through all conformities.

The law of individual development, as the law of life, is do-

ing its work in the judging and test times of this world. The

lu'roic spirit is incarnate in some individuals. The men that

liavo been built alone can stand alone. They are the Xoahs

:»'id AbralKims and Daniels of the world. They are like Moses

='"d Elijah, Xehemiah and John the Baptist, Luther and

i^avonarola. "Athanasius contra mundum''^ was a most pro-

found compliment to individuality in character. This it is

* Bain.
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which is fitted for pioneer work. It crosses all social tenden-

cies which demand subserviency to wrong, and does not under-

stand to give "flattering titles." This makes Christians possi-

ble, who, sent into the world, are not of it but for it. Tliis

makes reformers, and makes reforms possible. The hoarj

wrong finds its opponent. He leads the timid and victory has

begun. The personality of tlie martyr remains. "After
martyrdom he is the same strange, intrusive, pertinacious, re-

sistless force—active as ever—pervading the community by
degrees with his peculiar life." * Our very eagerness to know,
details in the lives of great men bears witness to the strength

of their personality. It may be said that no man can suc-

ceed without being rightly related to the life of the com-

munity—as Luther in Germany, and Zwingli in Switzerland.

But let him be the truth incarnated and he shall be a " reform-

er before the Eeformation," hke Huss and Jerome of Prague.
" Woe to the revolutionist who is not himself a creature of the

revolution." Thus Hamilton ; but we cry, " Woe to the revo-

lution which has not first of all become incarnate in some revo-

lutionist." Without believing in the Konig-niann we may be-

lieve in the incalculable power of individual character at the

crises of affairs. What would history have been (modern)

without the individuality of Xapoleon and Wellington, Wash-
ington, Lincoln, and Grant? AVho shall penetrate that secret

of tlie Lord, the subtle correspondence between men's characters

and their times? J3acon thought great success awaited the

man able to divest himself of " theories and notions vulgarly

received." Dugald Stewart says of such men that they are

those " marked out by nature to be the lights of the world, to fix

the wavering opinions of the multitude, and^ to impress their

own characters on that of their age." Bain shows that

Bentham's revulsion at the system of legal procedure of his early
days, by whicli fees were charged several times over for the same
thing, and the impulse to become a social reformer that came
over Fourier when lie was made to throw Avheat into the sea at

•Marseilles for the sake of I'aisiiig the ju-ices, are examples of the

higher agencies of our conscientious feelings hy means of which
better ^tandards are gradually forced upon mankind.

A glance at the broader relations of individuality may serve

finally to fix our estimate of its place and power. It is but an
* Whipple.
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casv corollary from the true doctrine of manhood, that institu-

tions and laws and customs are meant to foster and promote it,

and must be judged by their final effect upon it. They are

but the chestnut-burr skillfully to inclose and faithfully to pro-

tect the close-lying and carefully nourished individuals they

contain. That these things are for the man, and not the man

for theiu, is plain from tlie fact that they are temporary and he

is immortal. They are the scaffolding, he is the building. In-

dividual liberty, that thing about which the world has quar-

reled the most and has yet an immense amount of fighting to

do, in its extension and its limitation alike, is only, after all,

the liberty of the individual ;
and if there be no individual (as

tliere will' be none except by character) there will be no liberty.

But in religion must it not be true that individuality shall

cease to be at once the underlying fact and the objective pome

as we liave seen it to be elsewhere ? Are not the considerations

that make a man here so massive that the num shall disappear

under them? Xo ! just the reverse. Here more than any

where is the objective point, for therein lies the glory of God,

as thereunder lies his image. There is nothing in the universe

about which God cares so much, or by which he can be so ade-

quately revealed, as individual character. The law of the

highest type, being most individual, obtains here fully. All

the elements which form character are consolidated now. In-

troversion is deepened in the most effective way when a man

is set upon the search for his sins by an awakened conscience

acting under the powers of the world to come and the vision

of the cross. Higher elements are imported than men know

elsewhere. Eegulating power is restored. The soul is led

out at the top of its faculties, as a candle's chemistry is set in

operation by the burning wick. A personal result is sought

infinitely beyond the all-confusing notions of pantheism and

the race-immortality of positivism. Here, indeed, ^ve are surest.

Every thing in religion is meant to emphasize the dignity and

value of individual character.
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CHRISTIANITY AND CHARACTER.

It is not a new definition that religion, in its strict sense, is

the liighest spiritual force operative in the human realm ; hut

it is well to consider if it may not be the strongest natural

force, as compared with the commonly recognized influences

in the production of character within the realm of life. It is

natural, not in the sense of physical attribute or prerogative,

but in respect to its inner constitution, its method of working,

and its harmony with the truest idea of self-adjustment. It is

not less spiritual because it is natural, uor less natural because

it is spiritnal. Conceding to the lower influences an accuuiu-

lated potency of good or evil in their relation to character, we
assert without dogmatism that without the impression of relig-

ion on human nature it must fail in its evolution to reach a

maximum attainment. But that this general statement may
not seem to be nttered in an ex cathedra spirit, or urged upon
acceptance as if there were no reasons for an opposite opinion,

we suggest in its behalf the following supports.

Religion, in the specific sense of Christianity, is the repre-

sentative of divine law, divine truth, and divine life : it is the

greatest law, the holiest truth, and the only absolute life known
to man. Its law is perfect, and therefore unchangeable ; its

truth is the sum of all verities, primary, secondary, and final,

and therefore the source of all wisdom and knowledge ; its

life is eternal, because the begetter of life is God. Hence
the internal forces of religion are omnipotent. Eeligion is the

expression of the might of God. Applied to humanity, the

effact is resistless, uplifting, changing character by the assimila-

tion of its spirit into a divine product which it is impossible

for aught else to produce ; that is, if character can be clianged,

which some doubt, but which the religionist affirms is consist-

ent with iudividuahty and divine law.

It may be said that heredity is an unbreakable law in human
history

;
tliat each generation is largely what it is because it had

a predecessor; that the nineteenth century is the product of

the eighteenth, and that, s:,omg farther back, each individual is

simply an heir of Adam in his tendencies, aspirations, and the

elements of his character. It is of no consequence whetlier
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tlie whole human race was in Adam or Adam is in the race to-

day, so that the reign of heredity in history be accepted ^vithout

dispute. We concede its influence in every life, for no inan is

entirely original ; he is not exactly himself ; he is somebody else

in a measure ; he is the ancestry over again in some, nsnally the

unfavorable, particulars—a fact that makes for unity, bnt which

is a trifle destructive of individuality. Emerson rightly says

that every man is the slave of his organism ; and Paul depicts

this slavery as a conflict between the law of the mind and the

hiw of the members—the old battle between soul and body.

Evil carrying as is this law, burdening humanity with degra-

dation, making every one a slave to himself, it is the province

of religion to interrupt and overcome the reign of the law, or

to 60 interact with it as to make it tributary to man's ennoble-

ment and greatness, proving the superiority of the interacting

force both as respects its function and tinal result. In Ezekiel

xviii, 1-4, the invalidity of heredity as an excuse for character

is clearly set forth from God himself :
" What mean ye, that

ye use this proverb concerning the land of Israel, saying, The
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set

on edge ? As I live, saith the Lord God, ye shall not have

occasion any more to use this proverb in Israel. Behold, all

souls are mine ; . . . the soul that sinneth^ it shall dieP This

is the doctrine of individual responsibility, heredity being set

aside as an apology for sin, or as a necessary force in character.

For if it is not in the power of man himself to overcome the

law, there is in religion the power that makes for righteousness

and is able to counteract the hereditary bias to sin. It must
be clear, therefore, that religion as an instrument of character-

making is superior to heredity; and also clear that, while relig-

ion can interact with any lower force, the lower force by no
initial motion of its own seeks interaction with any thing higher.

In the production of good character, therefore, heredity can but

bo a subordinate factor regulated b}- a higher.

The same line of reasoning applies to environment, which,

nnyiflding and often rebellious, must be subordinated to man's
"'ill <ii- it will inove a source of perplexity and unending
mischief. Shall he subdue his environment, or suffer envi-

ronment to subdue him? This implies an external, as the

preceding implies an internal, conflict. Evidently the outside
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slavery is not of so severe a type as the inside slavery ; but,

unrestrained, unregulated, unappropriated,. or misappropriated,

it is sufficient to undermine manhood. Any dominancy over

man degrades liim. It is not claimed that of himself he is

wiiolly able to resist environment, though the human will is by

no means the weak, powerless thing it is so often represented

to be; nor is it claimed that religion circumvents and destroys

its influence, but the rather, as in the former case, it appropri-

ates it and turns it into a contributory force of man's elevation.

In these processes of change religion does not aim at the

extinction of principles, laws, or facts; but, regenerating man,

it reverses his relation to principles, laws, and facts, giving

liim dominion over them as they liitherto exercised dominion

over him, or so relating him to them as to enable him to appro-

priate them to his further sanctitication. Hence, he no longer

fears heredity, environment, or himself, for he is master of the

wliole. This is the difference between the natural man and the

spiritual man.

It will not be forgotten that, in the contest between the

higher and lower forces, while the latter, acting for themselves,

will ultimate in degeneration, the former, acting independently,

will ultimate in regeneration. Natural forces, however awak-

eninij:, stirrins:, stinmlatins;, always come short of regenerating •

as water heated into steam or vapor is water still, and never

passes into any thing else. Change the intellectual temper and

taste by education; refine and improve the social instincts;

stimulate and enlarge one's being by all the contrivances of art,

literature, and social culture, and the result will be natural char-

actei-, better in degree, but not different in kind, from that

of the barbaric Bushman or of the savage Sionx. Xatural

character is of nature, gracious character is of grace. It is

not in the power of natural forces to change character. They

may refine it, they may check the reign of the diabolical in

man, they may supply a higher class of motives for conduct,

they may civilize him, but they cannot Christianize him. This

is the weakness of all the schemes of reform proposed as sub-

stitutes for religiun—they miscalculate as to the value of natu-

ral furccs, fail to recognize their limitations, and dispense with

the only force competent to lift man above iiimself. The old

civilizations of Babylon, Egypt, Phenicia, Greece, and Eome
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are proof of the inability of the lower forces to exalt nations

into permanency or the individual into purity,

Eeh\i^ion is an outside force. It is not inherited, as the Jews
imagined when they said, '' Abraham is our father;" nor is it

the result of attrition between man and his environment, as

Spencer teaches; nor is it the product of a self-produced mental
illumination, as humanitarians teach ; but it is a force intro-

duced into human life by God himself, who designs, M'hile

allowing the largest liberty to the subject, to be sover-

eign in the earth as he is in heaven, and to pattern the race
after his own ideal of righteousness. Eeligion is God's idea of
man, not man's idea of God. It is as foreign to the heart as

the leaven to the meal ; but, entering, it will leaven the life as

the lump is leavened. '• Marvel not that I said unto thee. Ye
must be born again," said the Master. Tiie marvel is that men,
seeing the inadequacy of the natural, finding in it not a single

redemptive quality or function, and hungering for the energy
that relieves of weakness, should debate the requirement of the

Teacher. Xicodemus is not dead. Nor is the teaching dead,

or inoperative ; it never was as potent as at this hour, and
never so self-demonstrative as now. Dr. Uhlhorn says: " This
present world was born in Wittenberg." Of a truth the Prot-

estant world dates back to Luther's day; but the Christian

world had its birthplace in Bethlehem-Ephratah. It is not Prot-

estantism, so called, that is the crying need, but Christianity, or

tliat religion which, ignoring the circumscriptions of men, will

go, like EzekiePs cherubim, " straightforward," until its pur-

pose shall be accomplished. It is not one school of theology
as opposed to another school of theology that is to decide the

empire of religion in the world, but it is the reign of the Mas-
ter himself in all hearts. In the presence of his mission, and
seeing what it cost hi*n to accomplish it, and what has come
from it, and what it will yet do in the M'orld, all theories sub-
side, all theologies go to rest, all forces pay tribute to the one
force, and the race is loyally, though slowly, becoming a serv-

ant of the Most High. Editok.
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Art. IV.—JOHN MILTON PHILLIPS.

Fifty-two years ago last August a nmn of God lay dying in

Ciucinnati at tlie age of tliirty-nine. Calling his children to

his bedside lie solemnly " gave them the charge and instruc-

tions of a parent on the verge of eternity." The departing

man was Eev. "William Phillips, assistant editor of The Western

Christian Advocate. He is described as a studious, grave,

loving, laborious, and effective minister, "much of a master-

workman."

Next to the oldest of the children to whom he gave his

dying charge was his son John Milton, born in Montgomery

County, Kentucky, March 26, 1S20. Bereaved of both parents

in the space of four months, this son was left to shift for him-

self at the age of sixteen, with the responsibility of caring

also for a brother seven years younger than himself. This

brotlier, whom he fathered up to manhood, was Kev. Frank-

lin "W. Phillips, M.D., of the Illinois Conference, for some

years Superintendent of the State Institution for the Blind

at Jacksonville, 111. The boy, John M., was employed in the

Western Book Concern at the time of his parents' death. Three

years later, at the age of nineteen, he joined the Methodist

Episcopal Church, to the seryice of which, in connection with

its publishing interests, his life has been devoted almost con-

tinuously until now. From the foot of the ladder to the top

he has mounted by the simple might of merit and manliness,

without resort to methods by which men of less scrupulous

honor seek self-promotion. The market value of his conscien-

tious and self-denying lidelity made him indispensable.

In May, 1S72, he was sitting as lay delegate from the Cin-

cinnati Conference in the General Confez-ence at Brooklyn, on

the platform as the working assistant secretary of that body,

when, without his seeking, on the nomination of twenty or

thirty voices, he was elected Book Agent for the New York
house with Ucv. Dr. Heuben Nelson, being the first, and thus

far the only, layman chosen to such agency.

Methodism has been imbued from the beginning with a pur-

pose to utilize its laity in all advantageous ways and ordain

a fair division of power. From \Y'eslcy's day forward, lay
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preachers were among the most heroic and powerful promul-

gators of a reviviried Gospel in that awakening whicli saved

the religious life of the British Isles and planted this ^^ew

World with evangelic truth. The laity of our Church have a

controlling voice in deciding who shall be its ministers, and are

Bcatcd in the councils and boards which direct its various enter-

prises and activities. The first editor of The Christian Ad-

vocate was a layman. In view of these and similar facts it is

somewhat surprising that no layman was appointed to the man-

agement of our publishing business until 1872.

"^The possible advantage to the Church of one lay book agent

is obvious. Business training is more probable in laity than in

clergy. Although in large measure our publishing interests

liave need of ministerial supervision, there must be strong and

peculiar reasons why, for over three quarters of a century, the

hook agency was not once committed to a layman. A few facts

bearing on the matter readily suggest themselves. Tlie su-

preme council of the Church generally fills offices from its own

membership, and laymen were not in it before 1873. It has

not been the policy of the Church to pay large salaries to any

of its servants, and it might be difficult to induce business men

of first-class ability to forego more lucrative opportunities else-

where by devoting themselves to a position which offers only

a n-ioderate living. In addition, there is the absence of any

guarantee of permanence in the place which the agent aban-

dons his business to accept, the question of his continuance

being submitted quadrennially to the dire nncertainties of the

vote of a large, new, and miscellaneous body, whose action has

often nonplused the shrewdest of prophets, being subject to

elemental influences which no ecclesiastical weather bureau can

infallibly forecast.

It does not seem strange that a preacher's son should have

been the first layman called and willing to accept a book

agency, with its limitations and risks, turning aside from actual

fii»ancial opportunities greater than could be found in any

C:hurch position. That^his course in so doing should be but

one manifestation of a spirit which has marked his entire his-

tory affords sufficient explanation of his action. Only once in

a hundred years has a layman been found combining devotion

and ctpiipmcnt for the place.
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John M. Phillips did not corae to 805 Broadway as a fresl;-

man, bat as a graduate, instructor, and capable inspccto:"-

general. It is simple historic fact that in the hundred years of

Methodist publishing work in America no other man ever

brought so high qualifications from experience and training to

the office of agent. His knowledge of the business was so

nearly life-long that he was more familiar with its features

than with those of his own fiice. For thirty years he had lived

inside a Methodist Book Concern and grown acquainted with

its work, until its atmosphere was congenial as his native air and

its conditions natural as ship-board life to an admiral.

In addition to three decades of adjustment and acclimatiza-

tion, the plan on which he had been providentially prepared

for the agency was the only one that can insure complete

mastery. Entering our Western Publishing House when but

fifteen years old, his service ran into all divisions of labor, as

office-boy, salesman, mailer, book-keeper, chief clerk, cashier,

and general factotum—competent to direct in every depart-

ment. Instead of coming into the business at the top and

exploring downward, he began at the bott<:>m and came slowly

up fi"om apprenticeship to superintendency. His knowledge

had proceeded from particulars to generals by the accretion of

well-studied details, one by one, to a perfectly digested body of

exhaustive information. In'o stage of any process in the broad

variations of the business in buying, making, marketing, or

managing had escaped him. He had learned by touch from

the roots up, and his hand was accustomed to every thing from

broom to ledger and check-book.

"When a man of brains, trained after this fashion, looks at the

business from his position of superintendence, the inwardness

of things is transparent to him. As a skilled anatomist who
has dissected all organs and tissues of the human frame looks

on a man and sees through him, perceiving with his mind's

eye the total contents of the body, so does John M. Phillips's

insight penetrate the affairs he conducts. He knows the entrails

of the business. ]\[oreover, ho is equally familiar with the

practical operation of the part>;, like an engineer who under-

stands the machinery he runs by taking it apart, putting it

together, and experimenting with it till he has developed under

his own eye and hand all its possibiUties and liabilities. His
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trainint; also included experience in business circles outside the

r.uok Concern. For four years in Cincinnati he was President

nf the Union Central Life Insurance Company, and held a like

ollicc in the Fanner's Fire Insurance Company.

The reputation of Mr. Phillips as a man of proved ability

and integrity, which led the General Conference to his elec-

tion, had^prcceded him from his important and responsible po-

fition in the western house, and secured for him an exception-

ally respectful reception in New York ; and now, after sixteen

years, the oldest employees say, " The respect which we felt for

iiim at first has continually increased and ripened into high es-

teem and honor." They appreciate the reasonable conservatism

of liis character, the justness of his judgment, and the kindness

of his heart. His advent to the agency had been preceded by

four years of intense controversy over the condition and man-

agement of the New York Concern. By some it was advised

tiiat a sweeping change be made in t\\Q personnel of the entire

force ; but Nelson & Phillips declined to adopt so radical a poli-

cy, and determined that all who were capable and worthy should

1)0 retained, and no one be dismissed except for definite cause.

While thoroughly faithful in guarding the interest of the Con-

cern as supreme, Mr. Phillips is so considerate of the welfare of

its workmen as to win their grateful regard. But as they are

sure of a just estimate of their merits, they are equally aware

of a critical perception of their defects, for he is not blind to

faults of character, capacity, or performance. As a sample of

Ids frankness, he told a valuable clerk that while he considered

liim an excellent salesman he had no confidence whatever in

Ids knowledge of accounts, and would not trust him under any

circumstances with a column of figures ; while of another, who

is, like himself, a splendid accountant, he said, "He would

^t'lrvc to death if he had to sell goods for a living."

Though not given to a familiar intercourse with his em-

l)loyees, when the pressure of business is o£E he shows the genii-

ine friendliness of his nature, and the presence of the master

'ii^-ippcars in the good-fellowship of the compuniun.

lie is a wise disciplinarian, maintaining the tone of service

more by force of example than by prescription and reiteration.

-Methodical in his habits, assiduous in duty, always at his post,

his own inexorable fidelitv furnishes daily an influential model.
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Altliongli it must insist on the punctnalitj and order necessary

to a vast business, the discipline of the establishment succeeds

in being intelligently flexible, and adaptive rather than mechan-

icallj' rigid ; the aim being to get the best from every one; re-

quiring results and allowing reasonable scope to personal pecul-

iarities in ways of working.

The varied and striking qualifications of J. M. Phillips have

deeply impressed liis fellow-laborers. In book-keeping he is

an expert of the first order, subjecting the accounts to personal

scrutiny, and readily detecting the slightest error. He accepts

no set of figures without testing them by his own independent

computation. Our eastern publishing house supports the

statement of the venerable James P. Kilbreth, of Cincinnati:

*'I venture the opinion that Xew York city can furnish from

among its many accomplished accountants no man more fully

competent than he to conceive and maintain the safe and per-

fect system essential to the management of a mixed and exten-

sive business like that of the Book Concern."

lie is a keen and experienced buyer. An old adage says,

" Goods well bought are half sold." Mr. Phillips's skilled judg-

ment of paper is such that dealers cannot deceive him as to

quality or value ; and it is said that his technical knowledge

of all materials used in manufacturing enables him to save an-

nually to the Concern, by wise purchasing, an amount equal to

several times his salary.

Of the mathematics of the enormous business of whicli he is

one of the superintendents it is safe to say he is easily master.

Gifted with a positive genius for figures, and a day-and-night

propensity for combining, analyzing, and permuting them, his

passion for calculation is so active that he appears to employ
his leisure in figuring merely for recreation's sake.

A tenacious and trustworthy memory for the point-, de-

cisions, and reasons in past transactions enables him to bi-ing

forth correct impressions from the dark closets of recollection,

as a photographer takes down old negatives from dusty shelves.

To all negotiations he brings abilities of such an order that the

ablest merchants and financiers with whom he deals perceive

in him no ii.iferiority.

One says that Mr. Phillips would make a superior judge in

a court of arbitration for busin.ess men where difiicult questions
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were subinitted for decision on purely business principles.

liufiis Choate was once sorely vexed because, in an important

mercantile case in which he was chief counsel, he had a jury

of fanners and drovers, totally incapable of deciding the merits

of a complicated commercial transaction, or even of compre-

hending the terms and phrases used to describe it, AVhen his

client inquired what the prospect was he answered, " O, the

hiw is on our side strong, but what those bovine and bucolical

gentlemen from Berkshire will say no man knows." A jury

of men like John M. Phillips would have delighted Choate's

lieart if his cause happened to be a sound one, but would

have been fatal to him if it contained any sophism or mistake.

Especially any erroneous statement including a mathematical

clement would have been unerringly detected and exposed.

Mr. Phillips's power to dissect and comprehend intricate ac-

counts and involved transactions is made still more useful by

remarkable ability to make such things plain to the average

understanding. His faculty for simplification renders his

explanations lucid and convincing. Kothing in their way
could possibly her more admirable than his financial statements

Ijefore the Book Committee, or the Missionary Board, or an

Annual Conference, or a congregation. Dr. Curry again and
again expressed his admiration and envy of this masterly

ability. The arguments conveyed by it have settled many a

debate.

Since 1879 he has been Treasurer of the Missionary Society,

in which office eight or nine millions of dollars have passed

through his hands, with no room for supposing that one person

ever suspected for a moment any looseness in the handling of

the funds or inaccuracy in the accounts. He is of the highest

value, not only as a perfect treasurer, but also as an experi-

enced and judicious counselor in the board, his large knowl-
edge being always available. To the views and votes of this

l)oard, as to the decisions and orders of all directoral bodies,

he instantly and amiably adapts himself, with no show of

^t''ib!)onine>.> or pride when his own plan or preference is over-

ruled. In 1SS4: he was appointed by the board to make a

tour of inspection with Bishop Harris among our Mexican
'nissioris. He traveled in Mexico about twelve hundred miles,

Visiting all important stations except Miratiorcs, and on his
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return gave, at Conference anniversaries and on other occasions,

an interesting account of his observations and iuipressions.

In 1SS8 the Mexican Conference paid him the coinphment

of electing liini to represent it as hiy delegate in the General

Conference. lie was officially appointed to the Ecumenical

Conference of ISSO in London. The reason why he failed to

go was given in this form: "I did not see what I had to do

there, and I knew I had plenty of work at home."

Although a man of positive opinions, and ready to contend

therefor, Mr. Pliillips is so reasonable withal, so cool, fair-

minded, prudent, and worthy, as to pi-ovoke little or no personal

antagonism. His speech and behavior indicate a sensible and

modest gentleman who does not think of himself more highly

than he ought. When one of the bishops congratulated him at

the General Conference in Philadelphia on the " magniticent

vote" he had received, he replied : "This is not the first time

my friends have thought more higlily of me than I deserve;"

to which the bishop responded :
" I know by experience what

that feeling is."

The book agents are well known, officially, to the Church at

large b^' visiting the Conferences. The impression made by

John M. Phillips in these visits is that of a thoroughly capable

business man. An agent's task in addressing a Conference is

not, as a rule, over-pleasant to himself. The hearing given is

often brief and scantly courteous. Pegular business being in-

termitted, the members sometimes make it an opportunity for

conversation, moving about, or slipping out. Veteran speakers

find it occasionally a trying ordeal. Agent Phillips, by simple,

direct, clear, and concise statements, shows that he knows his

business and is ready for an}' question. lie has been heard to

say that if he can get the eye and ear of one man, in the rustle,

buzz, and confusion of the uneasy assembly, he can anchor to

liim and go on with his statement unperturbed.

Of necessity the agents must be unsocial in business hours.

Few offices are so exposed to invasion and interruption by

persons having no particular business there as some of those

in the building which is head-quarters for all the Church, and

a social resort for thousands of ministers and laymen from all

parts of the civilized and uncivilized world. Accordingly,

Mr. Phillips in his office, with many weighty and urgent niat-
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ters on In's mind, wears an intent and absorbed look, wliicli

most {)eople instinctively feel it is best not to interfere with.

Some who knew Daniel Currj only in pnblic, where they saw

at times his rongh, severe, dogmatic, and audacious ways, were

surprised to be told that in private and social circles he was.

one of the sweetest, most charming, and lovable of men..

John M. Phillips in private and among his friends is no less

mellow and genial; a man of iine feeling, with enough of

poetie liglit and sentiment in his soul to suggest the thought

that it proves after all not wholly inappropriate that this hard-

headed man of facts and figures was named John Milton.. Hie

has a memory for literature and rhyme as well as for statistics-

and business points. A stranger, finding him at times as dry

and reticent as General Grant, might not suspect that there is

in liim, as in most healthy natures, a vein of humor, a quiet

relish for racy morsels of fun, a fondness for bright-pointed

stories and a gift for telling them, a cheeriness, when no shadows

lie on lieart and home, which makes his talk, in off-duty haurs

of converse, juicy and, as Emerson says, "nutritious."

In the local churches where he has held membership he has

been class leader, steward, trustee, and Sunday-school superin-

tendent. In the building of St. Paul Church, Cincinnati, he

was treasurer, and when there were no funds in hand pledged

his individual credit for thousands of dollars that the work
might go on. For sixteen years he has been a strong pillar

in St. John's Church, Brooklyn, as trustee and treasurer, for

years as Bible-class teacher, as usher in the aisle Sunday morn-

ings and evenings, as spokesman in addresses of welcome to

new pastors, as ^ne of the young people dropping in at their

a>sociation meetings and sitting down with the rest of the

young men ; valued and honored by all.

In person he is above the average height, with broad shoul-

ders somewhat rounded under the loads of life. The habitual

expression of his face is grave and judicial. Ritchie's fine

portrait of him might be that of a senator, or judge, or bank
I're-idont. For an untitled man he wears a great many titles,

lb' "frcn pa^.^cs as "the Bev. Dr. Phillips." Hi.- picture,

li.iuging with others in a photographer's frame in the vestibule

«f the last General Conference, was so labeled. Zions Herald
recently called liim "the Hon. John. M. Phillips," and told

5— ni'TM SKKIES, VOL. V.
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more tnitli than usually goes with that title. He is sometimes

taken for a bishop, and no doubt would have made a good one.

Not long ago, in a restaurant, a stranger looking at him in-

quired if that were not a Methodist bisliop.

In the year ISSS two great events in the metropolis called

universal attention to the march and magnitude of Methodism :

the sessions of our twenty-fifth General Conference in the

most capacious and splendid audience-room in the city, and the

laying of the corner-stone of the new Book Concern and Mis-

sion Building, largest of its kind on earth, a mighty pile, now
rising on a site unsurpassed for eligibility. Of the General

Conference Mr. Phillips was treasurer to the commission on

its entertainment. At the laying of the corner-stone, in pres-

ence of city ofhcials and delegates from all parts of the world,

he fitly presided as chairman of the Building Committee.

Already he has been Book Agent at New York longer than

any man except Tliomas Carlton. A successor of such men
as Ezekiel Cooper, Joshua Soule, Nathan Bangs, John Emory,

Beverly Waugh, and Levi Scott, he has held his place so

firmly as to be practically without competitor, being re-elected

by acclamation in 1ST6, and receiving an almost unanimous

vote at each election 'since. He has labored in utmost broth-

erly harmony with his honored ministerial associates, Dr. Nel-

son for seven years, and Dr. Sandford Hunt for nine years, in

the management of a gigantic business which has flourished

increasingly for a century and has a great future before it.

In 1836 an aged Kentucky Methodist wrote :
" We have not

known a more excellent and profitable man than Brother AYill-

iam Phillips." As was the father so is the son. The Meth-

odist Episcopal Church can hardly expect to be served by a

more efiicient, safe, and unobiectionable ofiicer.
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akt. y.—the atonement and the heathen.

CnKisTiAN doctrines are correlative and mutually dependent.

No doctrine can stand alone, but must both act and be acted

upon by other doctrines. Each stands to the others as part to

the wliolc, and the whole and its several parts are determined

by the correlative influence of eacli. It is this fundamental fact

vvliich makes possible and necessary systems of faith. To believe

one doctrine will lead to belief of another, and a change in any

e>.'=:ential part of our faith will logically lead to a modilicatiou

of the rest. AYe recognize this truth in all doctrinal discus-

pioTis, and hence are cautious of conceding a new position lest

it militate against an older and more fundamental truth.

Tlie history of Christian doctrine exemplifies the same fact.

The great historical systems of belief are built upon it. The
reason is manifest: it is the logical principle. Given certain

l^remises, we must always reach, if consistent, certain conclu-

f^ions. So postulates in doctrines necessitate corollaries and in-

ferences. Hence, along the line of this principle do we trace

the development of various systems of theology, as Pelagian-

ism, Socinianism, and Arminianism, the leading and compre-

hensive creeds of Christendom.

One of the most decisive doctrines in any system is the atone-

ment in Christ. The view of this doctrine has determined every

creed. JNotably, a limited atonement is but a link, and a neces-

p-isy link, in the chain of Calvinism. Without it this system
of faitli cannot exist, nor could ever have existed. But in the

systems of Augustine and Calvin it was a part perfectly fitted

to the whole. "While being influenced by, it has been deter-

minative of, every other part of this faith, as, for instance, the

danmation of reprobate infants with the rest of the non-elect.

The same is true to-day. The view of the doctrine of atone-

'iK-nt, if one is logical and consistent in his belief, will deter-

'iune one's entire creed. It must be intimately connected with
•I cuiisistcnt view of the present and future condition of the

5'-.ithen.

1 he Andover theology fully recognizes this fact of the rela-

tion of the atonement to the heathen world. In reference to

tliis very subject the authors, in Progressive OrtJiodoxij, say:
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It is especially true of eschatology that correct views depend
on the conceptions one has not onlv of the several truths but of
tiie very character, significance, and tendency of the Gospel as a
whole.

' ^

This is but a sample of an assumption ^vllicll pervades tliis

entire series of Essays. We mJiy not be surprised, tlierefore, to
find, in their teaching, a doctrine of atonement in logical con-
sistency with their doctrine of probation. This we do^'find.

Such a doctrine lies in making the moral influence of the
atonement an essential part of the mediation of Christ. This
doctrine is not only consistent with, it necessitates, a future
probation. This is manifest from the fact that all in proba-
tion must come under the essential benefits of the atone-
ment. -This is the position of the Andover teaclii ng. There-
fore, assuming the moral influence of Clirist's atonement to be
an essential part tliereof, they conclude, legitimately, that all

men in probation must come under tiiis influence, and lience
must know the historic Christ; else the essential benefits of
the atonement are not universal in their application. This is

logically inevitable. Given their moral influence view of the
atonement, wliich is tliat it is a co-ordinate and essential part
of Christ's work, there is no alternative but their conclusion.
This is the reason of all their assertions to the effect that if
the atonement is universal all men must somewhere in proba-
tion have a personal relation of knowledge to Christ.
We are prepared to assert, for the same reasons, that any

teaching that makes the moral influence of the atonement in
any sense, a cardinal or essential element is freighted witli the
same consequences. Such, therefore, is the logical bearing of
the following passage from Pope. Speaking of the sacrifi'cial.

rectoral, and moral influence doctrines, he says

:

These three views, or, to use modern languatre, theories, of the
atonement are combined in the Scriptures; neiUier is dwelt upon
apart from the rest. The perfect doctrine includes them all.
-bvery error sprnigs from the exaggeration of one of these ele-
ments at the expense of the others."

Wc may add, by way of correction, that this new error with
whicli we are dealing springs not from an exaggeration of one
of these elements at the expense of the others, but from co-
ordinating the moral influence element with the other results
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(tf tlie atonement, as does Dr. Pope. His doctrine abounds in

tills same error with its logical sequence, although not carried

out. The same is the result, logically, from an article in the

Mtthodist Quarterly Review of April, 1S84, in review of Dr.

Milev. The author is Dr. John J. Tigert, of Vanderbilt Uni-

versity, Tenn. Quoting an old instructor, he says

:

Here Dr. Summers has most felicitously combined all the ele-

ments of truth in the three great theories of atonement, Satisfac-

tion, Governmental, and Moral.

The entire article is in support of this position. TVe quote

once again in order to show the general drift of much cur-

rent Methodist teaching in the line of this ill-fated doctrine.

The Eev. Thomas Stalker, of Owosso, Mich., says

:

Dr. Buslmell bases the necessity for the atonement exclusively
oil moral grounds. Dr. Miley mainly [he should have said xcholl>j\

CMi governmental grounds. To us it seems as if these great think-
ers had omitted the most important part of the foundation, name-
ly, the palpable facts of God's and man's moral nature.

By the palpable. facts of God's moral nature we presume he

means a necessity in God for expiation. By the facts of man's

moral nature he means " man's consciousness of guilt " and
" ill-desert." Evidently this last thought expresses but a certain

phase of moral influence.

Such, then, is some teaching outside of Andover whose An-
dover conclusion has not, perhaps, been foreseen. But, hap-

pily for us, we are not driven to their anti-scriptural probation

from the fact that there is no necessity of including the moral

intluence of the atonement as, in any sense, cardinal or essen-

tial. And this, without apparently any thought of avoiding

the false conclusion, is the doctrine of Dr. Miley on the atone-

nient. Fully recognizing the healthful moral influence of the

atonement—and this he recognizes as fully as any one—he yet

denies that it is any part of atonement as such. It is in his

f^ystem an incidental though beneficial result as far as it

•xtends. One or two quotations will not be out of place,

bnder the heading, ''Truth of Moral Influence," he says :

The real issue with the Socinian scheme does not concern the
truth of a lielpful moral influence in the economy of redemption.
Ihis any true doctrine of atonement must fully hold. Tiie issue
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is against making sucli influence the only form and the sum of

redemptive lielp ; indeed^ against making it a constituent fact of
the atonement as such*

Again :

Thus the question of a helpful practical lesson in the economy
of redempiion is not one respecting its reality, but one respecting
its place. The doctrine of a real atonement for sin gives the
fullest recognition to such a moral influence, and represents its

greatest possible force.f

There is nuicli more of the same thonglit. The author, as is

well known, grounds the necessity for atonement in the moral

government of God. Xow, assuming the author's position to

be the correct one, the necessary conclusion of any probation

beyond this life is excluded, so far as this doctrine is concerned.

It is not necessary, it is true, on the ground of the sacrificial

theory, technically so-called
; but this, in every phase of it, is to

be excluded for other and equally valid reasons. But without

the same objections—indeed, without any proper objections

either from Scripture or reason—the. theory of Dr. Miley comes

in to relieve us of the necessity of the unscriptural doctrine of

a future probation, to which the Andover professors have been

so consistently driven by their theory of moral influence.

There is no denial of a certain satisfaction to God, as there is

none of a true moral influence. Nor does the doctrine deny

God's natural and et'/rnal hatred of sin, but maintains that

this of itself was no bar to the forgiveness of sin without an"

atonement, and makes all satisfaction to God in the work of

Christ a satisfaction to divine justice in moral government.

The purpose of the atonement was, in this view, tliat God
might be just, and yet, as moral Euler, consistently with his

honor and the demands of his government, justify tlie guilty.

Let us trace out a consistent, and, perhaps, the true, relation

of the heathen to the atonement as thus understood. Observe,

we do not claim that this doctrine necessarily excludes a future

probation, but that it excludes the necessitg of such probation

from any necessary connection with the atonement as such ; a

thing, as shown, nut possible under the misplaced noti<jn of

moi-al influence.

As already suggested, the atonement, according to this doc-

* AlO'ieintnl in C'lvis/, p. ]'17>. Italios my own. ^ Ibid., p. 126.
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trine removes simply the governmental barriers to man's for-

«<-ivencss. Its purpose, therefore, is justification, of course,

with the ultimate view of regeneration. But its immediate

work is to make possible justitioation—to take away the diffi-

culties between God's compassion and man's forgiveness. These

ditlieulties being removed, the way is open for the Holy Spirit,

on proper conditions, to work the work of regeneration. Until

man is pardoned this is impossible. But, pardon being granted,

tljc Spirit is free, so far as any atonement considerations are

concerned, to perform its beneficent work upon the unregen-

crate nature. x\s is well known, the Aiidover theology takes

for granted that the work of the Spirit is only possible on

condition of the light of the Gospel. For example :

Historic Christianity alone offers sufficient material in motive,

in the life, death, and tlie resurrection of our Lord, for the nat-

ural and efficacious work of the Holy Spirit.*

Tins will come up in due place. For the present it is suffi-

cient to say that the atonement removes all the governmental

barriers, in tlie divine moral administration, to the forgiveness

of sin and to the work of tlie Holy Ghost in regeneration.

i^ow, according to this view, the essential benefit of the

atonement can extend to the heathen without the parallel light

of the historic Christ. It is admitted that, for the present life,

there would be a benefit to the heathen did he come under the

moral influence of Christ's life and death. But this life is

small in the great plan of God for eternity ; and, if they come

under the possible eternal benefit, clearly the absence of the

otlier and temporal benefit is but a trifle in the comparison.

Yet it is great enough to nerve the arm of missions. But,

relatively to the eternal benefit, it is manifestly very small.

This is not to be forgotten in this whole discussion. If the

licathen came under any fair conditions of the essential work of

the atonement, its temporal and incidental moral influence

benefit is not, comparatively speaking, a great loss. But making
tliL' moral inlluunce of the atonement an essential benefit,

wliich we maintain it is not, the Andovcr teaching reaclies a

contrary, though consistent, result.

At this stage we feel bound to maintain that this moral influ-

* l^ugrissivc Q-rthoJoxy, p. 116.
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ence is but an incidental, and not an essential, part of atone-

ment, designed to show its bearing upon the present and future

condition of the heatlien. And this will appear from the fact

that M'e by no means admit the mode of regeneration suggested

by the Andover theology as the only possible, or even neces-

sary, mode.

To begin at this point, it can by no means be shown that a

Christian standard of morality is the only sign of regeneration.

This, however, the Andover creed assumes. That this is not

60 is manifest from several facts. One is, that tlie saints of the

Old Testament notably did not measure np to the standard.

Abraham we know twice undertook to deceive, witliout, appar-

ently, any remorse for either oliense, Koah's drunkenness and

shame, so far as we know, provoked no self-condemnation.

Jacob never seemed to think his supplanting worthy of demerit.

And yet, were not these regenerate sons of God ?

Another fact. Many of the Christians of early New Testa-

ment times were written to by the apostles in such a way as to

indicate that their morality was far below, not only the Chris-

tian standard of the gospels, but what is demanded in this day

as essential to membership in the Christian Church. And yet

they are addressed as Cliristians and saints, and hence as regen-

erate sons of God. For example, in 1 Cor, vi, 15-20, we have

this passage (R. Y.)

:

Know ye not that your bodies are members of Christ ? Shall

I then take away the members of Christ, and make them members
of a harlot? God iorbid. Or know ye not that he that is joined
to a harlot is one body? for, The twain, saitli he, slinll become
one flesh. But be that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit. Flee
fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is M'ithout the body;
but he that commiiteth fornication sinueth against his own body.
Or know ye not that your body is a temple of the Holy Ghost
which is in you, which ye have from God? and ye are not your
own; for ye were bought with a price: glorify God therefore
in your body.

This, and more like it, both in this and the second ejn'stle,

ceases to be strange when we remember the moral condition of

tlie Corintliian society in which these Christians lived, and in

which many of tliem took an active part but so shortly before.

This condition is indicated by the fiict that to " Corinthianize "

was a proverbial expression signifying to debase morally. Is
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tliere any wonder, then, that they were not immediately ele-

vated to our standard of morality ? or that the apostle found it

necessary to write to them as in the passage quoted ? The
n|)0stle docs not deny their regenerate sonship, but simply sets

tip a standard of morality for them, urging tliem to measure up

to it ; signifying, of course, that a faihire to try to measure up

to the standard of light given would no doubt exclude them
from the kingdom of heaven. But the very fact that such ad-

vice was necessary proves both a low state of moral conception

and practice. Withal they were Christians.

Take two similar passages—the first from Eph. iv,17-32 :

Tliis I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye no longer
walk as tlie Gentiles also walk, in the vanity of their mind, being
darkened in their understanding, alienated from the life of God be-
cause of the ignorance that is in tliem, because of the hardening
of their heart; who I;eing past feeling gave themselves up to las-

civiousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness. But ye
did not so learn Christ ; if so be that ye lieard him, and were
taught in him, even as truth is in Jesus: that ye put away, as
<-<j(ieerniiig your former manner of life, the old man, which wax-
c'tii corrupt after the lusts of deceit; and that ye be renewed in
liie spirit of your mind, and put on the new man, which after
<l<)d h:itli been created in righteousness and holiness of truth.
NN hcreforc, putting away falsehood, speak ye truth each one
^vith his neighbor: for M'e are members one of another. . . . Let
hiin th:it stole steal no more: but rather let him labor, working
with his hands the thing that is good, that he may have whereo'f
to give to him that hath need. Let no corrupt speech proceed
out of your mouth, but such as is good for edifying as the need
may be, that it may give grace to them that hear.' And grieve
not the Holy Spirit of God, in whom ye were sealed unto the day
«f redemption. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and
clamor, and railing, be put away from you, with all malice: and
be ye kind one to a)iother, tender-hearted, forgiving each other,
even as God also in Christ forgave you.

Tiie other passage is from Col. iii, 1-10

:

If then ye were raised together with Christ, seek the things
that are above, where Christ is, seated on the right hand of God.
• ct your mind on the things that are above, not on tlie thinc^s
'.at are upon the earth. For ve died, and vour life is hid with
Y'nst in God. When Chiist, who is our life,* shall be manifested,
I '<^'n shall ye also with him be manifested in glory. ^Mortify
llieretore your members which are u[)on the eanh; fornication,
|in'-ioanness, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, the which is
I'.olalry; for which things' sake cometh the wrath of God upon
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the sons of clisoLeclieiice; in the which ye also walked aforetimewhen ye hved in the.e things. But now put ye also away all
these; anger wrath, nuilice, railing, shameful speakin- out ofyour mouth

: he not one to another; seeing that ye have put off the
old man with his domgs, and have put°on tht new man, which

createcniim"'''''''
""^'' knowledge after the image of him that

^Ve do not mean to indicate that the people of these churches
wen3 generally guilty of all the crimes enumerated, but simply
the fact that such writing was necessary signifies, as was before
stated, m some cases both a low moral conception and practice

;
fur below, perhaps, the average Christian Church of to-day

Indeed, to consider the thought from still another stand-
point, suppose we should make the gospel standard of morality
the test of our regeneration, how many of us, measured bv it,
could claim to be regenerate? Even the Andover profeiors
lend us aid here. "Men usually," they say, -know better
than they do. The best of men are the most penitent, for the
elevation of their moral standard outstrips even their improve-
ment in conduct."

Why, then, determine the regenerate state, or the condition
of sonship among the heathen, by the Christian standard of mo-
rality ? Not only will not our state, but, as we have seen, not
even tliat of the Old Testament patriarchs nor that of the early
Christians, bear this test.*

The fact is, the morality of the life is to be determined by
the measure of the light possessed. And yet, as shown, our re-
generate life IS not to be determined by even this ; for if so we
all perhaps, would be found wanting. If living up to the moral
light possessed cannot be the determinative sign of our sonship
why make it the infallible test of the sonship of the heathen?

'

^

Now, it is possible, as M-e conceive it, for the heathen to be
justihed, perhaps regenerate, sons of God, while the moral life
IS not only not up to Christian standards, but even uot up to
the standard of the light of nature.f Wlio can sav that the mill-
ions of devout though superstitious heathen wlio do not measure
lip to the possibilities of the moral life which m'c conceive to
be possible under the illuminating intiuences of gospel li-ht
are not acceptable with God ?

^05
*This may be dangerous teaching.—Editor.
fThis is contrary to an orthodo.v conception of the S-criptures.-KuiTOR.
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This position is so important, tliat a quotation from Crooks

M\\ Hurst's Theuloijical Encijcloptedla and Methodology^ bear-

'wv:^ directly upon it, and indirectly upon its application to the

iu'athen, will here be in place

:

While religion and morality coincide in their highest develop-

m.'iil, so that a true religion without morality and a true morality

wiihout religion arc equally inconceivable, they arc yet cleai-ly

di'iinguished in tlioir details as well as in thuir general character.

A geimine piety is found to exist in which the moral element

If.ives nuich to be desired, but which cannot be justly rated as

livjK.crisy; and there are many poorly behaved and ill-bred chil-

dr.'M of (jod who yet know that God is exercising discipline over

liicin, and subinit'to his authority. This was true of David and

c.ilior Old Testament characters. Without this pvesumption it

becomes impossible to understand the Old Testament as a Avhole,

and also the Middle Ages, with their profound apprehension of

G<t(l and their boundless immorality.

The period of the Reformation a'nd modern pietism might also

furnish illustrations of this point. On the other hand, the piety

of nmny is put to shame by the existence of a praiseworthy and

correct morality, which has grown beyond a mere legality, and
iHconie moral self-respect and self-control, in a measure compel-

ling approval and admiration, Avhich yet lacks the sanctions and
impulso of religion ; that is, a definite relation toward God and
Mt-rnity. This applies not only to tiie stoicism of the ancients,

but "also to the categorical imperative of Kant, and the morality

of cultivated persons in our day. While, therefore, morality and
religion belong together, and in their ultimate development must
coincide, they may yet be logically distinguished, and bear a sep-

arate character in the lower stages of their development even in

actual life.—rages 30, 31.

Drummond, in his Natural Laio in the Spiritual World,

devotes a whole chapter, under the title of " Classification," to

fehowing the difference between morality and religion, particu-

larly with reference to the existence of a high standard of the

forn^er separate from the latter. His opening illustration is so

beautiful that we give it here :

On one of the shelves of a certain museum lie two small boxes
filled with earth. A low mountain in Arran has furnished the
tii'^i; the contents of the second came from the Island of l^arba-
•l'"'s. When t'xamineil with a pocket lens, the Arran earth is

l'"inid to be full uf small objects, clear as crystid. fashioned by
J"'ine mysterious geometry into forms of exquisite symmetry.
riic substance is silica, a natural glass; and the prevailing shape
'•< a six-sided piisni capped on either end by little pyramids

, iiiodc-led with consummate grace.
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When the second specimen is examined, the revelation is, if pos-
sible, more surprising. Here, also, is a vast assemblage of small
glassy or ])orcelaneous objects built up into curious forms. The
material, cliemically, remains the same, but the angles of pvramid
and prism have given place to curved lines, so that the contour is

entirely different. The appearance is that of a vast collection of
microscopic urns, goblets, and vases, each richly ornamented with
small sculptured discs or perforations which are disposed over tlie

pure white surface in regular belts and rows. Each tiny urn is

chiseled into the most faultless proportion, and the whole presents
a vision of magic beauty.
Judged by the standard of their loveliness there is little to

choose between these two sets of objects. Yet there is one car-
dinal difference between them. They belong to different worlds.
The last belong to the living world, the former to the dead. The
first are crystals, the last are shells.

We propose to inquire whether among men, clothed apparently
with a common beauty of character, there may not yet be dis-
tinctions as radical as between the crystal and the shell; and,
further, whether the current classification of men, based upon
moral beauty, is wholly satisfactory either from the stand-point of
science or of Christianity. Here, for example, are two charactei's,
pure and elevated, adorned with conspicuous virtues, stirred by
lofty impulses, and commanding a spontaneous admiraiion froiii

all who look on them—may not this similarity of outward form be
accomplished by a total dissimilarity of inward nature? Is the
external appearance the truest criterion of the ultimate nature?
Or, as in the crystal and the shell, may there not exist distinc-
tions more profound and basal? The distinctions drawn between
men, in short, are commonly based on the outward appearance of
goodness or badness, on the ground of moral beauty or moral
deformity— is this classification scientific? Or is tiiere a deeper
distinction between the Christian and the not-a-Christian as fun-
damental as that between the organic and the inorganic ?

Now, witliont pronouncing either for or against the funda-
mental law of this book, wo yet have here a fine illustration of

a fundamental fact. This, moreover, will help to account for

the " exceptional cases " of morality, where there is no relig-

ion with which the Andover professors find it difficult to deal.

Their cardinal mistake, in their whole argument, is in appar-

ently identifying religion and murality, o]-, at least, in making
them perfectly coincide.

Now, let it not be charged that we are in any sense advo-
cating Antlnomianism. xVntinomianism teaches that because
Christ is our righteousness, therefore we are exempt from the
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obligations of moral law. Our position is siinplj' that a moral

htantlard of life is not the unfailing criterion of an acceptable

rcliirious life. Xor is it the proof of it. We do not claim that

n religious life is consistent with a failni'e to strive to measure

up to the standard of light possessed, or with a condition of

non-penitence in each case of failure : this is Antinomiauism,

and, as is apparent, we by no means advocate it. Justitication

and regeneration are dependent upon the nnceasiug effort to

measure up to the standard of light possessed. This, no more,

no less : neither for Christian nor pagan.

Clearly, then, if this distinction be correct, millions of the

heathen, with their " unbounded immorality," may come under

all the conditions of regenerate sonship, and hence of present

and final salvation. Willful disobedience nnder the light pos-

sessed seems the only bar to these atonement privileges.

But if, after all that has been said, it be thought by some that

this position is untenable, we are still, by our doctrine of atone-

ment, not forced to the Andover conclusion about a future

probation. What is there inconsistent or inconceivable in the

idea that the heathen, for the present, who meet the condition

according to their opportunity, are justified without being re-

generate? If it be so that regeneration, as the New Theology
Jiolds, can only be wrought by the Holy Ghost tlirough the

agency of Christian knowledge—which, as we have shown, is,

seemingly, certainly, improbable— still there could be, con-

ceivably, justification, leading those who fulfill its conditions,

as they know them, on to the needful regeneration at some
future time, when the necessary light can be given. This is no
new second or future probation, for upon the supposition the

ultimate destiny is determined in this life ; only tlie work of

regeneration is deferred until the Holy Ghost may operate

through its necessary Christian llgl4^ We do not advance this

as a belief, but simply as a conceivable and speculative position,

wliich demands not tlie unscriptural doctrine of a future proba-
tion. This is a posriblc outlet from the difiiculty, even granting
the non-proved assertion that the regenerating work of the Holy
(ihost is dependent upon the light of the personal knowledge
of Jesus Christ.

^

There is still one other thought that is needed to be con-
sidered. The rectoral doctrine of the atonement does not nee-
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essarily imply that saving faith is not possible without the

knowledge of the historic Christ. It would seem, moreover,

that this is the exact state of things with regard to the justifi-

cation of the heathen. "When it can be shown that none have

ever been justified without faith in the historic Christ, then this

position will have to be abandoned. Until then it need not, it

cannot be. If reference be made to the Old Testament saints

for proof at this point, it will be found that their justification

was not dependent upon such a faith. The "New Theology "

recognizes this fact, and places them among exceptional cases

under peculiar conditions. This they maintain with reference

to their moral and regenerate condition, together with, by im-

plication at least, their justification. , As matter of fact, Abra-

ham and the other Old Testament saints did not believe in the

historic Christ in any sense in which the Andover teachers

claim faith to be necessary. The eleventh chapter of Hebrews

reveals a dim faith in a j)romis''d Christ.

It is evident, further, that the Andover teachers are consist-

ent with themselves, according to their view of atonement, in

demanding a faith in the historic Christ. No other view is

sufficient for them, nor for any, as before explained in general,

who hold to their moral influence doctrine of the atonement.

But the rectoral theory is free from this necessity, since saving

faith, which manifestly existed among the patriarchs, may be

possible under it without the moral influence of the atonement.

Xow, may it not be that the principle of religious faith is the

same every-where, no matter what the object, if it is coupled

with sincerity and earnest striving to the degree of the light

possessed? And on this condition may not God extend the

benefits of the atonement in justification to millions of the

heathen, if not for the present in regeneration? If God asks

of no man the exercise of any faculty, religious or other, be-

yond the degree of his knowledge ; and if the heathen, no

more than we, can be justified by works, and are justified at

all, why may we not— indeed, why must we not—believe it is

granted to them upon the exercise of faith according to their

knowledge '{

To recapitulate, briefly, the position of this article is as fol-

lows : Tlie Andover atonement, with all like it, demands in

logical consistency a future probation for all who do not enjoy
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o!>c under the moral influence of Christ's life and death liere.

r»iit upon the rectoral doctrine there is no such necessity.

This is manifest from tlie fact that upon this view the work

of atonement as such is simply to remove the governmental

barriers to man's forgiveness. The case is further manifestly

in favor of the latter doctrine from the fact tliat regeneration

ujid niorahty do not from necessity coincide, as must be the

c4\sc in the moral influence doctrine, and that saving faith, as

a principle, seems separable from correct knowledge. But

wliethcr the position with regard to regeneration be thought

fonable or not, there is still an easier way out of the difhculty

than that adopted by the Andover teaching, by supposing the

cs.scntial benefit of the atonement, which is justification ex-

tended to the heathen in this life on conditions such as they

have, with a delay of their regeneration until the needed light

ho given. This would place the determination of the destiny

of every man in this life, although the completion of his sal-

vation would be projected into the other world. The only

point claimed for this is, that it relieves us of the anti-script-

ural doctrine of a future probation, and that it is of the two a

more plausible supposition. It is also not inconsistent with

tiie rectoral view of atonement.

If what is herein suggested be true, or if simply the posi-

tion that a future probation is unscriptural, then the moral in-

fluence view of the atonement combated cannot be true ; for,

as maintained, this view necessitates a future probation for all

who do not come under the moral influence of the Gospel

here. Therefore, by all that is opposed to the doctrine of such

a probation we may argue against making the moral influence

of the atonement in any sense a cardinal or essential fact. For
like reasons we may hold to the governmental doctrine, which

lays upon ns no such necessity.
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Art. VI.—moral AIS^D RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

That the founders of this nation intended it to have a distinctly

religious character seems to be beyond question. TJie minis-

ters were the most lionored and infhiential pohtical leaders, and

their opinions possessed at times almost the weight of law.

There is scarcely a single great national question upon which

they have not left the impress of their moral force. "In a

very great degree." said Charles Francis Adams, " to the pul-

pit—the Puritan pulpit—we owe the moral force that won our

independence." The Bible was the recognized political and

nioral text-book. The God of the Bible was the accepted sov-

ereign of the people, and Alexander Hamilton is reported to

have said that the convention which framed the Constitution

failed to recognize in that great document God or the Chris-

tian religion simply because "we forgot it." Whether the con-

vention forgot it or not, it is evident that the majority of the

members of that body, and of every representative body which

delivered any utterance or adopted any resolution that has

•been an important factor in our history, were God-fearing

and Bible-loving men, who by their actions showed that they

believed this government should be founded upon religious

principles.

The American colonists were schooled in the faith and prac-

tice of the Protestant forms and ideas of religion, and had a

profound conviction of the essential need of religion as the

only true basis of civil government. They were also inspired

with an earnest spirit of intellectual as well as religious liberty,

notwithstanding they did not always act up to their convictions.

The statesmen of the Continental Congress officially recognized

the Christian religion and incorporated its principles into their

legislative acts. The first act of that Congress, which met at

Philadelpliia, Septem])er G, 1774, was the adoption of a resolu-

tion "that the l^ev. Mr. Dnche be desired to open Congress

to morrow morning with prayer, at Carpenter's Hall, at nine

o'clock."

This interesting scene was thus described by Daniel Webster
in the Senate

:
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At the meeting of the first Congress there was a doubt in the

n)iii«ls of uiarjy about the propriety of opening the session with

pciyer, and the reason assigned was, the great diversity of opin-

I'-n and religious belief, until at last Mr. Samuel Adams, with his

uray hairs hanging about his shoulders, and with an impressive

von'orableness now seldom to be met with (I suppose owing to

difTerent habits), rose in that assembly, and with the air of a per-

fect Puritan said, it did not become men professing to be Chris-

tan men, who had come together for solemn deliberation in the

h lur of their extremity, to say there was so wide a difference in

their religious belief that they could not as one nian bow the knee

in prayer to the Almighty, whose advice and assistance they
hoped to obtain; and, Independent as he was, and an enemy to

»ll prelacy as he was known to be, he moved that Rev. JNIr. Duche,
of the E|»iscopal Church, should address the throne of grace in

prayer. I>Ir. Duche read the Episcopal service of the Church of

England; and then, as if moved by the occasion, he broke out
into extemporaneous prayer; and those men who were about to

n-sort to force to obtain their rights were moved to tears; and
"Hoods of tears," he says, "ran down the cheeks of pacific Quak-
ers, who formed a part of that interesting assembly." And "de-
p^'tid upon it," continues Mr. Webster, "where there is a spirit

of Christianity there is a spirit which rises above form, above
ceremonies, independent of sect or creed and the controversies of
clashing doctrines,"

The same Congress, by resolution, attended divine service in

a body, and regarded the Bible as such a necessary possession

of the people that on September 11, 1777, it directed the Coni-

niittee of Commerce to import twenty tliousand copies to snp-

|>'y the deficiency caused by tlie cutting ofT of the supply from
L<.'ndon by the war. In 1781, when from the existence of the

war no English Bible coiild be imported, and no one could tell

'low long the obstruction miglit continue, the subject of print-

s"g the Bible was presented to Congress. It was referred to a

ootnmittee, which recommended an edition printed by Robert
Aitken, and tlie Congress

llemlved. That the United States, in Congress assembled, highly
''I'prove the pious and laudable undertaking of ]Mr. Aitken as sub-
"•Tviont to the interests of religion; and, being satisfied of the
^^rc and accuracy of the execution of the work, recommend this
< bti..ii to the inlVibitants of the United Stat(?s.

li'Hwas the first Bible pnblishcd in the English language hav-
'•>;: an American imprint.
The members of the convention which framed the Constitu-
(J—FIFIU SERIES, VOL. V.
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tion, in 17S7, were equally decided in expressing tlie dependence

of this nation upon God for help and the Bible for guidance.

The remarks of Benjamin Franklin, who has been and perhaps

still is supposed by many to have been an atheist, are an illustra-

tion of a then prevalent feeling. The members of the conven-

tion were greatly perplexed at times by the difficulties which

arose. On one of these occasions, June 28, 1787, when a "rup-

ture appeared almost inevitable " over the question of the rep-

resentation of the States in the Senate, Franklin, who was the

most prominent and revered member of the body, arose and said :

The slow jirogress we have made, after four or five weeks' close

attendance and continual reasoning with *acli other—our difter-

ent sentiments on almost every question, several of the last pro-

ducing as many nays as yeas—is, methinks, a melanclioly proof
of the imperfection of human understanding. . . . In this situation

of this assembly, groj:>ing, as it were, in the dark to find political

truth, and scarce able to dislingui'sh it when presented to us,

how has it happened that we have not hitlierto once thought of

applying to the Father of lights to illuminate our understand-
ing? in the beginning of the contest with Great Britain, when
we were sensible of danger, we had daily prayers in this room for

the Divine protection. Our prayers were heard, and they were
graciously answered. All of us who were engaged in the strug-

gle must have observed frequent instances of a sujjerintt'udiiig

Providence in our favor. To that kind. Providence m'c owe tiiis

happy opportunity of consulting in peace on the means of estab-

lishing our future national felicity. And have we now forgotten

that powerful Friend ? Or do we imagine we no longer need
his assistance? I have lived a long time, and the longer I live

the more convincing proofs I see of this trutli—that God governs
in tlie affairs of men. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the giound
without his notice, is it probable that an empne can rise without
his aid ? We have been assured in the sacred v\-ritings that

except the Lord build the house they labor in vain that build it.

I firnily believe this; and I also believe that without his concur-
ring aid we shall succeed in this political building no better than
the builders of Babel. We shall be divided by our little, partial,

local interests; our projects will be confounded, and we oursehes
become a reproach and byword down to future ages. And what
is worse, mankind may hereafter, from this unfortunate circum-
stance, despair of establishing governments by human wisdom
and leave it to chanoe, war, and conquest. I therefore beg leave

to move that lienceforth prayers imploring the assistatice of

Heaven and its blessings on our deliberations be held in this

assembly every morning before we proceed to business.

II is motion was adopted without a dissenting vote.
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Tlic influence of this speecli and the action which followed

it has been manifest in the practice of Conojress and other

loj^MVlativo bodies in appointing chaplains to liold religious serv-

i<vfi to this day. Ordinarily this, to the average member of

llitsc bodies, is a perfunctory and unimpressive service, but in

times of great national distress it is regarded as a proper as

Wfl! as serious procedvire.

The following language in the Farewell Address of Geojge

Wasliington doubtless expressed the general sentiment of the

foiuulers of tlie Kepublic, and should be frequently read and

SMLiiitated upon by the American people

:

Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political pros-

|H'rity, religion and morality are indispensable supports. In
vain would tliat man claim the tribute of i)atriotism Mho should

l.-i'x^r to subvert these great pillars of human happiness, these

llriiK'St props of the duties of men and citizens. The mere politi-

riaii, equally witli the pious man, ought to respect and to cherish

tlii'in. A volume could not trace out all their connections with
I'tiMic and private felicity. Let us with caution indulge the
mitjiosition that morality can be maintained without religion.

Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education
f^n tiiiiuls of peculiar structure, reason and experience both forbid
»-* to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of
r* li-^ious principles. It is substantially true tliat virtue or mo-
r-iliiy is a necessary spring of popular government. The rule,

iti'leed, extends with more or loss force to every species of
fr.-c government. Who that is a sincere friend to it can look
^iiii indifference upon attempts to shake the foundation of the
f:thr.c ?

The foregoing facts of history indicate that the use of the Bible

in the public schools has ever been in accord with the sentiments
t'f the founders of the nation, many of v/hora were themselves

'^••hgions men, and members of the Church. They looked upon
t'lis .'ui a religious nation, and they expected the religion taught
J'» tlic accepted version of the Bible of their day—which was
''>:it in universal use among Protestants at this time—to be
'•le accepted principles of the people, and recognized in pub-
'"- ni>titutions. Indeed, several of them expressly so declared

'5>'-nisclves. Dr. Benjamin Kush, one of the most distinguished
"t ihc signers of the Declaration of Independence, was an ear-

'>'>t advocate of introducing and reading tlie Bible daily, as a

<^>ni!non school-book, in all pulilic scliools and in every scm-
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inarj of learning. lie began a paper on "The Bible as a
Text-book " as follows

:

Before I stale my arguments in favor of teaching children to
read by means of the Bible, I shall assume tlie five folIowin<r
propositions: 1. That Christianity is the onlv true and perfect re^
Jigion, and that in proportion as mankind adopt its principles and
obey Its precepts tliey will be wise and hapi)v. 2. Tiiat a better
knowledge of this religion is to be acquired by readincr the Bible
than in any otiier way. 3. That the Bible contains more knowl-
edge necessary to man in his present state than any other book
in the world. 4. That knowledge is most durable, and relio-ious
instruction most useful, when imparted in early life. 5 Tha't the
Bible when not read in schools is seldom read in any subsequent
period of life.

^

Governeur Morris, one of the foremost statesmen of the Rev-
olution and the penman of the Constitution, was the American
embassador to France during tlie reign of atheism in that coun-
try. He drew up a constitution for France, one article of which
was as follows

:

Religion is the solid basis of good morals; therefore education
sliould tt^ach^the precepts of religion and the duties of man to-'ward Uod J hese duties are—internally, love and adoration • ex-
ternally, devotion and ol>edience; therefore, provision should hemade for worship as well as education. But each has a ri^ht to
entire liberty as to religious opinions, for religion is the relation
between God and man; therefore it is not within the reach ofhuman authority.

To a French nobleman Mr. Morris wrote in 1792 : "I believe
that religion is the only solid basis of morals, and that morals
are the only possible support of free governments."
While the fathers thus recognized'the importance of the in-

fluence of religion in the government, they at the same time
were determined that no Church, as such, should exercise any
control whatever over the government, and that, everv person
should be allowed to worship God as he pleased, or notVorship
him at all if he so desired. The first amendment to the Con-
Btitution, which declares " that Congress shall make no law re-
specting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof,'' was aimed at sectarianism and not at relicrion.
This IS shown by the practice of the government in the takiu"
of oaths, appointment of chaplains, etc., and also in the public
declarations of Washington, Adaui.. and Jefferson, and all their
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Htcocs^iors in the presidency, of their dependence upon God for

•Mii<!anee in the performance of their responsible duties.

Ihit Pliaraohs have risen up who knew not Joseph. These

ar\> mainly free-thinking foreigners, who have never been able

;*( appreciate the religious spirit of the fathers and the extent

to \vhich their faith in God and the teachings of the Bible in-

tliioMced their actions; and Roman Catholics, who are largely,

though with notable exceptions, controlled by a foreign poten-

tate who, if he liad had any interest in the struggle of the Amer-

icans for independence, would no doubt have exerted his influ-

rtK*e against them, because of their Protestantism and love of

n-ilgiuus as well as civil liberty. But for these two elements

tliere would never have been any opposition to the use of the

r.ihle in the public schools. The Roman Catholic Church has

ahv.iys, apparently, endeavored to keep its members in igno-

r-aace, and it has for this reason opposed the public schools. But
Catholic laymen, realizing by association with Protestants the

briiofits of education, have persisted in sending their children

\t> tlie public schools, despite the efforts of priests. The result

liiii been a striking independence of thought in secular, and to

Mtuic extent even in spiritual, matters. Intelligence and Ro-
man Catholicism do not harmonize. This is illustrated in the

l;i.".t(iry of the Reformation, and more recently in Italy and
r ranee. In saying this it is not intended to ignore the piety

»!id liberalism of many Roman Catholics both among the clergy

-»!!<! the laity, some of whom have blessed the Church in the
pL-t, and others are to be found in it to-day.

'liiere is but one means by which the Catholic children can
U« .Mj trained that they will continue faithful and bigoted mem-
Iht.s of that Church—that is, by taking them or keeping them
Jr^m the influence of the public schools, and educating them in

<len(jjiiinational schools; but the Catholic parochial school is

» iiicnace to the country. In order to effect this the public
f^M<K»l system must be broken up; for the parents will send
'•ir children to tlie best schools, and the public schools are
1'- .uuhtcdly superior to the parochial schools. An excuse for

*|' aUac-k upon them is found in the use of the "Protestant"
'•'ble, as they call the x\uthorized Version, and in the demand
'

r Its exclusion. In this demand they arc joined by all inii-

^•-J^- and many Protestants, the former opposing the Bible bo-
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cause tliey object to its teachings, and tlie latter because they

fear that the Roman Catholics will ultimately, through truck-

ling politicians, obtain control of the public schools and will

then require the children to read their version of the Bible and

teach them Catholic doctrines as to religion and government.

Failing to secure their desires they have demanded a share of

the public school fund, upon the plea of unjust taxation, for

the purpose of defraying the expenses of their deuominational

schools. In i^ew York they have secured large appropriations

for various denominational purposes, and small amounts for

their schools; but their demands have been so strongly resisted

by Protestants that politicians have not dared to grant as much

as they evidently desire to in order to secure the Catholic vote.

As early as 1823 the question of distributing the fund of the

"New York Public School Society," which was formed for the

education of the poor and neglected children of the city, and

supported in part by the State, was raised by the application of

the Bethel (Baptist) Church for a portion. The society op-

posed the application, as being fatal to the public school system

and contrary "to the object of the school fund, which was in-

tended to promote not religious, but civil, education. The
Episcopalians, the Methodists, the Baptists, and the Roman
Catholics at that day applied for a participation in the fund

;

but it is said, " the report of the committee convinced every

body of ' the impolicy and injustice of such a division except the

Catholics.'
"

The Catholics continued their application year after year,

alleging, as a reason why they should be thus favored, the use

of the Protestant version of the Bible. Finally, to conciliate

them, the Public School Society agreed to strike out of the

school-books all passages to which they objected, and proposed

to have only such portions of the Holy Scriptures read as "are

translated in the same way in the Protestant and Romish ver-

sions." But these concessions did not satisfy them. Their

next movement was to have the school system so extended

that "Ward Schools," "under the direction of officer? chosen

in each ward," could be formed. Under the competition with.

this system the Public School Society was compelled in 1853

to transfer its property to the Board of Education, This ac-

tion was regarded as a Roman Catholic triumph. At that time,
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wys Dr. Dorchester, "tlie Bible liad been excluded from more

tirm ei<'hty of the schools of New York city."

The warfare a-ainst the Bible in the schools was not con-

fn.cd to Xew York city, but extended to a number of the

k-Klin- cities of the Union. At the present time in Washmg-

toii Ci"y D. C, the Bible is used at the opening exercises each

...iorning, and the teachers are directed by the rules governing

the schools to

ondouYor on all proper occasions to inculcate truthfulness, self-

cctrol, temperance, frugality, industry, obedience to parents, rev-

erence for the a-cd, forbearance toward the weak, respect .or tlie

rl-lit^ of others,^politeness to all, kindness to ammals, desn-e tor

k.'u^wledce, and obedience to the laws of God; but no teacher

flinll exeVcise any sectarian influence in the schools.

TliC sckools of Brooklyn, N. Y., are opened in pursuance of

nn exnress rule of the Board of Education, which has been

in force many years, and directs that " a portion of the Holy

Scriptures shall be read aloud by one of the teachers m each

department, without note or comment.'^ In the schools of Kew

York city the Bible is read .by the principal at the opening

exercises without comment. In Boston "the opening exer-

cise in all the schools and in every class-room is the reading

of a portion of Scripture without note or comment." In JNew-

ark, N. J., " it has always been and still is the custom to read

tlie Bible at the opening exercises every morning in the day-

Bchools, and at the close of the session in the evening schools."

In the schools of Columbus, 0., the Bible is generally used.

If a teacher conscientiously objects to reading it to the schol-

ars, liowever, he is not required to do so. There have been

very few who objected. In Cleveland, O., the school board has

never taken av.y action upon the reading of the Scripture, and

the teachers may use their pleasure in the matter. In Pitts-

burg, the sub-district boards generally require the schools to be

opened with the reading of the Scriptures, but there are schools

in wliich thev are not read. In Minneapolis, Minn., the read-

ing of the liii.le was prohibited in 1ST4, but was subsequently

iM-rniitted, and it is now read to some extent. The Bible is

also read, usually without note or comment, in the schools of

rhiladelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, S. C, Indianapolis, Ind.,

and Louisville, Kv. It is not read in the schools of Chicago,
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Cincinnati, St. Louis, Detroit, Milwaukee, San Francisco, New
Orleans, and Atlanta, Ga. In Cincinnati it is positively pro-

hibited under the following rule, adopted Xoveuiber 1, 18G9 :

Keligious instruction and tlie reading of religious books, includ-

ing the Holy Bible, are prohibited in the Common Schools of

Cincinnati, it being the true object and intent of tliis rule to allow
the children of the parents of all sects and opinions in matters
•of faith and worship to enjoy alike the benefits of the common
school fund.

In Detroit, " many years ago it was in general use ; but it was

always a source of trouble, and one school after another laid it

aside. It has not been in use at all for at least ten years."

Almost without exception the public schools in the rural

districts are opened with some form of religions exercises

—

usually the reading of a passage from the Scriptures and the

recitation of the Lord's Prayer in concert. That the Bible has

not been excluded from these schools is doubtless due to the

predominance of native Americans and of American ideas

as to religion and morals. Including both city and country

districts, the Bible is read in about four fifths of the schools of

the land.

But while the Bible has been excluded from many schools,

instruction in Scripture morality is not neglected. The neces-

sity for moral instruction is so manifest that it is required by

nearly all school boards, even in those cities where the Bible is

not read. The apparent decline in many places in the morals

of the children attending the scliools is doubtless mainly due

to home influences, the parents of this generation not being as

strict as their parents were, and association in tenement houses

and elsewhere with all classes of debased men, women, and

children who have immigrated to this country and brought

with them the irreligious ideas and immoral customs and habits

of their degraded European homes.

There are several methods by which moral instruction is im-

parted. In many schools the teachers frequently give short

talks on morals, and have the children memoi'ize and recite

selections from various authors. A number of books contain-

ing suitable selections for this purpose liave been prepared,

and are in quite general use. Among these ai-e Peaslee's

Graded Selections, and Korthend and Carleton's Choice
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'f'l.ougJds and Memory Gems. The moral precepts of these

lKH»kt:, as well as those laid dowu in Gow's Primer of Poliie-

nas and Morals and Manners^ are based upou the Bil)le, and

in gome of them are presented in Bible language. The selec-

tions also teach the children about God and their duty to love

and obey hiin.

Tiicre are also two volumes more recently issued, containing

extracts and quotations similar in character, which commend
tlieinsclvcs to public favor

—

Excellent Quotations for Home
and Sc'/iool, by Julia B. Hoitt, deputy superintendent of iustruc-

lion in California, and A Priiiter of Memory Gems., by Geoi-ge

W. I loss, teacher of Elocution, Oratory, and English Classics

ill J>aker University. JMilton's mind, stored in youth with

jii*t such thoughts from the Greek and Roman classics, was

able in the days of his blindness to reproduce them, skill-

fully rewrought and combined, in Paradise Lost and Samson
Agonistes.

The school readers also contain a number of such selections.

During a careful examination of the seven readers in most

p-neral use—McGuffey's, Appleton's, Swinton's, Barnes's,

Harper's, and the Franklin and Monroe Readers, a number
t'f selections were found which expressly or indirectly teach

llie children that there is a God, and that they should keep his

commaud ments. In the McGuifey and the Appleton Readers,

^vI^ich are more extensively used than the others, such selec-

tions were especially numerous. Among the selections in t)ie

McCinlTey Readers were the larger part of Christ's Sermon
*»" the Mount, selections from the Psalms, a story entitled
** Kespcct for the Sabbath Rewarded," a story entitled "The
iii^'liteous ISTever Forsaken," a selection teaching that "religion

»» the only basis of society," Paul's speech on Mars' Hill, and
a t^eh'ction on the observance of the Sabbath. The Appleton
Kcuders contain various selections from the Bible, among
^liich are a number of the Psalms, the parable of the prodigal
•yx, the twelfth chapter of Ecclesiastcs, Christ's parable of
'iio talents, portions of the Sermon on the Mount, and several

•'^--'kctions from Pihji'inh''s Progress, besitles stories, poeuis, etc.,

t'f a religious character. Schools using such books are not

*'Rfulless schools."

A he feeling that the children in the public schools should
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be given instruction in scriptural morality is almost universal
among public school teachers; but in view of the seeming in-
tention of the Eomanists either to control the schools o? de-
stroy tliem, if possible, there is much difference of opinion a^
to how this instruction should be given. Many sincere Chris-
tian teachers believe tliat really more effective work can be
done if the reading of the Scripture "without note or com-
ment" is not required, but that instead there be no rule and
the niatter be left to tlieir option. The effect of the exe'rcise
largely depends upon the teacher, one conducting it in such
manner that the children will be reverently impressed by it
while another may cause them to look with contempt upon
holy things.

^

As a class, school teachers are devoted to their work and
they regard with anxiety the possibility of the schools 'com-
ing under the control of the Eomish Church. They know,
too, better than many persons who get more excited over the
matter, the immense power of the Catholic vote in politics
Ihis vote can be controlled as that of no Protestant Church can
be, and for ^ time at least it can be used with powerful effect
And many politicians will yield to any demands in order to
secure it for their personal benefit. It is not probable that
the American people will permit it to retain power many years,
but while Its power lasts it may secure concessions and be
granted favors that cannot be recalled. The school board of
Cmcmnati was in the control of the Catholics for several years
and the city is yet bearing the burdens then imposed in the
interest of the Eomish Church. There came, however a re-
action, and Its power has been so weakened that a prominent
educator of the city recently said that he believed if some
teachers were to begin the reading of the Scriptures at the
opening of the schools no objection would be made to it

Thestrengtli of the Catholic opposition to the public schools
Should not be measured by the opposition to the Bible. Prob
ably halt of those who oppose its use are infidels and Prot-
estants who do so to koop the hands of the Catholics off the
schools alrogether, and would gladly vote with others for an
amendment to their State Constitution entirelv prohibiting
scctar.an control of the public schools in anv form or the sec!
tanan distribution of the public funds. The American press
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and people will protect this bulwark of our liberties from de-

nt ruction.

It is possible, and, indeed, seems probable, tliat in most of

tlio cities where the foreign element is in the majority the

Ilihlc will be permanently excluded from the public schools, or,

at least, until immigration is restricted In that event it will

prohably be restored, as the children of the second and third

^t'nerations from foreign parents become so imbued with Amer-
\cx\\\ ideas of religion and morals that, unless atheists, they ap-

preciate the importance of Bible instruction.

In some places, where the foreign element is not so strong,

and where the Roman Catholics are yet able to influence the

jM)liticians, there is a disposition to compromise on the use of

tho liible by the adoption of a volume of selections from the

Uible that cannot reasonably be objected to by any Church or

ntizcn who believes in the moral law as laid down in the Bible.

Kev. E. D. Morris, D.D., LL.D., of Lane Seminary, Cincin-

nati, has prepared such a volume, which is used in several of

_
tiio schools of Columbus, O., and in other places.

"While it is not probable that the Catholics will secure con-

trol of the public schools, there are numerous evidences that

tliey arc making renewed efforts to do so. Former plans hav-

iiijr failed, they are now seeking to get a foothold by leasing

for parochial schools rooms in public school buildings made
Vacant by the withdrawal of Catholic children. They have
done this not only in Pittsburg, and perhaps a few other cities,

but it has come to light that they are pursuing the same policy

• n villages.
. The friends of the public school system must be

constantly on the watch. Eternal vigilance is the price of this

clieap defense of the Republic as well as of Liberty.

f^
—ziuo-Lcfs^ oCr r^M^6-
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Art. VIL—baptism FOR THE DEAD.
In verse 29 of the fifteenth cliapter of First Corinthians the
apostle Paul, descending from tlie height of his argument in
t]ie fjve precedmg verses, in which digression he had compassed
with nervous thouglit tlie final cause of Christ's resurrection
turns directly to his opponents and addresses them with anargumcntum ad hmninem in the followino- words • ^Erei re
^ocrtaovacv olQa^rc^o^evoe irrep rd). veKpOv el oAc, ve.pol ov.
iyupovrac, re .al Parrrl^ovrac vnep avru.v-^^ Else what shall thevdo which are baptized for the dead ? If the dead are not raised
at all, why then are they baptized for them ? " (Rev Ver

)

Tl^ question which has been propounded again and 'again
\. hat did the apostle mean ? As we all know, numerous

theories have been submitted, but somehow they all seem to be
either fa so to histoiy^ or foreign to the logic of the apostle n
this great chapter. Dr. Adam Clarke considered this verse tobe the most difiicult verse in the entire New Testament'nd 1
one, we presume, will feel disposed to question this judgmentwho has ever attempted a solution of the passage, or in his re-
searches has looked into the long list of opposing excretes in
1 ool s Synopsis, or m other works, as Wolfe's or De Vette's
or Meyer's Commentaries. That it is difficult, the number of
different interpretations is sufficient evidence. The present
attempt to elucidate the apostle's meaning, then, is notMl
1 nf /^T-f"''

"['^'^ peculiar difficulties to be overcome,
1101 of the failures of many learned and ingenious critics It
IS not at all improbable, however, that greater difficulties liave

found in the.bare text itself.

Some interpreters (Adam Clarke, Rosenmuller, and Robin-on among others) explain the verse by taking ^a..Co,..o.
;n a me aphoncal sense, signifying "immersed in sufferiL,"
overu-hehned m calamities," " a baptism of blood," etc. Bat

(1) there is no term here denoting sufl^ering, although Dr.Clarke says that ^^ Parrri^eoOac, to be hashed, was usecfto ex-
press Icingput to a violent death- and quotes in proof several
instances of its use in that sense. That Pa^ri^eaOa,, with indi-
rect allusion to the sacred rite of baptism, as Robinson says
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(,V. T. Lex.., Buh voc), may have that signification (Matt, xx,

•J-J, 23, Mark x, 38, 39) is well understood, but none of the

jKir^snges quoted by the famous exegete are parallel to this pas-

f:i^n\ nor are any of them suggestive of a similar meaning.

Dr. J. F. von Flatt {Briefe Pauli .an die CorintMer), ufter

stating that (3aTrri^eGdai may have the figurative signification

" to snfTcr," " to be immersed in suffering," also refers to

Mark X, 39, Luke xii, 50, and also quotes from Josephus d<}

Ji.Jh Jad., 1. iv, c. 3, § 3, the words e ^aTrrioav -fjv ttoXiv. But

liio being baptized with a baptism, or the baptizing of a city,

arc altogetlier different ideas from being Ijaptlzedfor a thing.

2. The references to the figurative use of (3a-Ti^eodac in the

n]).>vc passages are made on the assumption that the apostle

Ijimsclf, in this passage, uses the term in that sense. But that

he does so is the thing to be proved ; it is the very question at

i.^'^ue. It is a canon of correct interpretation that a figurative

i'ignification is not to be attached to words tlie literal rendering

of whicli makes good sense. ISTow, if we apply this rule to the

passage in question we will see that there is no good reason

why we should suppose that the apostle employed figurative

language. Tf we do so interpret him we make him unneces-

Mrily tautological, for in the very next verse (verse 30) he

asks, " And why stand we in jeopardy every hour?" The
" we" does not indicate a distinction between the apostles and

thoir helpers and the laity in the Church, nor between those of

long standing in the Church and the ol j3ar:ri^6^ievot, those just

coining in, for the new believers are in as much danger as the

old members ; nor does it refer to the apostle himself, for he

afterward speaks of his own danger in verses 31, 32. The
*'we" includes the entire Church of Christ, the whole body
of believers. Now, it is not at all probable that the apostle

^^'ould say the same thing twice over in such immediate con-

nection. On the contrary, the form of the question, '' And
^vhy stand we in jeopardy every hour?" shows clearly that the

idea of suffering or calamity is an entirely new element in the

;»i"u:u!uent, and not one that has been used heretofore. '* What
•'"ill they do who are being baptized for the Jc.id ?"* a:iJ

'* ^\ hy do we stand in jeopardy every hour ? '' arc the two ar-

K'nuents contained in verses 28, 30. That they are two and

""t one, and that they are not identical, seems clear enough.

„ ./•.) tr -^. -. '
I
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, 3. Then, again, tliere is no reason to suppose that the apos-

tle did not refer literally to the Christian rite of baptism. The
burden of the apostolic preaching was Jesus and the resurrec-

tion, and when men believed in the word which was spoken to

them they were baptized into that faith. -Hence the apostle

could point to baptism, and as included therein the confession

of faith, and most pertinently ask his opponents to define for

him the signifieatice or the value of baptism if there icas no

resurrection of the dead.

Other interpreters (as Alford, Hodge, Meyer) infer from the

passage an allusion to a supposed fact that Christians some-

times presented themselves for baptism in behalf of believers

who had died unbaptized. Thus Meyer :

It must liave been something not wholly unusual in the apos-

tolic Cluirch, fainiiiarity witli which on tlie part of the readers is

here taken for granted, that persons had themselves baptized once
more fur the benefit (vn-ep) of people wlio had died xtubaptizcd

but alreadij believing, in the persuasion that tliis would be counted
to them as their own baptism.*

Dc Wette is of the same opinion, and renders v~^p rCjv

veKpCJv by ficr die {anstatt der) Todten^ instead of the dead.

Olshausen also renders in like manner. For this view it would

be difiicult to find either well-grounded philological or histor-

ical proofs, or any proofs tliat, tested by the Scriptures, will be

conclusive. It is altogether arbitrary, we think, to take for

granted that the apostle wrote v^rep for dvri. In all his writ-

ings Paul employs dv-i only seven times ; but, after making

all possible allowances for diversity of opinion, we number

over seventy instances in which v^rep occurs in its regular

sense. In Philem. 13 v~e.p is used for dvri—Iva v-tp aov

fioi SiaKov^, that he might minister to me for thee ^ but this

use of hnper is rare, its usual significance being for the sake

o/" rather than ms^^ad^ of. There is no historical ground for

the view adopted by Meyer and De AVette and Olshausen and

many others. That such a superstition as vicarious baptism

was practiced by some heretical sects at the close of the first

century is tio proof that it was derived by them from apostolic

times,- as is supposed by the above exegetes, who rely mainly

upon two passages in Tertullian for this proof.

* Com., in foe
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,..., Jn.smuch as "some are baptized for the dea-l," we will see

/^ ' ^e bec^ood reason for this. Now, it is certain that

r>v 1)1 ted this [practice] with such a presumption as made

''?n., lose that he vicarious baptism in question] would be

';:^i; dTo tl e Aesh of another in anticipation of the resurrec-

. or unless it were a bodily [resurrection] there would be no

l-hd'^o secured by this process of a corporeal baptism.

Airain, in his work Aiiti-Marciori, quoting the apostle in

I Cor, XV, 20, he says

:

"What" asks he, "shall they do who are baptized for the

.1,...! i the dead ri^se not?" Now never mmd that practice

; U ever it may have been]. The Februanan ^^f^^^^^
.^ iins answer him [quite as well] by praying for the dead.

K then suppose Ihat the apostle here indicates some new

.nd a. the] author and advocate of this baptism for the dead,

lis onlv aim in alluding to it was] that he might all the more

1 'roely nsist upon the resurrection of the body, m proportion as

r.u V wjio were vainly baptized for the dead resorted to the pruc-

i:cJ from their belief of [such] a resurrection.

Tiicse are the passa-es to which commentators refer. But,

n-, Xcander says, f' "Tertnllian has been erroneously cited.'

Trrtullian does not know any thing more of .the real existence

<>{ a sect in the apostle's dav practicing baptism for the dead

than those who quote him. Nor does he say that such a custom

was in vogue at that time ; he merely argues on what Paul

wrote in 1 Cor. xv, 29; and in his work Against Marcion he

o!,lv refers to the same purpose, not mentioning any knowledge

whicli lie himself might have had that such a rite was ever

practiced. His reference to the Kalends Febrnarise, or the

Knporcalia is of no importance, except as it may be used to con-

fii>e the subject.

In addition to this historical difficulty it seems very improb-

able, to say the least, taking the doctrinal characteristics of the

«lK.-tle into consideration, t1iat he would dignify or even recog-

nize such an absurd anti-Christian practice, even as an illustra-

tion, without some word of disapproval.^ That he ever did

cikUmuu the "senseless custom," granting its existence, we

* /' AV'. Cir. {Ant'i. Xk. Lib.) \ Planting aivl Training, p. 163.

:
•• Ks ist eino arjumentum ad hominem, ein Bcruf.in- auf den hcrschcudcn

•iltiilKiii; woboi nur das Schwierigkeit maclit, das den Ap. diesscn widersinuigen,

tk-bniuch gebilgt. Zn haben scheint, dass er ihn wenigsleus nicht ladelt."—

T'e Welto, Kurze Erkllirung den Briefe an die Cor.
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have not a sliadow of evidence, altbougli Meyer is confident

that lie did. He says:

For to assume witli Baumgarten-Crnsius (Dogmengesch., ii,

p. 313) tliat lie himself had never at all disanproved of the jSaTr-

riL,toOai v-£q tojv veHQibv, or to place with Ruckert the vicarious

baptism in the same line Avith the vicarious death of Christ, is to

stand in the very teeth of the fundamental doctrine of the Pauline
gospel— that of faith as the subjective ethical causa mediaus of

salvation.

But it is in this position that the defenders of the vicarious

baptism theory stand, because there is no evidence of Paul's

condemnation of the practice ; and instead of its being an

assumption to say that he did not condemn the practice, it

is, in absence of any evidence to the contrary, an arbitrary as-

sumption to say that lie did. Finally, Dr. Wliedon, after stat-

ing that " There is no reason to believe, outside of the passage

itself, that any such practice existed in the apostolic Church,"

goes on to show in his own clear way that a "sudden and tran-

sient interpolation of heretical performers of a superstitious

rite" is not only incredible, but totally destructive to the

apostle's arguinent, as it certainly would be if Ins opponents

would think it wise to make a reply. Another theory is, that

the apostle alluded to a practice of administering the rite of

baptism to candidates over the graves of the dead. Luther

translated vTrlp rcov veh-pow by iiher den 2'odten, supposing doubt-

less that some such allusion had been made. But ^'v-ep in

ortlicher Bedeutung Jcommt im N. T. nicht rcr," says De
"VYctte, who so understands Luther's translation ; and Meyer,

with numbers of others, observes that "huper with the genitive

in the local sense of over is foreign to the New Testament."

This theorj' also is wanting in historical support. There is

nothing in the Didache suggestive of such a custom, nor do we
find any thing in Clement, the supposed contemporarj- of the

author or authors of the " Teaching." Eusebius, indeed,^ who
is often referred to in this case, quoting from an encyclical

letter to the Church at Smyrna, concerning the martyrdom of

Polycarj-), writes

:

Thus, at last taking up his bones, more valuable than precious
stones, and more tried than gold, we deposited them where it

*nist., iv, 15.
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ts:»< proper they should be. Then also, as far as we can, the Lord

«;ill urani us tt» collect and celebrate the natal day of his martyr-

.1 'inlu joy and gladness, both in commemoration of those who
jini-ihi'il iheir contest before, and to exercise and prepare those

that shall come after.

Til is is the only historical reference quoted in favor of the

notion that while the apostles were yet alive Christians were

-Mju-times baptized over the graves of the martyrs. If such

w.Ts the case there certainly would be something dramatic both

in the mode of the baptism and in the force of the words^

" l(7<y are they then haptized over the dead?-'' But the cold,

f H-L U, Euscbius is not speaking of baptism at all. Building

churches or shrines over the graves of the martyrs and baptizr

i;i2; believers over these graves are altogether dilt'erent matters^

I'jtlj are post-apostolic, if the latter ever actually occurred.

The meaning of the apostle in this obscure text may be ap-

prt'iicnded, we think, by the following paraphrase of the argu-

tnont. We begin at verse 12

:

I>ut if Christ is preached as having been raised from the- dead,
how s.iy some among you that there is no resurrection of the
tlfU'l? Xow, if there is no resurrection of the dead, then not
fvcii lias Christ been raised. I3ut if Christ is not risen our
|'r<nching is void, and so also is your faith. Besides this we are
!'>uiitl false witnesses against God, because we have testified con-
c* riling liini that he raised up Christ, whom he did not raise up
if it is true that the dead are not raised. For necessarily, if the
«}<-a>l are not raised, then Christ, who died and was buried, has
»i'»t hcH-n raised. Further, if Christ has not been raised your
[iith is deceptive, you are yet in your sins: then those also who
'•ye fallen asleep in Christ have perished, {for the C/irist theij

f-n.-ral in is a dead Christ, if the dead rise vot,) and if in this
hfo we have hope in Christ only, (and he being now, accord-
>!<:.; to your reasoning, a dead Clirist,) then we are of all men
t "' most pitiable. But now Christ has been raised from the

'Y''* '. the first-fruits of those having fallen asleep. ... If
*tJ!> IS not so, what shall they do who are being baptized with
''•f'Tfuce to the dead? If, to sum up the whole matter, the
••; »'! are not raised why are they (living believers) then bap-
«"'-d for the (hope of the) dead ?" Of what possible significance
• » th,.),i pj^„ hapti^,,^ |)e9 ^.Ynd further, why are ire in peril all

•' t;;M,.;'' I solemnly declare to you, bretliren, by that glorying
^'•••'•ii I have of you in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. If, as
'^'^•!i »i.», I fought in the arena at Ephesus, of what good is it to
'•''-'. if the dead rise not let us eat and drink, for to-morrow
*-e die.

'—FIFTH SEKIES, VOL. V.
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Such appears to be tlie argument of the apostle. Some in

the Corinthian Church liad affirmed in a general way that

there was no resurrection of the dead. The apostle saw at

once that a denial of the resurrection of the dead necessarilv

involved a denial of Clirist's resurrection, and so he proceeds

to show the absurdity of their faith in a dead Christ, and in

the preaching of men who had falsely attributed an extraordi-

nary act to God which he did not do. From this he goes on
to show in the most logical manner that expectation of salva-

tion in such a false gospel was wretchedly absurd, and that, ac-

cording to their premise, all who had died professing faith in a

risen Redeemer had been the victims of a cruel delnsiou—that

instead of obtaining everlasting life they had really perished.

And so he says, here bringing his argument straight home to

the reason of his opponents, If all have perished who have
died in tliis faith why do you baptize for them ? Why baptize

at all? Of what possible signiiicance as to the futnre can this

rite or any rite of Christianity be? For, if your denial is cor-

rect, in Avhat does Christianity excel heathenism or Judaism?
If in this life we have hope in Ciirist only as onr Redeemer,
and he is dead, then, because of what we have to endure for

- the sake of this delusion, and from the fact that we know the

worthlessness of all other rehgions, thus being left without any
liope, we are of all men the most miserable. But Christ is not

dead; he is risen, and baptism in his name and in his Gospel is

not a baptism for the dead, but a baptism for the living.

This we think is the meaning of the apostle. It involves none
of the philological and historical difiiculties of the far-fetched

theories \y& have noticed, and that it may be sustained by the

closest examination of the original we will now endeavor to show.
'Ette/ Tt Txon'ioovaiv. With the causal conjunction e-ei the

apostle resumes the line of thought which he had dropped at

verse 23, or at verse 18, and not at verse 20, or 16, as some have
it, and E-nd ri ttoijj. may be rendered, "Since if this [what he
dropped at verse 23] is not the case, what shall they do," etc.

So lUoomficld, who says, " At t-ei there is an ellipsis of dUug,
since [otherwise, that is, if that were not the case, that is, if

there were no resurrection]." The Yulgate reads, AUo<2^-iiri

quid faciunt, etc., but quonlam is perhaps a better equivalent

of the causal sense of t-nu than alioquin.
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\\(Hi]oovaiv. Uouv is not to be understood Iiere in its primary

K'!j^', but ill its secondary meaning of " To do, rather with the

rofion of a continued than of a completed action, and so . . .

like ^pdaoeivy—Liddell and Scott. The intransitive significa-

tioji of npdooetv is, "T'o he in a certain state or condition, to face
to and so:' Eph. vi, 21. The idea of the apostle is not what
Ihose being baptized shall do (make, accomplish, produce, or
not), but what mental or spiritual condition will they find them-
K-Ives in in relation to Christian baptism, and as involved there-

in, to Christian truth, if there is no resurrection of the dead. If
the dead rise not, baptism has no significance ; faith in Christ
U worthless. IIow can you extricate yourselves from the ter-

rible dilemma which inevitably results from a denial of the res-

urrection ?

'Tafp TtT.i' veKpo)v. The force of the preposition here is one of
the disputed points, since upon its signification the whole ques-
tion may be said to turn. We have shown that it does not have
the sense of over, and also that it cannot be taken for dv-i. The
iiHial signification of iTitp with the genitive is, "In behalf of,
Avith reference to, for the sake of," Rom. xv, 8; 2 Cor. xii, li)

;

Acts V, 41 ; 1 Cor. xv, 3 ; 2 Cor. viii, 23 ; 2 Thess. ii, 1 ; v-lp
r/}^ -apovoiai; tov Kvpiov, with respect to the coming of the Lord.
And the meaning of vixlp here is, we think, " concerninir;'
"jvith reference to," "with respect to." What shall they^do
«-ho are being baptized with reference to, or respect to, the
<K'ad1 that is, to the hope or the fact of their resurrection, as
in iiearly all the above references. For instance, Rom. xv, 8,
t-Tfp oA/yOaaf GeoD, in hehalf of orfor the sake of, the truth ofM, that is, to confirm his promises; Acts v, 4,1, vixlp rov
^Jt^arof, on account of the Name, or in lehalf of the Name,
thatjs, " to glorify it ;

" and so of the rest of the passages.
'^^v veh-puiv. There is no reason why this should be taken in

a tigurative sense. It is used literally throughout the chapter,
and should be so understood here. In tliis Greek plural with

v'^

article we have strong proof of the correctness of our
\_iew. The article is generic, so that reApwi- is not of i>;ii--

'i'-".ar individuals, but of all the dead, and that includes ihi
f^rd Jesus, since if the dead rise not, and that is assumed, /^

J
""^^ ^'^^"- P'i«^ will not admit an exception in the case of

*-''->iS whether his opposers have been willing to do so or not.
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They have affirmed tliat the dead rise not, and to that postulate

with inexorable rigor the keen logician holds them ; nor will

he by any concession make a way for them to escape from its

consequences. Meyer says: "Christ cannot be designated as

vtKpoq. But the fact that he is a dead Christ if the dead rise

not is the very core of the apostle's argument, and it is to that

crushing conclusion that he unrelentingly holds his opponents.

Et oAwf, K.T.X. '• If in one word," " if, to sum up ;" Meyer

Tenders, "if universally." The Yulgate reads "si oiyniijio,"

etc., wliich is much better than eitlier of our versions, the

Authorized or the Revised. The adverb oXo)g is not displaced,

and it has an exact equivalent in omnino. The sense of the

passage is, ^^If, in a wordr or, "7/", to sum up all that has leen

said, the dead rise not, then," etc.

In our examination of this difficult passage of Holy Scripture

we have shown : 1. That fSairrl^oiievot is to be taken in a literal

and not in a metaphorical sense. 2. That v-ep is not to be

taken for di'ri, but in its usual signification, with the genitive

of " in behalf o/*," " ivi.th reference or resj>ect to."*^ 3. That

Twv vtKpdv is to be understood literally and not figuratively,

and that it includes the Lord Jesus according to the logical de-

ductions of the apostle from the major premise of his opponents.

Our understanding, then, of the whole matter is this : The con-

verts of the apostles were baptized into the belief in Christ Jesus

and the resurrection. For them afterward to deny the funda-

mental fact of the resurrection was to deny all that they had

professed in baptism, and to destroy all hopes of redemption in

Christ Jesus. Hence the apostle appeals to the meaning of

Christian baptism, which is being administered, and closes the

controversy by showing that the baptism which they received

and which others were receiving is in no sense a baptism for

the dead, but a baptism for the living, since Christ is not dead

but is risen, and hath sat down at the right hand of the Majesty

on high : "and as by Adam all die, so by Christ will all be re-

stored to life, each one in his own rank, Christ a first-fruit,

afterward those who are Christ's at his ArPEAKixG."
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i:i)ITORIAL NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

OPINION.

WinuK tlie Old Testament is plethoric ia jressianic hiuts, wMch Rabbi

I Mlfl declared to be fulfilled in Hezekiah, but whom Rav Joseph con-

tr.i<iicted by a quotation from Zechuriah, it is unwise to claim that every

Ki.lurical event recorded in its pages is of typical significance, and that

f very statement or truth that can be interpreted in favor of the Christian

ui'W bliould be so construed, though it may be evident that such use of it

«as not in the mind of the author, and not even remotely in the mind of

tiiwl. In their eagerness to convince the Jews that Jesus was the ^Mes-

«:/»h by establishing his Davidic lineage, commentators have urged an
« ifgctical construction of many passages and chapters that is contrary

to the historical spirit, the geographical setting, the inductive mean-,

inj;, and the prophetical sense of the same. As the transparent refer-

« nrt's to the divine Comer are numerous enough for the purpose, the
»• -Oft. to forced inteipretations and many-sided inferences excite a sus-

f'cion of the direct evidences ofiered. and alienate those wiiom it is

i.rn]K)sed to reclaim to the truth. The Levitical system of sacrifices, the
riiristological elements in the Psalms, the pure Messiahism in Isaiah,
'>-uii»-I, llaggai, Joel, Micah, and :\ralachi, aud the whole outlook of the
<'i'l Testament period, unite in affirming an unanswerable fulfillment in
«!i- Son of Mary. To go outside of these in search of absolute foreshad-
<^«ings is to travel into uncertainty, and to assert that other writers are
••'I'l.iily Messianic is to mislead the inquirer after truth and jeopardize
5'.<' faith already secured. Neither Zephaniah, Nahum, Amos, Hosea,
l-'tlit;r, nor Ezra should be tortured into teachers of New Testament
• I'v-iahisin, tracings of which in their writings are exceedingly obscure,
''' they are to be found at all; and to base the Christian doctrine upon
«!'nn is to invite attack, if not defeat. The inferences that the shrewd
« vvgcte draws from the dark sayings and obscure teachings in behalf of
• lit- doctrine can only be conjecLural, which in a matter of such tran-
<-<-ndent import is more of a mockery than an assurance. Confine the
M'-sianic prophecies to those that are clearly outspoken, that cliagrined
'>p Talinudists and startle the Jews of to-day when they study them, that
< firist and the apostles quoted as bearing upon the subject, and that tj-.e

•'•"•r.igo mind will detect equally with the scholar, and faith in them will
•- <'-tublished. and Israel will be won to the worship of Him whom, uii-
•''"\vn as the I'rince of Glory, they with ruthless hands destroved.

^

L-Vegesis: Hebrews xii, IG, 17: "Lest there be any fornicator, or pro-
•'!"• p<'rson, as Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his birthriirht. For

:^' Know how that afterward, when he would have inherited the blessin---
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[from Isaac], he was rejected: for he found no place of repentance [not in

himself, for Esau did repent, but in Isaac], though he sought it carefully

with tears." Esau's tearful repentance did uot change the decree of re-

jection of the unchangeable Isaac, and he therefore lost both birthright

and primal blessing, bo in the great day to come the sinner's plea for a

reversal of divine judgment v.ill not avail, the woe of eternal perdition

abiding with him forever. This is the death-stroke of the doctrine of post-

raortem probation. Bishop J. N. FitzGerakl has discovered in this vein the

argument that silences the Audover speculatists.

The amenability of heathen converts to the rules and refinements of

Christian civilization cannot be strongly urged in communities where

such civilization does not exist. Time must be allowed for the cultiva-

tion and observance of the minor morals ; and then we must subtract from

our demand of conformity to our standards all social habits and customs

that, hannless in themselves and different from oure, are the outgrowth

of climate, religion, family laws, and that native spirit which is ineradi-

cable. "When, however, a distinctive ethical habit or condition, or a

religious belief or truth, is in the scale, the balance of weight must be

given in favor of a true ethics and of the true religion. Hence a polyga-

mist in pagan lands should be required to forsake his polygamous rela-

tions before he should enter into full felUiwship with the Church. If the

heathen is a criminal, or a violator of divine law in any form, or to any

degree, though upheld in such violation by native feeling or legislation,

the prerequisite to honorable standing in the Church should be a removal

of the impediment and a disavowal of all sin. This is necessary to the

moral discipline of the people, and to an exhibition of what the Gospel

teaches, and what it can do in hearts defiled by sin. The conditions of

salvation are the same every- where, and while it may be difficult to en-

force them in some pagan countries it should be done, or the Gospel will

be of none effect. The recommendation of the Lambeth encyclical letter,

that heathen polygamists espousing the religion of Christ should not be

admitted to baptism until they will accept the law of Christ, is timely and

wise. The enforcement of it means a strike at the foundations of polyg-

amous heathendom; and if the Gospel is to have free course throughout

the world it must stiike down all abominations and lift up the ensign of

purity before the nations.

That tlie theater flourishes in America is no ])roof that the dramatic art

is improving, or that there is any demand for its purification. The claim

that the modern actor is above impeachment, and that the moral tone of

the stage is superior to what it was one hundred years ago, is not sustaim il

by the testimony of theatrical critics or observers of the influence of tlu'

drama. Mr. Clement Scott, for twenty-five years a London dramatic edit-

or, pronounces the stage as unsafe for pure women and as the source of

ruinous temptations to actors, managers, and people, as much now^as ever.

On the other hand, 3Ir. Irving, too enthusiastic to be reliable, exonerates
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ihc »tagc from corruption and pronounces the drama the greatest moral

iTfoniu-r of the age. The combined influence of poetry, music, and

ivihilini; docs not, in his biased judgment, equal the educational and re-

f..nii:»tiiry work of the theater; but to such a wide-sweeping statement

tAcu the conservative English press dissents. That the age needs a vital-

Ircr goes without sending; but that the drama is the remedy for its bar-

Ifiririm is an item of news. It may be that the scHool and the Church are

not as aggressive against the immoralities as their commission requires;

fitil wc arc not ready to believe that Edwin Booth, E. H. Sothern. Lawrence

n.irrotl. Miss Fanny Davenport, Miss Rose Coghlau, and Mme. Modjeska,

<*r .Mr. Irving, with all his better adjuncts, can refine society and eliminate

lt« evil tendency. It is not by comedy or tragedy, by such plays as "Fritz

In a Mad-llouse," "A Brass Monkey," "A Sad Coquette," "Under
tlip Gaslight," "A Legal Wreck," or "La Dame'aus Camellias," that

cither players or audience will be advanced in self-respect or be nourished

*ith an aspiration for the good and the true. Tlie sensuous and sensual

We in combination in nearly every play, and but deepen the intensity of

tJip physical life, the intellectual and the moral being unaffected except as

they are silenced into insensibility of noble passion and high acliieve-

tacut. Mr. Irving is an idealist, and the drama is a phantom of idealism.

In suggesting a new, or revised, Methodist Catechism, we echo the sen-

timent of many who are familiar with the defects and the working value

of llie old and unused book of questions and answers relating to the his-

tory, doctrines, and usages of the ^lethodist Episcopal Church. It is not

enough to say that, lil<e the Westminster Catechism, ours should stand as

» tuoimment of unchangeable Wesleyan theology, to be handed down to

Ihf frenerations ; for whatever excellence or demerit the Calvinistic book
Oay have, we cannot claim an approach to perfection for ours, either in

llic questions or answers; and a revision is imperative if it shall exert any
Wfll-defined educational influence on the youthful mind of the Church.
>a<:][ questions as "Who made you?" "Was the body of man created

mortal?" "Was man created good?" and such statements as the Holy
Ghost "framed the human nature of Christ," and "All mankind being
l>:^rn in sin are by nature under the wrath of God," are misleading in

Kirjiniiig, or too metaphysical in form, or too inelegantly couched, or too

tlu-Mlogically inaccurate and harmful. No revision has occuiTcd since

ISVi. Practically, the Catechism has fallen into "innocuous desuetude,"

» ot.ite somewhat alarming if catechetical instruction be considered a de-

»i'hT.ituin. In some churches and schools the LigJit to the Path, by Dr.
J"^'pl) Longking, a compend of Bible teaching concerning God and the
ff'^'atiun, fall, and restoration, and in others, Slu/Urs in Christian Doctrine,
'•> the Uov. George A. Ilubbell, have superseded the almost funclionlcss

"''"^''•'^'n- A few extracts from it in the Sonday-School Journal will not
**ve it from final oblivion. It is true that only by an act of the General
t'»n»or('nce can a revision be authorized; but in the meantime certain
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pedagogues might be at work with something to propose four years hence

which will relieve the Church of an anxiety it ought not to bear, and our

standard Catechism of a ban entirely unnecessary and injurious.

Great authors usually acquire their reputation from one of many books

that they write. Mrs. H. B. Stowe, the writer of TJade Toni's Calin,

added notliing to her fame by subsequent works; Sir Walter Scott never

excelled Ivaultoe; Francis Bacon surpassed himself in Notuni Oryanum;

Plato reached the highest water-mark in the Republic; Victor Hugo crys-

tallized in Les Mi^entbks; Shakespeare's maximum is King Lear; Darwin's

Descent of Man is his greatest work; Daniel AVebster's peerless argument

was that in the Stephen Girard will case; Carlyle's Sartor liesartus, the

earliest, was his prufoundest, book; Dean Stanley is at the top in History

of the Jewish Church ; Taine in English Literature; Janet in Final Causes;

Bushnell in The Vicarious Sacrifice ; ]Macaulay in his Llidory of England;

Owen Meredith in Lucille; General Lew Wallace in Ben-Hur, and Swe-

denborg in 2>«e Christian Eeligion. The inspired penmen are under the

rule of limitation. Genesis is the preferred book of Moses ; Isaiah's proph-

ecies are superior to his biographies ; the E])istle to the Romans is the

masterpiece of Paul ; John eclipses' himself in his gospel; and the Sermon

on the Mount is esteemed the richest and completest of the Master's

ethical and religious accents. Why is tliis ? Certainly not because of

exhausted ability, or disuse of power, or lethargy of effort, for mind
enlarges by achievement. If the explanation lies not in non-fecundity of

mind, or fixed horizon of subject, or the hedge of the world, it must be

found in a law of compensation that permits but the single enduring suc-

cess to one life- Yet the last hypothesis is cloudy with pessimism.

• The arraignment of the respective books of the Old Testament, in par-

ticular by liationalists, has developed a surprising amount of scholarship

both in the attack and the defense. In addition to their rejection of the

Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, it is held by many critics that nearly

all the so-called books are incomplete and fragmentary, and therefore un-

reliable except in general teaching. Eichhoru pronounces Haggai a frag-

ment; Knol>el believes that portions of the original of Micah were lost in

the prophet's day; Bauer attributes the second part of Isaiah to a later

editor; De AVette denies the authenticity of Daniel; Geseuins judges that

Jonah was written before the exile, while Jahn postpones its composition

to a post-exilian period; Job was written by Moses or Hezekiah; Ezra

was made up by several proi)hets; Obadiah borrowed from Jeremiah, or

Jeremiah from Obadiah; and the Book of Jasher (Josh. x. 13), sup-

posed to contain an accurate chronicle of Jewish history, perished pcr-

ha})5 long before the canon closed. To some of t!ie allegations there is

a plausibility that is fascinating, as the fragmentary character of some
of the documents; but this is not fatal to the teaching or design of the

document. The four gospels are without doubt the fragments of com-
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j.lrte biographies, written or unwritten, but this makes not against tlieir

auilifiiticity, genuineness, or credibility. The Bible is to be judged, not

b.T wh;it it omits, but by what it contains; and, if it contain all needed

irulli, it is little matter in what form the truth appears, or whether its

Trliiclo is old, broken, without polish, and insufficient for the strain of

ciilici-sm, or beauteous, strong, radiant, and perfect. It is confessed that

l5i>.' .\Iasorctic text from which the Old Testament has been translated is

iuipiTfrct, and in the light of modern scholarship an improved interpreta-

tion is i)ossible; but a new transhition of the Hebrew, a re-arrangement of

|}(c order of the books, and an assignment to them of proper authorship

o far as is known, as has been recently done by Professor Graetz, of

Brt-slau, while necessary to overcome the cynicism of the Rationalist, will

not rcj^nlt in the modification of any doctrine, the announcement of any
m-w truth, the confirmation of any historic incident, or in the more than
iv'»s.siblc illumination of some obscurity upon which neither faith nor
knowledge rests. The nationalist has attacked but the form of truth;

llic truth remains.

The reader cannot fail to observe the addition of another department
to tlie lietiew, which we have been assured in advance is a great desido-'

aturn. " The Arena " affords space for brief scholarly discussion and
criticism of live subjects by live men, or is a supplement of the larger de-
I'.irlnient of contributions. He who can say sometiiing within the limit
of two hundred words to the edification of the Church is invited to for-
ward the mental product, subject to our rules for the admission of ar-

«:<h-s. The facsimile signature of writers of published articles is also a
noteworthy though minor feature, for the first time introduced into the
ilriae. Other changes in arrangement will be recognized without men-
tion. Our purpose is to provide a symposium for nearly every issue
«hich will be adapted to all classes of readers. This is new to the Fi^ticw.
As the January number contains all the departmental and other changes
r'.titcinj)lated by the editor he sends it forth with the hope that as it is

Considered by its patrons, both ministers and laymen, they will be able
«*> approve its supervision and enjoy its contents. In general, the outside
*h tiuminational press of the country have extended us a fraternal hand,
«"Itss wc except a few "crude" and "big-worded" Calvinists, who
h..u!d not complain of our attitude toward them, since, according to
tlinr supralapsarianisra and other obsolete dogmas, we were foreordained
ff'»m all eternity to say that we never had any faith in their doctrinal
ft!'^|mm:Uions. We are irenic in spirit, but we propose to defend the
»n:!h. "With this in view, Arminian Protestantism is in accord with us,
=••

• !>' yond this wo have no concern.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE mSSIONARY MOVEMENT EDUCATIONAL.

The net result of the niissionary moYement is usually expressed from

year to year by the amount of money raised in its behalf, the number of

conversions reported in foreign countries, and the maintenance of that

general esprit de corps tliat, as a cousequence, seems to animate the

Churcli engaged in its prosecution. Along with an annual report is the

noticeable tendency to shout when the statistics satisfy or exceed expec-

tations, and to repine and confess a reactionary mood when they reveal

a deficiency and imply a burdensome debt on the Missionary Society.

This is the tangible or external aspect of the movement, which addresses

itself to the average mind with some degree of interest, and which has

great prominence in addresses, sermons, and every effort intended to ex-

cite enthusiasm, increase subscriptions, and meet apportionments,, as the

best means of accomplisliing the end. Of this method criticism would

be cruel in spirit and enervating in effect, for it is vital to success. History

derives its importance somewhat from its catalogue of woes, dates, revo-

lutions, reformations, the personal instruments and the producing agen-

cies of its progress. All movements, when completed, may be reduced to

statistics and the almanac ; but the question is, are not causes and effects

of more value than figures and finances? Human conditions, heatlienism

rife, barbarisms protruding into religions, ignorances fencing the race,

.crimes uprooting established order, infirmities honeycombing the refine-

ments of civilization, and sins sinking mankind toward perdition, cannot

well be tabulated, but the history of the race's slow evolution into prog-

ress is, as Mrs. Browning says,

« "Ci>herent with statistical despairs."

Recently the "statistical despairs" have rung in our ears as the exact

number of millions of our race to be rescued have been given, and the

exact but insufficient means for their redemjition have been laid be-

fore tis.

In our study of the missionary movement it occurs to us that the gross

result has not been announced, and that several invisible and yet potent,

because permanent, achievements have been omitted. The movement

owes much to the educational forces behind it, to the patient instruction

of faithful ministers concerning its necessity, and to the spiritual sense

of responsibility awakened in the Church by the enthusiasm of those

who have been intrusted with its supervision; but holding up the move-

ment rather a-^ a cau<e than an effect, it has by its rellex inlhience edu-

cated tlic Church in the spirit of the movement itself, with ail its under-

lying significance and relationship to the world. Instead, then, of con-

sidering the educational forces at work for the success of the movement,

of which too much cannot be said, it is proper to study the movement
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su ciliicational in effect upon the life of the Church, which will open to

u*, not ft realm of statistics, or of alternating successes and reverses

Usi'il upon them, but a realm of quiet, leavening influence, witliout

*lii(h the movement itself must finally cease to attract, or have power to

coujiimml the support of the Church upon which it depends.

From the fii-st, but in particular recently, the movement has reacted on

the Church in educating it in Christ's conception of a spiritual kingdom,

ati'l its adaptation to this world. Such n kingdom, long ago foretold as

ctuning; in spirit removed from the natural, yet so adjusted to human

oitulilions as, when incorporated with them, to refine them and exercise a

lih-a^iiig domiuancy over them; a kingdom to the outside observer antag-

onist ic to the world's order, but to the inside member sweetly in harmony

with it; a kingdom with death to sin as its aim and the divine Son as the

enthroned ruler; a kingdom of truth, righteousness, and peace, with the

Holy Ghost as the unseen agent of its progress; a kingdom with the wind

in the wings of its messengers, eyes in the wheels of their chariots, and

f<ir its guard and commander One with bow in hand sitting on the white

horse of the Apocalypse, g<-)iug fortli to conquer; such a kingdom is the

Ixjrtl's, a knowledge of whose glory shall fill the earth as the waters cover

Ibe tea. Along this line of thinking the Church has been guided, as its

Impulses to do something for the establishment of the divine rulership

Jiavc evolved into the duties of sacrifice and heroic service for otliers.

And this is necessary. It must grow up into the great thought of God,

and open wide it°3 arms to receive the descending plan before it will per-

cmnvntly co-oi)orate with it. The divine thought, too high to be meas-

ured, too wide to be stated, eternal enougli for angelic inquiry, is becom-

ing ft human thought, no longer foreign to us, but our own conception of

the world and a life-fusing influence upon our activities and powers.

A study of the kingdom is inseparable from a glance at the outlook,

hithk'u in the perspective of revelation. Turning toward the future, the

I»rnphits are summoned into our presence with their scrolls, on which are

Written the destiny of nations, the great battle of Armageddon, the dawn
of ft millennium, and the sway of redemption until the sun expires and the

lieavens are no more. ^lalachi says, that " from the rising of the sun even

nnlo the going down of the same my name shall be great among the Gen-
tiles;*' an assurance that means triumph over the powers of evil and dark-

nosv Perhaps the consummation is distant from this generation, but the

«ympatlietic mind cannot but be absorbed with the final phase of things,

K^J'l must be enlarged in its perceiv-ing and comprehending faculties as it

»ln-tdie3 toward the days of a covenant fulfilled in a world's redemption.
li nuiy be that ours is not the chief period of unfulfilled prophecy; but

^ •'•h a period is one of the certainties of the future, as the sequel of the

f:r«-at epic of redemption and as the final and greatest epoch of history,

ihrillin^r ju its progress and marvelous as the end of the divine struggle.

T«» be drawn into fellowship with the divine programme, and to know
that We are coadjutors in its execution, has an inspiring and elevating

fil*ct upon a mind with afliuities for things spiritual and eternal.
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Reflned, scriptural, enlarging, as is this process of thought, it is in

closest sympathy with that more practical education that inspires the

Church to immediate response to its duty, and is tlie foundation of the

highest form of activity. The function of the Church is twofold: it has

a duty to itself—a duty of discipline and development of its inner life;

and a duty to the world— to enlighten it concerning the will of God, the

provisions of salvation, and the necessity of repentance and faith iu the

Lord Jesus Christ. It is not enough that it comprehend the nature of

the kingdom of God and absorb its spirit into its own life; it must

propagate it until the world is transformed into its beauty and likeness.

It is not enough that it believe the prophets, for abstract faith may be

powerless; it must concrete its faith in wholesome endeavor to fulfill it.

Hence the organization of missionary societies as the expression of the

knowledge and faith of the Church in the divine arrangement for the

moral elevation of the world. Hence talent, money, genius, labor, and

enthusiasm must be consecrated to the great purpose if it be accom-

plished. Hence methods, expedients, now this plan then that plan, if

an advance against Satan is made; hence machinery of all kinds and

men of all types working with zeal, devising liberal things, only so that

they are in harmony with the immanent thought of God and in unity

among themselves, that God's great arrangement may be finally an accom-

plished fact. In this every-day, systematic working of tlie idea, and in

its value as a sovereign trutii, the Church is being educated rapidly,

efficiently; some disinclined to the process, but others enlarged by it,

and all catching the notes of that music that, sung iu heaven, will one

day fill earth's atmosphere with its melody and gladness.

Perhaps our deficient religious education is more manifest in the exhi-

bition of the intensive and causative motives that govern in Christian

benevolence than in any other department of theCliristian life. Happily,

the missionary movement itself, propelled too frequently by the lower

class of motives, is correcting the general error and amplifying duty

based upon a knowledge of the truth that proni})ts it. It is natural that

one not schooled in higher truth should be influenced by what he sees

and hears; and that outward, or selfish, or temporary motives should

govern him in doing when a knowledge of the true reason of conduct

would be an inspiration to higher living and acting. Such motives as

denominational pride, the printing of the donor's name in the Conference

minutes, the gift of a missionary certificate, the rivalry among Conference

pastors for pre-eminence, and stratagems employed to procure funds, may
result in temporary success; but, if not discreditable, they ai-e the symp-

toms of a deplorable ignorance of the highest factors in intelligent and

religious doing, and should be supjilanted by gospel principles, a knowl-

edge of which is sufficient to lead to ordinary benevolence and all neces-

sary sacrifice, even martyrdom itself. The returns of the latest missionary

year of the Methodist Episcopal Church indicate an appalling deficiency

in the sums given by the people for missionary purposes; a state of things

that some interpret as a reaction in the Church touching the cause of
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rvilrmjition; others as a reaction touching the methods pursued generally

f.if raiding funds; but to us it is a significant proof of a deficient religious

r.Uication, that can only be overcome by an abandonment of lower methods

t.xA n wise discipline under the tutelage of the Gospel. It should be stated

thtit tlic missionary secretaries, who have observed the spasmodic tenden-

tirs <if the Church and the reign of the forbidden principles, are in accord

ui;!j the suggestions of higher teaching and a more thorough ground-

ir-:;,' of the Cliurch on the truth of God. All along they have been distrib-

litiiij; missionary intelligence, creating through Chaplain SIcCabe a mis-

ti'iinry literature, and preaching the Gospel as the word of truth, to the end

tJut the Church miglit not die while in the throes of a wonderful emotion.

Ill its direct form the educational process has stimulated the benevo-

Iriit spirit of the Ciuirch, as seen iu the hitherto larger giving, not only

to tl)0 pre-eminent cause of missions, but also to all adjunctive and co-
'

t.r-linate enterprises of the Church—as church extension and for the work

among the freedmen. Is it too much to say that the missionary idea is

the pulse of the benevolent spirit of the Church, and that in proportion

a.^ it supports the one it supports all, for are not all of the same spirit,

tljuu^h a diversity of manifestation? Never did the Church do so much
for general or specific benevolence as when it was doing the most for mis-

»iniH. showing that the one spirit is the spirit of life, and the one cause

tlic womb of causes.

Hut the reflex eflfect of the missionayr movement is, if not so patent to

bl! eyes, at least most triumphant to those who can see in it the moral

culture, the true discipline, and the enlarged manhood and womanhood of

t!ic disciples of Christ. It were a sorry failure if it failed to produce a

r.oblt'r type of representative Christians; if it did not, while widening
C'li'^'s intellectual command of the truth, broaden the character; if it did-

riot, while developing God's kingdom, develop its subjects into kings

•ind jjricsts unto God; if it did not, while illuminating the horizon with
»trtaks of the millennial day, pour a flood-tide of celestial light upon the

f>i--balls of those who hitherto could detect nothing beyond the localism

or the chronology of their abode and hour. It is true to say, that with
all its defects it does educate the disciple in higher knowledge; it does

•xp.ind pent-up sympathies into forces and realities; it does follow blos-

t'Mns of hope with fruits of righteousness; it does strengthen the habit of

ptnytr; it does turn faith into an instrument of efficiency in the realm of

ni'ieavor. Uniting the soul to God, the disciple is prayerful, inquiring,

»tu.lious, reverent in the presence of truth, a helpful assistant of the

M.)";! High; uniting man to man, the disciple is sympathetic, warm with
t<rnilcr emotion, sacrificial in spirit, philanthropic in purpose, benevolent
Ml .hftl. xjiy W(jrd hr.,tlirr he learns to apply to every man, for ho ha>

•!i-'v,vcrr(l that its smallest meanini:- is that which restricts it to kindrfd
''i the ilesh, while its larger secret envelops the race. God is the Father,
the race is the brother, the world is the kingdom, and Cluist is the sov-

*^'i2.n of hearts, as he is the worshiped of angels.

It is the religious education of Christ's people in these royal truths, and
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their appropriation of the spirit of Christ, that now most interests us, and

that is fundamental to the stability and prosperity of the Cluirch. The

missionary movement is an educator in tiiis realm as no other single

movement can be, and in our calculation of its results and recension of

its history these less visible but more deeply imbedded consequences of

its progress should be emphasized, both for their value and because they

more than make, up for the financial deficiency that has caused lamenta-

tion throughout our Zion. Impressing higher truth upon the Church,

and training ourselves into harmony with God's ideas and God's plans,

the gifts of the people will increase until the treasuries of the Lord will

be filled with tlie treasures of the hosts of God's elect people.

THE THEOLOGICAL TENSION.

It is a symptom of approaching soundness in theological belief that

against the resistance of a hoary and cherished conservatism it is under-

going an analytic examination, with added tests of its character, tendency,

value, and truthfidness corresponding to exact and accepted biblical

teaching. Only partial results have, up to date, been proclaimed ; but these,

taken singly or together, justify the attempt to reconstruct the form of the-

ology as it may have been found to be self-contradictory, or reduced to a

theory of negations bordering on agnosticism, or framed in the interest of a

sect, or based upon superficial acquaintance with the truth it professes to

represent: The theological spirit is an inquiring, penetrating spirit, with

-n function as distinct and appropriate as the scientific or poetic spirit, and

it should employ itself in the furtherance of an exactly literal embodiment

of truth so far as human thought may be used to symbolize the cogitations

of the divine mind. It is preposterous to allege that theology has attained

a maximum expression, or that revealed truth has been unchangeably

embalmed in any religious creed, or that extra effort at re-expression is

useless if not impious. The fact is that modern theology, an acknowl-

edged improvement over mediaeval thought, is little more than truth in

silhouette—the merest shadow of the essence of that which constitutes

the concreted will of God.

In this arraignment of theological forms we carefully distinguish them

from the biblical revelations, the beauty, majesty, strength, and divinity

of which are yet to appear in some final and perfect human representation.

Criticism of theology must not be interpreted ^.s a criticism of the Bible,

as artistic judgment of Murillo's " ^Magdalen" must not be confounded

with a moral judgment of the model penitent herself.

Within recent years it has come to light that the moral world has been

largely governed le<s by pure truth than by the badly Imilt theologies of

men, against v.hich rebellions not a few, both in the Church and outsiile,

have occurred, and which will be more frequent until theology accounts

for itself at the bar of reason and the judgment-seat of truth. It re-

quires little proof to establish that the Miltonic theology, saturated with
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px^riTval conceptions and tinctured with the prevailing thought of the

Inf*!"-" own times, has suggested problems the Scriptures do not raise,

tM nvt-rreil as divine teaching that which neither Moses nor the Master

M^ipitatt'd as truth. That animals became carnivorous because of

A'i iMi's trsinsgrcssion is scientifically repugnant, and without the support

.'-{ nnv type of logic; yet Milton heralded it as an outcome of human sin,

Rt,<l Jmic pulpits have echoed it as if it were based upon a divine war-

rant, Wc beg the theologian who sits at Milton's feet to arise and shake

U»o «hist from his brain, and find a teacher who is not a poet.

Our standing criticism, however, is of the theology of the Calvinistic

tv|K— that explained in any way at all, apologized for by its friends and

i-i'Klified by its advocates—has shackled human inquiry, paralyzed human

fcUivity, and weighted the world with desperation and a sense of dismal

{i-nr. To the logical results of the doctrine of predestination, as formu-

UuA, by the Westminster theologians, the world righteously demurs, con-

d' inning the spirit that prompts its utterance, and the faith that has no

(-thrr reason for clinging to it than that it is an inheritance.

The doctrine itself is a reflection on the divine administration, not to

t.\x n violation of the canons of reason in the interpretation of truth, for

(ruth is harmonious with itself. But other teachings abound in antinomies

»v!.ich other theologies espouse, but for which there is no justification

clhcr than human ignorance or the imbecility of the human faculties.

The thinker must admit that some difticulties grow out of the relations of

f<.in-knowledge and responsibility, sin and eternal retribution for it, atone-

TiK-nt and salvation ; but he need not despair over these and other corre-

lated truths, or pronounce them, as did Dr. Leonard W. Bacon, absolutely

in-«)hible. The scape-goat of our failure correctly and rationally to inter-

{•rvt truth is said to be its insolubility; but in that event on what ground

mny fiiith in it be predicated? The intelligent mind revolts at the re-

quiri-mcnt of a superstitious or unreasonable faith, or a faith grounded in

thcologicid ipse dixitism. If divine truth, as revealed, were unintelligi-

b!f !ind beyond all power of human expression, a faith without a grain of

^j.^dom in it, and dark as midnight, might be required; but truth is

knowable, explainable, rational in essence and form, easily apprehended,

»s!id requires faith in itself because it is rational and in harmony with pure

intcIUctive processes under the guidance and illumination of the Holy

^I'irit. Bacon's maxim. Sola spes est in vera inductione, applies here as

WvU as to its original object. It is not less faith in, but greater knowl-

<d;:e of, the truth that the human mind should acquire and maintain. In

Insisting upon this phase of the religious life we are not unmindful of

tho dangers it involves; but it is better to free ourselves from the old

'•"•ndau'c of superstitious faith, and begin to inquire why we believe, as

''VfU as to be sure that we believe.

Just now the Andover theology—particularly the supplemental dogma
that vouches a second probation after death for infants, idiots, and the

lifathen who have not heard the Gospel—is embarrassing some minds; but
litis is a swing of the pendulum from the inevitable logic of the stubborn
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Calvinistic fathers, ^vho could condcinu infants and heathen to perdition

with seeming pleasure, because in their limited judgment the truth

favored such destiny. Out of this quagmire of false teaching the tlie-

ologian will lift himself when he will think of the truth, not as his revo-

lutionary mind lias conceived it, but as it shall appear in essence to his

real reason.

While truth is thus talked of, not as truth but as a problem, as con-

tradicting itself, or as insoluble, the Rationalist comes forth to add confu-

sion to the circle of thinkers by declaring that the sources of truth arc

unreliable, leaving the im])ression that truth itself is a lost force, whose

trail only is seen iu the alleged book of revelation. To theologians in

general the Bible is the book of truth, a vantage-gi-ound not to be sur-

rendered ; but the Rationalist disturbs faith, not in the truth, but iu tlmt

which hitherto has been accepted as the record of moral ide.is and of the

highest attainable religious supcrnaturalism. He declares that Moses did

not write the Peniateucli ; Isaiah is not the author of more than one half

the document that I)ears his name; Ezra edited a good portion of tlie

sacred canon ; and the prophets borrowed from one another, fitting their

prophecies into harmony with one another; and he therefore demands a

pause in our faith until these discrepancies that he raises are fully adju-

dicated. The Rationalist himself does not settle them; the believing

theologian may not be able to do it; but he cannot ignore the attack

thus made, which for the time compels silence on sect tlieologies and an

absorbed interest in the rationalistic, craze.

Not in all, but iu some, of these struggles the Arminian thinker is inter-

ested, since whatever is truth concerns him ; and as there is but one source

of truth he, in common with all thinkers, is profoundly affected by the

critical interrogations, demands, and modifications of Rationalism. As to

sect theologies he may rest in peace, for the trend of theological thought

is toward the best type of Arminianism; as to Rationalism, he must be

alert to detect its sincerity or want of it; the results of its researches and

the inferences founded upon them; the problematical aspect of its in-

quiries; and the fatal or final syllabus to which they lead. Granting that

Arminianism is in no danger from any source, it must be confessed that

some questions, aside from all denominational interest in them, need a

larger elaboration and a more definite and systematic exposition than they

have received to satisfy faith and reason. The doctrine of inspiration is

burdened with too many theories, all of which but one should be ex-

punged from faith; cschatology, unfolded in the Scriptures, is folded up

iu theology, and is preached with hesitations, uncertainties, and a crude

and stammering jargon; thecnlicy is yet a conundrum, theologians sol-

emnly playing with it and tliinking themselves wise.

If we i)lcad for greater theologians—thinkers who will hand us not

platitudes, but truths—men who know as well as believe—messengers

who dwell in light and drive away darkness—it is because of the dilem-

mas of the theologians, whose confusions imperil faith in the certainties

of religion.
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AMERICAN MORAL PROBLEMS.

It is seMnrn that political elections in this country determine the fate of

It:. .nil issues, or settle any of tlie great problems in which the Christian

.|rtni-nt is ilevotedly inlerested. The immediate eliect of the vote of the

tfnjority is felt in business circles, the hulls of legislation, and the dt-

jwrtiiients of government, Avhile it justly energizes and directs the admin-

Mtr;»(ion which it has elevated into authority. This limitation of effect

i» not l)ccause of the insincerity of tlie people, or their abandonment of

l.i'^ljor ideas, but because of a partisan intensity that at the time seems

ti.ccKsary and is allowed to submerge all other interests, however vital, and

»t oihor times prominent in civil life. In one respect this political narrow-

S--SS to one object is gratifying, since it proves that moral principles are not

«hf: subject of vote; they do not go up or down with majorities, but are

IrtAlicnable in society, abiding in all ages. Parties are amenable to ethics;

tlhicul principles are not amenable to parties, and in no sense within the

^•nup or under the dictation of the suffrages of men. The Decalogue is

f -<t the football of a caucus any more than the sun is the slave of artists.

If.-i.'pcndcnt of political action, because eternal in essence, moral pria-

fipl.-s may be interrupted and their influence for a time destroyed, or they

MHV be assisted and extended in their authority by the decision of polit-

•>-^\ parlies. There are sonio pro!)lcms that, prima facie ethical, are so

rclritcd to political life as to imperil or improve it a's parties foster and
viuiii them into thrir legislation and standards of conduct. Of such are

till- .Mormon question, the use of the Bible in the public schools, the

5'^t:i('tiic value of the Sabbath, and all movements that forefend crime,

•I'rniiousness, ignorance, and general degradation.

li is, however, a strange fact, for which posterity will surely condemn
''is n.'o, that political parties, whatever their private moral belief, are
''• of distinct moral propositions when political triumphs are at stake, as

'f \\v former wen: incongruous at such a time, or inimical either to the
<^' tliods pursued or the ends sought by the latter. Without undertaking
<" jxtint out the philosophy of this disinclination to moral results on the
}*iri of puliticai managers, w6 deem it worthy of record that, studiously
•~«i'ire(| l)y them, the great ethical ideas are eyer before the American
J»^>plt\ who will finally awake to the importance of their appropriation
t'tii assimilation in life. Elections or not, success or defeat, ignored or
{•'«\i'ti with in hypocrisy, the moral issues are supreme before the jieople;

«'»'i ncitlicr rain, nor frost, nor epidemic, nor parties, nor oaths, nor sin,

^••r death can rob them of pre-eminence. Up they come as the survivors

' «'i political maneuvering, rising with every morning's sun, and brisk
'•'•'- '^ '> I'lnix in tluir demand for a hearing and a trial. They knock
» .T d ..I-;, shout in our cars, promise their blessings, and threaten their
*- ^ as a uclcoino or refusal is extended to them. Hence, v.'c were not

* -lUle 6ur[)ri^od that in Ids article in a recent number of Scribner's M,igu-
*''<. on •' Problems in Aincrican Politics," the Hon. Hugh 3IcCulloch
•'""il'l lay great stress upon the tariff, ship-building, rights to landed
s— Pii-,,, s,.:mi.-^;^ VOL. V.
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property, and the evils of immigration, but have nothing to say of those

integral moral problems that lie close to political welfare but which are

essentially ethical in spirit and function. The greatest questions before

the American people are not commercial, however important they may be,

for such questions, tending to absorb the strength and substance, tend

also to a materialization of the thought and life of the nation. Ships,

tariff schedules ranging from silks to toys, and acreage are neither

the sources of greatest prosperity nor the surest me^\us of a nation's de-

fense. The integrity of its citizenship; the education of the multitudes;

the extinction of a class and sectional spirit; the virtue of the sexes; the

reverence of the youth: the physical health of mothers and fathers; the

moral purity of the conjugal relationship; the temperance and sabbatic

love of the people, are the indispensable prerequisites of national

strength, independence, growth, and security. A nation built ujjon a

material foundation may perish; established in righteousness, the stars in

their courses will fight for it, and Jehovah will bless it tliroughout all its

generations. Such ends or social conditions as temperance, social purity,

education, the reign of the Sabbath, and the authority of the Bible in

civil life must in the minds of the people have precedence over the minor

questions of navy, army, systems of trade, and development of internal

resources. " Seek ye first the king'lora of God, and his righteousness, and

all these things shall be added unto you."

Insisting upon the sovereignty of moral problems, it is not to suggest

the restoration of the Puritanic regime, though Puritanism was the germ

of American civilization, or to invite the enactment of "blue laws" for

the regulation and surveillance of human conduct. Such is the states-

manship of the great men of the nation that, coupled with a prudential

regard for all interests, and a due respect for all sentiments and teach-

ings, wise laws on moral lines are now possible, and for these the demand

is strong enough to be heard. The thunder of Sinai and the music of

Calvary re-echo in the nation's ears, and should melt and move the na-

tion's heart. Should these moral problems appear in civil attire, and purely

political questions disrobe of rags and put on the garments of righteous-

ness, the hills would skip for joy, and the morning stars might be induced

to sing over the work of the Lord in the earth. To this unity of the

moral and political in civil life the American people are fast coming, and

it is hoped that the near future will witness its consummation.

THE PREROGATIVES OF PHILOSOPHY.

The spirit of the age is scientific, philosophic, and religious—a complex

intluence in partial and almost uncouscious co-op-ration for the cxecuti'-r.

of the historic ideal of humanity. Distinct in nature and different iti

method as are these front-line forces, they so often forget their boundarirs

and trespass upon those of their neighbors that it is not at all times easy

to designate the one from the others, or give proper credit to them iu
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l-M-Ir conflict with the powers of darkness. Science is especially super-

cUj'iti* aiKl iconoclastic, and without a trace of a natural or borrowed

«•!{ jtj-ltc; philosophy, clothed in erniiue and sitting with juridical tem-

l»-r«n nil the facts submitted to it, is presumptive only Ah.en driven out

tf its cnhnness by the shock of contact with theoloyic authority; while

lho.)I(><jy, robed in sackcloth, and weighted witli heavy eyebrows, chants

!«• rtMjuicm over error in mournful accents, or enlivens its Siuaitic and
«; KjM'i hymnals with outbursts of lightning or the more merciful pyro-

r^riiiiir^ of grace. The specialty of science is fact; of philosophy, law;

i.{ ilii-()!')gy, genesis of fact and law. He is a poor reader of the times

till-) «loes nut acknowledge the service of science in tlie realm of materi;!,!

r.;Tn«. It registers facts thrown up by the spade from the crust of the

cirth; facts turned out by the scalpel as the human body is made to un-

I -II its anatomy: facts dripping from the psychologist's pen as he inquires

riio the mind's machinery; facts heaped up by the biologist's hands as

}w' fathoms all things for life; facts pointing to the Supreme Power as

!ht> t<nnnt threads the avenues of being stretching out toward an infinite

I'-r.lrr-worl.l. ^Yhatove^ the motive of the scientist, whether pure love
*r{ knowledge, or a selfish acquaintance with the cosmos, or a silent ag-
n ^!ic-i-;m of soul, or a cherished alienation from accepted standards of
l^uili, it must be conceded that his toil has been incessant and the reward
»?'tin(iaiit in the accumulation of material for the construction of universal
- it-ncc. Here his work sliotild stop, but it is here that he turns the
corner and commences a new line of investigation that properly belongs
l'> another, and for which his preparation is suspiciously deficient. To
«;:« no ohjection would be made if he compreliended the seriousness of
\\\- t:j<;k, or rose to the dignity of its requirement.

Pliiiosophy is the advanced stage of the human intellect, regulating its

*"r'K in the light of modern science and according to the canons of the
•'lundcst criticism. Its function is interpretation of what is, but the ''is"
»'»itst first be known to exist before it can even be investigated. Hence.
wi«-nce must precede philosophy, and philosophy must occupy a higher
{«'^!!ion than science. This explains the slow evolution of philosophic
«h'>!i;.rht from Plato to the present time. Science vras a tramp, eking out
60 oxistence on philosoph}', and both dressed in rags and fed on wind
^'A\\ both were ready to ])urish and were treated as outcasts. AVithin our
«Uy science, discovering her sovereign capacity to be first in service, is

I""ncerin5r human thought in the direction of fact, and philosophy "is fol-
*''*iijg with tests, criterions, application of intellectual therapeutics, and
J roposcs to institute a final exegesis of the material universe. Hence, a
5
'Mi'i^ophic era is dawning because science has prepared the way.
^••i-)iii|.r the philosophic function, the scientist undertook to explain

' " l>y tlio f.icts themselves, whereas no speech comes from the dust,

'
yi IS self explanatory, but is implicit with antecedent influence.

J.iding himself without i)hilosophic equipment, he abjured its necessity,
"'" ''''^ lif'rated all attempts to revive the philosophic function as distinct

io'llvidual. Happily, the world-fact was against the scientist him-
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self, and the only question he is now coDsidering i<?, how to retreat from

his advanced line without being discovered, and to resume liis nonniil

work with such enthusiasm as will atone for his absence from it.

The philosopher has rescued us from the embarrassment, and limited

the scientific dominion to tlie sphere of facts. To-day, therefore, wit-

nesses quite a march beyond the scientist. Darwin is in the rear. To-day

is a-glow with ideas: a larger realm and brilliantly illuminated with ter-

restrial, if not celestial, gems of light. Every thing does not come to us

from below : some things fall upon us from alKive. The change from fncts

to ideas has come quickly, sooner than was expected, and materialism

has been exchanged for agnosticism; not exactly an equitable bargain,

but a gain for the right side. Not a few have denied to philosophy a

inissionary prerogative, holding that its aim was too lofty to be realized,

and that its method was abnormal and inutile. Suddenly, however, it

has come to pass that the explanation of things is seen to constitute an in-

quiry, magnificent, colossal, and separate from the discovery of things,

and the philosopher is empowered to orient the universe that the scientist

has merely labeled as a fact.

In the blaze of the electric light of present-day philosophy, matter,

spoken of by Cousin as more than a thing, stands forth not as a self-caused

something, but as the oriental image of a personal thinker and law-giver,

a potential maker of worlds without number and res])onsiI>le only to him-

Belf. It may not be the province of the elder philosophy, which partatscs

of the scientific spirit, to pronounce the name of the Law-giver, but the

younger or later pliilosophy, baptized by a Christian spiiit. will proclaim

Elohim as the founder of all things and blot out all other titles. The
mechanical theory of mind, first tentatively held by Hartley, elegantly ex-

pounded by Hobbes, and scientificallv elaborated by Alexander Bain, is

surrendering to the philosophic conception of mind as a spiritual integer,

with independent functions and an immortal life. Life; itself, the conun-

drum of thinkers, is being referred to the All-Source, as pnrtaking of it and

finally returning to it. In the foreground of science is a universe alive

but cold—a Topsy-figure in unmeasured space; in the great picture of jihi-

losophy is a universe, with Deity in the background as Causer, Explainer,

the All-Agency in all things. Pursuing its function with the zeal that be-

longs to it, philosophy will prepare the way for the still higher and more

beneficent task of theology, which is to reveal to the thought of man the

character, purposes, methods, and works of the all-embracing Deity whom
sages ever announced, if at all, with bated breath, because they could not

understand him. The prerogative of philosophy, broader and richer than

that of science, is less than that of theology; but, as one may see, it is tlu'

connecting link between science and theology, as law is the connccti' n

between fact and its origin. The birth of science was the birth of mate-

rialism; the dawn of philosophy is the resurrection of ideas, and the sul)-

tnergence of materialism; the sway of theology is the restored reign of

God in human thought, and the consequent extinction of the theoric

spirit in opposition to God.
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THE ARENA.

As its name implies, this department suggests pleasant intellectual

..iKtrits among those who differ on philosophical, theological, ethical,

r K-i:il, and political subjects, and a field for criticisms, opinions, and sug-

i;.-li:.iis along any of the lines of thought or action within the province

..f thi- Iktieio. The giants of thought may draw their swords and chal-

l.iiu'f to combat; the critics may expose the weakness of the enemy, or

;;ninn over the wounds they have received; inquirers may indicate diffi-

cuhics in faith, reason, and religion; and Christianity, government, soci-

tty. luul literature may contend, each in its way, for its rights and title to

dominion. Thinkers! write, limiting yourselves to two hundred words.

"IN THE BEGIKNIXG," OR "IX BEGINNING "—WHICH ?

In the Methodist lievieio for September tlie editor asks, " Why do scholars

|« rsJMently translate n^X^H (Gen. i, 1) 'in the beginning,' when the arti-

rJi; is entirely absent ? If the exactly literal translation— 'in beginning'

—

were printed in the Bible it would change the meaning of the verse," etc.

It is presumed the Editor raised tlie question ,to e.xcite thought, and

tlj>Mt^'h I cannot claim to be " the Hebraist," yet I shall give some reasons

r>r a<lliering to the translation as given in both the Authorized and Re-

vi-cd Versions, and as it is recognized by most commentators and scholars.

. Though the preposition n is absent, is it not implied or understood?

Consider: 1. The word n^l*'X1 is not a participle, nor a participial noun,

»i"r is it derived from the verb meaning to hcgin, as used in Gen. xi, 6,

wlsidi Moses Stuart renders, "This is their commencing to operate, or

!}»<• conunencing of their operations."

'i. This word is a noun, meaning ahcginning, earlier state, earlier thing,

t' ' jlnl of its hind, and is a modified form of ri'I^n, a leginning. It is

'! rived from the substantive LVXl, ahead, the firsts the heginniiig.

-{. The same word (DDM'J'.Sin), modified by a prefix and a suffix, occurs
^

• T I'.uk. xxxvi, 11, and means, as it is translated, " at your beginnings,"
fi"{ in your beginning things.

4- This position is supported by a reference to Gen. i, 1, in the Septua-

K'n'. The Seventy translated the Hebrew by 'E.v apxu, In the beginning.

Til.' pn-position tv corresponds to 3 in Hebrew, and apx'), takes the place

f)'l has tlie meaning of n**J'X"i. As in the Hebrew, so here, the article

';•• i» absent. Dr. Robinson (Lexicon) says, ^'hapxv, in the leginning, in

f .' '•try jinf, le/ore the tcorld legan, from eternity."'

'. Dr. liloo.-ulicld on John's Gospc.-l i. 1, says: '-if «pt!/"— ^^^i'- ~'"' «'''^," 'f.

»!-i- expression answers to the Hebrew rp^^XI^ in Gen. i, 1, which tlio

tv.tii;;eli>t seems to have in mind. By ap;^^ is here meant the origin of all

"<':''.;^; and h apxrj is for f-' upx>?;; and the expression is evidently meant
tvi d-.-ignatc eternity."
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C. Botli lexicographers and grammnrians say that 3, as a prefix before

a noun of time, is equivalent to iv with the dative, and that the Hebrew

article pn, commonly written n, corresponds nearly with the definite arti-

cle the in English, and in Gen. i, 1, is a prefix to ynx, earthy and to ^''^t?-,

Iieavens. And the reason the article is omitted in n'""J*{<~i3 is, it suffers syn-

cope after 3, and gives up its vowel to the particle. The syncope of the

article is common. (Stuart's Grammar, sec. 152, note, and sec. lOS, 6.)

BOSTWICK Hawley.

AN ITINERANTS' CLUB.

Dr. John A. Broadus, one of the most accomplished scholars and one

of the most charming preachers of the Baptist Church, in an address on

Bible study before the Kentucky Conference of the ;Methodist Episcopal

Church at its recent session in Louisville, heartily commended the policy

of tlie Ba[)tist and jMethodist Episcopal Churclies in bringing into the

ministry men of natural ability with simply a public school education, and

such biblical and theological training as may be secured by tiie denomi-

national seminaries. He showed how unwise and impracticable it is for

churches which aim to carry the Gospel to the multitude, to require

thorough collegiate and theological education on the part of all minis-

ters. Bible scholars should be familiar with Hebrew and Avith New
Testament Greek; educated in ecclesiastical history and pastoral and sys-

tematic theology; but he claimed that it woflald be worse than folly to

condition in every ca>re ordination as ministers of the Gospel upon rigid

examination in the ancient classics, in mathematics, and other studies of

the college curriculum. There is no danger that the Methodist Episcopal

Church will ever make sucli imperative requirement. The fact that she is

in no such danger should, however, be an argument in favor of greater

strictness in the studies and examinations already required in conjunction

with the Annual Conferences. The problem is this: How shall we make
the general, biblical, theological, and ecclesiastical examinations on the

four years' Course of Study more complete and satisfactory; a fairer test

of actual attaiimient, and an incentive and encouragement to really am-
bitious students? I sliall not here attempt to point out the defects of the

system in its present practical working, but to suggest tentatively a scheme

which will go far tov,-ard correcting such defects.

Let the Four Years' Conference Examiners and the Four Years' Under-

graduates meet once, twice, or thrice during tlie Conference year in sotno

central place—an educational institution preferred—for reading, studio-,

the outlining of books, lectures on systematical and practical theology,

ppeciinen les-ons to illustrate the method of teaching the Ctitechism.

Bible gcograiiliy, Pjiblc biograjihy, the history, doctrines, and usages nf

our Ciiurch, and for conversations on how to present most successfiiUy

the "benevolences" to our peo[)le; how to increase the salary, etc., etc.

Such an "Itinerants' Club" will meet in winter session in Louisville, Ky.,

the approaching season. John II. Vi:>;cem'.
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FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO.

It would require the gift of prophecy to say with exactness what

will be the future of the Aruericaa Negro. Judging from his present

ritual ion, which is both peculiar and critical, I should say that his

n.lvaiiceinent must be somewhat slow»and unsteady—so many are the

fiirccs acting for aud against him. The following, however, are cer-

tjinties:

1. lie will never again be a slave in this republic. Neither the inter-

f.'.ts of the country nor his own appreciation of liberty will allow that.

•3. That he is here to stay has become a liackneyed phrase, and is re-

garded by sensible people as a self-evident truth.

3. Nor will he always be an underling; for although it is the purpose

of many to keep him so, jet in the very faces of these he is accumulating

property and acquiring knowledge—two things which insure power, self-

respect, and manly iudependence. Surely that man has read history in

vain who believes that seven millions of people, douljling their number

••very twenty years, will demand less than their inalienable rights as men,

and their guara,ntced rights as xVmerican citizens. W. H. Ckogaian.

THE VEXED QUESTION.

I felt a keen anxiety that the last General Conference should adopt some
broad and libeial measure promotive of the reunion of our two Method-

isms. The question will never down. It is one of those issues which
draw their vitality out of the bosom of eternal righteousness.

Our Church schism foreran iiy many years the civil schism which rent

the nation. The Church, being ahead of civil society in morality, struck

the rock first, and was shattered. Then our political ship split on the

Kime reef. When the actual ronilict was over, secular society, with the

instinct of self-preservation, set to work to mend and restore the broken
vessel. Remember the langunge of Lincoln and Grant: "Let us bind
up the nation's wounds;" "Let us have 'peace.'''' These are immortal
words, and the smoke was still in the field when they were uttered.

With as much speed as possible our civil feud was healed. The auton-

omy and vitality of every part was quickly restored in its relations with
the whole. Union, reunion, was the watchword until it was accom-
plished. Every agent, every agency which impeded tius salutary restora-

tion of our unity appears already at a disadvantage in the light of the

retrospect. Whoever oj-tposed the rebuilding and reconsecration of our

national temple has already passed under the ban of history.

What have we here ? Will the Chm-ch bo the hid in reuniiing on the

i'iisis of a common lioiu' niul a common destiny.? Sliall ^he whii'h was the

lirst to suflVr he the la-t to heal ? Shall the separated parts of our com-
ujon Methodism stand asunder for a quarter of a century after civil so-

ciety, wiser in its generation, has repaired its break and at least trial to

forget its calamity ? My yhoLTo. John Clauk RiorATii.
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. THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF ATHEISM.

Atheism is a denial of the existence of God, but such denial amounts to

nothing unless supported by atlirmative facts and priuciplcs which lead

to that conclusion. It, then, must have a basis of its own made up of posi-

,tive affirmations outside and independent of Christianity. But the prin-

ciples of this dark speculation have ever lieeii so ver^' shifting and uncer-

tain tliat it has been difficult to subject them to the tests of philosophical

criticism. But before rejecting all religion, natural and revealed, we
have a right to know what will take its place; and if it is to be atheism,

we demand that the facts and principles on which it rests be ]iut into

logical order for our inspection. Has this ever been done? "We have

systems of theology, systems of ethics, systems of political economy, but

are yet to meet atheism fer se reduced to a system of thought. In the

absence of alhrmative principles atheism is a sweeping but cm])ty nega-

tion. But scattered through atheistic literature we meet here and there

with afKrmative statements which seem to serve as the base to the conclu-

sions reached, and it may be the duty of Christian authors to gather these

together and subject them to the sharpest analysis, to the widest general-

ization, and see how they look in the hot focus of philosophical criticism.

Atheism in philosophy, we think, would be like flax in a flame.

H. U. Moore.

THET EDUCATIONAL AIMS OF UNBELIEF.

Little doubt remains as to precisely what inlidclity proposes to accom-

plish in the educational systems and institutions of the United States.

In his PoUticnl Science, published ten years ago. Dr. Woolsey wrote: "We
have not yet quite reached the extreme that the teacher must never men-

tion God to children's ears, but it must logically come if modern unbelief

is to liavc the career that many look for." The logic of events has con-

firmed the logic of this unwelcome prediction, and in less than a decade

it has been fulfilled. An education purely secular is now the demand of

some. By these the Bible is denounced as a sectarian book, unlit to be

read in the ])nblic scliools; and moral principles are ignored in the curric-

ula and lecture-rooms on the specious plea that the State cannot undertake

to teach sectarianism,

Scliools arc for learning, and learning is for life. All concepts of edu-

cation that sink the human in the scholastic, and make scholarship the

end of life, are false and mischievous. Life is the end of scholai'ship.

Wo educate our children that they may know how to live and mtike the

most of their opportunities. As Christians, we believe that their moral

nature should receive its requisite share of attention. Inteliectnal train-

ing alone V. ill not meet the demand. Lccky, in hi^^ Ili^for;/ of Earoptdn

Morah, says: *' It id one of the plainest of facts that neither the individ-

uals nor tlic acres that have been most distinguished for intellcctnal

achievements have been most distinguished for moral excellence: and
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thai u h'gh iutellcctual and material civilization lias often co-existed

wilh much depravity." On the contrary, he says: "Many of the most

iil»li'iiilid outbursts of moral enthusiasm may be traced to an overwhelm-

in;,' force of conviction rarely found in cultivated minds." We do not

fancy the modern trend of things toward the ideal supremacy of intel-

!fctu;d culture as the end and aim of life. It is a step backward, not

fdrward. Its highest good was attained in ancient Athens, a city wholly

jjivcn to idolatry, and in Rome, as brutal and licentious a metropolis as

history exhibits.

Our children are entitled to as thorough a moral training as our fathers

received. They require tliat kind of instruction which recognizes their

n;.>|)onsibility and immortality, and fits them not only to think, but to

think wisely; not only to reason, but to reason in harmony with the will

and ways of God; and the friends of Christian morality must come to

the defense of this right if they would save the rising generation from

the seductive influences of that subtle unbelief which is rapidly trans-

forming our public school system into the educational ideals of atheism.

James H. Potts.

ROJIAX CATHOLICISM IN BOSTON.

Roman Catholicism assumes supremacy in Boston. The spirit of this

ecclesiasticism is the spirit which was dominant in the -Middle Ages. Its

jK)litical ascendency has been characterized by the most disreputable

proceedings. A pieacher is sent to prison for a year for the crime (?) of

preaching the Gospel, and holding religious services decently and in

order on Boston Common, while "Buffalo Bill" is given license to exhibit

his "Wild West " on Sunday afternoon within city limits, and his Honor (?)

the Mayor gives his approval to professional pugilism by attending a

"ifcting which was called together to present a prize (?) belt to the brute

i?ullivan.

Roman Catholic priests denounce the common schools, and set up their

protests in the form of un-American parochial schools. Not satisfied

witlithe compulsory withdrawal of Roman Catholic children from the
piiblic schools, they ask to have Roman Catholics elected members of the
iSchool Board, Roman Catholic teachers and Roman Catholic instruction
»n tlie schools whenever Roman Catholic majorities ol)tain, thus setting

city ordinances to defy the constitution of the Commonwealth.
'1 he Roman Catholics seek to suppress the indisputable facts of history

by expurgating from the schools an authentic book, and by removing a

teacher from the chair of instruction which he has filled acceptal)ly for
twenty years. And lastly, they seek to evade responsibility for the course
''"'••y i>ursue by taking positions which are untenable, setting forth reasons
wuK-h are unreasonable, and making statements which are untrue.

J. W. Hamiltox
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EDITOEIAL REVIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.
The religious world of the old continent is quite generally startled with

a new movement on the part of the Catholic Church, evidently induced

by commands from Rome. This is nothing less than a revival of the

Kulturkam])/. The decree tliat renews throughout Europe this unfortunate

contest goes forth from a recent Catholic convention held in Freiburg, at

the particular request and with the apostolic blessing of the Pontifl. This

new drama has as its spliere of action no less than three fields—the school,

the temporal power of the pope, and the question of the reliizious orders.

The leader of the old party of the Center in the German Parliament

—

the now famous Windhorst—was evidently the conctructor of the pro-

gramme, and he chose his arenas to renew the stmgirle with great skill, for

"agitation" is his watchword. Beyond this he cannot go, Mhatever may
be his illusions in the matter. Lightning does not strike twice in the same

place. His foes now know his tactics, and will use them to defeat their

creator. The story that the pope rules the world is a very old one, but

it lias of late lost its flavor by defeat. The new feature now is, that the

direct appeal is not to the spiritual subjects of the i)opo, but to govern-

ments and persons who have never conceded that he has any right to rule

tlie world. The Napoleonic era broke the charm of that funtas}-, and it

will never again be able to resume its full power.

The line of action now is the unseemly meddling, not alone with the

external l>ut even with the internal affairs of the kingdom of Italy—

a

species of bold declaration of war against the Italian people and kingdom
simply liecause these deemed Rome to be the capital of Italy, and equality

between clergy and laity on the phitform of civil duties and criminal

proceedings. This assumption is now the more unseemly from the fact

that Germany recently resented it, and is now in alliance with Italy

politically in the interest of general peace, and any violation of this

etiquette on the part of Germany towards Italy would kindle a fire that

might lead to a general revolution in Europe.

The presentation of such demands just now appears as a challenge, and

no nation would yield to these irreconcilable worthies of the Church
whicti would mold foreign policy according to the good pleasure of the

Holy See. The most that Germany could do in this direction it has done,

namely, given an embassador to tlic Vatican to reside; in Rome and main-

tain friendly intercourse of the Catholic Church of Gorniany with the Pon-

tifical court at Rome. The German Emperor on his late visit to Rome
kept up the supposed independence of the Vatican from the Italian

government by starting on his visit to the Pope in his own stiUe carriage
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from the embassy, and therefore by a silly sort of fiction keeping up the

apjKarance of temporal sovereii^nty of the Vatican. But in his private

iiilcrvicw with the llonian Pontilf it is understodd that the Emperor gave

x\w i'opc no hope of the interference of Germany for a restoration of the

tiMiiporal power. The court of the Vatican is greatly chagrined at this

<li>i:>ppointment, and now sounds the tocsin all along the line among

Catholic nations to come to the rescue. But the slightest movement in

this direction on the part of any would be the signal for an outbreak that

all iutcifsely fear.

I. RELIGIOUS.
In France the order of the day seems to be revision, whether for better

or for worse. The Reformed Church appears to be struck with this spirit

of unrest as well as the politicians. The demand there has been for

sa.nie time revision of the liturgy, or rather, we may say, a selection of

the fittest from the various forms for some time in use. The General

Sjdod appointed a commission for this purpose, with Pastor Bersier at the

head of it. A'b-tter choice could not have been made, for he is not only

tlic leading pulpit orator of the Protestant Church in France, but also

a well-known liturgist, as he has demonstrated in his own attractive

church near the Arc de Triompiie, in Paris, where he to a select public

lias given his own beautiful liturgy, as his is a brancli of the Free Church.

A Protestant congregation abroad finds it very tame and dispiriting not

to have some exercise in which all can take a prominent part.

Last summer there appeared a trial compilation entitled, '' Projet de

ItttiMon de la liturgie dcs Eglise Reformees de France,'''' witii an historical

introduction and a critical commentary. This work is quite an advance

toward the liturgy of the Lutheran Church of France, though this is not

acknowledged as such expressly by Bersier. lie was obliged in his work
to reckon above all things with the leading views of the Reformed
Church, while not entirely disregarding some of the rationalistic views

of hiter periods, and not adopting too much of the old Reformed litur-

gies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

He appears to seek honestly to give to liis brethren in the faith the

S'jund principles of a thoughtful and serious church service in which not

so much a sermon as a spiritual worship shall appear, that shall draw the

entire congregation to a direct participation in the public worship. He
restores the divisions of the church year, and gives to the Sabbaths their

old ecclesiastical names. He demands in every service of the Saljbath the

Usual confession of sins, and adds to it the absolution, though not in the

-strong ft>rm introduced by Calvin. The question of the absolution will

bo the delicate one for the Synod, and will doubtless be warndy con-

tested. It is to be hoped that the result will be in this line to unite all

tlie Reformed Churches of France.

Prkncu Switzerland seems cursed with an era of levity and dissipa-

tion. The days of fasting and prayer that were formerly observed with
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much sincerity are now mainly devoted to pleasure and excessss. This

state of things has become so dangerous and distasteful to tlie more

thoughtful element of society that the towu council of Lausanne on the

last fas*t-day thought it fitting and advisable to issue au appeal to the

people to obsrve it. Thus far it is comforting at least to know that

both the republic aud the monarchies of Europe think it desirable to

instill into the popular mind the worth and significance of religious ways

and guidance.

This appeal from a civil body addressed to the people in the interest of

morality and religion is so rare and peculiar that we think it well worth

transcribing in brief as an example. It runs as follows: "Justice ele-

vates a people; sin is the shame of nations; order and prosperity are im-

possible without the fear of God. We trust in God, who has hitherto

protected this land, and invite you, our fellow-citizens, to give him

thanks for his ever-reuewed deeds of mercy. Though a few erring spirits

venture to demand the separation of religion from society, though they

endeavor to exclude God from public and private life, from the hospitals

and the schools, from the home and even from the Church, our people

see, nevertheless, that without the help of a strong God and a firm faith

social progress is but an imperfect work. Our nation is a Christian na

tion because it is, aud will remain, free. It believes in the kingdom of

Christ, aud that it is a rule of justice, peace, and truth, and that the

Gospel is a power. Fellow-citizens, let us watch over ourselves, let us

watch over our youth and make them the objects of our greatest care.

The school shall endeavor to impart useful knowledge, but it is for the

home hearth to impart those teachings that will make our youth good

and great."

This refreshing adinonition of a civic council was so different from the

traditional phrases of thanksgiving documents that it -produced a great

impression throughout the land. The scoffers called it the ''pastoral let-

ter'''' of the city fathers, but all moral and Christian people rejoiced at this

unexpected call from government circles for the cause of soberness and

religion. The result was that a monster excursion to a neighboring town
that was planned for the holiday was given up, and the good people of

Lausanne sps it the day as their fathers were wont to, iu thoughtfulness

and quiet ihanksgiving ami prayer.

That this adion of the Council was needed may be learned from the

influence exerted l»y it, and from a comparison with other localities ou

that same (Xny. From Geneva, not far distant, from the city of John Cal-

vin, from the "Protestant Rome," which is frequently quoted as the most

intelligently Christian city of Europe, no less than twenty thousand per-

sons went out t-o a great resort known as the Salvec, and other pleasure

resorts. This movement on the part of Lausanne ought to do gftod, and

we sincerely hope that it will. But when popular customs are fastened

on a people it is not very easy to uproot them. The good example of

Lausanne should be tried another year iu every center of Switzerland, be-

Giuse it is sorely needed.
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Jkkusalem and Bethlehem arc* receiving an unusiial meed of atten-

tion just now. Five churches are incourseof construction. Two Russian

•jrnnil princes are expected to be present at the dedication of the Getli-

M-tnanc Church, an event which clearly has a sort of ecclesiastical and

|K»litical hearing combined. The Second Russian Church, just beside that

«.f the Holy Sepulcher, is rising in costly material and stately proportions,

atid will be ready for consecration next year. The hospice for aristo-

rntic Russian pilgrims, north of the Russian New Jerusalem, is also ris-

iiig in stately outlines, with a cloister and girls' school in the vicinity.

One wondered for awhile where the money came from for all these

enterprises, but it has recently come to light that it is provided by the

Russian Palestine Association, whose members are wealthy Russians.

The Abyssinian Coptic Church is a beautiful circular building with a

cupola, and is now under roof, making quite an ornament to the sur-

nMuulings. In Bethlehem the church of the friar Belloni is about Italf

up, and the Protestant Church is now rising above the foundation. The

tirpcks recently placed a cross on the cupola of tlie Church of the Sepul-

cher, and this work was done in a single night and caused great excite-

ment in the Romish camp; for, according to Oriental ideas, -whatever

nation sets a cross on a church has a right to all it contains.

Nothing of special political importance has occurred in Palestine of

late. The last coiq} d'etat was the Sultan's blow at the Jews, prohibiting

their immigration to the Holy Land. Rut their leaders obtained the

privilege of remaining three months in the holy city, visiting the graves

mid holy places. But on the other hand the government seems to allow

ail so'rts of wild tribes, as the Turcomans and Circassians, to settle east

of the Jordan. This commingling of strangers with the native Bedouins

.1,'ives rise to a good deal of fighting and skirmishing that does not always

«-nd without bloodshed. This antagonism of races is sometimes very bit-

ter and fatal. A party of Mohammedans were discovered l)y Christian

customs officers smuggling tobacco into Beyroot. Tliis interference of the

Christian with the Turk caused a great deal of bitterness, and the whole

town took sides in the squabble, the line being clearly drawn between the

creeds. For a time there was great danger of a bloody riot, but by some
means the tumult was quieted. Palestine seems on the eve of a great

struggle between nationalities and creeds, in which Russians and Jews
will be prominent,

Brazil is in quite a flutter of excitement because of the rejection of a

P<^'tition of the Protestants of the realm to be allowed to worship in a

public manner. The matter was received well in the Senate, but failed

iu the House. The members of the Cabinet who in the Senate seemed to

Tivnr the request, evidently soon received a hint from the higher p'^wer,

•"id thought it better to put off the matter for a season. The appial

•'onies from a large body of German Protestants settled in the province
«f Hio Grande do Sul.

The cause of this treatment was the appearance of a counter petition with
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twelve thousand signatures, mainly from the ladies of the upper classes of

Rio; and It is said that at the head of this petition stands the name of the

Crown Princess Isabel, the late regent during the absence of the Emperor

Dom Pedro. Tliis suspicion puts a very serious phase on the matter, for

a lady so devoid of tact in the }>resent crisis of the country as to do so

unwise a thing can hardly be safely intrusted with the regency. The ex-

citement among the Protestant population is very great, and it is consid-

ered as an insult that light and air are denied to their form of woiship.

It has been hard to bear the legacy of former times in this matter, when
Protestantism was not at all known and the rule came from Portugal.

But that the same feeling siiould now exist in the higher regions of gov-

ernment, notwithstanding the unanimous request of all Protestant con-

gregations of the land, it is hard to conceive.

The truth is, that there is a good deal of tinder heaped up in Brazil,

and all have the feeling that it will soon come to an explosion. The
Emperor has returned, but he is a sick man, and must soon die, and the

succession is a matter of much doubt. He was evidently not very well

pleased with the regency of his daughter, and hurried back at the risk

of dying on the way to resume the reins of government. The crown

princess during his absence committed a gi'eat stroke of policy in liber-

ating all the slaves a little before the legally appointed time, but the

feeling is that she has received too much credit for it. At least it is

hazardous for her to believe that this act permits her with impunity to

be unjust to a large body of intelligent and valuable citizens who came
into the land in the expectation that their inborn rights should be re-

garded. In her policy she did violence to the parliamentary system, and

in religious matters she is thought to be under the influence of the

Jesuits. It is now thought that the Senate would not receive the abdi-

cation of the monarch in favor of his daughter. The Ilepublicans will

do all they can ag:>inst her ascent to the throne. They favor the son-in-

law of the emperor, a Saxon prince.

Cakdinal Lavigeuie, the Archbishop of Algiers and Primate of

Africa, is entering the African arena with much vigor, and the avowed
determination of stamping out the huge vice of slavery from the entire

continent. It is sad to know that this is a very heavj- contract, but he

proposes to go at his work with the Bible in one hand and the sword ia

the other. The Cardinal has been busy for twenty years in the mission

work in Africa. He began by founding the congregations of the " White
Fathers," or missionaries of the Holy Virgin of Algiers, which i>ody sent

to Leo XHI. in 1878 an address wherein they say that they have but one

Avish, namely, to save the souls of these unbelievers by bringing to llam
the words of the Gospel until they die in the service.

This or.lcr now has a novitiate in the Jfnisoji Ccrrce m Algicr.-, wherein

.are prepared all the novices for mission service in Africa. Since that

time the.-e "White Fathers have founded a scries of mission schools in

various parts of Europe— in France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany.
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T'h''V Imvc also settlements in Jerusalem, and in the vicinity of Rome.

A lihoii^'h within the hist ten years twelve of these White Fathers have

tiiri a martyr's death in Africa the result of their missionary activity has

isol been especially gratifying, and but few negroes have been brought

i>v<T to Christianity. But notwithstanding this they have already found-

rU eleven stations in the region of Lake Albert iSTyanza, and an apostolic

rirariate. To aid in this work the cardinal is now about to send out

fnualc missionaries.

In tlio summer of 18S7 he established in the Dutch city of Maestricht

a missionary cloister for Africa, and soon had twelve women under vows

for the work. As to the province of the sword in this work of supprcss-

ln;j slaver)', the Cardinal is endeavoring to create an international armed

Uxly which shall be composed entirely of volunteers, who shall be sup-

jwrtcil by a fund contributed by all the States interested in African mat-

tors. To effect this purpose Lavigeric is now making the tour of Euro-

twan States. It is said that the Pope will send a circular to the Powers

in the interest of this enterprise. For the volunteer legion that is to

operate on Tanganyika Lake one hundred and fifty have already enlisted,

and anti-slavery committees have been formed to collect funds in Belgium

iind elsewhere. The King is not very favorable to the movement. He
would reach the negroes by peaceful methods.

"Vacation Colonies" are a new move on the part of the Germans.

.Vn international convention recently held in Zurich, called together at

the instigation of German philanthropists, discussed tlie plan of forming

so called vacation colonies for the retreat of children of tlie cities during

the summer montiis. The experiment is a brilliant success in Germany,
having been in progress for some time. Nearly ten thousand chil-

dren were assembled last summer from seventy-two cities. The reports

of the convention were interesting and encouraging. The founding

•>f these summer colonies under careful hygienic control was declared

to be a fitting work for the friends of childhood every-where. In these

fsUiblishmcuts the children are not idle, but are usually engaged in

'••>me Sort of object-lesson training while gaining health and strength for

the winter.

IJisnop Stkossmayek, of Croatia, has rather a hard time with the au-

thorities, who are in favor of the Ultramontane Church. When the Em-
peror of Austria was recently in Pesth with the Crown Prince he gave a

U'coptiou to the Catholic clergy of Hungary. The Emperor, having
irrectcd very kindly several of the archbishops and bishops, turned to

"^'pwsinayer, and openly said, concerning a certain telegram expressed in

b!<cr.il tci ins, sent to Kievon the occasion of the asseml)ling of the Kusso-
•'ifck Church in that ancient city: " I would not have thought that one
'•« Miy r.ubjects could have been guilty of such an act. This telegram
w:ls nil insult to the Catholic Church and the monarchy. You appeared
Ji^'t to kncjw what you were doing; you were sick." Bishop Strossmayer,
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bowing to the Emperor, said quite loud: "My conscience is clean, your

majesty." Tlit- Bishop is the leader of the Croatian opposition to the

Hungarian rule, \yere it not for this such an unusual scene between an

emperor and a bishop would never have occurred.

II. LITERARY.
The Schools of France are not in a very cordial condition in the

matter of religion and conscience. Relations are so strained that the

courts are frequently called in to settle disputes. The Court of Appeals

in Paris recently found it necessary to sit in judgment on the decree of a

lower court from the folIowingcau.se: A wealth}' Protestant in ceiiti-stl

France conceived the praiseworthy idea of collecting in his own house a

number of little girls from ten to twelve years of age to enjoy with his

own children the religious instruction of a special teacher, engaged and

paid by himself. For this act he was summoned before the school in-

spector of the district and condemned to a fine because he had established

a primary school in his own house. He appealed to a local ct)urt an'd

lost his case, and then came to the higher court of Paris, which reversed

the decision, Tlie Court of Apjieals decided that as religious instruction

is no longer imparted in the primary schools, therefore it is the privilege

of every Frenchman to have his children instructed in that branch pii-

vately without a special permit from the government.

This decision is of great importance for French Protestants, and greatly

pleases them ; otherwise the Thursdaj' schools and Sunday-schools were

in danger, which are taught mostly by laymen, without a certiticatc from

the higher schools. But the wonder and the pity are, that such a ques-

tion could be raised in liberal Franco as whether a parent may be per-

mitted to have his children taught in his own house by a teacher of his

own choice, and this in the matter of religion. The government supports

tiic public schools, and licenses scliools carried on by private teachers

who have certificates of competeiicy from the higher schools. Here it

certainly ought to stop. The public school system in France has been

greatly developed since the decree for taking the schools out of the hands

of the Church. There are now about 80,000 primary schools and 13,000

so-called private schools, that is, taught by professional teachers on their

own terms. The pupils now run up into the millions, and the increase

has been steady and rapid. The great trouble has been to obtain lay

teachers, because of the almost universal custom until lately of employing

the priests and the nuns. But the demand has produced a supply that is

yearly growing in number and quality. In the rural regions ttie influ-

ence of the Cliureh is still very strong, and it makes out to control them

with tc;K,hrT.s that a^-uimc to be from the laity, though every body knows
that in time and place these same teachers are of tiie Church.

CAKDtXAL BoxxKCHOSF. Iias just re-appeared to a French audience in a

very interesting biography. In life he was very active and outspoken,
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.ml his biography revives many of the incidents in the life of Pius IX.

TJi'' future cardinal was the child of a Protestant mother, his father was

mlitTcrcut, and the son was allowed to embrace the Catholic faith. To

this lie was more than loyal—he was partial. Every thing in his way had

to vivid before the authority of the Church. For forty years he was the

r-..tistant plenipotentiary between the various governments and the court

..{ Home. He asked but one thing of them, and that was to serve the

pipnry. He was the friend of the third Napoleon as long as he gov-

rftiiMl for the profit of Catholicism. When the King of Prussia was

it-^wncd Emperor of Germany at Versailles this prelate hastened to de-

tn:i!id of him the restoration of the temporal power. The Cardinal was

\\\'- sworn enemy of every liberal tendency, and declared before the Senate,

••
! j^ovcrn my clergy as a regiment."

FuKDHUiCK RucKERT was ono of the purest and sweetest poets of his

.».•(•, and his centenary was recently celebrated with great enthusiasm.

At the age of twenty-two his "German Poems " appeared, and imme-
<Jiat<'iy stamped him as a patriot and Christian. His life-long aspiration

• a-i the unity of Germany, which he did not live to see. Orientalism was
111* favorite field, and he published the Wisdom of Brahma, in twenty voU
ynifs. containing the richest creations of Hindoo [>hilosophy. He became
(.rcfcssor of Orient-.il tongues at Erlangen and then at Berlin, llis. Life of
Jftxin in verse did not meet the welcome that it perhaps deserved, and he

thvn' turned to lyrical poetry, in which he occupied a large place in Ger-

tsi-m letters. The very titles of some of these are most attractive ta

fKildhood

—

cliildlike and simple, but containing great truths iu the garU
«f simplicity, as for example: "A Little Story to put to Sleep a Little

Si.tor;" "The Little Boy who Wished to be Taken Every-where;"
The Little Tree that Wanted Other Leaves."

TiiK Swijis Protestants recently met in a convocation at Lausanne^
•nd their words savored of the true spirit of broad Christianity. In sev-

'•'•d of the addresses tender allusions were made to the beloved Vinet,
»» Wfll known*in this country by his works. In his words they declared
'•m they wished, as did Christ, nothing but to save men. In this beau-
*'f'il reunion of Christian workers on the borders of Lcman there was no
'•!»»cinance and no bitter discussion. The emineut president alluded
«'.h real satisfaction to the softening of theological strife in Switzerland.
I tie Protestants have become more liberal, and the Liberals more pious.

" il with this progress there is no abandonment of essential Christianity.
'< WJ13 ill ncccaxari'is nnitns, and only in duliis Hhn-tas. Ecclesiastical.

\- .SCO will be very dear to the Swiss if it can be obtained without too
' s^"h sacritlcc, and the general tenor of all the utterances on this occa-
•• •!! was \iiiity among the evangelical population of the country,
y—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. V.
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PROGRESS OP CIVIUZATION.

EvoLUTiox, as Herbert Spencer formulates it, is enjoying a temporary

revival, but its power to modify theological belief is exceedingly problem-

atical. The Brooklyn Ethical Association, which meets fortnigbtly, pro-

poses to spend the winter in discussing the evolution of the earth, of

morals and theology, and the effects of the doctrine on religious thought

and the coming civilization. Midway in the coui-se the proofs of evolu-

tion as the secret of the world's being will be announced. Tlie proofs

•will be interesting, for thu world has been patiently waiting for them.

As Mr. Spencer is in communication with the Association he may fur-

nish them, in which event we know what they will be in advance; but

we suggest that evidences that convince the reason are needed in the

effort to establish the pet dogma. That evolution is the spirit of his-

tory the devout mind believes; but it is theistic evolution—the opposite

of that theory that permits an atheistic conclusion and solves superfi-

cially the problems of the universe—that wins the faith and respect of

the theologian. The recent action of the South Carolina Synod con-

demning the action of the Charleston Presbytery in the case of the Rev.

Dr. James. Woodrow, who esponsed the Christian form of evolution and

taught it in the theological seminary, is worthy of commendation; for to

prohibit the teaching of the doctrine, as was intended by the expulsion

of the professor, is in conflict with freedom of thought, the right of the

citizen to independent judgment, and the triumph of the truth associated

with it. The conflict is Atheistic versus Theistic Evolution, witli the

chances in favor of the latter. The Association rejiresents one phase, the

Presbytery the other, of the great controversy.

Though warranted in theorizing on the contents of "mounds" it is pre-

mature to establish conclusions from them, and ask the world to accept

them. Relics of great value have been found in Central America—as an

inscribed stone in Guatemala and layers of rock covered with human foot-

prints in Nicaragua—but it is too soon to infer from them a great pre-

historic age for man. An antiquarian, poetic in spirit, has concluded that

the mound-building instinct prevails in i^Iars, our planetary neighbor,

and from what he has discovered in that world lie reasons to what would

have happened on the earth if a more generous civilization had not ex-

tinguished, or at least superseded it. "We insist that not imagination but

reason must appropriate the facts in this field, and that not science but

theory has only been attained in the study of the monuments of the ex-

tinct people who once inhabited the western hemisphere. The American

Antitpiarian Si»ci('ty must resist the tendency to fanciful speculations on a

subject that is purely historical, and depends for its development upon ihi-

scientific and historical spirit. The finding of six skeletons of Toltccs in

Dakota docs not prove the existence of a race of giants; nor is it conclu-

sive that the squares and circles in the Scioto Valley, in Southern Ohio,
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«rcro built by the Cherokees because they resemble the later fortifications

wf ih:»t tribo; nor do the petrographs in Arizona justify all the conclusions^

of Mr. Gushing, the explorer, respecting the worship, customs, and habits

of I he people they represent. The science of the mounds is in the juve-

nile period, and is no more authentic than the early geologies of the ceut-

urv. Facts, not speculations, and all the facts before speculation, will

dignify the conclusions reached and awaken faith in them.

Aryanism is the fundamental problem of ethnology. Robert Gordon

I^thaiu. the English philologist, proposed a European origin for the

Aryan race; but Dr. Horatio Hall, of Canada, files physiological, philo-

U)^'ic^l, and geographical objections to tiie theory, assigning the primi-

livc stock to the plains of Persia. That the Aryans early migrated west-

ward into Europe, conquering tlie Semitic, Iberian, and Uranian peoples

uhom they found there, is almost a settled historic fact; and that by

amnlcramation a new, stronger, more aggressive, and more highly cult-

ured race was the result Europe itself is the proof. The evidence of the

nnity of the Indo-European nations is chiefly linguistic, the A^^iatics

adopting the Germanic tongues of primeval Europe. In the I'ing

^l retches of the ages the Euro]>ean has outrun the Asiatic; the latter

rhnging to superstition and still worshiping idols, the former shopiug

Kocicty into civilization, accepting the moral code of the Judaic law-

piver, examining and receiving the religion of the New Testament, and

worshiping the Most High, who is oyer all continents and kingdoms. In

the evolution of things it is likely to happen that the real unify of all

tmtions will be, not language, but religion, or the spiritualization of the

race, with its allotropic subdivisions, through the perfect image of hu^

munity in Jesus Christ. This achieved, Aryanism will be valuable only

«w an ethnographic relic.

Modernism is invading the Vatican. Complaining of his self-imposed

prison-life, the Pope, nevertheless, looking out upon the seething world,

is troubled over the slave-trade in distant Africa, and deputes Cardinal

I^vigcrie to London to implore the English nation to suppress the great

rrime. Perhaps it was while he w.is cogitating upon the horrors of the

•>lavc traffic that he concluded to broaden a little on the general subject

f*^ liberty, and really issued an encyclical apparently favoring a doctrine

lie and his predecessors had opposed for centuries. If he could see the

nncessity for modern light in Spain, Mexico, South America, France, Aus-
'ria, and Italy perhaps he would depute England or the United States to

""^t.-thliah schools in those countries and preach a little Protestantism to

'h'' iron-bcnuul mas>e3 of Catholicism. Throw open the shutters, O man
"f the miter, and let in a little of the sunlight that makes glad the

piDrrressive nations of the world—Germany, England, and the United
States; the greatest, the most Protestant, and beyond the leavening power
•^'f .J<'Nuitical hypocrisy.'
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An irenicon from the Lambeth Conference of Anglican bishops in favor

of the recognition of the validity of the ministry of nou-episcop-.il dis-

senting bodies is an advance that augurs a some time organic unity of

ceremonially dissimihir Church organizations. And it was proper that

such proposition should enianate from the Church which, always, too self-

centered, has been unable to discern the providential authorization of

other communions. The unity of Protestantism depends, not upon dis-

sentient Christian bodies, but upon the larger evolution of those smaller

Protestant hide-bound religious aristocracies that hitherto reserved the

prerogative of oitlination^ or the right to Churchhood, to themselves.

Without an abandonment of history, but correcting their hoary error, the

Anglican bisiiops assent to the ministerial function in bodies not depen-

dent upon them for grace, ordination, wisdom, efficienc}',. religion, or

heaven. Tiasiswell; let the developmoit proceed.

The locomotive raust be regarded as an old-world pioneer of modern

civilization. Through Bulgarian enterprise a railway has bocn completed

from Paris to Constantinople, shortening the distance between thorn

forty-eight hours. "While Prince Ferdinand rejoiced in this triumph the

Sultan opposed a public jubilee over the achievement, and instructed the

people to be silent when the first train i)roceeded througli his territory on

its journey. The Russians are also building a railroad from Teheran,

v.'ith the consent of the Shah, to Resht, on the Caspian Sea, uniting the

dominion of Darius with that of the Great Bear in the north. A slill

tnoro significant project is the contemplated railway line from Scutari,

the Asiatic quarters of Constantinople, to Bagdad on the Tigris, opening

a country fourteen hundred miles in length to the inlhiences of European

civilization, and advancing Asia Minor, as Mr. Jewett says, from the six-

teenth to the nineteenth century. An English syndicate is responsible

for the financial outlay, and Englishmen are the contractors and will be

the proprietors of the completed railroad. Not to be outdone in this par-

ticular, some Americans are planning for the construction of a railroad

from j\linnesota through the Dominion of Canada and over Behring

Straits to China, a distance of about five thousand miles. This is tlie

age of steam and the Gospel, of railroad tracks and itinerant preachers, •

of (he locomotive and Arminianism, and, working together, the world

should be civilized and Christianized by the knell of the present century.

The specialty of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union is moral

reform, V.'aiting long for the subsidence of corroding evils, hoping for

legislation, education, and that impulse to progress that belongs to ])racti-

cal optimism, but waiting and hopini,' si^newhat in v.iin, the gentler sex

have organized against the threatening tide of iniquity in the land. He
U'ho studies the leadership of this movement, as well as the movement
itself, must acknowledge tliat as seers and reformers they are as impet-

uous as Deborah and Joan of Arc, with every prospect of a complete attain-
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lu. 1,1 of their object. That social impurity, with the twin vice of intem-

(. ru!ic( is uliinniufflv conimoB. no iufonned citizeu will controvert: that

vtiavagaiicc in dress and love of fashion control the American home is

j.Aicut to all observers; that scientific temperance instruction of youth is

frtjiiirfd for the protection of the future, parents, physicians, and teachers

vx Diico aflirin. Unless vice is checked and the minor manners of the

jKople Jire refined, Zechariah's flying roll, filled with curses, will visit

e .fry house of the republic and consume its very stones and timbei-s. la

it* recent convention in Xew York the reports of committees gave evi-

il.nce, not only of appalling immoralities and frightful social conditions,

but of heroic enterprise for the rescue of the degraded and the purifica-

tion of the private and public life of the people. It was gratifying to

learn that twenty-five Legislatures have enjoined instruction in the com-
tsKin schools in the scientific elfects of alcohol and narcotics, and it is be-

lirve<l that New Jersey, Indiana, Illinois, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,

Florida, Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee will

•> «>ii sanction such instruction in their schools. Wisconsin was repre-

»<:Ucd as fostering systematic fornication in its lumber regions, a stain

lh:it tihould be promptly obliterated by etficient legislation. To this

v.ork, beneficent, gracious, and patriotic, these Christian women are

devoting their energies, treasure, and prayers; and the patriotism,

religion, and philanthropy of the country must sustain and co-operate

^iih thcui, to the end that the laud may be cleansed of its tilthiucss and
•i«Hl have a name amon£r us.

Mormonisra in its polygamous aspect is doomed, but the doom awaits
<i>:iiplL'te fulfillment. The cumulative Protestant argument against it;

tiK- Edmunds law enforced, especially against its chief men; and the de-
«jiiou of the Supreme Court of Utah dissolving the MormonChurch and
••"olicating the personal property of the corporation to the government^
ii.ivc undermined the foundations of the offensive structure which, hear-

••'ga final blast from the Supreme Court of the United States, will, like
ihe walls of Jericiio, fall irrecoverably to the ground. It is noteworthy
taut the assault on Mormonism is because of its inherent and constitutional

lajnjorality. Protestantism denounces it because of its unrighteousness;
the civil law excoriates it because of its baseness and disharmony with civil

'•'••; the courts are against it because it is a menace to national integrity
and is guilty of high treason to humanity. Purified of its adulterous ia-

»linots, it may survive for a time as a system of religion and be permitted
'•> exist, as ]\Iohammedanism, Thcosophism, Chinese paganism, and infi-

'!< lit y are permitted to express tliemselves, but its iniquities are so insi'j)-

ai.M.!,. fro-n its life that a few years more of purgatorial legislation v.ili

tticuiiiplisb its extinction.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Hegahding the higher peiiodicals of the day as exponents of the prc-
vailiug currents of thouglit in intellectual and religious circles, the Chris-
tian thinker is more tlum pleased to note that in treating of' the varied
phases of modern skepticism their tonu is not now that of timid apoU.-

.
getics, but of bold aggression and abiding confidence in Christian truth
Not that the enemies of truth have abandoned the conflict, for Professors
Kuenen and Siegfried are still trying to sweep away what the hitter is
pleased to designate "the thin cobwebs of a Mosaic ori"inal" for the
Pentateuch, il. Renan is fresh in the field with his brilliant but ab-
surdly fanciful and miscalled HUtory of the Peaple of Israel. Lawrence
Ohphant, m his Scieatijic ReligUm, and other advocates of modern Oc-
cultism, are diffusing their fallacious and deistical, if not atheistical
ideas on "Spiritualism," "Theosophy," and "Esoteric Buddhism"
C. E. Plumptre is assaulting teleology; and even the more or less or-
.thodox Dr. Driver appears in his Lainh giving his support to the
destructive methods of the "new criticism." But in these and all kin-
dred productions of the day no really new hypotheses are broached,
borne of them may contain variations in phases of the issues in contro-
versy, but the hypotheses themselves have been proved to be without real
grounds. In fact, many leading scientific and philosophical skeptics have
been unconsciously led to conclusions which, when applied to the study
of religion, have strengthened the Christian argument. It is therefore
apparent that the wave of modern skepticism has lost most of its destruc-
tive force, and that Christian truth was never more strongly intrenchedm the intellectual convicti.ms of the Church than now. Never was the
Church more confident of ultiu.ate triumph; never was she more stead-
fast in her purpose to continue her conflict with error until her -.-eat
Teacher shall be crowned Lord of all. And this confident and deter-
mined spirit, as intimated above, is strongly reflected in all our leadin-
religious reviews and magazines.

°

The Quarterly Ticvleic of the Methodht Episcopal Church, South, for Oc-
Jtober has: 1. "The First Methodist Conference West of the Alle-hany
Mountains;" 2. "The Prohlem of Methodism;" 3. "Baptism and its
Wesign;^ 4. "Volapiik;" 5. "Are Faith-Cures Miraculous?" 6. "The
Septuagint;"

7._ "The Great Unthinkable Dogma;" 8. "Protestantism
theS,.intofChnstiamty;"9. "The Di.ciples and the Book; " 10 "Life
and Gemus of Sydney Lanier; " 11. "Dr. Steele's Fraternal Address;"
12. "Kcminiscences of the Oldcn Times."
Those are all ably written papers; but the second, on "The Proljlem

of Methodism," by Dr. John E. Edwards, will command special atte,.
tmn, and probably provoke controversy among its readers. It is a caustic
and defensive review of a volume by Dr. Borland, which book is it^^el. a
review of the differing opinions on the doctrine of Christian perfection
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«!»irh are inaiQtained among Methodists. Dr. Borlaud contends that,

», Wesley says in his ^tf.'fs on the Ktw Testament, "To be born again is

H Ik- inwardly changed from all sin to all holiness." Planting himself oh

thU dchuitiou of regeneration, Dr. Borland denies the necessity of " a

iccond change," insisting that the maintenance of the state of "right-

r^juMicss and true holiness," into which every one enters who is " created

aticw in Clirist Jesus," "carries with it the title to and the moral fitness

r«r the inheritance of the saints in light." Compelled to admit that Mr.

NVt^Uy in his earlier WTitings taught that without a "second change"

p^rdonvd and regenerated believers "must remain full of sin and death,"

Dr. Borland claims that in later life he held that the "regenerated

l>cliever is washed, is sanctified, his heart is purified by faith." He ac-

cs)unts for these contradictory theories of our founder by showing that,

at a Churchman, he for a long time held to that clause of the ftieth

•rticle of the Church of England which affirms that "this infection of

ftitnrc doth remain in them that are regenerated." In this phrase he

f.mnd a basis for the "second change" dogma. But he cut that "resi-

due riaiLse" out when he prepared the Articles of Keligion for the :Meth-

»iist Episcopal Church. And Dr. Borland asi<s, "Is there any rational

or moral ground on which we can account for the unquestioned and un-

.|nr,tiouablc fact that he expurgated the residue clause . . . other than

«h;»t be renounced and repudiated its doctrine?" After meeting sundry

•.bj.,otions which the advocates of the second change will make to his

•.MUtneut of the content of regeneration, the author, as his reviewer

*;iuws, sums up his views, saying, " Regeneration is an instantaneous work,

r->ulling in moral purity, while perfection is a growth, resulting in inatu-

riti/." Dr. Borland's theory is as old as the " problem," which has been

more or less obscured by the failure of many to interpret the language of

•Vripture in the light of the facts common to all Christian experience.

bxikiug into the latter, one finds in regeneration the beginning of a new

• piritual life, which in essence is "the love of God shed abroad in ihe

l«<-.irt by the Holy Ghost. This love dethrones selfism, expels its allied

•(Ti«iions, and brings the will into subjection. Thus regeneration mean..*

iho rleaniiing of the affections and the sanctification or setting apart ot" the

•itaa to the service of God. And since it implies justification it also in-

• Uidea the cleansing of the conscience from all guilt. This love is ofter>

*t Jirst only a feeble flame, the love of "a babe in Christ." But as faitii

take* iu more and more of the deeper meaning of truth the flame bright-

en*, the love becomes more and more potent in its appointed task of over-

coming old iiabits of thought, feeling, and ethical action. Its victories

'w-Ret rich e.\periences, which may become so decisive in their power aa

<o amount to what many call a "second change," but which are really

» thiiiLf more than the fruits of fidelity to tliat maturing atTection which

t* >ul)jcft to a law of growth that will even in heavc-n impel it to reach

forward to a still higher point of a development which can have ni>

Cnalily other than a point from which to rise still higher in the ecstasies

••>d Kcrviccs of love. Taking these simple facts of experience for guides,
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what need is there of looking at rcgenei-ation and CluLstian perfectiou aa

factors of an ''insolvable problem ?"

In "Baptism and its Design," Dr. G. H. Hayes finds a scriptural

baptism to be a purification from sin by the agency of the Holy Ghost.

Water baptism is therefore only a symbol of that purification, and

since the Spirit is .said to be "poured" or " spriukled " on the sub-

jects of his work, immersion in water cannot be the symbol of spiritual

baptism. Dr. Hayes presses this point with a keen, merciless logic, which

though it may not conquer Baptist prejudices, may keep many from being

perplexed by Baptist teaching.

In "Volapuk" the Rev. M. B. Chapman gives a lucid statement of

M. Schleyer's scheme for constructing a new language, not to supersede

the nine hundred languages now spoken, but only "to form a means of

international communication, a common meeting-ground for the peoples

of the earth." Volapuk is simple in construction, has thirteen thousand

words in its dictionary, and counts its disciples by thousands. Dr. Chap-

man is sanguine of its success.

In "The Septuagint—Its Critical Value," Dr. Wright gives his readers

a scholarly article on the Septuagint, which, though not to be relied upon

as a corrector of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, is yet of " great

advantage in elucidating the te.xt of the New."
Rev, W. J. Scott's paper on Sydney Lanier is a charming and appre-

ciative critique upon a poet wiio, though prevented by the brevity of his

career from fulfilling the highest promise of his richly cultivated genius,

yet wrote enough to be enrolled among " the princes of song."

The Bibllothcca Srcra for October contains: 1. "The Divine Imma-

nency;" 2. "The Economy of Pain;" 3. "Clement of Alexandria

not an After-Death Probationist or Universalist; " 4. " The Oldest Book

in the World;" 5. " Eschatology of the New England Divines;"

6. "Music and Cliristiaii Education; " 7. "Guilt;" 8. "Critical Note

—

Bethsaida." In the first of these papers Dr. James Douglas treats with rare

ability of the relation of the divine immanency to the miracles of Christ.

Rejecting the old definition of Christian apologetics, that " a miracle is

the suspension of the laws of nature," and accepting "the dictum of

modern science, that natural laws are the divine action," he claims that it

was not by a suspension but by an intensification of the laws and forces

of nature that Christ's miracles were produced. A brief analysis of the

miracles leads him to his definition, that " the miracles of Christ were a

new mode of the divine action in nature, revealing the divine presence

and power. They were signs of a present God not far off, but is ''that

power in nature which can change the operations of nature at his own
pleasure." All this is well and forcil)!y put, but one wishes that in his

analysis of the miracle at Cana and of the raising of Lazarus the doctor

had more fully establislied his theory that Christ's miracles were produced

by an intensijication of the laws and forces of nature. It is not apparent
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tl»al tluTC is any force either in water or in a dead body wliicli by intensijlca-

^•j» rtmld cause the former to become wine, or in the latter could cause its

rr-itiiniation by the departed spirit. Both acts certainly proved the power

of our Lord to cliunge the operations of nature, but that he did so in

Um*>c cases by intensification of existing forces is, so far as we can see,

"not proven." But the doctor speaks truly in saying of all Christ's

tnir.iclps that their highest significance is, that "they were signs of his

trjc work and mission of spiritual iiealiug." . And "the best proof of

Christi.inity is in his teachings, character, and life." In the "Economy

of I'ain " Dr. ITayman concludes a series of thoughtful and suggestive

}ci|MTs on the question of human sufi'ering, which, after all that can be

tifittcn upon it, will still remain an inscrutable mystery. In this article

ihc USPS and lessons of pain, especially its place in the moral government

of f!od, are very ably if not always satisfactorily treated. Dr. William

!)(• Loss Love, in a paper showing considerable research, attempts to de-

lond Clement of Alexandria from the assertion of " New Departure " con-

tmvcrsialistsand others, that Clement was an after-death probatiouist and

rniversalist. His success is scarcely complete, seeing that, despite his

Interpretative comments on cited passages, one cannot very well avoid the

conclusion that Clement's theory of the continuance of the Redeemer's

work after this life does involve at least the possibility that there may
W'. as he says, " ways for purification and repentance after death." But

Clement's opinion weighs .lightly w-hen placed in the scale against

Christ's own words. " The Oldest Book in the World," a translation,

J»y IVofcssor Osgood, of the French version of the Papyrus Prisse, by
>I. Philippe Vcrey, is both a "literary curiosity" and an important contri-

butiua to human history. Distinguished Egyptologists accept it as the

oUh'at book now extant in the world. It professes to have been written

lu Kgypt 2000 B. C, and treats of religion, ethics, and society in Egypt
U.-forc that remote period. It was obtained from excavations in the

necropolis of Thebes. It unveils a very highly matured civilization exist-

in;j in that country three thousand years before Christ, a period in which

"Kjrypt was best governed and at tiie highest point of internal prosper-

ity." Though not purely monotheistic, it yet then had "a far purer sys-

tem of religious belief and a nobler conception of the Supreme Being than

In-athen Greece and Rome, a few centuries later, ever had." Its maxims
tre remarkably similar to those found in the books of Proverbs and
Kcck'siastes, and " are nearer the teachings of the Bible as to God and
fU'Tulity than to the teachers of Greece and Rome, or to Confucius and
''''xldha." Granting its genuineness, as many leading Egyptologists
»-'>, it fiheds a light on the advanced condition of society in Egypt before

• 'briiham lived, which revolutionizes one's conceptions concerning human
jir<>_'iess in those early days in the life of humanity.

ilic Jir'iikh and Foreign Evangelic-al Ectiieio for October contains:
J- "Charles Darwin;" 2. " Tlie Witness of the Spirit; " 3. "An Analysis
0^ Romans ix-xi;" 4. " The Theology of St. Jolui;" 5. " The Ascension
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of Isaiah ;" 6. "An Examination of Determinism;" 7. "The History of

Joseph;" 8. "Modern Occultism and Scientific Religion;" 9. "ThcTem]>-

tation of the Church;" 10. "History: a Demonstration under the Moral

Law." In the first of these papers J. L. Morrow writes approvingly of the

life and letters of Darwin as furnishing ample materials for forming a true

conception of the man and his life-work. He shows how Darwin's studios

had a materializing effect upon his mind, educing the spiritual thoughts

of his childhood and blinding him to every thing but matter; living

among things lower than himself, he became like them in that bis spir-

itual nature was stiicken with atrophy. His teaching, Mr. Morrow claims

with truth, is adverse to spiritual thought and feeling. In "The Wit-

ness of the Spirit," by B. C. Caffiu, we have a forcible delineation of the

Holy Spirit's threefold witness—in the Scriptures, in the lives of Chris-

tians, in the individual soul. The doctrine of the direct witness of the

Spirit to the sonship of the believer is clearly and beautifully presented, as

is also the gift of power which is evidence of the presence of the Spirit in

the soul. "An Analysis of Romans 9-11," is expository and exegetical,

touching with a skillful pen the eternal question of "the compatibility of

free will in the creature with the divine sovereignty." "The Theology

of St. John," by Dr. P. J. Gloag, is a luminous critical synopsis of the

theology taught by St. John in his writings. The characteristic of John's

theology is its subjectiveness; it is the theology of the heart, combining

simplicity of style with profundity of thought. It is not argumentative,

like Paul's, but contemplative. Its view-point is not the sinfulness of

man, as Paul's was, but the love of God, as seen in the incarnation of

the divine Logos. Hence its key-note is the doctrine of the Logos, or the

Word, as the manifestation of the divine reason. John did not derive

th6 term Logos from Philo, the Jewish philosopher, as some a-sert, but

from the Old Testament. He grounds his theology on the incarnation

and on the atoning sufferings of the Logos. He traces human redemption

to the Father's love seeking to restore humanity to its proper harmnnious

relation to himself. In John's theology faith has the same importance

as in St. Paul's. The agency of the Holy Ghost in human redemption is

made distinctly prominent, and he assigns a marked pre-eminence to love

as the essence of the spiritual life which proceeds from the Holy Spirit.

He demands of believers hatred to Antichrist, which embodies itself in

the world, and which is dominated by Satan, whose ultimate overthrow

he describes in his mystic Apocalypse. His eschatology is brought out

chiefly in the latter, and is unmistakably clear as to human destiny. To
fully understand St. John one must be spiritually minded, since he speaks

more to the loving heart than to the critical intellect. "The Ascension

of Isaiah" is a sketch of an ancient apocryphal book, jturporting to be a

history of Isaiah's martyrdom, etc., composed partly at the end of the

first Christian century and partly in the second. It was known until

the fifth century, when it almost disappeared from notice, until acci-

dently re-discovcred by Richard Laurence, Archbishop of Cashel, in 1819.

It treats mainly of the vision and martyrdom of the prophet Isaiah. It
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U cliiffly interesting to us because its rejection from the canon is, says

.>or n-vic\vcr, a standing witness of tlie care taken in the early Church to

ro.-i!iii'.' the books of Scripture to those whose inspiration was approved

br >;itHcieut testimony.

The yorth American Review for November contains:!. "ForWTiom

<\ti\\ We Vote?" 2. "Camp-Fires of the G. A. R. ;" 3. "Home or

!:r;ison;" 4. "Yellow Fever and Its Prevention;" 5. " Tlie Fast Set at

Ihrvard;" 6. "Wall Street; " 7. "Catholicism and the Public Schools."

of these papers "The Fast Set at Harvard," signed Aleck Quest, will

attract the attention of parents having sons in the university, and of all

*fri.)us-minded men interested in o-ur educational institutions. Of the

iwo thousand students at Harvard this writer says that " perhaps a ma-

j^)rjly of them are quiet fellows." Most of the remainder drink, play, and

l,tt into reprehensible scrapes; one man in every twenty comprise what

he calls a " fast set," who play poker, bet, drink, and revel in other de-

grading vices. He thinks the president, faculty, and overseers cannot

ca-sily remedy tliis state of things, though an aroused college sentiment

might effect a reform. What the authorities do to arouse that sentiment

be does not say; but surely, if it be true that such a "fast set " is tolerated

there, religious men will be slow to place their sons within reach of such
" fust" associations. Harvard cannot afford to tolerate them, either in it«

•ocieties or in its classes. But judging by the spirit of this article, and
by the testimony of some Harvard men, we incline to the opinion tliat

its writer deals in hyperbole. Possibly he is a "sore-head." In "Wall
Ktrcet" Brayton Ives gives a somewhat rose-colored view of Wall street

»n<l its methods, making it appear that, despite its speculative character,

it is not quite so bad as it is commonly painted, and that it is indispens-

able to the financial interests of the country. Yet his own admissions
show that its leading speculators do not give much heed to the law of
love to one's neighbor in their operations. In "Catholicism and the

Public Schools," Gail Hamilton is vivacious and vigorous, as she always
IS, but she evidently mistakes the true issue involved in the school question.

She regards the hostility of .the Catholic priesthood to our public school
FVstom as having its origin in the conscience of the Catholic laity. As a
tnuttcr of fact, the great body of that people have few if any conscientious

'^Tuples against sending their children to the public schools. This has
wen shown by their'opposition to the creation of parochial schools, and
l>y the fact that many of them still persist in sending their children
to the public schools, No, it is not lay Catholics but the priests who
•fad the fight against the public school system. Hence, even where
l'»roc-liial schools exist, tiioy, as in Boston, mendaciously seek to say what
"'•"ks and teachers shall be permitted in the public schools to Protestant
clnliJrL'n. And even those priests are guided more by the jjolicy of their

ftnti-.\merican Church than by conscience. They aim at State support
for their own schools; and, despite Gail Hamilton's flippant demand that
tu'-ir dictum as to school-books, etc., shall be yielded to, we think the
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time has come for every true Americau to separate the school question from

party politics, and, while permitting parochial schools, to unite all parlii-s

ill bidding those slaves of the Vatican to keep their hands off our school

system, which is essential to the prosperity and perpetuity of our political

system. Rome must not he penuitted to rule in America, because her

rule is the synonym of ruin !

The PresJjijterian Review for October has: 1. ''The Influence of Pagan

ism on Post-Aposlolic Christianity; " 2. The "Impeccability of Cliri.st;
'"

3. "Charles Diirwin's Religious Life—A Study in Spiritual Biography;"'

4. " The Two Isaiahs, the Real and the Imaginary ;" 5. " General Synod of

the Reformed (Dutch) Church." Dr. George T. Purves in the first of these

articles sketches with a master's hand the influences of pagan thought, pa-

gan philosophy, and pagan society on the Church in the age next succeed-

ing tiie apostolic. Having evidently studied the writers of the period, he

maybe accepted as an authority when he says, that "the mingling of

paganism with post-apostolic Chi'istianity was a necessary first stage in the

education of the Gentile world in the doctrines of the Gospel. If paganism

defiled Christianity, Christianity regenerated paganism. ... It was inevi-

table that the intellectual apprehension of the Gospel by the world should

at first be faulty and partial. But the teaching of the Hebrew apostles

was destined to lift the whole world up "to their owm clear knowledge of

God and his salvation." The second paper, on "The Impeccability of

Christ," by Dr. William G, T. Shedd, is characterized by clearness of

statement and much discriminative thnughtfulness. Its key-note is, that

"Christ's person being constituted of two natures, one divine and the

other human," the former is "boih non-tcmptalile and impeccable. . . .

The human nature, on the contrary, is both temptable and peccable." Yet

since his divine nature controlled the human, it -could not innocently

and righteously leave the human nature to its own tiniteness." Conse-

quently, Christ, while "having a peccable nature in his constitution, w^as an

impeccable person. Impeccability characterizes the God-man as a totality,

while peccability is a property of his humaniiy," This theory is very in-

geniously and forcibly reasoned upon, but when duly weighed one finds

in it little else than a claim that in his human nature our Lord was thco-

reticnlhj but not actually peccable. If he could not sin he was assuredly

as impeccable in his human as in his divine nature. But, despite this

explanaticm, which docs not explain, the paper deserves conslderaiion

becjuise of its admirable thoughts on temptation and the power of divine

grace to strengthen the human will. In "Charles Darwin's Religious

Life" Professor B. B. "Warfield has, from the materials found in "Dar-

win's Life and Letters," by his son. constructed a history of the famous

naturalist's ?;,n<^- life; and a sad history it is, showing tlie descent of a

naturally noble nature from its early beliefs in Christian truth, through

a cold Theism down to the gloomy depths of a rayless Acrnosticism. If

evolution implies development of the lowest in ihe direction of the

highest, then its greatest advocate, though elhically an admirable char-
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*.t r, was not in his spiritual nntnrc an evolutionist. Instead of as-

ici, .!!»;; spiritually lie degenerated. "The Two Isaiahs" is a very able

T\\rw by rriucip.il George C. M. Douglas of Cheyne's Prophecies of

/»;«'/A and Dr. Driver's ladlah: Jlis Life and Times, and the Writings

»'Vi.-A Ikar his Name. It is well known that recent rationalislic writers,

••M'twing some German scholars of tlie last century, have claimed that

iho l-*uiali who wrote the first thirty-nine chapters of the book bearing

\.U h.'uik; could not have written the remainder, because the historic events

:'. r-cords occurTL'd subsequently to his deatli, and because its style ditTers

fjrratly from that of tlie previous chapters. Hence they contend for two

kii.-ihs. Tiie arguments by which this claim is supi)orted are thoroughly

ji:d fiTectually sifted by Dr. Douglas, and siiown to be groundless. The

;>p'n!ietic gifts of Isaiah enabled him to predict things and characters he

y\\>\ not live to behold in person; and his grand conceptions of Israel's

t'Mired deliverance from captivity, with his foresight of the coming Christ,

f lily account for the superior elevation and eloquence of his diction in

the later chapters of his l)Ook. Dr. Douglas has evidently no sympathy

with the novelties of the new ci'itical school which vainly strives to over-

\hio\v the old beliefs of the Church concerning the sacred record.

The Old Testament StU'lcnt with Xew Testament S'tpjdement ior November
CKint. litis: 1. Editorial; 2. "Weber on the Eschatology of the Talmud;"
•1. " The Story of S:;mso;i;" 4. "The Assyrian King Asurbanipal ;" 5. *' Old
T«--.(:iinent Word Studies—Moral Good;" 6. "Biblical Doctrine of Inspira-

ti'»!i;" 7. ''Synopsis of Important (Keview) Articles;" 8. " New Testament
Study. No. 9—" The Parables of the Kingdom." Canadian 3icthodist

V'^./z/nchas: 1. '-Landmarks of History; " 2. "Round About England
(N<». ."));" 3. "Vagabond Vignettes;" 4. "In Search of the Picturesque;"

^. "A Word for Classical Stu.lies;" 6. "Forty Years with the Sionx;"
*. "A Scaling Adventure;" 8. "The Lost Silver of Eriflault;" 9. "The
Ili-hf-r Life;" 10. "Rome Within Rome;" 11. "An Historic Church;"
!-. "Some Summer American Resorts." Harper's Magazine for Novem-
bvT, besides its usual quantum of interesting iiction, has the following fine-

ly illustrated instructive articles: 1. "The Lower St. Lawrence;" 2. "A
Museum of the History of Paris;" 3. " Elk-Hunting in the Rocky :\[ount-

-Jii«.;" 4. "Boats on the Tagus;" 5. "The New York Real Estate Ex-
«-ii:uige;" C. "Our Journey to the Hebrides," etc. I'he Historical and
*"'>i«il"gicnl licg inter for October contains: 1. " [Memoir of Israel AVard
Andrews, D.D., LL.D.," with steel portrait; 2. "The Marietta Colony of
'"'"*;"

3. ''Ahnnni of William and ]\Iary College who have Held Oliicial

1|" i:i..ns;- 4. - Soldiers of King Philip's War;" T,. " Phic? Index to the
-• -;i-'(t;" 0. "Iii^c-ripM'Mis in Coleli'-^ter Durying Gmund;" 7. -'Tlie

'-'•iition of MicahRood;" 8. "Genealogical Gleanings in Engl;ii;d ;

"

'••** l{cii.lezvous of the Dorchester Colony ;
" 10. " Notes and Queries; "

II. "Societies and Their Proceedings;" 12. "Necrology of the New
'• rdand Hi.',toric Genealogical Society."
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

Of the many good books referred to in this issue, the following will be

espeeirtlly prized if purchased: The Chief Perioda of Eurojycan Hiatory, by

Prof. Edward A. Freeman; Martin Luther, by Peter Bayne, LL.D.; Four

Centuries of Silence, by the Rev. R. A. Redford; and Faith Made Eauy,

by James H. Potts, D.D.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Faith Made Easy: or, What to Believe, and Why. A Popular Statement of tlio

Boclriues and Evidences of Chriytianity in the Light of Modern Kescareli and

Sound Biblical Interpretation. By James H. Potts, M..\., D.D. Svo, pp. 54 G.

Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. Kew York: Phillips & Hunt. Price, clutli.

$2 50.

Of the many books issued from the reh'gious press of the country, feu-

are so well adjusted to the modern spectacle of agnosticism in collision

with faith, or so adroitly uncover the strategic positions and the infirm

methods of assault on one side, or so comprehensively proclaim the

truth, with its au.xihary supports, on the other, as this substantial oc-

tavo from one of the gifted writers of iMethodism. Entirely free from

the partisanship of an advocate, and unbiased in thought and expression,

only as truth may bias the mind, he states clearly what should be l)elieved

respecting Christianity, enforcing the duty by rational considerations and

.arguments drawn from the truth to be believed. Pronouncing theolog-

ical ideas for the common people, he avoids the technism of theology, but

•writes with all the strength and penetration of the profound theologian,

all the beauty and elegance of the accomplished penman, and all the faith

and courage of a devout Christian, furnishing an unanswerable reason for

receiving the entire system of Christianity into the heart and life. Avoid-

ing also the customary theological arrangement of subjects embraced in

the great theme, and omitting the discussion of non-essential doctrines,

together with controversies respecting tlie same, he has produced a book

every page of which is worth reading because inspired by the spirit of the

religion whose character and claims he aims to set forth. Thus viewed

and understood, if read it will strengthen the faith of the Christian, con-

vince and arouse the unrcgenerated, and instruct and admonish, if it does

not overwhelm and rescue, the doubter in his darkness and sin.

Fully stating what to believe concerning the Bible, the Deity, redemp-

tion, praj-er, the Sabbath, the Church, Christian duties and graces, the

futtn-e state, and unlielief, it is made clear what not to believe, not so

much by a direct statement and denunciation of error as by tlie tran-pai-

cnt exhibition of truth, in whose presence error cannot abide. In the pros.

entation of one side, the truth-side, of Christianity, the error side stands

out to view by implication, but soon departs loaded down with suspicions

and vagaries.
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While, as a whole, the book is so excellent in its teachings and so well

»aaj>te<l'to counteract the mischievous tendencies of unbelief, it may seem

naorllc to note that too much stress is laid upon miracles as credentials of

Christianity, and a too brief exposition is given of the character and func-

tion of the Church, though the author drives a nail in a sure place when he

«vvs " that no one bo.Iy of Cluistians has the rigiit to set up as the only

true Chiu-ch." Space had not been wasted or unwisely occupied had the

author amplified the law of prayer, the ciiief issue on the subject of prayer,

or injected a little braver theology in the section on atonement, though

%\ hen lie says, " The atonement is necessary because man is unable to atone

for himself," he lays the foundation for a complete Arminian superstruct-

ure of soteriology. Passing over these discoveries, not mentioned as of

the nature of criticism, but as suggestive oidy of revised thought in the

future, we urge the placing of the work in the hands of laymen for their

instruction and strength, and of the clergy that they may see what popu-

lar forms divine truths may be made to take, and thereby learn the lesson

of increased usefulness in preaching the Gospel to the masses.

itan a Revelation of God By Rev. G. E. AcrcERiiAX, A.M., ^^.D.. D.D., Author of

Jioseurches in P jlUosophT/, Uvmher ol the American Institute of Cliristian Pliiloso-

pliv, As.<ociate in the Philosophical Society of Greal Britain, etc. Timo. pp.

3;)G. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Ciucinnati: Cranston & Stowe. Pnce,

clolli, $1 50.

Among the many results of the hard tliiuking of these times is now and

then from some quarter a new proof of the existence, or of the attributes,

of God. or a reconstructiin of familiar lines of argument, with magnetic

rxliortution in its behalf. The danger of the hour is not from atheistic

Ic-rtven, which is hypocrisy, but in the tendency to obscure the ground of

f:«ith in the divine administration and purpose respecting the world. To

make patent the fact of the divine presence and order in human history;

lo recover the lost forms of faith in divine revelation and stimulate inquiry

into its integrity and value; and to demonstrate from man himself the reign

of the Supreme Power in his individual development, is not ouly an estab-

lished hut also a satisfactory and conclusive method of winning recognition

nf thctheistic principle as the ultima'c factor of government and the gen-

esisof all existence. In some measure Dr. Ackerman accomplishes this end,

ns he carefully, scientifically, and theologically anaWzes and interprets the

phy.slcal, intellectual, moral, and regenerated capacities and achievements

«»f man in his civilized and Christianized attainment and dominion.

After many years of patient reading and a thoughtful discrimination of

v.hat was read, and some original exploration and comparison on his own
account, the author ]irc'scnts this work as an additional evidence of the

•li.iue origin of man, and, refiexively, of tlie human manifestation of God.

O.hcr works treat of God in nature, God in history, God in the Bil)lp, but

th.is work confines itself to an elaboration of God in man; the prominent

facts of man's origin, character, and activity being turned into simple but

clTcctive arguments, where the details, sometimes too minutely pointed

out, are so used in tlie construction of a complex defense of the main
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position as to satisfy the average mind of its strength and truthfulness.

In this view of the subject the book lias its mission, and, we are happy to

state, is fulfilling it, in tlie judgment of those who are observers of its

influence in the realm of the earnest seekers after the best expression of

truth.

BiUe Studies from the Oldand New Testament'^. Covering tlie International Sundav-
Sclinol Lessons for 1SS9. By Geokgk F. Pentecost, D.D., Author of "//* the

Volume of the Buok," " Out of E'jypt" etc. 16iuo, pp. 402. New York and
Chicago: A. S. Barnes & Co. Strong paper cover, .^0 cents.

Gospel Sermom. By James McCosh, D.D., LL.D., Litt.D., K.x-President of Prince-

ton College, Autlior of '' Metliod of Divine Government" " latuitinns of the Mind
Inductively Examined'' Gio,. 12mo, pp. 336. New York: Robert Carter & Broth-

ers. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Studies in the Bjok of Acts. By J. Williams, D.D., LL.D.. Bislinp of Connecticut.

8vo, pp. ITS. New York: Thomas "Whiltaker. Price, clotl), $1 50.

The Sermon Bible. Genesis to 2 Sunuiel. 12rao, pp. 500. New York: A. C. Arm-
strong & Son. Price, ciotli, §1 50.

Dr. Pentecost has produced a superior commentary, both as to its lit-

erary form and the exhibition of the spiritual meaning of the Scriptures

within the limits of the Sunday-school lessons.

Dr. McCosh is not more of a philosopher than preacher. He has stud-

ied the Scriptures perhaps more than the speculative questions of evolution

and intuition, embodying in this treatise tlie results of his pulpit prepara-

tions for a life-time. It is gratifying to turn to these pnges as they reflect

the sober thought of a great thinker, and the transparent expression of a

devout and huml)le mind. Though the sermons are less doctrinal than

didactic, they arc upon themes of great interest to the Ciiristian, and, for

the most part, are quite in harmony with the Arminian thought of tliese

days. In "The Sifting of Peter," the preacher had the opportunity of

investing the discourse with a Calvinistic halo, but he did not avail him-

self of it. The truth is, that this book is the final thculogical utterance of

the great divine, and he seems in it to have indirectly recorded himself

against those ultra forms of thought that once dominated tlie Princeton

realm. We welcome these sermons as a good exponent of perhaps uncon-

scious Arminian influence in the stronghold of a venerable but antiquated

theology.

Interpreting The Acts of the Apostles as a record of missionary hero-

ism and success. Dr. Williams has amplified and illuminated it by a

scliolarly analysis of its contents, and in a manner most refreshing and fas-

cinating. No uninspired history of missionary achievement equals Luke's

account of the struggles and triumplis of the early Church, and this book

greatly assists in an appreciation of the magnitude of tlie apostolic labors

and tlic magnificence of tlioir results.

It is not clear to us that The Sermon Bible, made up of fragments of

sermons or paragraplis of opinions from eminent divines, has a special

function or will be of any value either to the ministry or laity; we there-

fore consign it to the " tomb of the Capulcts."
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fV Ttt>f^rnack of Israel in the Desert. A Companion Volume to the Portfolio of

riait"*. oxpLinatoiy of liie FarLiculars. witli Dutniled Plans and Drawings, and
'

U-j'.>r-l'rerii Descriptions. By James Strong, S.T.D., LL.D. Quarto, pp. 106.

I'rvividciicc, R J.: Harris, Joues, &, Co. Price, $->

I'litil the reader shall have mastered this work he can have no just con-

c-|iti»»u of thcdifSculties of the subject, or of the erudition, patience, skill,

fti«l the schohirly searching and application required to overcome them.

The first impression that tlie vohime makes upon tlie student is of the

rthnijstless ahility of the distinguished author, and of the final solution

€.f J he proI)lems that have perplexed the biblical inquirer for ages. "With

^^iTiii-^ the history of the taijernacle, and that incompletely, most writers,

Jc« jvli as well iis Christian, have been satisfied ; but Dr. Strong, like an

•prhitcct, here presents its structure, elucidating and vindicating the

(ibrjc an<l mode of combination in minute detail, so that it can be per-

fr<:ly reconstructed from these specifications. And he has carefully and
cautionsly interpreted its symbolism, having found a " functional import "

in ihe several apartments, which is in entire harmony with its sacred

t]r»i<^n and with the principles of religion. Accompanying the volume
t>i U-ttor-press are six magnificent colored lithographs, each 30x42 inches,

irprv«.eiiting tiie ground-plan of the Tabernacle, front views, furniture,

ti'-iSineiits, etc., so that tlie text, as one reads it, will have illustration and
ttrjfuMtiou in these pictures, which, without the book, almost declare the

tnith themselves. As the treatise is original, it is refreshing ; as it is the

j-TixJuct of a reputable scholar, traveler, and thinker, it may be accepted
**t^u^t worthy in detail, and reliable as a whole ; as no other work equals
h in breadth, or so closely conforms to the scriptural account of the

UlKTiiacle, it must at once supplant all others ; and as the solution of the

r«i!;{ina is complete and unanswerable the approval of the learned world
toaj he anticipated for it in advance, while the individual examiner of the
••^lution will breathe easily, and go on to further conquests in the field of

biblical history.

^^l'^'"' "^'^"^''^^e.?. Trnnslated from the Ethiopic. By Rev. George H. ScnonnE,
l*li.I).. Professor in Capitol Universitv, Columbus, Ohio. 8vo, pp. 131. Ober-
««, Oliio: E. J. Goodrich. Price, clotli, $1.

lUxv is an historic curiosity, a work handed down from the Hebrew,
^f^'U<,'h the Greek and Ethiopic, from the first century of the Christian
'*». The translator describes it as an haggadic commentary on portions of
'*fueii3 and Exodus, and a representative example of the manner in
*h»ch the learned contemporaries of Christ perverted biblical books for
«bvir own purpose. In contents it exhibits the Judaic spirit and tend-
*^<*y of Xew Testament times, or the nomistic principle of Jewish the-
'^.Kjy in opposition to the Pauline doctrine of justilication by faith, giv-
'^^^ lis

11 ;rii,np.;f. of the conflicts of the Christian preachers with the
•'•»'« ii/.iMg teachers in those days of religious controversy. In addition to
»u c-,»rroi)oration of .Aloses, it contains stories and fables concerning the
•''"icrs ia Israel, and explains events by circumstances and a detail of
K<*«vs«?H and methods that discredit the events themselves. Still, the

JO— FIFTH SICUIKS, Vor. V.
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Bcholar sliouUl cnrcfully study this book, and, as this transhition is superior

to any extant, one may read it with all confidence and be able to judge of

'the value of the oriirinal document.

ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.

Tht Evolution of Episcopacy and Organic Methodism. By Rev. Thomas B. Neelt
PiuD, D.D., Author o^ " Young Workers in the Church,'^ ''The Church Lyceum,^'

'' Parliamentary Practice." etc. 12mo, pp. 448. New York: Phillips & Hunt.

Ciiiciauati: Cmrislou & Slowe. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Owing to the supercilious attitude of so-called Churchmen who worship

their walls of partition, and an alleged but quiescent tendency to third-

orderisra in the Methodist Episcopal Church, a restatement of the doctrine

of tlie Church respecting episcopacy is opportune, botli to enlighten the

uninformed, to check the aggressive spirit of those in sympathy with an

ecclesiastical hierarchy, and to settle once for all the position of the

Church before the world on a subject that really troiiblcs our neighbors

more than ourselves. Having accomplished these ends in his book, Dr.

Necly may be regarded as an exponent of the Methodist stand-point of

episcopal history and prerogative, and until his facts are invalidated his

conclusions must pass in all Church circles as final and authoritative. In

its ISIethodist aspect, episcopacy is the result of an evolution that, com-

mencing with the early Christian Church, has expressed itself in changes

in every episcopal organization since tliat period. "We hold it to be

iiicontroveitible that the providential origin of an institution, or sys-

tem, or Church is as authentic and divine as its more immediate

scriptural authorization and induction into position and influence. Our

episcopacy, as providential in origin as the Christian Church itself,

makes no apology for its existence to those who, with false dates and

stained robes, would ally themselves by a chronological chain with the

apostles. To us the providence of our history is more important than

the perishable beauty of a broken chain upon whose supposed strength

Churchmen depend for Churchship. Disputing the ecclesiastical chronol-

ogy of the Church of England, on which the false claim of apostolical suc-

cession is made to rest, it is clear to those Avho are familiar with Church

history that our Methodist episcopacy is in line with the apostolic begin-

nings, of which, indeed, it is the final evolution. With historic data at

hand, Dr. Xeely, after considering the simple forms of authority in the

early Christian Church, exhibits the modification of episcopal function

in the Cliurch of England after the Protestant Reformation, following it

with Mr. Wc'^ley's variant view of that function, which passed over into

American 3Icthodism as its presiding element, and as the standard of

episcopal character and life. In this evolution the author makes free u«e

of authorities in the Church of England—as the Rev. Edwin Hatch, Dean

Stanley, Archdeacon Farrar, and obtains a stronger affidavit from Bishop

Onderdonk of the diocese of Pennsylvania—who on the questions at issue
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fcrc «>* niririnative as either Mr. "\Ve?ley or Francis Asbury. Historically,

|jf. Ni'fly's argument is uuansweruble, and, as the key to the controversy

i» hixtory, it should end with the summoned testimony of liistory. While

liic book openly, though incidentally, exposes tlie sepulchral character of

the do'Mua of apostolical succession, its primary and ultimate purpose is

the vindication of Methodist episcopacy, both as to its history and char-

ftctt-r the author maintaining with characteristic vigor that the third order

U.>xiii-i is foreign to all l\Iethodist teaching and usage, and to be repro-

lutcd as the offspring of the hierarchical mind.

St-'indin"- on this impregnable conclusion, he readily, but perhaps with

Jr*-» nniniation of style, since it is unnecessary, establishes the validity of

Xcthodist ordinations, and the propriety and legitimacy of the Methodist

Kpiscopal Church. In examining this able work it has occurred to us

morv than once that, instead of explaining Mr. AVesIey's high-handed de-

jiartures, and legally and historically ujiholding our episcopacy as though

it n<>cded defense, the burden of history should be shifted to the Church

of Kiigland, and Henry VHI. should be vindicated by Dean Bradley, or

by next year's Lambeth Conference. For the present we rest the case

with the author's masterful exposition of it.

H' Profit's Uhtnry of Preshyterianism in All Ages. By Robert P. Kerr, D.D.,

Author of Prcsbijtirianism for the People. 12mo, pp. 284. Richmoad, Ya.

:

rrcsbylcriun Commiitee of Publicaiioii. Price, cloth, $1 25.

TliC frontispiece is a picture of Calvin ; the spirit of the book is in favor

of the Presbyterian principle; and the outlook is one of complete domina-

li'-in of that principle in the church-world. Preshyterianism has written

6 long and eventful history. It has related itself to civil government,

tfTicted the domestic affairs of nearly all countries on the globe, and in-

t1 lonced the lives and destinies of many millions of the race. For the

{»'-opU''K sake it deserves a larger record, a more comprelien-ive develop-

«ii-nt of its progress, and a broader philosopliic account of its results than

l« hvro afforded. The author's apology, that the masses have not the time

Jo r>ad a more elaborate work, will hardly avail in this ca.se. Taking it,

however, as we have it, the Presbyterian reader should be satisfied with

Ihc showing of his denomination in the moral conflict of the world, for,

<ven if now and then extravagant in claim, it is a sincere description of

the Presbyterian factor in human history. All denominations, indeed,

art- shurers of the heroism, integrity, and achievements of the Church that,

lionevt-r crioneous in some of its staple doctrines, has stood for truth, and
•^"ctiUcd its faith by its blood. All Christians may profitably study these

J«.i'.^r8, atid rejoice in the steadfastness of a people who, holding to the

•^''•trine of (Iccrees. have not been idle in the matter of evangelizing the

^••rl.i. Si) f;u- :i^ till- author has occasion to refer to tlie ^letliodist Epis-
*

'i'l'. C'ii!u.-li lie is ill unconscious error, the correction of whicli is our duty.
h. lining Pre.-rbyterianism as "spiritual republicanism," he says (p. 23) it is

lue "opposite of E[)iscopacy.'' Episcopacy, he intimates, is an oligarchi-
cal form of government, which, strictly and rigidly maintained by the Prot-
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cstfint Episcopal Church, is becoming quiescent in the Methodist Episco-

pal Church. " The. principle of sclf-govemnient," he says, " has saturated

ultuost the entire body;" that is, the Presbyterian principle of republi-

canism has "saturated" the Methodist Episcopal principle of oligarclw,

and modified it into harmony with the spirit of tlie age ! It is well known

that Arminianism lias "saturated " Calvinism until it is quiescent, if not

lion-esistent, and if in return the republicanism of the old Church has

tnolded Methodism into democratic form we should be gr-ateful; but we

have not so read history, and do not interpret episcopacy as oligarchical.

There is an oligarchical episcopacy, but it is not Methodist e()iscopacy,

Which, by its denial of a third order for its incumbents, is as demociatic

as Church rulership represented by an order or office can well be. Space

does not permit us to exhibit republicanism in Methodism: it is sufficient

here to emphasize its presence and authority, not as derived from the

Presbyterian leaven, but as original in its constitution, and as the provi-

dential birth-mark of its liistory. On page 239 the author has the cour-

age to represent that the Presbyterians outnumber, both in communicants

artd adherents, any other Protestant denomination in the world ! This may

be so, but who believes it? In our library this book shall stand beside

Stevens's History of Methodism, the contrast of the two denomiuMtions sug^

gesting itself \x) us every morning by the size of the respective histories.

'The Nonsuch Professor in his Meridian Splendor; or, The Singular Actions of Sanc-

tified Cliristians. By tiie Rev. William Secker. Minister df Al -H;tllov\'6 Clmrcli,

Londonwall. With an Introdiiclion by Rev. T. L. Cuyler, D.D. ] Crao, pp. 367.

New York: Robert Carter & Broihers. Price, cloih, $1 25.

This is one of those books, more rare in other denominations than among
^Methodists, intended to assist the Christian in the attainment of all the

possibilities of grace. Rich in thought, sweet and holy in the affectional

spirit, chaste and devout in e.xpressicjn, it constitutes a " breviary of relig-

ion " suitable for use by all who believe in the Lord Jesus Clirist. In

showing that the Chiistian should do more than otliers, and how he may
do more than others, it becomes a manual of practical godliness, stimu-

lating in its suggestions, and educational in its teacliings. It makes not

against it that it is not a new book, nor that its style is less modern than

.the book of yesterday, nor that the title is almost meaningless; for its

Rtmosj)here is holiness, its thunder is that of Sinai, its tenderness that of

Gethsemane, its redemption that of Calvary, its hope an apocalypse. Who
reads it will be waser; who observes it will be holier.

PHILOSOPHY. 3rETAPnY.-'^:S, AXD GENERAL SCIENCE.

Principles of the E-on'-imir Philusophh S'.triehj. O'lverniyu-nt, and Industnj. By
Va\ Bl-ren- De.vslow, LL.D. Hvo. ,.;\ 7S2. New York: Cassel & Company.
Price, cloth, $.{.

The day is prolific of treatises on economics, some of them superficial and

"written from a political bias, intending to aflect pending elections, while
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p'.iirrs, ignoring the expediencies of parties and the selfishness of class in-

trrr^-ts, grapple with rigid social conditions, expound the laws of trade,

drrlare an international code of procedure, and indicate the legislation

lliHt, conserving national sovereignty, will at the same time contribute to

the world's jjuuce, prosperity, and happiness. Dr. Deu:jlo\v's masterly

«{irk belongs to the latter class of recent issues, and is therefore a book

(or ^latcsnien, and all others who, irrespective of prior views or affiliations,

d>'siri' to grasp the subject in its width, compass, and unfoldings. There

U no ])hase of the economic problem, historical, philosophical, social,

political, and moral, that has escaped the attention of the patient and

thoughtful author; and there are no facts, or statistics, or principles, or

gtatc or national laws bearing upon any particular phase that seemingly

have nut been appropriated or consulted by this impartial historian of the

eubjcct.

It is not to be expected, however, that whatever may be the pliilosophy

of man's temporal condition, and whatever lessons history infallibly

teaches respecting that condition, all readers will agree with the author,

cither as to the facts quoted or the inferences they justify. As he al-

lud(!s to " tiat money," supports the principle of " protection," holds up

capital as an emancipator, and objects to socialistic theories concerning the

Aiiiericau railway system, he may be judged harshly, and, notwithstand-

ing the statesmanship of his presentation, be pronounced illogical in logic

«nil untrue to the nature of things. All that may be required of him is

lliat his facts be genuine, and, as they were obtained from documents ac-

tissible to all, of this no suspicion can be raised except by those who
disagree with the stubborn report of history. With the theory of Adam
Smith, j\Ialthus's so-called Jaw, Jo^n Stuart Mill's a priori interpretation,

ftiid ft theoretical or metaphysical exposition of economic life, he has little

sympathy; but with the facts pertaining to wealth, land, labor, taxation,

Values, and prices, and the laws governing tliem, he is in perfect harmony,
and is as instructive as he is correct. Its facts respected and its laws

olnerved, the individual will triumph over his temporal obstacles, and
tlie nation will evolve into a solid and exemplary perpetuity.

I'hilosophia Ultima; or, Scienco of the Sciences. Vol. I. An Historical and
Criiiail IntrodiK'tlon to tlie Final Pnilosopliy as Issuiiij^ from the ILirmouy of
Scienco and Ueligiou. By Chvrles Woodultf Suields, D.D., LL D., Professor
in Princeton College. Tliird Edition, Abridged and Revised. 6vo, pp. 419.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

t>i»ly ft thinker of as large ability as the reputed author of this volume
>^'ou!d be justilied in undertaking to cover the breach, long existing and
"•iHl wide and deep, between such antagonists as science and religion.

1 IumimU his task was great he has performed it with both the patience
'I'ld lihor it imposed, and satisfied at least the parties of one side to the

k'ft'itt conflict. He very properly iir^t submits, not only the attitude of

the philosophical parties in the contest, but the parties themselves, such
"^ hiCidcls, sciolists, dogmatists, apologists, and eclectics, clearly pointing
t>"t the indiflerentism, eclecticism, and historical causes of the strained
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relations between tlicra. As a preliminary statement, part first is valuable,

and prepares the reader for the piofouuder discussion of the philosophical

theory of the hanuouy of science and religion. The positive philosophy,

or theory of nescience as ignoring revelation, of which Auguste Comte

Avas the exponent, he rejects; the absolute philosopliy, or theory of om-

niscience as superseding revelation, of which Sir William Hamilton was

the chief expositor, he likewise puts aside; but the final philosophy, or

the theory of perfectible science as concurring with revelation, is that

form of thought upon which in his judgment harmony is predicable

and certain of fulfillment. Another volume elaborating the final theory

•will soon appear, when the student may possess a philosophic solution of

a difference that long since should have disappeared, because truth is

one and fraternal.

The Virtues and Uieir Reasons. A System of Ethics for Society and Schools. By
Austin Bierbower, Author of The Morals of Christ. 12uio, pp. 294. Chicago

:

George Slierwood & Co. Cloth, $1 50.

As a text-book on ethics for schools, it is admirably arranged and com-

prehensive in treatment, fulfilling the pui-pose of the author. It is spe-

cific in the discussion of duties regarding others, including kindness, be-

neficence, forgiveness, truth, honesty, patriotism, etc. ; and it is emphatic

in representing the duties regarding self, such as self-development,

industry, self-support, self-control, temperance, self-respect, purity,

and conscientiousness. Its definitions are philosophically accurate; its

distinctions broad° and clear; its logic conclusive; and the ethical con-

tent wholesome. Avoiding religious teaching per se, it may be jjerused

witli profit by Catholic, Jew, and Protestant; but a narrow mind, forget-

ting its design, may object to the ateence of the religious spirit. This,

however, is a commendatory feature. To the statement that the idea of

right is that which men consider hcst for them we stoutly object, and the

author acknowledges its insufficiency. Morality has a higher ground

than utility. Still, if some men can be led into right-doing because of

self-interest it will be a gain to the world; but the race needs higher

teaching, and must act from loftier ethics.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Palrinlic Addressee, in America and England, from 1850 to 18S5, on Slavery, Tlio

Civil War, and the Development of Civil Liberty in the United Slates. By
Henry Ward Beecher. Edited, witli a Ucview of Mr. Beeciier's Personality

and Intinence in Public Alfiiirs, by Joiix R. Howard. 8vo, pp. 857. New
York: Fords, Howard & Ilulbert. Price, cloth, >;2 75; half moroccu, S-t 25.

Mr. Beccher was the largest American figure of his time. He was more

than a religious preacher: he was an actor in the civil drama of his coun-

try. He was more than an orator: lie was a writer of commanding

force, and a thinker of the first magnitude. He was a citizen, an author,

a teacher, an editor, a minister of the Gospel, a patriot, and the heroic
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^..rc^n.fttivc of American manliness and aspiration. With infirmities

"^^
: n,h to be seen, and compn.misin, himself all too often by the

":> of an enlarged erratic tendency, he sometimes lost prestige ^vhen

; iUt have retained it, ami by a seeming vacillation in h.s fa,th ahen-

1 Fo a^vers^vho otherwise .vould have adhered to hm. to the end.

: h "personality and great political influence, as .veil as the p^e-em.

nlnce I.e occupied in the American pulpit, cannot soon be forgotten, nor

r : d the republic be ungrateful enough to overlook his services .n its

X in the days of its peiil and progress. He was the friend of hu-

m.„ tv the \oL of the poor, the advocate of the slave, the tenor of

"uson, and the embodiment of imperishable devotion to his coun r^^

Tbe Kddresseshere given represent him more as the
^^l^^^T 2lL pulpit orator. In one he denounces slavery vvitl> all tl- -ath o

nrc; in another he portrays the evil of compromise of prmciple
;

here e

d.fu,cs the modes and duties of emancipation; there he emphas zes the

ron.htions of a restored Union; and in all the undercurrent of a transpa-

rent lovaltv is strong and impetuous. Fortunately, the «ddres.es he d^^^^^

Uvcred'in England and Scotland during the American RebeUon in which

hi.s courage il at the front, and which terrified the English throne,

here reproduced, giving the reader a glin.pse of the greutm;ss ..f the ma

in emergencies such as tested his fidelity to conviction, and his l--o-ni in

th. pre;ence of foes. While these addresses do not reveal al of M .

IWcher's resources, they are the open door to his inner life, the true life

of honor, patriotism, and morality, and as such must be prized by the

American citizen and the uncritical Christian. Mr. Howard s review of

Mr. Beecher's personalitv and political work is impartial and thorough,

enabling us to understand the great preacher without asking very many

questions, and, as it reveals him in his positive and negative aspects, ^^'e

can see how human he was, and yet what a tower of humanity he also wa.s

as he stood among men. The publication of these addresses will revive

Ihc memory of his life, and preserve it over to the generations to come.

ir..r/,n LutUr : His Life and Work. By Pf.ter Bayxe, LKD In two volunies

8vo. Vol. i, pp. 51S; vol. ii, pp. 583. Loudon, Pans, .New \ork. Cas.ell &

Ik). Price, cloth, §2 50 per volume.

At last a standard work on the divinely called German leader of the

Protestant epoch in Europe has appeared, containing not only the biogra-

Vhv of the reformer, but also an historical and, as it progresses, a phijo-

.ophic^d portraiture of the great Reformation, with the causes thnt in-

voked it and the permanency of the work accomplished by it Granting

that other men, strong and true, assisted in the separati.m of more than

..n- European people from the dominion of the Roman Cathohc hierarchy

I.<:thrr wa. the ^^ius of the movement, and intensified it by a personal

force wantin- irfhis associates and all other helpers. Without hun the

Ueformationliad not been; vet with him it was sometimes compromised,

if not enfeebled, bv a harshness of method and a narrowness of bcripture

interpretation, as the ground of his independence, that repelled not a few of
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the devoted adherents of the providential emancipation. In an estimate

of that mighty revolution that threatened the overthrow of Catholic in-

fluence every-where, the intimiities of leadership must be forgotten in the

magnificent courage of those at the front and their unchangeable purpose

to prosecute the undertaking to completion. Whatever personal disqual-

ifications one may discover in the lives of such men for such work, there

is no wavering of faith, no vacillation of purpose, no uncertainty as to

the result in their minds, or in tho^e of their followers. The enthusiasm

of the Reformation wa5 a quenchless fire that consumed in its spread the

opposition of the foe, and it never expired while its leader led or lived.

Dr. Bayne, unlike Kostlin, D'Aubigne, Von Ranke, and other biograjiliers,

exalts Luther in his supei-vision of the movement until he stands out as

the commanding general of a nation's army, or as a veritable pope of a

new and prophetic-born Church. In this scheme of exaltation his coadju-

tors occupy subsidiary relations, and seem to accomplish less than other

historians have attributed to them. As the one rises into conspicuous

authority the others sink into commonplace, or assigned, positions. This

distribution of influence is occasioned by the endeavor of the autlior to find

the embodiment of the Protestant principle, and in none of his co-laborers

is it so intensive and causative as in Luther. He is the Moses of the re^

form movement, eclipsing those nearest him and most serviceable to him.

Besides, these volumes are written with less respect to the Reformation

than to the instrument of it, which accounts in part for the conspicuous

position of the great leader. By this we do not mean that one will not

understand the Reformation from the f-eading of these volumes— for,

without assuming to be historical, it is essentially an analysis, keen and

discriminating, of the epoch and the movement—but that the leader will

seem greater than the event, because he is more prominently recognized

by tlie author. Bi!t, as the history of the Reformation should be rewrit-

ten,- and Luther's life and character have a new avowal and vindication, we
indorse these volumes, commending them to Roman Catholics, whose

abtisc of their foe was never equaled except by the Jews in their denuncia-

tions of Jesus; to unbelievers, who confuse all religions into a mass of

absurdities, and to Christians, who may see in the rise of the day-star of

the Reformation tiie bidding of Providence, and who may hear the words

of Luther the thunderous echo of a divine messenger, robed in the gar-

ments of freedom and dwelling in the mountains of holiness.

M\j S/oTij off-he War. A Woman's Narrative of Four Tears' Personal Experience
»s Nurse in the Union Army, and in Relief Work at Homo, in Hospitals,

Camps, and at the Front, diiriiic; llie War of tlie Reljellion. With Anecdotes,
Pitthetic Incidents, and Tlirillin'T Reminiscences, portravinc; tlie Li^'lits and
Sluidows of Hospital Life and the S initary .^'?rvicij oi tlie War. By Mary A.
LtVERMor.E. Superhly IHnstrated with Portraits and numorons Fu"ll-pa;je Kn-

praviiifcs on Steel and Fine Chromo-Litliofrraph Plates. Svo, pp. TOu. Hart-
ford, Conn. : A. D. Worthington & Co, Price, cloili. $:} 50.

The above description, taken from the title-page, arcnratcly sets forth the

purpose of this volume, but it should be added that so different is it from
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•-.v olIiiT record of the war, narratintj experiences and phases of military

hie usually relej^'ated to hospital statistics or omitted altogether, no one's

Ki.sorv of the national struggle f.ir existence can be considered complete

»;!lniut till!? superb addition to his library. Nor does it merely contain

i»fw oxperiences of a nurse; it is practically a new history of the great

f^<ntlict; not a philosophic analysis of the causes that incited it, nor a

l^rlinical report of its battles, nor an historian's methodical presentation

t.f it >« progress-, but a pathetic and yet virile revelation of the sufferings,

h-ir.lsliip^ and sacrifices of the men who ventured all for the country's

Rifely nnd deliverance. It brings to light also the fact that without

«.in»vn's CO operation, without her pliilanthropy and patriotism, without

ll»<» uprising of the home against the rebellion, the victory over it would

hive bcea delayed, and perhaps never secured. To the heroic women

«.f ilii- land, as well as to the soldiers in the field and the statesmen at the

It uX of affairs, does the united country owe an imperishable debt of

{.TatiLndc and love. ^Irs. Liverinorc writes as one speaking with author-

ity. Intimately related to the Sanitary Commission, her husband a jour-

nn'isf, she herself a nurse in camp and on the field, having access to the

olliri il documents required to verify her statements, and personally ac-

•pMinted witli President Lincoln and the prominent generals of the war,

b--iilc8 having a thorough knowledge of the hospital service and of the

Nurthern spirit of sympathy with the suffering, she was abundantly

qMalificd to prepare the book now issued by the house herein named.

On their own account the publishers have introduced many battle-flag

pl.itfs into the volume, giving the reader an idea of the flags captured

fmm the Confederates as well as of the flags that floated over and cheered

She armies of the North. It is sufficient to say that he who is still inter-

ested in the method of his country's salvation from slavery and disunion

^*ill linger over these pages with tears and a renewed devotion to the

<^iusc of human liberty and progress.

Th". Chiff Periods of European History. Six Lectnres Read in the University of
<>xfr)rii in Trinity Term, 1SS5. With an Essay on Greek Cities Under Roman
Ku'e. By Edward A. Frkemav, M.A., Honorary D.C.L.. and LL.D., Keorius
rr.ifcsAor of MoJarn History, Fellow of Oriel C(>Ueo;e, Honorary Fellow of Trin-
iiy Ckilloge. 8vo, pp. 250. London and New York : Macmillan & Co. Price,
cloth, $'i 50.

\\ hilc Europe may be observed with an intellectual opera-glass from many
Hajul-|>oiiits, the distinguislied lecturer M-as fortunate in choosing the

It'unan power as the center of his inquiry, first considering Europe prior

|o IJoman influence in its affairs, then recognizing: tlie sovereignty of that

•nrtncnce, and afterward tracing its downfall and extinction. The stu-

'I'-nt will be profoundly impressed with the contrast drawn between Ro-
''•'' prc-ominonce in Lecture 11 and the Homeless world in Lecture VI,
an illustration of the rise and fall of the greatest national power ia
jnMory. As a repository of facts tlie book is superior and trustworthy;
in Uic grouping of facts in their histcnical relations and in the political

H"d moral lessons the events are made to teach, or at least suggest, the
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author displays a high order of literary skill; in the clearness of his pur-

pose and the orderly method of its development he equals Guizot, which
is sufficient commendation; and in the recognition of otiier empires, with
the elements of their strength, he is generous, yet withal critiail, but
ever true to the current of time. More of this kind of literature is cov-

eted by students of historic phenomena.

Tli.e Story of Media, Bab\jloy\, and Persia. Jncludiiig a Study of tlie Zftnd-Avesta,
or ileligioii of Zoroaster, from tlie Fall of Nineveh to the Per.-^iaii W;ir. hy
Zen'atde a. Ragozix, Member of llie '• American Oriental Society;" of the "So-
ciete Kllinologiqiie" of Paris; Associate of the -'Victoria Jtistiliite." of London,
etc. 12aio, pp. 447. New York: a. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, §1 60.'

An Introduction to the Study of the Middle Jy&s (.^"5-814). By Ephr.mm Emertox,
Ph.D., Professor of History in Harvard University. 16m"o, pp. 26S. Boston :

Ginn & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

Institutes of Christian History. An Introrluction to Historic Reading and Study.
By A. Cleveland Co.xr, Bishop of Western New York. 12nio, pp. 328.
Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

In the first of these books we have a compressed but elegantly written
history of three great empires, with their wars and religions, that filled

the eye of the world for many centuries. The chief events here detailed,-

commencing with the I.attic of ]\regiddo, B. C. GOO, and ending with the

battle of Marathon, B. C. 490, relate to the rise and development of the

religion of Zoroaster and Aryan myths, of a series of migrations and the

presence of foreign influence, of the old question of the "balance of

power," transferred in modern times from Asia to Europe; of civil and
foreign wars, and of the internal growth and decay of tlie capital cities of

these kingdoms. The author is more than a compiler; he assimilates his-

tory into current form, and is entertaining and instructive.

Professor Emcrton might have expanded his Introduction a hundred
pages more without destroying its character or interfering with his plan.

As it is, the book is a thinly clad skeleton, with bones protruding where
there should be blood and muscle. Still it is acceptable, because it is a

sign of the resources behind it.

Bishop Coxe, in the excusable guise of an " Introduction," has written

absolute history, cmbelli.shing it with rich comments, and so avoiding the

partisan spirit as to conuiiend the work to Christian students generally.

Preferring Church history in the concrete, and eager to follow writers not

of our guild who unravel the intricacies of religious development from
the earliest times, we turned to this book with hope, and have not been
disappointed.

Dissolving Views in the IHstory of Judai'-Tn.. By Rnbbi Soi.OMON' ScniN'OLER, of the
Temple Adalh Israel in Tinston. 12mo, pp. .'',40. Boston: Leo & Sl.epurd.
New York : Charles T. Diiliug'iara. Price, cloth, .$1 50.

Tlie learned rabbi holds that Judaism is an historical illustration of the

law of evolution, in that it developed from a germ to its present state,

and has assumed a new appearance* upon every new stage of development.
Disavowing the theory that religion was a concrete somewhat delivered
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to (lie race at the beginning, he considers that form of it which, risinjr

hito view in Moses, progressed, changed, rose, and fell, affecting history

and being affected by it, until it stands before the world civcimiscribed

in h»tUu:n°ce and yet potent with an imperishable life—the Judaism of his

i*-oplc. The mo're than twenty epochs of change he describes are asso-

ciated "with some prominent figure in Jewish history who instrumented

Ihc epoch, or justified it after the luruing-poiut had been passed. Tlie

l,.M)k is, therefore, largely biograpliical of the leadership of Israel from

the time of Moses, as well as historical in its scope and doctrinal in its

U-mhiug. He describes the American Israelite as a believer in God
;
a

^li^l.clie"vcr in the theory of the literal restoration of the Jews to Pales-

tine; nn optimist; and that his religion is superior to Christianity, which

|,c holds is pessimistic as to this life, and which for centuries contami-

nated the purer and loftier faith of his race. As a Jewish work, able,

Bhnost impartial, and certainly abundant in facts, it is cordially com-

mended to the examination of the Christian.

Th^ Ilislonj of Xicnla9 Mw^s. An Epi-o.le of the ifassacre of St. Bartliolomew.

Tn.iislHiea from the French of Ca.iRLES Dv Bois-Mklly Tp. 227. ^ew \ ork :

llurper i Brothers.

Kcitlier the Catholic nor the Protestant will enjoy this book; the for-

mer because it is a revelation of the iniquity of that evctful massacre,

and the latter because it exhibits a hostility to his faith that still exists

nnd is unpardonable. Still, both Catholic and Protestant should read it

(ur the reason that neither will enjoy it. Awful history sometimes should

be read and remembered. This book, however, is not a history of St.

Ii.irtli..lomew or its festival of blood, but an episode in the life of one of

the adherents of the Protestant cause. Nicolas Muss, 'surrounded by

comrades in Geneva, narrates how he was led to Paris in 15G9, where he

remained during the fierce trials of the Huguenots, adventuring his own

life; how he was delivered, and how he protected a young damsel who

afterward became his spouse. The narration takes historic colors at every

turn, reflecting the tyrannical spirit of the Koman Church three hundred

years ago in France, showing the bravery of the persecuted sects, who

would not yield their faith, and depicting in aside ways the general effect:

<'f the persecution upon the country and the Church. The King of

Kuvnrre is on our right in this narrative, and the Huguenots on the left,

with that unquenchable hatred of the Protestant heresy in the center.
^

As

it proceeds the reader is in doubt if Nicolas ]\Iuss, or that crystallized

nhoMiination of tyranny that would suppress innocent independence and

courageous honesty in man, is the chief figure, or the core of the "episode."

/--.' CcuOu-irs r.f Silence: or. From Malnchi to Cliri^t. By Rev. R. A. Rkdfouo,

M.A., LL.B., Vrof...s<..r of Sv?tcm-itic Tlifo'n-v niul Apolo-etics, New Cnlk-.",

I'"iilou: Auc!ior of r/(- Chrlsti'ni's Pl>:a Against M-d^ra UuhtU-f, Studie-i iiUha

Jhok of Jonah, etc. J 2uu>, pp. 2aS. Chiciigo : A. C. MeChn-i? & Co. Cloth, $1 2 j.

The cessation of the prophetic period in the Jewish Church at the close of

the lime of Ezra, Ha'-^ai, and Malachi was followed by the long period of
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four himdred years, whose dullness was broken by a Maccaboan epoch orby those quiet preparations for the Messianic day that was heralded by John
from the wilderness, whose presence bn.ught the temporary reyivarof the
prophetic office. A study of this period of Jewish history", the author of
this book justly belieyes, is essential to an apprehension of 'the unity of the
oUl and new dispensations

; and he has, therefore, attempted to set it forth
with considerable fullness, and in language chaste and eyen eleoant Be-gmning with the great synagogue, of which the last prophets probably
were members, he traces the rise of the Jewish pontificate, the great influ-
ence of the Septuagint, the position of the Apocrypha in Jewish litera-
ture the onuin of Jewish sects, the jurisdiction and constitutionality of
the Jewish banhedrin. and the foreshadowing dawn of the day of'thc
Son of man, characterizing the period rather than writing its historyHe makes clear, also, that, in the absence of prophets or teachers, tradi-
tion rather than law, and forms rather than the tr.ie spirit of worship
exercised a directing control in the almost defunct Church of the Jews'
Hence, when Christ appeared tradition was in vogue and religious sect^
were numerous. •

°
•

POETRY AND ART.

'^tntP?>5Xf* ^T
"'• ^^" ^/"^ '-^ '^'^ ^^'^^^^"'^^- Explained and in part Trar.s-lated by Georgb Theodoue Dippold, Ph.D.. AutLor of The (ir.nt vtiV^fu

du.val Germany, etc. 12mo. pp. 240.' Newiori: Hen7Ho,????o''^^'?ietft
Richard Wagner was a poet as well as musician. In this poem he res-
cues the original traditions concerning the Xibelungs, a race of super-
natural beings that inhabited Xibclheim, and presents them in the form
of four dramas, thus securing tiieir pieseryation after most careful elimi-
nation of extraneous and associated stories that gathered about them in
historic times. Of elfs and giants, of scenes and superstitions, of godsand goddesses, of mytliologics and prehistoric memorials, there is an
abundance; and Wagn.r, forgetting his revolutionary music, draws forthfrom tus howling wilderness all that he finds of forces and bein<.s as-
sign.s them special parts or places, and fashions the poem in a genuine
poetic spirit. Without the explanatory comments of the translator thepoem would be to the average American reader a sealed treasure bu't he
has opened ,t to public gaze, and its wealth of poetic beauty is as trans-
parent as Its conformity to the traditions is evident.

Thp_ Renaissance Studio, in Art and Poetry. By W.^lter Pater Fellow' of

?r"priS, d^r$2.'""'''
'P- ''' '^°"''^" ^"' ^^^<^^^- York Slaci^iirn t

Eschewing an abstract definition of beauty, the author unites art and
poetry as a proper subject of a-sthetic criticism, because he finds in them
the objective elements of the highest beauty. On this common basis are
they congruous or related professions. Commencing with early French
compositions, and concluding with an analysis of Winckelmann'as a su-
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, r. f and teacher of the eighteenth century, he confines his elaborate

'"w'uU. it nd artists o? the fifteenth century, the penod of the

...rk to the poets an
^^^^^ Leonardo da \ inci are

;^M:T: i:;^I^^^^-<i"BeUay, anitheschoolof Giorgion^

iw'eont ibuted ti the development of the taste of the day, and

^""ct^ton to tt^ aspiration of the artists and poets that followed

"^T Th . bool rescues from national depreciation the names of worthy .

tZ^^^t^^oi highest art, and so is valuable to the student

of that iiistoric period.

„, m,a.u., am: or, The Lord's L„, I^\';:Z^^Y,::'Z'"£iS^il

M \ 8vo, pp. 283. Boston: Tickuor & Co.

II is adnutted that the ethics and religious technics of the Vedas corre-

ct^me extent with those of the Bible; ^^t ^hts -.c.^^^^^^^^^^^

rnthcr establishes the priority of the Old Testament than tha of \edic

mtir The Hindoo and not a few secular writers are sttl debating

;;:" ; -fide of t^s correspondence. Christian
f
cho^^;;P^- ers

U.M..lf not so much in this question of antecedence as n the actual ag.ee

„K.nt of the spiritual truths declared in the t.^ scrtptures TUcMaga^

rad Gild is the oldest Yedaic, or most sacred ^-^\''
'""'ff'''^ ^^^

consists of seven hundred and seventy verses, chiefly devoted to a d.s-

rZiol of the being of God, and has been i^t-P-ted by three renowne^

commcntators-Sankaracharya, Ilamanujacharya, and Madhvach 3 a

vbo differ in regard to the relation between the SF^tof God and the

real nature of th°e spirit of man. They, however agree in teaching t^^t

God is the only reality; a most pernicious error in theology and phi oso- .

pbv, for it paN^s the way for the final disappearance of man as aconscious

Ling. This, of course, is not in harmony with Christian doctrine. The

l.arned translator of the Hindoo Bible conceives an exact parallelism be-

tween the spiritual doctrines taught therein and the revelations of the

Xcw Testament; and on that alleged discovery urges harmony bet n een

Clni.tians and Hindoos in the moral reconstruction of his native land

His preface is a plea for mutual co-operation, and is the fo^e--^^

another new day in India. As a piece of Sanskrit literature this volunie

excites curiosity. The style of composition is elliptical, ambiguous, ad-

j.etival, monoionous; the grammar is treacherous on ^^/^ P'^^f '/^^
philosophy is quite out of date; the science is absurd; and the theology

ii the product of dim-visioned authorship.

L,v. of Ancient Rome. By T.iomas Bap-tnoton- ^rAC..vuL.T^
^With Eal^mv[;!"'

iv \V,u...M J. KOLFK, LitLD., and Jous 0. Rulkk Ph.D. ^^ :
h LagraMn,..

lli.no,
PI,. 190. New York: Harper & Brothers. Price, ob coulb.

Matthew Arnold declared against the poetry of Macaulay's " Lays," but

Eclnuind Clarence Stedinan and other seers detect in them the atllatus ot

H genuine poet. As, however, this little volume, one of the scries ol
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"English Classics," is not issued as poetry, but as a coinpaaiou-book in the

study of Latin in high schools and academies, it serves its purpose, and

the higher criticism against it is valueless. The "Notes " of the editors,

father and son, are of moi'e importance than the "Lays," as they explain

the references to Roman laws and customs, without which the verse

would be unintelligible.

Lamartine. Selected Poems from Premieres et Nouvelles Meditations. Edited.

with Biographical Sketcii and Xnies, by Georgk 0. Cur-ME, A.M., Professur

of German and French, Cornell Collefre, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 16nio, pp. IT'J.

Bo.<tori: D. C. Heath & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

To readers of the French language this collection of Lamartine's poems

will be welcomed as a souvenir. The biographical sketch of the poet, with

critical notes of the text and the explanatory chapter on the general

character of French verse, excite a studious interest in the meditations,

and serve to introduce to the American scholar one of the most refined

and purest of French writers. Profes^;or Curme has performed his delicate

task with critical acumen, and an appreciative sagacity of the beauties of

the language as well as the rich treasures of the Christian poet.

FICTION.

The fiction -w'riter is always busy, because fiction readers are numerous

and ever multiplying. Though Viscount Cranbrook, a member of the

British Cabinet, may not read novels, Mr. Gladstone devours them, and

occasionally reviews them in the magazines of the day. Ilis commenda-
tion of John laglesant endowed that ably written production with endur-

ing fame and an immense sale. He has recently spoken his mind con-

cerning liohcrt Elsmere, from the pen of Mrs. Humphrey Ward, an

Englishwoman of rare ability, who has produced a book, republished by

Macmillan & Co., of New York, whicli has created more interest in

high circles, both in England and America, than any novel of the pe-

riod. The substratum of the work is a religious inquiry; proving that the

popular mind at once takes to religious themes provided they are treated

with brilliancy and delicacy. "What the effect of this book will be upon

the reader will depend upon his religious tem])erament and education.

If he is intrenched in the Christian faith it may stimulate him to hold

fast his integrity; if inclined to religious aberration it may. strengthen

his independence of religious restraint, and assist him in overcoming the

exactions of a creed. On the whole, the book is as dangerous as it is

fascinatinp, illustrating the dangers of agnosticism and the insidious

poison of Unitarianism.

That rapid writer, Mrs. Amelia E. Barr, in JRemcmljer the Alamo, Lssued

by Doild, Mead & Co., of New York, exhibits an improved skill and a

most graceful style, and she will be regarded with increased favor by

those who have read her other volumes.

Victor Hugo docs not excel himself in JSvtre-Dame de Paris, but every
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pt'^v hroathes his spirit, and the whole is a scintillation of French bcau-

tt nivstcry, and life. The book is founded on a single Greek word—

AV ATKIl—he one day discovered in an obscure nook of one of the towers

..f the fiunous old Church of Notre-Dame. The translator—Ir^abel F. Hap-

^-,M«l--i4 an expert, and has revealed the beauty and transparency of the

Kfvnoh and the opulence and majesty of the English language, while the

{..jhlishers, Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., of Xew York, offer to the public a

Usndsome specimen of book-making at a reasonable price.

mSCELLANEOUS.

it-ifrn Citi-s and their Rdigious Problems. By Samuel Lane Loomis. With an

lutrodiiotioii by Rev. JosiAii Strong, D.D. 12mo, pp. 219. New York: Tl-.e

Ikikor A. Taylor Company. Price, cloth, $1.

The Hubjcct is of surpassing interest at the present time. In the delinea-

tion of the growth and social composition of cities—in the exposition of

titles as sources of corruption, and, therefore, of danger to government

—

in the account of Christian work in London and Paris—and in his sug-

K<-stioa.s regarding the work to be done in our cities, the author summa-

nzt's a mass of facts both startling and expressive, and evinces on every

p'xqe a heart-felt interest in the welfare of the country that sliould be

»'iarcd alike by all the citizens thereof. Every lecture is an explosion

whose sound should reach the ears of the nation, and the whole is a thun-

•"xT-clap from every point of the horizon that should shake the people

Into activity for their own preservation from deca}' and death.

/*»!/ Serene. Illustrated from the Original Designs of Margaret MacDonald
I'lilinian. Kngraved on Wood and Printed under tlie direction of George T.

Andrew. Bostoa : Lee & Sliepard. Price, $5.

The title is expressive of the contents. Each page contains a quotation

from a poet suggestive of an exquisite wood-engraving that accompanies
it, having reference to autumnal and winter days and scenes. In these

r^ipccts it is most cheering; and, presented in the highest style of the

l^Hjk-maker's art, the large handsome quarto makes a fine impression and
»« f.\ccptionally suited to the home during the days that are serene.

The Doclrintof Christian Bapti^i. An E.xposition of Its Nature, Subjects, Mode.
«»d Duty. By Rev. J. W. Etter, D.D. 12rao, pp. 308. Dayton, Oliio : United
Ijrcilirea Publishing House. Cloth, $1 25.

A work on a thread bare sul)jcct, but many of the threads are new, strong,

»»'! unyielding to the strain of the exclusive imniersionist. The chief

*!>Iui; of the book is the discussion of the "mode of baptism " concerning

^>!ii'-li the author saj-s the Scriptures are explicit in that they nowhere
^' u\\ thut there is only one moilc of baptism. ^Modalism he does not find

• a tlic word "baptizo," or in any scriptural example of the ordinance of

''M'ti^m, or in any precept or teaching of the sacred Scriptures. Dr. Etter
•Wi made his case, and his book should be circulated as an antidote to the

*"in(.'limo3 contagious influence of the water-pest in the Churches.
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Socvil Life and Literature Fifty Years Ago. 16mo, pp. 96. Boston: Cupples &
Hiird. Price, clotli, $1.

Not being in sympathy with any pessimistic view of life, we do not

indorse tlie proposition of the anonymous author of these pages, that the

literary writers of fifty years ago occupied a higher plane of thinking,

displayed a more elegant style of composition, or were more afHuent in

literary skill and development than the writers of the present day. That
age abounded in great men ; this age in greater.

In Meinorinm. A Record of tlie Funeral Services of Maria Louisa Phillips, wife
of John M. Pliillips of tlie Book Couceru, who diet! September 9, 1S8S.

The principal address was by her pastor, the Rev. W. V. Kelley. D.D.,
followed by remarks from Dr. John Miley, of Drew- Theological Semi-

nary, and a closing prayer by a former pastor, Rev. "\V. L. Pliillips. The
addresses, discriminating, tender, and comforting; the prayers, full of

resignation and faith; the Scripture lesson, read by Dr. S. fTunt, descrip-

tive of the virtuous woman, and a basis for the speaker's thoughts ; the

song, soothing in spirit, and restful in its words— all these are fittingly

reported in this beautiful memento, and must assuage the grief of the

bereaved.

The Land Bajond the Forest. Facts, Ficrnre?, and Fancies from. Transylvania. By
E. Gerard, Author of •' Reata,'' " The Waters of Ilcrcnks" '' li^gi/'ar My Xeigh-
6ar," etc. With Maps and Ulustnitions. 12mo, 403. Xew York: Harper &
Brothers. Price, cloth, $1 50.

We have here a woman's impression of Transylvania. Her husband being

a cavalry ofhcer in that country for two years, she enjoyed every oppor-

tunity for close and accurate observation of the scenery, the customs of

the people, the military s])irit, and the working of the governmental ma-
chinery in its varied adaptations, making her book reliable, interesting,

and profitable to the general reader. We know- of no volume that is equal

to it for the information it conveys.

The Prohh'm; or. The ''L-repres.nhle Conflict" in Politic-!. By I. Yii.lars, D.D., Pres-
ident of MeKendrec ColIec;-e, Lebunon, III. IGino, pp. 237. Cincinnati: Cran-
ston & Stowe. Paper cover, 25 cents.

A trenchant re.-<ume of the evils of the liquor traffic, with a vigorous

defense of the principle of prohibition, together with arguments for the

Prohibition Party. Dr. ViUars is doing excellent service l>y his brochure,

but the new edition should contain revised statistics, if not more grip-litce

arguments.

Iriih Wondrrs. The Glio.^^ts, Giimts Pookas. Domoris. Leprooliawns. Banshees,
Faino,>!, Wi'clios, Wido\vj, Old Maids, and Oilior Mirvds of tho KmcraM Mo.
Popular T.iles as Told i.y tiie People. By P. It. Mc.Vvaij.y. .Tr. lllu^tnUfd hy
H. \i. il.Mloii. Small qiiirtn, pp. 2 1

S.' Boston and Xew York : lloii-htoii,

Millliu .t Co. Price, elolh, $2.-

An accumulation of folk stories, abounding in wit and humor, and ilhis-

trating a phase of Celtic literature quite worthy of preservation. The
book is a cure for ennui.
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> FERNATIONAL LESSONS FOR 1889. "

J. L. HUELBUT, D.D., 3SBIT0R.

BEEEAN SYSTEM.
•y. lilTNDAY-SCKOOL JOUHNAL. The very best help for teacher>: and older scholars

• -i > I tlio lessons. Price, shigle copy, GO cents per annum. In clubs of six copies and

•. ' ,.'!.• aii'ires.'S, 50 cents each.

. j: nCREAN SENIOR iiBGSON QUARTERLY. Price, 20 cents per year. Contains

I -.i rcKiings, Questions for Senior Students, and a variety of helpful Lints, engravings, Bi- .
.-:

'.- nary, etc. ',,>i

r. BEREAN n7TERI\IEDIATE LESSON QUAJRTERLY. Price, 6 cents per year. J
.' '.''..'.t i.hc Ecliolars from ten to sixteen years of age require will be found in this lessou ;";|

.i: BEREAN BEGINNER'S LESSON QUARTERLY. Price, G cents per year. Tliis -••|

j'piios the want, long felt, of a leaf containing questions for the younger scholars in the
_ J

1." LEAF CLUSTER is an ornament to the walls of the school-room, as well as a valu-
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Certahi l^undmneutal Principles,

I. The Ideals of Christian Anthropology are the highest of anlLr
;

logical ideals.

II. The Ideals of Cliristian Society are the highest of social ideals.

III. The Ideals of Christian Education are the highest of educati'

ideals.

Certain Formative I*rincix>les.

I. The ideal University is not a School, nor a group of Schools, h;.;

social Organism, a living Society, fed and recruited and developed by •

scholastic appliances and activities which it maintains.

II. The ideal University is of so integral, inclusive, and vital a naf-

that men alone, or women alone, can no more constitute and grow :

than they can constitute and grow an ideal State, or Church, or Fauilly.

III. The ideal University is of a nature so harmoniously and co?i:.

ally adjusted that any tendency toward merely specialized trainini;; '

toward the merely generalized, toward the sciences of matter or tcv:.:

the sciences of mind, towazxl theoretical interests or toward practi. -

toward national aims or toward cosmopolitan ones, works, the momeii:

hecomes a controlling tendency, immediate deterioration, and, ultlmalu.

disintegration and decay.

Certain Historical Facts,

I. Boston University was the first ever organized iu lull and deliberate recognition of all the ;r

'

pies above set fortb.
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courts of iustruciiou coverinj? three scholastic years, and to require the full three years of sn.-.i.

was also the flrst to open a Four Years' Course In Medicine, and to restore the lon?-lost Bactalsiu:

Degrees In Medicine and in Surgery.
III. It was the tlrst in anv part of the world to attempt the Integration of the highest nattODal ..

•

and" forces of culture by means of international university alliances.

Certain Statistical Facts,
I. The past year bearers of university degrees from seventy-one American and Foreign univers'.

colleges, and professional schools pursued professional and other advanced studies in Boston Uiiiv- -.

The number of such tributary institutions, both Foreign and American, is constantly IncreaMr?. -

the proportion of the graduate students to the undergiaduate largely exceeds that uund in Uj"'-

Tale, Cornell, or the University of Michigan.
.

II. The undergraduate work of the University Is organized in Colleges, of which there are t
_

The college of Liberal Arts, the College of Music, and the College of Agriculture. Departmen:-
University which presuppose on the part of the student a previous collegiate education aie called > -
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to include all branches of the highest learning, hardly more than the humblest beginning i>^ -'

been made.
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.
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remember tlie University as liberally as possible.
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Art. I.—inspiration AND INFALLIBILITY.

Thk claim of infallibility, as inherent in inspiration, is to be

justified as belonging to the sacred writers while engaged in

writing the Holy Scriptures. This high characteristic is not

to be held as determinable by arguments d j?rio?'i, for the con-

viction must~be warranted by a fair induction of all the facts

involved as furnished by the Scriptures themselves. Infalli-

bility must be found to be authoritatively asserted or autlior-

it;itively assumed, or both, in the c<mtents of the sacred

writings; This belief is further to be verified by a reasonable

AvMirance that those who profess to speak or write in God's

name profess to speak or write under the conscious informa-

tion, direction, and personal guidance of the Spirit of God.

Tliat inspired men actually did teach fact, truth, and doctrine

without error or omission, without defect or excess, is a view

which, alter jealous investigation, long since found acceptance

and was settled in the conviction of the Church as valid; and

w now the logical requirement is in place, that proof to the

contrary shall be made complete on the part of him who affirms

tl»c opposite proposition. The argument being thus presented,

llie validity of the claim will appear in scientific form, and the

c<Jnchision becomes irresistible and cannot with reason be chal-

lenged by the disbeliever. Thus infallibility will be found to

''here in, and to be inseparable from, supernatural inspiration.

1. The argument opens by iixing the limitations within which
the word infallible, and its cognate terms, are to be understood
in this discussion. Infallibility is here employed in its exact

11—Fll'TlI SElllES, VOL, Y.
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sense, as expressing " exemption from error ;
that which is an

unfailing and indubitable evidence; a sure proof, not capablr

of error." Thus it is applied to the sacred writers.

The meaning of this application is, that certain men, by virtue

of being supernatnrallj inspired, became thereby the agents of

God for the infallible expression of his will toward mankind in

such a sense that what they taught God taught. The only

infallibility involved is tJie infallibility of God. Chosen men

became only the subjects of infallible wisdom when he inspired

them. Upon the human side this infallibility was limited by

the nature of man, but not so limited as to admit or imply

fallibility in God. Infallibility, as it inheres in divine nature,

is infinite in extent, and, accordingly, God always acts infal-

libly wherever he acts at all. lie never errs. In the case

of inspired men, it was God's own infallible power acting with-

in and upon the powers of man, restricted by the domain of

man's nature. This limitation does not, however, render nuga-

tory the infallibility of God, since it furnishes a field for the

exercise of God's inspirational and infallible energy. Within

that limitation his infallibility was perfect. Under inspiration

man's nature was responsive to the exercise of that povrer infal-

lible, and was subject to its direction and guidance in expressing

."the mind of the Spirit." Nevertheless, the infallible quality

does not spring up within man as its source any more than does

the sunshine. That, therefore, which calls in question the

infallibility involved in the transactions supposed in inspiration

simply calls in question the infallibility of God, which inheres

in his every action.

No objection can be fairly alleged against the divine infalli-

bility because of the limitation implied when God acts upon

mind, since we do constantly witness the divine infallibility

when his power is similarly conditioned and acts upon matter.

" He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and hang-

eth the earth upon nothing." During all the period of time

the Almighty has held in his unseen grasp the whole created

universe, whose forces he has organized in undeviating con-

servation and correlation, maintaining in perfect equilibrium

the one part to another part, and every part to the whole, ami

the whole to every part ; so that we can calculate with the

exactness of a second where and when an eclipse began in the
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n-ntjjrics past, or will begin in tlie centuries to come. We
roulil not do this if God had made a mistake in " upholding

all tilings by the word of his power." Yet in one sense mafc-

\vr limits the application of God's power, but certainly in no

fon«) does that cancel or lessen his infallibility. There is no

n,\nson for believing that omnipotent infallibility is any less

omnipotent or infallible when acting upon or within the realm

<if man's nature, than when acting upon or within the realm of

the material universe.

Now, this predication of infallibility on the part of the sub-

jects of supernatural inspiration applies to the writers of the

Scriptures only so far as they are engaged in writing their au-

tograph manuscripts. But this limitation excludes at once all

tTrors, interpolations, and corruptions introduced since those

autographs were completed. Unquestionably transcribers and
translators, interpolators and interpreters, have made many mis-

takes touching the text of the Holy Scriptures ; but criticism has

K'ttled the question that not one single doctrine has been thereby
afTected. K"evert^eless, the mistakes of copyists or others are

not the mistakes of the sacred writers. Many difficulties and
errors supposed 'to be discovered in the divine record exist only
in the minds which create them. No man from preconceptions
and prepossessions has the right to assume that errors were com-
mitted by the original writers of Scripture, as not one single

error has ever been detected in an autograph copy, since none
arc known to exist. In no event is the infallibility of the writer
to be depreciated because of the fallibility of the reader. Nev-
ertheless the claim of this quality is not made with reference
to the book, but of the men who wrote the book. The book
itself was not inspired, but it is the product of inspired men.
Most of the difficulties involved in the discussion of this subject
would disappear if the proper discrimination were made and
Jnaintained at this point. Supernatural inspiration applies to

personality, not to parchment; and "infallibility is the highest
perfection of the knowing faculty." It is not what the Bible
contains, but what it teaches, that constitutes the internal evi-

dence of inspiration. It is not what private opinions the sacred
^vriters entertained, but that which they tauglit as truth, which
Jii to be considered the criterion of judgment. Private opin-
ions were never the subject of divine inspiration. Much is due
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to a misunderstanding of what those sacred writers actually said

and meant ; much, also, to our ignorance of ancient manners

and customs ; of the method by which they expressed numbers,

and their methods of omission in historical statement ; but most

of all to an unwarrantable bias in investigation characterizing

those who emphasize the errors which they claim to have found.

Criticism has shown amazingly how many statements in Script-

ure supposed to be direct contradictions were entirely consist-

ent and correct when properly understood. The more exact

and minute our knowledge becomes of that which the Bible

teaches, the more confirmed do we find to be its propositions.

As science has progressed in the verification of its hypotheses,

it has amplified the field of illustrations of sacred truth beyond

compare, furnishing confirmation to the statements of the in-

spired writers ; and from this fact we infer that when science

shall have verified its final utterances, and the truth of Scripture

shall be perfectly understood, the apparent discrepancies now
existing between the two will have disappeared.

None will deny that errors have taken place in transcription,

that dates have been inaccui-ately copied, that glosses have been
interpolated. We leave the determination of these to the ordi-

nary resources of criticism. We take the text as identified witli

the original autographs, and we affirm that it contains truth, and
nothing but truth. On no one point has criticism discovered a

single contradiction to known facts, while it has brought to liglit

an astonishing accordance with them. Exactly in proportion as

our knowledge of the countries, circumstances, and nations alhidcd

to in Scripture has become more precise and minute have all the

statements of Scripture been more and more verified. Where
ground has apparently existed for impugning its accuracy, fur-

ther information has proved the objections to be only the product

of human ignorance; and it is natural to conclude that what far-

ther information has done for some difficulties it would do for

all should it be vouchsafed to us.*

Next let us place distinctly before the mind just what is in-

volved in the denial that infallibility is identical with divine

inspiration. There must be no ambiguity in the conception if

we would secure satisfaction in the conclusion. When men
were iriadc the. sul)JGcts of inspiration they were thereby ren-

dered infallible, or not, in their statements. As it is a simj)le

matter of fact, in which either the one proposition or the other

* Field.
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mtjst be true, there can be no middle crroand taken. It cannot,

f,.r instance, be scientifically proved that some things in Script-

uw were infallibly written but other things not; that infalli-

l.ilitv extended to the subject-matter but not to the statement

uf the substance ; that it related to all saving doctrines but not

U» Mcred history ; that it pertained to that which was unknown

hut not to that which was well known ; that the claim is

valid in respect to things future but invalid as to things past.

Xor is the arbitrary rule allowable that infallibility may be

nnirnicd of a part of the Scripture while it is denied of it as

a whole. Investigation proves in an admirable manner that

the Scriptures are not a series of detached and unrelated books,

but are, in fact, the record of a scheme in which revelation is

|jrogrcssive; in which the race were educated as fast as they

were prepared to receive it ; in which history as well as proph-

ecy is a part of that revealing ; in which every writer holds a

personal relation, and every book has a peculiar place and func-

tion in the divine plan, as related to the other parts of the

fchcuie and to the integral whole. The unity of God's revela-

tion is an evidence of its perfection which does not admit of

dismemberment. In the absence of substantial reasons war-

ranting such conclusion, discrimination against certain parts of

lite Bible is wholly inadmissible in criticism; and no denial

of their unity or infallibility on mere a priori conceptions is

«:icntifically possible.

A tlieory which denies infallible inspiration in the original

autographs of the sacred writers affirms a liability to mistake in

statement as much in one part of the Scripture as in another.

If it could be proved by the presentation of absolute facts that

^^if^take3 were made in statements of history, then we could

have no guarantee that mistakes had not occurred also in state-

ments of revelation. We do not know that God ever meant

to reveal love and mercy to man. In general terms, inspirar

tion is that which conditions the writer, and revelation is the

content or substance of what is written. The substance and

f-tAtement are inseparable to our knowledge, since we cannot

know what the substance of a revelation is except from its state-

ment. The Scriptures are the record of revelation ; but if the

»^cord misrepresents God's will it is utterly without authority.

That is, if divine inspiration left men fallible they were just as
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liable to make mistakes in stating saving truths as in stating

historical facts; and one thoroughly ascertained instance of

mistake in the original writer breaks the lofty title of divine

authority, vitiating the record, and furnishing the right to

doubt whether a multitude of other mistakes do not await dis-

covery upon further investigation. The admission that inspira-

tion from God misstates revelation is destructive of the charac-

ter of that which is revealed ; and no misstatement of revelation

can possibly command oiir belief and trust. E"either an inspi-

ration nor a revelation of such character would be reliable or

answer the end for which we understand them to have been

employed. Upon this hypothesis we have no right to believe

the statements nor the contents of revelation ; for certainty can-

not be affirmed of any part of Scripture. The warrant for our

belief aud confidence is completely gone. If mistakes of teach-

ing were really inade by the sacred writers, we hold in our hands

a set of ancient documents without claim to divine autliority and

character as a truthful record of his revelation ; and the Script-

ures must pass into the discredit of an everlasting condemnation.

There is no half-way ground. So much is involved in the denial

of the identity of infallibility and supernatural inspiration.

This argument alone is not offered as conclusive that the

writei-s of the Bible were infallibly inspired for their work

;

but the limitations indicated prepare the way for a more intel-

ligent and discriminating discussion of all the facts involved in

the claim, and for the presentation of a reasonably sufficient

warrant for our belief. We cannot wisely determine the value

of a great mechanism by a detached part—a fire-engine by a

single screw. "We cannot intelligently judge of the mechan-

ism and magnificence involved in the silent and complicated

energies of the universe by the operation of a single abstract

force. But it powerfully deepens and broadens our impres-

sions of God's order and design, when we contemplate his

works, as modern science illustrates so widely, in the doctrine

of the conservation and correlation of the forces. So the field

of scriptural truth must be viewed comprehensively. We
judge God's metliods unwisely when we judge the whole by

abstract })arts. Iwcvclation is a large subject, progressive in its

character, the facts and results of which are to be borne forward

into the great future for ultimate verification ; and it is rea-
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,.,?i:tble, before a conclusion be readied tliat the sacred writers

Trw inisUken iu statement, that the investigation be carried for-

* in! to its iiual word. Condemnation should not be premature.

Mr.[niiinc, it must be verified that tlie advocates of such propo-

jionluive not themselves been mistaken in their postulates
;

*:,.*» when the last prediction shall have proved its fulfillment

orfaihircin the history of the hereafter, and the doctrine of

n-Jctnption shall have succeeded or failed in its proposed

rllect npon hnman conscience and consciousness, upon char-

i>-tor and destiny, then, and not till then, shall all the facts be

L::own, and we be able to declare when and wherein inspired

n of God were led into mistakes when they were specially

Icr personal guidance of the Holy Spirit.

2. An investigation of the facts lying at the very foundation

uf the Christian system furnishes a starting-point for the

construction of an inductive argument respecting the doctrine

tli.it infallibility inheres in divine inspiration. A warrant for

tliis conviction is found in both the substructure and the

sajHjrstructure of Christianity. The one recognized fact which

i< b;\sal to the whole Christian belief, according to the teach-

ings of the Xew Testament, is the resurrection of our Lord

Jtsus Christ from the dead as shown iu his absolute identifi-

c;ilion after he had resumed his earthly life. When the divine

Founder had tested and attested this supreme fact in the pres-

ence of those who thoroughly knew him previously, he pro-

txcded to establish his kingdom on earth and to perpetuate its

iijterests in the liearts of men by means of the ministry which

lie had just organized, " after that he through the Holy Ghost

luid given commandments unto the apostles whom he had chos-

t-n : to whom he showed himself alive after his passion by mant

ixFALLinLE PROOFS, being seen of them forty days, and speak-

ing of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God." Thus

was Christianity " built upon the foundation of the apostles and

prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone."

Such being the exact state of the case at the beginning of his

kingdom, arranged by himself with such unerring carefulness

in order to secure absolute certitude of fact and conviction in

l-«ying the foundation of the system, wherein and for what

reasons are we warranted in supposing that the infallibility was

al»andoncd before the superstructure could have existence \
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In other words, if infallible proofs were requisite to secure ab-

solute certainty and belief in the resurrection of Christ as tlii.-

basis of all salvation in the lirst instance, for the sake of the

few who were cognizant of this supreme fact, how much more

was it in demand that infallible security should be continued

to them as witnesses, that they might unerringly record and

perpetuate this knowledge for the advantage of all the coming

subjects of his kingdom till the end of time. This could be

done only under the direction and guidance of the attesting

Spirit. Upon the other hand, it were a violent presumption,

no less than the very superficiality of thinking, to suppose, in

the absence of valid reasons, that the unwisdom of God was

such that he began his work in errorless certainty but subse-

quently suffered the whole schcine to break down at its vital

point, and end in all the possibilities of failure, by relegating it

to mistaking men before the prophetic and saving truths of

Scripture could be recorded. Since the fact of Clirist's res-

urrection is held as the correlate of the truth of salvation, thi-

absolute certitude of both, to us, must depend upon the infalli-

ble correctness of the record which reports and perpetuates

this knowledge for the race. These are the parts of the divine

self-manifestation, and in order to be believed must be accom-

panied by the moat unquestionable seals of authoi-ity.

"3. It lies in the nature of the case that the infallible quality

is inseparable from supernatural inspiration. We have now to

place before the mind as distinctly as possible the exact state of

tlie case for the understanding of the consciousness of the

prophets and apostles of Christ, when they were qualified by

inspiration and dedicated to the high commission of going

forth in his name, and by his higii autliority, as teachers of his

revelation in the Church of God. Theanthropic inspiration

was employed as the adequate provision to secure exactness of

statement by their ministry touching truths revealed, which

they employed to publish to mankind and to record in the

Scriptures, to be thus rendered forever imperishable in the

interests of humanity. Unless this much was secured, it is dif-

ficult to see what advantage it was intended should accrue either

to the Church or to the world by the gift of supernatural in-

spiration.

Of course it is not possible for those who are not the subjects
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of inspirational influence to analyze the consciousness, and dis-

ctTU tlie method of action and interaction, realized in this divine-

Imiiian agency employed ; but the Spirit of God supplements

man's native powers, and furnishes the actuating energy and

noce-sary spiritual guidance, both in matters of memory and

new* spiritual truth, whether relating to doctrine for our belief

or duty for our practice. Clearly the work of this new commis-

sion was to communicate to the world all the truths revealed

related to the salvation of man, for which confessedly the

mere native faculties of man were wholly inadequate. Truly,

if man unassisted were equal to the discovery of answers to

the questions related to himself

—

Whence came I? why and
how am I here ? whither am I destined to he ? then both in-

spiration and revelation were a work of supererogation. But
precisely because he could not know these things, and the

dependencies and obligations growing out of them, God him-
self, by the Holy Spirit, undertook our instruction. Accord-
ingly, the prophets, as the direct messengers and representatives

of God himself, went forth with their proclamations of author-

ity and truth, and kings and kingdoms, priests and peoples,

without distinction, were made subject to their wor.l. It was
the conscious conviction on the part of both parties that what
God said they said, and what tliey taught God taught. The
propliet was the mouth of God. He was fully authorized to

armounce himself as such. Their high commission read, "Be-
liold, I have put my words in thy mouth." Unto Moses God
fv'iid, " Who hath made man's mouth ? . . . have not I, the Lord ?

Now therefore go, and I will be with thy mouth, and teach thee
what thou shalt say. ... Is not Aaron the Levite thy brother ?

. •
.
Thou shalt speak unto him, and put words in his mouth

:

and I will be with thy month, and with his mouth, and will

teach you what ye shall do. And he shall be thy spokesman
unto the people : and he shall be, even he shall be to thee in-

f^tcad of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him instead of God."
Accordingly Peter bears witness thus: " Prophecy came not
'" old time by the will of man : but holy men of God spake as
they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

'

As resjiccts the upo.-tles and evangelists, there w^as vouchsafed
an extraordinai-y outlay of power, supernatural in character,
ijy virtue of which they were to receive special qualification to
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teach and preach the Gospel infallibly. This outlay consisted

of an ample provision and promise, expressly made by Christ

himself, of the enlightening and empowering ministry of the

Holy Spirit to those who were to become his successors and

representatives in the work of inaugurating the Christian sys-

tem, and without which they would not have been qualified

for their aposlolate. The facts involved furnish the basis for

an inductive argument respecting the infallibility of supernat-

ural inspiration.

Our Lord himself, the Founder of his kingdom, chose and

commissioned those who were to become its teachers in the

Church of God, whom he enjoined that they should" tarry at

Jerusalem for the divine charisma, to be " baptized with the

Holy Ghost not many days hence;" and that this blessed

Spirit should be with the apostles as a divine presence, dwelling

with them, and speaking in and through them, and for them.

They were to be " endued with power from on high ;" and the

assurance was repeated with emphasis that they should receive

power, after that the Holy Ghost should come upon them, so

that when brought before kings and governors to answer M'ith

their lives for their public conduct they need entertain no

anxiety about what they should speak, for it should be given

them in that same hour what they should speak ; for, said Christ,

" It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which

speaketh in you." Jesus further provided and promised them
that the Holy Spirit, whom he would send from the Father,

should supernatu rally teach tliem all things, and bring all things

to their remembrance whatsoever he said unto them ; for this

Holy Spirit was none other than the very Spirit of Truth, who
should personally guide them into all the truth, and show them

things to come, taking the things of Christ and showing tliem

unto them. "When they were thus endued with power they

were to speak in new and unknown tongues.

Soon they entered into the consciousness of the divine power

promised, when, upon the day of pentecost, the dispensation

of the Spirit was fully inaugurated ; when instantly the apos-

tles illustrated the wonderful gift of God by speaking to the

multitudes assembled at Jerusalem, of every known and un-

known tongue, " out of every nation under heaven ; " when they

ascribed this power not to themselves as its source, but to the
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pergonal IIolj Spirit which Christ had promised them ; a char-

t^ctt-ristic which appeared repeatedly when the subjects of this

«!ijM.TiKitural power at once began to prophesy. With these

fx-.ihV.atioiis of the promise of Ciirist, Peter arose immediately

xnd Slid, " Having received of the Father the promise of the

Holy Ghost, he hath shed forth this which ye do see and hear,"

Tlioy tlien claimed and proclaimed the special and distinct

rxniiiciousncss of having been preaching the Gospel '• with the

Holy Ghost sent down from heaven," emphasizing the fact

lliat their "speech and preaching was not with enticing words

of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and

of power ; . . . not in the words which man's wisdom teach-

ftli, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth," in order that their

"faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the

jK>wer of God." In their strong consciousness they went to

tlio extent of declaring anathemas upon any man or angel

wiio should attempt to preach any other gospel than that

which they had received and preaclied ; not that it was of their

•>vvn authority, for they disclaimed that, when they declared

that they preached a gospel not after man, that they did not

receive it of man, neither were they taught it^ but " by the

revelation of Jesus Clirist."

Such being their apostolic consciousness, how did they stand

related to the King of the kingdom in their spiritual work
proposed? Jesus had commanded them, "Go ye, therefore,

and teach all nations, . . . teaching them to observe all things

\^hatsoever I have commanded you;" "He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall

'k; damned." In this awful sanction Christ made his apostles
to fully represent himself in instruction and authority in such
a sense that he himself assumed the responsibility of their

loaching and preaciiing. He said, "He that receiveth you
rvceiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that
•^ent me;" "He that heareth you heareth me, and he that
dyspiseth you despiseth me, and he that despiseth me despiseth
^"111 that sent me." Having had delivered to them the "keys
"f tlie kingdom of heaven," as a badge of authority in their
"t'w commission, we hear them proclaiming, "Xow then Ave are
='n»bassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us

:

"

" He therefore that despiseth, despiseth not man, but God."
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Induci'ions.

We may now pass from the facts of Scripture to the princi-
ples which govern the conclusion inductively.

1. Supernatural inspiration as a fact of Scripture is found
to have existed authoritatively in the time of the"^ prophets and
apostles; but its existence is predicable always and exclusively
in direct relations \\\\h persons, and here implies a transaction
between the personalities of God and man. Accordingly, the
Bible was not itself the -subject, but the product, of a"^ divine
inspiration. The inspiration of pens, parchment, and ink is

unthinkably absurd. These materials were no more God-
breathed than were the cold tables of stone on which God
wrote the ten commandments,

2. The source of this inspirational power was distinctively
and exclusively the Holy Spirit. Because exclusively and di-
rectly derived from God, it could not have originated in the
spirit of man. Nevertheless, chosen men became the subjects
of this supernatural power, and human faculties responded
actively to the impression imparted when they engaged in
speaking or writing under divine guidance.

3. Supernatural inspiration, therefore, contains within itself,

as an integral and inseparable part of its nature, the high qual-
ity of infallibility. It is the fact of infallibility which gives
the authoritative force and obligation to the content or truth
communicated

;
and its absence would make revelation of so

uncertain character as to render it practically worthless. With-
out the warrant of certainty and authority, revelation could
«ot and would not be believed. However, God's own infalli-

ble power, by virtue of divine inspiration actuating and acting
upon and within tlie domain of man's nature, guided men into
all the truth and its expression in such a sense that that which
was taught by inspired men God himself taught infallibly in all

matters appertaining to fact and truth, to doctrine and duty.
The denial of this proposition, therefore, is simply the denial of
God's own infallibility and inspiration, since inspiration itself

was merely the exercise of God's infallible power upon man'=
fallible faculties, in the direction of history and revelation.

4. This unerring power with which the apostles were endued
is exactly that postulated of their own consciousness and right-
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iu\ rl.iini of anthority, in that tliey were specially endued with

Jivino power, and guidance into all the truth, while enjraged in

wrritifK' the Scriptures. AVith these predicates of right, they

.i;»l not licsitate to assert that those who rejected the apostles'

ititlioritv rejected God's authority, and those who despised

\\\k'M: anihassadors despised not men but God, and they who

would supplant their teachings by another gospel were worthy

fif curse. Sucli predicates were incompatible with any assump-

{ion of mistakes. But they go further. They not oidy claim

t..» have been authorized by Christ, the King of his kingdom, to

fvj»re?ent his work, but, having received the induement prom-

{M'd by him, they were sent out " to teach only as the Holy

(;!io.st tcacheth," and to preach "with the Holy Ghost sent

tituvn from heaven," receiving not their authority from man,

but froui " the revelation of Jesus Christ," so that their teach-

hv^a could not be heard without hearing the word of God, nor

U^ rejected without rejecting God and the salvation he was of-

fering them. Do these facts consist with the idea of mistake?

If as declarations of authority they mean any thing more than

lii-.'h-6ounding phrases signifying nothing, the apostles were

tnou inspired of God for their special work ; and it is self-evi-

dent that no such claims of inspiration could be real, involving

osornal issues conditioned npon our acceptance or rejection of

t'ltiir teachings, and yet admit the possibility of error in what
tiiey taught.

f). The denial of the characteristic of infallibility in supernat-

ural inspiration means logically the denial of the correctness of

divine revelation itself, to which inspiration gives expression.

To us the whole value of inspiration consists in placing the

eontonts of revelation upon record with absolute certainty.

''nt if it be admitted that a false statement in teaching is possi-

ble to the Scriptures, it impeaches the veracity of the record,

a'ld therefore the correctness of revelation itself, whose con-

l<'ntK the record misrepresents. This would and ought to be

de<tnietive of all possible confidence in both. Such a revelation

v.-onM be without authority.

\V 0. have seen that the only power in the case is the power
"t God himself ; if, therefore, inspirational power be con-

fctucred capable of making mistakes at all, it would not be the

f-^Tiptural writers, but God, who had misrepresented his own
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revelation to us. It is difficult to see what such an inspira-

tion would be worth, or why it ever should have been given.

Admitting the mistakes which some claim, we certainlv do

not have the ability to discriminate between that which is

true and that wliich is false ; much less to discern just where

the truth begins and just where it ends in what is revealed.

So the whole scheme falls into practical failure. In short, this

hypothesis assumes that we have professedly a revelation de-

rived from God which is confessedly untrustworthy in fact

;

a record which does not record; a -revelation which does not

reveal ; a divine guidance which allows numberless mistakes.

It migljt lead to one of three conclusions ; namely, either tiic

Almighty had not the ability to carry out an infallible plan, or

lie would have employed it; or he had not the wisdom to select

an absolutely sure method to communicate his revelation, when
he had a better way ; or the promise of Christ to his apostles of

an induement of power from on high was an unwarrantable ex-

aggeration never fulfilled—a great gift to no purpose. What-

ever belief this may be designated, it is not Christian belief.

6. The internal structure and plan of the Scriptures as a

system of truth justifies the induction of their infallibility. A
careless observer of the character of their contents might easily

conclude, from phenomena which do appear, that the Bible is

made up of so many detached and unrelated books, constitut-

ing a somewhat heterogeneous collection, unique indeed, but

without unity, without order, without a central principle, with-

out a common design. But the careful student disco vei'S, as

in science, that no fact is isolated from other facts, but the

aggregation of facts furnishes the basis of a given science. So

the Cliristian system. Exactly the same method of procedure

is insisted upon in investigation. We cannot dissociate related

truths or facts in Scripture. We do not need to unite them

only to perceive them as related and to perceive their unity.

The unity of the scriptural plan covers all their contents,

terminating in the personal Deity and redemptive work of

Jesus Christ. The Bible oilers a collection of books sixty-six

in number, extending over a period of sixteen hundred years

in tiie writing, but covering a period reaching to tlie end of

time in contents ; written originally in at least three different

languages, and in books of strangely diverse character, by forty
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JilTercnt writers of diversified ability and mental culture, of

canons positions and occupations in life: one writing in the

ca!Uj> of the desert, another from the city full ; some when tlic

(.'liurch was most flourishing, others when it was most depressed
;

l!io writers being differently conditioned in life: one writing

fn)tn the extreme east in Chaldea, anotlier from the extreme

"wi\«t in Rome ; one a fugitive, another a captive, another in

jTi-on ; each contributing to an unknown whole, without col-

!i^ion in statement, without collusion in plan ; whose writings

C'tnstitute a oneness without conscious design, so that if a single

writing were dropped out from the combination a rent would

k> made in the continuity of revelation.* In all this a progress-

ive revelation is found developing doctrine as it proceeds, as

ilhj^'tratcd in the doctrine of the Messiah progressively revealed.

Tlicre was the first dim promise given, as general as the race,

I lint tlic seed of the woman should bruise the serpent's head

;

lull it was not known of what nation he should come until the

lime of Abraham ; nor of what tribe until the time of Jacob

;

nor of what family until the time of David ; nor that he should

l>e born of a virgin until the time of Isaiah ; nor of what locality

until the time of Micah ; nor of what person until Gabriel an-

nounced it to ^[ary. Here is the central truth running through
the wliole, illustrating unity in plan, unity in content, unity in

dispensation, unity in design, unity in revelation. "All roads

lead to Rome," was an old adage ; all lines of truth now lead

to Clirist—historic, symbolic, religious, prophetic, didactic, apos-

tolic : one revelation, one authorization, one inspiration.

7. Supernatural inspiration extended to the men who taught,
not to tiiat which men thought. That is, private opinions, as

fc!»eh, never were the subject of such inspiration. Opinions
arc not understood to be supernaturally suggested, unless it

«n be shown that such opinions were taught as being God's
truth. But that is something more than an opinion. It should
'n«t be questioned tliat the apostles did entertain erroneous
opinions on different subjects, but they did not teach them.
1 li'Tc is not the slightest evidence that their private opinions
'•riginated in God or received his sanction. They had false views
•i'»t'Ut Christ as Messiah : about the man born blind, whether
'•e or his parents had sinned that he should have been born in

* This is debatable.

—

Editor.
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blindness. The inspired writer tells how Paul reproved Peter
to his face " because he was to be blamed ;" and that at Antioch
even Earnabas was carried away with Peter's hypocrisy.* So
also possibly the apostles erred in respect to their views re-
garding science. The sacred writers might have supposed that
the sun revolves round the earth instead of the earth revolv-

.

ing round the sun, or they might have believed that the earth
IS a vast plane instead of a globe, without having any rela-
tion whatever to their divine inspiration. Inspiration was
given them for one specific purpose, and for no other ; namely,
to teach and to pi^each. The object here was one. The Spirit
of God did not inspire their errors of opinion, but he did put
them upon record, yet never with approval. The apostles
unquestionably believed that Jesus would return to earth, ac-
companied by the angels, during their own life time, but they
were mistaken. Jesus had never promised that. Inspiration
had never affirmed it. The apostles did not teach it. They only
expected that he would thus return to them. What was prom-
ised by Christ was, that he would come certainly, and that his
followers should live in such preparation of mind as such expect-
ancy ought to- beget in them. That was all. Christ assured
them that his coming should be as that of a thief in the night.
With that assurance the event was left to the future to re^^eah
So Paul could not remember how many persons he had bap-
tized at Corinth, and inspiration did not come to his relief,
though inspiration was given to put this mental infirmity upon
the sacred record. Their inspiration was not constant, hut it

was limited to the purpose for which it was promised. The
Spirit was not promised nor provided to help mental defects in
the private relations of life, but to assist them abundantly in
all their public teaciiings. Jesus had said, " The Holy Ghost,
whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach von all
things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever
I have said unto you ;

" but Paul's baptisms did not belong to
this category. So, after his long absence from Jerusalem,
1 aul, not knowing whom the Jews had elected to be high-
priest that year, severely reproved that public functionarv for
calling out for some one to smite the apostle on the nioutli
with the heel of his shoe, as an act of supreme contempt. The

*"\'7r6Kpiai^, Gal. ii, 13.
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6rvjer was unlawful, and deserved the censure given by the apos-

{!o. But inspiration was not promised or given for the apostle

Jo know strangers. Because the apostles were indued with su-

j«rnatural power to teach the doctrine of Christ does not imply

tint tliey were constantly under divine influence in private life,

uhcn tiiey were not teaching those doctrines; or that, because

tlicy were supernaturally inspired in and for their ministry, they

wtTO also inspiTed in respect to their personal infirmities.

In conclusion, God has written his Scriptures in a twofold

j\'volation : he has written his Scriptures upon the sacred parch-

inoiits, and he has written his Scriptures upon tlie imperisha-

ble rocks. Both are written infallibly. They constitute an

open book. On the one side is the stone page, on which is the

writing of God recording the past— the things which have

l>ccn but are not now ; on the other side is the page of the

parclunent, with the writing of God, which records the past

and future—of things which are not, but began to be; and of

the things which are not, but shall be. In the writings of

the one we learn how creation began and proceeded to its

Completion ; in the writings of the other we learn how organ-

iz-ition began and continues through the ages. On neither

page has God made a mistake. Interpreters in regarding both
classes of writings have erred, but their errors do not infer

the mistakes of God. Meantime, God is working out liis own
j^reat plans in the material universe and in the universe of
rational nature—plans which are wisely and wonderfully con-
ceived, including order, adaptation, and the ends of being, which
wo see but in part ; and when the divine plan shall have been
'icveloped to ultimate completeness respecting the history of
tiio world, both as to matter and mind, then shall we understand
in the supremo sense how our wonderful God never made mis-
takes in all his wondrous self-revelations unto the race.

^^ JVullum eorum auctoruin scrihendo aliquid errasse, fer-
»/i imme credam.'"—A.\-\g\\?,imQ. " I do most iirmly believe that
not one of those authors committed an error in writinir."

12- FIFTII SERIES, VOL,
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.
Art. n.—WENTWORTH'S "LOGIC OF INTROSPEC-

TION."

Caelyle has a sentence to the effect that he found no indubi-

table landmarks in his study of metaphysics. He read Reid

and Brown in his youth, and was inclined to the Scotch school.

Later, upon the study of Kant, he became convinced that the

Konigsberg philosopher was right. After reading Hcgel he

found himself in the clouds. He was at last inclined to the

view of Mephistopheles :
" A speculating fellow is like a beopt

on a blasted heath, led around in circles by an evil spirit." He
therefore abandoned so profitless a study and never after looked

into a work on metaphysics.

We suspect that Carlyle, with more candor than most of ns

dare display, has spoken the conviction of the great body of

educated men in regard to this difficult study. Nevertheless,

the general abandonment of metaphysical investigation involves

the surrender of immense inflaence to the few who with greater

perseverance continue their pursuit of first principles. He who
creates the pliilosophy of this age will do much to shape tlie

science, the theology, and sociology of the next age. The insti-

tutions of to-day are only the embodiment of the principles of

yesterday. The tendency to materialism in science has been

the legitimate outcome of the application to mental phenomena
by Locke of metaphysical principles which Bacon enunciated.

So Aristotle wisely replied to the assailants of metaphysics in

liis day, "Whether we ought or ought not to philosophize, we
are compelled to do so ; for philosophy is required to banish

philosophizing." Dr. Wentworth may meet with that neglect

upon the part of the masses which is generally accorded those

metaphysicians who do sober and abiding work. From earnest

students he will hear mingled criticism and praise. Neverthe-

less, he has written one of the few books which will help mold

the thinking of the thinkers, and through them will help shape

the conduct of the coming age.

Of modern philosophers Dr. Wentworth resembles Kant in

making the mind itself the first object of investigation. The
Logic of Introspection, like the Critique ofPure Reason^ is an

attempt to formulate the true method of psychologic inquiry.
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We have not elsewhere seen, nor can we formulate our-

i!,-!vrs, t?o clear and brief a statement of the substance of Dr.

Wi'iuwortli's volnme as we find in the Pittsburg Christian

A'h'ocdfCy from the pen of the editor of this Review :

I. Iiuluction is the accepted mode of reasoning in scientific

%ni\ jdiilosopliic circles for the a<certaininent of psychologic truth.

J. hi.liu'tion is an inadequate method of reasoning in the higher

fr.ilrn of thought, and never was designed for final investigation

of p-iycliologic truth. 3. The uses and limitations of the induc-

tive method, fully discussed in the book, show that the physical

i« itii proper realm of application. 4. The necessity of another
nitihod in tlie higher or intellectual realm being demonstrated,
the auLlior shows that it must be intuitional in character and
»'«»rking, and finally names it conscicntial. 5. The merits of the
cotKciential method are elaborately defined, and so rationally set

forth as to impress the reader that it is the final method of men-
til science.

The writer just quoted regards the work as a " masterful

treatise," "a wager of battle on the confines of thought," which
•' nnist arrest attention and compel inquiry." He likens the

author's voyage of discovery into the mental realm to the voy-

a^'o of Columbus. Our readers will welcome a fuller statement

of t!ie course of reasoning and the conclusions of sucii a volume.

The mind receives from the physical world only impressions

of objects. The only method open to the mind of obtaining

truth in regard to the nature and qualities of these objects is

by inferences drawn from observation and tested by experi-

nients. When Bacon turned the attention of philosophers away
'r(»m spinning theories in regard to physical phenomena out of
their own minds, and declaring a priori the causes of disease,

*tc., to an open-minded questioning of the phenomena them-
f<'ives, and to a testing of their conclusions by further experi-

"«nts, he put mankind on the only road by which physical sci-

t"»cc can be mastered. The Baconian method achieved such
"larvelous results in the physical realm that investigators nat-
"rajly a)>plicd it to metaphysics. This was an application of
*•"' niethod beyond its legitimate sphere, and has resulted in

'" ilcrialisnj. The dethronement of induction in psychology is

•»::« of tlie crucial points in the author's philosophy, and read-
'f-i will naturally scan the reasoning here closely. lie main-

'•'"'S 1, that the inductive niethod is unnecessary in studying
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the processes of the mind. In the mind's contact with tlie

physical world it is conscious only of sensations and of im-

pressions of an external world. The effort here is to pass from

impressions of the senses to external realities. But one gains

no knowledge of the mind from the five senses. He does not

smell, taste, or receive visual impressions of a thought or a feel-

ing. Here another power, consciousness, which gives us no

knowledge of the outer world, furnishes us all our knowledge-

of the mind's activities. Consciousness is a prerequisite of

mental action. The plienomeuon to be investigated is the mind

itself in action. Why then resort to a process of induction and

inference to learn tliat of which the mind is directly conscious?

2. There is a stronger ground for objecting to a reliance upon

induction as the only method in mental and moral science. In-

ductions depend upon uniformity and law for their value.

Pliysical forces act so uniformly and matter is so uniform in

its resisting qualities, that, given the force acting and the mat-

ter acted upon, scientists can foretell the result. The power to

foretell the result of physical forces was the aim of Bacon's

philosophy ; and this power depends upon the uniformity of

. material forces. But such uniformity cannot be affirmed of the

human will. The truth which influences a man's will and leads

to action to-day will not lead to the same choice to-morrow.

We are not now arguing for the freedom of the will. We arc

Bimply stating facts of universal observation. We do not deny

that there may be a law underlying the action of human wills.

We only affirm that the man himself must also be regarded as

a true creator ; and that in our ignorance of the force which the

human will itself supplies in any given decision, induction,

based upon uniformity of external causes, and predicting uni-

form effects, breaks down when applied to morals. Just as

scientists are forced to recognize aberrations in curtain planets

which indicate the presence of undiscovered worlds, so the

ethical observer is obliged to recognize constant aberrations in

human conduct which indicate the presence of a personality

that induction cannot weigh or measure.

3. Dr. Wontworth refutes the opinion of Dugald Stewart

and Archer Butler that Bacon expounded his theoiy with direct

reference to psychology. He cites Morrel, Cousin, Schweglcr,

Whewell, and Bacon himself in confirmation of the view that
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5»,r,.!. was devising a method for physical investigations. In

,^rown jiid-inent, Bacon went too far in his reaction against

\ i.nori <i>ec^ulations and in his attempt to pnrge the mind of

t!.', "The mind," he writes, "is preoccupied with idols

.-jhr'r Adventitious or innate; so that when affected by things

!».nMt-h tlie senses it does not act in tlie most trustworthy maii-

i or liiit inserts and mixes her nature with that of things."

llriVor>acon, in his kndable attempt to purge the mind of

«'U>crstitions, regards "innate" conceptions as among tlie idols

l.» Ik; freely banfshed. Here is the germ of the sensational the-

orv of knowledge. Locke not only held that the mind ought

lu'bc free from innate convictions, but boldly announced that

it was simply a tabula rasa on which experience only had

it^iinpcd those convictions which we regard as innate. His

/ivman Understandmg gave birth to the skepticism of Hume

»!ul to the materialism of Hobbes and Hartley.

Finally, Dr. Wentworth shows that Kant, Cousin, and Ham-

ilton, whom he regards as the most successful cultivators of

nu-nlal science, and Aristotle, who is properly the father of the

indudive method, never applied this method to the investiga-

tinn of mental phenomena.

Kcllowing this remarkably clear statement of the difficulties

of the inductive method in psychologic inquiry, the author

ni-ikes a full and searching examination of Dr. McCosh's Iiitit-

itionn of the Mind Inductimhj Investigated. The great abil-

ity aiid'high authority of the venerable ex-president of Prince-

ton arc freely conceded. His assumed position as a representa-

tive of intuitional philosophy forms the justification for the

wirching examination of the foundations of his system. Dr.

MeCosh saw the difficulty attaching to the common view of the

intuiti.ius, and made an honest effort to eliminate from philoso-

I'ljy llio error of this view. If we hold every mental convic-

tion arising in our minds to be intuitive, and charge all exam-

ifKTs of such alleged convictions with abandoning the intuitive

method, intuition will soon lead to such extravagances as will

dlK-rcdit the whole system. Dr. ]\IcCosh aimed, therefore, to

in..ru carefully define "^and limit the use of intuition. Again, he

A'iiiod not simply, like our author, to show that each method

»* l<'^'itimate in certain fields of inquiry, but to unite the in-

»5jitiunal and inductive methods and fuse them into one. He
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maintains, against the plijsicist, that our sense-perceptions are

intuitive. He speaks of our intuitive cognition of bodies, ami

of our intuitive cognitions of the qualities of matter, as exten-

sion, color, etc. He even clings to the notion that color will

yet be found by physical investigation to have a material real-

ity. But to the extravagant claim that sense-perceptions are

intuitive, the physicist points to the fact that modern science

and the experience of all men prove that sense-perceptions arc

at times mistaken. The doctors view of color seems especially

unscientific and unphilosophical in view of the recently discov-

ered prevalence of color-blindness.

Upon the other hand, Dr. McCosh says to intuitionalists:

"Intuitions are always primarily directed to individual ob-

jects." He holds that wlienever we go beyond a particu-

lar to a general truth a discursive process is involved. He
uses the illustration of a boy tirst perceiving intuitively that

his ball cannot both be in his hand and not in his hand

at the same time. Then by a process of abstraction and

generalization he reaches the axiom that a body cannot both

be and not be in the same place at the same time. But at this

point Dr. AVentworth mercilessly assails his position. All dis-

cursive processes involve the possibility of error. How can we

affirm that a proposition resting upon a " process of logical

thought" is an intuitive and necessary truth? Dr. McCosh

seems to realize, in part, his difficulty at this point. In order,

therefore, to be sure that the genei-al proposition which he has

reached by the discursive process is intuitive, he applies three

tests to it : self-evidence, necessity, and catholicity. But if a

general proposition or axiom is self-evident, why do we need a

discursive process to reach it ? The very title of Dr. McCosh's

volume, which assumes that an intuition can be inductively in-

vestigated, is misleading. We think it will be conceded by all

who intelligently and candidly read pages 136-245 of The Logic

of Introspection., that Dr. McCosh's fusion of the intuitive and

inductive methods is hopelessly discredited. Dr. Wentworth

certainly shows in this part of the volume more of \\\q, fortiter

in re than of suaviter in modo. So full and trenchant a criti-

cism of one who has the same aim as himself will naturally

awaken sympathy for the revered Scotch philosopher. It is

only to be justified on the ground that a great battle between
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I wo rival systems of pliilosopby for the control of the world's

lijiiikini^ is to be fought out, and that Dr. McCosli, a man of

Tv-it authority, stands between the combatants and prevents

lijo joining of the issue.

Uur readers must not infer that Dr. Wentworth fails to see

tito tlilliculty attaching to the unlimited use of intuition which

l»r. Mc'Cosh tried to meet by a compromise of the two mcth-

.».!>. Jlosees the difficuhy clearly. Accordingly he does not

s<ifniify intuition with our sense-perceptions of physical objects,

or with our first mental affirmations in regard to propositions.

lit' describes the process by which the mind reaches an intui-

liuii somewhat as follows : First, the mind reproduces in self-

coii-ciousness a statement, as, for instance, that two straight

h"m*s cannot inclose a space. Again, it carefully discriminates

liiis statement from somewhat similar ones, so as to distinctly

apprehend it. Then it analyzes the statement to see what is

contained in each term. Finally, it resorts to a process of ab-

felraction, separating the proposition affirmed from the particu-

lar image which may have arisen in the mind on first hearing

it, and generalizing it. It may only be at the end of such a

process that the w\\\\^ jperceives with jjerfect clearness what the

jn-vposition ajfirtns. But when the mind once clearly sees what
irf ineant by the two terms of a proposition, it then has the power
of perceiving at once the agreement or disagreement of these

two terms; and this immediate vision is what Dr. Wentworth
inc.m.s by intuition.

Dr. Graham, in a suggestive criticism of The Logic of Lntro-

^iHction in The Methodist Review for January, 1887, thinks
tliat Dr. Wentworth's sifting process is very similar to, if not
un unconscious reproduction of. Dr. McCosh's inductive process
"f reaching intuitions. We trust our analysis has already made
plain the diti'erence between the two methods. Dr. McCosh
'dentitics intuition with sense-perception—a position which
phyfcical science readily overthrows. He declares that intuitions

primarily relate to individual objects, and holds that every gen-
»'ral axiom, as that everv event which has had a beginning must
•'•'^e iiad a cause, is the result of a discursive process. In a
^^'»i"d, \\Kt U.SCS induction as a means of discovering intuitive
'filths; and then declares that these truths are self-evident,
Ufccbsary, and universal. Dr. Wentworth, upon the other
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hand, uses analysis and abstraction and generalization to dis-

cover the meaning of terms. He affinris that many of our indi-

vidual and primary convictions may not prove universal and
intuitive truths, not because the mind lacks the power to per-

ceive truth, but because it may not clearly apprehend wliat is

involved in the terms used. But he liolds to the native power
of the mind, when it once apprehends what is involved in the

two terms of a proposition, to affirm immediately the agree-
ment or disagi-eement of these two terms.

But if Dr. McCosh fares hard in this intellectual battle, the
inductive philosophy which stands back of him fares worse in

its materialistic conclusions in regard to mental phenomena.
Our author goes back of the great body of modern scientific

discussion to the psychologic theories underlying materialism.

He welcomes the inductive philosophy in the physical realm.
He is not out of sympathy with his age. He lias no quarrel
with modern science. But to the somewhat threadbare classic

boast of the small minority of scientists, ^^ Nihilin intelUctu
sed in senso ;prius^'' he replies in the words of Leibnitz, '-'Nisi

ipse intellectusP In face of their denial of all a priori convic-

tions he sturdily maintains that experience is the occasion on
which tlie mind reaches certain intuitions which are direct, ulti-

mate, and trustworthy.

All agree that sensations of the external world form the oc-

casion of the mind's activity. The real question is, wliether the

mind simply receives this experience passively, as a smooth wax
tablet might receive impressions, or whether it orgatiizes its ex-

periences, contributes the forms under which objects and events

are viewed, and makes in regard to objects affirmations which
transcend experience, but which the mind perceives to be neces-

sary ? Has the mind such a pow/ir as is here described ? Is its

affirmation that two and two make four the result of experience

only? Is it possible, as Mill held, that further experience in

another world may show tliat two and two make three, or five?

Or does the mind directly see tliat two and two make four, as

Roon as it apprehends the terms, and has it an ineradicable con-

viction that no future experience will ever contradict this

truth? Locke's ol)jcction, that a child would not understand
such a proposition, mucli less affirm it at once, is no more proof

that such a proposition is not an intuitive truth than the fact
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thil a man might not respond to a question asked him in a for-

t^ixx toiiiriie is proof that the knowledge sought is not in his

n\m\. In each case the terms are not clear to the persons

vl'irxs<;ed. Is the human mind so constituted that when it

c'early appreliends what is the meaning of two and what is

llio meaning of four it will instinctively accept the proposi-

tion that two and two niake four? The materialists say that

»l! knowledge is the result of experience, and that our so-called

ifftuitions are only old and oft-repeated impressions. But we
*uJ)Hiit that there is a difference in the feeling of necessity

with which the mind regards certain truths which seem to

luvc equal warrant in our experience. The two experiences,

th.it ohjects occupy space and that living things die, are equally

universal. But the mind clings to immortality as at least pos-

»:!tlo, while it rejects a spaceless physical universe as unthink-

a!.!e.

"When we turn to moral convictions the argument is still

stronger. We think that Kant exhibited greater wisdom than

any .other defender of intuitions in making his stand in favor

• 'f the native convictions of the mind at this point. Modern
rniterialists try to answer him by affirming that our moral

r»»iivictions are only the result of transmitted experiences of

p.iin and pleasure. Originally, according to this view, our an-

iMial ancestors found that certain acts produced pain and others

tx^:'ultcd in pleasure. The regularity of the results led to an
increasing dread of the acts which were followed by pain and
t«"> a joyful anticipation of the acts producing pleasure. These
sj'preliensions and anticipations gradually deepened into con-

»'K*tions that the dreaded acts were wrong and the pleasurable
»i'U were right. But if our sense of right is only the mod-
JJJcation of our experience of pleasure, how is it that our con-
VK-tions of duty are entirely independent of, and often in direct

t-'»nll:ct with, our pleasures? Again, if our convictions of
wrong are only our transmitted impressions of dread, how is

'^ that the dread of death—the oldest, most universal, and
;?n.'ntest dread in the experience of the race—has never deep-
'
'"''1 into the conviction of the sinfulness of dying? This

=• 't.TiiJistic explanation of moral convictions violates the law
"5 e:tMi;ilty. The effect not only differs from the alleged
cause, but it often contradicts it. Such theories would never
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have gained a respectful hearing had not partisans seen the

necessity of tliem to preserve their favorite philosophy from

annihilation.

After this vigorous criticism of materialistic theories, Dr.

Wentworth presents at some length his own method, which

he names the consciential. He now expands the various stages

of tlie intuitional method more fully. If we rightly under-

stand him in tliis chapter, he claims that the various steps of

reproduction in self-consciousness—discrimination, analysis, and

abstraction—are acts of introspection and are intuitive. The

reason thus sees directly the mental order, cause, and law of

psychic action. In illustration of this position he affirms that

the mind is not only conscious of acts of the will or. of the

memory, but also of the i^owcr to will or to memorize. TVe

are not inclined to follow the author in all his statements in

this chapter. We agree with him, as against the late Dr. Curry,

that we are conscious of the power of contrary choices. But

we do not think that the mind's consciousness of its states

carries with it in all cases a consciousness of the causes of

these states or of their laws.

While the author affirms that the mind has the power to

become conscious of all its acts, he does not deny that many

mental processes are indulged unconsciously. This brings him

to his doctrine of " intuition in sub-consciousness." " Tiie in-

tellect has an intuitive apprehension of many facts of a psy-

chologic nature which are not the subject of direct conscious

introspection." The language here may be defective. It

would be easy for the smart critic to ask with a sneer, How
can there be a direct vision of a process which is below the

realm of consciousness? But the chapter is not without a

meaning, and an important one. The author illustrates it by

the phenomena of memory. In recalling events by associ-

ation, we use a fact present to the consciousness to recall

another fact not present to the consciousness, and yet not

actually unknown. Where does this hidden fact lie? It is a

part of our sub-conscious knowledge, paradoxical as the two

words seem. Again, self is not consciously present in every

act of knowing. Yet self-consciousness is logically involved in

every such act. Dr. Wentworth would say that we have either

a conscious or a sub-conscious intuition of self in all acts of
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iMowiii" This meets one of the most common objections to

V-'ultion' by showing that a truth maybe intuitive and yet the

",;;„a l>o'at times unconscious of it. Leibnitz had a similar ^

i!;oijght in mind when he said that intuitive ideas were some-

times "shimbering notions."
^ 1 1 . 1

Tl.o author has also made a valuable change in psychological

n..n,cnchiture in characterizing intuitions as the " seeings of

I'.o intellect, in distinction from its believings; its intalhble

viMot.s of absolute truth, in distinction from its convictions

,ac.-sitated by its own constitutive laws."
^
We are more in-

clined to regard the mind as untrarameled, and to believe that

our knowledge corresponds with the reality of things, if we say

that the mind beholds a proposition to be true because it is true,

tn.m if we say that the mind is necessitated by its constitution to

rv-ard the proposition as true. The last phrase invites skepticism

bs^lrading the inquirer to wonder how the proposition would ap-

|<-ar if he could view it through another mental constitution.

Still, the author's phraseology does not wholly banish the pos-

<.il,ilitv of skepticism, unless we boldly say to the skeptic, there

i. no 'possibility of divorcing yourself from your present men^

lal apparatus, for your personality consists of your reason
;
and

w far as vour reason now enjoys a pure vision of truth, you

u:^ that 'truth as it is, and as God sees it. The author is

ft rongly inclined to identify reason and personality. We gladly

fullovv him to the extent of holding that so far as our reason

i. inieorrupted by sin it is identical with reason in angels

or in God. We hold, however, that personality eiiibraces man-

hood, and that the will and the aifections are as essential to it

a. the reason. The author at this point, like all discoverers,

probably attaches undue importance to the very striking, valu-

able, and original truth which he unfolds.

Dr. Wentworth believes that he has discovered the true

method in psychology. He holds, however, that there ''is

nnich in the way of the rapid growth and speedy completion

<'f the science, in view of the inherent dithculties involved."

T!ic practical and final test of his method, therefore, will con-

^i-t in its use to secure results to which other psychologists

i'ave not attained. We know of no one better qualitied or

more responsible for making this application and securing such

results than the originator of the theory. AVe should most
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heartily welcome a volume from his pen on Applied Psychol-

ogy. We should like to see the theory applied, as we think it

can be with splendid results, to the necessity of obedience to

one's conscience and of spiritual purity in order that the vision

of the reason may be unobstructed. " Blessed are the pure in

lieart, for they shall see God." We think this theory can give

an account of the difference between the intuitive method of

women and the rational method of men in reaching conclusions.

The difference between the sexes on this point is greatly exag-

gerated. Still a slight difference exists; and the woman's proc-

ess more nearly resembles our Saviour's process. In our judg-

ment the difference is not primarily due to sex, but to the

cultivation of one's spiritual powers. We should like to see an

attempt made to classify intuitive truths. We think the true

doctrine of conscience can be set forth from this new point of

view. We should like to see the distinctions between sense-

perceptions, personal convictions, and intuitions set forth; and

also the line firmly drawn between intuitis'e knowledge upon

the one side and intuitive recognition of a fact upon the other,

as the intuitive recognition of not-self or of the world, involved

in our self consciousness. We should be especially glad to see

the mutual limits of the intuitive and the inductive methods in

mental and spiritual science marked out, and the necessity of

the recognition of the intuitions in physical speculations demon-

strated. We are sure that the principles enunciated in this

volume open up a rich field for the practical psychologist.

The author has made an application of his theoi-y to the

most interesting question in metaphysics; namely, tiie grounds

of our theistic belief. With the boldness of a discoverer he

sets aside as valueless the accepted arguments from causality,

design, etc., and rests the whole theistic argument upon the

consciousness of God in the human soul He is right in hold-

ing that there can be no real knowledge of God outside of our

consciousness of him. But when this consciousness has been

clouded by sin, both personal and inherited, we would not set

aside the arguments from causality, design, our sense of duty,

etc., which help to make rational such dim consciousness of

God as yet remains. Nor would we lay entire stress u^3on our

consciousness of God in combating atheism. We are rather

inclined, with Professor Flint, in his article on " Theism " in
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ilie liritannlca^ to hold tliat the fullest apprehension of God
jnvolves tlie exercise of all the faculties of the human constitu-

l :..ti, will, affection, conscience, intellect; and that our theistic

<\.nvictlons rest, not sirnply upon the intuitive recognition of

CJad'n presence which comes from his entrance into the realm

A consciousness, but also upon our idea of causality springing

{u>\\\ our own wills, our idea of goodness which springs from
uMX afl'cctions, and our idea of a moral governor necessitated

l»y our consciences. Dr. Wentworth, in our judgment, how-
ever, presents the best single argument for God which the hu-

man race possesses. lie does not hold that our consciousness

funiislics a complete knowledge of God. His conclusions are

cliaractcrized by singular sobriety. He simply holds that God
ami the world so enter the domain of human consciousness that

w<« have, not a complete knowledge of either by intuition, but
ail intuitive recognition of both involved in our very couscious-

nc.'v-? of self. He says :

I am aAvare that declarations relating to the nature and proc-
e^M?.s of these spiritual facts of consciousness should be cautiously
•iltcrfd.

. . . The spiritual is the deepest and the most central
t-lenu'iit of our being; and the phenomena therein produced seem
lo he at the profouudest depths in consciousness. And on this
acootint, probably, it is, that during all the ages of philosophic
activity and development religious and spiritual phenomena have
rtrrly been the subject of careful psychologic examination. . . .

I-vt iliis department of consciousness be as carefully searched
»«i.| reflected upon in the true spirit of scientific inquiry as that
^Inch includes the intellective processes, and I think that then

'Muan ^consciousness through the religious or spiritual faculties
^' Mian's nature, as that matter or body does by the powers of
•^'"•^e-perception. And we may have as emphatic a subjective
V use of the divine nature as we have of self, if we will but listen
a^U'iit to the voices that speak to the ear of spiritual self-con-
*<'»ousness.

ill confirmation of this fact, our author makes his appeal to
^•^"••» nian's spiritual consciousness, to the religions history of
';h' race, and to the assumptions of this faculty in all parts of the
•Vr.pture and by Christ. Upon these points we wholly agree
^vith the writer. We are sure he did not be^in his work Tvith
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the conscious aim of reacliin^ the biblical ground of theistic

belief. He has simply logically applied his method. But the

strongest argument for the soundness of a method is, that its

logical application secures results in exact harmony with reve-

lation. At this point Dr. Wentworth surpasses Kant in not

making a division between the pure reason, which knows not

God, and the practical reason, which affirms his existence. He
agrees in part with Jacobi, who held to man's intuitive visions

of unseen realities ; with Professor Harris, in his Self-Revela-

tion of God j with Dr. Pope, who writes:

The constitution of human nature is such, that it naturally de-

velops a consciousness of God when God presents himself, even

as it grows up into a consciousness of self and of the outer

world
;

and with Professor Bowne, in his admirable treatise on Theism:

Just as sensation needs reason to interpret and arrange it, and

without reason remains chaotic, so the feeling of the divine

needs reason to interpret it ; and without reason and conscience

it remains a confused suspicion of an object which can be neither

escaped nor understood. But just as sensation is an absolute con-

dition of perception, so this feeling of God is an absolute condi-

tion of theistic belief. The reflective reason does not originate

it, but justifies and rectifies it. The arguments for theism have

never originated the belief, but have only aimed to give reasons

for the belief already there.

It is objected, by the followers of the common-sense school,

that i/ we break down the validity of our sense-perceptions of

matter we destroy the entire force of this argument for theism.

The criticism is directed with force against Professor Bowne in

an article on "Idealism in Christianity" in Tlce Methodist Re-

view for Xovember, 1888. The followers of the common-sense

school, therefore, demand that we shall maintain that sense

perceptions are intuitive and infallible, or else abandon all intu-

itive arguments for God.

But ideal-realists are not the rude innovators who break down

the infallibility of sense-perception. Modern science and the

universal experience of the race show that our sense-perccp-

tioTis are sometimes mistaken. If wc held that our fii-st con-

victions in regard to propositions and our first iini)fe?sions as

to the nature and attributes of God were infallible, we should

then join the common-sense school in contending for the infalli-
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billty of our sense-perceptions. But we hold to no one of these

ilirco positions. It is quite possible to grant that our senses

nn\ sometimes be mistaken as to the nature of physical objects,

uinl yet maintain that in our very consciousness of self there

\> involved a consciousness of not-self or of the world. So it is

{K>.<*ibic to admit that our impressions of God's attributes maj'

\^ wronir, and yet maintain tliat the recognition of God is a

part of the consciousness of the race. Even Herbert Spencer

cofUonds for such a recognition of the unknown in the fifth

rli:ipter of his First Principles. We are no more driven to

accept one of the extremes— infallibility or skepticism — in

pliilosophy, than in religion.

We do not think that the consciential method, rightly inter-

|»roted and applied, wholly excludes the use of the inductive in

reaching conclusions in the mental and spiritual reahn. It for-

ever dethrones that method in psychology, and even in our phi-

losophy of physical facts. It declares that the mind itself con-

tributes certain elements to tlie product which we call knowledge,
and demands the recognition of the trustworthiness of these

intuitions. It derides an attempt to reach by inference facts

which the mind already knows by direct sight. It maintains
liio freedom of the will, and mocks at a method which assumes
that a given external pressure will produce the same result upon
dll wills, or upon the same will at all times. In these regards
tiic inductive method is doomed in mental and spiritual science

;

and we know no book which will do more to relegate material-
li'tic tlieories of the mind to "innocuous desuetude" than the
vuhnne under consideration. But law holds in the spiritual as

^vell as in the physical realm. After the will has once made
iti; clioice and spiritual forces are invoked, they respond in bless-

"i^'s or in penalties as unfailingly as the law of gravitation.
*^in produces spiritual darkness and obedience brings light

^'•^^ certainly as lilth produces disease or food gives strength.

" ith this uniformity in the action of spiritual forces we can
as clearly determine the nature of moral principles, when once
^vo decisively choose them, by tlieir fruits, as we can determine
»•'"' nature of a drug by the results it produces. The doctrinal

'"'"i'luost of Metliodism, which is one of the marvels of niod-
<-rn theology, is due to Wesley's application of Bacon's metliod
to fpirituul phenomena. Ilis doctrine of experience corresponds
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with Bacon's doctrine of experiments. Instead of attempting;

to abolish skepticism bj d priori arguments, Wesley affirmed,

in accordance not simplywith Bacon's method, but with Christ's

direction, " He that doeth his will shall know of the doctrine."

Instead of attempting to exorcise Calvinism by logic, he applied

liis theory of free-will among the masses ; and it produced re-

sults which led to tlie abandonment of the necessitarian theory.

Instead of replying to Hume's argument for skepticism, he de-

clared that,* if men would repent, the divine Spirit would so wit-

ness with their spirits that they would be directly conscious of

God. The consciential method is not at war with this subordi-

nate use of the inductive method, which is authorized by the

Kevv Testament and is so brilliantly illustrated in the doctrinal

victories of our denomination.

The style of the volume before us is clear and vigorous; but

the author has pondered long before writing, and his conclu-

sions are much in advance of the thinking of casual readers.

Besides, he objects on principle to the use of physical illustra-

tions of mental processes as seriously misleading, and seldom

resorts to them. AVe confess that we have been compelled to

read portions of the volume several times to fully master the

thought. The author could have made the volume more intel-

ligible to lay readers by giving more concrete illustrations of

the mental processes which he describes. The outline of chap-

ters under the table of contents is full and clear. But no such

work is complete without a full index at the close of the vol-

nme. Perhaps the best tribute to the style of the volume is

the fact that we seldom thought of the language in our interest

in the reasoning. Earnest students in metaphysics and psy-

chology will find this a rich and suggestive book. It will help

inaugurate a new era in mental and spiritual science.
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Art. III.—TIIE NE^Y EDUCATIOX : A SYMPOSIUM.

ADVANTAGES, OF SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION.

To set forth with effective intelh'gibility the special advan-

l:i;:cs of scientific education would require many times the

amount of space here at command ; but I will endeavor, in a

fow pap^es, to outline the treatment. Education is provided by

Jt'pislators and sought by learners for the value which it brings

tlie learner in his own ijerson^ and in the powei' acquired to

irxert a beneficial influence over others. The personal result

i> culture, in the proper use of the term ; and the power

acquired proceeds from a more effective use of the faculties

^"aincd through culture, and from increased knowledge placed

at the command of the faculties. Education must be contem-

plated in its cultural aspect and in its practical aspect. iN'either

should exclude the other. Theories of education exclusively

«'ultural ai-e an affectation. Theories of an education exclusively

pr.ictical are illiberal.

Tiie cultural result of education may be physical, intellect-

ual, or moral. Certain modes of activity produce chiefly phys

ical culture; others, chiefly intellectual; and others, chiefly

etliie.il. Training deliberately physical in its aims is excluded

from this discussion. But it is evident that those kinds of

a.'tivity which incidentally involve physical culture possess

I hereby increased value; and I shall claim such an incidental

rc-jult for certain forms of science. The form of culture most

Conspicuous among the results of scientific study is intellect-

ual
; and it is this which I will first consider. But almost

t-qually important is the ethical culture which is received as an

incident of scientific study. This I will explain in tiie sequel.

intellectual culture consists in the culture of the various

l^nr-crs of the intellect. Viewing the acquisition of knowledge
ii'' the means of culture, the powers exercised will vary with the

^-'id of knowledge sought. If we seek a knowledge of facts

"I oh.-:ervation, the 'percipient fiiculties will be brought fore-

'""^t into activity. If we seek a knowledge of history, the

'lumory xvill bear the brunt of the effort. If we seek a knowl-

*-'<ige of Latin, the verbal memory is most severely tasked.

-KIFTU SEUIKS, VOU V.13-
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A knowledge of the principles of geology or biology exerci.^c-

iirst the observingj^owers, and then those of inductive inferenr.

,

Mathematics brings into requisition the powers of absiractian

and deductive reasoning. Polite literature awakens especiallv

the sentiments and the imagination. For purposes of culture,

those studies are of most worth which bring into exercise the

widest range of powers, and thus tend to preserve the symnietrv

of intellectual development.

Studies must also be considered in their relation to the stage

of the mind's development. The early aptitudes of the mind

are toward observation and circximstantial merjiory. An ab-

stract study is misplaced in the primary school. The powers of

inductive inference begin to dawn in childhood, and tlius in-

ductive sciences are indicated as a field for their exercise. These

powers strengthen through life. A study wliich, like Latin,

supplies no material for their exercise, affords but a defective

culture. It is only in maturer years that tlie deductive reason

ripens. For this, languages, literature, and history supply no

material ; but the sciences are affluent m incitements to activity.

Generally, I find the broad statement justified, that the sci-

ences as a whole and as separate yield the most divei-sified cult-

ure. Each of the natural sciences elicits into activity, sooner

or later, every powei^ of the human mind, and thus confers a

culture which is symmetrical and complete. Xo such state-

ment can be made of the studies by tradition called "hu-

manistic."

Let me now be more specific. I confine myself to the

group of natural sciences, and, as an illustration of these, I

will speak of geology. It is a science consisting of facts, doc-

tri?iC6\ and theories. Facts are the initial point in all geological

cognition. The facts of geology are data of observation by

the senses. This department of geology, therefore, is suited

to early years. The facts are familiar. They throng our

foot-paths and our travels. They are therefore easy of access.

For both reasons they supply a more natural, and therefore a

more profitable, culture than the conning of the abstractions of

grammar or tlic memorizing of passages of history. The

facts must be souglit in the fields and mountains—in the open

air, with pleasant walks and genial exercise of body. Tliis is

better than saddening the soul and wearying the flesh in the
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ct»ritincinent of a school-room. The field of geologic facts is so

varied that the child's mind discovers the needed variety. It

tftWovers for itself, and gains that peculiar delight which ac-

Ciiinpatiies all discovery of nevp' truth. This is better than con-

fi^nincnt to penal servitude on a hard bench. This testimony

will be found unanimous.

Next, the doctrines of geology are chiefly the generalizations

induced from the facts observed. Some of the doctrines are

llie>c : The age of the world is very great. The action of

terrestrial forces has been the same in nature in all the world's

liii^tory. All the lands have lain under the sea. The stratified

rocks are formed from sea-sediments. The earliest forms of

Wfo were simple in organization. A gradual advance in the

rank of the earth's inhabitants has accompanied the progress of

tlie earth's preparation. The in'story of the world has been a

history of cooling. Such generalizations are induced from the

facts of observation. The child does little at inductive reason-

ing, htt he hegins^ and he does more with advance of years, and

more nnder the suggestions of the facts. Geology, like the

other inductive sciences, brings training to the inductive fac-

ulties. These are.pre-erainently the faculties of modern science,

wliich has created modern civilization. A citizen is not broadly

and liberally educated until he has prepared himself to appre-

ciate the nature of the forces of that civilization which nour-

ishes him, and also to take part in its activities. Few early

studies in the conventional literary or linguistic curriculum

etimulate to any extent the inductive powers. As pursued in

early life, Latin and Greek supply no training for these pow-
ers. History, geography, and arithmetic afford none. Unless

the boy takes up geology or some of the kindred studies, he

goes through the first ten years of schooling without any of

tiiat training which modern life demands. The schools do not

fit him, in culture or knowledge, to participate in tiie charac-

teristic activities of the age. Tliey who conduct those activ-

ities have been fitted M'ithout thanks to the scliools.

While thus the acquisition of the facts trains the observing

|"'»wers and the sense-memory^ the principles induced from them
tram the inductive powers and the tJiougld-memory ^ and the

mental pictures by which the inductive truth is rendered clear

and vivid ;if[ord a training for the imagination. These results
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mnst be fully weigliecl, though the words which embody them

are few. Wane of these results comefrom linguistic and liter-

ally study.

Geology and, to some extent, the other inductive sciences

go much further. The great induced principles of the science

serve as starting-points for processes of a deductive character.

In geology, for example, all we know or believe in reference

to future vicissitudes of the world is known through deduc-

tion as strict as that which fixes the fact and the date of an

eclipse. It is by deduction from the inductive principle of a

cooling world that we are able to reas(jn back to primordial

conditions; to trace them out in their historic development ; to

detect in those conditions the common data of all world-life,

and thus to rise to the grand conception of the unity of the

world's career; the unity of all world-life; the unity of the

empire of nature ; the unity of the histories past with the un-

enacted histories future—and thus the unity of the power and

wisdom which govern in all time and all space. The activity

of the mind in such reasonings is of the kind which mathe-

matics and logic awaken. The power of unfolding a principle

in the details of fact which it involves is a high and a noble

power, and confers majesty and weight upon intelligence.

But for such mental training languages and literatures afford

no facilities in early education. The reflective pursuit of these

forms of learning is collegiate and post-collegiate.

Collaterally, such pursuit of trains of deductive reflection

diciplines the thought-memory ; and the effort to grasp deduc-

tive results and apprehend them with vividness calls for the

noblest and boldest picturing power of the imagination.

Thus, in its successive stages and departments, the study of

geology elicits every mental power into earnest exercise ; and

the order of its demands coincides with the order of develop-

ment of the faculties. It is therefore a means of complete and

symmetHcal culture. I insist upon this conclusion. Do the

langunges and literatures afford training for the whole range

of faculties? No person will affirm it. I also insist upon this

conclusion. A^'iewed, then, a?; means of intellectual culture tlie

natural sciences possess indisputable pre-eminence.

But we must view the sciences also as a means of ethical

culture. The ethical influence is direct, incidental., and reflex.
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No person of broad intelligence and warm imagination can

ToMow the trains of deductive thought which I have indicated

wrjliiont receiving a profound moral impression. The native

intuitions of the mind stand ready ever to interpret the con-

«vj»tions which deduction unfolds and imagination depicts.

I'nity throughout space; unity through all time—past and
j.rv.<cnt; unity of plan, purpose; vastness which by an intui-

tive illation becomes infinity; intelligence as the correlative of

|>!:sn; boundless, infinite intelligence, and co-ordinated power

—

(iod before all, in all, changeless and infinite—this is the climax
«'f the unuttered but impressive reasonings signaled in the soul,

3«> thought sweeps over the gi'and conceptions reasoned out by
fcience. These are ends not attained within the narrow limits

of truth humanly and finitely originated. These ai-e only the
fruitage of the study of God's activities, not man's. These are
ilie rewards of science, not of literature.

Incidentally^ the absorbing interest of scientific pursuits dis-

places the desire for ignoble gratifications. The boy w^ho has
U'coine fascinated wuth the pursuit of nature's realities expe-
iieiices ever new delight in air and sunlight and exercise; in the
irices.s:mt observation of something new; and in the inference
w hich comes to his intelligence with all the freshness and stim-
uius-of a discovery. All these concomitants of scientific study
inspire enthusiasm, devotion, and exclude the desire for those
gnitifications gained by loitering about street-corners, and list-

''iing to the depraved gossip of those wdio have not learned to
|»!it mind into their enjoyments. This form of ethical result—
K'xkI by displacement of evil—does not belong to science as
"'"-li; it belongs to every absorbing mental occupation. But
the point M'hich I make is, the great superiority of the natural
*<"i<-'nces, especially as pursued in the open air, in the inspira-
*»on of that interest and enthusiasm which insure virtue by
exclusion of the temptations to vice—the higher motive be-
coming strong enough to supersede the lower one.

ii^jlexively, the ethical influence of scientific discipline is

*"<-vu ui the scientific spirit begotten and the scientific habit of
•'Jind established. There may be people who imagine such a
f'>nlt would render life prosy and mechanical. AYhat is die
'-'•ntific spirit? It is the spirit which characterizes the suc-
<^**oful pursuit of the modern sciences out of which our modern
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civilization has grown. It is the sincere love of truth. It is

'^willing to renounce any error, however venerable ; to dispel

any illusion, however fascinating ; to reverse any belief, when
proven wrong ; to decide against a friend, in the interest of

truth
; to sacrifice even a self-interest, if grounded only in mis-

apprehension or error. It searches for the truth with patience,

with assiduity, with long watching and unw^earying caution.

Its facts it seeks to verify by closest scrutiny; its inferences it

seeks to validate by untiring repetitions, ifever so firmly

intrenched in an opinion as to become apathetic to new evi-

dence, it cannot be persecuted from a belief sanctioned by
lionest proof. Humble as a child and firm as a rock, a whisper
of evidence startles attention, a word impresses belief, but a

storm of public disapproval is borne as calmly and as sternly as

Mont Blanc faces the storm which w^hitens its. summit.
Can it be imagined that supreme devotion to truth is not a high

moral quality ? Is the scientific spirit not one to be cultivated ?

Can it be acquired by activity of mind on themes outside of

the scientific field ? Does Latin grammar cultivate the love of

truth and reality, in distinction from shams and surmises %

The usefulness of scientific education—lowest in esteem of

one school of pedagogical philosophers, highest in that of an-

other school, as well as that also of the great public, holds, in

an eclectic view, a position collateral with its agency for cult-

ure. The value of the applications of science in our civiliza-

tion, too vast and varied to be argued here, may be considered

adequately proven by the numerous and costly enterprises in

engineering, in architecture, in mining, in geological surveys

undertaken at public as well as private cost. Every public

geological survey is a verdict of statemanship in support of the

claim which I here make.
On these four broad grounds—best for bodily training, best

for intellectual culture, best for ethical culture, and best for

supplying useful knowledge—we must place the natural sci-

ences far above literature and dead languages in supplying the

young learner with an education such as symmetrical manhood
and American citizenship pre-eminently demand.
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THE ELECTIVE ELEMENT IN THE COLLEGE CLTIRICULUM. ;

The degree of Bachelor of Arts stands for tlie highest form

of education given by tlie colleges in regular courses of study.

It represents three or four years of special preparatory training

followed by four years of collegiate work. For centuries the

colleges have steadily adhered to the classical languages, mathe-

matics, history, philosophy, and the natural sciences as the basi,

of this honor. Other courses are offered for other degrees a]>-

proaching more or less closely to the classical, but never equal-

ing it in public estimation, and always implying special rather

than liberal culture.

]3iit with the vast increase of knowledge in these later times,

the innumerable lines of special work pursued, and the endless

forms of applied science, there has appeared a strong and per-

sistent expi'ession of desire that the entire theory of collegiate

training should be modified and the curricula materially changed.

What answer have our colleges and universities made so far?

and what further should and will they make in the near future ?

The college i^s a feature and factor of civilization reciprocally

acting and being acted upon by surrounding conditions. It

first Ci\me into being as a substitute for monastic schools be-

cause the conditions of society demanded liberal education for

laymen as well as for the clergy. Merton College—the oldest

of Oxford—was established in 126i, "in order to produce a

constant succession of scholars- devoted to the pursuits of lit-

erature," bound to employ themselves in the study of arts or

philosophy, theology, or the canon law ; the majoi-ity to con-

tinue in the arts and philosophy until passed on to tlie study of

tiieology by the decision of the Wardens and Fellows, and as the

result of meritorious proficiency in the first named subjects."

liiis college, the product of the demand of the times, gave En-
^'huid many of her most eminent men during the first hundred
years of its history. From that day to this the colleges have
"let, with more or less promptness, the needs of their times.

In answer to the demand for a wider range of studies the

^ '''ctive element has appeared in varying degrees in nearly all

"nr college courses. Harvard leads the movement by making
almost every thing elective within prescribed limits. She
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offers lier students scarcely any thing for which she is not ready
to accept sonietliing else. She degrades tlie classics from their
traditional pre-eminence, and will accept almost any respectable
studies in their stead. And yet she does not move off confi-
dently along this new path, nor fail to utter a friendly caution
to those upon whom she bestows such large liberty. She says,
in her latest Annual: "Students are strongly urged to make
their choice with the utmost care, under the bested vice, and
in sucli manner that their studies frotii iirst to last mav form a
rationally connected whole." ''It is helieved that any plan of
stxbdy ddileratcly made and adhered to will le more profitable
than studies chosen hy hirn from year to year, without plan,
under the iiifluence of temporary preference:'
She thns urges the student to select some, judicious friend

who will aid him to make the choices she declines to suirgest.
She requires her Freshmen to select studies from /oj^r oTtlie
following courses: Greek, Latin, German, French, History,
Mathematics, Piiysics, Chemistry, and Katural History. To
the other three classes she offers electives enough to bewilder
them by their multiplicity.

^

That the utter abandonment by Harvard of tlie old founda-
tions for her most scholarly degree does not meet with general
favor among educators is evinced by the fact that the presi-
dents of nearly, if not quite, all the New England colleges
united in a formal protest against these radical changes when
they were introduced.

Another form of elective work appears in institutions which
offer a great number of courses of study. Cornell University
prints as her motto the words of her founder, Ezra Cornell

:

" I would found an institution where any person can find in-
struction in any study;" and offers twenty-three courses of
instruction, whose wide range extends from classic Greek to
veterinary science, and from comparative philology to military
science and tactics. She schedules three general courses leading
respectively to the degree of A.B., B.P., and B.S., and adds
eleven technical courses, beginning with agriculture and ending
with the history of political science, nearly everv one of which
IS honored with some degree. Tlius this rich and laige vonn-
university almost resolves herself into a school of technology.'

Still another form of elective work is presented by on'e of
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ofir western colleges, in which about three fourths of the

course is required, and the remainder is given to a special de-

lartiuent during the whole four years. While a few institu-

tiotjs are boldly moving toward curricula made up largely of

clirfivos, the great niajority of strong and reputable colleges

and universities are holding to the long-approved basis of col-

K'^Iatc training, but admitting elective work amounting to a

httlo less than half the course. This is usually introduced

sparingly into the sophomore year, and steadily increases until

it forms most of the senior work. Generally the elective stud-

ies proposed are carefully chosen, so as to harmonize with those

required, and are practically options along that line. The Uni-
versity of New York classities by subjects and hours the work
in her two cour^^es of study. For the course in arts she requires

tliat 835 hours be given to languages and literature, 683 to

niatliematics and natural sciences, and 402 to philosophy and
history. For the course in science she requires that about 450
liours be devoted to languages and literature, 1,000 to mathe-
matics and natural sciences, and 4G2 to philosophy and history.

Yale College permits considerably less than two years of
elective work, but widens the possible choices to oiinehjtivo

•subjects selected from seven different departments of knowl-
t'dge. The prevailing usage among the best colleges may be
••tilted as follows : For the highest degree conferred about tliree

hfths of the course is devoted to Greek, Latin, modern lan-

^ruages, mathematics, philosophy, and natural sciences, and the
remainder to electives within prescribed limits. There is sur-

prisingly little material difference in the courses of first-class

nistitutions leading to the degree of A.B.
The schools of technology offer instruction in so many de-

I'.irtments that somewhere almost every art or science may be
i'ursued as a specialty without required work in other branches.
Is it probable that the elective system will supersede the present
«»ne? I think not, for the following reasons :

The most important function of the college is to give that
"^'Jinpiete, symmetrical education which most perfectly develops

.'•!'• entire man. "In the college is determined the character
"' most of the persons who are to fill the professions, teach the
•^^ liools, write the books, and do most of the business of legisla-
tion foi- the whole body of the people."
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With such duties to society and the state, the colleges must

maintain a form of education tliat shall develop the beauty

and fitrensth of all the faculties, as the Greek developed tlic

physical ideal in the Apollo Belvidere and the Venus de Medici.

They must not so much attempt the training of a man for

some special profession, or to intensify and strengthen some

special aptitude, as to lit him for the various responsibilities

and vicissitudes of manly life. The elective system fails to give

this education. It constantly keeps in mind either some utilita-

rian end or the gratilication of some pronounced bent of mind.

It forgets the ideal of mental, spiritual manhood.

Long ago Lord Verulam uttered his warning against this

utilitarian danger. He says :
" Among the many great foun-

dations of colleges in Europe, I find it strange that they are

all dedicated to professions, and none left free to arts and

sciences at large. For if men judge that learning should be

referred to action, they judge well; but they fall into the error

described in the ancient fable in which the other parts of the

body did suppose the stomach had been idle because it neither

performed the office of motion as the limbs do, nor of sense as

the head doth ; but yet, notwithstanding, it is the stoniach

that distributeth to all the rest. So that if any man thinks

philosophy and universality to be idle studies, he doth not con-

sider that all professions are from thence served and supplied.

If you will have a tree bear more fruit than it used to do, it is

not any thing you can do to the boughs, but it is stirring of the

earth and putting new mold about the roots that work it."

Tins high and symmetrical education is not to be secured by

any miscellaneous and hap-hazard succession of studies which a

youth of twenty shall select because they are easy, or in the lino

of his tastes, or will presumably be helpful to him in his antici-

pated profession.

Wherever the system of electives has been largely intro

duced there are notable cautions against possible evils arising

from it. The Cornell University Register says :
" In the course

of their elective work . . . students are urgently advised to pro-

ceed upon a carefully formed and clearly defined plan, and ti'

aim at the attainment of special proficiency in certain lines ot

work. The members of the faculty will be glad to give advice

and assistance in the forming of such plans."
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It docs not appear that the average student at the time he is

in college is well qualified to determine what branches he

djoiild pursue. If this be true the elective system cannot

(upersede required courses of study. Electives as now gener-

ally introduced are so nearly on the lines of required studies,

411(1 arc so few in number, that they scarcely do more than

alTord an option between subjects any of which might readily

pass into the curriculum if every thing was required.

Our colleges are not rich enough to maintain the number of

instructors which would be necessary to a general introduction

of electives. Yale offers to lier juniors and seniors ninety-tioo

(hdives from seven different departments. The number of

classes which would be necessary if these choices were all made

can possibly be imugined, but when Cornell attempts to realize

tlio idea of her founder, the number of classes and teachers

cannot be imagined.

It will probably be found more practicable for our colleges

and universities to determine the leading features of their

curricula, and require that the work thus indicated be done,

adding as far as may be a useful and attractive list of electives.

Kelief from the pressure of the multitude of studies which will

Ikj called for, and might be profitably pursued, will be found in

different ways. The organization of several general courses

leading to appropriate degrees will add to the variety of work
and yet prevent the undue multiplication of classes; the in-

creased requirements for admission will leave room for a wider

ratige of subjects ; a greater number of post-graduate courses

will furnish admirable facilities for special work in the lines

of taste or advantage, and the technical schools will provide for

lliose who especially seek commercial and professional advan-

tage in connection with their intellectual development.

The old classical college work doubtless will continue, and
will grow broader and better, but will not cease to be chiefly

required work. Other degrees will be given, but the world
cannot sparfe the Master of Arts, and will not abandon the

cuurses of study by which he is developed.

-^.(JL-Si^i^^^t^
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THE MANUAL TRAINING M0VE5IENT.

The manual training movement has succeeded the manual

training problem ; and in and by the manual training movement

the manual training problem is receiving its solution. The

manual training problem, so called, has perplexed the leaders

of educational thought both in Europe and in this country for

some years past. Some time since the conviction took root on

both continents that the common or public schools, as they arc

called, while doing what from one point of view was an ad-

mirable work, were developing on a line which was diverging

more and more from that along which the progress of civiliza-

tion was proceeding. The conviction that this divergence

existed ,was in itself most important ; for its natural result

could only be to stimulate the energy and ingenuity of educa-

tional thinkers to find some means of overcoming it. And the

general interest taken in the manual training problem was only

a single manifestation of this conviction of the divergence be-

tween the public school and social progress. The spirit of edu-

cational unrest was not confined to the sphere of elementary

education. It pervaded the high school and the college, and

forced its way into the sacred precincts of the university. In

Germany the Realschule was organized and founded at the in-

stigation of this spirit of unrest and dissatisfaction, and despite

official discrimination against it the work of the Realschule has

been so effectually performed that its friends are to-day asking

not only for the admission of its graduates into the universities

on equal terms with those of the gymnasium^ but also for the

incorporation of some at least of its features, together with

those characteristics of the gymnasium that are the best, in a

new institution to be known as an Einheitssehule. It is sig-

nificant that both of these demands will probably before long

be granted.

In the United States, the form of our educational organiza-

tion and the absence of any national system of education pre-

vented the same manifestations of this spirit as the educational

history of Germany presents. But the establishment:, in rapid

succession, of scientific departments in the colleges, of scientitic

and technical schools, and finally the general introduction and

advocacy of the elective system in the literary colleges them-
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H-lvcs, sliowed that the spirit was at work. Wliile all these

c!iani!;e5 were going on in the department of advanced instruc-

tion, there was at lirst little or nothing to correspond being

done in the sphere of primary education. This in itself, and

itulccd the fact that writers and speakers on education gener-

ally emphasize the interests of advanced instruction at the

oxi)cnse of those of the elementary schools, is evidence—if evi-

dence is wanting—of the lack of appreciation of the real im-

jwrtance and value of our system of public elementary educa-

tion. It is not generally known, or, if it is known, it is not

frequently taken into consideration, that of every twenty

etudents who enter the primary school not more than one

reaches even the high school. Indeed, a large proportion of

the children of the country do not attend a school of any kind

after they have reached the age of twelve years. Into the

short period, then, between the age of six or seven and the age

of twelve must be compressed such instruction as shall lay the

foundation for intelligent citizenship and for the work of life.

If all lives cannot be cultured, they should at least be saved

from total intellectual inertia. The spirit of unrest to which

we have referred took cognizance of this condition of affairs,

and raised the question wiiether the cliildrcn who were attend-

ing the elementary schools, to say nothing of those who were

receiving more advanced instruction, were being given such a

training as would best develop their mental powers and best

fit them for an intelligent and self-governing manhood and

womanhood.

Xot every generation can possess a Friedrich Frocbel, and

not every state can command the services of a Horace Mann,
Init the thou£:hts that are thous^ht and the work that is done

by a Froebel and a Mann cannot be confined to the generation

or tlie state which claims them as its own. Indeed, it was the

restless energy of Horace Alanh that furnished the motive-

power for the spirit of educational unrest in tlie United States,

and it was the teaching of Friedrich Froebel that furnished to

this spirit an ideal toward which to work. Froebel's study of

''ii^' c.iild and his profound insight into the child-nature showed
'';:n iliat education was not a process in which the pupil does

'Kithiuui; but absorb facts. He saw clearly that the child's

•iuturo has an active and expressive side, which is, in the earlier
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years at least, its most prominent, feature. The child breaks
and makes, not necessarily inspired by a spirit of destriictive-
ness or by the genius of invention, but because it is his nature
to do something

;
to be active. This doing and this activity are

moreover, the expression of thought; at least they are the ex-
pression of such thought as the mind of the child harbors
Nothmg is more natural, therefore, than if the child is absorb-
ing facts, and learning facts, that he should give the facts so
absorbed and so learned a prominent place in the various ex-
pressions of his thought. Observation shows this to be the
case. The child wants to test every idea, to put in practice
every theory with which he is made acquainted. His firs^ de-
sire is to ''see how it works;" and the normal child, the child
whose activities have not been repressed and stunted by a sys-
tematic course of domestic and educational maltreatment will
seek to express his impressions of tilings as fast as he receives
them. This is a process of mental digestion by which the food
which the mmd receives is assimilated, and made to contribute
to mental growth and development. The mere gathering, in
of facts without the ability to use or express them, and without
making them an integral part of the mind's furniture, is not
education; it is not even instruction; it is simply a stuffing
process, and the logical result of it ought to be that the mos't
highly developed mind is that which has, so to speak, the
greatest cubic capacity.

In the recognition of all this the manual training problem
had Its origin, and in the same recognition the manual trainin^r
movement finds its justification and support. The manual
training problem arose when it found that the education of the
time was not recognizing tlie fundamental and self-evident
prmciples which we have rapidly sketched. It arose when the
question was asked, " How sliall we train our children so as to
give their active powers the recognition to which they arc
entitled % As the drawing and constructive work of all sort^
by which expression takes place is performed by means of the
hands, the term ''manual training" came to bo used to sio-nify
tliis trainmg of thouglit-expression by other tlian verbal nreans.
Lut the attempt wliich is sometimes made to brand the manual
training movement as an attempt to set the hand above the
head rests upon a total misconception of the history of the
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jiKHinal training problem, and would not be possible were the

lr»e sio'niticance of the manual training movement understood.

A« we liave just shown, manual training is mental training;

it is a training of the mind to express its ideas by means of

operations which can only - be performed with the hands.

Manual training, therefore, while it has something in common
villi technical education and with trade teacliing—as indeed all

education lias—is as far removed in reality from those two im-

|>ortnnt and desirable branches of education as is instruction in

prography or in gymnastics. This is a fact that is not clearly

apprehended by the popular mind, or even by some of thoSe

who lay claim to considerable reputation as educational work-

ers. Nine tenths of the opposition which the manual training

movement has met with has originated in the confusion of this

movement with that in favor of technical education. This

confusion has been made by superficial observers, apparently

for the sole reason that the two came into educational thought

at about the same time ; and this, in turn, was natural enough,

iK-'cause both were the product of the same spirit of educational

unrest and dissatisfaction.

It will be observed, moreover, that the manual training

movement does not disparage or unduly criticise the public

w*liool. So far from disparaging the public school, it exalts

and commends it ; and any criticism which it has for the

«:liool is the kindly criticism of the friend who would improve,
and not the angry snarling of the enemy wJio would destroy.

1 lie international character of the manual training movement,
and the character and ability of its leading exponents, should
••f themselves attract attention. In Paris, manual training in-

struction has been obligatory in the public schools since 1882,
•^nd throughout France it is becoming so common as to be en-
titled to be called general. It is every-where receiving official

rc-oognition and support in that country. Di-awing, the foun-
dation of all manual training, has long had a place, and a promi-
nent one, in the educational system of the various German
'^t.ites. Constructive work, which is the complement of draw-
'"::, is being introduced in many parts of those intelligent and
'^I'io-awake coinitrics. In Finland, in Norway, and in Sweden
tnanual training is all but general. In Italy it is being intro-

•^'iced, and within the past year a corps of student-teachers was
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sent from Rome to Icarii the best methods of manual trainiiiiij

instruction in the celebrated Normal School at Niiiis in Sweden.

Spain and Holland have taken steps in the same direction, and

ill Great Britain the subject is receiving more attention at the

present time than any other topic connected with education,

the contest between the friends of sectarian and non sectarian

schools not excepted. The manual training movement in the

United States dates from the Philadelphia Exposition of 1S70,

although drawing as a branch of common school instruction

had found able advocates in this country before that time.

But in 1876 we were brought face to face with the results of

what had already been accomplished in this direction by our

European contemporaries, and could see for ourselves the lines

along which their thought was tending. From that day to

this advocates of manual training in the common school, in-

creasing in number and influence, have been found in the

United States. From the presidents of our leading colleges

and universities, who have stopped for a moment in the rou-

tine of their own work to say a word on this important sub-

ject, to the humblest school teacher in the land, there has been

an interest aroused in manual training, and a determination

reached to find out precisely what it means and to adapt to the

school any results which it has to offer.

The important task of reducing to practice the theories of

those who advocate manual training in the common school

curriculum has been performed by various agencies in differ-

ent parts of the country. The problem of the adaptation of

manual training to the high school has been worked out, for

example, in the excellent manual training schools of Philadel-

phia, Toledo, Chicago, and St. Louis. The Kindergarten has

been supported both in Boston and in Philadelphia by the

generous donations of private citizens until it has so far dem-

onstrated its utility that in both cities its charge is now assumed

by the regularly constituted educational authorities. For the

schools of the grades generally known as the primary and gram-

mar, the task of develo]Mng a course of manual training, and of

incor])oniting such a course in the curriculum now pursued, has

been performed largely under the direction of the Industrial

Education Association of New York city and by such eminent

educators as Superintendent Button of New Haven, Super-
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iiitcndcnt Powell of Washington, and Col. Francis ^Y. Parker

of tlie Cook County JSToroial School. It is almost invidious to

Koiect for special mention any workers in this field, which has

;sttnicted the attention of hundreds of tlie most devoted and

a!>lc teachers of the country, but those to whom we have just

referred are the ones who would undouhtedly be selected for

^{)ecial mention by their colleagues. The Industrial Education

Association has performed and is performing a work of almost

gigantic proportions, for in addition to furnishing courses of

study and teachers' manuals, and information on all points

connected with manual training, the association has wisely

seen the demand, which is every-where becoming general, for

inore thoroughly trained and more scientifically prepared

teachers. In answering this demand by founding a College

for the Training of Teachers, it has also had an opportunity to

incorporate manual training in the curriculum which future

teachers should pursue. Five years ago the work which this

association is doing could not have been done, because public

opinion had not been sufficiently awakened to the necessity for

educational reform and progress. When public opinion was

linally awakened the means were speedily found to answer its

demands, and by sending out trained teachers, and educational

publications prepared by the leading writers on their respect-

tive subjects, this association is now reaching thousands of

teachers and hundreds of thousands of children with its stim-

ulating and invigorating influence. From such cities, too, as

Xew Haven, Philadelphia, Springfield (Mass.), Minneapolis,

and others equally deserving, there are going out streams of

beneficent influence, the effect of which is easily marked not

only in the character of the educational discussions of the day,

but in the greater efficiency of the practical work of the school-

room. It is most auspicious that the teachers of the country

are now" carrying forward the manual training movement them-

selves, and they are engaging by the thousand in the task of

practically denionstrating to doubters the efiiciency and value

of manual training as a school subject.

14—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. V,
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Art. IV.— CENTENNIAL OF THE METHODIST BOOK
CONCERN.

The seventeenth day of August, eigliteen hundred a^id eighty-

nine, will close the first one hundred years of the liistory of

the Methodist Book Concern, and bring us face to face with

the second century of its work. Standing upon the boundary

line which divides these two centennials, it may be profitable

for us to review the past, survey the present, and consider the

possibilities of the future.

The Church under whose fostering care this new-born child

of one liundred years ago has grown to a vigorous manhood will

prove an unworthy scholar if she does not learn some profitable

lessons from the review of the past which shall guide to even

greater results in the years to com«.

Although Methodism has largely wrought out its divine

mission among the masses, its founder was one of the most dis-

tinguished scholars of England, and his leadership in liis own
and every succeeding age has been tlie result of his writing

rather than of his preaching. As he traversed Great Britain

for fifty years, traveling two hundred and fifty thousand miles,

or the distance of ten times around the world, preaching

as he went forty-two thousand sermons, and awakening into

new life the throngs which were attracted by his ministry, he

left the Gospel embalmed in type to deepen and conserve the

impressions of the evangel.

Nothing which concerns humanity seems to have escaped his

attention. He wrote and published during his life over thirtj'

solid volumes, and translated and edited one hundred and

twenty more. Besides these books he wrote and scattered

tracts like autumn leaves wherever he went. Philosophy,

theology—polemic and practical—medicine, poetry, the classics,

letters of correspondence, these are the things that remain to

mold the ages.

The wide range of subjects which he embodied in books

shows the versatility of his mind and the ripeness of his schol-

arship. IIow one man in one life-time could perform such

prodigies of labor will ever be regarded as among the mysteries

of both nature and irrace.
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Among tlie obligations wliich Mr. Wesley early enforced

upon every itinerant whom l^e sent forth to expound the

Methodist doctrines was that of circulating books and tracts.

He deemed this work as important as preaching. Tlie new
rliurch in America inherited this sentiment fi-om its founder,

Hiid has acted upon it ever since its organization, Books and
papers hold tlie attention of the people for six days of the week,
wliile preaching is ahnost entirely limited to the Sabbath.
An impression lias prevailed in some circles that Methodists

have not measured up to the average intelHgence of the Chi-is-

tian Cimrcli at large. This is not now and never was true

;

but her high standing for intelligence is the result of tlie liter-

ature which the Church has so amply furnished for the people
in every period of its history. Methodism has outstripped the
other Protestant Churches in the United States by producing a
profound conviction that tlie doctrines she teaches are true.

To the change of sentiment in regard to some of the fun-
dajuental principles of Christian doctrine wiiicli has taken place
throughout the whole of Christendomthe world is indebted to tlie

I>tilpits and literature of the Methodist Episcopal Church. This
change has not been brought about by ignorant men. Minis-
ters profound in the knowledge of the Bible and human nature
have been the instruments in the practical revolution of creeds
brought about within the last century. These were earnest
>ncn, who, while preaching with hearts aglow with the fire of
Christian love, demanded, and still demand, the press as the
J^Tcat ally in their work. The Methodist Book Concern is the
outgrowth of this demand.

It is proper in this centennial year to place on record some-
tjiingof the early history of the 'Book Concern as well as a
^tatement of the growth of the institution in later years. ISTot
fi^o years had passed after the formal organization of the Meth-
f;dist Episcopal Church before the Methodist Book Concern was
founded. ^Previously to that time a few books had been printed
•n New York and elsewhere by the enterprise of individuals,
^•'"1 some were imported from England. Those, however, in-
^^"Ived lieavy expense, and by no means satisfied the public
<Jeinand. In 1TS9 John Dickins was appointed to a charge in
hiladelphia, with the additional office of '' Hook Steward,'"^ the

"^^"le applied to such an office in England. AYith a capital of
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;$600, which he loaned for the purpose, he Liid the foundations of

the superstructure which lias grown to such large proportions

during the century. Its early history was beset with difficulties of

which we can form but little conception at this distance of time.

It required. the heroism of a Methodist preacher's faith in a di-

vine call, to grapple with these difficulties and overcome them.

Experience has shown that a Clmrch should provide the liter-

ature for its people. The occasion required men who were pro-

fonndlv convinced of the necessity of a literature which would

build lip in Christian faith those who were placed under then-

charge, and with whom the profits of the business were a sec-

onda'ry matter. Such were Mr. Dickins and his co-laborers.

A room was hired on Fourtli Street, and the work was com-

menced. To found and establish in successful operation a pub-

lishing house required no common heroism. The records sliow

that the business was for years in danger of being wrecked by

debts. Materials and labor must be paid for without delay.

Books were sent out on commission, and the sales were slow

and payments slower. It is not a matter of surprise that, not-

withstanding the genius and activity of John Dickins, the lit-

tle "Concern" was $4,500 in debt at his death in September,

.1T98. Within the nine years of liis administration the busi-

ness had itinerated from place to place, as though it could find

-no resting-place. In Dr. Phcebus's recent history," we find the

-following statement in regard to the location of the business

:

The house was situated at No. 43 Fourth Street. In 1792 the

house was on Race Street, No. 182. In 1794 Mr. Dickins removed

liis stock to No. 44 North Second Street, near Arch; ni 179^ to

No 50 North Second Street, where tlie business was conducted

until after Mr. Dickins'a death in 1798. The printing was done

in separate houses: first bv Prichard & Hall, in Market Street;

then by Parry & Hall, in Chestnut Street ; then by Henry Tiick-

niss, Church Alley; then by \yilliam W. Woodward, Chestnut

Street near Front; and finally, during the continuance of the

Concern in Philadelphia, by Solomon W. Conrad, Pewter-Platter

Alley, No. 22.

Of !Mr. Dickins too much cannot be said in commendation.

The Pev. Ezckiel Cooper, who knew him intimately, says:

The whole of his actions, public or private, appeared to be bent

upon the glory of God, the honor and promotion of religion, the

* Light m Earhj MctJMdhm, page 2C2.
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ffood of man, and the punctual discharge of those duties which

bt-rornc a good and faithful servant. Trace him through his tem-

iK.ral business in which he was employed in the world, and we see

conscientious rectitude in all his dealings. Find him where you

wouUl, employed in whatever business, you discover in hira a

in.in professing and practicing reli.^ion ; not to be thwarted by

nny consideration from the re-ular discharge of his duties. I do

not believe I ever knew a man to excel him in conscientious rec-

titude and genuine piety.

A short time before he was prostrated by the fever Mr. Dick-

ins, in a letter to Bishop Asbury, said :

I sit down to write as in the jaws of death. ^Whether Provi-

dence may permit me to see your face again in time I know not.

But if not I hope, through abundant mercy, we shall meet in the

prescnceV>f God. I am an unprofitable servant ; but I think my
lioart condemns mo not, and, therefore, I have confidence toward

God. So I commit myself and family into the hands of God for

life or death.

Upon the death of Mr. Diclcins Eev. Ezekiel Cooper was

requested by Bishop Asbnry and the Philadelphia Conference

to take up his work. After an examination into the financial

condition he declined the task. For nearly nine months the

business was practically suspended. The Baltimore Conference

Nvliich met in May, 1799, and the Philadelpliia Conference

which met in June, united witli Bishop Asbnry in nrging upon

him the duty of entering upon the work, and he finally with

great reluctance consented.

Mr. Cooper furnishes the following record of his election :

During the Conference the brethren proceeded to choose an
ftgcnt for the Connection, to carry on the book business in the
place of our late friend, J. Dickins. The vote, which was taken
by l)anot, was almost unanimous for myself—but two dissenting

votes, and one of them I gave myself. Thus I was the choice
of the brethren. But, ah ! how I felt in agreeing to the

appointment ! I submitted to the desire of my brethren with
much relnctance, and take it as my cross. I only engage for one
year at a time.

And yet in two years this modest man had lifted one half of

^'H! iudobtediiess, and during his sliort administration the

whole of it disappeared ! Local difficulties in the church in

Pliiladclphia (there was but one church in the city at that

time) complicated the business of the Book Concern, and
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finally led to its removal from the citj. The history of the

matter is thus described by Dr. Phcebus :
*

During the Conference year of 1802, Mr. Cooper visited three

Annual Conferences, and sought to advance the interests of the
Church in the sphere to which he was appointed. The spirit of

opposition to his remaining in Philadelphia was still increasing,

and within the year became so decided that the preachers of the
Philadelphia Conference, as well as some of the laymen in Phila-

delphia, determined, if it were possible, to have him and the

Book Concern removed. One of the grounds for the advocacy of

such a course was that he liad now been stationed in Philadeli)hia

five years, and as his brother-ministers were subject to more fre-

quent removals, according to the itinerant plan, he sliould stand
in the same relation as they to the itinerant plan of appointment.
The matter was laid before the Pliiladelphia Annual Conference,
held at Smyrna, Del., May 19, 1803, and there it was resolved
with great unanimity that the Book Concern should be removed
to Baltimore, and there be carried forward under the supervision

of Mr. Cooper. He declined at once to make the change, and by
that action called forth a letter from Bishop Asbury, urging him
to comply with the action of the Philadelphia Conference. The
following is the first part of the letter:

My dear Brother: As the executive of the Conference, and
your friend, 1 think it my duty to tell you that I think it your duty,
in obedience to the Conference, to move to Baltimore about the
first of October.

Mr. Cooper positively refused to submit to ' this strange

demand, though coming from "such high sources, and he gives

the following among other reasons for his refusal

:

1. It is not for the interest of the Book Concern.

2. The Philadelphia Conference had no authority to order

the removal, as his last appointment was made by the General

Conference.

3. Neither the people nor preachers of Baltimore have asked

for the transfer.

In the meantime the publishing business was becoming sur-

prisingly prosperous. By 1804, wlien the final leave was taken

from the city in which the house was established only fifteen

years before, the debts no longer haunted them, and a net cap-

ital had been accumuLited adequate to immediate demands. It

is very evident, if Philadelphia parted witli the Book Concern
without regret, Xew York held no jubilee of welcome on its

* Lhjht on L'arlij Jlcthodism, p. 279.
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irrival. So far as it appears it came unsouglit. Dr. Atkinson,

Mi liis admirable book, The Centenary ofAmerican Methodism,

j^'ivts the following siiiuniary of the wanderings of the Book

<\>iKvrn from place to place until 1830, when five lots were

j.iirohased on Mulberry Street, where the manufacturing is still

r.irried on. These facts the diligent author found in an edi-

:,.rlal of 2'he Christvm Advocate of October 11, 1S33.

In 1804 the Book Concern was removed from Philadelphia to

N«'U- York. Ill the General Conference of that year Baltimore

ami Xcw York were competitors for the Concern, and the latter

\v:is cliosen as the place of its future location by a majority of

ofily two votes. It was established in one small room in Gold
Sui-et, New York, and Mr. Cooper, in addition to performing the

•lutiis of his agency, served the society in Brooklyn as pastor,

III 1808 the Rev. John Wilson, who was Mr. Cooper's assistant

(lie previous quadrennium, was elected Agent, arid his assistant

w.is Daniel Ilitt. That year the business Avas removed to a small
liuiise in Pearl Street, in which Mr. ^Vilson also had his residence.

Il<' died in 1810. From 1810 to 1812 the business of editing,

publishing, selling, and packing was done in one room on the cor-

ner of Church and White Streets, under the superintendency of
Mr. Ilitt. Thence the Concern was removed to John Street,

»'lMTe it occupied two lower rooms. After some time there was
another removal to Chatham Square, where also two rooms were
• •fupied. Durincj tlie sojourn in Chatham Square, the Agents,
Nathan ]?angs and Thomas Mason, opened a bindery, in 1821, in
'In*, basement of the Wesley.m Academy buildings, 14 Crosby
.Street. This was tiiought to be a bold venture by many, but it

was successful. In 1824 a printing-ofhce was opened, and the
b;isiiu'ss was once more removed, this time to Fulton Street. In
5 "•2.> the academy buildings Were purchased, and. the business was
chic-tly conducted there until October, 1833, when it entered upon
the occupancy of the new buildings, erected expressly for its use,
»"> lots purchased in Mulberry Street.

From the ordinary stand-point of human judgment the pros-

l»cct of the friends of our publishing house was doubtless one
*->! eupreme satisfaction. A building adequate to the demands
"I a prosperous and rapidly increasing business had been at last

""•ained after wandering in the wilderness over forty years!

^ "e ^[iilberry Street house was opened in September, 1S33. On
^!'' ISth of February, 1836, it was burned to the ground, involv-

''A a loss of 8250,000 ! Undaunted faith is again demanded.
^'iily a small part of the insurance could be collected, as many

'^f the companies had recently become bankrupt by severe losses
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in the city, but tlie friends of the lionse rallied to its relief, and
contributed 8.59,994 98 to aid in erecting a new structure. The
new building with improved facilities arose in a few months
which has stood the tests of over half a century, and which,
in connection with the Western house, has turned out over
850,000,000 of products.

As a matter of historical interest we place in this record the
names of the xVgents of the Book Concern at Xew York durini;

the one hundred years of its existence. It will be observed
tliat all of the long list have passed away except one, Dr. John
Lanahan, and tliose now in cliarge :*

1789, John Dickins. 1790, Ezekiel Cooper. 1804, E. Cooper,
John Wilson. 1808, J. Wilson, Daniel Hitt. 1812, D. Ijitt',

Thomas Ware. 1816, Joshua Soule, Thomas Mason. 1820, Na-
than 15angs, T. Mason. 1824, N. Bangs, John P]mory. 182S,
J. Emory, Beverly Waiigh. 1832, Beverlv WanHi, 'p. Mason'
1836, T. Mason, George Lane. 1840, T. Mason, c'^Lane. 1844,
G. Lane, C. B. Tippett. 1848, G. Lane, Levi Scott. 1852, Thomas
Carlton, Zebulon Phillips. 185G, T. Carlton, James Porter. 18G0,
T. Carlton, J. Porter. 1864, T. Carlton, J. Porter. 1868, '\\

Carlton, John Lanahan, Eleazor Thomas. 1872, Reuben Nelson,
John M. Phillips. 1876, W. Nelson, J. M. Phillips. Dr. Nelson
died February 20, 1879, and the vacancv was tilled by tiie elec-
tion by the Book Committee of Sandford Hunt, March 3, 1879.
1880, 1884, 1888, J. M. Phillips, S. Hunt.

The Westekn Book Concern.

In 1820 a branch house was opened in the city of Cincinnati.
Tiiis was deemed necessary on account of the difficulty of

transportation and the condition of the currency in the A7est.

Books must be sent from New York to western purchasers by
wagons over the Allegluiny ^Mountains to Pittsburg, and thence
down the Ohio River.

Tiie following liistorical item appears in the xippendix to

tlie Report of the Western Agents to the General Conference
of 1888 :

_

In a single small room, on the corner of Fifth and Elm Streets,
ni the city of Cinciimati, the Rev. Martin Ruter, under the au-
thority of the General Conference of 1820, began the sale of
Methodist books. The tiftccn bv 'twentv fee" of space was
ample for the books of the "General Catalogue" at that time,

*AJas! since the above was wriltcn we must add the name uf J. M. riiilhi'S

to the list of the departed.
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tiiuu'lv, the Works of Wesley, Fletcher, Clarke, and Coke, As-

liiirv's' Journals, and the Hymn-book and Discipline. The stock

was' sent by wagon from New York through Pliiladelphia to

I'ilfsbnrg, and shipped thence to Cincinnati by river. The Agent
(•((Mibined in himselt' the functions of manager, buyer, stock-

k»'i'per, salesman, entry clerk, book-keeper, packer, atid shipping

tUtk. It was doubtless not then intended to establish a pub-

li>hiiig liouse in the West, but the business grew rapidly, and

^u^•('cssive General Conferences, lecognizing the demands that

ranie with the marvelous spread of Methodism in this region, con-

tinued to enlarge the facilities of the Western house until finally,

in 1839, it was chartered under the laws of the State of Ohio as

The Western 3/ethodist Book Concern.

And yet at tlie establishment of the house in Cincinnati the

Agent was not allowed to print eitlier books or papers. Mar-

tin Ruter, the enterprising Agent, did venture to print two

books

—

A Scriptural Catechism and A Primer—but lie did

tliis on his own personal responsibility. It was not until 1S3G

that authorization was given to manufacture books. At the

session of the General Conference which was held in Cincinnati

tlic following was inserted in the Discipline :

They [the Agents] shall have authority to publish any book in

«^ur catalogue when in their judgment and that of the Book
Committee it shall be deemed advantageous to the Church, ^:>ro-

vidcd that they shall not publish type editions of such books as

are -stereotyped in New York.

Under the inspiration of the authority thus given the house

leaped into new life, which it has maintained w'ith increasing

vigor ever since. With the acquisition of a separate charter

in 1S39, its relation as a branch of the New York house was

dissolved. The tide of emigration to the "West" set in -with

great ra4)idity, and the demand for the publications of the

Ciinrch proved that the preparations for the supply in that

;:rcat center of trade liad been made none too soon. The cen-

ter of population was marching with steady step westward,

:Mid now the Qnccn City lies east of the center of population

'i> the United States.

t'rom the small beginning on Elm Street the sales have in-

<^re;u;cd from year to year u'ntil a net capital has been acquii'od

••!' $730,101 IS. Inuring the la.-;t quadrcnninin tlie Sc;]fS

•i'liouuted to ^2,5S2,4:G-1 01. Aside from the accumulation of

<'-ipital " The Western IJook Concern" luis done its sliare in
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meeting Genenil Conference expenses and tlie support of

liisliops and dividends to Annual Conferences. It lost by lire

In Chicago in 1871 $102,221 4S, and paid by order of court

$92,U2G 01, as the result of the suit of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, Soutli. It maintains in vigorous life the Western CJuis-

tian Advocate, io\\T\(\Qd in 1831; t'heC'irisiianApologi^'t,st-di-t(iii

in 1SS9', the JS^oi'th-ivestern Chnsiian Advocate in Chicago, which

sent out its first number in 1853; and the Central Cfirlstian

Advocate at St. Louis, whicli was established by order of the

General Conference of 1856. Besides tliese^ there are papers

smaller t/z, size in the Sunday-school and German departments,

but by no means smaller in circulation or less useful as a part

of Church literature.

From the three great centers, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St.

Louis (the last two as depositories) trains loaded with solid Meth-

odist literature are sent forth every week into every part of

the West and North-west. New fields are opening every year

as new States are cut out of the vast territories which stretch

to the Pacific Ocean, and Cincinnati will soon be as far east

of its patronizing territory as New York was east of Cincin-

nati when- its publishing house was established.

The following Agents had charge of the Western House.

Besides the prescTit Agents only two are now living, Dr. Luke
Hitchcock and Bishop Walden :

1820, ]\rartin Kuter. 1824, M. Ruter. 1828, Charles Holliday.
1832, C. Holliday, John F. ^\^right. 1836, J. F. Wright, Leroy
Swornistedt. 1840, J. F. Wright, L. Swormstedt. 1844,1.. Sworin-
stedt, John T. Mitchell. 1848, L. Swormstedt, John H. Power.
1S52, L. Swormstedt, Adam Poe. 1856, L. Swormstedt, A. Poe.
1S60, A. Poe, Luke Hitchcock. 1804, A. Poe, L. Hitchcock.
1868, L. Hitchcock, J. M. Walden. 1872, L. Hitchcock, J. M.
Wahicn. 1870, L. Hitchcock, J. M. AYalden. 1880, J. M. Wal-
den, W. P. Stowe. 1884, 1888, Earl Cranston, W. P. Stowe.

Methods.

The methods of business employed by the Book Concern have

l)een, from the necessities of the case, peculiar, and sometimes
men ignorant of the relations of parties most in interest have

not been tardy in ulYeriiig their suggestions and criticisms.

A denominational house has both advanta2:es and disadvan-

tages. If there is an assured market within the denomination
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the very fiict that the books and papers are adapted to a special

Church limits the sale almost entirely to that Church. Hence

tiiitil a Church becomes large enough to guarantee a paying cir-

c!i!ation no outside house could be induced to publish the books

ticmandcd.

Tlie Metliodist Book Concern was originated by jMethodist

(.reachers to meet wants which could not be supplied by the

^'cncral book-trade. They have had very largely the manage-

ment of its affairs in all their details during the hundred

years of its history. Their interest is a proprietary one, and

the avails inure directly, by the law of the Church, to their

benefit. As far back as 1790, less than a year after Mr. Dickins

entered upon his work, the question was raised in the Confer-

erieo whether *' the Bishop should have power to draw any of

the proiits for the jpariial supply of any church or preacher

that may be in pressing need." Tlie answer given was: "By
the recommendation of the elder of a district tlie bishop may
draw as far as three pounds, but no farther." (Bishop Simpson

has it three pounds per annum.)*

Tins original i.dea of aid to the preachers from the profits of

the business has entered into the policy of its management and

been enforced by all the authority of .law, ever since. At the

^anie time we niust not fconclude that personal advantage was the

controlling motive, or a very pi'omlnent one, in the history of the

I'uok Concern. The preachers felt deeply the need of an intel-

ligent membership. In sparsely settled communities the people

Were far from book-stores, and if they could reach them they

would not find Methodist books. Hence the preachers became,

from necessity as well as for conscience' sake, book-sellers. Be-
fore the roads rendered transportation by carriage possible, these

earnest men carried books in their saddle-bags on hoi'seback.

To supply the people with books has always been regarded an

ei-^ential part of a Methodist preacher's work. Discounts from
retail ])rice3 have been allowed them, partly to aid them in se-

'•uriug tlieir own libraries, but also as a just compensation for

t'liir W(jrk, and as a guarantee against loss. 3>ccause of these

<hsc(»utits to preacliers, ordinary book-stores in many cases refuse

^o handle Methodist books. To this day the Methodist Church
feceives nearly its entire supply of books for the Sunday-

* MtOi.odisi Rtviexo, ISSG, page IZX.
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schools and families of her coinmunion throngli Methodist

chanuels. In many of the older portions of the Church the

preachers no longer carry books as colporteurs, because tiic

facilities of transportation render this no longer necessary. In

order to bring the publications of the Church within easy reach

of the people, depositories are established in the principal cen-

ters of trade. Besides these a large number of book-stores are

maintained, chiefly by authority of the Annual Conferences,

which have nearly all the advantages of depositories, but which

are not owned by the Book Concerns. Thus there is a full

stock of books in Boston, Pittsburg, Buffalo, San Francisco,

Syracuse, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Harrisburg, Detroit, besides

those heretofore named connected with the Western house.

Is'otwithstanding all the facilities of modern times, we are con-

fident that, if Ave take the whole history of the Church together,

three fourths of the products of the Methodist Book Concern

have reached their destination, directly or indirectly, through

the agency of Methodist preachers. The people still look to

them for their reading matter as well as for their Sabbath in-

struction, and the preachers still feel the need of the press as

their most potent ally in their work.

The experience of Book Agents confirms the position that

any system for the sale of books and papers that proposes to

dispense with the agency of the preachers will prove a failure.

And what is the result ?

1. A connectional Church consolidated into unity of doctrine

and polity ! Ko secessions have taken place on doctrinal

grounds. Xever was the Methodist Church more loyal to her

publishing iiouses than now, and no Church has more diligent

readers than our own.

2. As rapidly as the Church has grown in membership, it

lias increased in its patronage of the Book Concerns East and

West more rapidly than in numbers.

In 1S48 our membership was 644,229. The sales of the

Book Concern during the quadrennium closing with IS-tS were

$012,035 09, or a little less than one dollar a member. Dur-

ing the four years ending with ISSS our membership was

2,093,395. Tiie sales of the Book Concerns East and West

during the four years ending with ISSS were ^0,920,7'J:3 17—
over three dollars on the average for each member!
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Fifty years ago we had one copy of onr Church papers for

pftc^n of our members. If we inchide semi-official papers,

'fiiostof which are published by request of Annual Conferences,

wo now have one for about eight.

In our Sunday-school department the growth has been even

more remarkable. In 1850 we had 514,429 connected with onr

Sunday-schools. Tlie entire number of papers published for

these schools was 74,363, or abont one for seven scholars. In

ISSS we have in round numbers 2,000,000 in our schools. But

there are issued in New York and Cincinnati Sunday-school

papers of all kinds, 2,959,950 copies, or about one and a half for

each scholar and teacher. The increase in the Sunday-schools

is four-fold. The increase in reading matter is forty-fold.

The question. What sliall be done with the profits of the Book

Concern in the future, has become one of no little solicitude to

the most thoughtful men in the Church. One thing is certain.

No further accumulation of capital should be allowed.
^

The

original purpose of the Church as expressed in the Kestrictive

Rule, to lay aside only what may be necessary to carry on the

business, embodies solid wisdom wdiich the experience of nearly

a century most heartily approves. We can imagine nothing of

n financial character more unfortunate than a vast centraliza-

tion of capital, even though it be in a Book Concern. Of this,

however, we apprehend no danger, as the highest law of the

Church forbids it. Two extreme views on this subject have

been presented

:

1. Books and papers should be published at actual cost, so

that there will be nothing to divide. It is contended, with no

little force and plausibility, that if we have a large membership

furnished with abundant reading matter at such low figures as

to defy competition, this membership will adequately provide

for the superannuated preachers, widows and orphans.

2. The other view is to sell products at the average market

rates, and make the largest possible dividends to the Annual

Conferences. It is maintained by the advocates of this policy

that the preachers, as proprietors, are entitled to the avails of an

institution which they have created, and of which they are the

lawful owners, as declared by the United States Supreme Court.

We believe the general sentiment of the Church will require

a policy midway between these two extremes. It is possible to
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place the publications of the Book Concern in tlie liands of tlic

people at prices materially lower than those paid for similar

books in the general trade, and by the increased sales which

will follow fj'om this course there will be ample dividends for

the needy, possibly as large as if books and papers were sold at

a higher rate.

Of the equity of dividends to those w^ho have become depend-

ent upon others after aiding to the full -extent of their ability

to build up the Book Concern there can be no question. "Within

a very short time, perhaps during the present quadrennium, the

sales will reach to $2,000,000 a year. The net profit ou these

sales will yield a larger yearly revenue than has ever been

divided among the Annual Conferences- There can be no ques-

tion that the sales and profits will increase as rapidly as the

number of dependent claimants.

It may be proper in this connection to call attention to a

complaint which we occasionally hear that present prices of

the products of the Book Concern are above average market

rates. Such complaints are not justified by the facts in the

case. Over thirty years ago the writei', over an assumed name,

furnished a series of papers on this subject for The Chris-

tian Advocate. *A somewhat extended comparison was made
between the books published by the Book Concern and those

of the same class by various other houses in New York and

elsewhere. The conclusions then demonstrated have proved

true ever since.

The complaints referred to are not very pronounced, and are

generally vague and indefinite ; but, to satisfy some inquirers

and to vindicate the Book Concern, the Book Committee in

1S83 appointed a special committee of five of its members
to thoroughly investigate this subject and report the result.

That committee, consisting of Revs. Homer Eaton, D. C. John,

I. S. Bingham, lion. Amos Shinkle, and Gen. Clinton B. Fisk,

visited the leading publishing houses from Boston to Chicago,

and made an honest and thorough examination of the matter in

hand. A detailed report giving the names of books and pah-

lisliers was made at the next meeting of the Book Committee,

and the report shows upon its face the fairness and thorough-

ness of the work of the special committee.

The following report on this subject was made by the
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IWk Committee to the General Conference at its session

ill 1SS4:

At un,ectin^ of the Committee in February 1883 a speciaIcom-

,uiaee was atmointed to ascertain tiie cost of production and tlie

1 ,.rice of our Looks and periodicals as compared wi li tlu.se

of ,th r leading publishing houses, and report at the "ext annual

,„,etin.r That committee, at the expense of nuu-h time and

labor, discharged the delicate duties assigned it, and in a thorough

and exhnusti^x^ report showed, to the satisfaction of the Geneial

Ounmittee, that our books and periodicals are^ produced and sold

a. cheap as those of other leading houses, and in many instances

cheaper. This is a most gratifying showing, and ought to silence

certain criticisms which have been made, touching the price of

our publications, by parties in the Church who have not ac-

quainted themselves with the real facts m the case.

The fact is clearly established that the large profits reported

hy the Book Concern have not been made at the expense of its

patrons without full returns for all amounts paid. Donations,

except after the fire in 1S36, have never been received or asked.

Let us now call attention to results. Let it be understood

that the prime object of the establishment and maintenance of

the Book Concern was not, and is not, to make money, but to

furnish religious reading of a Methodistic type for our people.

And yet it is necessary to make some profit to secure the cap-

ital essential to the business. A large sum is necessarily invested

in buildings, machinery, and stock.

Yet while money is not the primary object, we doubt if any

r.'ligious publishing house in the world can furnish a better

linancial record. There has been a constant drain upon the

r»ook Concern for the general purposes of the Church. The

theory has been, the Book Concern must pay for the general

expenses of the Church where no other provision is made.

I'.ut with these facts we submit the following figures
:
After

tiw fire in 183G tlie capital for the commencement of business

again in New York, including the $S9,99i 98 donated by the

Church, was $281,650 74. The net assets reported at the last

General Conference were $1,653,197 70. Increase in net assets,

wliich appears in the form of profits, $1,371,547 02. But these

li.-urcs do not show all the facts. The records show that the

Book Concern at Is^ew York has paid for objects outside of its

own business since 1830, by order of the General Conference,

over ^2,000,000. This amount is made up of the sum paid the
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Clmrcli South, the sum paid for the bishops' salaries and travel-

ing expenses, dividends to tlie Annual Conferences, deficiencies

in expenses of delcijates to the General Conference, local papers

established by the General Conference, and other bills ordered

paid by that body.* This whole sum has been paid out of

profits of the business, which would otherwise have been added

to the capital. We have, however, this summary to present

for fifty-two years, that is, since 1S36 : Net gain in capital,

$1,371,547 02; paid outside of the business, by order of Gen-

eral Conference, over $3,000,000. Tocal profits, $?,371,547 02.

The gain in assets in Cincinnati is nearly equal to its present

net capital. This amount, $739,1G9 18, added to amounts paid

for purposes above specified in connection with the New York

house, will increase the figures which represent the profits of

two publishing houses to over $4,000,000.

Other houses add their profits to their capital for the purpose

of increasing their facilities for business, or divide them among
the proprietors; but tiie Book Concern has paid out its profits for

Church interests from year to year. It will appear from these

figures that the Methodist Book Concern, under the manage-

ment of officers selected by the General Conference, shows a

clear profit of over $4,000,000 since 1836. If the world has a

parallel in the history of religious or benevolent publishing

establishments we have never seen the record !

We submit that those who criticise the methods employed

by the Methodist Book Concern are bound to acknowledge

these residts of its work. . The fruitage proves the tree sound

and prolific.

Tlie question has been raised whether it would not be an

advantage to the Cliurch for the Book Concern to dispose of

all real estate used in the manufacturing part of the business,

and have all the work done by contract. We submit the forego-

ing facts and figures are a sufiicient answer to any suggestion

of this kind. All the assets which are made up of buildings

and macliinery have been acquired and paid for by our pres-

* It is (lifficnlt to nfCorUin tlic exact sum paid out years acjo for these piirpo=iC3.

It is not (litTicult to show that llie total is above rather lUan luulor $2,000,000 for

New York alone. Dr. James Porter, in the Methodist Quarterly Rtivkvi in ISG7,

and Dr. W. H. DePuy, in the Ctntermial Year Book, 1834, place the amount quite

above tliis fitriire.
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cut «v?toni of maimfactnring our o\vn publications. All this

would have gone into the hands of outside parties who did

«Mjr work. The Church now owns the valuable plants which

\voii]<] otherwise have become the property of jobbers.

With this review of the past it perhaps ought not to occa-

sion surprise that the last General Conference advised that spe-

cial services be held throughout the Churcli during the year,

in coinineinoration of the success with wliich Providence had

crowned the history of the Methodist Book Concern during

the one hundred years of its existence. The following is the

text containing the action of that body

:

Whereas, The Book Concern of the Methodist Episcopal Church
will complete its Centennial year in 1889; and,

Whereas, God has favored this agency of the Church with
Wdinlerful success, crowning the century Avith a quadrennial term
of unprecedented prosperity, enabling tlie A'jents to make a divi-

dend and thank-otfering of $100,000 for the Centennial year;

tliercfore,

liesolced, 1, That the year 1889 be observed with such special

services for thanksgiving to God for the prosperity vouchsafed to

this oldest institution of the Church as shall inaugurate a new
epoch in the history of the Book Concern, and insure from our

P<ople a more intelligent and hearty co-operation in promoting
our publishing interests; and to this end let every ])astor preacli

during the month of January at least one sermon appropriate to

this aimivcrsary, embracing the following points:

(a) The origin and growth of our publishing houses.

(1») Tljcir relation to the spread of Methodism and practical

Cliristianity.

(c) Tlieir relation to the support of our disabled ministers,
their dependent widows and children.

2. At each Annual Conference during the year let an evening
hf set apart for the observance of the Centennial of the Book
Coiicern, witli addresses from the Agents and otiiers. Let the
l»ishops, as far as possible, give special encouragement to these
anniversary exercises by their presence and exhortations.

^. Let the Piesiding Elders provide for anniversary exercises
at llieir District Conferences, devoting at least one session to
this subject.

4. Let our Church periodicals of every grade join to promote
tho success of this jnl)ilee.

>*>. Let the people every-where unite to make this a glad year for
t'le worlliy claimants upon tlie Book Concern by ])urehasing from
"11" liouses every needed supply of books, periodicals, and Sun-
^'ly-school supjdies.

>• To stimulate all to hearty co-operation and enthusiastic
15—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. V.
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effort let it be understood that the largest per cent, of the not

profits consistent with the demands of the business shall be dis-

tributed as dividends to the Annual Conferences during the year

1890 for the benefit of the claimants on this fund.

Snch services as are contemplated by this action would

prove of incalculable benefit to the Church and largely increase

the business of the Book Concern, with whose operations tlie

people would become familiar.

It would seem at first view that the owners of publishing

houses would need no arguments to convince them that in all

their relations to the Church as pastors, they should aid in

maintaining such houses by giving to them their first and mo>t

hearty patronage. The additional fact that these houses arc

maintained for'the same purpose that the ministry is sustained

by the people, should deepen the sense of obligation.

Although it is not the highest motive, yet it is not a dishon-

orable one, that would lead our ministers to provide for their

necessities when sickness, or the infirmities of old age, shall

have laid them aside from active duties.

The question of cheapness is a secondary one. Cheapness

should not be a more prominent element in regard to books and

papers than in regard to the pulpit. The services of the cen-

tennial year will undoubtedly turn the attention of the Church

to all these important questions, and promote our publishing

interests.

During the history of the Book Concern committees have

been appointed to supervise the work of the Agents. In the

early periods these comn^ittees were appointed by Conferences

in tiie immediate vicinity. Since 1848 the General Conference

has appointed a General Book Committee from the different

portions of the Clnirch. Since 1872 local committees of three

laymen, who form part of the General Committee, have had

special supervision of tlie business in New York and Cincinnati,

and the Churcli is largely indebted to these men for the impor-

tant, though gratuitous, services which they have rendered.

For some years past those in charge at Xew York have felt

tlie need of a building specially adapted to the publishing busi-

ness. A valuable house was purchased under the authority of

the General Conference in 1SG9, known as 805 Broadway.
^

Thr^

elcc^ant building was erected for a dry-goods store, and it was
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fojijid impracticable to adapt it to the peculiar demands of a pub-

lixhing Iiouse. Ever since the purchase, the larger part of it has

Ux-n leased to the original owner for mercantile purposes. For

ten years past, our retail store has occupied the basement ;. the

f!5:iiiufacturiiig business has been carried on in the old factory

ft'. 2<)0 Mulberry Street, one mile and a half away, and while

fill-; factory was quite adequate to our work fifty years ago it

H neither large enough for our present demands nor adapted

to tlic improved machinery of modern times. Where a large

juitnbcr of papers are published, the editors should have their

oniccs in the same building. Hence, at the request of the

Agents, the Book Committee authorized the sale of both prop-

erties, then fi-ee from debt, and the erection of a building in

connection with the Missionary Society, to which all the busi-

ness and offices should be transferred. No more appropriate

tisno could be selected for these changes than the Centennial

year of the Book Concern. In pursuance of this plan, a solid

building of granite, brick, and iron will be opened in New
York during the year, which it is hoped will stand in all its

symmetry and beauty for the hundred years to come. Into

tills building it is proposed to transfer all the manufactur-

ing business and ofHces of that house. With the increas-

ing facilities which will then be furnished the largest de-

mands can be met both in quantity and quality for long years

to come. From its presses shall be borne day after day a liter-

fttJirc pure, elevating, and saving to every part of this earth.

As we now place this record upon the pages of the Methodist

/tcvleic, we are well assured that the review of the coming hun-
OhmI years from the height of the second centennial year of the

Mt'tliodist Book Concern will be one of satisfaction totheMeth-
t'di.st Episcopal Church which shall then cover the land. Our
devout prayer is that the business of the Book Concern may be
^f conducted during the next hundred years that the blessing
"f God may rest upon it. Then shall it fulfill its important
initivion in educating, elevating, and saving this world.

'£>i>t^i^-/^
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Art. v.—the ROYAL GIFT OF lERMxVK, THE ROB-
BER, TO CZAR IVAN GROSNUI.

.The reign of Ivan Grosnui (1533-15S4), the Awful One, coiii-

niemorated in the hylinas or ballads of his people, and in tlio

descriptive music of Rubenstein, stands alone in history fur

inventive cruelty and for wide devastation. In these achieve-

ments but two other characters can compare with him ; both

of them linked with his lineage and race—Tamerlane and

Genghis, devastators whose wandering careers, tilled with wan-

ton destruction, cannot be dignified by the name of reigns^,

although their iniluence over the wild hordes of northern Asia

lias impressed itself with permanence on the customs and tradi-

tional laws of these latter. But as compared with any Asiatic.

or Roman throned tyrant, bearing rule over a country of de-

fined boundaries, Ivan, the autocrat, sovereign over the second

largest empire of the globe, has a horrible preeminence as tlie

destroyer of his "children," according to the Russian concep-

tion of the relation of the subject to the sovereign—the power-

ful maniac endowed with a Caucasian brain, and a moral nature

perverted to the pattern of that of the Tartar ancestors of his

mother; a being to whose eyes nothing was so beautiful as tlic

convulsive writhings of his victims, and whose very fingers,

dark and contorted, took on the shapes of the pincers and prods

with whose use upon living, quivering flesh, in his hours of

relaxation, he delighted to divert himself.

Yet in the promise of his youth—for, like most of his kin<l,

the opening of his career was hopeful of strength and thought

applied to beneficent ends, even as Lucifer was bejiutiful and

dutiful, before overcome by his monstrous self-exaltation— this

powerful, appalling figure in the declining dynasty of Rurik

appears as a high-hearted paladin of Christ, a crusader for the-

orthodox faith, incorporating into his empire the great khanates

of Kazan and Astrakhan, putting to flight the armies of aliens,

" infidels"—pausing, too, to weep at the spectacle of their dead

laid low by the hard necessities of war—and causing the ^Nt"^-

lem powers to tremble from the Bolor-Tagh, the easternmost

mountains of Turkestan, to the Straits of Gibraltar.

Inspired by these achievements, i)rodigious for a young mon-

\
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i.'rh of tbirtj-two, and supported by an army ready to follow

liiitj wherever he chose to lead, Ivan determined on the con-

«it!i-^l of the Baltic provinces, of Livonia, Esthonia, and their

lutlviiig regions to the east and south ; an undertaking that

OM.! liiin much strenuous and but transiently effective toil, that

l.vliH-'d woefully to develop the savagery of his character, and

\\.\\ laid a burden of grief upon himself, a hard strain of men
and money upon the empire, down to his latest day. The elec-

tion of the Transylvanian, Stephen Batory, to the throne of

Tuhind—a man destined to be a thorn in the side of Eussia

—

the imbroglio of Swedes, Danes, and Poles in the thirty years'

^vritfst embittered the tsar's later years, and were indirectly

t!.if cause of the tragic finale of his atrocities—the murder by

Ills own hand of his son, the tsarevitch : the one being, in all

sliO Russian world, to whom with any hope or trust he could

iuvc transmitted his conceptions for the future of the autocracy

he iiad laid deeply on foundations of deatli, and had cemented
with the blood of some sixty thousand of his patient, passive

l^'opie.

in these closing years of gloom, when, shut in the Kremlin,

lic feared to go out with his army, and feared its inactivity,

^lion nearly every house in his capital mourned for the bright

i!ul the brave laid low by the Opritchniki, the infamous elected

}.'turd of the sovereign, when a miasma of i^ielancholy brooded
over the empire, when its industries languished and its peo-

I'!e went as mourners about the streets, strange tidings were
brunght from the dim, mysterious East, the land of the Ougre
and the Ilun, the lands of Ob aiul Konda, whose names Yasili, son
«'f Ivan Veliki the Great, had wrought into his many-worded
^iarinian title

; tidings that quickened the pulses of the wander-
luvnig Great Kussian of the north, and put heart into the snf-

h-ring Muscovites; tidings that were passed from lip to lip

^'.v merchant and burlak along the "'roads that run," the great
nvt-r-roads of the Volga and the Dueiper, and that awoke a
Ire-h light in the keen eyes of the Kazak sentinels guarding
5"* military-monastic outlooks on the steppes of the Ukraine.

I liesc tidings, vague at first, but increasingly assured as they
ere reported from the messengers who bore then], reported
^Wondrous offset to the losses of the West: the discovery,
"'C occupation of a north-eastern new world ; a half continent
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inclosed on the hither side by ranges of grass-grown, metal-

hiding heights, and ^\•hose further margins are wet with the

tides of the vastest, most tranquil of oceans; an unbroken

area covering four thousand miles from east to west, and some

two thousand from north to south ; an area larger by one and

a half million square miles than our republic, larger by two

and a half million square miles than Europe, M'hich supports a

population of nearly 400,000,000 ; a country eight times as large

as France and fifty times as large as Great Britain. One of

its later defined provinces, the Yenisei, contains more land than

Spain, France, Austria, and all the European British posses-

sions, were these compacted in one. Another, that of Yakutsk,

is as large as all Europe exclusive of Russia.

The empire from the beginning had possessed a superabun-

dance of land, in proportion to its population
;

yet it is no-

ticeable that those nations who have ever had enough an(3

apparently to spare of territory are continually and tirelessly

enlarging their boundaries, on the principle that to him that

hath is granted the right to get more, and from him that hath

but little shall be taken even that little ; a custom and prac-

tice in the natural, as it is with limitations a law in the spirit-

ual, world. Russia has never been an exception to this gen-

eral proclivity for unimproved real estate; but what, in this

particular instance, added immeasurably to the sense of grat-

ulation among her people were the trusted reports that this

great, newly acquired country was teeming with the varied

wealth of forest and plain, with the animated products of river

and lake, with the rich furs and precious ivories of the tun-

dras and Arctic isles, with ores and birds and gems and met-

als—with all the wealth and beauty, in a word, that made up

the material world of the "true Russian" of the period; the

patriotic, czar-loving and home-loving Russ, who had kept his

heart from the varnished vices and his brain from the elab-

orations of the civilization of the ever-encroaching "W'^est.

Some reports of this unexplored world beyond the Ural-

had been brought from time to time by the Great Russian-

merchants and adventurers from the thirteenth to the sixteenth

* Great Russia, one of the five Russias of the median-al period, comprises all tin""

territory north of St. Petersburg, or all inchided between 59 dcg. and 69 deg. X. l:it.,

of the European area of the empire.
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cx-nturies; hardy men of enterprise who had dealings with the

iVrniians beyond the Kama, a people wlio obtained metals

from the Ugrians and other Hun tribes, who roved and rested

in their wagons still further in the unexplored East. A par-

tial knowledge and surmise of the mineral wealth, of the coun-

trv seems to have possessed the ancient Greek mind, which

lucatcd the griffins guarding much ,
gold in Scythia intra

ImautJi; and those Faissians acquainted with the Byzantine

dironicles had read in them of a reception accorded by a Hun

or Mongol khan to Zemarchus, envoy of Justinian, in the

tiixth century.* Numbei's of the northern merchants, in bands,

had even made their way over the Urals, and had brought

back bales of sables, as one proof of the good things to be

found in the scarce trodden and nameless wastes. Voivodu'i

(iiiilitory captains) of Ivan Yeliki had set his standards by

the Irtish and the Ob; and though no permanent occupation

was effected, that monarch took the title of Pi-ince of Ugria.

From the Cossacks—Zaporovians and those of the Don—both

a free people—was raised, by devices known only to the agents

of the czar, a contingent bold to follow his eagles into^ re-

gions unpromising, and uncomfortable for the lesser nobility

and the recruits from their estates, the usual material of the

army. Of these free lancers of the Ukraine, or Border Land,

two'hetmans pushed their way to Lake Baikal, in^tlie center

of the new country, and thence, it was said, to the Korean Sea,

traversing thus the entire breadth of the continent. On their

return they gave descriptions of tlic dark or western, and the

yellow or eastern, Mongolians; a division of the latter being

pn'orned by a " czaritsa," who, as they averred, showed them

hospitality ; whose subjects tilled the earth, and bartered for

wares with peoples beyond their frontiers. By her complai-

i^ncG they were furnished with letters that might have pro-

cured for them an entrance through a gate of the Great Wall

of China; but, having no credentials nor gifts for the emperor,

they felt themselves unprepared to seek audience with him

in Ills capital.

The proofs of this journey, rested upon oral testimony, and

hence were not absolutely valid. But the names of a succes-

• Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, vol. iv, pp. 207, 208. Harpers,

ISGl
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61011 of chiefs or khans : Ivak, a Noga'is, the first who collected

and bore rule over the tribes ; Taibouga, Khodja, Mar, m-Iio

married a princess of Kazan ; Yabolak, Agisch, KazoiVi, Ediger,

a vassal of Russia ; Bekloubat, had been brought home by cer-

tain of the mercantile explorers in the country near the Ural

boundary. Last among them was Koutchoura (1558), a usur}>

er. son of a Kirghiz khan, a lineal descendant of Genghis,

and over-lord of the country ; au uncertain vassal, also, of the

czar; for the tribes were tardy and scant with their tribute,

and often passed the Urals, the khan leading the way, taking

whatever came to their hands in Perm, when they forgot their

far-distant "protector" in Moscow, of whose interest in their

welfare they had never had experience.

Among the pioneers, urged by love of adventure and by the

hard exactions of the government, who took the eastward path

beyond the reach of tax-collector and conscripting nobleman,

was an intelligent Tartar-Huss, descendant of a mourza of the

Golden Horde, a man who taught his Russian acquaintance

the use of the Tartar calculating frame, strung with grains,

similar to the hand-frame of wired balls used in our element-

ary teaching. But as he had received baptism he was a repro-

bate to his people, and was flayed alive by them ; whence his

surname, Stroganoff—to plane, or cut off by planing ; a name

given and cherished by his sons as an attestation of his mar-

tyrdom.

He established himself and opened salt-works in the present

government of Vologda (1558), his sons and grandsons carrying

forward his work after he was laid to rest. They were granted

the monopoly of all the salt and lish they could lay hold of;

obtained grants of land covering nearly a hundred square miles ;

built "cities," or fortified nuclei of them for defense against

the wandering Tartars and archers of the further Eastern land
;

formed thus centers of population for the great Russians, Lith-

uanians, and Mongols who were attracted to the new country,

and kept their domain in order under a salutary vice-regal rule

so much to the satisfaction of the czar that in course of time he

conveyed to tlicm by deed a vast, undefined expanse of terri-

tory not populated, or whose nomads paid no tribute to the

treasury of the empire. In the seventeenth century their sway

extended over lands equal in extent to the kingdom of Bohc-
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•Ilia- Twelve thousand peasants, the property of these princely

pioneers, tilled the soil and labored at the industries that had

iiniltiph"ed in the reclaimed wilderness, whose proprietors were

among the first of a privileged class, such as the Orloffs and

Deiuidolfs of a later period ; military or industrial magnates to

whom were granted vast areas of land, who ruled in their own
rigiit, and, as owners of many thousand " souls," or serfs, pos.

R>w.'d a power comparable with that of the Italian podestas of

ihe tliirteenth century, or with that of a German prince over a •

principality thirty years ago. The Demidoffs owned fifty-six

tliousiind serfs exclusive of women and children, or altogether

uome two hundred and eighty thousand human beings.

To the Stroganoff lands, as three centuries later to our great

West, went throngs of laborers seeking employment, refugees,

who lioped to restore their ruined fortunes without excessive

toil in a country of large opportunities; explorers, adventurers,

free lancers to fill the ranks required for defending the new
R'ttletnents from the depredations of the trans-Ural tribes. A
itMuarkable figure appears amid this varied throng, a ci-devant

robber-chief, a Kazak * Robin Hood, whose courage and mis-

deeds had caused a price to be set upon his head ; for he had
not only plundered merchants and boyars by the score, but had
dared waylay, on the royal road of the Volga, officers of the

crown. Like the ancient Scyths when sought by the Mace-
donians of Alexander, he vanished with his band beyond the

liorizons when pursued by the cavalry of the regular troops,

to re-appear elsewhere, spreading alarm and death in the open
country, and menacing town and village. When the officials

despaired of capturing him, some one among them conceived

the happy thought of promising him length of days and reha-

bilitation on condition that ho would give his services to the

^var in the interest of the empire. The offer, after some delib-

t-i*:»tion, was accepted, and the clear-headed, redoubtable chief,

Jerinak Timofief, with his fearless Cossacks, was directed to

the new north-eastern country, where a given number of
** Stroganoffs," men already resident in it, increased his band to

•Tlie orig:iii;il Tart;ir word signifying vagabond, and later the Tartar and Russ
*'"'itinols or pii-kcts of tl:e southern and eastern frontiers, inasmuch as these senti-
f-in Were recruited from the vagabond class. Cossack is the AVestcrn translation
t'f Uic word.
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some live thousand, and set forth for the land beyond the Ural

hills, cleansed first by the blessing of the priests, who bade

them go in peace, hold fast to tlieir vows of bravery, chastity,

and obedience, and put an end to tlie impious Koutchoura, M'hu,

"infidel" as he was held to be by the orthodox Russ, resists on

his native steppes as a Gallic Yercingetorix, a Saxon Harold,

intrepid when all is lost, firm under the blast and whirl of cu-

mulative calamities, steadfast of soul, till smitten by death and

t hidden from view in a nameless grave.

The invaders experienced the happiness and the hardships

incident to the lot of explorers. They gave names to the rivers

of the new country, cast up redoubts at favorable locations, and

before passing onward, concealed their boats for future use in

the forests nigh to the river-banks. Fragments of these, and

other vestiges of this Nunez of the north, were found in a later

century, some being still traceable in the paths he cleared and

traversed. To the native tribes, with no weapons save arrows

and lances such as had been used in the thirteenth century by

the hordes of Genghis, the men in armor, with their mysterious

detonating, fire-flashing muskets, were beings from heaven or

hell, they knew not which. The sudden thunder of a gun

stunned them ; the spectacle of a comrade expiring, struck

invisibly by an enemy many rods away, appalled them. A vol-

ley of musketry sent ten thousand horsemen ofl" on a stampede

:

yet their native manliness soon drew them back to their leader,

who, old and l)lind though he was, faced his strange, new-

come foes undauntedly, and contested every rood of his roving-

grounds against them.

In their errant warfare, the hardy Cossacks had much to

suffer from the severities of the climate. Some sank into the

sleep that merges itself into death, overcome in the whirlwinds

of snow ; some M-ere blinded by the glare of light reflected from

wastes unrelieved by any darkness more grateful than four or

five hours out of the twenty-four of partial twilight; while in

the winter days, too brief for extensive hunting or fishing,

many perished in the search for nourishment to sustain life.

In a few months their force was reduced to about five hnndred,*

or one thii'd the number that set forth from Orel. In its wan-

Ranibaud gives tho number eii;lit hmidred aiid fifty, but does not montiou his

autlioriiy.

—

History of Russia, i, 277. Estes & Lauriat.
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derini^s tliis remnant of a regiment met the hordes of Kont-

choiiin massed along the approaches to Iiis chief city, Iskir, or as

ihe Cossacks named it later, Sibir, perhaps from Severia, or

the " north country " of their own land, or, as some aver, a word

of Permian origin—a town protected by a deep moat and by

rows of ramparts. In the center stood the khan's house, a solid

lo<^ structure built by the women of the resident tribe. In the

conllict that ensued, the invaders, ardent with the enthusiasm of

crusaders in arms for the true faith, and heartening themselves

witli the battle-cry of their nation, "God with us," put to rout

with no great effort the untutored children of the desert, and

took possession of the town, where they unearthed abundant

treasure, but were like to perish, nevertheless; for amid masses

of gold and piles of clotlis of silver and gold, some of them did

perisli for want of a chetverik of grain, or a dozen wild fowl.

Tiie victory of the Irtish—for near this river it had been

won—was easily achieved ; but it cost the little band, to whom
each man was of the value that ten had been in the outset

of the expedition, above a hundred of its numbei-, of whom
less than four hundred were now left to assert their mastery

nnd the sovereignty of their czar over a country of unknown
extent. lermak, whose conversion had transformed him to a

Kussian puritan, re-asserted his rigorous policy, and by an ad-

ministration severe and admirable made the most of his small

force at the same time that he conciliated and won the confi-

dence of the tribes. An act of disobedience committed by any
of his band was punished with death ; and the rules forbade all

license or lawless plunder or avoidable cruelties. In his ha-

rangues he exhorted them continually to puritj' of heart and
Hfc. " God, who often withholds his protection from a multi-

tude of sinners, endows with more than human force a handful

of virtuous men who render him the homage of self-control

and reverence for his commands." His personal example
accorded with his words; he invariably prayed and had the

men give themselves to praj^er before and after combats.

»» hen he came upon villages or encampments he was gracious

iuul generous to the families, and so opened the way for rela-

tions of confidence with the men, who were likely absent, fol-

lowing their khan, but many of whom he gained over by this

nicans not less than by his power to win and to sway,' and his
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.
probity in dealing with them. Such paid him a light tribute
and returned to tlieir peaceful pursuits, when they stayed not by
Iiim to guide and forage for the company.

Soon after the occupation of Iskir, Koutclioum's lieutenant,
Mahomet Koul, was taken captive, and the blind old khan'
bereft of his adherents, wandered to the deserts which compose
the Ishim steppes. lermak, with his group of retainers, turned
northward toward the regions of the Ob and Ugria, a laud of
marshes and tundras, a broad fringe belting the more solid and
fruitful regions below. But he needed re-enforcements, and
sent back to Russia a deputation to make known his needs and
achievements. The enth-e empire was stirred by the tidings
thus conveyed to it. lermak, the bandit, had overthrown iii

battle the "sultan" of a country larger than the Eussia of that
century, had occupied his capital, taken his generals prisoners,
and had let loose the eagles of Moscow over all his states. He
had conveyed this illimitable gift to his sovereign "for all cent-
uries, and for all such time as it may please the Sovereign of
the world to preserve it in its present form and aspect." When
the deputation stood before the prematurely old czar, tendering
liim this missive, and offering him skins of black fox, sable,
and other precious furs, a gleam of pleasure shone athwart his
woe-furrowed face. The capital, not less, experienced a sense
of relief from its miseries. "Even in our humiliation and an-
guish, God has been gracious to Russia," said the people, as
they met in church and mart. The Stroganoffs, already en-
riched and virtually ennobled, were granted in addition freedom
of trade in all Russian cities, as a recognition of tlieir energy in
initiating the expedition. lermak was^iamed Prince of Siberia,
and received the highest gift of honor that could be given a
subject—a caftan taken from the shoulders of the tzar. But,
such are the contrasts that compose this human life, while fame
and honor were thus lavished upon him by a grateful people and
sovereign, he and his few comrades were suffering the pangs
of hunger, cold, scurvy ; were spending their strength agaiiist
the whirlwind, and succumbing to new friends turned foes; for
the mind of a savage, unstable like that of a spoiled child, for-

gets to-day whaL he promised yesterday, and takes delight in
moral contrarieties. Of his something over three hundrecf men,
forty were slain "like lambs" by the strategy of the mourza,
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Karatschka, in camp by the Tara. The woe-begone plight of

llie resiilue gave courage to the tribes, who broke into general

rv'volt, and seemed like to exterminate the worn and weary

Cossacks, who had taken refuge, as a last resort, in the strong-

hold of Sibir. In their extremity, and expectancy that every

hour was their last, they heartened themselves with a desperate

resolution and cleft their way, in the silence of the night, through

tiic camp of the hordes, to whom the surprise, the crash of fire-

ftrins, the night-stalking of men whose very phantoms were to

be feared, were quite enough to create a panic, and a second

time the irrepressible Russ drove them toward the horizons.

The fate of some few of the latter, who fell in this sally, is

tlie theme of a hylina, a historic and originally oral ballad of

the jieriod.

The peril escaped, lermak fell on the trail of Kontchoiim

wandering lonely in the desert of Yargai. The old khan

watched his hunters, but warily kept out of sight. One niglit,

wlien, thinking themselves secure on an island of the Irtish,

tliey slept without a guard, he fell upon them and slew all but

two; one of the survivors being the chief liimself, who leaped

into the river, where the weight of bis armor drew him down
(15S4), and so he perished in flight from the sword, as he had

lived by the wielding of it. In the cathedrals of the land he

won by it, one may still hear masses said for the repose of his

FOul, and for those of the forty-eight who fell in this final ren-

coiHitei-. jSIiracles, or what were believed to be such, were
^vroIlght at his tomb. His portrait hangs in the mujik's and
Sibcriak's cabin ; a flat visaged, Ivazak physiognomy, alive with

an ardent, penetrating, unblenching spirit; the shoulders mass-

ive, the arms overlaid witji bosses of muscle, the figure not large,

hut erect and commanding. For a hundred years after his

ilt'alh the roads and defenses, the work of his hands, perpet-

"'itcd his name; and he, with his never-daunted band, have a

place in the hearts, not of the burlak and mujik alone, but of

ti»c brave and noble of all the Russias, as heroes who, by cn-

ynrijig every peril, gave to their country the plains and peaks
^'f th(! northern half of Asia.

Koutfhoum, pursued by later invaders, had the grief to lose

his favorite son, who was carried captive to Moscow, where he.

V'as graciously received, and w&s given domains suited for the
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sustenance of a princely personage. He sent his father word
of his fortunes, and counseled him to submit to the czar; but

the gray-haired son of the steppe endured not the thought of

wearing out the remainder of his life bereft of the wild freedom

that was his birthright. The voivode of Tara came upon him
amid a growth of wheat, surrounded by marshes, in the basin

of the Ob, and bore away his wives and daughters, his sons, and

few forlorn adherents. Renewed proposals of security and of

a peaceful home were made to him; but though blind, deaf,

deserted, tattered, roofless, with no shelter save the shade of a

tree, his rude manhood remained unconquerable. "I would

not go to the white czar in better days," he said, " when I had

treasure in plenty, and was in the flower of my age ; why should

I go now, and soon die a craven's death ? Bereft of all

.things, I weep most for Armanak, my son, carried away by

my enemies. With him I could have lived content, though all

else were lost. As it is I must wander upon the earth till I

reach my grave: then sliall ray feet have rest." During two

days he buried his dead. The people of Tcliata gave him a

horse and pelisse, and the broken old man, once lord over

many tribes, ^vandered to the Nogais, who smote him with

their knives, saying, " Thy father pillaged us ; thou art not

above him." Moscow rang her bells for gladness at the an-

nouncement of his death
;

yet some there might have been

among her people who, instructed in the hard and painful, if

also the hitherto and long still to be inevitable deeds by which

empires are created and enlarged, could but offer a sentiment

of admiration and sympathy to the firmness, the genuine though

rude nobility of this hard-pursued chief of an aboriginal and

now extinct people.

With lermak dead and Koutchoum at large, the half dozen

Russians in the country were in no position for self-defense

;

but helped by their native audacity they made their way back

to their own country. Fresh forces were sent out to hold what

had been so valiantly acquired, and in 1632, little more than

sixty years after the Cossack captain had set foot on the eastern

slo'^^es of the Urals, a party of his people raised the Russian

standards by the sea of Okliotsk, bringing thus all Asia north

of the Altai Mountains into the acknowledged realm of the

Slav, who, having come out of Asia into Europe, and having
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jniti;;lcd his race witli races of the West and of the East, liad

turned u}>on his course, to bear rule and to diffuse liis civiliza-

tion over the new world of liis discover^;, Russia in Asia.

This gift of tlie northern orient— a third Tartary—was second

Miily to that of the western Kew World to Ferdinand and Isa-

U'lla. Its value is even as yet but imperfectly comprehended by

those whose property it is. Its natural resources are not yet so

fuliy brought to light as to be expressed in statements and fig-

ures. It is a mine of an unknown number of millions of square

jniles, of nearly all the valuable minerals, from gold down to

coal, and of at least twenty-six of the most precious gems;

among them the emerald, green, yellow, and bhie ; the topaz,

nqua marine, beryl, chi-ysolite, tourmaline, lapis lazuli, garnet,

the alexandrite, which shows crimson by day and green by

in'glit, all the varieties of jasper, jacinth, and onyx. Upon its

surface rise mountains of pure iron. The gold and silver mines

are among the most permanent, accoi'ding to all signs, of the

world ; the present annual yield under imperfect and partial

working being five million dollars. All the stones used for

building are found in generous strata, and many of the more

decorative, such as jasper, malachite, the mineral mica, are

equally abundant.

The timber comprises the varieties of the temperate zones,

including conifers of surpassing height and size. In the basin

of tlie Ob larches sixty feet long, three feet in diameter at the

b:ise, and one and a half at the apex are to be bought for five

doHars, and are so numerous that a hundred of this size can be

procured in a week. In the Primorsk poplars attain a height

of a hundred feet. Along th.c Yenisei, firs raise their tapering

tops two hundred feet in the air, and spread to six feet of basal

diameter ; larches of equal height are four feet in diameter,

alK)ve twelve feet in circumference at base. But most noble

«inong the trees of these virgin forests is the cedar, rising in

fohnnnar symmetry to the height of a hundred and twenty feet;

Its wood, durable as stone, is more docile to saw and chisel, and
neither decays, warps, shrinks, nor cracks. Sound business

h''ads, not given to unwarrantable excursions of fancy, may
'"'^i^onubly picture the future traveler in this country taking his

^'.'isu in spacious hotels built on foundations of ice, framed and
iT'iriiijjlied with this odorous wood, and wandering through cities
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wliose warehouses and catliedrals sliall glow with its rosy hue

after the manner of that stately house of the forest of Lebanon, in

which the most illustrious of the Israelite kings had his delight.

The European flora terminates near the Yenisei, but mingles

with and yields, between the Ural hills and the Kamschatkan

Sea, great numbers of wild flowers exclusive to the country,

and to the temperate zones; stars of the soil tliat gem the open

plains and hill-sides. The wide country between the Tobol and

the Ob is a rare garden region of the globe, a storehouse of

cereals, hay, linseed, flax, hemp ; a granary whose supplies could

support a dense population, and leave a surplus for the nourish-

ing of some hundreds of thousands of souls further to the north.

''In its present condition of partial culture it is relied on by

Russian generals as a reservoir of food that may be drawn upon

through the year for an army five hundred thousand strong, in

case of defensive action against the English forces, who, starting

from the Punjab or from Afghanistan, might be directed toward

Turkestan ; or. vice versa, if Hussiau troops departing from

Merv, which they occupy at present, should get possession of

Herat by the same subtle policy which procured for them the

first-named city—and so obtain an open road to some of the

many passes of the Suleiman Mountains leading into India.

The produce of hides, tallow, wool, and other raw material is

considerable, and can be enormously expanded. In Kamschntka

grass grows to the height of five or six feet, and three crops

are cut in a season. All the cereals, garden vegetables, berries,

and most of the other fruits of Europe, besides many l)elonging

to Tartary and China, are found, or are cultivable on middle

and southern Siberian soil. In some of the settlements two,

even three crops are yielded in one season ; so exuberantly laughs

the earth at the toying of the plow and spade. On the west-

ern plains, edible wheat grows spontaneously ; a phenomenon

that led Linnaeus to locate among them the Dispersion of Races,

inasmuch as nowhere else on the globe is this cereal to be seen

growing thus independently of the will of man. The liberal

fauna includes fifty species of furred animals, all useful, many

of them of the rarest value in the world of commerce. North-

ern Siberia, the future home for colonies of trappers, is a va?t

preserving ground for these creatures, among which the otter,

. with his finer than satin coat, the seal, the Siberian black fox
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niitl eable, funiisli furs worth their weight in gold, without
iratisportatiou. Thus at Irkutsk or at Nikohiievsk a garment
undo of the backs of eighty sables costs $2,500. To the fairs

of Irbit, the Ural emporium of this trade, nearly six and a

half million skins were brought in 1876. The reindeer, useful

ill a (\o/.M\\ wavs, with other domestic animals, thrives in this

;^'vnerous country ; and the variety of birds is greater than in

.niiy other comparable area of the globe; for hither they flock at

breeding time from all north-temperate latitudes, bringing oc-

u-isionally in their train their human lovers, the ornithologists,

one of whom (Seebohm) catalogues one hundred and forty-
R'ven species as permanent in the country, inclusive of many
of the most desired land and water fowl.* All the edible lish

of tijc temperate and frigid zones abound in Siberian waters in
^uch abundance, at certain seasons, as fairly to obstruct the cur-
rent of some of the rivers. A novel picture is presented to the
imagination when we read of lotkas or canoes pushing their
way with difficulty through schools of these creatures, who, like
the children in certain of the public schools of our metropolis,
hardly have room to turn around. Along the Ob, the fisher-
nu'n arc careful not to load their nets too heavily, and so rend
them by a greater weight than can be borne. In addition to
this animated produce of the rivers, the annual marine raigra-
liou is estimated at twenty-six million, at the lowest computa-
tion

;
or, if we so reckon it, at six and a half salt-water fish for

every adult in the country. On the lower Amur, sturgeon are
<*-»nght three feet long, and weighing as many as three hundred
I^'unds. At ]S"ikolaievsk, on the eastern shore, salmon trout
weighing twelve pounds sell for a tritle, and salmon of fifteen
to twenty-five pounds sell for two cents each. When these
delicate, delicious fish ascend the rivers of Kamschatka, the
^atc-r rises above its banks, and the fish are so hustled together
that they can be taken out in handfuls. Great numbers of them
F>^-nsh in this piscatory rush to secure the best places at the
«-<«ter sources, "i^y the margins of the Ussuri in the Primorsk,
one may hear the rippling music of their million-myriad fins.

^

^liK' climate answers to that of European Russia, and natu-
• '"} v-;tnt\s ill a country extending over fifty degrees of latitude.

<l^l • t
.^'"''^^^^''''"^' " pood Russian authority, raises tlie number to t^-o lam-

•
•ml oi-h,y.five, of whicli forty-five are distinctly Asiatic.»0—FIFTH SEKli:s, VOL. V.
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Summer heat in tlie southern regions rises to 107° Fahrenheit.

Winter cold in the Arctic belt shou's on the thermometer 84° 8'

below zero, a difference of 192° 6'. Yet the air of the north

is kindly, if frosty, answering to that of our north-western

States, and to those bred in it is far from distressful. The

burans, or hurricanes, that sweep over the country from the

regions near the pole are to be feared indeed ; but they bring

in their train
" The hard, gray clouds

That breed nieu hard and bold.

"

Bracing to nerve and sinew, they are winds of God to the

native Siberiak, who lives a healtliy, happy life on the thither

side of the Arctic circle.

Tlius at Yakutsk, on the Lena, believed to be the coldest

town on the globe, with a temperature corresponding to that

of tlie summits of Mont Blanc, Adolph Erman, the German

traveler, saw cliildren running about without clothes, in the

open air, Voyageurs and the native tribes take their repose

in tents pervious to the air. A man, wrapped in a fur pelisse,

may sleep in his sledge when the mercury freezes, or he may

lie comfortably in the woolly snow with the mercury at Si)°

below zero. Mr. Busli, of Reindeer^ Dogs, and Snow-s/ioe-f

fame, when in Kamschatka, slept, probably fur-clad, in the

open air between two blankets of medium tliickness lined

with deer-skin; and experienced no serious discomfort from

the cold. As a rule, froin the middle of May to the middle

of September, the temperature is that of summer heat, and the

soil, warm on the surface, but frozen to the depth of fifty feet,

produces crops from fifteen to forty fold. The climate of the

central and southern districts is even, and delightful from June

to October, Even in winter, localities are found, as in tlie

basin of the Amur, where the Manyargs pasture their horses

through the cold months with a temperature both endurable'

and agreeable.*

Few parts of our earth, the inheritance and home of man,

are actually uninliabitable. Tlie Creator of our species l)»is

made it adaptable to exevy variety of climate and condition

that its liome presents ; and if it be true that righteousness, im-

personated in the race, is to cover all lands as tlie waters cover

* For the protecting value of sofc snow, see Kane, Arctic Explorations, i, 266.
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the (^oa, the deserts and nnreclaimed lands, waiting as yet for

mi c.\|)unsive human life to reach them, are to be peopled with

what we must believe will prove a nearer approach to a fair

iiiuilitude of the sons of God, the crowning race

:

"Those that, eye to eye, shall look

On knowledge; under whose command
Is earth and earth's, and in their hand

Is nature like an open book."

The incomplete, yet, as far as they go, correct, statements we
liave thus briefly given show that Siberia has the elements for

a progressive, a stately civilization. It offers to the excess of

population in China, in Europe, and haply at some distant

<i:iy to portions of our own continent, a great East, a wide area

for peaceful labors, corresponding to the great West of our

republic; and awaits only a lessening of the rigors of the

et-utral government, already beginning to perceive the need of

etich relaxation—and of making itself a better name to the world

without—to become the home of oriental and occidental over-

flowings of populations. Already it is such to hundreds of

thousands of free immigrants ; and many instances have come
to light of persons offending tlie law just enough to be sent at

llic state's expense to this much-desired, much-blessed country.

As a matter of fact, the average Siberiak is a blitlie fellow who
troubles himself not at all about the ukases fulminated at the

otlier end of the empire ; but 'pays his tax, and goes cheerily

about his affairs, being quickly done with the tcJihiov'ik^ the

government official. He has imbibed with the crisp air of the

ctHintry the strong, free spirit of the Great Russian colonist

^vliu was foremost among its early settlers, and bears himself
«>ke a prince or a Yankee ; tiie two being much the same, since

tuc latter is a prince of industry, and intends to rise to the rank
<'f a money king if he have not already attained to it.

ilie waters had scarcely closed above the harnessed chief ere

^ravans from Bokhara arrived at Sibir by way of the ancient
rvnuls made by Genghis across the Kirghiz Deserts and along the
••'•ores of the Aral Sea; opening thus the commerce of the new
••'iiitry—a commerce still in its initial period, being main-

•*i'ii'd by caravans and periodic fairs. The overland trade
•^'Hi China, consisting of imports of leaf and brick tea, sugar,
*'iKs, satins, cottons, grain, dried fruits, medicinal roots, dye-
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Btnffs, ivories, and other Oriental products, and exports of wool,

leatlier, cattle, furs, cereals, gradually increases—in the face of

risks arising from the convict element of the population, an.l

other hinderances. In 1SS5 the total value of exports and

imports was about 19,250,000 i-ubles, or an equivalent nf

$10,587,500 ; a sum proportionately small as compared witli

the foreign commerce of European Russia, which in the same

year amounted to nearly $1,000,000,000; but the latter lias

had eight hundred and fifty additional years for its upbuilding.

This pure and beautiful land, wrapped in robes as of eider-

down, of snow '' like wool," or brave with brocades of mosses

and flora, skirted by green hills and treasure-inclosing mount-

ains, bathed in the aurora-lighted north by that "motionless

mere which forms the girdle of the world, along whose silent

waters may be heard the sound of sun-rising"—the Mare Cro-

-ninm of the ancient geographers—a land never harried by

desolating wars, nor fattened with human blood, though wet

indeed with the tears of many an exiled patriot, and the altar-

floor for the silent prayers of thousands who have suffered in

hope and for the sake of a happier day for her and for all

Russia—this bountiful land teeming with the wealth of the

sickle, the ax, the net, the sieve, presents to the vision of the hu-

manitarian and statesman a vision of future industry and peace.

Already many of the homes of Tobolsk and of Yladivostock

are furnished and garnished Hke the homes of Stockholm, oi

London, and of Boston ; and when to these, in years not too dis-

tant for hope to anticipate, come the apostles of the Christianity

which has diffused its divine light in the homes of Sweden, of

England, and of the American Republic—and some of these

apostles have already entered the dwellings of Siberia—tlien

shall be made visible the prophecy of the desert rejoicing and

blossoming with roses; and the million-miled gift of the

bandit shall extend itself beneath the skies a veritable garden

of God, wherein man shall renew his filial relations with Hiui

whose delight is with the sons of men, and wlio still seeks His

earth-bound children, to hold converse with them, in the coveris

of rural pathways and in the thorouglifares of the town.

t/YK oAa^i Vi /((ru-U^^-y\j
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^^^ VI._ A CORRESPONDENCE WITH DANIEL D.

WHEDON, D.D.

Is lliu biograpliical sketch prefixed to tlie first volume of Dr.

Wlicdon's posthumously published Assays, Reviews, and Bis-

^Hincs, it is intimated that lie always manifested an interest,

iively and intelligent, in the young men of tlie Church, and

that "he early sought to bring them into the ranks of his con-

tributors."

In the spring of 1S83 a young post-graduate student and tutor

in theology in a Southern Methodist university, although totally

u!ikiio\vn''to Dr. Whedon, ventured to send him a manuscript,

fv»r whose publication he hardly dared hope. For his degree a

thesis on the atonement was required, and having spent some

months in the careful elaboration of a paper entitled The

Mi'thodht Doctrine of Atonement, he mailed it to Dr. Whe-

don after it had been approved by the theological faculty of the

university as satisfying the purpose for which it was originally

composed. After more than two months of somewhat anxious

waiting, a letter from Dr. Whedon, dated "Sag Harbor, July

1:5, 1883," was received. Ilis first words were those of gen-

cious commendation for the unknown scribe who had imposed

upon him the ungrateful task of reading a bulky manuscript

in ihe hot July days

:

Your article, after some vexatious delays, has reached me here

at my summering place, Sag Harbor, N. Y., and has been hastily

n-ail. I am greatly pleased with its clearness and vigor of style,

:iii(l in general with its dignified tone of candor to Dr. Miley.

The source of the proposed contribution led the editor next

l<» detine his policy with respect to articles from the Southern

Church ; and as many are now proffering suggestions to the new

editor of the Methodist Deview, perhaps he would not object

to a word from the most experienced of his predecessors

:

I have now three articles from Southern Church contributors in

h.\iv\, and I wish to frankly state ray course in regard to them..

Vou, of course, realize that the Quartcrhj of each Church is sus-

•-liiK'.l by its own coustituencv. Y^ot l" by far prefer that both

^houUl ])ublish articles from the constituency of each. As, how-
t-vtT, our constituency of contributors is far too great for the

capacity of our lievieio, my admission of outside articles ifl
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necessarily limited. Otherwise there would he just complaint
that our own proper supporters were excluded too much in favor
of others. I concluded, therefore, to limit the articles from tin-

Church South to one per number. Dr. Bennett, of Asliland
[the president of Randolph-Macon College, since deceased], has
the place for October, Professor Callaway, Jr., for January, aud
yours in April. I know no better way. And very probably next
May may close my official life.

The remainder of tlie letter is occupied with doctrinal ex-

positions and criticisms, as follows

:

_
In regard to your able article I may here note : 1. Your ar-

ticle cloes not vary so widely from Dr. Miley's view as you seem
to think. There are sentences of yours that" seem to me to admit
all he claims. You are obliged to take in the rectoral element,
and your distinction between God as rector and God himself
seems to me exaggerated. There nevertheless remains some real
difference between you in which I should probably agree with
you. But back of all these are some deeper point's in which, I

suppose, we should differ widely.
2. I cannot indorse your extravagant laudations of Pope. His

weak chapters on the Atonement were ably reviewed in our
Quarterhj by Dr. Miley, and their weakness exposed. Dr. Steele
wrote and published an open letter to Pope on his Eschatology,
and Po])e directed the stereotype record to be changed. IHs
doctrine_ of the Resurrection is in contradiction to all Methodist
authorities. At the same time both its logic and its exegesis are
of the poorest sort. Your eulogy of his exegctical p'owers I

should feel compelled to omit. [He afterward relented and pub-
lished it.] He maintains that the whole Thirty-nine Articles of
the Church of England (including the seventeenth predestinarian
article) are binding on Methodism. He expressly quotes the
close of the ninth article as what "all Methodists believe," thus
restoring what Wesley struck out, and involving himself and us
all in the dogma of infant damnation. Our bishops very hastily
put his work in our course of study, but one bishop lately assured
me that he would be opposed to its continuance. I hope you will
not insist on my publishing your eulogies on such a blunderer.
I reviewed his doctrine of " hereditary guilt " in the Quarterly,
and showed to my own satisfaction at least that it was anii-V\^es-
leyan and absurd, contradicting our fundamental moral intuitions.
I could wish that before committing yourself to his views you
would read what has been said by us^in the North on this subject.
My sermon on " Substitutional A'toncment " I hope soon to repub-
lish, and will in that case send you a copy. I will now sav that
Pope, and in some degree Wat'son, cross the very foundations of
Arminianism, and destroy our whole argument against uncon-
ditional reprobation and infant damnation. In this they come in

collision with such authorities as Wesley, Fletcher, Fisk, and
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Olin. I shall probably have occasion to discuss these points in

!nv next Quarterly. I could icish our general American Method-

iun could he comiyleiely harmonious zn its theology. We respect

wiiat comes from Europe profoundly, but cannot be wholly over-

ruled by it.

Very fraternally yours, D. D. Whedon.

No part of my reply to this letter need be inserted here. The

R-ntence which I have italicized in the foregoing letter is the

key-note of the following one, which indicates sufficiently what

was written in replj* to the first

:

Sag Harbor, September 6, 1883.

My dear Professor: My vacation, too, will soon be closed

—

next Saturday—and my address will be at my office as above
lieaded. [Tlie letter was written on one of Dr. Whedon's official

letter sheets.] My health was greatly recruited by this lovely

hca-shore, and work is again my deliglit.

Agreement in views in theology is of course desirable; at tlie

present time very desirable, for there are some threatening
symptoms in other Churches, and Professor Park boldly avows
tliat he looks to the Methodists for support from the Congrega-
lional revolt. If we can as Metliodists, without undue surrender
of personal independence, freely harmonize, so as to present an
'iiuiivided front, a great point will be gained for our evangelical
faith. My earnest wish is, therefoi-e, before y(ju commit yourself,
ori-upying your responsible official position, to decide opinions on
f«Ttain points, to have you possess a full survey of the situation
bv a perusal of what has been said by Nortliern Methodism.
^ uiir review of Dr. Miley is the result, as you realize, of but a
partial survey.

In regard to Pope I cheerfully agree, and affirm that he is

tniich the superior of Watson in erudition, but decidedly his in-

ferior in style and logical ability. When Watson argues from
the text he does it with far more force and conclusiveness, I

lliink, than Pope. Tlie merit of quoting a text and holding that
••vs a linality does not rate so high with me as with you. At this
dny, when Scripture itself is subjected to so much query, a logical
power of uniting reason wdth Scripture, and so presenting a
•iuuble force, is of the first importance to theologians. Even
Christian thinkers are scarce contented with a sic est scri2'>tum,
wliich is to shut the mouth and brain too. The harmony of our
faith with our intuitive reason and common sense must be made
eiear, or theology will tremble and totter. Indeed, it was this
"ituitive deman'tl which our fathers made in the battle with Cal-
^'SiiMu. It was the protest of our intuitive sense of right and
J"^'n-i' uuitiug with Scripture that won us our victory.

• have not myself seen Dr. Steele's letter nor Pope's amend-
"H-nt, but the pt)i?)t was an apparent favoring of post-mortem
j'lobation, which Poi)e consented to omit.
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I hope you will read :Miley's article on Pope, and also ray no-

tice of Pope. My sermon on "Substitutional Atonement" I will

loan you if I can find more than one copy. I propose before a

great while to have it reprinted. If you have within reach my
Commentary, I would be very glad if you will read my notes on

Kom. V, 12, and Epii. ii, 3.

On the resurrection, also, I would like to have you read my en-

tire notes on 1 Cor. xv. You will find me there, as I think, main-

taining the Pauline ground against the false reasonings of modein

scientists, sticking to the sic est scriptwn^ which Pope deserts,

and showing its true reasonableness and consistency with science.

I may add that we shall soon put to press a work wduch I think

will be a standard on the resurrection, taking the high ground of

the molecular identity of the dying and rising body. . - -

By the way, I am much pleased1:hat my friend and contributor,

Professor Worman, is to be one of your colleagues.

If you do not object, I would like to show your article to Dr.

Miley, who, I doubt not, would like to correspond with you.

Fraternally and truly, D. D. Whedon.

Dr. Wbedon seemed deeply enlisted in forming the doctrinal

views of the young Southerner aright, and soon came another

epistle.
Office of the Methodivt Quarterly Review, \

805 Broadway, N. Y., October 15, 1883.
)

My deak Professor: I have directed a copy of our October

Quarterhj to be mailed to you, and both you and Professor Til-

lett will confer upon me a favor by reading my synofisis notice

of Dr. Prentiss {Presbyterian Quarterly Beview) and also my
book notices of Burwash and of Graham.* I would ask your

special attention to page 761, my discussion of " temporal evils

entailed upon us by Adam;" also pages 763,4, my proof that

"hereditary guilt " becomes so by personal appropriation; also

pages 764, 5, the suggested solution of the problem of " infant non-

probation." The fust two of these three seem to me to be part

and parcel of our authorized theology. The last of the three has

no authority at all, .-md pretends only to propose a solution of the

problem, and a filling up of a blank space in our theology by

natural deduction from admitted premises.

I send also a co]>v of my sermon on " Substitutional Atone-

ment " which I did not dare send by mail until I ascertained

where another copy could be found. Please ask of Professor

* These book notice?, with other prod-.ictions of Dr. Whedon's pen, liave been

recently repiint"(l in two ponhurnous vohimes. as follows: Sermon on Substi-

tutional Atonement in K^^"y^, Hnueivi, mid Discourses, p. lOT; notice oi Dr.

Prentiss in Si^ikntir'riti, Tn-olmjicl and Criticul. niider lieadin','- ' Tiio Methudist

l(le.i of Ilumaii rrobiiiion,'' p. 2G0 ; liotico of Professor Burwasii, same volume,

under lieadinji "The Relation of Children to Redemption," p. 300; notice of Mr.

Graham on, p. 241, under " I'^vil Kniailed by Natural Consequence," and also under

" Infant Non-Probation," p. 328.
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Tt!I<'tt to look it over. And I wouUl be pleased to receive an

rvpiTssion of views from you both. Tlie sermon must be care-

(tillv preserved and returned, as it is my only copy, and I shall

profi.ihly have further use for it.

1 niav iicre note that Dr. Summers denies, in his notes on Ko-

Xiy.in<, <mr personal guilt for Adam's sin, though I have nowliere

n-t II any elaboration of the subject from his pen. Equally so do

Dr. HIedsoe and Dr. ilaymond.
Fraternally and truly, D. D. Wuedox.

I trust I may now be pardoned for the insertion of my reply

to both tlie foregoing letters, to the preparation of which, I

well remember, much time and study were given.

Vandekbilt University,
(^

^ Nashville, Teun., October 18, 1883.
j

Mv DEAR Dn. Whedox: I feel that I owe you an apology for

my long delay in answering yours of September 6. I wished
lo consult and attentively consider all the literature to which you
ri-fiTred me, so 'that I might correct my views if mistaken, and
put myself right in the article by which I shall come before your
Qii'irterlij public. I am further obliged by your favor of Octo-
Wr 15, and must now undertake a reply to both communications.

1. I still abide by my conviction that the fundamental neces-
»lty for atonement takes its rise within the circle of the essential

attributes of Deity. The demand for atonement springs out of
t.'if innermost recesses of the divine nature. The distinction be-
i\vi-c-n God considered as rector and in mere relationship, on the
one hand, and God considered absolutely in his essential and
t-iornal nature, on the other, is vital. No theory of atonement
Ui;it is the mere sura of the governmental and moral theories is

Miisfactory. I cannot see my way to any departnre from the
liiroe necessities as set forth in Dr. Summers's lucid definition.*

-. I fully agree with you touching the desirability of ]Method-
|»l unity in tlie statement and elaboration of a consistent, Armin-
«A'), scriptural l)ody of divinity. But I must confess that "the
nu-tit of quoting a text [and by grammatical and historical exe-"
K«'*i-* getting its precise contents] and holding ttiat as a finality

"

d"*js rank very high with me. The natural bent of my mind is

*pi<-iilatiYe and metaphysical, and I am an instructor in the whole
«"ini;f of topics embr.iced in moral philosophy in the most general
•^''^e.^ But I am more of a philosophical than of a religious
''•^••plic. A truth of revelation clearly ascertained by proper and
Willi. iiihtod exegetical methods is for me of infinitely more worth
I'i-kU any so-called truth of reason. At the same time I recog-
''i^- the absolute certainty of a limited number of these truths of
'• '*;"', :nid that no theory contradicting them can be true. But
think wc should first examine the foundations of the truth which

• ^-o .1/. thodist Quarterly Review for April, 1884, p. 282, and Summers's Sys-
^»uii,c Theology, vol. i, pp. 258, 259.
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appears to us intuitive to see if we cannot bring reason into har-

mony with Scripture, rather than undertake to rationalize phvin

Scripture to bring it into harmony with so-called reason. 'I'lu-

plain statement of Scripture must be maintained at all hazards,

and sic est scrlptum must be the etid of controversy. You sii-,'.

gest that, at this day, when the Bible itself is subjected to such

criticism, it is well to buttress the Scripture with reason. 1

accept, on general priiicii)les, but must assume, as between you
and me, that we occupy common ground concerning the plewary

inspiration of the Book. I apprehend, moreover, that both of us

could stand on this principle : lieoelation maij ascend above and
stretch beyond, but tnust neoer contradict the intuitive reason.

The vulgar rationalist would deny both branches of this state-

ment. We agree that reason can only pronounce negative judg-

ments against truths that fall within its sphere and come in con-

tact with its fundamental affirmations. But, religion being true

upon its own proper and independent evidences, and the truths

of intuition shining in their own light with self-evidencing power
and brilliancy, such contradiction, in the nature of the case, we
should both agree to be impossible. The whole difference be-

tween us, I think, would lie in this: upon the emergence of an

apparent contradiction, your revision and reconstruction would

be of the exegetics to harmonize Scriptuie with reason, Avhi li-

my first suspicion would be that I was mistaken about the as-

sumed intuitive truth, and I should try to harmonize reason with

Scripture. Upon the sujjposition of a flat and irreconcilable

contradiction (which is, of course, pure supposition, since neither

of us would agree that it could be realized in fact) your stand-

point would had you logically to accept reason and reject Script-

ure, while I should accept Scripture and reject reason.*

I have been a diligent student of the history of philosophy, and

while I by no means occupy the stand-point of G. 11. Lev/es, I

have been brought to regard very skeptically the dogmatic re-

sults that most of the philosophers offer us.

I carefully read your notice of Pope some weeks ago, and, so

far as I now recall, there is nothing in it to which I materially

object. Unfortunately, the Quarterly containing Dr. Milcy's ar-

ticle has been lost from the library. If it is at hand, and it is not

asking too much of you, I should appreciate you kindness in send-

ing it to me,
1 have carefully studied your notes on Rom. v, 12-21, and in

general I do not think we differ widely. I cannot, however,

accept your interpretation of the force of ihe aorist in verse 12.

I think it here has its usual force, referring to a momentary oc-

currence in past time, as opposed to the imperfect, dcTioting con-

tinuous action in the past. Of course the momentary occnrrcnci.'

* I am not sure lliat this lasl senloiicc was in my letter to Dr. WlioJoa. It i:*

in botli of the two drauLchts of tiic letter wliich I possess, but in one it is crossed

out. Neither am I willing, at present, to be held rigidly responsible for it as an

expression of my view.
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H';i-« the sin and. fall of Adam. The statement of verse 12 is the

.jme as that of verse 18, " By the offense of one judgment came

unon all men to condemnation," and of verse 19, "By one man's

»liN.(bt'dience many were made sinners." It seems to me that it

ihH's not at all benefit Arminianism to attempt to break the force

«.f tlu'se })lain Scriptures.* But, lest you think me a Cnlvinist, let

lue h.-xsten to explain. This sentence of Dr. Fisk's quoted by you

(ill the Commentary on Romans, p. 329] I accept and indorse

licrirlily :
" Hence, although, abstractly considered, this depravity

i-s <le.<tnictive to the possessors, yer, through the grace of the

t»t>.>ipel, all are born free from condemnation.'''' The first raem-

Ikt of each of the verses, IS and 19, is fully balanced and re-

versed by the second member. I appreciate just as clearly as any

tnKly possibly can, that to admit that infants are actually born

into'tlie -world justly under condemnation, is to grant the foun-

d:Kion of the whole Calvinistic scheme. Granted natal desert of

<l:uniiation, and there can be no rational objection to limited

atoiioment, sovereign election of a few out of the reprobate mass,

irresistible grace to effect the salvation of the elect few, and final

iKTsevenmce to secure the eternal salvation of this elect few "to
the praise of the glory of his grace." Tliat you might see how
unimpeachable my doctrine is at this point, I wish I could send
Von a .'^eries of articles which I wrote in the Nashville Christian

Adcocate some years ago, entitled " The Calvinistic Methodist
Answered." A good doctor of our Church vvas pressing some of

Mr. Wesley's statements in the work on " Original Sin" unduly,
an.l I met him with Mr. NA'esley's final abridgment of the ninth ar-

tii-ie of the Church of England, just as you use it in the Quarterly.

liut you sufficiently understand my position on this point.

On the other hand, Ave must not overlook the "solidarity of
the species "—a phrase which I have heard Dr. Summers repeat-
f<ily employ in his lecture-room. Men are not created upon in-

di'itrndent pedestals of individual being, as are the angels. I

aect.-pt fully the following statement of Dr. Pope's in the article

on " .Methodist Doctrine"" in Dr. Clark's Wedey Memorial Vol-
"'"^, pp. ITV, 1V8:
"The sin of Adam was expiated as representing the sin of the

fate as such, or of human nature, or of mankind: a realistic con-
nj'lion which was not horroxoed from 2>hiloso]}hic realism, and
^'inCM XO NOIIINALISM CAN EVER REALLY DISLODGE FROM THE
Nkw Testament. ' Christ gave himself as the mediator of God
anJ men, a ransom for all before any existed; and this oblation
'H'fore tlie foundation of the world' was to be testified in due
J'ine, that individual sinners might know themselves to be mem-
'«-Ts of a race vicariously saved" as such.' . . . The virtue of the
^'''f.it reconciliation abolished the sentence of death, in all its

I'n-aning, as resting upon the posterity of Adam. In this sense
't was absolutely vicarious. The transaction in the mind and

For a full discussion of this clnssicnl and decisive pas3ap;e in Romans, see my
k-iJiuyn to Siinnners'a Systematic Tlieoloyy, vol. ii, pp. aS-'U.
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purpose of the most Holy Trinity did not take our presence or

concurrence, only our sin, into account. Therefore the Lamb slain

before the foundation of the world was, as it respects the race of

Adam, an absolutely vicarious sacrifice. The reconciliation of

God to the world—the atonement proper—must be carried up to

the awful sanctuary of the divine Trinitarian essence."

This I think to be the doctrine of Rom. v, 12-21. I there-

fore accept the doctrine of Article 11 of our Confession, "to
reconcile his Father to us, and to be a sacrifice not only^/br oruj-

inal guilt, but also for actual sins of men;" and of Article XX,
"The cflTering of Christ once made is that perfect redemption,
propitiation, and satisfaction for all the sins of the whole world,

both original 2i\\d actual; and there is none other satisfaction for

sin but that alone." The whole transaction is a conceptual sinful-

ness, existing only in the view of God, entirely removed by the

conceptual atonement, made and accepted before an individual of

the race existed. Moreover, 1 am prepai-ed to admit, that had not

the intervention of the Second Adam been foreseen, universally

making and constituting righteous all who were made and con-

stituted sinners, Adam would never have been permitted to

propagate his species, and the race would have been cut off in its

sinning head. But, you may say. Is not all this useless and child-

ish, and does it not dangerously encroach upon the demands of
" intuitive reason ?" I answer,"lf St. Paul had omitted Rom, v,

12-21, from his writings, there would perhaps have been no neces-

sity for the most daring speculative theologian to penetrate into

these mysterious regions. But, since the apostle has written as

he has, our theology must adequately interpret him, or else incur

from the Calvinist the charge of Rationalism, Pelagianism, etc.

I think my doctrine is a better fortification against Calvinism
tlian yours. I fully accept what you say in commenting on
Eph. ii, 3, where you refer to Fletcher in the middle paragraph
of the second column on page 270. I think, indeed, that " beauty,
truth, and reason are the outcome." _. . . Upon the minor point

of the interpretation of Rom. v, 13, 14, I am inclined to disagree
Avith you, tliough I must admit I am far from confident. You
say the apostle reasons: death, therefore sin, therefore law. He
seems to me to reason : death, therefore sin; but evidently, says

Paul, it is not the visitation of death on account of personal sin

committed after the similitude of Adam's transgression, for be-

fore the law—when there is no law—personal sin is not imputed
in the positive penalty of death; but, nevertheless, death reigned
from Adam to Closes, therefore sin, therefore—not law, but

—

this universal death in the patriarchal age is because sin entered

into the trorlcl and (shall I not add ?) passed upon all men h]l

Adam. Tliat there arc some g7-ave ditHeulties l)rought in by
other questions that at once suggest themselves, such as. Can there

be no sin without positive lawV I admit, but these difficulties are

perhaps not insuj^craUle, and, on the whole, this seems to me to

be the apostle's reasoning.
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On pnge 8 of *' Substitutional Atonement " you say, " If the

Christ, by suffering, furnislied the requisites by which the sinner

tiiav be reformed and public right can be sustained, then we need

no outpouring of personal wrath from the Father Ahnighty to

iM>lve the problem of his woes." If reformation of the sinner

rrpri'sents the " moral theory " and the sustaining of public right

\\w "governmental theory," and the sum of these is your theory

of atonement, of course I disagree, as indicated in the opening of

ihis h'tter. On pages 6, 7, you say, " We shrink from the picture

(hat is sometimes drawn with terrific distinctness, delineating the

K.uhcr Almighty as hurling his tluinders in blasting shocks upon

the unprotected person of his shrinking and suffering Son." I,

too, shrink from this picture. When the object of the M-rath is

men instead of their substitute, it is sometimes painted thus:

insiice and wrath are reju-esented as the native, original, in-

luTent, essential, and central elements of the divine nature seek-

ing vengeance and sa iety upon the sinner; while love and mercy
are represented as extraneous, and to some extent unwelcome,
powers that interfere to prevent the immediate visitation of jus-

tice which God is longing to inflict. This I believe to be false

and very different from the true doctrine. Tlie Scripture never
says God is justice, using the substantive, but it does say, more
than once, God is love. The true representation, therefore,

i-* that the original, inherent, central, essential, and inalienal)le

propelling element in the divine nature is love longing to ex-

pend itself in floods of mercy upon the head of the sinner, but
justice interferes to prevent this procedure. The whole picture,
ill either case, is to some extent figurative, but the latter is the
true picture.

1 mail with this my pamphlet. Wandering Stars. I call

your attention specially to the two sections I have marked:
llie first as bearing on the subject under discussion, and the
second as expressing my views on the freedom of the will. I

tiiink you would be pleased* to see how my copy of your work on
tiie Will has margins and fly-leaves covered with annotations.
It lias been a hand-book of constant reference with me for sev-
eral years, and you certainly have few more ardent disciples or
admirers in your general doctrine. ... If you wish to do so, I
fihall not object to your sending my article to Dr. Miley; ... If
vou ihink he would like to correspond with me, as you intimate
>ti your letter of September G, you might send him a brief synopsis
of my views, or this letter. I shoufd certainly be glad to enter
into a frank and full expression of opinion with Dr. Aliley.

I liave one more point to add. In the first column of ])age 270
ff Commentary on Ephesians, under 2 you say: " JiCtwecn
i'"' infant descendant of fallen Adam and God there is a con-
'lariety of moral nature, by whi('h the former is irresi^ousibly,
•^'>d in undeveloped condition, averse to the latter, and so dis-

I'lacent to him." And in the notice of Burwash you elaborate,
"aying: " As depraved there is a contrariety of chaiactcr between
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a holy God and the irresponsibly unlioly infant being. Tiiero is

a real . . . displaccncy of God toward him. . . . He i.s contra-

rious and naturally, but not judicially, otVensive to God," etc.

There are several remarks 1 would make here, not dogmatically

but tentatively:

1. Does not this doctrine offend as much against " intuitive

reason " as the usual interpretation of Rom. v ?

2. Does not the whole weight of the moral nature of God con-

demn that which is in its own nature, apart from its origin, otien-

sive to the Deity ? And can this be avoided by a distinction be-

tween natural and judicial condemnation?
3. Has not a speculative distinction been introduced here,

which is wholly beyond the range of Scripture ideas and repre-

sentations? I do not m^an to suggest that it is anti-biblical,

only unbiblical, since no proof-text can be found.

4. Is not Dr. Pope's doctrine preferable, since by the universal,

absolute atonement we are relieved of all displacency and con-

demnation in God toward the infant and the entire race ?

5. Finally, may it not be possible that by this natural condem-
nation you mean substantially what Pope and I understand Paul

to mean by tiie language, " By the offense of one judgment came
upon all men to condemnation," and, "By one man's disobedience

many were made sinners? "

This letter is already too long for me to enter upon the doctrine

of the resurrection. I can only say that 1 agree with your entiie

comment on 1 Cor. xv, with one exception. I doubt whether
the moleadar identity of the dying and rising body is essen-

tial to the idea of resurrection and continued bodily and personal

identity. That the same matter should constitute part of two
different organisms at the time of death seems to me not only

probable but certain. The reasoning of the paragraph in the

second column on page 127, that "law can secure that the same
material shall never be organic in two bodies at death " is incon-

clusive. If you will pardon a literalism bordering on the hor-

rible, it could be disproved by a man's planting corn in niolder-

ing human remains [say a battle-field], eating the crop, allowing

digestion and assimilation, and then committing suicide.

Trusting that you will not be wearied with the excessive length

of this letter, and hoping soon to hear from you, I remain.

Truly and fraternally, Jno. J. Tigeet.

As may well be supposed, the doctor speedily sent an in-

cisive answer to this epistle, which may be transcribed without

further introduction.

Office of the M'Uhodlst Quarterly Bevieic, }

80o Broadway, N. Y., November 8, 1SS3. )

Mv DKAU PnoFESSOu: Am obliged to you for your frank let-

ter. You do not, of course, understand that it is my purpose to

convert or proselyte you to my views. The positions of us both
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*n« firmly taken. We differ widely, and I doubt not permanently.

Nh- oiilvVish was to bring before your view things that had been

•Jill hereabouts, so that if they at all should modify your views

X unity iniglit be obtained.

Voiir assignment of our relative positions in the iuterpretation

of Scripture I cannot accept. You make me bind Scripture to

ntoniul considerations, while you bind all to Scripture. I have

no doubt we use. the same methods. Pope reasons apart from and
a.j.iiii'^t Scripture as much as Watson does. I would like to see

vnu interpret the first chapter of Genesis without seeking to ad-

jiiot the language to the claims of science. And the implication

ili:il I attempt to " break the force " of Paul's aorist is, I think,

verv mistaken. I believe, in accordance witli the parallel pas-

• ttres of his aorists, quoted by me, that I give his true and certain

siii-aiiiiig. It is not so much a question of grammar as rhetoric.

Paul, as I show in the parallel instances, takes his conceptual

otuud-poiut at the close of the whole process, and so in the true

aoristic sense tells what took place in the process. I hope to

»hi)\v this more fully in my January Quarterly.

'I'lie quotation you give from Pope I will soon examine in the
lxM)k. At present I do not understand it. I should suppose it

to bo written by an extreme Universalist. It seems to affirm that
ilie whole race with all its sins is atoned U)T, and all men have to
'I'j is to " know " it. This was in Scotland called the Rowe
lieresy, the author of which taught that all men are saved, and
rouversion consists in finding it out.

in understand you, however, you make the condemnation and
»alvation of Kom. v, 18, 19, ideally strike against each other in the
:iir, and leave the human being untouched. If that is what Pope
•ne.-ins by "realism," you are right in thinking I call it "child-
i*li." To say that God holds the innocent guilty and really pun-
ishes him for it is a realistic moral lie. To say that he does so
t'l'-'tltstically is an idealistic lie. And as there can be no pardon
*liere there is nothing to pardon, so both sides of the antithesis
*>jnie to nothing.
To my doctrine that the Divine Mind holds an evil non-free

i'Zvni displacent, but not responsible or justly punishable, you
'^^i'ly th.it it offends against intuitive reason, is "a sjteculative
wionght. It is neither. It is just what you and I feel toward
*" evil but necessitated agent. We feel that he is bad, morally
'•ad, l.ut not responsibly or punishably so. And just so in truth
4«i;l justice must " the whole weight of God " fall—just because
»'. IS right. Cheerfully I admit that Dr. Bledsoe holds otlicrwise,
and sa^ so in my book on the Will, page 389. Bledsoe's maxim
*•»•*, I Ita'e can he no created holiness or laiholiness. ]My maxim is,

/'..v ran he created holiness and nnholiness, but there can he no
^' if'd or ne"essitated f/ood or evil desert. And that I show fully

'I
tw-o chapters, pages 375-39G. Especially do I illustrate the case

"' Adam on pages^3S9, 390. And I then* proceed to refute Ed-
* •»'"tls with my maxim, as cannot be done with Dr. Bledsoe's. My
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maxim and doctrine on this point are the very S})inal marrow of

our Arniinian argument against unconditional reprobation. It i-

assuraed and constantly aflirmed by Wesley and Fletcher, l.\

Watson and Fisk, and I doubt not by Professor Tigert, only h'-

has forgotten it just now. Specially notice my "automatic fiend"

on page 3S3. Not long since I quoted in the QuarUrhj a similar

passage from Fisk, and can do it again.

Finally, I am obliged to you and some other friends for statin.,'

your objections. I intend to take up that part of the subject in

the form of a review (book-notice) of Burnet on the Xintli

Article. On the resurrection, Pope deserts Scripture and take-

to a false philosophy, and I am atraid that is just what you arc

doing, contrary to your own supposition.

'Truly, D. D. Whedon.

Accordingly, in the January Quarterly (ISSi), "in tlie form

of a review of Burnet," the editor fully stated his position. A
single paragraph may be reproduced here

:

That between the divine "love and acceptation " of justified

man and the " wrath and damnation " of a freely sinning unholy

being there is a " mean," namely, the divine unjudicial disjila-

cency toward an evil, unfree agent, we maintained in our last

Quditerli/. Two learned friends, the one in the North and tlu'

other in the South, have written us objections to the reality of

this intermediate. As it happens, both these respected corre-

spondents express a high valuation of our work on the Will, a

work which, for some twenty years, has been recommended to In-

read in our Course of Study. Our two friends, nevertheless,

seem totally unaware that whole chapters of that volume are ex-

pended in elucidating that intermediate. In our two chapters

entitled " Distinction between Automatic Excellence and Moral

Desert," and " Created Mond Desert Impossible," (pp. 375-390),

we have discussed this subject with a fullness and, as we think,

with a demonstrative conclusiveness which admits of no valid

reply, and which tiught to have expelled the fatalistic monster of

*' hereditary guilt " from our thefdogy. It was a full decade

since we had read these two chapters; but we sec notliing, save

some little stiffnesses, occasionally, of expression, in which we
could now improve them. To save the trouble of our readers m
referring to the volume, and ourself from rewriting, we here

quote a few passages, at the same time asking our friends who
are disposed to dittl-r from our view to fully read both chapters.

Later in November came the last letfcr of importance which

I received from Dr. Whedon. Witli it I conclude tlio corre-

resr)ondenco.
New York, Xovembcr 15, 1SJ<-'-

My dkar PnoFKSsou: I put your article in Dr. Miley's hands,

who I trust will correspond with you, and I hope you may so
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itiutually explain as to agree. Yet I will publish your article as

voti wish, so far as your argument is concerned, but prefer to

oniit the adulation upon Dr. Pope's imaginary ultra-scriptural-

i^in.* It is not likely that I shall publish a reply from Dr. I\l. in

liif Qiiarterhj^ nor will I directly reply to your article. But un-

dt>r guise of a book-notice of some work I shall in three or four

p.iges attempt to show that absolute justice is not done when an

iiiiK^cent victim is executed for the really guilty. When one

plumes himself as loftily exalting tlie divine personal righteous-

rn-ss in exacting such an execution he undoes liis own work by
l>.-iiig obliged to lower the itleal of pure justice, and so lower his

«'X;ilt:ilion of the divine attribute. !N"othing is thereby gained.

An absolute justice by compromise is all, and that is purely gov-
oriimcntal. Please, therefore, return my sermon, as you know it

is my only copy.

Fraternally and truly, D. D. Whedon.

And with this clear bngle-blast from the lips of a watehinan

wlio never gave an uncertain sound the correspondence closed.

It will be seen that Dr. Wliedon took occasion to condense in

a few sentences liis final exposition of many important points

«'f doctrine of which he had been the life-long champion. x\s

lliesc letters, every way so ciiaracteristic and so intrinsically im-

portant, were written so near the close of his life, it seemed to

me desirable and right tliat they sliould be given to the public.

Accordingly I have taken this medium of doing so.

^ JAJU^ft^,

Art. VII.—the BODY SOWN—THE BODY RAISED.

Ok wliat body does St. Paul, in 1 Cor. xv, 42-54, affirm a sow-
>'ig \ What is the relation of the body sown to the body raised ?

I. In the New Testament are three radically different words
'ruuhluted "body;" namely, ,YPf^5- (Acts xix, 12), meaning the

*-<(rface^ lody, skin, in the New Testament hodi/; nroi^a (Rev.

^U 8, 0, Matt, xxiv, 28, Mark vi, 9), translated hodf/, carcass,

<^u'pge; and oi:>!ia, orrjanism, organized hody, including what is

Tlio copy was not sent me with the proDf; so far as I co\ild doterniine, how-
'/I'r. I>r. Who'Jon oniiltfil nothinij. It ss'ill be seou that the article " The Methodist
* "''firio <it .\tunemeiit," printed in the Reiiew for April, 1SS4, is unequivocal in its

Ln'i'*"'
"'1'^ '"dorsoment of Pope. The goodness of the editorial lieart overcame

moment.
*J1 »<Tup!t.-s at the last

IV— KIKTM SERIES, VOL. V.
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essential to the identity and growth of the body throni^h all its

changes. One of the one hundred and forty-four times that

oZi\txL is used in the Xew Testament it applies a few times only

(1) to the body of John the Baptizer, recently dead
; (2) to the

uncorrupted body of Jesus
; (3) more accurately to designate

tlie essential body of the living
; (4) to denote the Chincli of

which Christ is the Head ; and (5) the -subtle organism of wlucli

St. Paul affirms a sowing and a resurrection to spiritnaHty.

The idea of organism is the essential one. For this reason lio

here uses this word rather than either of tlie otlicr.^.

II. In fui'ther defining ivliat body is sown, both the Author-

ized Version and the Revised say, "It is sown a natural body."

There are four radicall^^ different words translated ''•natural
:""

1) ^vaiKOi;^ from ^vaiq^ nature.. The suffix AfOf, has the force

iii al in English, lllc^^ similar; thus, (^tvaiKog, j^^'-V^^coX-, natural.

It is so used in Horn, i, 26, 27, 2 Peter ii, 12. 2) Tevtai^

(James i, 23, iii, G, Matt, i, 1) is used by St. James to desig-

nate the birth, or family, or generated face. 3) The words

Kaia ^vGiv, according to natiire, natural, as in Rom. xi, 21, 21.

4) i-y^7/fOf (from V^-l'^> W^y soid), jysychical, soidical, as in

1 Cor. ii, 14. The apostle uses in his discussion this last word

to answer the question, "With what body do they come?'"

The bod}' sown, as the basis of the body raised, is said to be

tlie j-wye/ii'c'rt^ organism. The physical and genetical body is.

indeed, sown in death, but of that he does not write, because

"flesh and blood do not inherit the kingdom of God," neither

are they the basis of the spiritual body. Dr. Lionel Reals

says that a very small part of the human body in healtli is

alive and essential to its identity at any one time.

III. The body raised is somehow organically related to the

body sown. The verb OTretperat is impei-sonal, and the pronoun

'*'it" is implied, and refers to rb vEnpov, tlie dead, here used

either as an adjective with awjua understood, or as a noun. The

dead is sown a psychical body enswathed in and organically con-

nected with the physical, corruptible, weak, and mortal body.

The relation of the body sown to the body raised is somewhat

and somehow eomj>aral)le to that of •'• bai-e grain " sown and the

God-given l)ody raised. The vital principle is perpetuated.

A further illustration, with a difference, is given in the several

"kinds " of flesh—the flesh of birds, of beasts, of fishes, and of
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jjuTi. Tlie distinction is real, and is more positively set forth

ill the Hebrew and in the Septuagint (Gen. i, 20, 21, 24, 25)

than it is by St. Paul. The lirst three kinds of animals were

cn-atcd mediately— the waters bringing them forth, and the

otrtli bringing forth beasts and cattle after their kind. They

w«.To " formed out of the ground." God formed man quite

dilTorcntly—his body immediately and at once "of the dust of

the ground (Gen. ii, 7) ; and then God breathed into the body

*Mhc breath of lives"—animal life ((3tof), soul-life {i>vxn),

intelleclual life, C«^7/. The i;uiri, sanctified by the Holy Ghost,

U'conies TTvev^ariKT] ^utq, spiritual life. The "kind of the flesh

vl men " which ditferentiates it is this psychical organism.

The resurrection is not a vegetation, but it is the avda-aaiq

or the Eytipihvoi the soulical body "changed" into the spiritual

Iwdy. " We shall all be changed, for tliis mortal must put on

iiMuiurtality." Further, "All who are in their graves (nvrjueiocg)

*!i:ill hear his voice, and shall come forth." John v, 28. " Ex-

ct'pt a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth

aline
; but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit." John xii, 24.

St. Paul wrote (Tiom. viii, 23) of " the redemption of our body"
{r,u}iarog), and in Phil, iii, 21, he says, " Who shall fashion anew
the body {ou)^a) of our humiliation, that it may be conformed

to the body of his glory."

It is seen from these statements that St. Paul, in 1 Cor. xv,

limits himself to the soulical body sown as the basis of the spir-

itual body to be raised. It excludes the notion of a spiritual

body evolved at death ; of the resurrection of the gross and ma-

terial body ; and that of the coming up of the soul from hades,

with no reference to the body sown. Both the nncorruptcd
b'jjy of Christ was spiritualized after his resurrection, and the

bodies of those who "remain" and "shall not sleep" shall bo

changed. The psychical organism shall be raised a spiritual

org.mibin. If the psychical body is that in which the soul

ij'*i/c/ie) lives and acts, how does it diifer from the spiritual

^>(\\l The spirit, as also the soul, lives and acts in the phys-
Mcal body. No: "There is a psychical body, and there is a

•'••'"ituai body." The one is sown, the other is the body raised.

,f^;^;^,^4^^^t^^^.
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EDITORIAL NOTES AND DISCUSSI0:NS.

OPINION.

The cherubim of the Old Testament, so far as described, are unlike

any living creatures in zoology, unlike human beings, unlike angels.

Quite fully disclosed in Ezekiel, they appear to be composite figures, re-

sembling the winged bulls of x\ssyria, the griffins of Greece, the sphinxes

and -winged lions of Babylon, or more nearly the asps, eagles, and angelic

forms of Egyptian sculpture. Is it at all probable that they were any thing

more than symbolical figures? To suppose that they were personal beings

is to suppose the existence of creatures more animal in characteristics

tlian any other animal, more repulsive iu form than any other creature,

and entirely outside the circle of intelligences or personalities known to

man. The chief defense of faith in their personality is founded in their

alleged appearance immediately after the expulsion of Adam from para-

dise as the guardians of its gates; but these, if beings at all, were prob-

ably angelic. The Mosaic cherubim were golden image? over the mercy-

seat-, Ezekiel's cherubim were the creatures of a vision, and therefore no

more real than the nondescript animals of Daniel's visions; Solomon's

cherubim were decorated figures on the walls, curtains, and doors of

the temple. In no instance does a cherub appear as a personal being,

with voice, message, sympathies, or any exhibition of personality. The

cherubim of Eden do nothing; it is the sword of fire tliat swiftly turns

iu protection of paradise. God's riding upon a cherub (2 Sam. xxii, 11)

indicates an inanimate vehicle, as a cloud, for in immediate connection

"he was seen upon the wings of the wind." The king of Tyrus (Ezck.

xxviii, 14) is spoken of as an " anointed cherub," implying strength, riches,

greatness, so reminding us of the golden cherubim of the ark. Keil and

Hengstenberg reject them as existent beings or personalities. We reject

them as monsters of the imagination, the insubstantial products of visions,

and to be dismissed both from theology and thought as representatives

of beauty, manliness, perfection, or of any phase or form of personal

manifestation. Josephus held that the cherubim could not be described

or understood ; we hold that they cannot be defined either in terms of

Scripture, or zoology, or humanity, or angelhood, or of all together.

They belong not to any order of intelligences, but to the iconographic

department of ecclesiastical archaeology. As symbolic figures they were

not without functions, and were useful. Layard believes that the scul})t-

ured figures of Nineveh suggested Ezekiel's cherubim; possibly Etryi't

suggested Moses's cherubim. Perha])S the full-formed cherub of th<"

prophet was signiticant of four ideas—man of spirituality, the ox of the

imiformity of God's natural laws, the lion of omnipotence, the eagle ol
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i^a»iii<cioncP. So Dr. James Strong interprets it. ^Vhatever the inter-

Mrtatiou, it should be held as the deciphering of a figure, and not the

krv to any conceivable personality.

The advocates of Spiritualism will probably proclaim the accession

^( 'IVnuyson to their racks, since he has written a letter in which he

fcvrpi tli:it from boyhood he has been subject to a "walking trance,"

iiuriiii; which his individuality seemed to dissolve and fade 'away into

Uuiiidless being. This is not Spiritualism, nor any thing kindred to it,

but a Paul-like experience of apparent temporary absence from the

>K>.ly, or that ecstatic state attributed to seers and prophets, in which

tlit-y clearly foresaw the truths they would afterward report. The physi-

'

<i!(.rfic;il aspects of the case we refer to physiologists; but the pyscho-

l«>;.'ic;il experience he describes, and affirms frequently to have had, is a

fiT'Kif of that poetic afflatus that links him with the immortal poets

*nio:ig men. He is not even on the border of the territory of Spirit-

iislisin. During the trance no feature of necromancy, no communication

wiih the dead, no witchcraft, no apparitions, no scenic displays of

ttrrual shadows, no miraculous endowments, no power to move tables,

fwiic of the haberdashery of those who pose as mediums between the

living and the dead appears, or is claimed to be associated with it.

QiK-cii Victoria was once incorrectly reported as having espoused Spiritu-

ali-m; Huxley, because he attended a seance for scientific investigation,

was also chronicled as a proselyte; the Hon. BenjanTin AYadc, of Ohio,

^a-i speciously enrolled on their list; and the Encyclopcedia Britannica

'I'IikU'S its readers with the statement tliat the Spiritualists number
*<-n-iiil n^illions in the United States. This is calumny added to false-

Ii'HkI, for the American people have no intention of adopting a religion

^^li'i^o schedule consists of thumb-raps, wax hands, flesh-and-blood

*I'irits, millinery automatons, dark-lantern cabinets, and all the doctrines

"f a modified sansci/httum. The poet-laureate of England is not a Spir-

it'inlist; he is a poet, exalted at times into transcendental states, with

•piritual insight quickened into an intense superconscious reality, and
liis being lost in the infinitude of the eternal.

yiw attempt of the Newer Criticism to prove that the Bible, considered'
*•* to its original documents, is not wholly of Jewish origin, but that
»'.* Gentile sources are abundant and historically traceable, is a strategic
t'lAnge of position full of peril to the doctrine of inspiration. The Elo-
»'>^tic and Jehovistic accounts of creation are credited to the deciphered
'-Jitiiony of the Chaldean l>ricks; the tabernacle and the temjile bor-
'"••*<<] thtir models from Egypt; Isaiah's Messianic songs were imported
•"'"> Hubvlon; Danit-l's images were duplicates of heathen idols; the
^!"-tlo John extracted his tcnuinolosry fioni Philo; the Ei)istle to the
If 1

1

•
'' '>rvivs waswritten by an Alexandrian, perhaps a Hellenistic, proselyte;

•»«'i Jesus appropriated incarnation and regeneration from India. The
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Rev, R. Heber Newton, skirraisliing among the Eastern mystics, discov-

ers in their teachings all the categories or symbols of Christian expe-
rience, for they represent baptism, temptation, passion, burial, rcsiuTLC-

tion, and ascension as the successive stages of unfolding life. In this

fhqui.sitive, inductive, and deductive way the critics conclude t.h;it the

Bible is a conglomerate, not of Jewish traditions alone, but of Gentile

contributions of architecture, ritualism, history, dreams, and religious

systems. If it should be established that many of the writers of the

sacred books obtained their histories, institutions, and religious doguKia
from Gentile sources it would not necessarily invalidate the books, im-

peach the writers, or estrange tlie Church from them, but it would seoui

to destroy their inspiration by destroying their Jewish texture and char-

acter. As yet no evidence appears that a Gentile wrote a line of if, or

that Gentile influence in its composition was felt except as it was a part

of the divine plan of revelation. Babylon, Persia, Egypt, Edotn, Greece,

and Philistia did not produce the Bible, either by suggestion, history, or

plagiarism. The Jewish race, under the inspiration of the Almighty,
must be allowed complete authorship of the sacred canon.

The recognition of American authors by the London Society of Authors
registers an advance in foreign appreciation of American genius and
scholarship. At a banquet given by the society, Mr. James R. Lowell, as

the representative intellect, was pleasantly lionized by the literary mag-
nates present. Lord Tennyson extendiug his greetings, and George 3Icre-

dith, Walter Besant, Edmund Gosse, 3Ir. Yates, Mr. Collins, and others

felicitating him on the development of American Mles-lettres. Not long
afterward, however, Mr. Gosse intimated in the Forum that America,
with the possible exception of Poe, has not jH-oduced a genuine poet,

with which Englishmen generally coincide. For an inexplicable reason

our living poets arc studiously excluded from his list. To this irnpc:\ch-

ment of America a retort or two may not be out of place. Excluding the

dap-d from the thought, it may be asked, Has England a poet ? Tenny-
son is in his dotage; Robert Browning is an unread line-writer; and as

for all others, they are mere poetasters not worthy of mention. England's
poets are dead; America's poets are alive, some full-grown, otlicrs in

embryo, with a few in our necrology. The Saturday Jievieio admits that

England is not likely to have another great poet for a century. America
fs not anticipating such a " famine of intelligence " as will result iu the

decline of poetr}', philosophy, literature, and religion. In the poetic line

we may expect to rival "The Leech-Gatherer," "La Belle Dame Sans

Merci," the " Faery Queen," " Philip Van Artevelde," " Tartarus," "Ode
on St. Cecilia's Day," and the "Death of Arteraidora." Mr. Go^so. un-

poutical in nature, prosaic even to stupidity, is not a competent critir of

American poetry, and is without foresight as to its probable evolution

into somerliing like the poetic greatness of the Elizabethan age. The
cynicism of the English critic is too apparent to justify remark.
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Hebrews xii, 14: "Follow after peace with all men, and the sanctifi-

catiou without which no man shall see the Lord" (RevisL'd Version).

•'S^iiictification" is not quite the equal of "holiness," whicli is the word

III liie Authorized Version. "Consecration" is perhaps the real meaning

of the writer. The Christian is to be set apart or devoted to the highest^

use. Accepting "holiness," however, as the legitimate word, our re-

uiark concerns the verb Siunsrs, which means to pursue, seek after, continr

MiiUu adtance, and came ty an issue. Two ideas confront us: If holiness

be the object to be sought there may be continual advance toward it, a

following after it, or a catching up with it, a making it an issue and

Ijndiug it. The difference between holiness sought and holiness found,

cither of which will admit the subject into heaven, is here clearly ex-

pressed. Holiness may be the "issue," but it is not the sole condition of

seeing the Lord. Follow after holiness, for without following, without

seeking, without continually advancing toward it, final fellowshij) with

God will be impossible. Holiuess is relative, and as a human experience

is a diniinislied quantity. No one may claim absolute holiness, but cue

may advance, and will ever advance in that direction. It is the advanc-

ing, the pursuing, not the absolute possessing, that is the criterion of moral

buccess. One may be next-door to holiness, and stopping or ceasing to

advance or follow after will be lost; but one uumeasured distances from

it and advancing toward it, however feebly, or as with paralytic step,

will be saved. The pursuit of holiness, not its absolute realization, is the

p:Lss|)ort into the eternal kingdom. If this exegesis be correct many will

be saved whom the rigid sectarian would assign to perdition. 3Iany

heathen following the flickering light of reason and nature will go in

before the citizens of Capernaum; and n\any sincere souls in Christian

lands, not explicit in religious profession, will ride in chariots of gold

into the celestial city, saved because they sought the highest end, though

llicy did not find it. In short, a standard of absolute holiness will shut

the gate to the whole earth. We are pursuers of the end, and as such will

wc be made welcome into the banqueting house of the Lord.

Count Tolstoi, the famed Russian author, is arresting the world's atten-

tion not only to himself, but to the inherent evil of the social structure

and tiic remedy he is bold enough to propose for its relief and improve-

•nent, in books born of bitter experience and great travail of soul. After

multiplied observations among the poor in jMoscow, he concluded that so-

ciety as constituted fosters gregarious poverty, the evils of crime and
licentiousness, and a phase of inhumanity that forbids national progress

and individual happiness. In descri'iing the city's framework he i-*

unique, artistic, pathetic, and never-ceasing, and so is instructive as to

the actual birth-throes of human society. In sympathizing wiih the poor
the multitudes are with him; the wealthy, too, are not without pity as

tliey read after him; but when he suggests the destructAon of society

"a the only cure for its wrongs he is vagarious, a foe to human interest.%

•md cannot expect a large following. In conceiving a remedy for man-
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kind's woes, lie is at the lowest end of a logical refniin. If poverty is an

evil, why does he propose the destruction of wealth ? If ignorance is a

misfortune, why docs he renounce culture ? If misgovernment is tyranny,

why does he oppose good government ? If Jesus's ethical and social

teachings should be obeyed, why does he array himself against the

Church? In short, while poverty, degradation, ignorance, crime, and

irreligion shocked his sympathetic nature into active manifestations of

regard and benevolence, he proposes to subvert their opposites, wealth,

culture, refinement, art, and religion, as though they also partook of the

common infamy. Eschewing the opposite as a remedy, he advocates

toil in poverty, the ver}' thing he deplored in the masses of Moscow, as

the redemptive agency in the world, and that which Jesus continually

prescribed. In the philosophical sense, Tolstoi refutes himself; in the

sociological sense, he is nihilistic beyond endurance, and in the religious

sense he is without religion, and has seen Jesus, if at -all, through the

poorest of telesco[)es. Verily, Tolstoi's proposition is that of a fanatic,

and if it were not cruel we would write him a maniac.

Canon Knox-Little, the distinguished visitor from England, lately

preached perhaps not unpalatable yet certainly strange and electric truths

to the Protestant Episcopal Church in New York. Earnestly though unde-

monstrably anxious for the success of" the Gospel in the city, it suddenly

dawned upon that denomination tiiat it was not satisfactorily effectual in

parochial mission work, and that, notwithstanding its heritage of wealth

and ancestry, it is constitutionally unfitted for this phase of Christian

aggression. The discovery was as painful as it seemed to be remediless.

Other denominations, notably the Methodists and Baptists, are mission-

ary in function, and seek the multitudes to save them. Within their cir-

cles poverty is not a badge of dishonor, labor is not a sign of low-caste

life, and sin forsaken makes not against the standing of the subject. The

high-born Episcopalian is of a different temper, and taking refuge within

tlie Church, stands apart from every system of evangelization that disturbs

his inertia or requires his personal co-operation. I^Ieanwhile sin abounds,

and other Churches are active against it. The wise-minded Canon took

in the situation, and administered, if not rebukeful, certainly cautionary

and cohortative suggestions toucMng an aggressive campaign for reform

and religion Avhich will not soon be forgotten. In the presence of hun-

dreds of people he assured them that their stately services, with sacra-

ments, prayer-books, choirs, and robes, were inadequate to mission Avork,

and that revival tactics, if not Sfilvation Army methods, must be em-

ployed if sinners are saved. He urged them not to be afraid of excite-

ment, and not to be influenced by the error that the results of such ex-

citement wonld not remain, for he insisted that too many were saved in

this way to discount the method. With the English Canon we recommend

]\rcthodist methods to the consideration of a Church whose weaknesses

lire inherited puerilities, unnecessary robes, and a stiff aristocratic ecclesi-

asticism.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE ETHICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

JloTH the uniqueness and originality of the ethical system of the strictly

UJ!)liciil period grow upon us as it is made the subject of private medita-

tiitii as it was with David, and as it is brought iuto comparison with the

Iriml codes of contemporaneous or other nations. In 'a short time it im-

itrt'sses us that in no sense or to any degree was it a borrowed system, or

»u^-'csted by the legislation of surrounding tribes or countries. It stands

iilono as being different from the jurisprudence of the world. Moreover,

ihe student is also impressed that, because of certain peculiarities that

were not the outgrowth of environment, or of consciously felt necessities,

tiul because of the marked religious trend of the system, it was in origin

Irss human, and had in view fewer purely human ends than any other

«y<;tcm that history has preserved for us. Its uniqueness, indeed, con-

•i»lid not so much in its details, which were burdensomely minute, as in

\\w moral impact and tendency of its constitution. Other peoples, under

the influence of their religious, obeyed a certain moral impulse, and had

rr.>.pcrt unto a prevailing ethical idea ; but the ethical expression of their

cunvictions of right and wrong in statutory law was feeble, without pro-

|M-lling enthusiasm, and was Vv'anting in that religious spirit that distin-

U'^iishcd the economy of the Jews. As the bevel was the masonic Jewish

mark in architecture, so religion was the divine Jewish mark in law.

Strikingly prominent in the Mosaic system are two integers by which it

is segregated from all others, and which do not appear, symbolically,

ixrnotcly, or in any way, in any other national jurisprudence. One of these

i* the tlieistic spirit that pervades the whole, as though the law, posing

a» a school-master in those days, w^ould educate the people in the thought

•A Jehovah as the Ruler of the worlds and the Father of men. This

«("-cics of education was a necessity of the times and of the Jewish people,

f'T God was unknown among the Gentiles, and was but dimly appre-

Ki-tuled by those to whom he was gradually revealing himself. The great

t*K)u^ht of God seems to have been to make himself known, but the idol-

AtiT did not hear his footsteps or see his face in the operations of nature,

R.!Ki the Israelites did not correctly interpret the epiphanies with which
'hf-y in their long history were favored. Hence the manifestation of God
in law given to men was a divine procedure, and it largely accounts for

Jhc system as a whole. It accounts for laws prohibitory and mandatory;
for iK'naltios singularly severe; for conceptions and lessons of right and
*»t>ng new to the philosophies of men; and for the intrusion of the theo-

^fatic idea in all their institutions, customs, governments, and history.
No otlier national code makes prominent, even by influence, the thcistic

•• ''riiie or purpose. The function of law is not held to be religious, nor
•i 'l-ej.ivo terms to be moral, but as a civil instnuncnt or criterion for

'•»<? >"ef,Hilation of the civil or external life. The Hebrew system, accord-

•"K lo its ckissification. resrarded the civil function of law as elementarv,
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as lowest in the scale, the moral function being next in order, and tlic

religious function the highest, the most permanent, and its greatest and

most significant peculiarity.

In this connection the second integer, which is purely typical or pro-

phetical, should have consideration. ' In no system of law, either dcfuixl

or in operation, is the prophetical factor to be found, except in the Jewish

system; that is, no law, civil or religious, pointed with unerring exactness

to the future as respects its events, its heroes, or the course of national

development. It is not the mission of law, abstractly considered, to have

reference to future personages, epochs, or movements—its business is with

the present hour; but if in any event it should have a prospective element,

it would be limited in its provisions to the civil doings of the individual

or nation; in other words, national law as understood has reference to ])rc-

sent conduct, and only remotely to future action. Here is the dividing line

between national systems and the economy of the Old Testament. The

latter, in its ecclesiaslical or ceremonial aspects, was strictly prophetira!

of things to come, of changes in tiic allairs of the Jewish people, of the

circumstances of the advent of the iVIessiah, of his offices as priest, proph-

et, and kinu', of his atonement and tiic special doctrines of his kingdom,

and of all that belongs to the character and function of the only begotten

Saviour of men. Tiie Levitical system of the Pentateuch, in its symboli-

zations, is as proplietic of all the foregoing as the documents of Isaiah and

Daniel. As the law was theistic in educational influence, so it was tyj)-

ical in its significance of the chief purposes of the advent of Jesus Cini^t.

Of no law, or system of laws, can these features be predicated except of

that system which breathes in the pages of the Old Testament.

If this representation of the old and truly biblical system be correct,

then it must follow that whenever these two purposes of the law shall be

fulfilled it must cease to be operative, unless it shall receive a new com-

mission, or be perpetuated for other reasons than those that governed in

its introduction. "Whenever the theistic idea shall be fully recognized in

the world, and whenever the antitypes of the law find tlieir true and final

type, the old law, by its own terms, must subside, or declare that it h:i.>

new business on hand. However magnificent, therefore, the old law-
whatever educational work it accomplished—and granting that its pro-

phetical mission was never rivaled—we must write tliat it decomposed

for the want of another issue, and in the presence of a higher and more

permanent system of law. Hence, much in the Old Testament is not now

in vogue; that which was once law is law no longer; the examples, the

precedents, the magistracies, the institutions and customs, having accom-

plished their purpose, have withered away.

From this it would follow that a mistake is made in relying with an

all-embracing faitli upon the ])roinises, laws, and teachings of the Old

Testament, or in looking to it as a guide in morals or an inspiration in

religion. The Old Testament is the history of one jjeoplc, or the ajipcar-

ance of the kingdom of God among one i)eoj)Ie for a specific purpose,

which, being fulfilled, disqualifies the Book as a mentor in morals or
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rrli},'ion. The New Testament is addressed to all nations; and, containing

UwH, principles, examples, and a religious system, with a function as

bfiKul us hurauuity, it is to be consulted, obeyed, and venerated always

asul cvcry-where by all the children of men.

Cloarly to apprehend tlie process of decomposition of the ethical sys-

{riii of the Old Testament, and also to recognize it as a preparation for

.oincthiiig better in the way of law, it will be necessary to define the sys-

inu in its fundaraent.il characteristics and develo[)ments. Nor is this a

(jidicult task. Portions of it are scattered through Exodus, Leviticus.

tml Numbers; but the Deuteronomist has almost codified it, so that its

WJuroi'S are easily accessible. Following our own bent to chissify, we

firbt discover what may be called the civil law, which, serious in tone, is

»oine\vhat minute in requirement but inelastic in application. It was

adapted to the people in their migratory and undeveloped state, and was

iherLforc unsuited to a later age, though some of its provisions were

maintained in the days of royalty, and could not be of use in our civiliza-

tion. Tlie release of debt at the end of seven years; the prohibition of

interest from Israelites; the iniquitous divorce law, and the repulsive

kvirate law;. the privilege to hate an enemy; the power of the father

over the son's life; the right to hold foreigners as slaves; the infliction of

death for harlotry before marriage, and laws in behalf of the poor, are

tokens of the spirit, if not of the structure, of Jewish society considered

tiicrely from the staud-poiut of its civil regulations. If the civil law were

intended to suggest the idea of government and the supremacy of divine

authority to the untutored Jew, it certainly is not now obligatory upon
liio race, or even the Jew, its purpose having been "fulfilled."

Closely interwoven with the civil, and only distinguished from it be-

cause the law itself makes the distinction, is the more complex and em-
phatic criminal law, which, as an expression of aversion to crime, is defi-

fiiUi because it is terrific, and pedagogic because it is complete. Its moral

listiiictions are clear and cold, its penalties seem barbarous, and its spirit

It that of inexorable justice without a shadow of mercy. For such
crimes as idolatry, withcraft, disobedience to parents, cursing or smiting

«'f parents, murder, death by one's neglect, blasphemy, false prophecy,

nbbath-breaking, adultery, and kidnapping, the penalty was death, usu-
ftlly by stoning, but sometimes by burning. For assault and battery, and
^^^•aring false witness, the lex tallonis, or collection of damages, followed.

Thi-ftwas punished by a double or fourfold restitution; unlawful mar-
n.-i'^'c by death or childlessness; and minor offenses by forty stripes. Sup-
h>so the object of the criminal jurisprudence of the Mosaic economy to
be theocratic, as it was undoubtedly, it is self-evident that the Gentiles

Rcvpr were and are not now, nor are the Jews of to-day, under that code
iiid to be judged in the great assize by conformity or non-conformity to it.

As b.'longing to tliis general scheme of law, the provisions for the
' -'.Ttise of execvitive authority, or the judicial department, may be mjn-
'*_'">'•<], though there is little that is peculiar to it. Throughout the entire

"istory of the Jews the thought of civil government, as separate in itself,
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and without a religious function, occupied a subsidiary position, and ex-

ercised a feeble iuflucnce over them. The priest was the magistrate and

the n)agistratc was the priest. In the advance of the nation from the

simple form of government, judges, local sanhedrins, and finally kings,

with power to levy a tax of one-tenth, compel military service, and de-

clare war, truly a type of monarchism, appear, eclipsing the priestly pre-

rogative and harmonizing the form of rulership with that of other nations.

While this stray from the intended type of government was attended witli

temporary splendor and final catastrophe, the civil power, whether cen-

tered in a judge or kiug, was under limitation, and was symbolical,

because thus restricted, of that higher government, or the theocracy,

instituted in the beginning. In substance as well as form this judicial

or executive type of government to some extent abides on the earth, but

•without divine recommendation, and with no obligatory or coercive rights

upon the nations.

Glancing over this schedule of the civil functions of the Mosaic econ-

omy, we see that they were temporary, adapted to one people, and had

an educational end in view, and therefore that not a single law of that

system is in operation or rests with any force upon any people.

Over the ceremonial system of the Jews, which was distinctively relig-

ious, and, therefore, of higher import than the preceding, a sacred pause

is required. We obtain a suflicient idea of it by merely recalling its

classified burnt-oflerings, meat-oft'erings, peace-offerings, and sin-offer-

ing, and also the sacrifices at the consecration of priests and on the great

day of atonement. The spirit of the system was sacrificial, typifying

(Ileb. X, 1) the complete future sacrifice <>f the Lord Jesus Christ. Whether

the Israelites themselves distinguished between the sacrifices actually

made and that to which they pointed is immaterial to us; we see that

such was its meaning, and its value must be estimated by that meaning.

It was without doubt the typical sacrificial idea in the old economy that

engaged tha meditation of D;i vid and rendered the law in his sight beau-

tiful, and superior to every other legal instrument with which he was ac-

quainted. It is this idea that is instructive to the modern Cliristian,

for without it the ceremonial system would be repugnant, and even seem

barbarous. But is it not conclusive that so soon as the typical purpose

was "fulfilled" by Christ in his death it, too, passed away, and lost its

authority both over the Jew and Gentile ?

Up to this point, then, according to our tracing, the biblical system of

law has had fulfillment, and is no longer to be obeyed by any portion of

mankind. What, then, is left of that fabric of skill and wisdom ? The.

answer is, The Moral Law. But by what stratagem or device did it es-

cai>c the fate of dccomj)Ositlon or fulfillment ? We frankly write, that if

its function were wholly that of the civil or ceremonial law it too must

relapse into degeneration, and its authority must be rejected. If its only

design were educational, or the propagation of religious ideas, an argument

for its perpetuity would be dillicult to establish; but it is at these cross-

road.s in history that law comes forth with another mission, and is to be
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ti.-we<i OS a regulator rather tlian an educator. As the "ten words"

m- more than 'disciplinary in settling moral distinctions, and were not

j^r-whi-tical in any sense, they were not fulfilled by Christ, and without

.,- ra'nctmcnt might possibly continue in force. It is significant, however

of the place of tlie decalogue in religion that, excepting the fourth com-

rutuhncnt, the whole was re-enacted by the blaster, and is, therefore,

oi.li^'atory upon mankind. Kitto, however, holds that the moral law

Mi!Trre<i in the general decay, and is not of perpetual obligation. Jere-

riii:di (xxxi, 31 -:J4) has been interpreted to mean that the law written on

t},(. Ill-art by the Spirit supersedes the law on stones; and Paul (3 Cor.

iii. 3-12) also seems to reject the present authority of the "ministration

of'.lcath." When the apostle also teaches that the law was a school-mas-

l,T to bring the world to Christ, it is argued, that having accomplished

iU task, iti mission was ended; and that inasmuch (Gal. iv, 5) as the be-

liever is "redeemed from under the law" he is no longer in bondage to

i: nnd it is without binding authority over him. Such antinomianism is

t.Ttainly foreign to the intent of the Pauline system, which, in its largest

view, is eulogistic of the moral law, pronouncing it holy, just, and

f:.«>d, and yetwithout redemptive power. It is this law, the law of holi-

tirs.s-, justice, and goodness, that remains, because it is such in itself, and

U-ca'u.se of re-enactment by the Saviour. Of that colossal system of juris-

j>iulence, ever burdensome to the ancient people, none of it is of authority,

..r iiiruml)ent on Jew or Gentile, except the restored law^ given at Sinai and

tliosc fundamental moral distinctions that obviously characterized the

vr«tom as a whole". As to the Sabbath, it was enjoined by the Master,

'.l.uugh not any longer as a Jewish institution. In this survey ami analy-

^i« we have seen what the ethical system of Israel was, how much of it

through processes of decomposition and fulfillment have disappeared, and

what remains in authority over mankind. Yet there is a •' more excellent

« Dy " than by the restored ethics of the tables of stone.

THE RIGHTS OF THE THINKER.

It must not be hastily assumed that, as other men, the thinker is in

(•"Nsession of certain inalienable rights that he may defend in courts of

J'lNticc, at tiie bar of his peers, or in the high forum of public opinion. He
*h') attempts to define such rights, or emphasize the right to riglits, will

t itifront not a few perplexing problems, and he may be driven to suspect

5h;it liis intellectual friend whom he Avould serve has no rights at all, ex-

f'pl those granted by courtesy or conferred by statutory law. Enlight-

' "<a l>y historic precedent, we may seriously doubt if the thinker has even

«••'- ri-lit to think; or to express the results of his thinking: or to declare

-»'i "pillion contrary to that of the majority; or to attack existent error of

' rv-d, science, ])hilosophy, or system; or to introduce an original idea

>:'to the intellectual vacuum, or a dynamic suggestion into the stagnated

"••d!a nf human life. Carlvle, recognizing the conservative tendency of
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all time, says criticism will erect not only finger-posts and turnpikes bnt
spiked gates and impassable barriers before the mind of man. The his-
toric hi-hway is dotted with spiked gates set up to estop the thinker, or
with the gallows to haug him if lie persist in going forward.

In the ecclesiastical domain such words as "heresy," "speculation,"
" liberalism," and "heterodo.xy," have often blocked the advance of souls
born to pioneer the Church into daylight, and into a broader world than was
bounded by the ropes and ciiains of hierarchical and antediluvian leaders.
Not that there is no such thing as heresy; not that a species of hetero-
doxy is not pestilential and obnoxious; not that speculation is not some-
times fatal to life; but that further inquiry into the nature and siguifi-

cauce of truth was prohibited under penalty of a brand and excommuni-
cation from the fold. Many of the theological controversies of tlie past
eighteen centuries consisted largely of efforts to suppress liberty of
thought and to punish the thinker. If this were merely an ancientcus-
tora that had passed away—if the heresy-hunter belonged only to the days
of Constantine and Hildebrand -if the Tower of London, the Bastile of
Paris, the inquisition of Spain, and the witchcraft laws of Massachusetts
could be relegated to history—we might not even note their existence; but
the thinker is not yet wholly free. The manacle is still insight; the
threat of punishment still exerts a conservative influence upon tiie radical
thinker. While in these days he feels less the weiglit of official authority
upon his shoulders, he is not sure but that detectives are ambushed along
his path and will spring upon him at the first opportunity. Once in irons°
he is now held- by invisible wires to the center of religious and scientific

authority. It is not probable that the experiences of Jeremiah, Wiclif,
Dante, Tasso, Madame Guyon, Cranmer, Savonarola, Harvey, Galileo,
Zwingli. and John Wesley will be repeated in civilized lands; or tliat

theologians, scientists, poets, and philosophers will I;e hunted down as
tigers; or imprisoned and put to death in the name of science, liberty, or
religion; but the shaft of ridicule, the penalty of ostracism, and expulsion
from the society of the saints still impede the progress of independent
souls, and fetter the truth in its struggle for a generous assertion of its

power and meaning. Grateful that the more violent method of mediaeval
times, of arresting the thinker in his work, lias given place to ihe more
gentle and less efficacious method of modern times, we regret that for
purposes of investigation of all the works and words of God^'tiiere is not
a larger freedom and a richer reward held out to those who carrv tiicracc
but a little forward in its domination of nature and its searching after
God. Too often new thought, new interpretations of truth, new exegetical
discoveries, varying from standard conceptions, are uttered, if at 'till, in

muffled tones, or justified as private speculations. Because of a fear bo-
gotten by custom and intensified by authority to resist tlie inHnuiitions
of error, it has rooted itself in Christian theology, and postponed llio

real triumph of truth to another future. For whatever tiic <rior. how-
ever sacred and i)]ausible, it must be eliminated from our faith befon' a

complete establishment of the truth ij possible. The Roman Catholic
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("him-h denies to. the believer the right of private judgment. It interprets

ihi* truth to him and for him, and submission seems easy and graceful.

Thi-s method the Protestant denounces as destructive of individuality,

.Jrvrlopment, and responsibility; but in another way Protestantism cur-

tail* the right of the individual freely to interpret the word of God

f-.r himself. It is assumed by both Protestant and Catholic that unlim-

\\cA free thought is more dangerous than thought guarded by creeds, or

thought in harmony with the opinion of the majority. It is anssvered that

s now thought may be perilous to the faith already received, and that

tnith canriot afford to be tested or be put in jeopardy for an hour. We
(orijot the dictum of Aristotle, that decay arises from the presence of a

ctinir.idiction in a system, or supposed truth, or a teaching. There is

no danger to truth if it is not self-rontradictory. Outside agitation or

ft^sjuilt cannot destroy it. A new interpretation, a discovery of another

meaning, is not j>e;- se a contrariety; it maybe an illumination, an enlarge-

niojit; but it is not a contradiction, and therefore cannot be destructive

fir even liarmful.

In the scientific realm the same tendency to circumscription of inquiry

obtained until it was apparent that the scientist could do nothitig without

frwdom, and it was granted him. He now digs into the hills, scalps the

mountains, dredges the oceans, rolls away the stone from the sepulcher,

turns the spectroscope toward the sun, and cliallenges the heavens to an-

kwcr his questions, the result being an overplus of laws, facts, systems—
t universe in our bands.

Has the thinker a right to think? The answer of history is in the

«i-frUive. On the contrary, psychology, nature, and religion unite in

fi.'lirniing the independence of mind from all restraint in investigation and
from all responsibility in self-e.\ercise, except the responsibility of rela-

li'>ri to truth. ^Man was made to think. Thought is conscious life. Con-
«ciousness is the ego in a state of self-recognition, and self-recognition is

the thinker in autobiographical reserve. Man endowed with the faculties

of perception, cognition, volition, and conception has ns much right to

ihink as, having eyes, he has the right to see, or, having feet, he has the

nt;ltt to walk.
. The faculty determines the ri^ht. To think is a birth-

»';:ht, an inalienable possession; not to think is a misuse, or non-use, of

{*jwcr, and, therefore, a crime.

Nature, the arcana of facts, laws, principles, and types, enforces this

'';.'ht with trumpet-tongued utterance, for natural revelations are made
*j»ly to those who seek them. Progress in knowledge of the universe
'» dependent upon the unrestrained activity of mind on the scent for the
»i:dJjn treasures of God wrapped up in the napkin of matter. As psy-

« .j'>!ogy repudiates interference with the constitutional rights of mind, so
'• >'iirf and science reject with scorn the trammels of authority imposed
' •' '"'•als prophesying the teachings of God through the symbols of ter-

'"^•ritl worlds.

I'l even stronger terms tiie religion of the Bible proclaims through
t'l'-' power of truth the emancipation of mind not only from superstition
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and ignorance but also from human jurisdiction and control. Of nil

men, the Christian thinker is endowed both with the largest area rrf ac-

tivity and a phenomenal opening of his faculties for the study and ascvr

tainment of truth. In this realm of illimitable freedom, however, luumu:

restraints have been the most exacting, and human penalties for thu en-

joyment of the freedom vouchsafed by the terms of the realm itself nu»i

severe and repressive. Hence all laws that curtail the free exercise of

mind; all customs that quietly or openly tend to suppress it; all creeds

that circumscribe and impugn it; and all authorities that infringe, regu-

late, or in any way dispute tlie supremacy of its freedom are of the spirit,

'not of the infinite Mind, but of that diabolism that takes alarm in the

presence of the thinker, and recognizes in truth the agency of its over-

throw.

Concluding that man has the right to think, the next question is. Is his

thought his property ? Can he claim a commercial ownership of it, and

enforce the claim against plagiarists, book publishers, speakers, and all

who are on the outlook for ideas? Once expressed, is not thought the

possession of the world, rather than of the thinker? Does it not pas.^

from him as irrecoverable property, not even subject to mortgage by copy-

right or otherwise? The copyright question, now before the American

people, involves many considerations, some of which are ethical, others

financial, and still others personal and universal. If the thinker has abso-

lute ownership in the products of his mind, as the inventor has in his

machine, he then has not only a cause against the plagiarist, who is as

much a thief as if he had stolen the cash of a bank, but he may object to

the quotation, or any use whatever, of a sentence, idea, or of any thing

he has spoken or written, provided it bear liis imprint. If his right is

not derivative but proprietary, then he has a grievance against the for-

eigner who appropriates his product quite as much as against his neighbor

or fellow-citizen who does the same thing; and in this event he should ho

under the protection of international law. But is not this an extreme

position? And yet it is the position in substance of those in England au<l

tlie United States who are vociferating for an international copyright hnv

for the apparent protection of authors against pirates, plagiarists, and

quoters of other men's ideas.

Concerning the natural and proprietary right of the thinker to^ his

thought, the English law of 1707, which is still in force, is explicit in

its denial of such right, interpreting it merely as statutory, and there-

fore limited. Lord Macaulay considered an appeal for the conservation

of authorship based upon proprietary right as indefensible. Accordingly,

England's copyright law limits the author's rights to his life and seven

yea'rs longer, or, as a whole, to forty-two years. In the United States no

decision of the Supreme Court has been rendered touching the nature of

the thinker's right ; but the American copyright law protects an auth-^r

twenty-eight years, with the privilege of a renewal for fourteen ye^'i^

longer, making the time exactly equal to that of English law.

In addition to these national laws, which would seem to be sufficient.
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a movement is'on foot in both countries to secure an 'international copy-

,..•!. I statute for the advaatag-e of the ihinke^- in either country. Such an

it.?prfssion has been made by the American Copyright League upon the

Scnutc of the Uoited Ststtcs in fawr «f the measure that by a vote of

n". ti> 10, tak«B la^t ,Alay, the Chace-Breckinridge bill was passed; and it

{» l)clievcd the Ileusc will at aji -early dny complete the needed legisla-

t;i<,n, nnd thus fbr the tirst t\m& in human history bring authorship unuer

»n unnecessary if net iRJuWous protection. The grounds for the move-

tarnt arc not as transparent as the case would seem to require. Its advo-

» itcs maUdroitly urge the movement without defining its effects or sp(V

vificaHy butti-essing it with progressive arguments. It may be necessary

In authorship, though the evidence is wanting, and it does not convince

tiic negative to be harassed with ridicule or to be accused of unpiitriotic

syniivathics. Who is the marplot of the movement? Mr. Lowell told his

f:r.;:lish admirers in London tliut he favored copyright on moral grounds;

b'.it it is almost patent that the agitators here in its favor are governed i>y

o.tnmetxrial reasons, which are in direct contravention of Mr. Lowell's

jKwiiion, The fact that American publishers, hitherto hostile to the

ia<*vcracnt, are now in sympathy with it is suggestive of the existence of

the financial influence, and that it was turned upon them. If Mr. Blaikie,

the Edinburgh publisher, is correct in his surmise that the design of the

American movement is to transfer the center of literary industry from

»;n:it Britain to America, we shall indorse it; but neithf-r an ethical nor

t* patriotic motive has as yet been assigned by the American agitators for

ssi ititcrnational copyrij^ht law.

If it is said that its design is to prevent wickedness by destroying the

'Kvnpation of the literary pirate, it must first be determined if the pirate

to wicked; and, on the supposition that literary piracy would be deemed
« crime, we must then determine whether the literary monopoly which
'"oiihl be autliorized by the proposed legislation would not be as iniqui-

'"i!R in hself, and just as destructive of the literary spirit, as the piracy

tis l)een the instrument of its development. It is well to decry crime in

<'iK- <lirectien, but it is not well to decry it in order to foster another cringe

*'f hwgcr proportions anil of more extensive ruinous effects, such as is in-

herent in the international copyright proposition. The strongest motive

''I'pnrt'nt in the movement is financial; it is the fly in the ointment.

To recapitulate: The right to think is the thinker's birthright; it is

''^'Mnil, inalienable, to be exercised without proscription, without respon-

sibility except to truth and God. The right to think is not proprietary

•"iftrpt by statutory privilege; for, the thinker i)cing free, thought must
'»i* common property unless protected by national supervision. An inter-

tititional protection will foster monopolies among publishers, limit the

' '"uhuion of books, increase the price of literature, and restrain the insjji-

'*'-i^»!i and work of the thinker, lie shoidd Ije protected at Iiome, if he
• -ires such protection, but the world should have the benefit of his

<.j«ni^dit, for God sent him into the world to enlighten it—a duty he can-
^'•^ V>crform under the limitations of international copyright.

iH— l-ipxii SEUIES, VOL. V.
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ANDOVER ERRATA.

The normtil state of error is controversy, "a tempest, a battle, a pos-

sible defeat; the nr.rmal state of truth is repose, quiet progress, a ^vork

ing aud misuuderstood patience, a lofty and ingratiating reserve, luM

fin°al and indestructible achievement. The Andover sect exhibits the

normalcy of an error begotten and an error-du-ected movement. Break-

\w<r the tether that bound its members to the repulsive dogma of Calvin-

ism, instead of embracing the wholesome theology of the American suc-

cessors of James Arminius they adopted a creed, or shibboleth dogma, as

self-refuting, unscriptural, and soporific as that they justifiably ab;m-

doned. The doctrine of second probation, in essence a species of Univcr-

salism, is one of the many radical and not unexpected reactions from the

doctrine of limited or ineffectual atonement of the predestinariaus. It is

not, however, the panacea its original physiciars declared it to be, for it

is the breeder of trouble, of moral disease, and of a general thenlogic

disquiet that augurs disruption and dissolution. As the ark was a terror

among the Philistines, so this dogma is an enemy of peace among the

freethinkers and heretics. It injures most those who coquet with it, and

rather inflames than heals the wounds that sin hath made. It blisters

the hand?, scorches the feet, leprously infects the body, disorganizes tlic

thinking faculties, poisons the moral affections, alienates intellectual fel-

lowships, and is a pragmatic element of discontent in ecclesiastical legis-

lation and social life. It broods as a pestilential vapor over Church

councils when a trustee, visitor, or professor of a college is to bo

elected, when a pastor is to be installed, when a missionary is to be

ordained, when a church is to be dedicated, or home evangelization is

proposed as an immediate duty of Christian people. It confuses the

American Board, exercises dominion over the faculty of Andover Semi-

nary, and precipitates conflicts when even minor changes in church rules

are'contemplated. It compelled the trial of its chief advocates without,

however, determining the question at issue, aud promoted a ^nari when

the creed was undergoing revision.

The influence of \he doctrine of a second probation for man Avas ap-

preciablv manifest some months since, when candidates for the visitor-

ship of Andover Theological Seminary were under discussion; and even

after the election of Dr. G. L. Walker, of Hartford, it ceased not to

provoke dispute, the visitor-elect being the subject of criticism and sus-

,)icion by foes and friends of the doctrine. As to his fitness^ for the

oflice, because of his eminent abilities and permanent reputation as a

Christian gentleman, no question was raised ; but his relation to the new

theology was then, as it is now, a puzzle. The doctrine has deceived him.

or he "has deceived the doctrinaires. Understood to be antagonistic to

the strange hvpothcsis of Andover, he was warmly supported for the

visitorship, but since hi>: election he has averred that he occupies a muUlle

crround. He is Jesuitical without any justification, and loses in honor
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tmonij tliosc who believe in integrity of character. The most recent

d-itation iu Andovcr circles rehites to the employment of the Rev. William

il. Noycs, a somewhat evasive espouser of the dcgma of another chance,

it a niishiunary to Japan. After a consistent examination of the candi-

il ,tc the American Board declined to approve him, but a council of Cou-

j;n-«^5Uioual churches in Boston and vicinity indorsed the independent

ruiuister, wlio wherever he will go will be at liberty to proclaim the per-

nicious teachings of iiis tutors. In our view the decision of the council

IS .15 SL'ditious and rebellious, and the promise of the Berkeley Street

< hurch to support Mr. Noyes in "the foreign field is the expression of an

»!i:i-()rthodox instinct that should be suppressed. The Andover sect,

«ith its dogmas, diseases, and rebellions, should take the back door and

tlivippcar from the temple of the Lord. Voluntary or enforced with-

•Iniwul is the remedy for this religious irreligiou. "We thus write because

tinirly every step taken by this new sect has been a blunder, or an indi-

otion of a purpose to antagonize the Christian Church iu its properly

or^'anized and regulated movements for the evangelization of the world.

Its doctrines are paralyzing in effect ; its missionary position will be

•livastrous to the cause of missions; and its recent lawsuits, ill-timed and

I*,
niicious, cannot result in the vindication of any right, but must entail

fiirtlier disgrace upon religion and the Church. Ichabod is already

wriltcn upon the dome of its temple, to be read by all readers.

We call attention to the Andover movement, with its peculiarities of

•locirines and irregularities of prosclytism and propagandism, to say some

tilings that need emphasis: First, it may be inferred from the agitation

it h.as produced and the general interest it has awakened that the new
ilu-o^ogy is making disciples and gaining in its hold upon the religious

»» iitimcnt of the times. This is not the fact. Neither the quasi accession

"f Dr. Walker to their ranks nor the temporary but irregular triumph of

Mr. Noyes has led anyw'here to any general defection from the orthodox

t<-iching respecting the time-limit of probation. Except in New England
tliC dogma has not disturbed the quietude of Christian faith in America,
•T introduced an uncertain quantity into the American pulpit. Possibly

the Andover sect may cherish the belief that it has effected a revolution

•a the theology of to-day in its renunciation of Calvinism ; but it is folly

'* presume that it has substituted the doctrine of a future chance for the

••nhodox probation in the thought of Christendom. If the liberal wing
<'f -New England Congregationalism is expanding, it should not hope for

«»y broad influence in the country, Unitarianism triumphed in New
l->if,'land, but the nation has loathed it, and it is well-nigh defunct.

Second, abjuring the doctrine because of its unscripturalncss, the

*^hristian thinker is bound to examine its teachings and understand the

•':.."''iiiu-iits by -which they are sujjported. In this age of reason no doc-

'•'H' i)Urporting to be scriptural or of an iutelHgcnt persuasion slior.ld l)e

• itieil into silence, or refuted by empty rhetoric, or condemned by the

i'T^'on of ignorant criticism. Whatever the teaching, it is entitled to a
".ariug. Whatever the speculation, it has a right, not to the pulpit.
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but to the forum, where it may confess itself. If any one has received

any light on tlie dark subject of the future; if Professor E. G. Stnvth

has discovered the truth respecting the possibilities of the heathen in aii-

otherlife; if the whole Andover movement is of God, it should rociiv

an honest examination, for if of God it will abide, but if of man it will

come to naught. Let Gamaliel be our teacher at this point, for we can

afford it. This suggestion is in behalf of the old doctrine, and, carricl

out, will operate as a defense against the new sentiment. The more in-

tense and liberal the discussion, the more certain truth will be reached.

Third, as Methodists we are impressed that an election of any man

to any position in our particular body would not precipitate a discussion

of his doctrinal standing, especially of his views on future probabilities;

nor would it threaten a disruption of the Church or prepare the way for

a revolution. To others this may not seem a virtue; in fact, it may

strike them as the sign of stagnation in doctrinal inquiry, or of bigoted

adherence to a dominant catalogue, or of a spirit of intolerance of any

thing beyond the regulation beliefs of the Church. From our stand-

point our theology, if weak at all, is weak in minor elements; in essen-

tials it needs no revision, and loyalty to it is the proof of a stable mind.

Fluctuations in theological beliefs are proofs, not of larger research nor

of greater light, but of unsettled convictions that impair the moral sen>o

and make absolute religion an uncertainty, if not an impossibility. An

election of a college president may raise the question of his attituJc

toward classic electivcs; the elevation of an elder to the episcopacy may

suggest an inquiry as to his high-churchism ; the appointment of a mis-

sionary may lead to investigation as to his tact if he go as a teacher, or as

to his moral character and experience if he go as a preacher; but unless

he appears as an accused candidate, in which case he would not be ac-

cepted, the question of his doctrinal soundness would not be broached.

Andover may imagine that it is doing pioneer work in the department

of cschatology, but it would not be less valuable if it were done in an

orthodox way and by orthodox minds. Andover may pose as a teacher

of a benevolent idea, but error often displays a philanthropic badge ami

wins adherents through sympathy rather than by argument. Andover may

be courageous; so were Theodore Parker, Thomas Paine, Voltaire, and

Hume. Courage is not the sign of righteousness. Andover may aspire

to be a theological reformer. If so, let it devote its energies to reforming

and saving the world now^ and not postpone the task until the race is en-

gulfed in hadei.

JOHN MILTOX PHILLIPS.

The January-February number of the Jicrino contnincd, with portrait,

a biographical notice of Mr. Phillips, the senior Agent of the Book Con-

cern of the ]\Iethodist Episcopal Church. We are obliged in this issue to

record his death, which occurred in Brooklyn, N". Y., on January 15, after

an immediate illness of two weeks. The appearance ofhis portrait and the
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irtiblicntion of the article were not in view of his probable departure,

lhou,t,'h he himself interpreted our request for the same as a presentiment

of llie end. It is clear that the final event was not a surprise to him, for,

»iijco the death of his wife, last September, he had given himself to sol-

rmn thinking of eternal things, and business preparations were made that

were ill perfect jiarmony with one who soon expected to go. Among his

f( lends also, who understood him, tliere was that uneasy feeling before

tjKi-ific disease manifested itself that was prophetic of the great change.

!i came, therefore, to us all as the translation of Elijah to the prophets at

Ikthel and Jericho.

Of his qualifications as the first lay Book Agent in our history; of his

rtllciency in the management of the vast business interests committed to

hi* keeping ; and of tlie confidence the Church reposed in him, as was evi-

ilfnced by five successive elections to the Agency, we need not write, but

refer the reader to the article in the preceding -number. While serving

the Church as Book Agent, he was also the Treasurer of the Missionary

S>ciety, and filled several minor though useful official positions in the St.

John's Church, Brooklyn, of which he was a member.

Though eminent and efficient as a Cliurch ofiicer, his religious character

i» equally worthy of study, because of its sincerity and conformity to the

Christian standards of life. He was not a demonstrative Christian. Of
rt'iiccnt disposition, he was not fluent in profession, or exact and minute

in the description of his experiences ; but if measured by the plumb-line of

ri^'httousness he would have appeared firm and erect before the Lord. He
was a solidly-built Christian, giving strength to religion by the strength

of his character and the blamelessness of his life, as tlie mountain stays the

jrlHiiet in its revolutions, llis was a religion not of words, but of deeds,

by wJiich he drove away doubts from his own thoughts and won others to

the Master as a Saviour. In local Church afiairs his counsel was eagerly

^-^ii^lit and usually followed, because his judgment was serious and mature,

ftud his presence in all the social meetings was regarded as a benediction.

Unostentatious in manner, he often governed without the seeming exercise

««f authority, and, sure of self-possession, he enforced his measures with-
out creating friction or dividing supporters. He was thus useful as a lo-

Ciil church officer, and will be greatly missed in those circles hereafter.

Let not the Church, however, dwell too long or too sadly upon the
demibc of John M. Phillips. He will never again appear in his usual

l'Ii«oc in the Book Concern; he will never again co-operate with the Board
of .Managers of the Missionary Society; and the Church at large will never
•j^.un reap results from one whose administration was so safe and effect-

ive. But he was willing to go; he accepted the high decree of death as
the proof that he had fulGlIed tlie task of life; he mourned not. The
'•urch is greater than its greatest man; it will survive the generations.

^^ ''WW Moses was taken, Josliua was given; when tlie Master departed,
'•'^' Spirit came. Life means deatli ; death means life. Let us not repine,
um move on, and keep moving until we, too, emigrate to the land that
»« belter than the earth, and see its King in his eternal beauty.
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THE ARENA.

A THEORY OF MIRACLES.

THAifKS for the kind criticism just received in the January number nf

the Methodht lieview on my article on the " Divine Immanency," in

Bibliotheca Sacra of October; and also for calling my attention to u

deflcicucy in the explanation of the mode in which "any force citluT

in water or in a dead body which by inteiuijication could cause the

former to become wiue, or in the latter could cause its reanimation."

In the first place, ray definition of a miracle does not limit "tin."

divine action in nature" to a special force already existing in any j)ar-

ticular object. Force, in its action, is always transmitted from one atom,

particle, or thing to another. As in the case of life, the life of the bio-

plasm is transmitted from particle to particle. Dead matter is converted

by the bioplasm into living matter, and this into formed matter. But,

further, in water itself is the force of chemical affinity by which water

is always converted into wine whenever it is so transformed. Water is

a protoxide of hydrogen. HO, hydrogen one atom, oxygen one atom,

combined by chemical affinity, the product is water; or, as some chemists

insist, the proper symbolism is H'', 0-, two atoms of hydrogen and two

atoms of oxygen combined; doubtless the true syfribolism. The composi-

tion of the spirits of wine is H^, 0-, C'*, hydrogen six atoms, oxygen two

atoms, carbon four atoms, so that in the transformation of the water into

wine all that was necessary was that, by the action of chemical affinity in

the water, and forming the water, a certain proportion of car]>on should

be taken up and a certain proportion of oxygen released. Such action of

chemical affinity in taking up carbon from the carbonic acid gas floating

in the atmosphere is a constant process in all vegetable growth.

In regard to the next point, whether there was any force in the dead

body of Lazarus that by "intensification" "could cause its reanima-

tion," we answer, Unquestionably, Lazarus was raised on the fourth day

from his decease. lie had not been embalmed, but merely " wrapped in

linen clothes with spices, as the manner of the Jews is, to bury." John

xix, 40; also xi, 44. The vault was not built up, but merely defended

by a stone being rolled before the entrance. Now% it is a well-known

fact that the growth of hair may continue for weeks after death. All

growth is a function of life. This fact shows that vitality does not at

once leave the entire body. This is an admitted fact. In four days

there was still a remainder of vitality. The "intensification" or re-

enforcement of vitality is itself "reanimation." But, still more, scientific

writers have confidently asserted that there is nothing in the circum-

stances in the case cither of Lazarus or the widow's sou inconsistent with

the possil>ility of their being merely instances of susjiended animation.*

So in reply to your question of "force" in the water and in the body,

which in one case "could cause it to become wiue," in the other "could

* This view destroys the miracle. The miracle presupposes death.

—

Editor.
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cau<e its reanimation," I would say: iu the former case was the force

of clietnical affinity, that which always produces such trausformation; in

jJie latter was vitality not yet wholly extinct; but even if wholly ex-

tjnrt the dead body was reanimated by the vitality, a force in nature,

<iu:i»!iting from liim who is the Source and Lord of life, even as it went

out of him into the diseased woman who "touched the hem of his

g«riiK-nt" (Matt, ix, 20); in these as, in all cases, intensified in its action.

All the miracles of Christ were wroiiglit by forces emanating from him

who as " God of very God" is the Source of all the forces in nature, which

lire but the divine action in nature and constituting nature, the miracle

l>',iiig a new mode of such action. James Douglas.

Vdaski, N. T,

THE ORDER OF DEACONESSES.

Deaconesses are not dilettant novelties. They are sober, practical,

h.ird- working, beneficent officials. Poetry may declare them to be angels,

tut prose affirms that they are godly, instructed, disciplined women.

Thoy belong to the apostolical succession. Paul highly commends Phebe,

n lady of wealth and standing, who was one of their number in the

church at Cenchrca (Rom. xvi, 1), and who seems to have had official

business that took her to Rome, where laborers of presumably like char-

Rctt-r were plentiful (xvi, 6, 12). Paul, in the pastoral epistles, insists on

uioral qualifications for the office. The social relations of the sexes in the

great cities of the empire, as in the modern Orient, demanded a ministry

wliich only cultured Christian womanhood could exercise. The Apos-

tiJlcal Constitutions prescribed a form for their ordination. Origen and
Pliny, eastern and western fathers, wrote about them.

Deaconesses were first excluded from. Church officialism by the Roman
Catholics in A. D. 441, but in the Greek Church they continued till the

twelfth century. They are revivals of primitive order—embodiments of

genuine Christianity—prophecies of better times for humanity.

Deaconesses find splendid copies of the ideal in Elizabeth Fry, Mary
Fletcher, and holy women of all sections of the Church. The former

Rt-cms to have suggested resuscitation of the order to Theodor Fliedner,

tlic celebrated Kaiserswerth pastor, from whose humble beginning have
sprung over seven thousand modern deaconesses in Calvinistic, Arminian,
and other forms of faith. Episcopalians ordain them, and Roman Ca-

tholicism finds their cognates to be the right hand of its power.

Deaconesses may be widows or. virgins, ordained or uncrdained, under
Vows or free from them, uniformed or non-uniformed, congregate or segre-

t,':ite; may baptize in Oriental countries, but not in Occidental. They are

'">t clothed with the powers of masculine pastors, but, all the same, are just

:•* elTeetivc in the feiniuiiie sphere witli what they have. Deaconesses are

lii'Te needed in urban than in rural communities. Pagan lands need them,
^civilization needs them, the Church needs them. God bless them!

Cornwall, iV. Y. Richard AViieatley.
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THE PREACHER IN S:^L\LL TOWNS.
Towns of eight hundred to two thousand inhabitants are very deadTheir matenal growth lus ceased. Business is sluggish, hou<e-buildt

.

suspended, and manufacturing interest, look to thHar^e centerr T^best part of the population, tired of ^KHty bickerings a^d n^
"

os^';or spurred by hopesof larger success elsewhere, mov^s to the ne ihCrn

'

city or migrates to the West.
"^^o^uoring

To such towns the only hope of life is the preacher. There are noawyers. The physician cannot comn>and his time, and the pd c p i ofhe school has no permanent interest in the community. The prX/the only man of whom we may expect sufficient intelfectual audnt ,and ready access to ti.e h..mes of the people as to ground aWsteady and permanent intellectual and spiritual life Emnhasi.in? l

the Bible in the home, commenting upon its truths in the praver-meethi.preaching them in the pulpit, organizing the younc. neoL'^L ^i
classes and Chautauqua circles, tr'aining^he chTd::n 'at ui ab « wldeveloping the power of song, seeking modes of Christian activUv for t ;aduts-by these and kindred means a small town mav be k pt theou^ily ahve, and the Church the leading force and most honored r^an-

\\ infield, Aatisas. - -^-^^r.

THE A3IERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY
This latest born of the literary and scientific sodalities of ourconntrv

^^Z"r^. " '"''' '' " '-''' -'-''^^ '-'' DecembeHri^

The papers read at this meeting were, without a single exception of alugh order of merit, being, in the opinion of many most competcSdol
Associat on held at the same date. It may be confidently asserted thathe theological schools of America are in no respect behind tcuhr intutions in possession of the true historical spirit, and in jealo i retrd forscientific methods of investigation.' In this respect the Washington meeting was a most welcome revelation.

asiungton meet-

There can be no doubt of the increasing usefulness of this societyGreat good cannot f.-dl to come from the study of the history oHhe Chri':

p of mt?"^ • 1 :
conceived as more adapted to create the true tem-

i^Ttluu "l
';;•''' ""

1

1!^'"^"^^ '' *^^^ ^-^- "^ Church hi.

Methodist Episcopal Church. Those dosirin.r f,. k
rLpre.>enting tia

^ "^^ tiesiring to become members or to
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wctire further information are invited to address the secretary, Rev. S. ^I.

Jackson, 14 East Thirty-first Street, New York city.

Vt'aahington, D. G. George Elliott.

"THE VEXED QUESTION."

Under the above caption Professor J. C. Ridpath, in the January-Febra-

nry number of the Review, presents an attractive version of an argument

not wholly new in favor of the reunion of the two great branches of Meth-

odism in this country. While I would not dispute the desirability of

such an alliance, yet I must ditTer from this writer in regard to the sup-

jK>scd conclusiveness of his argument

:

1. The disruption of the Church on the slavery question does not find,

ns tiie writer assumes, a paralli;! in the great national strife of a quarter

of a century since. The Church had power to prohibit slaveholding by

its members. This it did. It, however, could not force a disatfected part

to remain and give up slaveholding; such a part having the power and
right to withdraw and establish a separate government, as it did. On the

other hand, the nation had authority (and power, as the sequel shows) to

prohibit slaveholding and retain its hold upon the disaffected part, the

latter having neither the right nor power to withdraw. In the former
ca.sc there was simply the disruption of a voluntary partnersliip, in view
of a condition of continuance one partner was not willing to accept. In

the latter case there was an attempt to rupture a compact voluntarily en-

tered into, but whigh neither party had a right to break.

2. The proposed joining of the two Churches does not find a parallel in

the healing of the nation's wounds. The difhculty arising from the slavery

question was settled by mere military force. The weaker portion was held
in the grip of national authority until its struggles ceased; and social

clianges, better judgment, and common interest (governmental and com-
mercial) cemented the adverse parts more strongly together than before
the disruption. The Church has no such power, in either part. One of
three steps alone can be taken

:

First. One Church may be formed as a result of negotiations by either

part that the otlier shall come over and unite with the part making the

proposition.

Second. The two may combine to form an entirely new Church. To
fX|K.'ct or desire this would be absurd.

Third. The two may retain their individuality, and yet, like two great
powers, unite on all questions of importance, preserving fraternity and
liie conditions of free intercourse, leaving time to settle the problem, if

tli<-'re be any.

This may be done; and for the reason that we seem to be drifting into
'<, insomuch that the occasion of ancient strife is forgotten.

^ inally, it is well to remember that Churches are organizations of gradual
growth, though they may be divided on short notice. J. A. LoxG.
CadU Jtock, Col.
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WOMAN'S SHARE.

Retreating from tlie outposts of old-time arguments, based on the in-

herent inferiority of women, the opponents of equal suffrage now iutreiii;!i

themselves in the knock-down argument; namel\', '"They that will noi

fight, neither shall they vote." But if ever there was a last ditch tlii-,

is the one, for when in all history did any controversy divide any pcoplo

along sex lines ? "When Eve started a rebellion Adam immediately

joined it; when Ananias falsified the returns Sapphira followed him;

Deborah had her Barak, and St. Paul his Phebe; men and women liavc

" paired oil " in every great movement since the world began, and alwav^

will. From the mother of the Gracchi to the mother of Keal Dow, women
have always been part and parcel, not only of all that great men are, but

of all that they achieve. Whatever side any body of warriors may take,

there will be women not a few to join them. While Susan B. Anthony

stands up for our cause in the convention, John Stuart Mill in the library

writes the most convincing l)Ook on women's rights that the worM
has ever seen ; the Prohibition Party pledges its faith to the cause of the

Woman's Christian Temperance Union; every Darby has his Joan, and

by the laws of nature and of God there can never be a war between the

sexes, save now and then, in the retirement of the domestic circle, a war

of words.

Whatever side of any question gains most women as its supporters will,

erelong, gain most men; laws for the conservation of the home will

always gain most women, ergo, they will in the long run gain most men.

"The empire means peace," says a great European despot, whose

throne bayonets alone can bolster. "The enfranchisement of women

means peace," say the white ribboners, because men and women will no

more fight each other than would a pair of pet canaries, and with men and

women in the governments their empire would mean peace.

Evanston, III. Fkaxces E. WiiLARD.

COSMOPOLITAN SOLIDARITY.

Human society, like the individuals of which it is composed, is fear-

fully and wonderfully made. It is a masterpiece of divine wisdom.

Though many, it is yet in some mysterious way one ; the infinite thread:?,

the network of sympathies and interests extending through the wiiole, are

BO intimately woven together that no part can be injured, or rent away,

without damage to the entire fabric. The individual, though a grand

reality, is not an independent entity; in the great cosmic economy no

man liveth unto himself; no unit operates apart; each life is a part of the

vital system, and is interlinked in its jnys and son-ow.s. its fortunes and

misfortunes, its faitli and doubts, its loves and hatreds, with the wliule

human race.

In other ages this sympathetic unity of men has been incomplete. For

want of facilities of communication the vital current has been inter-
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niptccl. Mountains and seas have segregated the race, insulating sections

frv)ua the common life. In our own age of steara and electricity the con-

f.fotion is being restored, and the ends of the earth, as never before, are

fi'.>\viiig together, enabling us to touch the man at the antipodes, and to

rx-iili/.e, to some extent, the solidarity of the race.

In this cosmoj^olitan solidarity is found the greatest social problem of

uiir time. It underlies all the other troublesome questions—political,

lltiaiiclal, social; labor, tarLff, reform, immigration. These are old ques-

tions, but they come to us with new aspects and difficulties. Once con-

fciilcred in relation to small sections, they have now to be adjusted to the

»cnlc of the world. Take, for illustration, the labor question. It was

oiicc a question of the locality, the county, state, or section; men com-

jK-ted with those near them. New England was a world by herself, hav-

ing her own markets, industries, and type of labor; now Dakota competes

with Massachusetts, Europe with America, and Asia with both. The dis-

turbance in the labor market is due to this wide interaction of labor.

Exclude the cheap laborer and the trouble ends; but steamships and rail-

%v!iys make him a factor in the problem. In theology we find the same

thing, "We have taken our discussions from a naiTow circle to an arena

common to all religions. This opening of communication and sympathy

with the race is a stage preparatory to an immense advance of Chris-

tianity, The preacher touches the total lump of humanity; the savor of

lljc Gospel penetrates the mass; no single people can now be saved

without salting the 'whole, D, Sherma^t.

Eadliampton , Mass.

THE NEGRO WOMAN OF THE SOUTH.

OxE of the most important phases in the great negro problem is very

sharply outlined in the relationship which the negro woman sustains to

the elevation of the race. This question in\'ites the attention of all

I'louglitful people. No nation can rise above the morals of its women.
Hence, in the important work of elevating the race to higher social con-

<Utions, and to nobler regions of thought and action, the cultivation of

the moral character of its women must enter as an essential condition of

mcccss.

Centuries of oppression rendered impossible the cultivation of that

t^juud morality which is one of the fundamental principles in the devel-

opment of the nobler races of mankind. That training which begins in

the home, and furnishes the inspiration to a purer life and the incentive to

true womanly virtue, must be the nucleus around which the character of
t.ic race must develop. The various enterprises which seek to promote
'he- inttUeciual, moral, social, and domestic training of the women and
f-';r»s of tiie negro race are among the most important st(-'))s in the devel-

opment of its character, and will make its future generations the equals
^'f those who shall compete for the mastery of the world.

Oninfjton, Kij. E. W. S. H.\mmoxd.
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EDITORIAL REVIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.
The air of the continent is full of the cry of "counter-reformation.'"

The KuUurTcanqrf is about to be issued in a second and enlarged edition,

and the strife is revived by the party that was lately thought to be de-

feated. The counter-rL'formation of the Romish Church is the order of

the day. Some prefer ah-eady to designate it as the "self-dissolution" of

Protestantism and the evangelical Church, and these boldly announce

the restoration of the Romish Church to all its ancient ecclesiastical and
temporal power and glory.

And the Catholic champions say that they announce no new thing, for

in English history there is a precedent of the period of James the Second,

now two hundred years ago, when an effort was made to effect the

Romish counter-reformation in England. This was the first example in

modern history for Romish policy, with conscious intent, to demand the

dissolution of Protestantism; and this was to be done by a combination

with radical partisans, in order to restore the rule of the Romish Church.

The plan was shaped thus; namely, At first, with the help of the dis-

senters and the radical parties, to destroy the Established Church, and

afterward to bring forth the Romish Church as the only firm ecclesias-

tical and reliable spiritual authority.

But what makes this move now quite inconvenient is the fact that in

the Catholic world, and especially in the center of papal power, the

masses reject the temporal rule of the Romish See, and that in France

they now stand ready at the first show of battle to have a struggle with

"Clericalism," as they call it, with the intent of preventing its meddling
with worldly affairs, and, above all, of excluding it from the schools.

Another obstacle is the fact that the Italian people were never more de-

termined than now to maintain their independent nationality, and never

was the national idea more rife and active in Germany. Cardinal 3Ian-

' ning will find it very difficult to fulfill his theory in Italy; in the future

it will not be princes and parliaments that will deal with the Church, but

rather the masses of the nation. It is a significant sign of the state of

the great contest that the Pope has just determined to carry the question

to the polls. The order has just gone forth from the Vatican for every

friend of the Church to vote at the next election.

The Catholic leaders of Belgium ari> in the strife with all their weapons,

but so far they seem to have laid more emphasis on Peter's pence than on

social and political reforms. The condition of the masses in Belgium is

very bad, and it is more than the government can do to control them. The
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Church will doubtless let the unrest go on a little longer, and then come

in .reiiovously to assist the Stute in restoring order. The Curia has just

ivsucd the order in Italy that the Church must appear at the ballot-box,

nnri thus the KuUurlam-pf is fairly legitimated^ between king and pope.

TliHt the latter will toy with the masses there as he has done in Ireland,

ill France, and indeed to a certain extent with us, is doubtless true. The

Rim is to make the Church indispensable to the State in periods of un-

lost, and thus to obtain a hold on it that cannot easily be shaken off, and

ihc motto the world over is now that of the political conspirator

—

"Boldness, and always boldness."

I. RELIGIOUS.
Tke Armenian Christians of Constantinople seem to be in quite

an uneasy condition. It is affirmed that they are ready for almost any

change, and some favor going over to the Protestant Church, while

others incline to the Catholic. What they desire is to escape, as it were,

from their loneliness and secure the protection of some outside power.

The ignorant masses incline to CatViolicism, while the more intelligent

In-nd to Protestantism. There will probably be a division, one part turn-

ing to the Catholic and another to the Protestant Church, if this report

i> true. It is partially denied in the most influential Armenian sheet, but

lliis denial is not accepted, because of the recent publication of a papal

encyclical to the United Armenians. There was a division among these

hutcr caused by a papal bull of Pius the Ninth. The wound is now healed,

«

atul in congratulating them the Pope takes occasion in his letter to say

:

"Those who have the same name and origin as yourselves, but are not with

the sacred flock whose head shepherd we are, might perhaps be induced

by your example to restore the ancient unity between the Romish and
the Armenian Churches."

Of this ancient unity between the Churches nobody has thus far been

aware, but the Pope kindly gives them historical proofs that the Arme-
nian Church was in reality founded by Rome, and that in the olden time

they were under the jurisdiction of the papal sec. This revived story

sounds more like fable than history, and is regarded as falling clearly

into the former of these categories. But to come down to solid facts,

the Pope points to the great favors that he has conferred on the Arme-
nian Christians in recent times—namelj', the erection of an Armenian
College in Rome, and the founding of patriarchates in Sicily and Constan-

tinople, as well as the increase of the Armenian bishops, and above all

the appointment of a papal nuncio to the Ottoman Porte.

It is quite doubtful whether all these gifts will be regarded as benefits
hy the Armenians. This remarkable document ends with the reminder
'•'it Armenian histoiT was never so brilliant as when in unity with Rome,
•''I'l tlicn repeats the admonition to hasten to ally themselves witli the

&;w--red flock, and thus to give a good example to other nations. As the

Contents and the conclusion show, it was by no means directed alone to
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the United Armenians, but rather to all bearing the name. The famous

letter was translated into Armenian and Turkish, and not only road in

all the Catholic churches of Constantinople, but thousands of copies ^vcIo

distributed to those who are not Catholics. The people therefore assuinu

that the report was true, and that the Pope considered this a propitious

period to make an annouucemeiit that would insure success to his clTorl

to bring over to his fold all Armenian Christians. But this has failed,

for the Armenians have just issued a counterblast to it.

The Deacoxesses op Protestant Geriianv have made a record of

the most brilliant character. To-day there are many thousands of them

working with untiring zeal in public and private institutions. A series

of hospitals owe their existence to them in co-operation with benefactors

of humanity; and in many cities of Germany they are daily seen quietly

and unassumingly going about doing good. The Christian people of the

land are becoming more and more attached to them, and thus they are

yearly growing in influence and power.

As a tender plant this phase of Christian benevolence commenced in

Germany in 183G, and in the course of the fifty-two years of its. existence

it has grown to be a great tree whose fruit and shade have been a bless-

ing to hundreds of thousands. A recent census of these institutions now

shows about 57 deaconess houses, and 7,129 sisters, a third of these being

on the usual probation of new-comers, and not therefore fully accejited.

This represents during the last year an increase of about 1,400. And
when we examine the extent of the field of operations we are still more

= impressed with the extent of tlieir usefulness. During the last year the

stations have been increased by about 500; these figures including all the

evangelical deaconesses in connection with the German Mother-house.

As we glance at these figures we can scarcely imagine the amount of

activity represented by them, for every little group is the center of a

power that radiates all around it. Its workers are often called the weaker

vessels; but from them flows a steady stream of consolation and assist-

ance, for their hearts and hands are busy in a work of pure Christian

charity. And these magnificent results are not a finality—they have sim-

ply begun to leaven the Cliristian world which is now awaking to tlieir im-

port and weight. The cry is still for more in every section of the civilized

world, and the question is now being gravely discussed in Europe as to

the supply of workers. Hitherto they have come from the poorer intelli-

gent classes, but of late many women of social position have offered their

services. These have been largely engaged in the work of the Ked Cross,

and pass naturally from that to the work of the deaconess in time of peace.

In Germany these ladies are not quite so acceptable, because of their want

of experience in the rougher work of life, as are the more sternly trained

women of the middle classes.

The Protestants of IIuxoary are beginning to acquire strength and

importance, and have had the courage to meet lately in convention to

discuss their situation and their duty. They are all Lutherans, and are
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.-.vsi^ted by the Lutheran Churches of Germany in keeping up their church

<.r^:i:ii/.;ition. The Hungarians are quite inclined to liberty of thought

ftful spt-ech, and it is not very easy to keep them within strict church

linos. Even the Hungarian Catholics are peculiarly outspoken, and tlieir

iJishop Strossmayer h.is been in bad odor with the Curia because he has

!u)l been willing to accept all his convictions from Rome. He is a SIuvo-

inM\, and represents especially the Slavonic element of the Church, which

U very independent. He is the bishop who was lately in a public recep-

?lnn so severely chided by the Emperor of Austria, and replied, " I have

r.liowed my convictions, your jMajesty."

The unrest of the Catholic element in Hungary has helped the Prot-

'^tallts into notice, and on the occasion of their recent convention they

wi.re (piite surprised to see their proceedings noticed by the daily press.

Long leading articles in some of the journals caused the breasts of the

rr.«testants to swell with pride at the advent of the day when they should

reci'ive something else than blows and sneers. l>ut this light thrown on

tiicir proceedings has also exposed some facts that will make them trouble.

A standing trouble in all large assemblages in Hungary is that of speech;

the legal i<liom is the Hungarian, but iu poi)ular representative assemblies

• if all the land there are likely to be as many Slavonians as Hungarians,

:i!i(l the question immediately comes up as to v.-hose tongue shall be used,

•md it is one that not infrequently leads to blows. Added to this, iu the

I're'.ent in-^tance, is the fact that many of these Lutherans are of German
'iith, and that the Church virtually receives its support from German
fiuxls, which C()mj)licates the situation of these Protestants in Hungary.

Ls Italy the waves of agitation will not cease that were caused by the

vi-it of the German Emperor. The war-cry of the Vatican has been grow-
ing louder and li>uder, urged on by the numerous pilgrim visits to the

I*ap;il Jubilee. The plan of campaign with the politicians of the Curia
^'ii--? to make capital out of what they call the " Picdmontese usurpation."

They received a great set-I)ack at the municipal election, when two thirds

f the voters were against the clerical party. Dut this rebuff only spurred
'hi in on to greater energy. About two weeks liefore the visit of the Ger-
'II ui Emperor, from whom they expected great encouragement. Cardinal
.Viinji.nda, of Tm-in, came to Rome at the head of 1,700 Italian priests and
• "0 theological studeuto. This stately crowd of pilgrims came not on foot,

!'Ut by rail—some in the first-class cars, but most of them in the second

—

'> tell the aged occupant of St. Peter's throne how in their dioceses they
urc spreading the flames of truth into the hearts of the people in order
' ' f'tter them to Christ and the Pope.
And behold, the Pontifl received them in his most generous style, nnd

' 'Uted them that the pa])acy does not strive after temporal rule because
'f t-i'- lust of power, but solely in the interest of the "great cause of the

' '^•ty and independence of the Church." But liberty of the P()])e means,
'

'
tno style of the Curia, nothing less than the ai)plication of the most

'Uectivc means of opposing and subduing all who do uot follow his nod.
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Tlic Pope cli'urly dcmunded, under tlio law of papal guarantees, the res-
toration of the tenii.oral power, and bade the Catholics of all lands to
work to tlitit end.

The Vatican is inclined to use very inflated expressions in addressin-r
its supporters, and did nothing less than declare that the hated yoke nius^
not only be thrown off, but that Italy belonged to its rule. It seems now
incredible that the geutleuien of the Vatican can so deceive themselves as
to suppose that the present generation would quietly look on while united
Italy was transferred from the rule of the House of Savoy to that of the
papal keys. Although the la^t appeal of the Pope to the Neapolitan pil-
grims was simple in words, it was quite easy to read between the lines that
the great effort would be to radically reform the relations of Enropo.
This cry of being enslaved is becoming insipid. He who can receive an
emperor with i)rincely pomp is no poor prisoner; nor is he who can com-
mand bishops and priests to rise in rebellion against their governments.

TnK- " CrviLTA Cattolica," the leading organ of the Jesuits in Rome,
gives the following "authentic report" of the visit of the German Em-
pen.r to the Vatican:

^

"On receiving the Emperor the Holy Father led tlie conversation with
his Majesty, and after the first congratulations were over expressed his
great regret that he could not satisfy the great desire of his heart to bo
able to receive him under more favorable circumstances; just, indeed,
as Gregory XVI. had received King Frederick AYilliam of Prussia, aud
Pius IX. Prince Frederick in 18o3. This led him to complain of the
truly lamentable position in which he was placed. He spoke also of the
fact that tlie visit of his Majesty to Rome was made the occasion of manv
hostile movements toward the sacred chair. In reply his Mi.jesty alluded to
the lofty influence now exerted by the papacy in Europe, and said that the
name of the Pope was every-where surrounded with esteem and reverence.

"JJut notwithstanding this, the Pope replied that his position in Rome
was so difhcult and painful that he could not return the visit without the
danger of exposing his dignity and his person to violence. Just licre the
Holy Father was about to give a long series of considerations about the
general condition of Europe, and the dangers which tlu-caten us throu-h
the ra]ud growtli of anarchistical parties, and of the necessitv of rais-
ing a dam against them: but scarcely had he touclied this subject when
the conversation was interrupted by the unexpected entrance of th.;

Emperor-s brother, Prince Henry. This painful interruption uaturallv
broke off the discourse, and did not permit the Pontiff to continue his
intende.l subject. But his Holiness, before the parting, insisted on a few
words regarding the religions condition of Germanv. He alluded to the
present satisfactory condition of tilings for the Catholics of Germany, and
hoped that reli-ious peace might continue. His 3Iajesty received these
words with mufh fav.,.r, and expressed himself in flattering terms, show-
ing the indications of a noble heart and the best intentions toward his
Catholic subjects."
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Tin-: AusTKiAN Govkrnment is having a world of trouble with Bohe-

tniiins or Czechs. These us a uation are ckteniiined to have an autonomy,

ati<l even desire to obtain an independent kingdom, as have the Hunga-

rians. If this is granted to them it will raise the same demand among

„tluT national groups, and of trouble there will be no end. Politically, the

wli-il.! country may indeed be said to be a bear-garden, so that, whatever

measure the Government may adoj)t, it is sure to call out great discontent.

Tlif Czechs of Bohemia are trying to drive the German element entirely

cut of the country— from the school,, the churches, the courts, and com-

lucririal life. If this is accomplished it will only lead to great suffer-

itit,' and dissatisfaction to the German population of Bohemia, and the

iIi^c(»ntent of all the German element throughout Austria, which is the

inaiiisiay of the intelligence and skill of the land. To make the matter

worse, the Czechs themselves are divided into the old Czechs and the

v..ling Czechs, the latter being extremely radical in ail their aims. One

i.f these is to dissolve the Bohemian Chambers, which now has a German

majority, and to work for a reconstruction in the hands of the Czechs.

Therefore, again, do what it will, the Government is between Scylla and

Ch.irvbdis.

II. LITERARY.

n!:onui.\us, the famous German publisher, has just, and most oppor-

tunely, given to the world a collection of letters and reports by Emin

I'asha from the Egyptian equatorial provinces and the bordering lands.

Tiie?c liave been collected by Schweinfurth, Ratzel, Felklin, and other

di^lin^ruished African explorers, with whom Emin has been in corre-

»l»iiiulcnce. Dr. Edward Schnitzer, or Emin Pasha, is of German birth

frum Silesia, and the Germans consider him one of the brightest of the

niarvulous group of African explorers. He is a thoroughly cultivated

«'hular, an experienced organizer and administrator, an unwearied trav-

cliT. and a brave soldier; and, take him all in all, tlie Germans think him

in no wise behind the famous Livingstone in the importance of his Afri-

cm exploration. The fate of this bold and higlily deserving man now
«'.-tiv(.ly interests the entire civilized world, and it was the first duty of

'Jt-rnian literature to give to his countrymen the most faithful picture

i«•s^il)lo of his strangely vacillating fate. In the course of years, as long

^^ 1h' was in communication with his country and his friends, he showed
the greatest activity in the columns of various scientific journals. All

tho-^e productions, and many more from i)rivate sources, now come to-

«''5ier and make a most interesting work, that Avill find response and

»ympalhy for the bravest of pioneers.

l'''.oM France conio all sorts of bad tidings. The last census tells a

> "'. -hny regarding tlie population, which is greatly on the decrease, and

'••ry thing ahead looks dark and foreboding. The notorious .^lunicipnl

^'•'^uicil of Paris is doin^ its best to make matters worse. This body has
lit-—KIFTU SEr.lKS, vol.. V.
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just resolved to introdnce a new grammar in the schools, vhich is to sors r

as a classical exemplar for all works of the kind in France in the eh.-iiKjni

iiry schools. Tlic author is Dacosta, who was condemned to death for

coranumistic crimes, but was pardoned by Thiers.

In tliis new work the name of God and the soul are not banished fiom

the book, but they are used continually in derision. The former fiiciui

and co-laborer of Higault says: "If it has pleased the Ministers and thr

Council of State to take out a patent for the belief in a God, it Las plea^-'jii

the City Council to prevent such teaching from entering the curriculum

of the Paris schools. Tlianks to Citizen Dacosta, the children will now soo:i

learn that intelligence is a function of the brain, and that man is merely

an aninuil of the order of the mammalia. They have also the satisfaction

of learning that man is not the king of beasts, but simply their president.

As they say, ' lie is the noblest of animals simply because he is the most

intelligeut.'" We might quote other characteristics, but cul honoJ

SwiTZERL.\ND posscsscs oue of the best journals in the interest of the

Christian school. In its columns appeared recently an exhaustive pro-

gramme regarding the influence of education on the family and the State.

This was carefully read before a large convention of instructors, an<i

seemed to inspire them with new zeal in regard to the literature for the

young. A hundred prominent persons responded to an appeal thus mndi-

for the formation of a committee to organize an association to wor!;

•against iniraoral literature. This body came .together in Xeuchatel, an-l

.the subject was grandly treated by Bude, a teacher of Geneva. Ileshowc;!

the dangers that bad literature engenders for the school and the family,

and passed them in review. His line of battle against the foe is iutor-

•diction of bad books, influence of teachers, public conventions, establish-

ment of a good and cheap newspaper, formation of societies for the sup-

••[jression of licentious literature, ]nibIication of good books, appeals to thr

-government, etc. IjCtters of sympathy were received from France, from

Kuch honored men as [M. Simon, E. de Pressense, J. de Laveleye, who em-

phatically indorsed the movement. Jules Simon, the great moral champio'i.

^called their attention to the difficulties that surround restrictive measurc-

-in presence of the liberty of the press, and appeals for a great moral

'Campaign.

The ^lou.vi. Qckstiox is also rapidly gaining the right of way in ccr

'fain influential circles in France. The scourge of immoral literature is

worse there than in any other land, and a petition signed by thirty-three

thousand persf)ns has been forwarded to the ministry praying for the applica-

tion of existing laws in regard to immoral publications of the press. The

circular connected with the petition was thorough and searching, l)ut so

far it has not succeeded in checking the foul flood of licentious literatun'.

New organs surpass the older ones in infamy; one of these is known as ihf

Eclio de Paris. A raid was made by the police on its fu'st numbers as thev

.appeared in the street, but its publishers were not di.scouragcd. Some of
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t!,c first lawyers pleaded with vigoi' and intensity at the bar for impunity in

this kind of work. But tlie workers are not discouraged in this crusade,

niul will continue it against the poisoners of youth. They are taking meas-

ures to prove the sequence hetween it and many of tlie foulest crimes of

the day. But the more the moral condition of the rising generations in

France iucrea'^es the iuquietude of the best spirits of the land, the more

nrc they hapi)y to see that the Christian youth of the country comprehend

llicir nnssion. Tliey have founded a Young People's Christian Union, a

linuich of the "White Cross," and it promises to be popular and

influential.

The Bclgakians seem to prosper in tlieir literary efforts, notwithstand-

ing all their political misfortunes. Late school reports say that the schools

hre being patronized more generally from year to year. The Government

is doing its best to raise tlie character of the schools by extending the

curriculum and spreading the schools into distant communities. They

have introduced com[)ulsory education, and with new inspectors and

fcliool officials are now applying the law with vigor. The intermediate

schools are filling up, while the agricultural and industrial schools

are largely attended. In Sofia, the capital, they have established a high

school, and will have also the gymnasium and the scientific schools of the

(lorman system. In a few years they will have a university.

Bishop Dupaxloup, so influential in Catholic circles in his life, is not-

lo be forgotten in death. In the fanious old town of Orleans, which was
his home, they have lately erected a magnificent monument to his memory.
It represents the great prelate lying in his episcopal robes, and over him
stands the angel of the country unfolding the standard of the Maid of

Orleans. A frieze in bas-relief over the sarcophagus gives scenes from the

life of the bishop, showing the children that he taught, and the masses

that he comforted, and the mercies that he dispensed. A curious feature

of the occasion was an appeal to the Church to realize one of the last

wishes of Diipanloup, namely, to canonize the !Maid of Orleans and give

her a " proper place at the altar."

A PnoTESTAXT ScnooL, CoxGKESs was recently held in Barmen, Ger-

many, composed of nearly one thousand members. IS'early all the diffcr-

•-nt states and provinces of the Fatherland were represented, and the feeling

«" the aims of the convention was intense. The great interest of the oc-

casion is the rebuff which Protestantism is receiving in the schools of the

^tato in presence of the demands of the Catholic ])riests. Rector Decker
of Stuttgart spoke to the qtiestion. How can the high schools for our

daughters best serve their purpose for their pupils? The answer was,
J5y leading them to Christ, even though they may lack a certain kind of

••'hool knowlodgo, and may give less time to so-cailed accom|)lisliinents.

I'ho whole treatment of the question showed the deepest feeling.
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

The ludian Question belongs to American history, but it is also of

evcr-recurriiig interest in the civil affairs of the nation. With numbers

reduced to 205,000, the task of educating, civilizing, and Christiauizing

them would seem to be inferior conipaicd with the burden of evangeli/.-

ing China, Japan, or Madagascar, and yet religious statistics concenunj,'

the Indians are not proportionately large, nor more than promising.

Congress in a perfunctory way exhibits a seeming interest in these peni)le,

for, besides appropriating millions fur the expenses of the Indian Bureau,

no less than twenty-five new laws were enacted in 1888, in part relating to

railroads through their reservations, division of reservations, marriages

with whites, and compulsory education of Indian youth; but it must be

confessed that about fifty bills, more in the interest of the Indian than

any of the above, were not passed, and trouble along the borders may

happen again. Advanced legislation dissolving tribal relations and assign-

ing an equitable portion of the reservations to the Indians in severalty

wUl be in the direction of individual self-support, civilization, and ulti-

mate citizenship. This accomplished, the refusal of an annual stipend

from the government, which at present would be a calamity, should fol-

low, as the Indian should be taught to depend upon himself. United

States Courts should be established in the Indian Territory, and a terri-

torial government erected, with the usual sovereignty and limita-

tions of territories. In territories including reservations there should

be no distinction in law between citizen and Indian. The chief need

of the Indian is a provision for education, which hitherto has been in

part supplied by schools in the States, to which youth have becn^ sent,

and by schools'maintained among them by the Churches and individuals

of philanthropic spirit. President Cleveland, in his recent annual mes-

sage, and Secretary Vilas, in his departmental report concerning this

subject, agree in the elevating influence of education, and recommend a

generous' policy in this direction. The Church, however, must not for-

got that not by allotment of land, nor by the civil courts, nor by educa-

tion will the Indian attain to true citizenship—he must be brought into

the kingdom of God before he can be a king among men. In the trans-

formation of his race the Indian hiuiself must be a co-operator, gladly

yielding to the sovereignty of the federal government, and to the rescuing

power of that religion that delivered the Fijians, tamed the Abyssinian,

and lias power to lift up all men into the sunlight of a new life.

St.anley is the star in the midnight sky of Africa, to which the tclc-

Bcopes of nations arc turned. Is he in sight ? To the world at large he

is of more consequence tlian the new ruler of Germany, the premier of

the British empire, or the Pope of Rome, all of whom dying, their gov-

ernments, their schemes, their religions would go on ; Init Stanley is neces-

sary to Stanley's enterprise. England's army tactics in the neighborhood
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^.{ Sa.tkim jvrc the evolution of a purpose commercial and social, and of

Iwm: ni.iment—to England ; but Stanley in jungle or mountain, a victor or

ri'.'tivc, is doiug more for civilization than the foreigners' cannonade of

\raKon the coast. Italy entering Massowah ; Germany triumphing in

/.wi/il);ir; England brooding over Egypt, will contribute to Africii's dcliv-

<t:»ncc from itself; but Stanley will lodge in tlie heart of the continent the

» nil 111- n CIS that will leaven the races that inhabit it. Living or dead, to

Af.ir;i Ik- is more than soldier, merchant, explorer; he is teacher, re-

1 .rmtr, the tinger-post of a new era, the inorning-star of a rising day.

•n. uU 'ir^^^'HTatTons to come he will be not the hero of romance, but the

rr.il. typical master-spirit of a new age, than whom Paul's list of worthies

.-..iiiai'iis but few nobler or greater. ^^= The latest—Stanley is alive

!

I'iiysical education, or the development of the body by athletic sports

r.-.;l gymnastic exercises, is assuming commanding importance in college

citflcs'and social life. The necessity for attention to the body, besides

rating, drinking, and drugging, is being intelligently recognized and

H-riously discussed, though it is a question if the right system of hy-

i^'it-nic instruction has as yet been adopted. A stouter generation of schol-

ars must be produced, or physical degeneracy will appall the nation.

M.;n of brain and brawn will be required in the future even more thau

j'l liie past, and preparation must be commensurate with the broadening

di-uiand. The fine texture of the intellectual giant should be woveu

into a strongly developed protoplastic figure—a terror to ignorance, a

1.. n. for the right. Cadaverous scholars, shoulder-stooped thinkers, men

••n Ihc borders of paralysis, requiring vacations every year, propped one

l..i!f the time in upholstered chairs, afraid of the blasts of Boreas and

« i'lally of the smiles of the sun, unable to walk one mile without ex-

I;4a>lion, the apothecary's best customers—these are a discredit to the cli-

'tnte, medicine, ancestry, vocation, or something. What is the remedy?

riito prescribed soldiering, dancing, equestrian performances, and an

oiit-door life as the condition of physical manliness; Count Tolstoi re-

«)'U to mowing, shocmaking, plowing, as a pastime and the religion for

'•'I'jf, broken health, and discontentment; Gladstone speculates a speech

whilf howinir a tree in Ilawarden; E. P. Hoc cultivated a fruit-farra and

:< fro.-hcd himself with its fragrance; Cincinnatus was taken from the

}'!'>w. Amos from the flocks, Lincoln from the circuit, and Grant from

il>e tannery—all specimens of physical nobility secured rather l)y toil

tiii'i by Ki^rt. Yale, Princeton, Harvard, and other eastern colleges rc-

»-'rt to yachting, base-ball games, tlie gymnasium, and a miscellany of

a-^T»;b:iiic exhibitions to build their youth into Goliath^ but the result is

"Ucn, if not usually, at the expense of morals and sch(Warship. We
*-L'4.'st (hat lahor, rather than sport, occupy a place in the curriculum

"f !ho c<;llcge, because, unattended with vices and as eiloctual for mus-

<'-jIsr d.-volopraent. it will evcry-where prove more remunerative than the

*^mjsoi!ients to wliich collesiate life is tending.
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The Very Rev. James Carmicliael, M.A., D.C.L., Dean of I^Iontreal, in

the spirit of the resolution passed unauimously by the Provincial Synol

of the Church of England in Canada on the subject of Christian uiiiun,

urgently advocates in a small treatise published by Dawson Brothers

of that city the union of the Episcopal, Presbyterian, and ^lethodist

Churches in one vast ecclesiastical establishment, both for inherent

strength and the speedier conquest of the country in the name of tlie

Lord. Recognizing these as the great religious systems of Protestantism,

and that the points of difference between them are of minor importaiico,

relating to Church government, the ordination of ministers, and God's

eternal decrees, he insists that there is reasonable or actual agreement be-

tween them touching the being of God, the holy Trinity, the divinity and

work of Christ, the Holy Ghost, the Holy Scriptures, the sacraments, the

Church, absolution, justitication by faith, good works, the ministry, fast-

ing, public prayer, and other articles of faith and practice. As the Epis-

copal system is at variance with the others, cliiefly with respect to the

ministry, we curiously examined his statement concerning it, and learned

that the three systems are agreed, (1) on the divine institution of the min-

istry; (2) on its being, as an order, distinct from the laity; (3) on the

necessity of a proper call and transmission of authority; (4) on the duties

of the ministerial office; (5) on its dignity, responsibility, and honor;

(6) on the power of the ministry to bind ami loose and to excommvmicate

and to declare absolution. The binding and loosing power in Methodism

he finds in our rules governing "Church trials." He does not state

that the doctrine of apostolic;d succession, hitherto an impediment to

union, should be abandoned by those holding it, or how reconciliation is

possible with its retention in a unionistic organization. Perhaps this

is viewed as an incidental feature that will take care of itself in the ad-

justment. With the scheme of organic unity, as here suggested, we arc in

perfect sympathy, and shall observe its progress with a permanent interest,

hoping for its final success.

George "Washington was inaugurated first President of the United

States, April 30, 17S9. The recognition of the completion of a century

of the republic under the rule of a constitutional presidency by religious

services on Ajjril 30, 18S0. is appropriate, and will contribute b^.th to the

patriotism and religion of the people. That the Roman Catholics, with

the approval of Archbishop Corrigan, and the Jews, with the co-operation

of distinguished rabbis, and all imported nationalities, will join the

Protestants in this centennial celebration is evidence of a tendency, not

to anarchy or any species of foreignism, but of assimilation, of aflinity

with American ideas, of the solidarity and integrity of American lilc.

National legislation grounded in American principles; the people, foreign

and native, abjuring allegiance to outside laws, rulers, and ideas, and

cemented together by the mortar of Americanism; the legal holidays, ex-

• pressing a national sentiment; celebrations in observance of the lives of

our forefathers, the events of the Revolution, and our national history
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fn.>nrCoiicorcl U\ Appomattox—thc^ will make for national unity, pres-

ent peace, and future stability. Any celebration tliat exalts a fuieiguer

ur a foreign idea; the parade of Orangemen, that excites controversy or

ilivisiou respecting a foreign event, and the hallowing of St. Patrick, as

tli'jugh he were the patron saint of America; or any movement not en-

tirely American in spirit or result is inimical to the public welfare and a

menace to the sobriety of national existence. Tlie Society of the Sous of

tlio Hevulutii>n is legitimate; but any society whose object is the propa-

{•.ition of an idea incongruous in our civilization is as objectionable as

would be an organization to glorify the arch-leader of secession. In this

tlatcmcnt we do not include statues of foreign heroes, scientists, ex-

plorers, rulers—or lectures, poems, or any token of appreciation of those

iii or of other lauds; but only organizations that, taking advantage of

«>pportunity to honor the worth}-, instill un-American ideas in the public

mind, and quietly and almost imperceptibly sow the seed of discord in

Ihc thought of the people by keeping alive the s.vnipathies and pr ncipl&i

llicy are supposed to renounce in immigration. America is for Americans,

native and naturalized, and all others should quit our shores.

Chautauqua, with its embodiments and accouterments, is a unique

civilizer, counteracting the effects of our American dashism, if not bar-

barism. It represents ideas, forces, faculties, intellectual methods,

wide-spread achievements. It rests upon an enduring basis, because

fontrolled by mural and intellectual principles. Deprived somewhat of

l!ic minute supervision of its great chancellor by reason of his election

!• the episcopacy, it is by no means acephalous, but is preparing under
other administrative guidance for still greater efficiency and service.

Viewed as a university, it is stinudating habits of study in thou'iands of

homes which hitherto were indifferent to reading and general literature;

nnd under the influence of its papers, books, and central magazine it has

awakened or contributed to the mental life of the nation a* no single

BpTcnry has been able to do. In the pending contest against ignorance,

'laikness, and diabolism, the country may look to Chautauqua for inspi-

nition and lielpfulness.

Lord Salisbury, in a recent speech at Edinburgh, declared in favor of

woman suffnige, and the Pall Mall Gazette promises to support the idea

•f tlie Government should make it an issue. The editor of the North
Aincricnn lictiew is also a convert to the movement, though somewhat
reticent on the subject. "Woman's vote in Boston in the election of School

< <'n>mi-;sionors delivered the city from Roman Catholic premicrshii).

^ircly the woman suffragist slKudd take courage, and continue to claim
f«>r her sex tlie civil and political rights to which she thinks she is eu-

tulcd. The "sweet influences of Pieiades" may deliver the nation from
roriuptioi), irreligiou, and death.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

It is an obvious fact that periodical publications, especially the ]\Ia<,M-

ziues and larger Reviews, are doing more to mold the thought of the

times than books, because, for various reasons, they are more generally

read. Noting this fact, the Cliristian thinker is more than pleased to find

that most of the leading Reviews, both of England and America, are dee|)ly

imbued with the ethical spirit. The scope of their discussions is wide,

embracing all the topics that command the attention of thoughtful men.

Religion, philosophy, history, literature, statesmanship, politics, national

ambitions, social problems, and, in short, whateverisof interest to human-

ity are treated in them by writers representing every variety of opinion,

every type of thought, and looking at their themes from every imaginable

view point. If tliese writers, who are mostly men of superior culture and

exceptional ability, drew their inspiration chiefly from narrow national

prejudices, partisan passions, sectarian bigotry, or unprincipled selti^in,

it is easy to see that the organs through which they reach the public miml

would be as injurious to the passions of tlie people as the ancient Greek

fire was to an assaulted city. Some such periodicals do exist, and they

fan to flame every spark of dissatisfaction with their environments which

is in the hearts of their readers. Fortunately, such magazines are few in

number and limited in circulation. The bulk of magazine and review lit-

erature is of a higher class, and is, as we have said, pervaded by an etliical

spirit. It brings almost every question to the bar of righteousness ; not for-

mally, but there is an under-current of respect for the law of righteousness

running through it. Take, for example, two papers on Canada noted in

this department. Instead of aiming, as tliey might, and probably would

have done in other days, to excite an unprincipled greed for more territory

in our jjcople, they state facts with evident regard for the rights and

duties of both nationalities. In like manner, the English Reviews which

have lately spoken on European questions are for right and peace, and

opposed to unjust aggressions. The theological reviews are also remarka-

bly free from polemical rancor and from unfairness. Sectarian writers

write as men animated by mutual respect and good-will. Indeed, one may
read a dozen reviews for any given month without liaving one's moral emo-

tions stirred to sympathy with any wrong, albeit his judgment may not

be captured by much of what he reads. If, therefore, the Reviews be the

leading educators of the more thoughtful portion of the public their emi-

nently ethical temper may be taken as evidence that, despite tlie moral

corruptions incarnated in the politics and business of to-day, the time is at

hand in which ri-ht ethics will triimiph over bad morals. So n\ote it be!

The Contemporarii Rczino for December contains: 1. "An Appeal to

Liberal Unioni-^ts; '" 2. "Some Human Aspects of Indian Geography;"

3. " The East End;" 4. "The Identity of Thouirht and Language;"

5. " The Future of "Westminster Abbey ;
" G. " Impressions of Australia;"
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*, ••Finance and Politics;" 8. "The Future of Food;" 9. '-Principal

TiUocIi; " 10. "Contemporary Life and Thought in France." To those

»ho >tu<ly fccograi)hy scientitically the second paper, by Sir W. W. Hunter,

«!!l bf read with deep interest, because it shows, with marked lucidity,

xU" relations which the physical configuration of India has borne to its

".x-i history and present condition, and to the phenomena of life among
;hc nices who have peopled it. Nature opposes barriers to the unity of

:hi' people in India, but Dr. Hunter thinks that England will solve the

j.-'tiilcni of overcoming nature and solidifying a united Indian Empire.

Iti "Identity of Thought and Language" the Duke of Argyll engages in

a phil.i.-^ophical tilt with i\Iax Muller against his theory that " no concept

!• possible apart from articulate sound or word." The Duke makes a

»tn.ng, if not a conclusive, case against the professor. In " Contemporary

Life und Thought in France " Gabriel Monod views France with a pessi-

j'.ii>tic eye. He sees her environed with dangerous foes: Germany with a

r-.!lo\v emperor eager for occasion to let loose the dogs of war, and irri-

t:i!ii)g Alsace-Lorraine almost to tlie point of rebellion; Italy in an atti-

tii'ie of ])rovocation ; Austria leaning more and more toward Germany,

a!ul England reviving her ancient rivalry against her. Her only friend is

Ku.ssia, which has declared that she siiall not be crushed again by Ger-

jn;iiiy. Besides, her book-stores are inundated with immoral literature.

f^t lis hope, however, that other forces may be working out a better destiny

fi-r France than !Monod's dark horoscope foretells. Iler real need is tlie

rrotestantism which her rulers rejected in the times of St. Bartholomew
und the Huguenot dragounades.

The /"or'nn for January contains: 1. " Is Union with Canada Desirable?"

-. "TheXeedof Another University;" 3. "An Easy Lesson in Statistics;
"

<. " The I^ecall of ^linisters;" 5. "Defeated Presidential Candidates;"
'». '-rntlnishcdWorkoftlieWar;"?. "The Chinese Exclusion Bill; " 8. "A
H.ii<l on the Treasury;" 9. "Getting into Print; " 10. " Jottings on Amer-
! -in Society." In the first of these papers Senator J. S. ]Morrill discusses

}>r^>:\x\(\ con the question of the political union of Canada with the United
"-states. The undertone of his article, rather than its argument, indicates

«h;it, provided Canada heartily desired and asked it, its annexation might
" N'lvance the future dignity of our country and the permanent prosperity

•"•f the people." But he sees " almost insuperable ditliculties" in the way
"f its accomplishment. The Senator writes intelligently and in a pacific

«].:rit. "The Recall of ]\Iinisters" is ii carefully prepared, interesting,

"1(1 historical paper by James B. Angell touching the causes leading to
tlif recall of foreign ministers asked for by our government, and to the

^i'<-uinsrances in whieli foreign powers have asked for the recall of Amcr-
"'•in ministers. Suggested by the recent case of Lord Sackvillc, this

r 'i"'' is opportune, giving valuable information pertinent to the subject.
'" '"Tlie Chinese Exclusion Bill" Henry Iv. Dawes gives a succinct
s^''<':int of our legislation respecting the Cliinese, from the Burlingamc
Treaty of 18G8 to the Exclusion Bill of 18SS. It is a story that mukcs
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one's clieek tingle with shame, because it shows how our Congress sacri-

ficed the honor of the country on the altar of political cxpcLlieucy. Th"
most racy and pungent paper in this number of The Furam is Leonard

Woolsey Bacon's "Raid on the Treasury." With burning rhetoric and

scathing moral indignation he exposes the un^jrincipled folly, the wild

extravagance, and tlie reckless disregard of financial consequences ex-

hibited in the "Arrears of Pensions Act."

N^ In tlie North American lieview for January we find: 1. " Naval Wars of

the Future-," 2. "The Stage and Society;" 3. " Parting Words to the

Secretary of State;" 4. "Wit and Humor;" 5. " Is Yellow Fever Conta

gious?" G. "The Greater Half of the Continent;" 7. " A Captain's Work;"

8. '^TheXext National Reform;" 9. " Two New York States;" 10. "Rob-

ert Elsmere's Mental Struggles;" 11. " Ni>tes and Comments." In the

sixth of the above-named papers Erastus Winian states some facts aliout

Canada which will surprise many. Canada contains, as he shows, "the

greater half of the continent of North America;" no other country equals

it "in riches of resource, in accessibility, in ease of internal communica-

tion;" or, strange to say, " excels it in the advantages of climate." In

discussing its destiny he submits that those who think it should form a

part of the United States should "revise their conclusion." He insists

that such "political union to those best informed seems most dithrult

and distant," but "a commercial union would be just as advantageous,"

and is "an easily attainable possibility." This is a valuable and suggest-

ive paper. In "The Next National Reform" Allen Thorndike Ric.

editor of the J^eview, utters weighty words, which every man who desires

the preservation of our government will do well to consider. In view of

prevailing political corruption he insists that unless a system of "honest

voting be devi?ed, making bribery unprofitable and knavery impotent,

popular elections in America will become a farce," and our democratic

institutions "share the ruin of earlier free governments." The words of

Mr. Rice are strong, timely, and true.

The Xinctecnth CeMury for December contains: 1. "The Presidential

Election in the United States;" 2. "The Recent Change in European Af-

fairs;" 3. "What St. John Saw in Patmos;" 4. "Soldiers' liations;"

5. "Faith-Healing as a Medical Treatment;" 0. "An Autumn Visit to

Japan;" 7. Two Conflicting Reports on Education ;" 8. " The Fruit-grow-

ing Revival;" 9. " Selecting Colonial Governors;" 10. "Ti>e Reothuks of

Newfoundland;" 11. "The Protest against Over-examination." Tlic

article on European affairs, by Frederick Greenwood, is a remarkably

lucid presenttition of the events which have recently transpired in con-

tinental Europe. Germany feels compelled to increase her armaments

and to keep her vast army in readiness to meet the impatient soldiers of

France. Russia is still preparing for war. Austria and Italy are also

adding to their military and naval strenglh. And this tension of feeling
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., ,.,, thonod by the fact that England, though she M'as strongly urged
"

u/,n- Ua- death of Emperor William to enter the triple allumce, still

..v,.N .ilnof. Had she joined it the peace of Europe would have been

r.t.'rvd for years, since neither France nor Kussia, singly or in unison,

-rniM li'ive dared to make ^var against such a formidable combination.

>J, '<;recnsvood thinks Mr. Salisbury erred in not entering this great

i^a MH- Such is the substance of Mr. Greenwood's interesting paper,

which shows that a dark shadow of coming great events fills the peoples

u\ Fiirope with gloomy apprehensions.

'K\^<^ V,;,^icrian Eeview for January has: 1. "The Call to the Minis-

t-T-" 2 "The Right of the Poor;" 3. '' Are our Public Schools Godless?"

<'•" \^^vrianand°HebrewCl.ronology;" 5. "The Idealism of Spinoza;"

e " \ llundred Years Ago and Now;" 7. "Historical Note: Organiza-

t." .:, of the Synod of Brazil ;" 8. " Editorial Notes." In the first of these

tniK-rs Dr. Paxton places the question of the necessity and nature of a

^.^Il to the ministry in the clear light of Holy Scripture, proving that the

Ministry is not simply a profession, but a divine vocation. "Are our

I'ni.lic 'schools Godless?^' by Dr. H. D. Jenkins, discusses with rare

fcWIitv ft burning question of the hour. The Doctor goes to the root of

lh<' m'atter when he shows that the talk of Catholic jiriests about i' liberty

..f conscience" is JesuiHcal nonsense, because "liberty of conscience is

liTT.ply the right to believe according to one's own conviction and to wor-

»hip according to that belief." This right i^ not invaded when prayer is

cili-red. the Bible read, or unsectarian religious reading lessons used in

ojr.public schools. Their claim that the Catholic conscience requires the

s> aching of Catholic dogmas and the use of Catholic ritual is a pretense,

iutnidfd to bolster the purpose of Romanism to form mens consciences

fcfi.r if:; own pattern, and not on the precepts of Holy Writ. This claim

l>r. Jenkins would disregard. He would not surrender the right of the

>'..ite to insist that its schools for the children of the people sIkhiUI retain

tl.iU reli-ious character given them by the founders of our government.

TI,f Aruhrer Review for January has contributions on: 1. " Publicln-

*tru(tinn in Religion;" 2. "Is the West Secularized;" 3. "The ]\Ioral

I'urjxi^o in Howells's Novels;" 4. '• Devotional Reading; " 5. "The Bible

* Go,pol of Events." In the first of these papers Professor JIarsh insists

»fr«;,^riy on the right and duty of the American pcoi)le to see that religion,

hut not denominalional religion, be taught in their public schools. Thus

t^T h(« tnay be sound; but when he claims that the Roman Catholics may

fornisli a quota of teachers for public schools he ignores the well-known

' "t thiit they will not be satisfied by any concession which docs not per-

'••>it them to teach their Church dogmas. And when he proposes a com-

«!'i-M..n composed of men whose religious "sympathies are not narrowed

by M-ctarian zeal," to direct what the religious instruction shall be, he

•tiirgtsts a measure which, aiming to please all, would satisfy none. In
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the second paper Dr. Joseph Duryea gives liis rcusous for believin<; tlnvi

while the West is compelled by its enviiouments to give much of it,,

strength to its secular interests it is very far from neglecting its intel-

lectual and spiritual needs. While toiling hard to subjugate nature it

builds churches, founds colleges, and thereby cultivates both brain and

heart. "The Bible a Gospel of Events," by the late Rev. C. T. Col!ill,^,

is a vi-orouslj written essay, aiming to harmonize rationalistic witii or-

thodo.x conceptions of inspiration. In attempting this impossible tu^l^

lie concedes laore to the former than the latter can consistently accept.

The spirit of the article is unquestionably orthodox, but its reasonini^s

are more likely to unsettle faith than to e.staljlish the trutli that ''holy

men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

New Englnnder and Tale Eevicio for December has: 1. " The Validity of

Non-Episcopal Ordination;" 2. "The American Board and the Late

Boston Council;" 3. " The Ethics of Labor;" 4. " The Sects and Ciiris-

tianity;" 5. " Art a Profession." In the first of these papers Dr. George

P. Fisher gives a clear, condensed, and scholarly statement of the histor-

ical argument for the validity of non-episcopal ordination. He finds that

historical science is rapidly bringing historical scholars to the unanimous

conclusion that "no specitic form of church goverument can boast of

being an apostolic ordinance for all time." lie sees that the entombment

of the theory of " the divine right of a particular form of church organi-

zation " in the sepulclier which coL.tains " ihe divine right of kings"

must precede that union of Ciu-istians whicii is fast becoming the desire

of- sj)iritual minds in all denominations. In this he is in accord with

Methodism, which, having won its glorious victories without the " his-

toric episcopate," is ardently desirous of assisting at its burial, and to

enter into brotherly conference and co-operation with Christians of all

names in a grand endeavor to complete the evangelization of the world.

The second paper is l)y Dr. Noah Porter. It condemns the American

Board for its claim of a right to set up a doctrinal standard for missionary

candidates having ecclesiastical relations with orthodox Churches. Tlic

dilemma of the American Board evidently arises out of its qunsi-m([c-

pendt^ncc of the Churches which support it. It a))pears to be doctrinally

right, but ecclesiastically wrong. Happily for our Church, her connec-

tional principle enables her to do her mission work through an organiza-

tion which represents both her theology and her ecclesiasticism. In the

article on "Sects and Cliristianity," we regret to find its author, ilr. C. C.

Starbuck, claiming that Catholicism is a Christian force, because, forsooth,

it teaches many Christian doctrines. Though its creed is orthodox in many

I)oint.«, one cannot view its ethical life without l)eing convinced that it

"holds the truth in uiuigliteousiiess." Its mnriolatry and saint-worsliip,

never more insisted on than now; its blasphemous theory of the pope's

vice-gerency; its idolatrous masses; its ]Metend('d absolutions, and its

violent hostility to the principles of religious and civil liberty suck the
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»it!\lity out of the truth it teaches, and result in making vast numbers of

Its followers not spiritual but paganized Christians, whose need of evau-

^.flical teaching is scarcely less than that of multitudes in heathen lands.

Tiif Old Testament Student icith ytnc Testament Snjjplcment for Jannary

m-ats of the "Bearing of New Testament Statements upon the Authorship

cf Old Testament Books;" of " Tiele on Babylonian- Assyrian Culture;" of

"Old Testament Word-Studies;" "•Jeremiah's Temperament;" "A Visit to

Zinjirte," etc. These are interestingaud suggestive papers. But one cannot

well help regretting that Professor Stevens, in the "Bearing of New Tes-

ttnifnt statements upon the Authorship of Old Testament Books," makes an

•unu'cessary concession to rationalistic hypercriticism in assuming that the

On-,' Hundred and Tenth Psalm was not written by David, notwithstanding

tii'.'atlirniation of Christ, who, in quoting from it, used these words: "For
I)avi<l himself, by the Holy Gliost, &aid," etc. Here we have not only

its Davidic authorshij), but the added fact of David's inspiration asserted

in positive terms. Professor Stevens, following Neander, becomes an

RjM)logetic in claiming that even if David did not write the aforesaid

|.>alm the Saviour's infallibility and sincerity are not impeachable, be-

csuse it was not the question of the authorship of the psalm, but of his

•iv\n Messianic character and office, that was in dispute. As Dr. AVhedon
t'hscrves, '' Our Lord decides this question." Olshausen also says, "The
lU-dc-eincr not only mentions David most definitely as the author of the

l"-ihn, but ascribes to him ])roi)hetic inspiration as the influence under
"hich he composed it." But Avhen our Lord's disciples attempt to show
t'nt lie who was "Truth " itself could rightfully use a popular untruth to

'i' f'-nd his claims, instead of honoring, do they not wound him in tlie

h'jusc of his friends and in the face of his foes?

The Catholic Vi'orld for January contains: 1. "A Little Child shall

I^ad Them;" 2. "Congregational Singing and Popular Devotions;"
". "The Summer Islands;" 4. '-The Sweetness of Blessed Thomas
M'wrc;" 5. "Twilight;" 6. "Christianity Universal;" 7. ":My Vio-
lin;" 8. "The Cross of Expiati.-n;" 9. "The Trouble in the Boston
Sfliools;" 10. Out of the Church there is No Salvati(m;" 11. "I am the
Way;" 12. "Paul Ringwood;" 13. " Tlie African Slave-trade;" 14. "At
^'rdination;" 15. " Catholic Deaf-Mutes of New York City." This maga-
/in<> i« nh\\ edited ; some of its articles this month indicate that the leaders
•'» 'li'-' Catholic Church perceive the necessity, growing out of the effect of

I'roto.stant thouglit on their people, of making concessions to Protestant
«'l' us. por example, in its article on "Congregational Sintiing" we have
* ph'a for the singing of hymns in the vernacular by the ]ieo])h^ in Cath-
"':<; churches; in " Christi.mity Universal," a writer, while holdinii" to tlie

'^"-'"•' that the Catholic faith is the only true faith and the Catholic
''"eh the only true Church, contends that all men who have faith, liopo,

'^'"' the love of God arc, "if not explicitly and formally members of the
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Catholic Church, at least virtually Christians, united to the soul of tl,-

Church by an invisible bond!" Yet if a man refuse to enter that Chin, h

when its doctrines are explained to him he is an apostate, and doomed t

darkness. By an equally ingenious process of reasoning (?) he claii'.-

that pagans who walk in the light of nature and unbaptized children .'.:.

implicitly Christians, that is, Catholics. In the same spirit the autli.^r ..f

" Out of the Church there is No Salvation," after insisting that meniliri-

ship in the Catholic Church "is as neces-;ary for salvation as is baptism,
'"

affirms that "many Protestants can be in good faith and invincible igno-

rance which excuses before God," that is, for their neglect to enter tin-

one true Church. These Jesuitical concessions are evidently the fruit of

a growing conviction that Romanism must wear Protestant phylacleric-

or lose its hold upon its intelligent members, who are losing sympathy wi;h

Hhe bigotry that in other days doomed thousands to the fires of martyrdom.

The Ohautaiiqicnn for January is filled with papers which are both val-

uable and readable. "Worthy of special notice is an article by Dr. Flood,

its editor, entitled, " Educate the Hand." It demands an education, from

the primary school to the college, that shall develop the whole nature of

the pupil, from his intellect to liis hand, thereby preparing him for prac-

tical life. To this end it would make our public schools microcosms of

the busy world, in which the elements of the arts and industrial pursuit.

by which men and women live, and which are necessary to the conifort of

domestic life, shall be practically taught. To theoretical teaching it

would add the training of the hand to use the hammer, chisel, saw, plane,

lathe, needle, and, in short, almost every tool by which the hand executi-

Avliat the mind invents. It would thus enable even the most intcUcctu il

student, should he fail to find professional work, to enter the busy world

with tactual ability to earn his living. Dr. Flood's demand is both right

and reasonable. Every educator and every friend of education will do

w^ell to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest it.

Harper's Mngizinc for January introduces the author of Bcn-IIur as ft

dramatist in " Conunodus," a ])lay which is vigorous both in action and

expression. Wcgnclin, the artist, has finely illustrated it. McCartliy

furnishes a valuable article on "The Manuracturing Industry of Ireland.

with portraits. "Russian Bronz.es," by Clarence Cook, with numerous

illustrations, is a novel theme artistically discussed. " The Ancient City

of Wisby" is romantically described and illustrated. These are instruct-

ive papers. Fiction, anecdotes, and essays also furnish agreeable recreative

reading for all classes.

The Ccntunj for January is rich both in its topics and illustrations.

Lovers of art will be pleased with its papers on "Giotto" and on " Olm

Warner, the Sculptor." To those who have historic tastes "Pagan Iro-

hnd," "The Life of Administrative Exiles," the "Announcement of

Emancipation," and "Round about Galilee," will be very acceptable.
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•'The American Apprenticeship System " will interest mechanics. " Top-

ics of the Time" ^^ ill be valued by all who love to note passing events and

londencies. In short, no man who loves good reading can fail to find somc-

tJiing in this number of the Century that will suit his tastes and minister

to bis intellectual needs.

Seribner's Magazine for January is rich in illustrations and strong in

its contributions. We note •' Railway Management," by General E. P.

Alexander; "French Traits," by W. C. Brownell, and "The Ethics of

Controversy," bv George P. Fisher, as especially valuable papers.

The Mis^lonarij Eeview of the Woi-Id for January contains able articles on

:

1." The Literature of Missions;" 2." Organized Missionary Work;" 3. "Cor-

respondence and General InteUigence;" 4. "International Department;"

5. "Monthly Concert of Missions;" 6. '-Progress and Results of Missions;"

7. " Statistics of the World's Missions;" 8. '-Editorial Notes." Lipjnn-

Mtrs Montldy Magazine has: 1. " Ilale-Weston," a novel, with articles on

"Edgar Allan Poe;'" " The Capture and Execution of John Brown," etc.

The Christian Quarterly Itevicioiov iixnwAvyUc^ii&ol: 1. "Civil Gov-

ernment;" 2. "Moses's Idea of God;" 3. " Was Jesus of Nazareth a Su-

pernatural Being?" 4. "Our Commendation;" 5. "A Congregation of

Christ;" 6. "The Unity of the Gospel." The Universalist Quarterly for

January has: 1. "Our Ancestors—Early England;" 2. "The Idea of the

Christian Church;" 3. "ProbaMon—Some of its Philosojjhical and Script-

•iml Aspects;" 4. "The Microcosmus;" 5. "Hints on Church JIusic;"

•i. "The Growth of Religion;" 7. "Causes of the Saviour's Passion;"

«. "Prayer;" 9. "Tlie Son of Jlan." The New Jerusalem Magazine for

.binuary"tre:its of: 1. "The True Missionary Spirit ;" 2. "A Fragment;"

3. "Cupid and Psyche;" 4. "The Lord's Divine-Natural Body ;" 5. "Can-

on Taylor on Islam;" 6. "Tlie Idealism of Swcdenborg;" 7. "The Slow

Growth of the New Church." The Methodist Magazine for January dis-

cusses: 1. "Life in Modern Palestine;" 2. "Balloons and Balloon-

ing;" 3. "The Solo;" 4. " The Old and New Year;" 5. " Some Supposed

Con.scquenccs of the Doctrine of Historical Consequences;" 6. "Christian

Unity;" 7. "Etchings of Shakespeare;" 8. "How John Wesley spent

Xow-Year"s Day for Fifty Years;" 9. " Jonathan Leadon's Justification;"

10. "New-Year's Reading;" 11. " University Federation." Tna African

}:-]>ositori/ for January contains: 1. "Progress in Africa;" 2. "The Zoda-

»iie Mission and Vonswah;" 3. "The Higher Education for Women;"
i- "The Amei-ican Colonization Society." The New England Historical

t-id Genealogical Register ior JanuAi-y is rich in biographical facts respect-

ing noted New England families. One of its correspondents, D. Will-

i'uns Patterson, wiites of the origin of General Grant, that he was not of

^•^'otch ancestry, as many suppose; but he says, "There is no doubt of

''is do^ecnt from Matthew Graunt of Windsor, Conn., an Englishman of

n «n\ education, in whose writings I do not remember to have scon a sin-

fjlti Stotch expression."
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

SELECTIONS.

The quantitative list of books includes all; the qualitative list the f.;

lowin^: The Schaff-Ucrzog Encyclopoidia ; Introduction to thfi. Books oj (L-

Old Tedament, by O. S. Steams, D.D. ; The Ancient World and Chr,,

tianlty, by Y,. D. Pressense, D.D. ; The Credentials of Science the ^y,lr

rant of Faith, by Josiah P. Cooke, LL.D., and The Aryan Ilace, l.v

Charles [Morris.

RELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITEPvATURE.

A Relvjious Encidopcedia; or, Dictioaary of Biblical, Historical. Doctrinal, nii'l

Practical Theology. Based on the Real-P^ncyklopadie of Herzog, Pliit, njii

Haiick. Edited by Phiup Schaff, D.D., LL.D., Professor in the Union Ti.'

©logical Seminary,' New York. Associate Editors: Rev. Samuel M. Jacksuv

and Rev. D S." Schaff. Vol. I. Revised Edition. 8vo, pp. 847. iSr^v

York: The Christian Literature Co. Price, cloth, $3.

Encyclopedic literature is self-expansive and almost without limitatioM.

That it may be available, circumscription is a necessity, or its resourrf?.

however valuable, will be stored away unused aud without iutiuence. Tin-

oinis marjnum of Dr. Herzog oripciually consisted of twenty-two volume^,

a monument of industry and of the comprehensive mind of its author.

Dr. Schaff, knowing that the American reader v.'iW have no use for so

e.xhaustless a Work, proposes wisely to reproduce the mammoth Encyclo-

pedia in three volumes, of whicli the above is the tirst. The American

work, however, is not a translation, and it is something more than a con-

densation, of the German work, though the two are intimately related.

Without the consent of the German author the American edition would

be impossible; but Dr. Schaff, seeking adaptation to American needs, ha-^

not only eliminated a vast quantity of unnecessary material, but adch'.l

much original matter, and abbreviated the borrowed articles, so that t!ic

volume is almost substantially his own. He might not claim so much tor

himself, but others recognize the adopted paternity of the Encyclopedi i

in the distinguished American editor.

As a i)roof of its special merit, we note the valuable assistance renden d

the editor by a host of eminent writers in America, England, and Ger-

many, and that in its revised form it contains the latest infurmation on

all subjects discussed without regard to theories or the bias of piililic

opinion or of the writers themselves. It is gratifying also that with cniii-

mendable liberality controversial issues are presented in no one-sidiii

fashion, i)ut by thinkers of opposite faith.s, furnishing the reader an-

tipodal views of great themes and great theologies.

The scholar.>;hip of the voluiuc is self-evident, scarcely an article of ;i"}'

length failing to exhibit the rcscarchful spirit of the writer and to sati-f.»

the inquisitive demand of the reader. To this general statement, how-

ever, an exception or two may be offered. Whatever the explanation, it
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J* singular tluit less tlian oue-balf page is dovoted to the word "Bible,"

uhiUrmoro than an entire page is given to " JHuisterial Education," and

that nearly as much space is granted to the "Donatists" as to the '• Fun-

damental Doctrines of Christianity." Quite often, indeed, obscure re-

fornKTs, martyrs, leaders, and theologians obtain a larger bii)graphical

rxnujition than the more pronounced monil heroes of the centuries. But

the examiner and user of this volume will not depreciate it because here

find there it may not harmonize with his conception of an encyclopedia,

or l)ecause it contains as many congested as depleted representations of

Fvi!»jocts in which he is interested. On the whole, the editor's conception

of his work is superior to the average reader's conception, if such reader

\\A^ any conception at all; and this Encyclopedia, somewhat exclusive in

its sphere, and shaped in an American mold, is just such a thesaurus of

l.il.lical and ecclesiastical learning as ministers and laymen will appreciate

more and more as they will use it.

}!y Kdgion. Bv Count L. N. TOLSTor. Translated from tho French by Hcnting-

'roN Smith. i2mo, pp. 274. New York . Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, ^1.

Nine years ago Count Tolstoi, enlightened by the Sermon on the Mount,

fifcepted Jesus as the only teacher, and the doctrine therein taught as

t!ic only religion. In his enthusiasm for the new-found truth he turned

interpreter, went astray in judgment, and began at once to offer as a

ji;inarea for the world's strifes and woes a theory of life Jesus never

pn^puunded, and which, sacredly beautiful because it is the product of

a docp-toned sincerity, is impracticable and impossible of realization in

tlie social state. In so far as the Count proposes tiie cultivation of the

virtues and graces of character, in particular the sympathetic and philan-

thro|iic tendencies, he is in line with Jesus, who came, not to be minis-

ttrtd unto, but to minister; but the object of ministering, the final and

ah.v)hite result of self-sacritice, he entirely overlooks, or fails to per-

ci ivc. The principles of non-resistance, equal social rights, love of

cniniies, charitable judgment of others, and a refined and gracious hu-

'nanity in life, Jesus, with limitations or explanations, announced and

«.nfi)rced; but these are the lower strata of divine truth, and are valuable

<niy :is they interact with or are proleptic of tli3 higliest revelations of

infinite wisdom. In this lower realm of study and exegesis the Count is

^-'Und, using grammars, lexicons, revising and paraphrasing texts, and
c .tn.'itrueting a religious creed—the thing he seems to al)]ior in the Church
— tiiit only u fanatic will indorse and an insane man attempt to execute.

His sociology, apparently grounded in Jesus, is at variance with all

'-.riiimate textual criticism, and in cflect would be anarchical, overwhelm-
»'',:; --society, with its cities, governments, churches, arts, and sciences, in

<"inp!fte ruin. To charge Jesus with anarchism is what not even the

^'•oiuii'st pessimist has ever dared to do; and to suppose tliis doctrine

^">ll [jrevail is to estimate civilization as absurd, unconscious, aud mani-
*'-*l. Count Tolstoi has, first, misunderstood and perverted the ethical

»od social doctrines of Jesus; second, though not ignoring (p. 123; ho
'-'0— FIFTH SEKIKS, VOL, V.
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quite fails to distinguipti the spiritual doctrine of regeneration from liis

ethical conception of life, and therefore doe3 not see tiiat the reIii,qoii of

Jesus is at root in contrariety with his superficial ami self-destructivr

socialism. His charge (p. 221) that the Church confcs^ses the doctrine of

Jesus, but denies it in practice, is both false and true: false, in that tln'

Church does not confess that anarchism is the doctrine of Jesus; true, in

that it denies it in practice. For this reason tlie Count both renounces

and denounces the Church, particularly the Orthodox Greek Church, or

the national Establishment of Russia. My F.digion is the outburst of a

morbid mind, to be carefully read as the expression of an ideal resistance

to social oppression, and as another illustration of the tendency to read

iuto the simplicities of Jesus a philosophy foreign to them and destructive

of them.

Eternal Atonement. By Roswelt, Dwight HiTcncocK. D.D., LL.D., Late President,
and Washburn Professor of CInircIi History in the Union Tlieolop:ical Seminary.
12rao, pp. 306. Xew York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, $1 50.

This is not a learned theological discussion of the great doctrine of

atonement, but a number of sermons on various subjects, the first giv-

ing title to the book, the whole having been carefully selected from the

portfolio of the author for posthumous publication. In the leading ser-

mon he declares that atonement is not, as prevalent opinion maintains,

simply an historic fact, but, like election, is an eternal act, and neces-

-sarily so, as all divine realities are eternal. This may well be contro-

vei-ted from Arminian grounds, but the author shall confuse, if not refute,

"himself. lie candidly affirms that unconditional election— an unpreacli-

.-ablc dogma in these days—requires eternal atonement for its support.

Exactly; that is. in order to justify election the atonement is made to

-run away from its post-historic manifestation in Christ and become a pre-

historic, pre-Adamic, pre-muudane doctrine, or the imbecile system of

-predestination falls to pieces. Again, atonement surely has reference

to sin, and to sin not in prospect, but sin actual, or it is a provision in ad-

vance for ruin; but an advanced or proleptic atonement could only exi--t

labstractly in the divine mind, which is no more the concrete thing than

the plan of a ship in the shipwright's mind is the ship. The conception

of the atonement is one thing; its execution is another, and was a time-act.

If atonement were eternal, as a fact, it must have been for evil, as a fact;

but Dr. Hitchcock strangely avers that "moral evil is not eternal;"
hence, atonement preceded evil, instead of evil preceding atonement and
irendcring it necessary.

Many of these sermons, all too brief for thorough treatment of their

subjects, are rich in suggestions, offering truth in available forms, and
clearly revealing tlie thinker, tiie believer, and the teacher. It is not

certain that the author intended them for the press, as he was averse to

using printer's ink for himself, an<l destroj-ed a few years ago the "renter

portion of his manuscripts. However, it is instructive to trace his his-

toric sense.ia such a sermon as "The Witness of History to Christianity;"
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his ri-li<,'ious tniining in "Religion, the Doing of God's "Will," and "Life

Tlnou'^h Death;" his benevolent spirit in "Receiving and Giving;" and

hU I'cclesiastical views in a charge to an evangelist and another to a

pixJor. Fragments for the greater part, they indicate tlie bent, the

• pirilual economy, and the theological absorption ol the mind that pro-

»luccd them, and should be read attentively and witli discrimination.

J't^ Biyliood of Ckri'st. By Lew "Wallace, Autlior of Btn Ear and 77ie Fair

Cod. llhistrateil. 8vo, pp. 101. Xew Yutk: Harper & Brothers. Price,

morocco, ^'i 50.

In the guise of a story-teller General "Wallace disposes of many apocryphal

i.rcounts and traditions respecting the boy-life of Christ. These accounts,

orii^inating with the early Christian Fathers, were promptly multiplied by

iheir successors, and, through a process of accretion in the hands of the

Homaii traditionists, were rendered unworthy of recital and impossible

(if belief. Xot a tale-monger, however pious himself or huiuorous his

purpose, could claim that a single story told had any basis in the gospels;

l)ul he invented out of circumstances, hints, or the supposed necessities of

boyhood in general just what he presumed, regarding Christ as incarnate

power and wisdom, might have happened. It is needless to say that the

author brushes these aside as superstitions no longer in circulation, or at

least as without hospitality in Protestantism. Taking up the Xew Testa-

ment notices of the youthful Chj-ist, and assuming a self-disclosing supcr-

niluralism at a very early period in his life, he reaches the conclusion

til, it Christ in the human sense had no boyhood experiences, trials, and

liisciplines, and therefore none were given by his biographers. It set-

tlis once for all the problem of the boyhood of Christ. In mechanical

•Hitfit, paper, binding, type, illustrations, and general appearance the book

excels, and is as ornamental as it is useful.

rv Anrient World and Cliristinnity. By E. do- Presskxse, D.D., Autl.or of The

t:'irly Years of Christianity, A Sludy of Origins, etc. Translated by Annie
Uakwood Holmden. 8vo, pp. 479. New York: A. C. Armstron'^' & Son.

I'rice, cloth, §1 75.

In this volume Dr. Presscuse brings the Protestant world under obliga-

liun to him for a faithful portraiture of the religions of antiquity, as the

underlying forces of the ancient civilizations, and as so many directive

preparations for the mightier and holier religion in Jesus Christ. It is

doubtful if the French defender of the Christian faith lias produced a

work of greater value, or one that better discloses the amplitude of his

(•Marches, than the present volume. Prior to the appearance of the

O.diloan Teacher many religions had undertaken the pilotage of the

•Oriental nations into an acquaintance with things unseen and unknown,
i'i>talily those of the Accadians, Egyptians, Phenicians, Aryans, Hindus,

n<llenic pagans, and Roman statesmen; but while the failure in every

>n.-,t;iuee was conspicuous the author has found in many of the venerable

^V'-tt-ms of the ancient jieriod the germs of truth, and such symptoms of

spiritual hope as to justify him in regarding them as antecedents of the
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culmination reached nearly nineteen centuries ago. He considers wit)i

much patience the Chaldean story of creation, the root ideas of the rcli::-

iou of Eg-ypt after preliistoric times, the religion of Zoroaster, ^Yitll itsal,-

sence of sacerdotalism and asceticism, the three phases of the religion nf

the Yedas, tlie ;Mes;?iah of the Indian epics, the development and tra:l^

formation of primitive Buddhism, the Greek cultus and the stand of tin-

Greek conscience, the naturalistic basis of Roman faith, and its rapid (h-

cadence in the time of Augustus, the social and moral condition of Hi,

Greco-Roman world at the coming of Christ, and the rising of the Sun ol'

Righteousness over that dark Avorld of ignorance, c-orruption, and death.

From this outline the reader will understand that the book is rather m\
other and older religious than Christianity, the latter having only imi-

dental treatment, or reference as a resultant or consummation of hutn.ui

history under providential guidance in the day of Emanuel. Its skillful

handling of old histories, and its rigid resistance of scientific criticism of

Christianity by the discovery of similar truths in the old faiths and their

preservation and development under the laws of continuity and evolution,

render it a powerful auxiliary in the general defense of the religion of the

Bible. Its use is, therefore, recommended.

The Training of the Twelve; or. Passajrcs out of the Gospels Exhibiting llie

Twelve Disciples of Jesus Under Discipline for the Apostieship. Bv Alexan-
derBalmain- Bruce, D.D., Professor of Apologetics and New Testament p:.\f>-

gesis, Free Church College, Gia.:.go\v; Author of The Uuuiiliation of Christ,
The Parabolic TtacJdng of Christ, The Miramlms Ekment in the Gospels, etc.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Improved. 8vo, pp. 552. New York: A. C.
Armstrong & Son. Price, cloili, $2 50.

That the "twelve" were specifically disciplined or educated for apostle-

ship is contrary to general opinion; but the reverend author scripturally

and unanswerably maintains that, with Jesus as instructor, ^hey were
individually taught all the trutli, and were trained in all the duties nec-

essary to the fulfillment of their high and sacred office. Unlearned
fishermen, as some of them were, they were apt students, and susceptible

of supernatural irapres.sion. Possessed of natural prejudices, as other

men, and narrowed by Galilean custom or hardened by Judaic law and
restraint, they were not in the beginning the most promising candidates
for leaders of a mighty revolution soon to be inaugurated by the blaster;

but under his insinuating teaching and fostering trutli as it dawned upon
them they grew into apostles before the eyes of men. If with temporary
reUictance they resisted some of the e;irly suggestions of the Teacher, and
were at times bold enough to attempt to instruct liim, they at last yielded

to every utterance and incorporated his dying messages into their lives.

l>agerly they learned the lessons of prayer, humility, religious liberty,

toleration, self-xicrifice, and the law of discipleship; and as the Teacher
broadened in his didactics, centering all things in the cross as the symbol
of life and truth, they were contagiously aflectcd and baptized into the

spirit of the Master. Such is the import of this book, and as a mnemonic
of Chri,st's. teaching and a criterion of apostieship it is most valuable. Less
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thlical timn many other works on New Testament revelations, it recog-

txtxs. tlie attacks of the Tubingen school and disposes of them indirectly

r:»tlu'r by outlining the truth than by direct refutation. As the book ex-

ftlts Clirist in his attitude as a teacher, and heightens one's respect for

the apostles, whose prej^arations were due to the professorial influence of

ihc Master, the impression it leaves with the reader is wholesome and

ik'vatiiig.

A*'^!'-a5 fur Church Creed. A Contribution to Present Day Controversies. By
l{ev. R. J. Cooke, D.D., Author oi Doctrine of the Resurrection. IGmo. pp. 92.

New York : Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. Cloili, 60 cents.

In this brochure Dr. Cooke couples clearness of thought with strength

and cU-gance of expression, at once revealing his predilection for the

Christian faith and furnishing a reason for its acceptance on the part of

those who have stood against it. Just what Christianity is can best be

known by its formulation into a creed. Certain truths, fundamental and

ju'cessary, constitute the teachings of the great religion which may be

«'Xpie.->scd in a confession, and for such human statement of truth the

.npology is ample and the defense sure. To the many objections urged

n;;iiiiist creeds by agnostic, deist, and liberal religionist, the author's re-

plies, founded in history, the Scriptures, and the imperious force of rea-

t*m, are fortunate and conclusive. In the more formal declaration of the

uTound of creed, however, he writes with the ease of one familiar with

tlic truth, and demonstrates his proposition with all but mathematical

precision. To some readers he will appear a trifle dogmatic, but dogma
is the father of the dogmatic. In asserting that the dogmas of the Church

Cannot stand or fall at the bar of human reason (p. 62), he has gone to an

«-xtrenio, for it is the glory of truth that it is rational, and revealed truth

i* in perfect harmony witli the purest reason. The chief objection to

t'hristianity is, that it will not stand the test of reason, an ol)jection that

will not be overcome until the theologian is willing to submit it to that

roviil test of all fl-uth. For ourselves, we are not afraid of the application

"f the test to every divine truth, from the existence of God to eternal

rt-tribution for unforgiven sin.

hJr'nhir'ion to the Books of the Old Testament. With Analyses and Hhistrative
I.;!«.'r.iture. Dy 0. S. Sti'akvs. D.D., Professor of Biblical Interpretation in

.Vfwu>n Theological Instiuuiou. 12ino, pp. 143. Boston: Silver, Burdott &
< o. Price, $1.

A very suggestive digest of the thirty-nine books of the Old Testament.
It !>ktlotonizes the contents of each book, indicates its design and place
in the cjuion, points out the difficulties relating to authorship, chronol-

"JTV, liistorical accuracy, and verbal contradictions the newer criticism

i'-:uins to have discussed, and mentions many critical works to be con-
sulted in the study of the general subject or the particular book under
ffvicw. Wliiie not elaborate, ii comprehends the vast area of inquiry,

^-id is brief enough to be mastered in a mo:uh. We coramend it to stu-

U'liLs without any reserve or any qualitication.
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The Lesson Commentai'y on the International Sunday- SchiX)l Lessons fur ISSO.
By Rev. Jesse L. Huulbut, D.D., and Rev. Hknky M. Simpson, M.A. h\\\

pp. 2G2. New York: FhiLlipa <fc HuuL OiuciuQati: Cruuatoa & Stowc'
Price, cloth, $1 25.

Of many valuable commentaries on the "Lessons for 1889" this one
stands first because of the clearness of its interpretations, tiie authoritifs

quoted in support of them, the rich illustrations of the truths taught, and
the helpful references, practical thoughts, and general hints given in tlio

progress of each lesson. It is a book primarily prepared for the Sunday-
school teacher, but it is sidted to the advanced scholar, and parents

vsrould be proiited by carefiUly studying its crowded pages. "Whetlicr

the reader prefers one or more helps on the "Lessons," he should not

omit this commentary from bis list.

Witnesses to Christ. A Contribution to Christian Apologetics. B}'- "William
CL.4.RK, M.A., Professor of Philosophy in Trinity College, Toronto. Large 12mO|
pp. 320. Chicago: A. C. ilcCkirg & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

The Baldwin Lectureship of the University of Michigan, similar to the

Bamptoii Lecturesliip of England, was established three yeai-s ago for the

defense of Christian truth, the plan requiring a coui-se of lectures to be

annually delivered at Ann Arbor, and afterward to be published in book-

form. This book is the second that has a])peared under the auspices of

this lectureship. Professor Clark is a foeman worthy of the steel of the

champions of unbelief. In eight carefully prepared lectures he exposes

the origin, essence, influence, and probable outcome of the reguancy of

infidelity, whatever form it exists in or may possibly hereafter assume.

He designates mtionalism, mythicism, and materialism as the three phases

of unbelief, puncturing them as so many bubbles in the atmospliere of

faith, and insisting ou their insufficiency as foundations of a stable and

energetic life. As the resurrection of Jesus Christ is the great basal truth

of Christianity he considci-s it at special length, reviewing the evidence

of its accomplishment, and examining the arguments agiinst it, reaching

an invincible affirmation of faith in the great event and in all the truths

dependent upon it. While the style of the writer is not of the vigorous

cast of a polemic, it is of that mild and beautiful sort that wins attention

and imperceptibly undermines the false theory which confronts the reader

in his investigations of truth. Such lectures compensate lor the expense

required to secure them.

PIIILOSOPriY. METAPHYSICS, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

Fhilosophy and Rdi'jion. A Series of Addresses, Essays, and Sermons Designed
to set forth Great Truths in Popular Form. By Augustus Hopuin'S Stp.ono,
D.D.. President and Professor of Biblical Theology in the Rochester Theolog-
ical Seminary. 8vo, pp. G;!2. New York : a. C. Armstrong. Cloth, $3 50.

While the volume is without a methodical development of any phase of

philosophy, or any systematic treatment of religion as a whole, or any of

its truths, there is scarcely a modern problem in either philoso[)hy or re-
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liijioa that is not Jiscusscd in one or more lectures, and quite fully within

\)\v limitation iuteiideJ by the author. In this respect the book is usable,

anil may be referred to at all times for something on the burning questions

of the day. As subjects of pliilosophical discussion, idealism, evolution,

scirutific theism and niuterialistic skepticism are elaborated with critical

tliuroughness, and stand before us in their strength and weakness; while

111 the larger realm of religion the author devoutly and ably considers inspi-

nition, miracles, the two natures of Christ, the atonement, with a schol-

arly address on Xew Testament iutcri)retation, and a practical one on

Christianity and political economy. In his sermon on the ''The Baptism

of Jesus " he claimsj but does not prove, that Jesus was immersed. Nor

can such a claim be established; but if the proof were patent it would not

justify the position of the exclusive inimersionist. As, however, salvation

depends not upon water but upon blood, we dismiss the point as too in-

significant for our time or thought. Theologically, the two lectures on

•'The "Will in Theology" and " Modified Calvinism; or. Remainders of

freedom in Man," are of most consequence as showing not only that tlie

subjects are under consideration by those hitherto known as fatalists, but

as undergoing revision in order to harmonize with civilized thouglit and

Christian culture. Retreating from Jonathan Edwards he inclines to

Calvin, whom he alleges to have been more liberal in the construction of

human history and the lesson to be derived from it. He says, "Will is

itself the determiner;" man "is in the highest sense self-determined, and

therefore solely responsible," and yet lie declares man to be in bondage

to motives and to the forces that bear him onward. When the Calvinistic

niind is aroused from its sleep, it will find that the Armiuian conception

of freedom and responsibility has captured the world, and relieved the

r;iee of the intolerable weight of fatalisni which for centuries interfered

with progiTss and paralyzed human aspiration. Even to Arminians, how-
ever, these pages are interesting, since they indicate the changes in con-

servative thought and foreshadow a com})lete abandonment of the reject-

able hypotheses of Calvin, Augustine, and Edwards. Let the book be read

I'V those who would be broad in their thinking and be made acquainted

with a rare and well-equipped mind.

The Credentiah of Srunce the Warraid of Faith. By Josiah Parsoxs Cooke,
I'L.D., Krving Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy in Harvard University.

12ino, pp. 324. Kew York: Robert Carter & Broihers. Price, cloih, $1 75.

Of many books recently issued to exhibit the inner fraternity of science

and religion, this is one of the best, as it is freest from partisanship, and
most ample in its discovery and recognition of the truths both science

and religion hold in common. The author, however, goes beyond the

mere statement of harmonious truths, extracting from chemistry, astron-

omy, mathematics, and philr»sophy those principles that, underlying the

processes of nature, also concenter in the woricing of the supreme religion.

Induction and deduction uniteilly, though sometimes singly, are shown
to play as important a part in religion as in .science. In that the author
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prefers iiuliiction a^ fundauicntal to theology, because it lias been fiiiuLi-

mcntal to science, we differ witti him, since deduction has now the right.

of way in general investigation. But we are quite ready to believe that

both induction and deduction, as instruments of reasoning, arc so valuablu

that the discovery of truth is impossible without them. He who studia

this book will be prepared to resist tiie scicntiQc attack on religion by a

right use of natural facts and by a method as scientific and successful as

that which it opposes. It well deserves the careful perusal of those who
propiise to defend religion by the scientific method.

On the S'in-se-s. InslinrAs. and Intelligence of Animals. With Special Reference to

Insects. By Sir JonS' Lubbock, Bnrt.. M.P., F.R.S.. D.C.L., LL.D., Author of

Ants, Bees, and Wasjy- ; PrcJd.storic Times, etc. With over one hundred Illus-

trations. 12rao, pp. 292. New York : D. Appleton & Co. Price, clotli. $1 75.

The author bus confined himself to facts within the particular sphere

of his investigation, and obtained them from personal experiment and

observation and the memoirs of other writers quite as intelligent ami

reliable as himself. "With its illustrations and orderly study of the sub-

ject, the book will be valuable to those in search of the latest resume of

knowledge concerning in particular the senses and instincts of insects.

As a preparation for this minute e.\hil;it the author quite fully considers

the senses and intelligence of man and animals, furnishing an abstract of

the whole su])ject of world-intelligence. With a little patience the reader

may familiarize hitnsclf with the organs of sense, genuine and problem-

atical, of medusas, annelides, mollusca, Crustacea, centipede's, and all

other lower animals, and their limitations, and find exquisite pleasure in

understanding their individual habits, social laws, and the general pow-

ers supposed to belong to them. As a scientific work it is gratifyingly

free from theories, making no attempt to ally man and the insect in a

common heritage of organs, or resources, or ignorances. It is more of

text-book for the scholar than for the school.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

The Life and Times of Geonje Foster Pierce, D.D., LL.D., Bi^^bop of the ifetliodist

Episcopal Church. South, with his Sketch of Lovick Pierce. D.D., liis Fiithcr.

B}' Gkorgk G. Smith, North Georjcia Conference, Author of IL-^tonj of Jkthod-

ism in Oeorijln, Life and Lftt<'rs of James 0. Andrew. Witli Inlrodiictioii by
Atticcs G. II.vygood. D.D. Svo, pp. 688. Sparta, Ga. : Hancock Publishing

Co. Price, muslin, S- ; half morocco, $."? ; morocco, $4.

Bishop Pierce was a prominent historic figure in Southern Methodism

from 1854, when, at the age of forty-three years, he was elected to the

episcopacy, to ISSt, when his earthly career closed. Prior to his last ec-

clesiastical elevation he was conspicuous in^thc pastorate, or the presi-

dency of Emory College, preaching always with great eloquence and

cflcctiveness, and being more than ordinarily useful in whatever position

he held. lie was an inactive member of the General Conference of 1840,

but so acute an observer that he predicted the separation of the Church,
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«;ul would have favored a peaceable division at that time rather than

•Iflay tlic inevitable disruption (p. 99). When liis name was proposed

for the episcopacy his well-known refusal to accept the advanced teach-

in.'-i of rrofessor Upham and Professor Mahan respecting the doctrine of

Christian perfection was urged against him, but his explanation seemed

to conquer the opposition and he was triumphant.

Our interest in his eiuscopal career grows out of his political attitude,

U,\\\ during the war and subsequently, and his activity as a promoter of

t!i.- Sonthern Church. He was committed in his prayers, sermons, and.

nvoperation to the Southern Confederacy, believing iu its righteousness

?>, firmly as Bishop Simpson believed in the necessity of the Union (p.

VA), and accepted the fiat of war because there was no alternative. He

wivs therefore, in Xorthern language, a rebel, looking upon the aboli-

tionist as an insane anarchist, and justified secession, if not by the Con-

stitulion, by the higher law of necessity or self-interest. The war con-

chuletl, lie was loyal to his State and the federal government.

After the peace his first efforts were given to the restoration of his dis-

membered and almost extinct Church, but he met two obstacles in this

pliilanthropic task. The first was within his scattered fold, some of the

nxMubcrs and ministers advocating a union with the Protestant Episcopal

Cliiirch, and others a return to the Methodist Episcopal Church, both of

wliich propositions he sternly and successfully resisted. The second was

the menacing presence of tlie Methodist Episcopal Church iu the South,

nirainst which for twenty years the opposition has raged in vain. The

Compiler of the volume is reticent as to the actual position taken and

maintained by the sectional bishop, but the North understands it to have

Wen one of serious unfriendliness.

In ecclesiastical matters the bishop was both by nature and education

a conservative, preferring established doctrines and usages to the uncer-

tninties of change or the alleged ad%-antages of progress. The General

(oiif<-nMicc of 18SG authorized lay delegation, the discontinuance of pro-

biiion, the abolition of class-meeting as a test of membership; but when

it was proposed to abolish the time-limit of the pastorate he threatened

t';.>i,i,Miatiun, and prevented the untimely legislation.

The volume is largely autobiograpliical, representing the great leader

i'j his own language, as found in his large correspondence, in elaborate

historical notes iu his own hand, and iu conversations reported by others.

The arrangement of the material is in logical order, and connected in a

^li;l•^t(rly way by copious notes from the compiler. Whatever opinions,

jH'htioal or otherwise, the Xorthern reader may cherish as regards the

t.'onfederacy, or the :Methodism of the Southern Church, he will readily

irrnnt that liishop Pierce was honestly faithful to both, and in his Chris-

ti:iu character and life was a noble representative of some of the best

t'.m-hing-i of our common religion. This book, evincing toil and patience

'^'» the part of the author, is a credit to him, and, exhibiting faithfully

i!id fully the career of one so honored in his own circles, deserves to be

t-^'iiMilted by the students of >[ethodism every-where.
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The Aryan Bacc. Its Origin and its Achievements. By Charf.es Morius, Autl.or

of A JIaiiual of Clasukal Literature. 12nio, pp. 347. C'iitcjgo: S. C. Grij;gs .i

Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

The existence, geographical locality, and subsequent history of the Aryan

race has hitherto been held as a speculation, though the grounds for :\\\

affirmative faith in the people here described are unanswerable, and there-

fore conclusive. The kinship of Asiatic and European nations is oasiiy

established not by the aid of philology alone, but by archaiologv.

mythology, social institutions, political antiquities, and the marvel(>u>

literatures of the separated continents. A striking characteristic of 'Mr.

Morris's interesting work is that while, without doubt, the temptation to

fanciful and ingenious constructions was ever present he courageously

resisted the pleasurable inclination, and rigidly held himself to proiierly

accredited facts; unfolding the beliefs and institutions of that race, ful-

lovving its migrations and civilizins.;- tendencies, and indicating the sources

of its growth and power in the world. xVs to the home of the Aryans, he

records (p. olj his conclusion that during their nomadic era they residi d

in south-eastern Russia, and that in the Caucasian mountain region tiny

perfected their language, learned tlie art of agriculture, and developed their

political and religious ideas and organizations. From this center they

spread throughout southern Russia and over Europe, being finally iden-

tified by misccgeneration with the numerous races of central and western

Europe. This settlement of nativity maybe accepted Avithout dispute..

But other questions, such as the literary impulse and achievements of

the Aryans, and the difference in moral development between Aryan and

non-Aryan races, excite investigation, and cannot be considered as deter-

mined without further evidence. As the Semitic races were pi-obably

never fertile in literature, not even excepting the Hebrews, it remains to

be shown that the original Aryans or their immediate descendants were

superior to non-Aryan populations around them.

It is allowed that, skipping over many generations and inspecting the

literary results of distant posterity, the claim of literary superiority i>

defensible; but as applied to the progenitors of the race it is more than

(luestionable. The same is true respecting moral culture, the Hebrew race

constituting a providential exception. The unsettled problems, however,

of this book do not detract from its worth, but rather add to it, since they

spread the whole subject before us. As it is more than a primary treat-

ment of a difficult problem, it is commended to those in search of a pretty

accurate solution, or of an investigation that is fundamental to any intel-

ligent opinion of that earliest of blood-related races.

The Critical Period of Araeriraii History, 1783-1789. 15y .John Fiske. Crown
Svo, pp. 368. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mitltin >t Co. Cloth, $2.

Noting the crises through whicli the American republic has passed, and

from which it has emerged stronger, purer, and intenser, with a progress-

ive purpose, the period of five or six years preceding the adoption of the

Federal Constitution iu 17S8 is generally emphasized by historians as per-
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Usjis the most critical because it was creative of national life. Little

tivvcs tlio present generation appreciate the dangers, possibilities, and uu-

errt-iiiiities of the formative struggles of those days; hence the opportune-

!if*s of a book that brings to light the events, tendencies, probabilities,

6!iil linulitics of the nation-making epoch. Professor Fiske rightly char-

aott-rizes such events as "germinal," because they determined that the

continent of North America should be dominated by a single powerful

ami jiacilic federal nation, instead of preparing for the multiplication of

eiinU, self-supporting, and antagonistic republics, soon finally to decay

without fulfilling a great idea in the world. Whatever was involved in

tli<' creation of a national sentiment, as opposed to the petty sovereignty

of colonies; whatever the erection of a nation required, such as govcru-

Hiciital policies, the right of suffrage, treaty-making and money-making
|H)\ver.s, and harmony with interstate attitudes and prerogratives ; what

pmIIv belonged to the federal principle, and how it should be established

4tul enforced, were the constituencies of the great problem whose solution

risjuired statesmanship of more than ordinary virtue. With some mis-

jrivings the fathers entered upon the task and accomplished it definitely,

though somewliat imperfectly, leaving to posterity the legacy of good
government, to be improved and harmonized from generation to genera-

tion. This is the trend and tone of Professor Fiske's book, in which the

j'lrtisanship of the historian docs not appear, but rather tlie unbiased

^piril of a surveyor of human events. The description of British infiuence

at that time in American politics; of colonial aspirations to independence
r.4tliiT than unity; of jealousies an^ong the colonies; of the institution

of slavery as a factor in the Constitution; and, finally-, of pre-consti-

lulional tendencies in certain statesmen and colonies, is ample iu sub-

•"tauce, elegant in form, sincere in spirit, and wholesomely attractive from
'x-ginuing to end. The American citizen who would not be unacquainted
with the history of the ante-Constitution period of the country should
h;i>tcn to possess himself of this book, and thoroughly read and digest it.

/•••/r Years With the Army of the Potomac. By Regis de Trobriaxd, Brevet
ifjjor.Goiieral United Stales Vi'lunteers. Translated by Gkorge K. Daucuy,
I-^to Lieutonaut Commauduicr Twelfth New York Battery Li.slit Artillery,
I'ditod St:ites A'oluiitecrs. With portraic and maps. Svo, pp. 757. Boston:
Ticknor k Co. Trice, cloth, §:$.

Army literature will not cease to be interesting and valuable to American
ntizcns so long as patriotism exists or the republic endures. At i)resent

srtvival of inquiry into the internecine strife of 1861-1865 is quite mani-
it-it frotn the war serials in magazines, the large space given in newspapers
til war reminiscences, and tlie many books i^ublished on various phases of
Hi-' conflict. General De Trobriand, a Frenchman by birth, an American by
^•h'piion, and a Potomac Union soldier in our contest, relates iu this book
"lost vividly, most accurately, and somewhat miiuitely, the operations of
«hi- Kiixtern Army against the rebel hosts under the distinguished leader-
"''ip of General Lee and his intrepid, if not brilliant, colleagues. He
^^files both as an historian and a military oflicer, whose keenness of ob-
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servation and disposition to verify what came to him merely by ropoit

quah'fy him for chronicler of the most eventful period, and, in some re-

spects, of the most iini)ortaut army, of the struggle for self-preservatinn.

Soldier-readers of these pages will live over tlie war again; all others will

live in the war, as they trace its history, progress, and denouement. It is

a book of blood, heroism, death, and victory. The roar of cannon is heard

from Williamsburgh, Fredericksburgh, Chancellorsville, Gettysburgli,

Spottsylvania, Petersburgh, and Richmond; the plans of commanding
generals, McClcllan, Pope, Ruruside, ]Meade, Hooker, and the uncon-

querable Grant, are exposed in military movements that range from Penn-

sylvania to Xorth Caiolina; and the life of the soldier, on the march, in

camp, on the field of battle, in the hospital for re2)airs, and in death's

solemn grasp, is recorded with a fullness and a pathos that excite ad-

miration for heroism, and tears of sympathy with suffering and bereave-

ment.

This book is read in France in the people's tongue, and is correcting

many errors which France had received respecting the origin of the war,

the purpose of the South in precipitating it, the strength and valor of the

Union armies, and tlie permanent results of the success of the Xorth to

the wliole country and the world. It is read in this country as a transla-

tion which is so perfect that the vivacity of the author and the integrity

of the history are fully preserved.

Prcelerita. Outlino? of Scenes and Thoughts perhaps TVorthy of Mention in my
Past Life. By Jon.v Ruskin, LL. D., Konoraiy Student of Christ Church, anil

Honorary Fellow of Corpus Christi Collep;e. Oxford. Vol. I, with engraving.
12mo, pp. 432. Second Edition. New York: John Wiley & Sous. Price,

cloth, §1 50.

Ruskin's autobiography is a warehouse of rich and well-preserved treas-

ures, the examination of which will be profitable to old and young alike.

The author confesses to no special restraint in the preparation of his

history, being gurrnlous, anecdotal, domestic, political, social, and all

else that has constituted his life in private and public. In this free and

easy, yet withal sincere and elegant way, he best describes himself, pro-

viding the obituary-maker, when tliat time shall arrive, with nothing to

do but to quote from Prceterita. Ruskin ascribes his mental discipline

to Homer, Sir "Walter Scott, and the Bible, which he was compelled to

master in his j'ouih; a hint of some importance to parents and educators

in these days. Space is given to tutorships, travel and its educational

impressions, affectionate remembrances of parents, inclinations to art-

studies, some conceptions of the Church and church music, and incidents,

both rare and common, that enter into the every-day life of youth and
manhood. The volume improves the taste for biographical literature, and
excites the curiosity to know more of Mr. Ruskin, who still furtlicr dis-

closes hi-j life in succeeding volinncs. One book of this character and

contents is worth a score of trivial biographies of average men, and its

purchase is therefore advised.
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»'.,. ,.,u,>j. By Albkut Sorf.l. Trnnslated by Melville B. Anderson and

''(•'i-wAiiu Playeair Anderson-. IGinu. pp. 21S. Cliiciigo: A. C. McCiurg &

»\i. rrice, cloth, $1.

M.)!it(;.^<lijit'U was both a philosopher and a politician, exercising while

livin" !i potential influence in udministnitiou circles and among the aca-

i.-mic tliinkers, and a broader and more contagious influence in the world

after his death. He had the reserve of scholarship, the courage of a re-

former, the independence of a seer, and the humility of self-depreciation.

In j»ersonal qualities he was magnetic, in the power to think he was

( !r:ir and resolute, and in metaphysical analysis he was as original as he

w-s profound. Two books made him famous. The first, Lettres Persanes,

-.vjts i)artially a caustic and remorseless criticism of the Academy, but iu

the larger grasp it was a philosophio diagnosis of the age, and of France

in particular, having much to do with the democratic revolution that

^wf•pt the monarchy from its foundations. His chief work, the Esjmt dcs

h/ii, cost him twenty years of toil, but the product is almost as valuable

11-. wlicn it was written. In its pages he discusses the nature and pre-

roi^'.atives of citizenship, encouraging patriotism and pliilanthropy by the

highest considerations, and bases the stability of government upou equity

iind the well-developed ethical sense in humanity. This trauslated vol-

ume is biographical, historical, critical, and analytical, setting forth the

transient and penuanent influence of one of France's great writers, and

• iiicovcring to the reader those ethical balances in society that work for

lH.acc, order, and progress.

POETRY AND ART.

F.viays Cliiefly on Podry. By Aubrey De Verb, LL.D. In two volumes. Yol-

uine I: Criticism on Certain Poets. r2ino. pp. SU. Volume II: Kssays, Lit-

erary and Ethical. r2aio, pp. 295. London and New i'ork :
MacMillan & Co.

Price per vol., $2.

It is a mental relief to pass from the rhetorical and vivacious characteriza-

tions of English poets and poetry by the noted French writer, M. Taine,

t'j t)ie calm and almo.-?t passionless analysis of the same poets by Aubrey

1)0 Vcre. The French writer is exuberant in description, excessive in

hd-.ration of merit, or hypercritical in discovered blemishes, or in the un-

fvcring of his national and literary prejudices. The present author, lim-

iting his study to a few examples, is in honest search of poetic genius,

I'H'i-ing over obstructions and infirmities in the lives of his favorites as

facts inseparable from every life, and pointing out their secretive virtues

Slid talents both per.spicaciously and with a just sense of honor.ible

Jipprcciation. Spen.scr, NVordsworth, and Sir Henry Taylor, ports similar

a-td dissimilar, claim his attention in the first volume. Acknowledging

•hat Spen-^er is a poet for poets he undertakes the diflicult task of .show-

'"•-^' that he is also a poet of the humanities; but, as it was an ideal hu-

•nunity that he ever kept in mind, he never acquired a popular hold on

'he human race. Though not metaphysical in expression, he was philo-
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sopliic in thought; and could not descend to the simplicities of po.tic

speech and foim. Finding it ditlicult to locate Wordsworth in the galli-rv

of poets, the author is at ease in representing his affinities and mcatil
qualities; but, comi)lete as is this monograph, one wonders at the close if

Wordsworth was only the poet of nature, or a philosophic poet, or \\v

poet of the domestic spirit. In fact, he was the embodiment of a trinm-

idea, composed of nature, philosophy, aud humanity, and in its expression

advertised a largeness of soul and a comprehensiveness of perception tli:it.

identify him with poetic oracles. Sir Henry Taylor has no audience in

America; but the author's sketch will have readers in this country.

It is questionable if the nineteenth century may be regarded as a poetic

century (p. 2Go), unexcelled by any other except the sixteenth or Eliza-

bethan. England should exalt her poets, but no poet is really great wlm
docs not grip the future. We doubt if one of these except Wordsworth
has any hold upon the present day, and their oblivion is probable.

In the second volume the author concludes Jiis dissertation on poets

and poetry, characterizing with equal lumiuousness and versatility Sliel-

ley, Keats, and Laudor, and developing the latent poetic instincts of the

reader, for every man more or less is poetic. The introduction of oth.r

articles, as "The Subjective Difficulties in Religion," "A Saint," aiul

"The Human Affections in the Early Christian Time," is incongruous
because outside of the main subject. However, these volumes will be

prized as models of subjective studies, as decisive of the spirit of Engli^li

poetry, and of the true place certaiu poets occupy in English estimation.

Wit and Il'imor. Their Use and Abuse. By William M.a.thews, LL.D., Author
of Word<. Their Use and Ahu-'^e; Oratory and Oraton; Hen, Places, and Thinn^,
etc. 12ino, pp. 397. Chicago : S. C. Griggs & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Every brain- oppressed thinker will be grateful for this vindication of the

comic tendency in humanity, and to be assured that Under limitations

and a guiding education it may be made potential for good. Wit and
sobriety, humor and religion are set down in some catah)giies as antithet-

ical, whereas, understood and harmonized, they may be co-operative aud
productive of advanced results. Dr. Mathews is clear in thought, strong
in diction, and instructive in purpose. In his discussion of the theories,

uses, and abuses of wit and humor; in his definitions of epigram, parody,
pun, repartee; in his delineation of tlie antiquity of wit, and in his de-

scription of men who lack the sense of humor, he is definite in statement,
ample in resources, and withal suggestive of the proper appropriation of

this maltreated and suppressed force in individual life. The practice of

applying passages from the Scriptures (p. 123) to trivial or ludicrous
events he justly condemns, but allows ridicule, sarcasm, wit in argu-
ment and for controversial ends. AVhile ho acknowledges that "pun-
ning" is vehemently denounced by the atrabilious jesticide, he inclines to

this form of wit, but not in terms of sufficient virility to overcome our
prejudices against it. As an authority on the general subject, we are .-^afc

in following his instructions.
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LAW.
rv St'iiUnt's Lavj lexicon. A Dictionary of Legal Words and Phrases, with

Api''iulipe3 Expliiiaing Abbreviations and References to Reports, and Givins;

iho Nfcaning of Latin and French Maxims Commonly Found in Law Books.

iiv William C. Cocukax, of the Cincinnati Bar. 12ino, pp. 332. Cincinnati

:

iv ihert Clarke & Co. Price, law sheep, §2 50.

.1 .Uui'inl /or Xotaries Public, General Conveyancers, Commissioners. Justices,

M.iyors, Consuls, etc., as to Ackuowledrments. Affidavits. Depositions. Oatlis.

I'ruofs, Protests, etc.. for each State and Territory, with Forms and Instruc-

li >iis. By Floiuen' GiauqCE, of llie Cincinnati Bar, Autlior of A Manuiil fur

Asiign-^es, A Manual for Guardians, Election Laws of the United States, eic.

8vo, pp. 3S8. Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co. Price, cloth, S2
; law

sheep, $2 50.

Chromatic Chart and Manual of Parliamentary Laic. By J. Ross Lee. 24mo,

I'i).
14. Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co. Price, stiff paper covers, 25 cents

;

ie.ithor, 50 cents.

The above books should be owned by every la\ man, as they rehite to

fvcry-day affairs having a legal ai'pcct, and abound with inforination that

lie needs, and will appreciate when in possession of it. To the clergy

the Lexicon and Chromatic Chart will prove invaluable. So related is the

minister's vocation to civil life, and so involved with its complications

and perplexities, that a knowledge of legal phrases, modes of procedure,

and of the Latin and French maxims in constant use will more fully equip

him for his sympathetic and life-searching work. Next to a study of the

Go-pel it is important to understand not only the ^losaic moral and civil

1 (w, but also the legislation of civilization, and the spirit of law in these

days touching progress, reform, an<l the common elevation of the race.

The Lexicon will be helpful in this direction. The Chronvitic Chart will

• nable one, however hitherto unfamiliar with parliamentary forms and
usages, to preside with dignity, culture, accuracy, and grace at any pub-
lic meeting, and to acquire skill and self-possession as a participant in the

procoedings of legislative or other bodies, with small expenditure of time

and little outlay of money. These books are therefore oUicially indorsed.

MISCELLAXEOUS.

Lee & Shcpard, Boston, ]Mass., gratify the fiction-readers with R'adings
/roiii the Wavcrly Xovels, by Albert F. Blaisdell, and Biding his Time, by
•'. T. Trowbridge, two books of charming mechanical neatness and very

r'.idable contents. Harper & Brothers continue the issue of attractive

ii'Acls, A Christmas Rose and The Countess Eve being among the latest,

"hilc in In. Far Ij)chaher and The World Went Very Well Then the high-

"^itor mark of modern fiction is realized by their authors. Purchasers of

'•u-i kind of literature should S(^e that the imprint of either house is on

'•le title-page, if tlipy are in search of safe and wholesome books.

'i he Guide to Holiness will celebrate its fiftieth anniversary next year.

't was commenced in 1.839 by Rev. Timothy jMkkkitt as Th'- Guide to

Chri:,tian Perfection. The name was afterward changed to The Guide to
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IloUness. Its catholicity and non-controversial character have j;ivLii it

favor among all denominations. Its present editors are 3Ir.?. Dr. Pai.mi ii

and Kev. Geoiige Hughes, and it has a world-wide circulation. SuIj-

scription price, §1 per year, including postage.

The programme for the semi-centennial year is attractive. Any perso.n

desiring sample copies should address Palmer & Hughes, 62 & 64 Bil)!.

House, New York.

Hand-Book of Canadian Dales. By Fred. A. McCoRD, Assistant Law Clerk.

House of Commons. 16uio, pp. 102. Montreal: Dawson Brothers. I'rici'.

flexible cloth, 75 cents.

History, political, religious, governmental and social, is here most ad-

mirably skeletonized, imposing upon the reader the delightful task of

clothing the events with the flesh of the circumstances that always con-

stitute the mo.st interesting and sometimes the most visible features of tl.i'

movemenls of men. As a reference manual on Canadian matters this :^

indispensable, and belongs to the best class of books for ready hand u.>i'.

Harper's Young People, 18S8. 8vo, pp. 928. New York : Harper & Brother-.

Price, $3 50.

This bound volume is a prize. Few there are who will dispute that tlii^

great publishing house provides one of the best young people's papers in

circulation in this country. Unlike a religious paper, it enters every field

of human life, and is historical, biographical, jioetical, and scientific,

and is crowded with illustrations, puzzles, stories, and that kind of mis-

cellaneous reading that adapts it to all liouseholds, small or large, rich or

poor, ignorant or intelligent, pious or depraved. It is a civilizer in the

home.

The Gospel in All Lands for 1887. 4to, pp. 576. Representing the Mission.Try

Society of the Methodist Kpiscopul Church. New York: Phillips k Ilaut.

Price, cloth, $4.

This bound copy is valuable for reference as to the condition and custom-;

of nations, and the missionary movements of the Church among them

during the year 1887.

Chronicles and the Jfosaic Legislation. By Milton S. Tekry, D.D. New York:
Funk & WagruUls.

.A critical document, answering rationalists and vindicating the historicity

and canonicity of these books.

The Doctrines and Discipline of the M-thodist Episcopal Church. 1SS8. "U'itli nn

Appondix. Edited by Bishop S M. Merrill. ICmo, pp. 4CS. New York

:

Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Slowe. Price, 25 cents.

Journnl of the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, lield in New
York, .May 1-31, 1888. Edited by Rev. David S. Mo.vroe, D.D., Secretary oi

the Conference. 8vo, pp. 787. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati:

Cran.-;ton k Stowc.

What Shall ive Doicith the S'urlay-F^rJwol as an List'tntion? By GechG!: Lansinc
T.WLOR, L.H.D. New York: Wilbur B. Ketcliam. Price, 20 cents.

All Around the Year. By J. Pauli.ve Scn'TER. Boston : Lee & Shepard.

Illustrated Holiness Year-Buok, 1SS9. New York: PaUiier & Hughes.
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A ^^E\V WORK BY Dr: CURRY,

THE BOOK OF ^OB.
(AccordLng to tlie Version of I880.)

WITH AN EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL COMMENTARY,

Enriched with some of the most Eoiincnt Modcra EA-positors, and a Cri:;. .:

Introduction.

BY DANIEL CURRY, D.D., LL.D.

8vo, Cloth, 82.

The author says in the Preface :
" It is conceded by the ablest and the ir.-,-;

conservative biblictil scholars that the Book of Job ia our Authorized Eu::l;-b

Version is defective and unsatLsfnctory, bevund, perhajis, any other portion lA

the Bible, Many places in the tranolation are entirely unintelligible, and not ;t

few others are now confessed to be incorrect, partly by reason of raistransli-

tions and partly because of the faultiness of the text from which they wcr';

made."

"And in a.'lditiou to the evils of a faulty version of this book the mctho'l'

of exegesis which prevailed till co!n])araiively lately have been highly inf'.-li-

citous."

"The subject appears to be an inviting one, and so many eminent writer*

have been drawn to it, and by their united labors that v.hich was so loni.; a

maze of mysttMiL-s has been .set iu a clear and strong light. But none of tiv: -•:•

works seem to fully answer to the demrmd for a pl:;in combination and re.-ttit'i-

meuc of the best results of modern criiicisra and exegesis upon tliis remarkuMi

Old Testament poem, such as sh;i.i! r.iivt tl;c war.ts of iiiteiligent but not t.-ch-

nically scholarly readers, who U:>l- only their Eugliih vernacular; and for j'-^t

that class this volume is desicrned."

Both the clergy and laity will find ii; this volume a valuable addition totli-

libraries. Dr. Curry's renown a^ a v.ri-ev and .scholar is sufRcient to i)lace th

his latest wmk, ainutig-the moat der-irablo on biblical exposition and exege-

Dr. Curry gave to this 1>..<rik niore. ihne ami thought titan to any other book

Ids life, and it was literally the list work of his life. The matter of the b)

is almost entirely origin;d, ahd'boars very largely the impress of the aulh'

We are sure tlie book will find a warm reception.

PHILLIPS §0 HUHT, Publishers,

805 Broadway, Ne?7 York-

CRANSTON & STOWE, Cincinnati.
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Methodist Eeview.

MAY, 1889.

Art. I.—persistency OF ETHNIC TRAITS.
TiiK Ktudent of history iimst be constantly surprised to see
rocnrring, after tlie lapse of centuries, the personal and race
peculiarities of the ancient peoples. The institutional forms of
Imman society are not nearly so long-lived as are manners and
customs. Even those great political organizations to which we
give the name of governments are comparatively evanescent.
If we take those that have longest survived we shall find their
career to have 'been but brief compared with the epochs of
geology, archa?L>logy, or anthropology. A vast majority of the
governments which have been instituted by men have not sur-
vived a century from the date of their founding. A few have
lived longer.

Among the kingdoms of Western Asia, Assyria held a sinHe
orgnnic form from the last year of the fourteenth century
1>. 0. to the forty-seventh year of the eiglith centurv, a total of
nc hundred and forty-three years. In :Nor{h-eas''tern Africa
i-'gypt had a contimious existence from Menes to 525 B. C, a
period a little over three thousand years in duration. In Eu-
I'T'C

the two conspicuous examples of political longevity have
'ven Romo and England. The former, from the tVnmding of
'''^' city to the overthrow of Romulus the Little, survived' for
t^vdyc hundred and twenty-nine years

; the latter, from Alfred
;'• \ icloria, has reached a span of a little over a thousand years.

'i»s much for the occasional persistency of political' insti-
tutions.

-> f

llie real life of man is far removed from his political form.
^1—FIFTH SERIKS, VOL. V.
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Instead of being tlie first, the political garb is the last expres-

sion of his methods as a human creature. There are, however,

other garments which fit liim more closely and last niucli

longer. The political form of society is only a spectacuhu-

overcoat—a thing easily seen and easily described, but vtru

loose and readily removed from the person. Men have carried

into all parts of the earth into which they have distributcij

themselves the race peculiarities inherited from their ancestrv.

and the actual activities of mankind are much more ethnic iu

their derivation than they are civil or political. Indeed, I am
almost willing to hazard the assertion that all the major reali-

ties of human life are deduced from the ethnic side. They
have come down from antiquity with the blood of the race, and

iind expression in a thousand ways which, taken in the aggre-

gate, constitute hhtory. This ethnic life of man is the in-

destructible part ; the part which is transmitted from age to

age, receiving increments in different centuries and from dif-

ferent sonrces, constituting what may be called the immortali-

ties of human society.

It thus happens that when we look abroad at a given race

and attempt to determine its physiognomy, to describe its

motives and conduct, we find an assemblage of ethnic traits

struggling for expression. The old method in history sought

simpl}' to delineate ; to give pictorial representation of things

as they appeared to the eye of sense ; to paint, as if on a flat

canvas, the aspect of things. The new method seeks perspec-

tive. It considers the as{)ect only as the current expression

of the forces which lie behind it. It lays all the stress upon

the moveme7it of human society, and very little on the visible

features. In this way it happens that the scrutiny of the stu-

dent of history is constantly lixcd on what we here CiiU ethnic

traits ; and in the consideration of these the one thing which

most surprises his ideal and most instructs his critical faculties

is the po'slstenci/ of race characteristics. He perceives at a

glance that they assert and reassert themselves in so many

forms, and constitute the real explanations of so great a part ot

luiman conduct, as to be in reality the vital body of the subject

which he is to investigate. It is the purpose of this article tt)

note a few examples of those ethnic peculiarities which, in spite

of all vicissitude and all catastrophe, live on, rising out of the
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past into the present, and constituting at once the most inva-

riable and tlie most vital part of human conduct.

The persistency of linguistic phenomena must have attracted

the attention of all observers. The accent and voice of the

father are not more certainlj' transmitted to the child than are

the accent and voice of the race transmitted to posterity. It

is easier to overthrov,- a kingdom than to subvert an accent.

It is possible to show that peculiar inflections of the voice,

nnd pectiliar forms of emphasis, have survived much more
than a thousand years on the tongnes of the descendants of

feome tribe by whose original instincts the peculiarities in ques-

tion were devised.

Long before Greek was Greek, in the liighlands of Phrygia,

the people—in what stage of the human evolution we scarcely

know—spoke a dialect the words of which were mostly paroxy-

tone ; that is, the accent was thrown back from the ultimate

syllable. In ages afterward, when the old ^Eolic Greeks, first

of the Hellenic tribes, came island-wise across the ^gean, they
carried this peculiarity of speech into Hellas ; and ever after-

ward the ^Eolian Greek persisted in preserving the quality of

the ancestral tcnigue.

Later on, among the western nations of JSTorthern Greece,
—the Epirotes, and particularly the Illyrians, to say nothing of

tlie Macedonians, who had the same dialectical inflections—the
Greek accent continued to differ from the Doric and Attic
Greek of the south. Still further on, we discover among the
Aryan tribes of Central Italy on the west, the vanguard of the

(ti-a'co-Italic race, mere adventurers aggregating in Latium,
ntjarly all males at first, robbers by profession, not nearly so
teartul in their sentiments as Father yEneas was in the Yergil-
ian fiction, those primitive Albanian fathers—Romans, in short.

Kvcry student of language knows with what assiduity the
L-ttm tongue avoided an accent on the ultimate. Down to the
I'roscnt day, in the dialects of Albania and even in the Italian

• ingnage itself, we may find the evidences of this linguistic

peculiarity, which made its appearance among the Phryofian
•''noestors of the Grteco-Italic race more than fifteen hundred
years before our era.

is^ it possible to intensify negation ? that is, when a negative
pTrticle has been once thrown into a sentence does that end the
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matter? Wliat shall be the effect of introducing a secou']

negative into the same sentence ? Some languages have adoptoil

the latter expedient. Even the discerning Greek multiplied his

negatives, and the greater the number the stronger the nega-

tion. Jjut for some reason Latin adopted the opposite plan
;

that is, in Latin one negative completes the negation. And the

same is true in every tongue derived from the Latin stock, and

in most of the languages which have been affected by the Latin

grammar. Of the latter, English is the most conspicuous ex-

ample. It is known to all how upon the Teutonic grammar

of our barbarian ancestors the lioman monks of St. Gregory's

time and subsequently imposed tlie grammatical structure of

Latin. While St. Patrick and his followers strove in Ireland

to cultivate the vulgar Celtic and bring it to development ac-

cording to its own principles, the Latin monks in England pur-

sued exactly the opposite course, contemning Saxon and enforc-

ing upon it the principles of the grammar which they had

brought with them from the south of Europe, i^ow in Anglo-

Saxon the Greek principle of douhling negatives prevailed.

Perhaps no other tongue has ever so intensified its negations

by tlie addition of negative words and particles as did the An-

glo-Saxon.

Every child born with an English-speaking tongue in his

mouth begins his linguistic career by doubling the negatives.

Nature is strong. Xature says that two negatives are better

than one ; that they do not amount to an affirmative. For

much more than a thousand years the Latin grammar, im-

posed by the old schoolmen on the English language long

before the incoming of the Xorinans, has been struggling with

tlie native impulses of our ancestral speech—struggling in

vain. For, as we have said, every child, even in the arms of

the most scholarly mother, in his very lispings, before the

morning sky of thought is more than faintly dappled with the

monosyllabic mists, shocks her artilicial correctness by adopt-

ing the Anglo-Saxon grammar. lie doubles his negatives.

AVlien two are not sufficient, he puts in three, or six. In doing

so he bears unmistakable witness to a lineage much older than

the introduction of Christianity into the British Isles. 1

should not be surprised if another tliousand years would be

jnsufHcicnt to obliterate from the brain and tongue of English-
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U»ni children the disposition to intensify negation according to

the practice of a barbarian ancestry whose homes were in the

lluUow-lands of Northern Europe.

Anjericau folk-speech preserves a great number of such

jHH-uliarities. Anglo-Saxon words were richer than those of

any other speech in what are called " breakings." The break-

ing was generally a short e inserted before the principal vowel

in the word. The Anglo-Saxon word, as all the world knows,

was generally a monosyllable. The breaking before the prin-

cipal vowel or diphthong gave to the words in pronunciation a

peculiar y-like effect. Thus we have such words as bcon,

tole; C(eald, cold; d^'op, deej); 6'age, eye; ^orthe, earth; feaw,

^/('«c/ g<?ard, yard; g'-'ong, young; h(?alf, half; heofon, heaven;

htorte, hearty etc. These words in Anglo-Saxon were pro-

nounced very nearly thus : byon, kyald, dyope, yahge, yorthe,

fyaw, gyard, gyong, hyalf, hyofon, hyorte.

The most casual observer will have noticed among all the

folks the disposition to preserve this Anglo-Saxon ''breaking,"

against all lexigraphic rules. Ever since the days of Johnson

and Kichardson, the lexicographers have been trying to teach

English-speaking people to say car ; and polite folks so pro-

nounce it. But the disposition to say kyar is almost as uni-

versal as the disposition to eat or sleep. Patrick Henry said,

"Xothing on yairth, I tell you." AVhat does he-a-r spell ? Is

there a breaking, that is, a slight y sound in the word ? The
people so pronounce it. The lexicographers have it otherwise.

How carcixA we must be in saying carefid, and how many
great men are unkind when they are trying to be hyind. The
\ ankecs even more than the "Western folk have preserved the

Anglo-Saxon breaking. Neither Worcester's Dictionary nor

^h'. Ilohnes's ridicule lias been able to prevail against a subtle

tJthnic disposition which Americans have inherited from an

ancestry whose language as a distinctive form of speech per-

ished before the Crusades.

Human speech is only one out of scores of indications which
hear swift witness as to race character and descent. The
peculiarities of building which the primitive races invented, or

r'0>.>ibly gained from an ancestry still older than themselves,

have always an ethnic signiiicanco, I have heard the fact cited

that the birds and Cjuadrnpeds build according to a fixed plan

—
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that tliere is bo departure from the type wliich the architect-

ural instinct of a given kind of creatures has provided l.>r

itself. Undoubtedly ; and the races of men have much of this

same quality.

It is much more difficult than we are wont to suppose to

change the manner of structure. Show me an Aryan any-

where between the western foothills of Burmah and the upper

waters of the Eio Amazonas, and I will show you a man who

is able to see a house in a tree ; that is, he is a wood-builder, as

contradistinguished from a mud-builder. He can be civilized

—or at least reiined—up to the point of building by brick and

stone-work ; but wood is his forte. The trunk of the tree, with

little modification or much, has been the delight of all the

Aryan folk from the days when the hrst tribes set out from the

Bactrian Highlands to do the adventure and thinking for the

rest of mankind.

Shem, on the other hand, does not take kindly to timber ; and

Ham not at all. It is believed that in all ancient Media, before

the days when the relations between that power and Persia

were reversed by the genius atid sword of the young man

Cyrus, there was not a single brick or slab of cut stone. Ec-

batana, with its palace, and probably its temples, was built of

wood. Chaldrea, on the contrary, was, architecturally consid-

ered, one vast brick : mud, bitumen, solid, squai-e, heavy struct-

ure of earthen masonry—such were the ideas of the architects

who built for the great people out of whose border town Abra-

ham started west with his clan and his camels.

These building instincts are preserved to the present day in the

descendants of the ancient peoples here referred to. I will cite

a single circumstance, sufficiently occult in its origin and in-

structive as a fact. I refer to the position of the ground-plan

of house-building with respect to the points of the compass. So

far as my knowledge extends, all the xVryan nations have set

their houses so that the sun in rising, at noonday, and on going

down should look on the three sides of the building. We call

this arrangement of the ground-plan "setting the house square

with the world." It seems as natural to a man of the Aryan

race to have a south and a north side to his house (the condi-

tions of the locality jiermitting it) as it is to have a house at

all. The ancient Chaldaians and the later Babylonians in all
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that portion of Mesopotamia below tlie latitude of Hit and

Suinanili chose, under the influence of some instinct which it

is ditiicult to understand, to lay the ground-plan of all their

liouses, with the four corners, instead of the sides, to the cardi-

nal points of the compass. It is known that at least some of

tlie great temples and palaces of Assyria beyond the Upper

Tigris were constructed in the same manner. AYe may be

fure that for some reason the Aramaic branch of tlie Semitic

peoples preferred tliat the sun at rising should shine against

the corners of their houses, and not against the sides. The

point of great interest about this architectural pecuHarity of

a certain group of ancient peoples is, that it has persisted to

the present day, not universally, but with suthcient distinct-

ness to mark the descendants of a people who were already old

when the Vedic hymns were still young on the tongues of the

Indian poets.

The evolution of clothing is marked with many ethnic lines.

The form and character of the garments which men and women

have invented for the protection and adornment of their bodies

is as much the result of race instinct as of climatic adapta-

tion. AYe need qnly reflect for a moment to see that a great

majority of the garments which have been worn by men and

women have very little respect, or no respect at all, to the

liuman form. In the absence of knowledge, the uninformed

observer M'ould be left wholly to conjecture in determining the

use of the larger part of the articles worn for clothing. This

was especially true among the Eastern peoples and the races of

antiquity. In general, the progress of civilization has brought

a conformity of the garment to the shape of the person. In

the progress of humankind to the AYest trousers did not appear

until the migrating nations had passed the highlands of Arme-
nia. The Iranic Aryans, who filled up the Persian plateau,

and the Indie races, who poured through the Hindoo-Ivush into

the valley of the Indus, were still under the primitive instincts

of apparel, and to this day the ancient styles have been pre-

^rved in all the countries occupied by our Oriental kinsfolk,

IJut as the west-bound march continued, as Mesopotamia
^va.s passed and the ancestors of the Gnvco-Ttalic peoples en-

tered the hill-country of Cappadocia and Phrygia, certain gar-

ments were invented hitherto unknown among men. Shoes
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were licre first introduced. The trousers were au Aryan in-

vention. It seems a thing simple enougli, but tlie history of

the evohition of this garment would occupy a volume, and

would embrace a variety of details more interesting than fiction,

more instructive than Plato's Dialogues.

It was in this same region that the well-known Phrygian

cap, which may be rightly regarded as the most chaste, simple,

and elegant form of head-dress ever seen, was invented. The

modern saddle and the modern method of bridling and riding

the liorse, as distinguished from the Oriental and Turanian

methods, were introduced at the same time and under the same

circumstances. AVe speak here of a period as much anterior

to the epoch of the Trojan War as that event was anterior to

Plata?a and Salamis. From that day until the present the gar-

ment to which we have referred has had a struggle for exist-

ence, gradually gaining ground among the western Aryan

nations, and being adopted even by the scattered sons of Israel

in Europe and America, but never as yet able to make a con-

quest anywhere to the east of tlie meridian of its origin.

When the GriBCO-Italic peoples of Southern Europe first be-

came acquainted, in the pre-classical ages, with the Celtic race

north of the Alps, they found in the civil organization of that

peojile three orders of nobility—the Druid priests, the Gaulish

chieftains, and the Equites, or horsemen. The first attended

to the religious duties of the State; the second were the civil

rulers, and the third constituted that body of cavalry with which

the legions of Ctesar had to contend for the mastery of the

country between the Rhine and the Pyrenees. The second of

these noble orders, that is, the chiefs, wore as a national dress

a kind of blanket, of striped or variegated cloth, thrown around

the bod}^ somewhat after the manner of the Roman toga. The

garment was the established style as early at least as the fourth

century B. C. After twenty-three liundi-ed years it is still

worn by the Gaelic Highlanders of Scotland, and it is doubtful

whether another thousand years will witness its extinction.

About a year ago I was passing along the principal street

of Paso del Xorte, taking my first view of the low adobe

houses, and my first practical lesson in Spanish as it is spoken.

Most of the people were of the ruder, poorer class ; but while

1 M-as listening to the enchanting talk of some draymen as
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lli.'V unloaded their boxes of Sonera oranges a living creature

c.iine out of a kind of bazar on the other side of the street,

and began to walk up and down. His dignity was something

iiulescribable. I do not mock at his walk when I saj it was

majestic. He had on a hat which (as I afterward learned from

pricing those in the shop) was worth $300. But what caught

iDV attention at a glance was the outer garment which he had

tin-own around his person, and which he adjusted now and then

l)V "ivino- an aristocratic movement to some of the foldings.

It was my first sight of a Roman toga! The man who wore

it was a Spaniard—doubtless a Castilian. And if a Castilian,

llien he had in his blood an element of the old Celtiberian

life which belonged to the center of the Spanish peninsula

before the days of Hannibal. That is, his blood was com-

|K.site, a part liaving come with the Celtic race through the

notches of the Pyrenees, and the other part by the way of the

Pillars of Hercules out of Africa ; finall}^ from the Hamites

in Egypt and Arabia. But my Mexican was not only Celtibe-

rian ; he was Latin—Poman. His haughtiness was of that

fiort. And then his color—that was Moorish. Islam had left

its stain, not on his skin but in his blood. The Saracen was

in liim as well as the Celt, the Iberian, and the Latin stock.

V.wi his cloak was the Iloman toga. Xo mistaking that. Its

genealogy was as certain as mathematics. It was a part of

that universal ethnic calculus by which the visible aspects

of human life are determined in every part of the world. To

wear such a cloak was natural to a descendatit of the Poman

race ; but has any one ever seen a comfortable German or En-

glishman inside of a toga ? I think that the long white robes

worn by the Druid priests of Britain were associated with the

ritual of Zoroastrianism ; and if ethnography were sufficiently

advanced as a science we should find that the altar-stones of the

iJruid in the center of Stonehenge, or far out in the gloom

of the oak woods, had, somewhere in the past, an ethnic iden-

tity with the fire-altars of the Parsees.

All the princii)les and practices by which the races of men

liavo adapted themselves to their environment have been char-

;i'-terlzed by such peculiarities as can only be accounted for on

tlie grounds of ethnic preference. I do not pretend to offer or

suggest an explanation as to why some primitive races have
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chosen one method and some another of gratitjiiig their (h'>ir.-

and perpetuating their lives, I simply insist that far back in

tlie tribal state instinctive dispositions appear among men ;uni

work out certain results in conduct which must be simply ri.--

ferred to ethnic preference. For instance, the milk-bearing'

animals are widely distributed over the earth. I do not know
but what their distribution is coincident witli that of the human
race, but the uses which men make of these auxiliary creature-

and of their products are as various and peculiar as the peujjies

themselves. The goat in America might be used for milk

and cheese under circumstances most favorable to plenty and

profit, but there is an ethnic repugnance among the Aryan

races to such use. The use of goats' milk in America seems

as far off as lion-hunting or Buddhism.

The area of certain prepared foods is coincident with ethno-

graphic lines rather than with climatic boundaries. All the

Aryans of Europe, with the exception of the Gneco-Italio

races, came into the Continent out of Asia, around the Euxine,

northward out of Armenia. The race-current which thur,

flowed into Europe from the Upper Volga contained the potcuLy

of all the Letto-Slavic, Teutonic, and Celtic peoples. It is ])0j-

sible to trace in this chaimel, from its source in Scythia to its

distribution along the North Sea, the patliway and distribution

of sour cheese as a food of man. The custom of making and

preferring this product seems to have originated among the

Scythians, with whom it was a principal article. Strangely

enough, it was the milk of mares which they used in its prepa-

ration rather than the milk of cows or goats, though they pos-

sessed both. In the hands of the Teutonic Aryans, the manu-

facture was continued from cows' milk ; and all of those odoi'-

ous compounds which Dutch ingenuity has extracted from the

curd have resulted from an ethnic appetite which is quite un-

accountable to the majority. The pathway of }>epper can be

traced geographically and ethnically, being generally coinci-

dent, so far as the Aryans are concerned, with the distribution

of the Latin races. It cannot be doubted that the Mexican

and Peruvian palate of to-day is excited by the same condi-

ments with which Eoman bacchanalians were wont to provoke

their appetites under the Em[)iro.

These things may be considered trifles, but they are rich in
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moaning. If we pass to those intellectual and moral cliaracter-

i.-ticri which may be called ethnic we rise to a higher and much
more important plane.

Different peoples have taken their different views of the nat

iinil world according to ethnic lines. The Aryans have been

pouts and mythologists. The views which they have taken of

nature and their methods of expressing the same have been

identical in all coimtries and all ages into which these peoples

liave been distributed, whether in the Punjab and Xepaul, on

tlie Iranian plateau, in the Grieco-Italic peninsulas, in the dark

\\\)0(h or lowlands of Korthern Europe, or in the wilds of the

New World. To the Aryan mind nature has presented herself

as a problem to be solved. The aspects of the visible world

liavc attracted a curious interest and called forth a vast arrav of

poetical imagery and rational speculation. It might be said

(!iat the most natural activity of the Aryan intellect is tofollow
(he sequence ofjyhenomcna. In an unscientific age this disposi-

liun produces mythology. In a scientific age it produces nat-

ural philosophy. In all ages it produces poetry. I do not

know of any other respect in M'hich the human mind has

changed its modes of action so little as in the expression of its

sentiments relative to the aspects and influences of nature. It

will.be said, of course, that there is a great difference between
mythology and physics. And so there is—in the nomenclature

;

i'Ut not in the substance. It makes little difference by what
names things are called so long as they are the same things,

ai'prehended with the same vision.

To the first Aryans, nature was, of course, as she is to all

ciiildren, more alive than she is to the last Aryans ; and this

hi.'ing more alive constitutes the fundamental difference between
mythology and natural science. All the rest of the difference

!-^ pimply a linguistic mutation which may be neglected in the

'Inquiry. I have been surprised to note in the Dialogues of
Sfcrates precisely such expressions and such views of nature as

'"ight have been given out yesterday by some scholar in com-
!':u-ative philology. In the Phccdrus^ for instance, occurs the
lollowing interlocution :

'*^'''"''<f(es. Turn this way ; let us go to the lUssus, and sit down
at some quiet spot.

I'/uedncs. I am fortunate in not having my sandals ; and as
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you never Lave any I think that Ave may go along tlio brook ami
cool our feet in the water ; this is the easiest way, and at mid(!;iv

and in the summer is far from being unpleasant.

Socrates. Lead on, and look out for a place in which we can sii

down.
Phccdrus. Do you see that very tall plane-tree ?

Socrates. Ccrtainl}' I do
P/uedrus. There is shade there, and the wind is not too strong,

and there is grass to sit, or, if we like, to lie down,
Socrates. Lead on, then.

JPhmdrus. Tell me, Socrates, is it not from some place here

they say that Boreas carried away Orithyia from the Ilissus ?

Socrates. So they say.

P/uedrus. Should it not be from this spot ? for the waters seem
so lovely, and pure, and transparent, and as if made for girls to

play on the bank.

In what respect does this differ from Goethe, from Words-

wortli, from Tennyson ? The young Bryant, with liis liarp for

the first time in his hands, began thus

:

" To him who in the love of nature holds

Coramunion with her visilile forms, she speaks

A various language."

The Yedic shepherd, full two thousand years before Christ,

gazing eastward in the early dawn, saw the morning star over

the snow-notches of the Himalayas, and poured out his rhap-

sody in song. The sentiments of the hymn, poetical in the

last degree, and flecked with religions emotions, were at once

the epitome and the antitype of the prolific poetical literature

which has poured from the lieart and brain of the Aryan ])eo-

ples. The strain was taken up by the Zendic bards and repeated

on the myriad tongues of the Greek poets. Chancer renewed

the echoes among the twittering birds that made the morning

vocal at old Woodstock ; and the poetry of the nineteenth cent-

ury, in England, Germany, and America, still blends in its

strophes the sympathies and the yearnings for visible nature,

and the awe of her mysteries, which were felt by the first men

of the race who looked abroad on the panorama of earth and

eea and sky.

Or, turning from the poetical side, in what respect does the

conversation of Socrates and Pliit'drus differ from such talk ;is

Max :Mullcr might have with Huxley ? Whetlier with the

poetical or the scientific eye the Aryan folks in all the coiui-
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tries wliich they have traversed have looked curiously and sym-

pathetically on the aspects and processes of the visible world.

So intense has been this disposition that it has demanded the

extension of the senses in both directions. On one side it has

called into being the infinitudes of the telescope, and on the

other the infinitudes of the microscope.

Shorn looked upon the natural world with another eye. He
was not insensible to the majesty of the universe ; but his mind

dwelt ever on the moving Cause behind it. We can epitomize

\ivz view of nature, as did the psalmist, in a single clause:

" The heavens declare tlie glorj of God,

And the fimiameut showeth his handywork."

It was not the beauty, the majesty, the sublimity of the worlds

on high with which he was affected. To him the universe was

simply an expression of invisible purpose, intelligence, will.

It lias been insisted tliat the Aramaic peoples of the lower

Euphrates and the Hamites of the Nile valley were the found-

ers of astronomy and kindred sciences. AVe have been told

many times how the Arabian Mooi-s of Spain were the intro-

ducers of science into Europe. This is true and not true. If

astronomy and astrology were convertible terms—if they ex-

pressed the same facts in the human evolution—we might assign

the origin of astronomy to the Chaldteans and the Egyptians.

Ihit it was by no means the laics of the physical universe that

those dreaming ancients sought to know and to formulate. It

was only the lore of the stars that they produced. There is a

great difference between a physical law and an astrological

myth.

History is replete with examples of great men who could not

r.iiderstand themselves, and whom others could not interpret,

i^uch characters are, I believe, for the most part tlie result of

the eontluence of ethnic tides. Wallenstein is a conspicuous

instance. I am confident that could his genealogy be traced

^^e hhould find in him a strain of Arabian blood. In his tent

;it night he had before him his astrological charts and his war-

iiia]>.s by turns ; and he studied the former with more interest

tii:in the latter. Schiller has not solved the mystery of his

t-iiaracter. He had the spirit of the ancient Chaldees; and if

our knowledge of his antecedents were ample, it would proba-
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bly be seen tliat one of liis lines of descent stretclies across the

Mediterranean, traversing deserts, and finally fixing itself, ])er-

haps, in the sands of the Arabian plain, or among the date-palms

and alders of the Lower Euphrates.

Like astrology, alchemy came from Sliem and Ham. But

alchemy is not chemistry. To this day it is impossible to inter-

est the peoples of the East with such questions as arise out of

the molecular constitution of matter. On the other hand, it is

almost impossible 7iot to interest any Aryan mind with such an

inquiry. True, the ancient Arabic world was rich in experi-

mentation and discovery ; and much of both has flowed into

Western channels. All chemical, and I might add all physical,

science is infected to a certain degree with alchemical and as-

trological influences. In all the drug-stores of Europe and

America one may buy—indeed, he must buy if he buy at all

—

his "spirits" of camphor, "spirits" of nitric ether, "spirits"

of turpentine. Mark the spirits. The drug-clerk, with his

materialistic mind, sells you the spirit of turpentine in a vial!

You have four ounces of the oil of terebinth, derived, perhaps,

from the Abies balsamea of Canada, and a certain indefinite

quantity of alchemy, derived from the Arabs, and represented

by the "spirit." In the Middle Ages the spirit was the prin-

cipal thing in the laboratory. It was the working force in

matter. Perhaps we might call it the Semitic name for chem-

ical affinity.

Many peculiar phenomena with which physical and intcl-

lectnal science is perplexed in modern times are the ethnic

residue of ancient forms and modes of mental action. Phys-

ical science has shown that in the evolution of animal bodies

certain organs have l^ecome atrophied, and with this certain

modes of action have passed away. But the disposition of the

animal to act in the ancient manner and to use the atrophied

organ is always seen when the ancient conditions are restored.

This is true of the intellectual actions of men. Many of the

peoples of to-day feel a sudden impulse to act in a primitive

manner when the same is suggested by the revival of some

circumstance from the past. The circumstance is generally

such as has belonged to ethnic liistory. I believe that sev-

eral scientific theories will have to be revised, under the prin-

ciples here suggested. Take, for instance, the scientific ex-
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! l.iiiation of the mirage. I seriously doubt its accuracy, or, at

li-.i.st, its completeness.

Ill February last, wliile journeying northward through the

Mojave Desert, in California, I had opportunity to study for

»..»!Me hours the mirage in Death Yalley. This waste region

his about a lumdred and twenty miles to tlie east of the line

itf the Southern Pacific Railway. I looked long and intently

at the illusive images that hung low in the gleaming horizon.

It \va>, in general, a lake, surrounded with palms and tents, and

what might well be mistaken for shady groves and fountains.

1 tried faithfully to reconcile the phenomena with the usual

explanation ; but the etfoi't was futile. To begin with, the

-.'.•enc was to my thinking altogether Oriental in its character.

Tiie palms were not like the California palms. Moreover,

tiic line of vision is here directed across the wide, waste re-

iri'.n of San Bernardino and toward the desert parts of Arizona.

I do not believe that there were any palms or water, much
l<•^s tents and villages, in that direction. I noticed that this

ilf>(.'rt Fata ITorgana presented no motion except a certain

ihictnating and illusive drifting in the horizon.

No whirring wing, no bounding foot, went by;

No wild fowl ruftled the mock-water htke;

No fcdl reed quivered with a song or cry;

No girl or fawn stooped down her thirst to slake.

It appeared to be a picture rather than a dramatic action.

The image of a village retlected into the air would be a dra-

matic action. Men would be going about the street, and ani-

mals would enliven the scene.

What, then, can all this be ? I do not deny the spectral the-

ory which physics has suggested in explanation ; but it seems
to me insufficient, and possibly erroneous in toto. Is it not

)»">sible that the mirage, after all, is a subjective phenomenon,
•^t least in part \ Hunger and thirst always produce delirium.

He who dies of starvation sees, in his last hours, tables of

'"••<'!i viands and golden fruits, more than heart could desire,

i !ic vision builds for itself the concomitant circumstances of

'"•'i^ting. Trees and flowers and dinlng-halls are seen, even un-

'd the eyes glaze apace and the senses close forever. So, also,

f^f the delirium of thirst. Invariably he who famishes for
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water, or, indeed, suffers rniicli for it, will become delirious. ;u;<]

will see a veritable mirage. The lake, the fonntain, all thinL^'s

that gush vritli living water, will come into his vision. Th*.'

associated circumstances will also arise on liis swimming siirht.

Generally the halhicination takes the form of an oasis. In n.»

other regions has there been such suffering from hunger and

thirst as in the desert or half-desert countries. Is it not

possible that the so-called mirage is a transmitted delirium ?

Would there not be—is there not—in the nn'nd a susceptibility

to certain surroundings out of which a given form of suffering

would arise, and has arisen in the past ? I have known instances

in which aged people, riding far on railvray trains and suffering

from hunger, have seen through the car windows a mirage for

hours— this in countries where such phenomena are unknown

to people in full blood and health. Why should not certain

landscapes so forcibly and yet unconsciously impress us with

the possibility—even the nearness—of perishing of hunger and

thirst as to awaken in our sensorium the transmitted sensation.^

of that which our ancestry has actually suffered under like

conditions? If so, may it not be that the lines of our ethnic

descent reach into regions where delirium from hunger and

thirst have been such common facts as to make ns sensitive tc

those physical conditions out of which the original phenomena

arose ?

These views are put forth tentatively. I suspect that north-

ern nations are not, on the whole, so sensitive to mirage as

those whose ancestors have been much exposed to the hardships

and terrors of the desert. I suggest that it is worth the atten-

tion of scientists to re-examine the phenomena here referred to,

not in the light of theory, but in the light of fact; more y-w-

ticularl}-, that some company of good observers viewing the

mirage under the same conditions compare carefully the things

which they respectively see, noting accurately whether the

spectra coincide, or whether each observer sees a mirage of

his own.

How will some one immediately say that the mirage of the

sea consists of ships hung in mid-air? etc., and that thcretore

tiie vision is not subjective? Bear in mind, however, tiiat

those who perish or suffer at sea from hunger and thirst do not

have the delirium of the oasis ; for the oasis, tlie palms, the
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fonntains, the heaped-up viands are not tlie things which the

(jjiflerers hope for, not the things on which their swimming

foiii^es are fixed. The coming of the ship is to them the one

hk'ssed circumstance that can save; and the delirium takes the

fi)rtn of the desire. Seeing ships at sea is rather a proof than

a disproof of the subjective theory of mirage. If towns and

!i:unlcts and sheep and oxen were seen in the sea-vision, it

would confute rather than establish the view which I here pre-

.«ent. Is not, tlien, the mirage of the desert, at least in part,

tlie remaining ligments of an ethnic delirium which has been

transmitted from the actual delirium of the East?

All thoughtful persons have remarked the ethnological rela-

tions of religious thought. While we should by no means

adopt the vagary called Semitic monotheism, we may very

properly admit the extreme tenacity with which Shem has held

to the belief in one God, and abhorred polytheism and mythol-

ogy. Under the best interpretations of the ancient systems of

tiiought, it is now seen that the original concept of the Aryan
mind was also monotheistic. More properly speaking, the

original faith of the Arj^an race wjls, Kathenotkeism ; that is,

a belief in many powers, under the supremacy of one. Dyaus
Pitar of the Indie Aryans was the Supreme Being, but not the

only deity. In the evolution of the Aryan races the original

belief degenerated into polytheism. When Paul went to

Kurope with the new faith, he transplanted into Western Arya
that stern and lofty monotheism which has strugc'led with the

etlimc dispositions of the Indo-European race to the present

duy. The poetic, cause-seeking, law-seeking disposition of the

Aryan peoples luis risen with difiiculty to the sublime concept
of ujiity and universality.

The breaking away of Ishmael by his refusal to accept Chris-

tianity was the result of an ethnic peculiarity. The vehe-

mence with which Islam proclaims the oneness and indivisibility

<H the Most High, and the frequent expressions in the Koran
<»i^ abhorrence at the idea of a Son- of God, are clear evidences
''t the intense monotheistic faith of the southern Semites. It

'^ ag;iinst this old ethnic instinct that Christianity has still to

I'lako its way in all the countries which have fallen under the
iiitluencc of the Prophet.

»> e cannot pursue these general views, but may pause to no-
22—FIFTU SEUIKS, VOL. V,
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tice in the west of Europe the persistency of an ethnic charac-

teristic among the Irish CeUs. It was into Ireland that Druid-

ism retreated before the sword of Rome, It was there t]i;it

the ancient system was found intrenched in its last fortific.i-

tions. In dealing with the question St. Patrick and his follow-

ers had to pursue a method very different from that adopted

by St. Gregory in the conversion of the Saxon pagans iti

Britain. The Celts held to their Druidical superstitions with
,

much more tenacity than did the Saxons to their Northern

paganism. The Druidical forms of worship would not yield to

the Christian forms pi-oposed by the saint and his followei-s.

The latter were obliged, just as Rome has been obliged in

many countries, to accept the garment of the old system in the

hope of a new body and a new spirit.

At the time of M-hich we speak the lore of Druid ism was

preserved in the poems composed and sung by the Irish Fili,

or Bards. The Fill were one of the three orders of Druidical

oflicers. St. Patrick accepted many of the Druid hymns, and

others were composed in the saine spirit and incorporated in

the Christian songs and ritual. There thus aro?e in Ireland

the system which has been designated as Neo-Druidism. It

was Christianity in the garb of the ancient Druidical faith.

The old ethnic forces of the Celtic i-ace were thus permitted

to enter into union with the new evangelism. It might almost

be said that Druidism has never been abolished in Ireland.

The stream of the ancient suj^erstition flowed as a tributary

into the new river of religious thought, and all the waters be-

low the confluence, even to the present day, have been tinged

wdth the religious sentiments of the Celtic race as it was at the

time of its prehistoric ascendency in Gaul and the British

Islands. Tlie stubborn Catholicism of modern Ireland is to be

explained, in part at least, by the ethnic constitution of the

people, and in particular by the Druidical element which it

received from the ancient Celtic priesthood.
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Akt. II.—reform in PARLIA3IENTARY REGIME*

The friends of liberty througliont the world are greatly

pricved at the plebiscitory movement that has appeared in

I'Vaiice in favor of a man wliom nothing seems to recommend

to popular favor. It will, perhaps, not be futile to study tJie

causes of this extraordinary phenomenon, wliicli now imperils

republican institutions in France. And among these causes

tiiorc are three that are easily discerned ; namely, universal

distrust, hero-worship, and the detestable operation of parlia-

mentary regime.

The First Cause.—When, on the downfall of the Empire,

tlie Republic was established, this ideal regime.^ this longed-for

crowning of all political progress, the people thought that the

Golden Age was commencing. And, indeed, the first years,

until toward 1S75, were astonishingly prosperous. France

was proud of having been so easily able to pay the ten milliards

that the war had cost lier, and all Europe admired this prodig-

ious recuperation. But soon there commenced an economical

crisis: all values fell, and all revenues were diminished, while

the people attributed to political mistakes a situation which was

wholly due to a general economical cause—a financial contraction

from which other countries suffered much more than France.

The Second Cause.—Universal suffrage should not liave

obtained without at least twenty years of universal instruction.

The masses are still imbued with monarchical traditions, the

licritagc of a thousand years of absolutism. These belong to a

nian mther than to an institution ; and they need a military

iicro, even though they can find him nowhere but on the

boards of the '•'' Cafe- Concerts^ One needs to read again the

Juarvelous article written by Proudhon when Louis Xapo-
hon, a stranger, and only known by two ridiculous fiascos,

ohtained ten times more votes than the genuine and sincere

r«^publican, Genenil Cavaignac. One thinks to hear the old

story again on seeing General Boulanger elected in three depart-

2!;cnts after the disasters iudnced by the plebiscite of 1S70.

• Kinile do Lnvoleye, the aiulior of this ariicle, is the most famous politico-ecoii-

<-«''.i5i in the libera! ranks of Europe at the present time; a Belgian by nationality,

Uii a coamopolilaa progressive.

—

Editor.
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The sitnation of Fnincc recalls fur a moment that wlii'.h

preceded the ISth Bruinaire, and which Napoleon himself do-

scribed at St. Helena in the following terms :
'' When a deplor-

able weakness and an endless versatility are manifested in the

councils of power ; when, yielding turn by turn to the influence

of hostile parties, without a fixed plan and without a certain

course, it has given the measure of its insufficiency ; and when

the most moderate citizens are forced to concede that the State

is no longer governed : when, in short, to its nullity within

the administration adds the gravest fault that it can have in

the eyes of a proud nation, namely debasement without: then

a vague weariness spreads through society, the need of self-

preservation agitates it, and, regarding itself, it seems to seek

a man who may be able to save it."

The Third Cause.—The evil working of parliamentary re^/zn?.

And it is of this that I wish mainly to treat, for it is here alone

that a remedy can be pointed out and applied without too great

difficulty. Having been a student of the play of parties in Italy

since 1871, I thus characterized the vices of parliamentary rule :

" Parliament is a kaleidoscope ; no two sessions offer the same

situation. The groups are incessantly undergoing a process of

transformation. An interpellation, an order of the day, a crisis

"and a change of ministry—that is the whole of governmental

mechanism." [Revue des Deux Mo7ides, May 1, 1871.)

At a later period, seeing the same instability, the same in-

coherence reproduced in France under a still worse form, I

thought myself able to say :
" The omnipotence of the Ciiani-

bcrs in a republic constituted as an empire, but having no

great constitutional parties, is a source of sterile agitations and

a cause of unrest that a nation given to labor, and anxious as t.")

its future, will not always tolerate. The greatest, and perhap-

the only danger that threatens the existence of tiie Republic

in France is, then, the imperfection of parliamentary rule."

{Revue des Deux 2londcs, December 15, 18S2.)

Since these lines were written the evil has done nothing but

increase. Tiie ministers have scarcely had time to be installed

in their new duties before a coalition of the Extreme Left

overthrows them. It has been computed that the average

length of a cabinet is about six months. In the year 1881-S-

four ministries followed one another, giving to each ministry
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the term of tlirec months of existence. It reminds one of the

t'lurp paying of M. dc Lery in the Caprice of Musset: "Your min-

i^tricti are a strange kind of liostelries ! One goes in and goes out

vithout knowing why. It is a veritable procession of puppets."

It is impossible that these ephemeral governments, iuces-

untly attacked by the Chambers, and always busy in maintaining

.n majority in the midst of hostile groups, can seriously apply

•Jii'uiselves to the affairs of state. The evil is real for all

trjiiches of the administration ; however, for internal affairs the

.'luniberlcss wheels of the administrative machine continue to

move with a certain regularity. But when it comes to the in-

!orc-sts of the army and those of foreign affairs, this instability

iM'comcs a veritable danger. How can such a migratory min-
i^tc'^, without previous preparation, called abruptly to control

tlie policy of a great country like France, meet tlie chancellors

uf rival states, who fully know all the frightfully complicated
fciiuation of the Europe of to-day ? It is here that the very
wlvation of the country is at stake.

When the Count of Paris and General Bonlanger attack

j'arHanientary rule they do but voice the general sentiment
of the nation. It is said that the people desire to be governed.
I5ul this is not so, for the entire nation loves liberty, and cou-
Kfjuently desires to be governed as little as possible, and it

|>rt-fei-s even to attend to its business itself. But that which is

Jitiguing and irritating are these discussions without issue,

l.i<'--Hi sterile agitations, these parliamentary crises, and this con-
timial downfall of ministries. The recess of the Chambers
aJiurds a general release and a universal relief. Every one can
liitii attend to his own affairs in peace, or even his pleasures.
•i -ishanientary rule has thus become a veritable nuisance.

_
Lisuiarck said some twenty years ago, " Cabinet government

» a folly and a scourge, of which Europe will cure itself as soon
« possible." Will this prediction, alas! be realized ?

'\ e know how the United States has obviated these vices of
Ij^-irhauientary rule. The president, with the approbation of

i"'*'

'-etuite, cliooses ministers who do not come from the Cham-
'• r¥. and who liave no power to ajii)ear there. The bills

,';'-'" ^"^\V ^vish Congress to pass must be introduced by one
it^ own merabei-s. There is neither interpellation nor votes

•-^t'rthrowing the cabinet. The ministers keep their port-
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folios four yeare, or even eight, if the retiring president be n;

elected.

This system is much superior to oure. It is peculiarly appro-

priate to a democracy. Under a monarchy it would re-e.st;ih-

lish absolutism, since the sovereign could always retain tlio

same ministers in spite of the wishes of the people. But in w

republic the people, if they desire, can by their own vote change

the administration at each election.

These, then, are the advantages of the American rkjhnc.

And, indeed, it is more conformable to the political theory

whose essential phase, according to Montesquieu, is the sepai-a-

tion of the powers. In the governmental system of the En-

glish cabinet the legislative power absorbs and annihilates the

executive power; for it is the votes of the Chamber which de>-

ignate the ministers, and these latter govern only under its

incessant control. Not only does the Parliament vote the laws,

but it also watches over their execution, and in reality it directs

every thing, even into details, by means of the interpellation

and the order of the day. In America the ministers, wlien once

authorized by the Senate, administer independently, of course

within the limits of the law.

In this way we need not fear that abuse of the influence of

members and politicians in the appointments and the manage-

ment of affairs which is, by common consent, one of the greatest

evils of our system ; and an evil which is on the increase every-

where, to the point of introducing disorder into all branches oi

the service, the weakening of the springs, and a peculiar and

very unfortunate species of corruption.

In the American system the president can choose for each

department the man the most capable to manage it, thus apply-

ing a principle on which depends success in any undertaking

—

a specialist for each special function—that is, '''•the right 7?uin

in the right placed AVith us the necessities of parliamentary

regime and the government of parties do not permit the choice

for each portfolio of the most competent man. One nmst yieUl

to opinions rather than to capacities. The demands of the dit-

ferent groups dictate the choice. If a party succeeds to power

those who liave secured success must be rewarded.

And this evil increases in proportion as the changes are moiv

frequent. It then becomes quite impossible to find each time in
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t!ic group or faction called to power by the vote of tlie majority

riion prepared for the duties that are to be confided to them.

A hiNvyer, not a diplomat, is appointed to foreign affairs, and

to war not a soldier, but an engineer ; to finance not a politico-

economist, but a legislator. The witticism of Beaumarchais is

more true to-day tlum formerly: "A mathematician was needed,

but a dancer gained the place."

In America, when the ministers are once appointed they can

exercise peaceably and with attention and assiduity the affairs

of state. With us they have not evxm time to become initiated

into the most important questions of their department. Their

entire morning is taken up with visits from the deputies, wliose

solicitations must first be listened to and then means must be

found to satisfy them. The afternoon is occupied with the

eessions of the Chamber and the incessant labor of negotiations

and compromises indispensable in order to preserve the ma-

jority. In the evening they must receive and go out under

penalty of passing for a misanthrope and compromising their

popularity. What a cause for inferiority in a parliamentary

minister, even were he a genius, to that chancellor of a neigh-

boring power, who from the retirement of his closet or his rural

retreat can follow and unravel with a tranquil eye all the com-

pli(?^'\tions of European politics!

There are public affairs on which depends the very future of

tlie country, and which consequently demand a spirit of conti-

nuity : the army, the navy, public instruction,' and especially

foreign affairs. A minister who can retain his portfolio during
one entire presidency, as in the United States, can carry to

completion a plan maturely prepared and assiduously followed

;

but M'liat can a transient minister accomplish who lias scarcely

tix months at his disposition, and what foreign state can, with

confidence, begin with him an alliance, or even the preliminaiies

of a negotiation ?

The chronic instability of governmonts, which appears inevi-

table M-hcn the parties are numerous and transitory, especially

^\"hen there are two of them always irreconcilable and hostile,

1^ an evil so great that it must end in the contempt and ruin of

free institutions.

Americans, still preserving the admirable foresight which led

the authors of the Constitution to create extra-parliamentary
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ministers, liave done every tiling to limit the vices of the parlia-

mentary system. Thus tlie number of the States in which the

Chambers assemble only every two years is constantly increas-

ing. Kot much more than one third of the States now have

annual sessions, and every-where they arc rejoicing at the

repose secured by the year of interim. In Nebraska they are

talking of liaving sessions but once in four years.

The sessions are always short ; there is even one State—South
Carolina—whose constitution limits the session to thirty days.

Elsewlicre they last at most sixty, ninety, or a hundred days.

Tliose of the Federal Congress commence on the first Monday
of December, and every other year, following the election, they

must end on the fourth of March.

In the Chamber of Deputies of the Congress— the Lower
House—the rules have carried to excess the suppression of the

abuse of the parliamentary system. The President of the

Chamber (Speaker) wields a power as great as that of an auto-

crat. It is he who makes up the forty-seven committees who
examine and bring before the House all bills. These commit-

tees are veritable sovereigns, for they can leave in their port-

folios all bills which disj)lca5e thcni, and the members vote

almost in course on the propositions as ofTercd by them.

The time granted to the discussion of a bill which the spe-

cial committee lias approved is very limited ; the reporter of

the bill takes charge of it, and each speaker may have but a

few minutes. "When these have expired the mallet of the

Speaker pitilessly intermpts the orator, even in the midst of

a sentence connnenced.'-^ From this system of the American
Congress, the result in no wise compares with that of the

French Chambers: the former is a machine to make laws,

the latter is an arena for the strife of parties and oratorical

jousts.

Thus legislative activity in the United States is very great,

and even excessive. I see in a report of the American Bar
of 18SGt that in the session of 18S5-86 of Congress the total

number of bills introduced amounted to 12,906, of which

* For the details of this astonishing regiim, see my article ia the Revue des

Deux Mmdes, November 1, 1886.

f
'* A Ycur's Legislation, Stale and Federal, November 1, 1SS6." Address nt tho

meeting of the American Bar Association, by the president, William Allen Butler.
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but 1,101 were voted on. In tlie different States the figures

arc not less stupefying, as the following table will show

:

<:-r.»t» Bills. BiUi

New York 2,093 631

New Jersey ... . 712 275
Pennsylvania 1,0C5 221
Iowa 1,113 181

Kentucky 2,390 1,400
Tennessee 1,183 153
Nebraska 631 126

Only it is to be observed that nearly all these bills refer to

private interests—creations of corporations, railroad concessions,

establishment of schools, etc. The number of laws of general

interest is relatively limited. ISTevertheless, these few facts

wjjieh I collect suffice to show how much the American parli-

amentary mechanism differs from ours, and what sacrifices this

nation, instructed by experience, imposes on itself, and what

rigorous rules it has adopted in order to avoid the vices of the

parliamentary system. Ought not this example to serve as a

lesson ? If in France we wish to maintain the Republic and
free institutions, the system of extra-parliamentary ministers

is forced upon us.

AVe can see in the very instructive work of M. H. Passy, on
tlie Formes de gouvcrnment, how difficult it is definitively to

found the republican regime in a country where great parties

are in complete and violent opposition regarding the very basis

of the constitution of the State.

Two other reforms, more easy of accomplishment, seem to me
also indispensable. In the first place, it would be necessary to

renounce the ballot by list for the department, and return to the

single or uninominal ballot, or at least to the electoral colleges,

choosing three members, each elector being able to vote only
for two of the names in order to protect the right of the mi-

norities, as they have done in England, and as is practiced under
a little different form in Italy and Spain. The mode of elec-

tion which now exists in France is detestable. It is impossible
'or the electors to prepare the list of candidates; it is therefore
done by committees formed by the politicians, and these latter

tlic most often in no manner represent the ruling opinion. If
t'le list is too red, the Hues abstain, and the whites^ although
less numerous, gain the victory. If a list too liighly plumed
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is made, the extreme shades do not like it and will not liave it.

And thns all good citizens who do not keep step with the

leaders are annihilated.

And still another vice : the minorities are completely sacri-

ficed, lu the thickly populated departm'ents thousands of

electors are thus not represented. And there is a vice still

more grave, especially nnder the present circumstances: the

''scrutin, de li^tc''—i\xQ composite ballot—indirectly permits

the plebiscite, which we have justly wished to proscribe, by

intrusting the elections of the Kepublic to the two Chambers in

joint session as a Congress. Let a man enjoy a great popular-

ity, justly or unjustly acquired ; or let him represent the general

discontent, and be put every-where at the head of the list
;
the

result of the elections can be such that he may be designated

for the presidency, or that he may be able to control a suthcient

number of votes in the Chamber to render a regular government

impossible.

But, they sav, the ballot by list is the political ballot par ex-

cellence, because it represents principles, while the uni-naminal

ballot only represents interests. This objection ignores the

very essence of representative regime, which every-where and

always has been adopted to represent interests. Ideas and

principles ought to obtain by means of speech and by the press.

The great body of electors can vote intelligently only regardmg

that which touches them clearly.

The second reform which appears to me necessary has been

presented with great energy by M. Reinach ;
it is the partial

renewal of the Chamber by thirds every two years, or rather

by fourths every year. I have in my work on the Formes

de gouvernment dans la democi-atie modern pointed out the

motives which render this system preferable.

In politics not more than in nature should we advance by

bounds. Katura non fadt saltus. In every thing we should

proceed by transitions. The parliamentary history of France

has already had but too many theatrical surprises and dissolv-

ing views. I^eside the spirit of reform, one should make a

place for tradition. When the Chamber is renewed by fractions

the old members represent the continuity and exercise an influ-

ence on the new-comers. A renewed blood penetrates the cir-

culation by degrees, and without a shock. Partial elections arc
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a warning, general elections are too often a revolution. They

arc the throw of the dice, a leap into the unknown ; and that is

more dangerous in France than elsewhere ; because it is the

constitution of the State which is always at stake.

With an integral renewal the electoral fever seizes the entire

land. And as it is impossible to foresee the results which may
change every thing, public opinion becomes uneasy, business

affairs are arrested, and a deep anxiety spreads through the

social body; and this is a great evil, for our present society can-

not long support a regime which does not aiford that security

needed by labor and industries. With partial elections one

third of the departments would vote every two years, and the

change of direction, if it is to be produced, would be made
insensibly.

The general elections may be made under a shock of discon-

tent caused by an incident like a check in Tonquin or a bad

crop, and that is sufficient to compromise every thing. The
Chamber elected will, therefore, not be the expression of the

opinions of the nation, but of a transient cloud. The partial

renewal has been in practice in Belgium since 1S30, and is ap-

proved by all

They talk in France of suppressing the Senate, or what amounts

to the same tiling, with an additional absurdity of electing it by
universal suffrage. Thanks to the monstrous coalitions of mon-

archists and radicals, the Chamber of Deputies has succeeded in

discrediting the representative regime., while the Senate is the

host Upper House in Europe, and will be the last rampart of the

Ivcpublic. It is the lower Chamber, therefore, and not the

upj)er, that should disappear.

In every country, at a fixed period, there are rules that are

most conformable to the general interest, and consequently to

reason. These are the rules that should be discovered and

converted into laws— political lavrs, civil laws, penal laws,

administrative laws. Tliis is a matter of science, not of will.

Certainly it depends on a nation as on a king to adopt certain

re.-olutions, but the consequences do not depend on them
;

these will be unfortunate if said resolutions have been badly

inspired. Politics is a science of observation. A sensible peo-

ple will therefore say, AVe wish to be governed by the laws

most favorable to our well-being and development. As we arc
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incapable of discovering these laws of ourselves we will appoint

for this purpose special agents, as we apply to engineers to

I make our railroads, and to learned navigators to direct our ves-

sels. And these legislators we will unite into one or two

Chambers, according to tlie system which experience shall have

proved to be the most fitting for the production of good laws.

Now, experience has shown tliat with two Chambers we can

govern better and make better laws than with one. The his-

tory of representative r'egime in the United States is decisive

in this respect. The dual character of the Chambers is an arti-

cle of the political creed of the Americans. It is more neces-

ear}' in a republic than in a monarchy, because it oJffers the

only means of escaping from the tyranny of an omnipotent

majority, as was that of the Convention in 1793.

Stuart Mill has admirably said: "In every constitution there

ought to be a center of resistance against the predominant power,

and consequently in a democratic constitution a means of resist-

ance against democracy." More than elsewhere that is neces-

sary in France, because excessive centralization places the

control of all administrative machinery in the hands of the

sovereign power.- Suppose there be a single assembly ; then, as

there are nowhere independent bodies capable of legal resist-

ance, you have the most perfect organization of despotism uTider

the name of republicanism. On this subject Marquis Alfieri,

in his excellent work on the reform of the Italian Senate, quotes

a profound expression of Machiavelli :
" Those who form a

republic with prudence ought to consider it the most necessary

thing to give to libert}' a strong guarantee, and the nation will

live the longer in proportion as this guarantee has been placed

in the best hands." In all civilized countries there are courts of

appeal to revise the verdicts of the primary tribunals; this is a

guarantee that strict justice will be done. For the same motive

a superior Chamber is necessary.

When two independent political bodies are to harmonize,

they make reciprocal concessions. Thus no system is applied

in all its rigor. Itcgard nmst be given to the objections and

, resistance of the minority. The lower Chamber, having to ne-

gotiate with the upper Chamber, will do its best to conciliate

public opinion. It will thus be compelled to exercise more

wisdom and moderation. The double discussion of a bill is
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favorable to the execution of the law itself. It is not sufficient

solely to decree a reform ; minds must be won over in its favor.

It is often tliis kind of service that the House of Lords renders

to England ; its opposition serves to increase the popularity of

the laws that it rejects.

Moreover, neither of tlie Chambei-s should be armed with a

definitive veto. If a bill is voted twice in two successive ses-

sions by one of the two Chambers, and twice rejected by the

other, the members of the tsvo bodies ought to meet in joint

session, where the question would be decided by the majority,

as is required by the Constitution of Brazil.

However, in order tliat the upper Chamber may be able to

fultill its useful and indispensable mission, it should represent

neither wealth nor a stern conservative spirit, but wisdom,

knowledge, tradition, foresight, and, in a word, the qualities

that give loftiness of ideas and knowledge of facts. Such has

been until now the character of the Senate of the United States,

winch enjoys more authority, and even popularity, than the

lower House of Congress. And this Senate was not instituted

to hem the course of progress, but rather to illuminate its

course, and it has never been accused of reti-ograde tendencies.

In all urban communities in the Middle Ages the power
emanated from the people, just as our modern institutions now
wish it; but th'ey represented the principal social elements, espe-

cially the trades constituted into guilds, not a shapeless crowd,
and this regime was more really representative than ours.

The French Senate is better constituted than the Chamber,
because the electoral body that appoints it is more intelligent

than universal suffrage. AV^e might add to it representatives

elected from the grand organized centers of the intellectual and

economic activity of the country, as academies, faculties, cham-
bers of commerce, industrial associations, or trnde syndicates. I

cannot here examine the different modes of renewing the upper
Chamber, but we will read with interest in this connection the

later speeches of Lord Koseberry in tlie House of Lords, and
the reform bill of the Italian Senate, discussed by Marquis Al-

tieri in a monograph entitled The Senate of the Kingdom of
liuhj. Let us not also forget that American democracy has

granted to the Senate two great privileges fully justilied, lirst^

tliat of ratifying the nomination of important functionaries, and
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especially that of foreign ministers and diplomatic agents, and,

second, tliat of ratifying treaties, and thus controlling the

foreign policy.

I tlierefore resume and conclude. What is called the Bou-

langer danger will pass away, we may hope, but the peril

which, far from disappearing, will be aggravated is, that which

results from the general discontent produced by the detestable

operation of the parliamentary regime.

In a country where parties, as in France, are radically hos-

tile to each other, the best remedy is to renounce the cabinet

government of monarchical England, and borrow from Ameri-

can democracy the system of ministers independent of parlia-

mentary rule, by adopting at the same time the single or

uninominal ballot and the partial renewal of the Chambers.

And, far from suppressing the Senate, it should be strengthened

by calling to it the men most capable of making good laws in

the interest of all, and especially of the working classes, and

granting to it, as in the United States, certain special attri-

butes which presuppose maturity and foresight.

True patriotism bids French Conservatives consolidate free

institutions by reforms pointed out by experience rather than

to lead the Republic into an abyss. The Republic will not

allow itself to be throttled without a desperate resistance, sus-

tained, perhaps, by a }3art of the army, and if," in this fright-

ful struggle, authority shall find itself paralyzed but for a day

or two, Paris might be burned more systematically than in

1871.

Let us suppose after this bloody conflict a restored monarchy

;

it Avould have against it a very powerful opposition, comprising

all the republie.ans and all the partisans of the rival dynasty.

It would then be able to reign only by means of a pressure.

How long a time would the French people, who move in the

first rank among civilized nations, support this regime?

The Monarchists assume a heavy responsibility in favoring

the movement for a plebiscite, and in allying themselves with

the Radicals in order to overthrow all ministries, so as to ren-

der impossible the maintenance of the Republic.

Emile de Laveleye.
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Art. III.—the HEATHEN: A SYMPOSIUM.

SALVATION OF THE HEATUEN.

It? there good reason for believing that any who have never

known the liistoric Christ may be saved, and enter at death

into tlie glory of God? In attempting to answer this question

we must not ignore another, qnite as important to be kept in

mind : May such a heathen perish, and if so on what grounds

can his damnation be justified ? The evangelical theologian

will scarcely be able to set forth a doctrine of heathen salva-

tion without I'ecognizing also a doctrine of lieathen damnation.

We submit a brief consideration of this subject in the follow-

ing order

:

I. All nien are sinners and under the coiulemn<ition of
death. This is a fact of observation and experience, as well

as the explicit teaching of the Scriptures. The enormities of

heathen sinfulness mentioned in the first chapter of the Epis-

tle to the Itomans may be found in various degrees among all

nations, not excepting Jewish, Christian, and Mohammedan.
According to Paul, all the world has become punishable

(vTr6(5iKOf) before God, whose wrath is revealed in terrible oppo-

f^ition to all imgodliness and unrighteousness of men. Through
the trespass of one man sin came into the world, and conse-

quent condemnation has passed upon the entire human race,

riiis curse is not to be thought of as having geographical dis-

tribution. In the populous centers of Christendom, and in

ppeaking distance of the purest examples of Gospel light and
liie, are scores and hundi'eds as benighted as any in the depths
of paganism. The great fact is, that there is no land, nation,

))eople, or tribe that does not witness to the fact that all men
liave sinned and come short of the glory of God. This great

fact is the basis of all questions of soteriology.

n. The mediation of Christ has made salvation possiUefor
all men. Tlie gracious provisions of redemption, in declaring

tlif righteousness of God and opening the way of salvation to

fidien man, are co-extensive with the curse of sin. This pi'opo-

tition stands or falls with the doctrine of nnlimited atonement.
H Christ truly died for every man, then is every man included
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in the gracious provisions of that vicarious sacrifice. No one-

doubts that Christ's passion was of sudicient intrinsic vaUie to

redeem all men, but some tliink that those Scripture texts

which speak of his loving his own people and giving his life

for them imply that the saving provisions of the cross are

limited only to the elect—his flock, his sheep, his Church.

This opinion, however, is at best an inference, and cannot be

allowed to set aside numerous express declarations that he gave

himself a ransom for all. The universal statements are not

inconsistent with special appeals to his people which aver that

he gave his life for them; but to affirm that his dying for his

people is inconsistent with his dying for all men is purely

gratuitous. For not one of the special texts affirms that ho

died only for the elect, while the whole drift and spirit of the

biblical revelation favors the doctrine of universal atonement.

This unlimited atonement magnifies the righteousness and

love of God, and provides for the salvation of all, but it docs

not necessarily secure the salvation of any. With the world-

wide redemption other provisions are associated, and certain

conditions essential to its appropriation are clearly stated in the

word of God. . Therefore, we maintain that the meritorious

mediation of the Lord Christ has made salvation possible to all,

but does not absolutely secure the salvation of any.

Along with this doctrine of atonement stands the truth that

there is no other ground of salvation. There is no other name

given under heaven—no other gracious means or provision by

which either Jew or Gentile, civilized or uncivilized, can attain

unto the glory of God. As all have fallen under the condemning

"curse of sin, so the free gift of atonement in Christ makes possi-

ble to all justification unto life. And the omnipresent Spirit con-

vinces human hearts of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment.

III. Salvation through Christ is attainable onhj on condition

of faith and ohedience toward God. The New Testament

teaches that salvation is God's gift, not on account of meritori-

ous works which man may hope to do, but through faith as a

means.* In the economy of grace Christ becomes the end of

* This is the teachin- of the familiar passat^e in Eph. ii, 8 : "By gr;ice have ye

been saved througli faitli, and tiiis {rovro, that is, ilie being savnd, not tlic f/iith,

which would have required llic feminine oi-r^) not from yourselves; God's is tlie

gift." So Eliicott, Alford, Meyer, De Wette, and Braune.
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.)io 1-iu' for righteousness to every one who believes. Sueli a

r.ith in tlie sSul of man is the fruitful source ot all rchgious

li-.. and activitv. It is deiinea in Ileb. xi, 1, as an assur-

,,H'e of thin-s hoped for, an evidence or conviction of things

uhu-h are not seen. By means of this the hungering and

thir^'tin- spirit of man takes hold on God. Whether it be

vx.rci<°d in the heart of Paul, or Abraham, or Ealuib, or Jeph-

,lnl. ur Socrates, or Gautanua, its inmost essence and spine cun-

H.t< in an a=;suring trust of the soul in things hoped for and

iHKeen We know^^f no word of God which forbids the belief

ih;k any and every sinner, whether Jew or Gentile, whether

l,h-<cd with Christian light or dwelling in heathen darkness,

who exercises such a faith shall be saved. Such faith is the

.aving condition, as the atonement of Christ is the saving

-Tound of any man's attaining unto life eternal. _
^

IV. Sufficient light for the exercise of such saving faith is

qicen. to all who hww enough to choose good and refuse eviL

We need not encumber the discussion with the question of

children dving in irresponsible infancy, or of idiots, or of taat

lur^re company of human beings, to be found alike in Christen-

dom and heathendom, who seem as little capable of moral judg.

nicut as the unthinking animal. The above pToposition is

wan-anted by the following considerations :

1. Man is a religious being. There is no nation or people

tl.iit has not some relictions system, or some method of seeking

to nourish the spiritual life. Tlicre is a universal conscious-

liossof dependence on some higher power, together with a sense

of ubli-ation and moral desert. To this fact Taul refers when

iie speaks of the heathen showing the work of the law written

in tlicir hearts. Pvom. ii, 15. What may be known of God is

manifest in them, because God has shown it to them. Rom.

i, 10. John's gospel (i, 9) also declares that the eternal Word

ministers some measure of the true light to every man coming

into the world. The sacrifices, rites, ceremonies, pilgrimages,

:>nd speculations noticealjle among the scattered nations are ad-

•iitional evidences of man's religious nature and longings. He

mu^t have a mo^t unworthv and unscriptural view of the fathcr-

h'"d uf God and the wisdom of Christ who supposes that tiie

hundreds of thousands of millions of such religious beings who

!>uvc never been ]^ermitted to hear the Gospel message of sal-

'j:i— VIPTII SEKiCS, VOL. V.
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vatioii are beyond tlie drawings of the Father (John vi, 44)

and tlie saving power of Clirist."^

2. Noble sentiments of faith and piety have had manifoM

expression among peoples unenlightened by the Hebrew ainl

Christian revelations. Paul cited a Greek poet as declaring

that men are God's offspring. His tribute on Mars Hill tu

the religious devotion of the Athenians is memorable. Their

devotions doubtless contained many elements of superstition

and dread of unseen demoniac powei's (Setocdainovla)^ but in

its essential nature perhaps no worse than some of the super-

stitions cultivated by Romish Christianity. The piety of

Socrates and the lofty sentiments of Plato have been the ail-

miration of generations of Christian scholars. The poetry, the

history, and the philosophy of the Greeks are permeated witli

religious thought. The writings of Cicero and Seneca evince

the profound conceptions of religion entertained among the Ko-

mans. The sacred books of the ancient Egyptians, Assyrian^,

Persians, and Plindoos tell the same story of faith and striving

after God. The '-'eightfold path" of the Buddhist consists

of right belief, right judgment, right utterance, right morivcs,

right occupation, right obedience, right memory, and right

meditation. The careful reader of' universal history will ol)-

serve among all these nations, and others, evidences of a devout

yearning after God, and even where the forms of worship arc

degrading, and deserving of the severest denunciations of God's

law, they may nevertheless embody the assuring faith of count-

less pious souls who never knew any other way of formal ap-

proach unto God. The seeker after truth, possessed of the sub-

stance of such a faith, needs only the glorious vision of God in

Christ to be changed into the same image, from glory to glory.

2 Cor. iii, IS. It may be that all such souls receive the trans-

forming vision of Christ at death, in a moment, in the twink-

ling of an eye, and so have no need of any further probation.

* There are always some iiasty talkers who respond to this with the qup.-iion-

"If tlie heathen can bo saved withaut the Gospel, why send it to them, or v.hit

need even of the Christian dispensation?" Never was this question better iiKt

than by the retort of John Fletcher: "If sinners could be saved under the patri-

archal dispensation, what need was thereof the Mosaic? If under the Mo.-a;c.

what need of John's baptism? If under the baptism of John, what need of

Christianity? Or, if we sec our way by starlight, what need is there ... of tho

rising sua?"—Works, vol. i, pago 41.
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3. According to tlie Scriptures, tlicre liave been many out-

side of the light of Hebrew and Christian revelation who pos-

i;o^^ed sufficient knowledge of God to render him acceptable

hcrvice. Tlie Pharaoh of Abraiiani's time, who was plagued

beca^^c of Sarah, manifestly liad some fear of God before his

eyes, for his action in the case was a severe reljuke to the du-

plicity of the Hebrew patriarch. Gen. xii, 10-20. The same

fact appears yet more strikingly in Abimelech. Gen. xx. But
liow great must have been Melchizedek, king and priest of the

nu)st In'gli God, who blessed Abraham and received from him
tithes of all the spoil he had taken ! Gen. xiv, lS-20 ; compare

lleb. vii, -1. Jethro, prince and jjriest of Midian, was another

piniilar cliaracter. He rejoiced in the triumphs of Israel, blessed

Jehovah, and recognized in the miracles of the exodus the

proof that Jehovah was greater than all gods (Exod. xviii, 1 1),

but he did not receive his religion from ]Moses. liather, Moses
and Aaron were glad to follow his counsel, and he ranked

above them both as a patriarchal priest, and officiated at the

olTering of burnt-offerings and sacritices. Exod. xviii, 13-27.

The story of Balaam is proof both of the faith of the king

of ]\roab in the power of God, and of God's special revela-

tions to a heathen soothsayer. It did not follow that either

the king or the prophet made good use of his opportunities.

On the other hand, Bahab's faith, confessed in Josh, ii, 9-11,

and extolled in Ileb. xi, 31, shows how another heathen, hav-

ing like opportunities, improved them. The prophecy of

Isaiah (xliv, 2S, xlv, 1-J:) concerning Cyrus recognizes him
as God's anointed shepherd and servant to do liis pleasure

;

and, if we except the divine names employed, Cyrus's procla-

niation in Ezra i, 2—1, evinces no more reverence for God than

mimerons inscriptions of other ancient Oriental monarchs which
m-e at this day legible on the rocks of the far East. The re-

pentance of the Kinevites at the preaching of Jonah showed an

active faith in God without conversion to the religion of Israel.

With such examples of heathen penitence, faith, and piety in

the Old Testament, we need not wonder at such a devout Eoman
>^<'Idier as Cornelius, fearing God with all his house, giving

"nieh alms, and praying to God continually. Acts x, 1. His

rcliL'ious knowledge had probably been liclped by contact with

Judaism, and the Gospel word was not altogether unknown
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to liim (verses SG nud 3T) ; but he was evidently without clenr

Gospel light, and needed the ministry of the apostle to set

him fully°free. Like another centurion, mentioned in Luk-o

vii, S-O/his devout feeling had prompted him to the l.('>t

use of his opportunities, and had developed a faith whirh

Christ himself extolled. By a heavenly vision Peter hecanio

convinced that " God is no respecter of persons :
but in every

nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is ac-

ceptable to him." (R. Y. verses 34, 35.) This is an unqualified

universal proposition. Cornelius, like numy a longing heathen,

needed clearer light and better knowledge, but in the absence

of these he adhered devoutly to the truth he had ; and such a

faith may be as well imputed for righteousness as that which

prompts the most pious Moslem to pray five times a day, or the

papist to count his beads, adore the crucifix, and bow before

the image of the A^irgin.

The obvious doctrine of Paul in Pom. i, 10, 20, and ii, 14, 15,

is, that the heathen, who have no written revelation like the

Jew, arc not without any revelation. They have an inner rev-

elation " written in their hearts," their own conscience testify-

ing to the same, and their moral judgments {^.oyiGiioi) accusing

or"excusing them. The conscience is the sure exponent of the

moral sens'e, and wherever it witnesses in a human heart a sense

of freedom from condemnation, there is "justification of life."

P>ut the opposite character, whose conscience condemns him,

sins and perishes without the written law.

The condition of salvation is not a matter of knowledge, of

comparative enlightenment, but of faith and obedience to that

measure of li-ht\vhich lighteth every man that cometh into

the world. That light is^ vastly different in Paul and hi the

barbarian who saw the viper fasten on his hand ; but God may

infallibly discern in the pitiable savage such an assurance of

things hoped for, such a conviction of things not seen, as to

gram him repentance unto life on the ground of the same un-

fimited atonement which Paul preached, and through which he

also hoped for salvation.
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THE SECOND PROBATION DOG^IA..

Tlic " probation " of man, as terms are now used, may denote

u trial to decide whether he shall fall from holiness into sin, or

whether he shall rise from sin into holiness. It may signify

the probation before apostasy of all mankind in Adam ; or of

each individual subsequent to apostasy under the plan of

rt'dcniption. In the iirst instance the probation relates to per-

foverance in holiness; in the second, to accepting the mercy of

God in salvation. In the older theology " probation " was

employed only in the first sense. In the later, especially since

the days of Bishop Butler, the second meaning has become

common. This is the sense intended when the " Second

Probation Dogma " is discussed.

The question is, whether the sinful and impenitent heathen

will have the offer of forgiveness through faith in Christ made
to them after death.

In answering this question, the following preliminary re-

marks must be made. First, the heathen is not entitled to

pncli an offer, because his sin is voluntary. There is no differ-

ence between heathendom and Christendom, in respect to the

fact of guilt before God. "Every mouth is stopped " when
this charge is made. Rom. iii, 19. The only difference relates

to the degree of guilt. But a criminal is not entitled to the

cfTcr of pardon. Secondly, the fact that Christ's satisfaction is

infinite does not oblige God to offer its benefits to every indi-

vidual. Sinful man did not nnike this atonement, and there-

fore has no claim upon its expiating virtue. It belongs to the

Author of it, and "he may do what he will with his own."'

M:itt. XX, 15. God has commanded his Church to say to every

Cix-ature, " Ilepent ye, and believe the Gospel"' (Mark i, 15),

but he has not bound himself to do the work which he has

as.-igiied to them, or to supplement their unfaithfulness by a

second preaching of the Go3j:>el in the future life. God " Jiow

<'<»nunaudeth all men every-wherc to repent." Acts xvii, 30.

And all men, evangelized or uncvangclized, who repent will be
'Oi--ivcn through Christ.

Ihese preliminary propositions are necessary in order to

*-how the true state of the case as it respects the heathen. It

dues not diff'er in kind from that of the nominal Christian. The
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unevanprelized and evangelized stand in tlie same relation to

the divine mercy. Both classes alike are free agents ; have

"sinned and come short of the glory of God" (Rom. iii, 23),

and are liable to the pnnishment of sin. Neither class is en-

titled to redemption, nor has any claim upon the canceling

efficacy of tlie infinite atonement.

Now the cpiestion arise?, Is there reason to believe that,

although God is nnder no obligation to offer the pardon of sin

to the heathen after death, he nevertheless intends to do so?

The answer to this cpiestion must be derived wholly from Rev-
elation. The a priori method is useless here. We cannot de-

termine what God will do in a case that is purely optional and

sovereign, like that of the exercise of mercy, except by know-

ing what he has said he will do.

Ou looking into Scripture we find that the salvation of the

human soul is made to depend upon its regeneration. Christ

said to Xicodemus, " Except a man be born again, he cannot

see the kingdom of God." This implies that every man who is

born again shall see th.c kingdom of God. Regeneration,

therefore, determines human salvation. And it determines it

because it produces every thing requisite to it. The groat act

of faith in tlie blood of Christ, by which the simier is justified,

is" described as depending upon it. "No man can come to mc,

except the Father which hath sent me draw him." John vi, 4i.

'• Ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man." 1 Cor. iii, 5.

"Unto you it is given in behalf of Christ, to believe on him."

Phil, i, 29. Chrifet is '' the author and finisher of faith."

Heb. xii, 2. '• Whosoever believeth that Jesus is tlv9 C!n-ist is

born of God." 1 John v, 1. Faith, repentance, justification, and

sanctification all result naturally from that regenerating act of

the Holy Spirit whereby he ''quickens" the soul " dead in tres-

passes and sins"(Eph. ii, I), enlightening the understanding

and renewing the will. It' the new birth has occurred, every-

thing else in the process of salvation will occur. The regem-r-

ate child, youth, or man immediately believes, repents, and

begins the struggle with remaining sin. The regenerate infant

believes, rejjents, and ])egins the struggle with remaini'.ig >i'i

the moment his faculties will admit of such activities; that is,

as soon as he comes to the years of self-consciousness. A regen-

erate infant has potential or latent faith and repentance. It is
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tiot proper to call liim an unbeliever, or to class him with un-

ln.-lievers.

Consequently, the question. Is there salvation after death ? is

the same as the question, Is there regeneration after death ?

Ill other words, Is tlie present dhj^ensatioii of the Spirit, by

which the new birth is eitected, continued into the next life '{

The whole question respecting a "second probation" turns upon

tliis question.

There is not a passage in Scripture which, either directly or

by implication, teaches that the Holy Ghost will exert his

rcgeuerating power in the soul of man in any portion of that

endless duration which succeeds this life. On the contrary,

iiis regenerating function is represented as confined to earth

and time. The atMrmation, ''My Spirit shall not always strive

with man" (Gen. vi, 3), proves that the dispensation of the

Spirit is not everlasting • and the accompanying statement,

''Yet his days shall be a hundred and twenty 3'ears," implies

that it is exterminous with man's mortal life. Accordingly,

(tur Lord nudvcs death to be the critical point in man's history.

lie says to the Pharisees, " If ye believe not that 1 am he, ye

thai! die in your sins." John viii, 21, 2-i. This solemn threat-

ening, wliich he twice repeats, loses all its force if to die in sin,

or unregenerate, is not to be hopelessly lost. He teaches the

wunc truth in the parable of Dives. Tlie rich man aslcs that

Ills, brethren may be exhorted to faith and repentance before

they die, because if impenitent at death, as he was, they will go
to hades, as he did, and be i)unished forever. The Old Testa-

ment teaches the same doctrine :
" The wicked is driven away in

his wickedness [at death] ; but the righteous hath hope in his

<U'ath." Prov. xiv, 32, ""When a wicked man dieth his expect-

ation gluill perish." Prov. xi, 7. "If thou warn the wicked of

i»is way to turn from it ; if he do not turn from his way, he
fhall die in his iniquity," Ezek. xxxiii, 9.

Still further proof that death is the deciding point in man's
^^'Xihtence is found in those effects of regeneration which have
been spoken of. Faith, repentance, hope, and struggle with

remaining sin are never represented ii\ Scripture as occurring
»n the future life. After death the regenerate walks by sight,

»K<t by iaith ; has fruition instead of hope, and is completely

6«'mctilied. Faith, repentance, hope, and progressive sanctilica-
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tioii are described' as goin:^- on up to a certain point dcjiioini-

luited ''the end,"'' wlien tliey give place to sinless perfectiun-

"Ile that euduretii to the end shall be saved "—the end of this

state of existence, not of the intermediate state. "We de.^ire

that every one of you do show the same diligence to the full

assurance of hope nnto the end." " Christ shall confirm yon

unto the end." '• Whose house are we if we hold fast the cu:i-

iidence and the rejoicing of the hope unto the end." In all

such passages the end of this mortal life is meant. And to

them must be added the iujportant eschatological paragni})!!

(1 Cor. XV, 24-28), wdiich teaches that there is an "end" to

Christ's work of mediation and salvation when " there remaiii-

eth no more sacrifice for sins." Heb. x, 26.

The large amount of matter in Scripture which teaches that

the operation of the Spirit in the new birth and its effects

belong only to this life cannot be invalidated by the lonely

text concerning Christ's " preaching to the spirits in prison," a

passage which the majority of exegetes, taking in all ages of

the Church, refer to the preaching of Xoali and other "embas-

sadors of Christ ;" but which, even if referred to a personal

descent of Christ into an under world, would be inadequate to

establish such a revolutionizing doctrine as the prolongatii^n of

Christ's mediatorial work into the future state, the preaching

of the gospel in sheol, and the outpouring of the Holy Gbu-i

there. For the dogma of a futnre probation foi- all tlie unevan-

gelized part of mankind is radically revolutionizing. It i>

another Gospel, and if adopted would result in another Christ-

endom. For nearly twenty centuries the Church iias gone

upon the belief that there is no salvation after death. All of

its conquests over evil have come from preaching the solemn

truth that " now is the day of salvation." 2 Cur. vi, 2. It luis

believed itself to b ' commanded to proclaim that " after death

is the judgment " of sin, not the forgiveness of sin. But if the

Church lias been mistaken, and there is a prolxition in the

future life for all the uncvangelized of all the centuries, and it

is announced, as all the truth of God onght to be, then the

eternal world will present a totally different as])ect from what

it has. Heretofore the great hereafter has been a gulf of dark-

ness for every im])enitent man, heathen or nominal Christian,

as he peered into it. ^Now it will bo a darkness through which
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;.'lraiiirf of light oiul liope are flashing like an aurora. The line

Ivtween time and eternity, so sharply drawn by the past Chris-

ii:tiuDy and Christendom, must be erased. A different preach-

jiiu' nuist be adopted. Hope must be held out instead of the

(.Id liopelessness. Death must no longer be represented as a

linality, but as an entrance for all unevangelizcd mankind upon

;iii'.»tlier period of probation and salvation. Men must be told

iliat the Semiramises and Cleopatras, the Tibcriuses and Xeros,

i;iay possibly have accepted the Gospel in hades. Children in

till? Sabbath-schools must be taught that the vicious and hard-

ened populations of the ancient world-^of Sodom and Gonior-

r;ili, of Babylon and Nineveh, of Ar.tioch and Home—passed

into a world of hope and salvation, not of justice and judgment.

It is objected by the advocates of a future probation that the

denial of the salvation of the heathen after death means that

• 'lily a few of mankind are saved. This is an error. While
the Scriptures continc the regenerating woi'k of the Spirit to

iliis life, they represent the subjects of it as "a great multi-

tude which no man can number, of all nations, and kindreds,

aihl tongues." Eev. vii, 9.

In the first place, the Church generally understands the Bible

Ki teach that all who die in infancy die regenerate. Probably

:dl evangelical denouiiiuitions, without committing themselves

t'» the statements of the Yn' est minster Conference respecting

" election," would be willing to say that all dying in infancy
" are regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit, who
wurketh when and where and how he plca^eth."

—

Confession,

>•. •'. This is the regeneration and salvation of nearly one half

»'t the human family. And it is all accomplished here upon
i;'.rth, not in hades.

Secondly, the Scriptures teach the regeneration of a vast

^I'iuit multitude, from Adam down, who came under the influ-

•'•'•-•e of the Holy Spirit in connection with the special revela-

J'"'n, in the antedihivian, patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian

< mirches. These are all regenerated before or at death.

Thirdly, the Scriptures warrant the belief that the Holy
• I'irit exerts his regenerating grace to some extent in achilt

''^ithendom, making use of the unwritten revelation as the

i*MMs of convincing of sin, and that in the last day a part of

'"'d'b redeemed people "shall come from the east and fj-oni
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the west, and from the north and from the south, and sliall sit

down in the kingdom of God." Luke xiii, 29. These, also, are

all regenerated before or at deatli. Since regeneration in the

instance of the adult immediately produces conscious faith ami

repentance, a regenerate heathen is both a believer and a }»eiii-

tent. He feels sorrow for sin and the need of mercy. Thi,^

felt need of mercy and desire for it is virtually faith in the

Iiedeemer. For although the Redeemer has not been presented

liistorically and personally to him, yet he has the cordial and

longing di.sj)06('ti'o7i to believe in him. "With the penitent and

believing man in the gospel, he says. Who is the Lord, ''that

I might believe on him ?" John ix, 36. Such a man is saved

by and through Christ.

Li addition to all this work of the Holy Spirit in the past in ap-

plying in these three ways the ]-edemption that is in Christ Jesus,

it must not be forgotten that the world has not yet witnessed

the mightiest and most wonderful manifestations of his power.

The Scriptures speak of an outpouring in " the last days" that

will exceed any thing in the previous history of the Church.
" I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh," says God. Joel ii, 2S.

Vast masses of sinful men will be bowed down in deep convic-

tion of sin. The Eedeemer will take unto him his mighty

power, and turn the human heart as the rivers of water.

Xow, this is a great salvation. The immense majority of the

race that fell in Adam will be saved in Christ '' by the washing

of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost."' Titus iii, 5.

And this regeneration is effected in every instance before '' the

spirit returns to God who gave it." The duty of the Churcii

is to preach the Gospel to every creature, and to pray unceas-

ingly for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. Instead of start-

ing a false hope for the salvation of the heathen by daring to

reconstruct the plan of salvation, and to extend the dispen-

sation of the Sjnrit into the future life, the Church shouM

strengthen the old and true hope by doing with its nn'glit

what its hands lind to do, and crying with the evangelical

prophet, ''Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord."

/}^f/^ c/Zc^^x^
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THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH.

The hcatlicn being salvable, and the Scriptures giving ns no

saving- gospel for souls beyond one probation, the mission of

the Church is to '7iow bring the Gospel into contact with living

lieathen.

"I believe in the Holy Gliost, the Holy Catholic Church."

In the Apostles' Creed tJie doctrine of tlie Church succeeds

tiie doctrine of the Hoi}' Ghost, and is, in fact, the creatu]-e

(if the Holy Ghost. Heathenism in the form of atheism re-

j)udiates the Creator; in the form of deism denies the Ke-

dceuier ; and in the form of rationalism ignores the presence

of the Holy Ghost in the Churcli. AVliat is the Church ?

"What is heathenism ? For our purposes of discussion of duty

it is enough to say that " the Church is the body of Chris-

tianity, and Christianity is the soul of- the Churcli." The
Church, as a fact, is the Christian religion organized ; the

Clmreh as a spiritual entity, as a creation of God, is a body

ol' individual believers whose hearts have been renewed by the

Holy Ghost. Heathenism is either ignorance of or rejection

of God as Creator, of Christ as Redeemer, of the Holy Ghost

a> sanctilicr, and of the Scriptures as the revelation of God.

Icoligion is a universal fact, while Christianity is the only

true rehgion. The end of all religious inquiries outside of

Christianity is, What is truth ? The beginning of Christianity

is the assertion of Christ, " I am the truth." Christianity is

Christ. Christianity is God manifest in the flesh. ''Heathen-

i-ni was tlie seeking religion, Judaism the hoping religion

;

Christianity is the reality of what heathenism sought and Juda-
ism hoped for." And with this reahty the Church is appointed

to niuet the seeking of heathenism. Phitarch says, "You may
H^e states without walls, without laws, witliout coins, witliout

v.riting; but a people without a god, without prayer, without

r<--ligious exercises and sacriiices, has no man seen." Universal

"lan must have religion, and the Christian Church is bound
to determine what the cliaraeter of that religion shall bo, be-

<Mn>o it holds the powers and the commission to determine.

t'liiversality in provision, in application, in appeal, in cuni-

'iiaiid, is stamped npon all of God's revealed purposes for the

t-alvation of the race. The Jewish rabbis, who under the pat-
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ronnge of the Ptolemies made the earliest version of the l\-ii-

tatcuch, the first translation of any book into another languaii:.-,

gave to the world the emancipation proclamation of literatmv

not only, bnt of man ; for in tiie very frontispiece of the bouk

tliere v/as tlie promise of a Great One to couie, who was to

crnsh the serpent's head, and deliver man from the woes of sin

and the thralldom of a mighty spiritual adversary. The spiritual

in its purity and possible universalitv was preserved alone in the

Jewish- idea of a Messiah to come. And when he came, '• it

was written over him in letters of Greek and Latin and Hebrew,

This is the King of the Jews." Those three languages, repre-

senting the three highest civilizations and controllers of human
thought in the world, are thus seen meeting in the cross of

Christ, from tiie bare prophecy of which they had received

their impetus. Here they are converging in one center, in this

inscription ; and though revilings are heard for a season the glad

words, "It is finished," pierce the darkness, and henceforth the

languages of the inscription are to die upon the lips of men, as

spoken languages, that they" may embalm the truth that the De-

sire of all nations has come. The Truth has become incarnate,

and man, intellectually and morally, may be free. The most

vital and transcendent truth which the universe holds, whicli

eternity can show, is here presented—God incarnate in Clirist

;

and belief in this truth constitutes man a son of God. For "as

many as received him, to them gave he power to become the

sons of God, even to them that believe." " For there is no dif-

ference between the Jew and the Greek : for the same Lord

over all is rich unto all that call npon him. For whosoever

shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. How
then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed?

and how shall tliey believe in him of whom they have not heard \

and how shall they hear without a preacher?"

The mission of the Church to the heathen is its chief nn's-

sion. The one object of the coming of Christ and of the

founding of the Church bearing his name is to bring the world

out of heathenism. Christ's command is, "Go ye into all the

world, and ]>reach the Gosj)el to every creature." This alone

defines duty so simply that there can be no misunderstanding

and no rational debate. Hesitation aiK)nt obedience is nothing

less than disloyalty, and deprives the individual Christian and
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the Church of any claim to " Lo, I am with you alway, even

unto the end of the workh"

Ju5t hefore Christ was '' carried up into heaven," while he

u-a.^ in the midst of " the eleven gathered together, and them

that were with them," '^opened he their miderstanding, that

tii(;v might nnderstand the Scriptures, and said unto them,

Tiui.^ it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and to

ri>o from the dead the third day : and that repentance and re-

mission of sins should be preached in his name among all na-

tion^, beginning at Jerusalem ! xVud ye are witnesses of these

tilings."
"^

'• Beginning at Jerusalem !
" " But tarry ye in the

city ''of JerusaTem, until ye *be endued with power from on

lii^h." The command and commission were both universal,

imd the pentecost enduement, with its many tongues, was for

universal Gospel propagation.

But why this long delay of the Church in full obedience to the

command ? andwhy must we count the present ihe crisis time ?

In its infant days visible divine interposition aided the^Church

in the extension of Christ's kingdom. Xow she is left to her-

self and to the infinite spiritual forces at her disposal. Tlie

Chiireh exerted all her energy to live in the early ages. "When

the streets of Eome Howed with the blood of her martyrs she

Could not go forth to win the world to righteousness. Victory

c.unc and Rome was conquered. Then came corruption and

cultured heathenism from the alliance with princes and tem-

p'-ral rulers. Outward prosperity and the inward disease of a

pag.m papacy, for ten centuries, cursed and almost crushed the

life of the Church, until, through the Reformation, she returned

to the Christianity of the first ages. Sweeping and garnishing

tlie old temple was the work of the sixteenth century. Prepa-

mtiun and omens of hope characterized the seventeenth century.

A vision of the magnitude of the work dawned upon the eight-

eenth century: prayer was more prevalent; single disciples

went forth, and other disciples poured out their wealth to bring

til*' heathen to God. The nineteenth century became the mis-

^ii.nary century, and has given birth to most of the great armies

•-•f missionary "'societies. The world was not ready for the ad-

v:mce of the Clmrch, and the Church was not ready to do her

work until now. Providence has been preparing the way for

the Church's full obedience to the command to " preack the
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Gospel to every creature," " among all nations," in " all the-

world."

Science is now harnessed to the Messiah's triumphal car in

its way among the nations. Steam and electricity link the l.:ir-

barous regions of the earth to Christian civilizations and break

the sleep of centuries. Seas are no longer mysteries, and d<'.-^-

erts inspire no fear. Mountains are leveled, rocks tttiinck'd.

chasms bridged, lightning chained, and knowledge converted

into implements of daily use. Every civilized man has become

the center of the globe. The Church began its work at Jeru-

salem, and has girdled the world with its stations of the cros.-,

and has reached Jerusalem again; but within siglit of its sta-

tions are the millions of heathen of "all nations" waiting for

the messengers of the Church to point them to the cross, ujiou

which their hope as well as ours was borne, Xearly a thousand

millions of the race for whom Christ died are without the Gos-

pel. Stanley says that in his journey of seven thousand miles

from Zanzibar to Banana he saM^ neither a Christian disciple

nor a man who had ever heard the gospel message. And liow

dark the heathenism that rejects Christ in civilized lands

!

The mission of the Church to-day is a mission in the face of

the crisis of the history of Christianity. The fullness of time

-is seemingly near for the Bride to come forth in her beauty.

The Bridegroom is waiting. The civil powers of both hem-

ispheres are in the grasp of Protestant Christianity. Ine

printing-press sent forth the Bible as its first gift to man, and

now two Imndred and fifty printed languages and dialects are

the media for communicating the Gospel to all nations. Tlic

last of the hermit nations has now within her gates the messen-

gers of Christ. One hundred years ago the gates of pajxd,

pagan, and Moslem nations were mostly closed against the

Church and tlie Gospel. IS^ow in almost all of these lands the

missionary and the convert are protected by law. Within the

century over one hundred missionary organizations have been

formed and one hundred thousand missionaries have gone iorr:i.

Great and effectual doors are open ;
barriers are broken do\vn :

insignificant hunum agencies, consecrated and under the divmc

guidance, are working such mighty results that the most au'.>-

cious skepticism must admit the presence of a superhum:'.'i

element. " This Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached m
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all the world for a w^itness unto all nations ; and then shall the

end come." Peter exhorts tlie Ciiurch to both " look for and

li:istcn the coming of the day of God." The Saviour is waiting

to " see of the travail of his soul." The Church has both the

iiion aTid the money to " hasten the coming of the day of God."

And the mission of the Church is to Christianize the money as

well as the manhood within its possession. The consciousness

of stcwardsiiip in the use of money proves the potency of

(Hiristian love in human hearts to conquer selfishness, and to

create a spirit of sacrifice wliich is the very soul of the Gospel.

The Church is missionary in its birth and growth, Pleathen-

i?in is essentially cursed with sin, and sin is heathenism, whether

it he found at home in Jerusalem or abroad among "Greeks,"
** Gentiles," or " barbarians." Men are heathen just to the ex-

tent that they are sinners. It is the same enemy that the

Church meets in extending the kingdom of Christ every-where.

Intelligent Christian responsibility and obligation do not divide

Church work, so far as its relative importance is concerned,

into home and foreign ; it never puts in the attitude of antag-

oin'sni or rivalry the different parts of the redeemed world.
" The field is -the world." The starting-point must be home,
but the oblii^ation extends to " every creature." Xear and
distant are not terms applicable to the duty of the Church to

the heathen in the light of the divine command. Commerce
may speculate about distance, but Christianity never. There
are no limitations by degrees of latitude or longitude. To the

duty of the Church to save sinners divine command and provi-

dential indications can alone construct the geography of duty.
It is one mission. The apostles never make any theological

explanation of any difference in the work of tlio Spirit in the
conversion of men. The liomaiLCcnturion, the Jewish scribe,

the Jerusalem widow, and the heathen necromancer M'ere con-
vinced of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment, and brought
to statid on a common level ; even as among the diseased multi-
tudes, all of whom Christ healed, were the learned and illiterate,

the bond and the free, the Jew and the Greek, the barbarian
:nifl the Sc3'thian. Home heathen may sin against greater light,

'•'iit that does not lessen the Church's responsibility to send the
greater light to those beyond who sit in denser darkness.

ilie Church of Christ will meet the obliirations of its mission
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to the licatlien when it is baptized by the Holy Ghost am!

comes to appreciate the crisis upon us, and the money llu\v>

forth from unlocked treasuries, and love for souls flows forth

from sanctified hearts ; consecrated laborers and consecrateil

substance working harmoniously, co-operatively, and withuul:

wasteful rivalry, can hasten the millennium. In the prescneo

of the heathen world the Church must present an undivi.lcl

front or it can never claim the right to trace its origin to i)en

tecost, nor can it convince the heathen mind of the di\inity of

the religion it proclaims.

The Chnrch has all the appliances needed to fulfill its nii-;-

sion. Eesources of history, character, money, machinery, edu-

cation, science, numbers, the press, the divine promises, are

necessary instruments, but they are strengthless, either singly

or in combination, until baptized by the Holy Ghost ; then,

singly, they take on sti-ength, and massed, they become al-

most omnipotent. These appliances in the possession of the

Church, wielded by the Holy Ghost sent by Christ, shall be-

come, like him, sweet in sympathy, pure in holiness, vital with

love, all-powerful with victory. Before these, heathen tenipks

would tumble, incense burning to unknown gods would be

quenched; air polluted with blasphemy would be purilied
;

ignorance would flee away; the llood-gates of intemperance

would be closed ; the fires of passion would be quenched, and

fountains of bitter tears would be dried up ; the crescent and

the cross would meet in the holy city: " In the wilderness would

Avaters break out, and streams in the desert. And the ransomed

of the Lord would come to Zion with songs and everlasting joy

npon their heads, and sorrow and sighing would flee away."

The same power which rested ujwn the one hundred and

twenty disciples on the day of pentecost, constituting then the

entire Christian Church, resting upon the present entire mem-

bership of the Church, and multiplying converts in a ratio

equal to the increase in the first century of tl.e Church's history,

would speedily make this world fit for the Saviour's abode, i*-;'

heathenism would be unknown.

ft,';j^J\k.3^W^
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Akt. IV.—count lyof TOLSTOif.

CorNT Lyof Tolstoi is a man of undeniable genius and gifts;

whose fame lias been steadily brightening for the last quarter

of a century, and whose name, especially during the last dec-

ade, lias been on the lips of all reading people, not only in

lin?sia, but in America and England. In short, the wliole

world has found liim out, and ungrudgingly crowned liim as a

prince in literature.

His popularity at first may probably be ascribed quite as

much to his masterful and charming personality as to the ex-

cellence of his writings. But to this lias been added, of late,

the interest aroused by his clear and brilliant exposition of a

certain revolution which has taken place in his religions opin-

ions, and his entire character and manner of life as well ; an
experience which may best be expressed by the term "con-
version," and which seems to be as genuine and permanent as it

is remarkable.

To one not familiar with the Russian language the data

relative to the. history and external life of Count Tolstoi" are

provokingly meager. Although his personality pervades every
hook he has written, and liis religious works, especially, are rare

f^peoiniens of mental and spiritual autobiography, his every-day
life, and the details of his plans and projects, are kept ]iersist-

ontly in the background ; while his retirement in the country,
and the suspicion with which his opinions are regarded by the

Knssian government, draw a veil of privacy about his move-
J'lents that cannot easily be lifted. A mere sketch of his career

>>, therefore, all that can with any degree of confidence be
oiTered here by way of introduction to what may be said about
liis b(x)ks.

Count Lyof Nikolayevitch Tolstoi was born on his fath.er's

estate in the Russian province of Tula, in the year 1S29. His
uther was a retired lieutenant-colonel, who proudly traced his

jK'digree back to a Count Tolst(n who was the friend and com-
p-mioii of Poter the Great. His mother was the only daughter
«>f Prince Nikolai Sergeyevitch Yolkonsky. She died when he
^v:us hut two years old, and a distant relative took charge of the
tiaininc, of the four brothers and one sister. In 1S43 Lyof en-
24— KIFTH SEKIES, VOL. V.
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tered the University of Kazan, takin;:^ up particularly the study

of Oriental languages. One year after he exchanged that course

for the law, -which occupied his attention for two years more.

At the end of that time he suddenly determined to leave the

university, without taking his degree, and returned to his old

home at Yasnaia Polyana, where, with his brothers, he lived iu

the enjoyment of a charming country life until 1S51. That year

he followed his favorite brother, Nikolai, into the army, and to

the Cauciisus, where he shortly began to write his first novels,

The Cossacks and Childhood and Youth, lie lived amid the

splendid scenery and enjoyed the free life of the Caucasus for

nearly three yeai-s. When the Eastern war broke out, in 1853,

he was transferred, at his own request, to the army of the

Danube, and served on the staff of the renowned Prince Gort-

chakolf. Subsequently, he took part in the famous defense

of Sebastopol, afterward recording his thrilling experiences in

the sketches entitled, Sehasioj}ol in Deccjnher, in Maij^ and in-

August. At the close of the war he retired to private life,

and devoted himself to h'terary work, spending the winter

months in Moscow and St. Petersburg, and his summers on his

estate, until ISBl. These were years of great literary activity,

and, in his own country at least, he gained recognition as a

writer of the first rank. The emancipation of the serfs in

1861—an event in which he was deeply interested—turned his

closest attention toward agronomic questions, which he studied

•with enthusiasm, not only at home but in other European coun-

tries. In 1SG2 he married, became a magistrate, and decided

to live continuously on his estate, and devote himself mainly

to the education of the peasantry and a general improvement

of their condition.

In 1875-77 his literary genius reached its culmination in the

production of his greatest work of fiction, Anna Jiarenifia.

Since that time he has not ceased to disappoint the expecta-

tions of his purely literary admirers, having abandoned fiction

as an unworthy field of effort, adopted an unexj)lained sort

of communism, excluded himself from general society, taken

iij) the simple life of the common people, among whom he

seeks his associates, and occupying his leisure hours mainly in

the composition of religious works, in which he elaborates cer-

tain eccentric and more or less impracticable theories.
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Tlioiif^li living upon and managing liis large estate, he holds

to the Biiiiplest habits, and lives in the plainest practicable

manner. He indulges no fanciful ideas in farming; indeed,

the general appearance of his substantial but unpretending

mansion and grounds more than intimates that but little atten-

tion is given to the esthetic side of life. In the cultivation of

his estate he seems to be studying the interests of the peasantry

nithcr than his own. All improvements tend in that direction,

while his own tastes, as an educated and refined nobleman, are

evidently forgotten or ignored.

With the exception of his family, only a few of the mem-
bers of which are in full sympathy witli his plans, and occa-

eional visitors, his associations are entirely with the rude peas-

antry, with whom he lives upon terms of perfect equality,

discarding all titles and formalities, abrogating all authority,

and seeking to influence them solely for their own good by

pympathy and love; a very difficult task, judging from reported

results, and yet in the prosecution of which his ardor does not

mam to cool as the years go by. He gives a portion of each day

and evening to manual labor, spending the morning in plow-

ing, sowing, scattering manure, or haying, as the case may be

—

usually in aid of some very poor or disabled tenant—and an

hour or two of each evening in shoemaking, at which he is

quite an adept.

Ilis simple liabits promote good health and clear-headedness,

and as a result the hours he devotes to literary work are very

productive, in his chosen field of study, both in quality and
quantity. Ilis hospitality to the poor as well as the rich is

luibounded, and evidently unaffected, and the practical applica-

tion of his unselfish religious principles to the life of every day
insures him a cheerful soul, and makes him, indeed, a father

and a friend to all about him. To repeat his own testimony,

\vhereas he was once dissatisfied and embittered by the empti-
ness of life, he now has peace, hope, and health, " with happy
yesterdays and confident to-morrows."'

Count Tolstoi has achieved his most permanent fame in fic-

tiun, several of his novels easily taking rank among the great

artistic productions of the century. He is justly called the

lounder of the realist school in fiction, the aim of which *' is to

hold up the mirror to human nature, and to depict it with sub-
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tile observation alike in its outward features and its inobt

hidden motives. It is an attempt to set forth life as it is, in

all its natural surroundings, with exactitude and simplicity."

He must, however, be held in no way responsible for the sins

of many of his disciples, especially among the French writers.

Zola and his Parisian compeei-s in '' iiTrpressionist " literature

can find no warrant for their degrading impurity in the writ-

ings of the Russian Count. To be sure, he frequently wearies

us with the minuteness of his details and his "cruel realities"

of life, but he never descends to vileness ; never compels his

art to grind in the mill of lasciviousness. Details are among

the materials in his superb structure, not the structure itself;

the means conscientiously employed, not the end and aim of

his effort. He simply photographs real life, and then, with the

unerring skill of genius, so arranges his facts that they natu-

rally and forcibly teach the desired lesson.

Tolstoi is, beyond question, the greatest creative genius in

fiction which Russia has yet produced, except possibly Turge-

nef ; and with equal certainty we may say that the novel entitled

Anna Karenina is his best work, and thei-efore may be taken

as a worthy il'lustration of liis character and methods as an

author. This book is the most " relentless analysis of the human

emotions, and ot the action and reaction of social relations,"

that has appeared i.^ modern times. To speak of it justly in

this particular is to incur the suspicion of extravagance ; for

in mental and moral insight, and in the masterly array of events

and influences for the final impression, Tolstoi is not second to

George Eliot, or even Nathaniel Hawthorne. His pure moral

purpose is so apparent, and lies so near his heart, that notwith-

standing some details which would otherwise offend our sense

of propriety the effect of the whole is elevating and refining.

On every page we find evidences of a good heart prompting a

clear mind, and we are grateful for the warmth as well as light

which he brings to us. The story was slowly written, and first

published as a serial in the Hussian Messenger, and though it

continued, not for months alone, but for years, it still kept pub

lie attention to the end. Its power is simply immense. After

reading it "real lite seems like fiction, and fiction like real life.

There is not a detail added that does not increase the effect of

this realism."
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Anna Karenina is first introduced to us as a lovely woman of

inimitable grace and skill in domestic and social life, noble and

generous in character. Married to a worthy but disagreeable

i^overnmcut official, who is so absorbed in his public schemes

and literary pursuits that he has no time or heart for the home

and society enjoyments so necessary to the happiness of his

young wife, she is gradually estranged from her husband, and

gives herself up (with but little resistance at first on her part)

to a passion for a young officer who is entirely and to the end

devoted to her. The long struggle between love and conscience

is depicted with unsparing fidelity. At last the guilty woman
is swept away by the might}' current of evil, not even her love

for her only child being strong enough to- hold her, and her

downward career fairly begins. Her steadily increasing misery

ends at last in suicide, in which lies the chief moral of the story.

Seldom has it been given to any writer to develop such a

powerful illustration as this of the inexorable results of sin.

As may often happen, the extreme penalty is long deferred
;

but, like a cruel fate, or, to speak more justly, like the workings

of an irrepealable law, slowly but surely her wrong-iloi ng comes

to its awful harvest of disappointment, remorse, despair, and

destruction. As Howells has so well said :

Nothing can save the sinful woman from herself—not her hus-
hatul's forgiveness, twice granted; not her friends' compassion,-
litT lover's constancy, or the long intervals of quiet in which she
seems safe and happy in her sin. It is she who destroys herself,

persistently, step by step, in spite of all help and forbearance;
and yet we are never allowed to forget how good and generous
hho was when we first met her, how good and generous she is,

fitfully and more and more rarely, to the end. Her lover works
out a sort of redemption through his patience and devotion; he
prows wiser, gentler, worthier through it ; but even his good
destroys her. As you read you say not, "This is like life," but
"This is life." It has not only the complexion, the very hue, of
life, but its movement, its advances, its strange pauses, its seem-
ing veversiions to former conditions, and its perpetual change, its

apparent isolations, its essential solidarity.

Though this story deals with adultery and its consequences,

•ts spirit is not alone artistic; it is eminently ethical. It is easy

to sec that Tolstoi's purpose is to mercilessly expose the cor-

ruptions of Russian high life, and to "give an awful and lurid

Warning" to those who are tempted to thus sin against society
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and home and God. In the development of this purpose every

page is a link in the chain of evidence vi'hich estal)lishes the

. appalling fact that his warning is based on the absolute certainty

of natural as well as moral law. In all candor it can be said,

that, even in the most unpleasant details, the author never be-

trays any love for the impure. If his picture of evil is against

a background of social refinement, the glitter of wealth, and

charm of elegance, he manages thereby to make it all the more

repulsive and loathsome. As Matthew Arnold says

:

Much iu Anna Karcnina is painful, much is unpleasant, but

nothing is of a nature to trouble the senses or to please those

1^ %^ho wish their senses troubled. This taint is wholly absent.

In the progress of the story a multitude of events and per-

Bous pass before us, but the stamp of genius is upon it all ; not

once is its consistency broken or even jeopardized. There is

no cariciituring, no striving after effect : all is as simple and real

&s the highest art can make it. No disguises are attempted.

Good is plainly good, and evil bears its damning mark.

As an offset to this multiform marital infidelity the book

charms us with. many a truthful and sweet home-scene. Lovely

family life ; the tender relations between true parents and loyal

children ; the bliss of the young wife, and the rapture of the

young mother; the aspirations of noble young manhood; the

rewards of social purity ; the achievements of steadfast integ-

rity and patient perseverance, are all impressively portrayed.

The follies of fashion, the evils of making wealth the supreme

good, the wretchedness of a misspent or aimless life, the un-

reason of selfish ambition, and the utter emptiness of a life of

sensual gratification aiid gayety, are all exposed with a skillful

purpose and a pitiless hand.

From the outset of this book we arc conscious of a special

interest in the character and acts of Levine, since Levine is un-

doubtedly a faithful picture of Tolstoi himself in the transition

between the dissipations and aimlessness of his early life and

his career as a proprietor contented with his delightful fam-

ily life in the country. Tolstoi's fondness for the peasantry;

liis mental and spiritual struggles; his doubts and fears; his

absurdities ; his manliness ; his, at times, dogged and unskill-

ful persistence in what he deems right and necessary ; and his
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final emergence into the light of faith, are all paralleled in

this country gentleman, whose assured triumph and Immble

liaiHiincss so gracefully adorn the close of tlie book.

The somber coloring wliich we have observed and learned to

expect in all Kussian romance is not wanting in Tolstoi. With

all his ardor as an explorer in religion and a reformer in society

lie seems to be a hopeless pessimist. Indeed, in the present

state of Eussian society and politics, it would be difficult for a

thoughtful and sensitive man to be any thing else. The strug-

gle b^'etween absolutism on the one hand, and growing intelli-

gence, the sense of justice, and aspirations after freedom on the

other, waxes fierce, and seemingly more determined. The most

superficial student of Russian atfairs cannot fail to see that men

of moral convictions, men who are moved by the spirit of un-

RiUish patriotism, men who have heard the voices of God and

humanity calling them to the apostleship of reform, seem "in-

volved in an unequal conflict with their surroundings." They

are confronted with social conditions which can be changed by

nothing short of a national revolution not likely soon to come.

The cries of oppressed millions smite upon the ear until it i3

dead to all sweeter sounds. The high-born and wealthy

grow more corrupt and heartless, the scholars become more

selfish and exclusive, the enthusiasts more desperate, the igno-

rant more stolid, and their condition harder to be improved,

since they practically refuse all co-operation with their would-be

benefactors. " IMen come to regard life as a terrible burden, and

f^cek refuge in suicide, or in strange, mystical, and extravagant

theories of society."

What writer of fiction, then, who aims to give ns Eussian

life as it is, and has even a modicum of sympathy with and love

for his kind, can altogether exclude the sadness from his heart

or the shadow from his pages? We are, therefore, not sur-

prised that Tolstoi's face, as shown in published engravings, has

'

upon it a settled look of sadness quite in keeping with the pre-

vailing tone of his chief productions ; or that Turgenef is de-

s<-ribed as "a man with a great grey face, sad and weary ifthke

of the world's folly and wisdom. A man in wliose face you read

'Russian' at the first glance, enfin, Vliomme de ses ocuvrcsr

Turning now to Tolstoi's religious writings, we find them

largely autobiographic, and tlicrefore of interest to the general
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reader as well as to those wlio are in special sympathy with liis

religions experiences. Only fiaginents of them have been pub-

lished in liussian, since their open opposition to the existing

order of things has brought them under the ban of the press cen-

bor. They have, however, been widely circulated in manuscript

among his countrymen, and have been translated into French and

English. The most important ones, those which relate iiis re-

markable experience and embodyhis feligious belief, are entitled,

respectively, My Confession^ My lieligion.^ and ^hat to Do?
My Confession relates in a simple manner how he became

dissatisfied with the life he was leading as a Russian nobleman;

liow he struggled against evil ; how he found the light and

truth ; how he believed, and how he was converted. It belongs

in the same class with Bunyan and Thomas a Kempis, furnish-

ing spiritual tonic and daily food to devout souls of every
*' Church " and clime. In these pages Tolsto'i informs ns that

he was educated in the faith of the Orthodox Greek Church,

and at first gave a traditional assent to its tenets ; but under

the inliucnce of a boy friend, who came from a gymnasium to

Bpend a Sunday with Lyof and his brothers in the country, lie

began to doubt. This youngster announced to his friends the

very latest discovery in the educated world ; namely, that there

was no God, and that all they had been taught on the subject of

religion was a mei'e invention. Yielding to the impulse given

by this declaration, Lyof began to read Voltaire, and to listen

eagerly to all infidel utterances, to talk much and think super-

ficially, until at the age of eighteen he had discarded all belief

in any thing he had been taught, and become an outspoken

infidel of the head, if not of the heart.

Under the demoralizing influence of this new dej^arture he

yielded to his passions, and, following the dissolute customs of

the high life in which he moved, plunged into most abomina-

ble excesr^es, to be continued during his career as a soldier. Of

this period he sadly confesses, in the violence of language which
'

Bometimes marks the penitence of a sensitive nature:

I cannot now recall those years without a painful scu'^e of Hor-

ror and loalliir.g. I put men to death in war, I fought diiel'^ to slay

others, I lost at cards, v/asted my substance wrung fnnu the sweat

of peasants, punished the latter cruelly, rioted with loose women
and deceived men, and yet I was not the less considered by my
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cniinls a comparatively moral man. Such was my life during ten

V lis Durin- that time I began to write, out of vanity love of

,.iin"\na pride. I followed as a writer the same path 1 had

chosen a. a man. In order to obtain the fame and money for

xvhiclt I ^vrote, I was obliged to hide what was good and bow

down before wliat was evil.

About tins time lie traveled extensively, visiting most of the ,

capitals and chief cities of Europe. After some years of this

life he married happily, and for fifteen years years was absorbed

by the cares and jovs of family life, and the conduct of his

extensive estates. He now believed that tlie only worthy aim

ia personal and family happiness. This he skillfully taught

jvnd illustrated in his novels and other writings of this peiiod.

Of these productions lie says:

T l>ad experienced the seductions of authorship, the temptations

of an enormous pecuniary reward and of great applause lor value-

less work, and gave mvself up to it as a means of nuproving my

mulerial position, and of stilling all the feelings which led me to

question ray own life, and that of society, for the meaningm them.

Evidently " a strange state of mind torpor " began to grow

upon liim. He was 'in great perplexity; there was "a stop-

page, as it were, of life," as if he did not know how he was

to live, what he was to do. This perplexity became more and

more intense, and every hour he was confronted by the ques-

tions, '^ Why ? " and " What after ? " He possessed, seemingly,

all that the heart of man could wish, but still his soul was

empty. Every thing hitherto attractive lost its charm. Art,

learning, letters, all appeared like child's play, for he found in

ihcni no answer to his vital questions. He ranked himself with

Solomon, and Sakya :N[uni, and Schopenhaner, as testing tho

world's capacity to satisfy the soul, and as thoroughly disgusted

and even nauseated by the costly and subtle drauglit. He be-

<^nie fully convinced that human learning has no clear answer

to the question that tormented him: " Is there any meamng

iu my life which can overcome the inevitable death awaiting

mo r' He was often on the verge of suicide as the only relief

frv..m the morbid state into which he had fallen. Of this temp-

tation he declares: "I saw that this means of cscipe was the

worihicit, and wished to make nsc of it."

lu his study of human nature and search for wisdom ho had
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thus far confined himself to a limited number of mankind, for

he says: "It seemed to me tliat the small circle of learned,

rich, and idle people, to which I myself belonged, formed the

whole of humanity, and that the millions living outside it were

animals, not men."

His ideas of life still remaining indefinite, he was at last led

to give more attention to the faculty of faith. He says:

When I came to this conclusion I understood that it is useless

to seek an answer to my question from scientific knowledge, he-

cause the latter only shows that no answer can be obtained till

the question is put differently—till the question be made to in-

clude the relation between the finite and the infinite. I also un-

derstood that the answers given by faith do bring in the relation

of the finite to the infinite. However the question, How am I to

five? be put, the same answer is obtained—by the law of God.

Will anything real and positive come of my life, and what?

Eternal torment, or eternal bliss ! Is there a meaning in life to

be destroyed bv death, and if so, what? Union with an infinite

God, paradise \ In this way I was compelled to admit that, be-

sides the reasoning knowledge, which I once thought the only true

knowledge, there was in every living man another kind of knowl-

edge, an° unreasoning one, but which gives a possibility of liv-

ing faith! I could not but confess that faith alone gave man an

an'swer as to the meaning of life and the consequent possibility

of living.

In this way deliverance gradually came to this sincere in-

quirer after truth. He was no longer at the mercy of circum-

stances. Knowledge sure, but to some extent inaccessible to

reason, was revealed to him. His life was no longer meaning-

less, but full of deep meaning which he had power to impress

on every action. He now found no comfort among the wealthy,

scarcely any thing but unbelief and denial among the learned,

and only pure conventionalism among churchmen. To him it

was all hollow, and worse than vain.

Overcoming his prejudices as a man of wealth and refine-

ment, he began to associate with the poor and unlearned, and

to study their characteristics. Tlie more he studied the more

he became convinced that a true faith was among them. In

direct opposition to what he saw in his own circle—lives spent

in idleness and amusement, which ended in a settled dissatis-

faction with life—ho saw anaong the common people whole

lives passed in heavy toil but unrepining content. He found
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ilic people accepting every trial in the quiet and firm conviction

that all was for the best. He says

:

III contradiction to the theory that tlie less learned we are the less

wo understanfl the meaning of life, and see in our sutferings and

death but an evil joke, these men of the people live, suffer, and
draw near to death, in quiet coniidoucc, and f>ftenest with joy. I

bofan to be attracted to these men. The more I learned of their

lives the more I liked thera, and the easier I felt it so to live. I

lived in this way during two years, and then tliere came a change
which had long been preparing in me, and the symptoms of which
I liad always divinely felt; the life of my own circle of rich and
learned men not only became repulsive, but lost all meaning what-

ever. The life of the working classes, of the whole of mankind, of
those that create life, appeared to me in its true significance. I

understood that this is life itself, and that tlie meaning given to

this life is a true one, and I accepted it. I understood that if 1

wished to understand life and its meaning, I must live not the life

of a parasite but a real life; and, accepting the meaning given to

it by the combined lives of those that I'eally form the great human
whole, submit it to a close examination. This search after God
was not an act of my reason but a feeling, and I say this advis-

edly, because it was opposed to my way of thinking; it came
from the heart. I remembered that I had lived only w^hen I be-

lieved in God. What more then do I seek ? A voice seemed to

rry within me, " This is He, he without whom there is no life.

To know God and to live are one. God is life. Live to seek God,
and life will not be without him," And stronger than ever rose

np life within and around me, and the light that then shone
never left me again.

From that time to the present Tolstoi has renounced ttie lifo

of his own class as unreal, and, therefore, unworthy ; and, so far

as compatible with his duties as proprietor and author, adopted

the simple life of the peasantry. Repelled by the ecclesiasti-

cisrn and the iron creed of the Orthodox Greek Church, he has

abandoned her communion, and is enthusiastically prosecuting

an independent search after the true religion as contained in

tlie Gospel of Christ. Tiie mature results of his labors in this

direction will be published to the world in two works, to which
be has given liis principal attention for some years past—a crit-

icism of dogmatic theology, and a new harmony of the four

K'JspoU: works whicii, whether their conclusions can all be ac-

t'cptcd or not, cannot fail to be most stimulating and instructive,

'inanating as they do from the strong mind and sincere heart of

^ne of the greatest men of the century.
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In the meantime, as a sort of first-fruits of his endeavor to

disentanc^le the false from the true, he has sent out My Re

ligion, which is a somewhat imperfect, but intensely interest-

ing statement of his belief so far as he has been able to formu-

late it. Most Christians will read this book to dissent from

many of its conclusions ; ease-loving people will read it to

confute its arguments and refuse its demands ;
but no man can

carefully follow its candid, if not always logical, thought, and

partake of its Christ-like spirit, without being refreshed thereby.

The conscientiousness and devotion of the man are revealed in

every line ; and, though discarding many dogmas of the Church,

and promptly, not to say egotistically, discrediting the opinions

of the wise and good among her defenders, he nevertheless is,

in tliese pages, aUogether too much of a Christian for the multi-

tude of nominal disciples who consent together that Christianity

ought to be believed but not that it ought to be practiced.

'- A man has certainly accomplished a great deal, in a selfish,

luxurious, compromising age like this, when he accepts Christ's

precepts for their full value and yields practical obedience to

them, and thus adds to his teachings the force of a needed ex-

ample. He may be in many respects intellectually mistaken,

but his true heart and consistent life compel our admiration and

,
gratitude.

- Tolstoi's religious conclusions are based on a direct and lit-

eral interpretatfon of the teachings of Jesus as expressed in the

Sermon on the Mount ; and although his interpretation is by no

means new in theory it has certainly gained a practical force

in his uncompromising and zealous life, and a new beauty in his

;
sweet and skillful exposition. He has crystallized the Sermon

on the Mount into live commandments, the keeping of which

by all Christians lie believes would speedily bring about a com-

plete reign of righteousness, and establish the "kingdom of

God " in all the earth : 1. .Live in peace with all men. 2. Be

pure. 3. T;tke no oaths. 4. Never, under any circumstances,

resist evil. 5. Kenounce all national distinctions.

He believes that the faith which overcomes the world is faith

in the teachings of Christ. But those teachings are, in all

cases, to be lirerally carried out. This literal fulfillment he

holds to be possible, easy, and even joyful. It will eventually

" overcome •he world," and save all mankind from inevitable
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niin. This fulfillment lie believes is now neglected even by

ftvowed Christians. He says :

The doctrine of Jesus is niiderstood in a hundred diRerent ways;

hilt never, unhappily, in the simple and direct way which har-

monizes with tlie inevitable meaning of Jesus's words. Our en-

tire social fabric is founded upon principles which Jesus reproved.

IJi'Iicvers are fliithful to ceremonies and sacraments, but they for-

•4«t one little detail, the practice of the commandments of Jesus.

,Vnd the worst of it is, that without any attempt to jnit them in

jinictice, both believers and unbelievers decide, d jyrlori^ that it is

impossible.

In this way, lie holds, the Church lias lost much valuable time

n.=? a saving agency among men ; and it is now the duty of all who
;irc determined to be out and out upon Christ's side to abandon

the Church, take Christ as the direct teacher, accept liis word
literally without comment or controversy, reject all parts of the

Bible which do not on their very face reflect the full spirit of

Ciirist, reject the authority of prophets and apostles, of coun-

cils, of fathers, popes, or patriarchs, and be the immediate dis-

ciples of Jesus alone. Without fully stating his reasons, and

more or less in contradiction of his literal loyalty to Christ's

words, he rejects-many of the chief doctrines of the Chnrch,

namely, the atonement by blood ; the trinity; the descent of

tiie Holy Ghost upon the apostles and his operations through
the ordinances of the Church ; the sacraments; and the authority

of the Chnrch as the appointed representative of Christ in the

earth. All this religious radicalism he defends firmly, but in

sweet sincerity. Love is the power upon which he depends to

work the mighty change for which he looks. As he believes,

so lie acts. His book entitled What To Do? is an application

of his principles to the work of jn-actical benevolence, and the

^>lution of certain important social questions.

^^ hatever may be said of Tolstoi's theories, his life is a real

'M.-nediction to the world. He is, at least, wise enough to teach
the world a., lesson it greatly needs. Such men as he are not
"-<> plentiful that we can afford to repudiate them because they
•^ill not work in our harness or look at the truth through our
•vc-glasscs. The generosity of their hearts and the faithfulness
"i their lives will compel us to condone, to quite an extent, the
trrors of their heads and the lameness of their logic.

Dome of Tolstoi's own words sufficiently condemn his cou-
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elusions. For example, take the following statement, " made

with an unconscious and magnificent egotism." He says

:

Every thing confirmed the truth of the meaning which I found

in the tcacliing of Clirist. But for a long time I knew not wliai

to make of the strange idea that after eighteen centuries, dui'ini;

which the Cliristian faith has been confessed by millions of men,

and thousands of men have consecrated their lives to the study of

this faith, it was granted to me to discover the law of Christ as ;i

new thing. Yet, strange as this might be, so it Avas.

Xo doubt the above is very pleasant and satisfactory to Tol-

stoi, but it certainly does not commend itself as either just or

generous to the great body of believers so unceremoniously

brushed aside. It is a superb self-confidence worthy of Sweden-

borg, or the modern apostles of faith-healing. We are not

quite ready to admit that he is the first man who lias under-

stood the Sermon on the Mount. Steadfast as is his loyalty to

Christ as the divine teacher, we cannot believe that it has been

given to him to understand the divine precepts and compre-

hend the divine will in a sense hitherto denied to others. The

universal Church of Christ has not been so misled through

ignorance. This great man has not escaped a danger which

threatens all 1-eformers. Pie is to some considerable extent

the unconscious victim of one-ideaisra. His stand-point is not

Bufticiently elevated for him to take in at a glance the entire

field of Christian knowledge and activity. His spiritual facul-

ties are not yet snfKciently acute for him to apprehend the

entire mind and will of Christ. He overlooks the important

fact that "with few and rare exceptions the whole of Christen-

dom, from the days of the apostles down to our own, has come

to the firm conclusion that it was the object of Christ to lay

down great eternal principles, but not to disturb the bases and

revolutionize the institutions of all human society, which them-

selves rest on divine sanctions as well as on inevitable conditions.

Because Tolstoi's sincerity and self-abnegation bring to him a

quick and most satisfactory reward, he cannot logically conclude

that all men should follow in his footsteps without reference

to their various temperaments, responsibilities, and conditions.

Christ overlooks many errors of the intellect in never failing

to bestow a blessing upon all who, in unselfish honesty, take

him at his word and consistently harmonize their acts with
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;: a K by no means con.nends the error to others or brings

•Uef frou all its consequet.ces. Tolsto'i is i;n.i^..t as well as

C:Lal, when he argnes that beeanse the C nn-eh has some-

;•; ,;. been mistaken in her interpretation of Christ s mandates,

;;,a has sometin.es defended slavery and kindred wrongs, she

••in every respect an unsafe leader, and should be abandoned

.; all true scluls. Bat, following eagerly along this me, lus

^.'nb^olnte literalism" compels hi'm to abandon the Old lesta-
-

,,.nt to reject all New Testament interpretations of Christ s

^vinU, throwing ont of court with one sweeping decree Paul

.,;a pJter and James and the beloved John the very n.en

uho were trained and taught by Christ himself, as unworthy

.,ur credence. For some unaccountable reason Tolstoi seems
^

i.> have entirely overlooked the fact that Clirist, m the gospels

which he accepts, recognizes the Old Testament as o divme

ori'Mu: and that he sent out the apostles to take up the work

uhere he laid it down ; that he taught them to respect existing

institutions, recognize the authority of the state, and live as

r..triotic and obedient citizens; that he promised and sent the

Holy Spirit ; and, through the apostles, he founded a universal

Church which cannot go far astray in her acceptance and inter-

i.rctation of fundamental principles, since Christ is evident y

\x^nvr her to fulfill his purposes and promises. Kot an infalhble

Church, vet inspired by the divine Spirit, her settled opinions

inn>t be of great weight, especially when set over against those

of one man or any particular company of men.

U't Tolstoiism prevail and there would be an end to all nation-

al institutions; science and art would cease to develop for lack

of fostering care; the Churcli would disappear; and the bright-

e>t minds of the race would be stultified for want of inspiration

and motive. Last of all, true religion would gain nothing, for re-

ligions life would be so narrowed and religious thinking so cir-

cunifcribed that the world would be filled with spiritual babes,

*n(l there would be no iriants to successfully battle with the evil

vvhidi is ever alert and^ever growing. Temptations would in-

crease rather than diminish, and would be even more dangerous

1'. the peace and safety- of men, because tlicy would appeal to a

i"wcr grade of faculties and desires. The race would take the

duwii grade at a constantly accelerated speed, to be plunged at
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last into social chaos, religious know-nothiugisin, aud worth

lessness.

As to the real meaning of Christ's words, Archdeacon Farrar

well says

:

The Scriptures were written in human language, and all

human language must be interpreted with reference to its

• idioms, limitations, and recognized methods, as well as in its

relation to those who use it, and those whom they address,

^, and the purposes which they have in view. Even language
which at first sight seems to be perfectly clear is found to

be susceptible of the greatest ambiguities. Nothing is more
common than for Christians to tell other Christians who differ

from them that they are rejecting the plain words of Christ,

forgetting that to their opponents the "plain words of Christ

"

appear to have an entirely dilFerent significance. Hundreds
of instances might be quoted in which, by tlie confession of

all Christians alike, the superficial meaning of Scripture is very

far from being its real meaning. It is a mark of ignorance and
provincialism when a controversialist acts according to the sar-

castic advice of Kant : "Go to your Bible ; but mind you find

there exactly what we find ; for if you do not you arc wrong."
The evidence of Scripture must be tested by reason, no less than

the evidence of tiie senses. The sun does not go round the world,

though it appears to do so; and Scripture in many cases does not

signify that which its words seem literally to mean. In the world

of Scriptux-e, as in the world of nature, we may be misled by
appearances into erroneous conclusions; not because the phenom-
ena are, in either case, intended to mislead, but because in both

spheres they are left to the interpretation of the trained intellect.

Christ said : "Ask and ye shall receive ;
" but his teachings,

and those of the men who were personally taught by him, as

well as the experience of Christians ever since Christ's day,

have not failed to prescribe the necessary limitations and ex-

^^lanations of a promise which could not be fulfilled in the letter,

without disarranging the machinery of the entire universe.

Christ also said :
" Give to him that asketh thee ;

" but by

laying down the general principles which must regulate Cliris-

tian charity and alms-giving he took good care that the dis-

. ciplc who comprehends the spirit of liis teaching shall be in no

danger of falling into the ridiculous absurdities consequent upon

a literal interpretation, at all times, of this command. Literal-

ism, at this ])oint, would lead one to give oftener to men's hurt

than to their good, and thtis defeat the very purpose to promote

which the Master laid down this " divine aud lovely precept."
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After years of study Tolstoi has reached the eonchision that

the central principle of all Christ's teachings is, " Resist not

evil," or '• him that is evil." In the fourth chapter of J/y

Jielujicm, lie says :

I understand now that in saying " Resist not evil," Jesus not

only told us what would result from the observance of this rule,

but established a new basis for society conformable to his doctrine,

and opposed to the t^ocial basis established by the law of ]Moses,

1)V l^onian law, and by the different codes in force to-day. He
fornudated a new law whose effect would be to deliver humanity
froiu its self-inflicted woes. His declaration was: "You believe

iliat your laws reform criminals; as a matter of fact they only
make more criminals. There is only one way to suppress evil,

and that is to return good for evil without respect of persons.

For thousands of years you have tried the other method; now
try mine. Do as 1 command you; follow my example and you
will know that my doctrine is true." Not only in words but by
his acts, by his death, did Jesus propound his doctrine, " Resist
nnt evil." They are very simple, those Avords, but they are, nev-
ertheless, the expression of a law divine and human. JNIen may
turn aside from it, they may hide its truth from others, but the

|»roL!;ress of humanity toward righteousness can only be attained

HI this way. Every step must be guided by the command, " Re-
Bist not evil."

In a recent visit to Tolstoi Mr. George Keiinan recounted to

hiirr many instances of cruelty, brutality, and the most flagrant

violation of the private and sacred rights of weak women
by the Russian officers in Siberia, which had come under his

observation, and at tiie end of every harrowing recital said to

liini, "Count Tolstoi, if you had been there, and liad witnessed

that transaction, would you not have interfered with violence ?"

Tolstoi invariably answered, "No." Mr. Kennan asked hira

the direct question whether he would kill a highwayman wlio

was about to murder an innocent traveler, provided there were
no other way to save the traveler's life. Tolstoi replied : "If
I should see a bear about to kill a peasant in the forest I would
*^ink an ax in the bear's head ; but I would not kill a man who
v^'as about to do the same thing."

^"ow, in all this Tolstoi has overlooked certain facts neces-

sary to a complete understanding of Christ's command. " Re-
^i-^t not evil." Christ himself put an interpretation upon it

•vvith which neither Tolstoi's precept nor example liarmonizes.

Ill the Sermon on the Mount, immediately after the Avords
'*-'^—KIFTU SEUIES, VOL. V.
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" Resist not evil," Clirist says :
" Wliosoever shall smite tlioo

on tliv right cheek, turn to him the other also." But nothing
can be clearer than that Christ meant here to inculcate the duty
of suppressing angry resentment when wronged or injured,

and by no means meant that the injunction should always bo

obeyed literally, since when unjustly smitten on the cheek in

the high-priest's hall he promptly and emphatically gave a prac-

tical iHustration of his own teaching by remonstrating with his

assailant. (John xviii, 23.)

.r Cannot this great man see that non-resistance to evil, at all

times, on the part of men or nations, would soon bring in the

complete reign of selfishness, wolfishness, robbery, oppression,

and lust, wherein all the rights of virtue and intelligence and

weakness would be ruthlessly trampled down by men whose
unrestrained passions had transformed them into demons ?

The more we study and analyze Tolstoi's religion the stronger

is our conviction that it is eminently of this world, a-nd based

largely upon terrestrial considerations. Even Christ is to him
' more of a philosopher than a Saviour. Tolstoi's strong character

and lovable personality pervade all that he writes, and give a

charm to his theories which makes them very plausible and at-

tractive on paper, but directly one has subjected them to dispas-

sionate investigation and applied the test of real life he is deeply

impressed with a sense of their utter impracticability so far as

{.society in general is concerned. Notwithstanding this, we look

for notable results from liis efforts in Russia, where he is more

generally talked of and widely read than any other author of
'' modern times. He is loved and hated, loudly praised and

soundly abused (as all men are who are worth any thing to the

world), but all candid men can see that he is the unfeigned friend

of humanity ; and few things are more likely to happen than

that his opinions will, indirectl}- at least, work out some impor-

;. tant changes in Russian society and politics. The world knows

that there is need enough of this, and will not be very partic-

ular as to the agency by which it shall be accomplished.

^^^-t4/ L>^ Jua^tfhyt,

<J

"Cr^-^^
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Akt. y.—philosophical idealism.

It is very common in histories of philosophy to find traditional

misinterpretations abiding from one generation of critics to

anotlier, because the critics tend to study criticisms rather than

the original works themselves. It is about equally common to

fmd philosophical doctrines studied, not in their origin and

moaning in thought itself, but in verbal and hearsay interpre-

tations, which have nothing but words in common with tlie doc-

trine they claim to express. This has been pre-eminently the

case with idealism. There is a mass of amorphous criticism of

this doctrine scattered about in text-books on psychology and

in theological treatises which is so irrelevant to what most

idealists profess as to be little more than a beating of men of

straw or a belaboring of lay figures. Let our first question

then be. What is idealism ?

In casting about for an answer to this question we remember

that idealism exists in many forms. There is an idealism

.•^pringing from the sensational philosophy. This allows things

to be only groups of sensations, real or possible. There is the

lierkeleian idealism, which views things as a system of pre-

f^ented ideas without any material substance. There is an ideal-

istn which reduces things to phenomena, and makes them only

a projection of our mental states under the forms of reality.

There are idealisms which depend upon our theory of knowl-

edge, and there are others based upon a study of the objects of

knowledge. One idealism emphasizes the fact that the onto-

h»gical existence of things cannot be proved ; another insists

that an analysis of things as known demonstrates that they

liave neither existence nor meaning except with reference to

iiitolligence. This is the highest form of idealism. It does

"ut question the universality of the object or its independence

*'f our thought, but it holds that the existence of the object

'»t,-ing defined and constituted by rational relations is unintelli

K'ible, and impossible, except with reference to a cosmic intelli-

^t-iico by which those relations are constituted, and in and for

^vliich alone they exist. This fact—that idealism has many
forms—explains the indifference with which reputed idealists

'•rtcn regard the most Titanic belaborings of idealism by some
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realistic Boanerges, If now we look for some conirnoii element

in these forms we find it in the claim that things, and the wliulc

•world of things, exist only for, and in relation to, mind arid con-

sciousness. The realistic contention, on the other hand, is tliat

things exist by themselves as lumpish material realities outside

of, and apart from, mind, and in antithesis to mind and con-

sciousness. This, at least, is to be the meaning of the terms in

the following paper ; and our aim is to give some idea of the

arguments used for the respective claims and of their specula-

tive value.

For spontaneous thought the question itself does not exist;

and if by anj^ chance it should be raised, it would be dismissed

at once as absurd. Things are so manifest in their real exist,

ence that only an imbalanced mind could doubt it. From this

stand-point of unreflective thought things are real, and are im-

mediately known as such. There is nothing obscure in the

process ; indeed, there is no process, but the mind stands over

against the thing, and forthwith knowledge results as a matter

of course. This naive confidence in perception is invaluable

for practical life, but a little reflection serves to disturb it. To
begin with, perception itself admits of being viewed in two

ways. It claims to be an apprehension of something objectively

"existing, and it is also an event in our subjective experience.

In the latter sense perception is an effect produced within the

mind by the action of something other than itself. If now it

were possible to connect perception, as effect, with the alleged

object as its only possible cause, then our assurance of the object

would be as immovable as our intuition that every event must

have a cause. Many have thought this to be possible, and have

sought to refute idealism by the law of causation and by the

fact that we are coerced in our experience. This might do if

the aim were to prove that there is something beyond the indi-

vidual thinker, but it is quite irrelevant to the question as to

the nature and existence of the apparent object. The law of

causation only says that this psychological occurrence must have

a cause, but it docs not tell us where to seek it or Avhat it must

be. Leibnitz found the cause in the nature of the soul itself.

and not in any external action upon the soul. If we arc ne»t

satisfied with this view, and determine to look for a causo

other than the soul, we are quite at a loss to connect the effect
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with the apparent object as its only possible cause. The object

itself does not seem to cause any thing, and, so far as percep-

tion is concerned, appears to be entirely in the passive voice.

If we insist, nevertheless, on finding causation in the object, it

tnriis out that the immediate cause is neither the object nor

any thing like it. Tlie immediate external antecedent of per-

ception Is said to be some form of nervous change in the

brain, and this is totally unlike the object, on the one hand,

and the mental effect on the other ; and besides, it is itself only

hvpothetically and very obscurely known. No reflection upon

the mental effect shows that it can have only one cause, and

that a nervous change. Any thing else whatever seems os

well fitted to produce the effect. We have next to reason onr

way from the hypothetical nervous change to the apparent ob-

ject as its only adequate cause, and by the time we have fairly

mastered the conditions of the problem it is seen to be impos-

fihle to deduce any necessary connection between the mental

effect and the perceived object.

To have perceptions, all that is needed is the appropriate

stimulus; and there is no way of necessarily connecting this

Ftinudus witii the independent existence of the object. Often

tlic perception takes place when there is nothing really ob-

jective, as in dreams, delirium, and insanity. Of course, per-

ception takes place only under the form of subject and object

;

but this psychological form in no way secures the independent

reality of the object. However valid, then, perception may

I'O, and however convinced we may be of its validity, there

is no logical or metaphysical way of deducing the object as

an independent existence from the psychological experience.

Accordingly, realistic speculators of the better sort have given

up attempts to demonstrate the object, and have sought to con-

nect tlic perception, as mental state, with the object as exter-

nally existing by " a law of our nature," of wliich no further

ace(nint can be given, or which may be founded on the divine

veracity. But the matter is somewhat complicated by the

fact tliat there is very general agreement among theorists,

|»!iyrfical and psychological alike, that a good part of the ap-

parent object is' purely phenomenal, and has only a subjective

t*xi>tence. The subjectivity of sense-qualities has become an

ubiding part of both physical and psychological theory ;
and
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tins fact itself is something of a stumbling-block to the "'uii-

Bophisticated consciousness." Wc distinctly perceive and an'

immediately conscious of many qualities as inhering in the ob-

ject, which, nevertheless, exist only in and for our sensibility.

Here, if anywhere, we seem to have an undeniable working <»f

the law of our nature, an immediate utterance of the unsoplii.-,-

ticated consciousness; and yet we are led to modify it. This

has gone to such an extent that the world of sights and sound -j,

of heat and cold, of all pleasant and painful sensations—the

world of the unsojihisticated consciousness, in short—is affirmed

to have only a subjective existence, while the truly real is

placed beyond the reach of sense altogether. Such realism as

remains is very properly called " transfigured realism ; " and

the transtiguration is so foreign to spontaneous thought that

Berkeley was not entirely out in his claim that he alone agreed

with common sense. The transfigured view he stigmatized n>

the parent of all manner of skepticism and unbelief. But if

to escape the transfigured realism we fall back on the divine

veracity, we are met by the fact that, while a law of our nature

leads to spontaneous realism, a still deeper law of our nature

leads to the transfiguration when reflective criticism begins.

When the mind comes to work over its experiences, so as to

harmonize them with itself and with one another, it finds it

impossible to do so without distinguishing betw'een things a.^

they appear and things as they are. This result does not de-

pend upon a distrust of our faculties, but upon a trust in them ;

and it is only in this way that all the demands of our cognitive

nature can be met. And if we are to appeal to the divine

veracity, it must bo in a larger way than is common in this dis-

cussion. That veracity can hardly be held responsible for any

thing beyond the truth and harmony of our nature as a whole.

Certainly it would bo a sorry sort of veracity which should leave

perception and reflective thought in hopeless contradiction,

which would be the case if we are to suppose the impressions

of spontaneous thought to be final. We shall have, then, to

admit that our first thought of things may not be the truest, or

may not be tlie final utterance of the*mind; and to reach tiii=

we shall have to undertake a critical analysis both of the know-

ing process and of the known object. AVhen this is done, and

we have found what our faculties really give us, theu we may
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appeal to some fundamental veracity as tlie warrant of our trust

in the result ; but nothing can be more barren and superficial

than such an appeal against speculative conclusions because thej

depart from the unreasoned assumptions of sense-experience.

The more we study perception as an effect the plainer it be-

comes that the ontological and independent existence of the

ap])arent object is no necessary factor of it. All that is needed

is an orderly excitation of sensations ; and if our present set of

sensations were produced, no njatter how, by some law of the

soul, as Leibnitz supposed, or by the direct action of God, as

Berkeley held, the assumed world of things might fall away

without onr ever missing it, or without in any way modifying

the apparent world. We must, then, allow that idealism, in the

sense of the phenomenal or subjective existence of tlie world

of things, is possible, and admits of no decisive refutation.

The admission is all the more easily made from the fact that

so much of what common sense regards as undoubtedly object-

ive is confessedly subjective.

Our study of the process of perception has led to the convic-

tion that idealism admits of no direct disproof, and realism ad-

mits of no demonstration ; but we need to be on our guard

against hastily concluding to the truth of idealism. Because

the object of perception is primarily the contents of our con-

ceptions projected as real, some idealists have concluded that

it is always and only such. Of course, the object itself can never

pass bodily into the mind, nor can the mind get outside of itself

60 as to grasp the object otherwise than through the concep-

tions formed of it. Perception takes place only as the mind
projects the contents of its conceptions under the form of

reality. In this sense all our objects are primarily a projection

of our own conceptions ; but to conclude from this that they are

nothing more is hasty, and leads to absurdity. It is hasty, bo-

cause the fact alleged would be true, however real the world of

things might be. If things were as real as the veriest rustic

tliinks them, it would still be true that they become known to

us only through the conceptions they awaken in ns, and that

for our knowledge the things would only be our conceptions

J»i-ojected as real. But it would still be possible tliat our con-

ceptions truly reproduce a reality existing apart from them.

To deny this possibility would lead at once to the absurdity of
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solipsism. For our knowledge of other persons is reached only

as we form the conception of personal existence out of the ma-

terials of our own consciousness, and projecc it as real. Here

the conception is our own product as much as in cases of sense-

perception, and yet we cannot without absurdity deny that it

reproduces for us a reality existing apart from itself. Again,

in our perception of another's thought, we perceive the thouglit

only by thinking it ourselves, and the only thing we can possi-

bly have in our consciousness is our own thought; and yet, if

all personal intercourse and understanding be not delusive, this

subjective thought of ours reproduces for us a thought existing

beyond the range of our personal consciousness. It is indeed

true that we cannot prove that tliese other persons and thoughts

exist apart from our consciousness ; and it is also true that a

being able to control our sensations could produce for us an ap-

parent world of persons as well as of things without their sub-

stantial existence ; but on the other hand, it is equally true that

it is strictly impossible for any one to hold to solipsism. Iso one

could ever persuade himself that all past history has occurred

only in his ov>-n consciousness ; that his neighbors exist only as his

mental states ; that a blizzard is only a tumult among his states

of consciousness ; that a city with its busy life is only a complex

mental state of his own which vanishes when he goes to sleep.

It may be forever impossible for us to tell how our tlioughts,

which arise and exist only in our own consciousness, should yet

grasp realities independent of our consciousness; but none the

less are we compelled to admit the fact. And if we have to

admit it in one case, there is no reason in principle why it

should be denied in any case where the facts seem to call for it.

Without doubt, many of the sensational arguments for ideal-

ism are short-sighted. The general claim that the individual

mind can know nothing but its own states, which is often made

by idealists, rests upon various grounds. There is first the fact,

already dwelt upon, that knowing can only take place through

. subjective conceptions which are products of the mind's own

activity ; hut tliis fact does not exchido the possibility that those

conceptions reproduce an existence inile}>endent of the conce})-

tions themselves. There is the further fact, that we are quire

unable to tell how our minds are able to grasp realities external

lo ourselves ; but this negative impotence decides nothing as to
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tiic positive fact. If the fact were given as real, we should

iuive only another instance of the common experience of having

to admit as facts things whose full rationale we are unable to

ifivc. Admitting the fact as real, however, reflection might

reveal certain general metaphysical relations between the mind

;iiid its objects as necessary implications of the fact; but those

relations would be deduced from the fact and not the fact from

the relations.. The claim that the mind can know only its own

i-t;ites is further supported by the philosophy of sensationalism.

In this doctrine, the mind is a passive impotency, or rather a

mere cluster of experiences. But experience in the last analysis

reduces to impressions vivid or faint, and beyond these there is

nothing. Of course, a mind which is only a sum of impressions

can never transcend the impressions. Tlie impressions being

all, it is hard enough to see how they can know themselves, and

there being nothing else for them to know, it is needless to in-

tpiire how they know it. A nihilistic idealism is the immediate

result. This argument has the same value as the sensational

j'hilosophy in general, and hence is worthless. And the general

elaitu which we are considering, by whatever arguments sup-

ported, leads necessarily to solipsism and must be abandoned.

The conclusion is, (1) that both traditional realism and tradi-

tional idealism have been hasty and superficial ; and (2) that no

teiuible idealism can be founded on a theory of the knowing

I'l-ucess alone. Such idealism must either lapse into solipsism

iT it must be arbitrary and inconsistent. In the latter case it

Would admit that thought sometimes grasps external reality, and
it would have no reason for Umiting the range of knowledge as

deuumded by the theory. If any idealism is to be held, tliere-

I'-re, it must be based upon an analysis of the object known
rather than of the knowing process. A study of the object and

<'f the system of objects must show that they are meaningless,

•''!id hence impossible, apart from mind and consciousness, in and
J'>r which they exist. As a world of ideas demands the con-

ivjitiuu of a mind as the condition of its being, and as a world
"f M.'n?ations would be absurd vvlien conceived as existing apart

''":n consciousness, so it must be shown that the world of

-'Hig.-; is so completely a world of ideas as to have no meaning
fX(vpi ill relation to mind and consciousness. This is the only

iduulibin worthy of consideration. The vast difference between
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it and the cheap idealisms of negation and sensationalism is

self-evident. It does not dispute our mental competence, or the

testimony of our faculties, but aims rather to find what

faculties really give when they become critical and reflectiv

It takes the apparent as a datum from which to find the real

;

it accepts the system *of experience as a subject of critical anal-

ysis with the aim of finding how nmch of it is subjective and

how much of it is objective; and it points out that this inquiry

is no private freak of the speculator, for by common consent a

good part of the apparently objective has only a subjective

existence. The critic only extends the realm of the subjective

still further, but by arguments identical in principle. The dif-

ference between this idealism and the traditional conception of

idealism is also manifest. The common thought of idealism is,

that it denies the system of experience altogether as something

common to all, and reduces the external world to an atomistic

and discontinuous set of impressions in scattered minds, which

may possibly be similar, but which have no common object

beyond this similarity of distinct impressions. Crude realism

always represents reality by the conception of space full and

unreality by space empty ; and so its typical conception of ideal-

ism is that it afiirms a real space but empty. Yonder where

that tree or house is, there is nothing. Tliis is supposed to be

the idealist's faith; and hence the ironical exhortations to

knock his head against a post, or enter a closed door. But the

idealist who understands himself is so far from believing in a

real space filled with phantoms that he reckons the space itseli

as a part of the phenomenon, and as without any ontologlcal

existence.

But it is not our purpose to deduce the idealism in question,

but rather to expound it and give some general idea of its lea'l-

ing arguments. The point of view may best be learned by

considering the following questions :

1. Is there any thing in existence but myself ? The answer

is, Yes. To escape the absurdity of solipsism I must admit at

least the existence of other persons.

2. Does the world of apparent objects exist for me only ? ^N'-''

it exists for others also, so that we live in a common world.

3. Does this common world consist in any thing more than

a similarity of impressions in finite minds, so that the world
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,p,rt from these is nothing ? This view cannot be disproved,

i/ut it accords so ill with the impression of our total experience

that it is practically impossible.
^

1 Is then, the world of things a continuous existence of

H)mc Idnd independent of finite thought and consciousness \

This claim cannot be demonstrated, but it is the only view

which docs not involve insuperable difficulties.

5 What is the nature and where is the place of this cosmic

existence ? That is the question at issue between realism and

the idealism under discussion. Eealism views things as exist-

i,..r i„ a real space as true ontological realities. Idealism views

boUi them and the space in which they are supposed to be as

existing only in and for a cosmic intelligence, and apart from

wliich they are absurd and contradictory.

If it were not for the last point idealism and realism would

fioem to agree. And doubtless many a realist would find in the

answers to the first four questions a full confession of the real-

istic faith. A world which we did not make, and which is in-

dc-])endent of all finite thouglit and consciousness, what is this

hut realism pure and simple ? We reply, that tins is probably

all there is in realism ; but to make the distinction clear be-

tween this and unreasoned realism we point out that there is a

dilference between being independent of our thought and being

independent of all thought, between existing apart from our

consciousness and existing apart from all consciousness in a

lumpish materiality, which is the antithesis and negation of

consciousness. In treating of truth we must distinguish its

validity as particular and universal, subjective and objective, or

rather, mental and extra-mental, which is the meaning here

given to the preceding terms. A so-called truth is particular

when it represents only a conviction of the individual, and has

no universal significance. Truth is universal when it exists for

all, or when i^ is founded in the nature of intellect itself.

Truth has mental validity when the objects to which it applies,

or the relations with which it deals, have only a mental exist-

ence. Such truth exists only for mind and in niind. By truth

of extra-mental validity we could only mean truth which is

valid for things in themselves, conceived as existing independ-

ently of mind and consciousness. In popular thought the sub-

jective is confounded with the particular, and the universal is
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confounded with tlie extra-mental. But the pai-ticular is only

another name for opinion and delusion, and hence to ascribe

only subjective existence to things is viewed as reducing them

to fictions. On the other hand, we are persuaded that our ob-

jects are not our own products or private property, and we know

of no way of expressing the fact except by saying tluit they

exist extra-nientally. But plainly the subjective and illusory

are not to be identified. There are universals for intellect

which, wliile having no significance in abstraction from mind,

do nevertheless express propositions which are valid for all in-

telligence. Xeither are the universal and extra-mental to be

identified ; for, apart from the fact that there are universals in

reason itself, it is extremely doubtful whether this notion of

extra-mental truth represents any clear conception. To be sure,

the imagination, by means of space forms, represents the idea

with perfect clearness and self-evidence ; but when we come to

define the idea tliere is always an implicit reference to an im-

plied mind. The illusory object is such because it is not there

for all, and the real object is no illusion because it is tliere for

all. If we suggest that illusion itself might be universal, we

only grasp tha conception by thinking of some universal mind

for which the illusion does not exist, or by thinking of a fault

in finite experience, whereby the continuity of the illusion is

broken. In either case its universality is denied. But if the

universality be maintained, it is hard to see in what the truly

real would be superior to the illusion, or in what its special

reality would consist. It is extremely difficult, we repeat, to

define the object as either real or unreal without reference to

the subject ; and hence the notion of strictly extra-mental objects

which exist by themselves and without any reference to a con-

scious subject, while so clear to the imagination, is remarkably

difiicult to the understanding. But, however this may be, it is

plain that one may believe in the subjective existence of the

world of things without thereby making it a particular delusion

of his own, and may also believe in the universality of the

world, or in its existence for all, without admitting its extra-

mental existence. Such an idealism would differ from realism

only on the one point of this extra-mental existence. ]>oth

alike would have an orderly and universal system of objects,

and both would be equally far from viewing this system as an
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irulividnal delusion. The difference concerns the essential nat-

tiro of this system, and the place and mode of its existence. The
question is a purely speculative one, and lies entirely beyond

the jurisdiction of the senses. The attempt to solve it by the

eu.-tomary appeals to common sense, the unsophisticated con-

HMousness, the divine veracity, etc., indicates complete inability

10 understand the problem, to say nothing of solving it.

Tlie only way of vindicating an extra-mental existence for

perceived objects is to bring them under the category of causa-

tion, and to claim that when they are not perceived they still

exist in manifold interaction with one another. This would,

indeed, remove the difficulty in defining what we mean by

such existence ; but it would also make it necessary to find the

true realities, not in objects, as the senses give them or as spon-

taneous thought finds them, but in a series of invisible and

6iij)ersensible things; that is, our realism must be "transfig-

ured." This conclusion has generally been accepted by realistic

s})eculators
; and a " transfigured realism " has been offered in-

stead of the crude realism of common sense. The sense-world

lias been unhesitatingly handed over to phenomenal, that is,

subjective, existence. Light, sound, heat, etc., which seem so

manifestly extra-mental, are declared to have existence only
in our sensibility. Of course, the realist hastens to remark that

tlieso qualities have objective realities corresponding to them,
n.iniely, vibrations of some sort; and with this fact he fancies

i'.o removes the paradox of his view for the unsophisticated

'•"iHoiousuess. Indeed, at times he even grows impatient at

references to the subjectivity of sense-qualities, as little more
tlian a fetch on the part of idealists. Heat, sound, light, are

objective
; of course, not as common sense supposes, but vibra-

tions are objective; and though they are never objects them-
^•Ives, still they are the reality of the object. The ease with
^^iiic-h this assurance is accepted as a solution of the difliculty

IS due to the fact that any thing which looks like reasoning
^vill do for a foregone conclusion. The unsophisticated con-

''•iDiisuess knows nothing of vibrations in sense experiences.

Knows the qualities directly as properties of the objects.

"I" it, the thing is no compound of qualities, partly pro-

J'-'.-ted from the thinker and partly existing in the thing; but
tue whole thing is objective and external. Transfigured real-
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ism has an altogether different set of objects from common-

sense realism. The things of the latter are the phenomena of

the former; and the realities of the former are undreamed

of by the latter. Each believes in the reality of things, but

the things of one are not those of the other. The things

of common sense are the objects of perception, bodies in

space with various apparent properties. The things of trans-

figured realism are sundry deductions of theory which the

senses do not give. The former realism believes in what the

senses give, and falls back on the unsophisticated consciousness.

Tlie latter realism sets aside what the senses give, and allows

as real only what the senses do not and cannot give ; and j-et it

too upon occasion falls back on the unsophisticated conscious-

ness. All that the two realisms have in common is the convic-

tion that the apparent system is not arbitrary and groundless,

or a private fiction of the individual; and this conviction they

share with idealism.

It is doubtful if the current doctrine, that we know only

phenomena, however true it may be for the objects of sense-

perception, has been fully apprehended in all its consequences

by the rank and file of its holders. If we take it in earnest, it

follows that the whole apparent world has only a subjective

existence, and that its very nature is to be perceived. If we

make tliis subjectivity individual, the apparent world is only a

series of similar presentations in different minds. If \xq reject

this view, we must provide some cosmic consciousness as the

source and seat of cosmic phenomena ; for phenomena apart

from a consciousness, for and in which they exist, are nonsense.

We are no better off' if we say that the apparent world is the

form under which the cosmic realities appear ; for appearance

also presupposes a mind to which things appear. Besides, it

is hard to see in what sense phenomena are the appearances of

the alleged realities. Tliese realities may be the cause of the

appearance, but they can liardly be said to appear in the effect.

The sensation of light may be caused by a vibrating ether; but

the ether cannot be said to appear in the sensation, or to be in

any sense an object of perception. A mind which should see

the etlier as it is would see no liglit ; and one which saw light

would see no ether. Thus the actual object of experience becomes

inevitably subjective, while the reality is put beyond any range
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,.f the senses. Xor do we much mend tlio matter bj deciding

that the object is partly- mental and partly extra-mental, as in

tiio distinction of primary and secondary qualities ; for the line

U-tween the subjective and the objective is hard to draw, and

the distinction itself seems like a rebuff to the unsophisticated

ronsciousncss. Supposing it made, however, it is not clear

how the subjective qualities are to be regarded. If they are to

Ik'. excluded from reality, reality itself begins to seem poverty-

t-tricken, so much so as to be only a bare skeleton of existence

without life or meaning. A knowledge of the real would

reveal very little worth knowing, and all the value and signif-

icance of existence would lie in the unreal subjective world.

This difHculty can never be escaped so long as we allow the

antithesis of mental and non-mental, instead of the antithesis of

jKirticukar and universal, both alike being subjective. These

subjective qualities, too, which are supposed to be nothing

apart from consciousness, do nevertheless appear as an impor-

tant system of objects for consciousness, and have the utmost

practical value. By this time the realism of spontaneous

thought has vanished almost entirely. Transfigured realism

lia-s reduced all apparent realities and properties to manifesta-

tions of hidden reahties; and tliese it regards only under the

causal "categories of force, energy, etc. Whether the hidden

reality bo one or many is not decided. Many will liave it that

it is only one, and that so-called things are but relatively con-

stant phases of an all-embracing power. When we follow this

<!*.K;trine into its consequences we find that it has nothing in

cotnnion with crude realism beyond the general belief in an

extra-mental existence, and possibly the additional assumption
t.iat this existence is in objective and independent space.

And now there seems to be no escape from an excursion into

Hither abstruse metaphysics. The theory of knowledge cannot
w Settled by simply studying the psychological process of per-

fvption, and by appealing to the intuitions of the unsophis-

'•loaU'd consciousness. We must leave the stand-point of the
iii'ite and particular individual and form some conception of
the general relation of tliouglit and being in the fundamental
'«-'dity. When we are speaking of the relation of our thought
'-" things!^ -vvc can say that the order of things is not the order of

tiiought, that the two are mutually external, but that they are
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parallel and harmonious, thus securing the possibility of knowl-

edge. The parallelism and harmony can only be explained by

supposing a common source for our thought and for things

whereby each is determined for the other. But such a view is

impossible when we come to the fundamental reality. Here

three suppositions are possible concerning the relation of

thinking existence and impersonal existence. AVe may suppose

(1) the former produces the latter, (2) the latter produces the for-

mer, and (3) the two are mutually independent and indifferent.

The second su])position is hopelessly untenable, and the third

is no less so. In the case of mutual independence no reason

can be given why either should be affected in any way by the

other. Nothing that takes place in iu] personal existence would

be any reason for any response in thinking existence unless

there were an interaction between them ; and metaphysics

shows that the members of a necessary interaction can never be

independent. In every such interaction we must make some

one member independent, and reduce all the others to depend-

ence in some way upon it, or we must make all alike dependent

upon some deeper existence which embraces them all. It is,

then, impossible to view thinking existence as deduced from

impersonal existence, and equally impossible to view them as

actually co-ordinate and parallel, while ontologically mutually

independent. The parallelism would be groundless and the

interaction would be impossible. We are sliut up, then, to the

view that impersonal existence, or things, depend upon thought

—that is, upon thinking existence.

In this view, then, we have three kinds of reality : (1) inde-

pendent thinking existence, (2) dependent things, and (3) space

as something quite distinct from the others, and as sul generis

in its existence.

That this view of space seems self-evident is unquestionable

;

indeed, it stands high among the traditional intuitions ;
hut that

it can be harmonized with reason is not so plain. And, first, we

need to know what is the relation of space as existing to that

fundamental reality which is the source of things. If the two

be independent we collide with the demand of reason for

unity in the fundamental reality. AVc should be equally at a

loss to express the ontological relation of these two independent

existences. The space which is declared to be real would at
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the same time e so like the negation of existence that tlie

only possible relation between the two would be that space

contains tlie reality, or the reality is in space. But here, again,

we should be unable to tell what difference such a relation

would make to either, and hence to tell what we mean by it.

If the space does nothing to the being and the being does noth-

ing to space, the two seem to be out of all relation. Moreover,

if we allow the fundamental reality to be in space we collide

also with its unity; for whatever is in space must be subject to

the laws of space, must be extended therefore, and hence has

parts, and is no proper unit. The affirmation, then, of the mu-

tual independence of space and being makes it absurd to predi-

cate any relation between them. On the other hand, it is im-

possible to view space as the source of being, or being as the

creator of space, viewed as something real. It is ontologically

60 near a negation that many have identified it outright with

i!on-existence ; at the same time, they have not scrupled to fur-

nish it with divers geometrical properties, and to insist upon its

reality as if the non-existent did nevertheless exist. All that

such persons really mean is to affirm that space is not an illu-

sion, and they know of no way of expressing themselves except

l)y contradiction and nonsense.

It "seenis, then, that the existence of an ontologlcal space

cannot be maintained, whether we view it as containing and

conditioning the fundamental reality, or as produced or created

by it. In the former case, the necessary unity of the first prin-

ciple would be violated, and creative reality is made subject to

an hypostasized negation. We should have a something which
i-s nothing and a nothing which is yet something, and this

something-nothing would be law-giving for the causal reality

itself. In the other case, we should first find it impossible to

get any positive notion of our own meaning, and then we shonld

have an infinite regress on our hands, as each created space

would either need another to hold it, or would be preceded by
another quite as good as itself.

Xow, rational idealism never dreams of questioning the exist-

ence of space as the form of external experience. It never tries,

therefore, to conceive external objects apart from space rela-

tions. Those objects are so largely constituted by space-relations

tliat they would be nothing intelligible when abstracted from
20—FIFTH SERIES, VOL, V.
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them. ]!^eitlier need idealism deny tliat this form of space is

nniversal for all intelligence, so tliat the same objects have tlic

fiarae space-valnes and space-relations for all. This question lies

in another field, and must be debated there. The essential denial

of idealism touches the existence of an ontological space, separate

from and yet containing all active reality. And the essential

affirmation is, that space is only the form of experience or the

form of phenomena, and hence is absurd and impossible when

abstracted from consciousness as its fundamental condition. The

world, then, as universal, may have a universal space-form, or

one which is valid for all. It is, then, no individual delusion
;

at the same time, it has no extra-mental existence, and in this

sense is subjective. These considerations remove much of the

paradox from the idealistic view.

The subjectivity of space carries with it, of course, complete

idealism as to all that appears in space or that is spatially de-

termined. Hence, not only the world of sense-qualities, the

world of sounds and colors and odors and temperature, but

also the world of form and extension, the world of apparent

things, in shoi't, are to be viewed as having only subjective

existence; that- is, as existing only for and in consciousness.

By this time, not a shred of everj^-day realism remains. The

entire world of objects has become phenomenal. Their laws

and inter-relations remain as important subjects of study, and

they may express a universal order ; but neither the phenomena

nor their laws have any significance except with reference to

intelligence. And if it be absurd to suppose that these phe-

nomena exist only for our intelligence, and equally absurd to

suppose that they exist apart from all intelligence, it only

remains to infer that an all-embracing intelligence is the con-

dition of cosmic being, not only its original cause but its con-

stitutive condition, apart from which it would not even have

meaning, to say nothing of existence.

Locke's conclusion was, that relations are the work of intelli-

gence, and hence represent nothing extra-mental. In this con-

clusion he was cei'tainly correct so far as the formal relations

are concerned. Such arc the relations of space, of formal logic,

of classification, etc. Ko one can tell what is meant by these

relations except as the objects are related in consciousness.

But Locke was led by the prejudice of extra-mental existence
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to overlook the fact that such formal relations may still have

a imivci-sal element in them, so that, while meaningless apart

from intelligence, tliej are still true for all intelligence. He
was also led to look for the real in something quite unrelated,

and hence able to exist on its OM-n account. But as our objects

as known are known only as related, and can be known only

ad such, this view leads at once to the conclusion that the real

is unknowable. Eeality and intelligence are opposed beyond

any possibility of reconciliation. The reality as unrelated can-

not be known or even aflirraed ; and if affirmed it can in no

way be used as a basis of our cognitive system. To such con-

tradiction we are siire to come when we exclude intelligence as

a constitutive factor of the cosmos, and seek to found it upon

an extra-mental reality. But possibly Locke was right only for

tlic formal relations of things. Their metaphysical relations of

causation and interaction may be supposed to exist among non-

fpatial and extra-mental realities. Here would be the last stand

oven of the most transfigured realism.

The study of this question would take us far into the meta-

physics of being and interaction ; and it Avould at length appear

tliat between the phenomena and the fundamental spiritual

reality, there is no place for any dependent impersonal existence.

"We should find all such being vanishing into law and process

without any proper substantiality beyond continuity, uniformity,

and universahty. But into this field we forbear to enter. Xor
is it necessary for our purpose. After we have reduced the

Nvorld of apparent things with all its space-relations to phe-

nomena, the chief speculative question remaining, even for

realistic thought, concerns the cause of phenomena. This cause

cannot be thought of as spatial or mechanical, but must bo of

an essentiall}' spiritual or rational nature, in order to prevent

"iir theory of knowledge from falling into contradiction with

it?elf. For just so surely as the world of things in space is

phenomenal, just so surely can it have its existence only in

intelligence ; and just so surely as it does not depend upon our

nitelligence, just so surely must we affirm a cosmic intelligence

'»'' its abiding seat and condition.

The world exists only in and for a supreme mind; but how?
^\'c may conceive it to be merely a conception in that mind,

J'lst as any conception may exist in the imagination. Th.ere is
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then no cosmic activity, no world process, but only a passive

conception in tlie divine mind. This view, which is often pn--

sented as the teaching of idealism, is hopelessly poverty-strickcu,

and is little less than speculative collapse. Berkeley seems nut

to have had a very clear conception of the relation of his id^al

world to the divine mind, and much that he said leads to this

view ; but idealism is by no means shut up to it. For the fun-

damental reality is not merely miiid or understanding, it is also

will or agent. We may say, then, that the world is not merely

an idea ; it is also an act. It exists not only as a conception in

the divine understanding, but also as a form of activity in the

divine will. It is this fact which constitutes'its real existence in

distinction from a purely couceptional one. In traditional thought

this reality is secured by the world's being outside of God, exter-

nal to God, etc. ; but tliese phrases lose all intelligible meaning

when space itself is seen to be only the form of the world. And

even if space were real they could not be taken in earnest with-

out making God a being with space limits. Let us say, then, that

the world is essentially a going foi'th of divine causality under

the forms of space and time, and in accordance with a rational

plan. The outcome of this activity is the phenomenal world,

which is neither outside nor inside of God in a spatial sense,

but which exists in unpicturable dependence upon the divine

will; as our thoughts are neither outside nor inside of the

mind in a spatial sense, but depend upon the mind as their

cause and subject. This world, being independent of us, has

all the continuity, uniformity, and objectivity which an extra-

mental system could have; and, as distinct from individual

delusion, is real and universal. Indeed, it is hard to say what

this view should be called. In distinction from the idealism

of sensationalism, it is realism. In distinction from the ideal-

ism which reduces the world to a set of similar but discontinu-

ous presentations, it is realism. It is realistic, also, in affirming

an objective cosmic system, independent of finite thinking.

It is idealistic, on the other hand, in maintaining that this

system is essentially phenomenal, and exists only in and for

intelligence. ^^
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•'Clara, Clara, Vere de Vere,

If time lie heavy on your hands,

Are there no beggars at your gate?

Xor any poor about your lands?

"0! teach the orphan boy to read.

Or teach the orphan girl to sew—

Pray Heaven for a human heart,

And let the foolish yeoman go."

KrsKiN says Shakespeare has only heroines; that all the wrong

i. brou-ht about by man, and the salvation, if there is any, by

woman" It is true that in the delineation of his characters he

has brou-ht his heroines into the greater prominence. Desde-

,nona appeals to our sympathy, and arouses f^/^
"^^f ^j^

j^

j..tice and parity, while Juliet, Portia, and Lady Macbe h

lir>ger in our memory, standing out boldly upon the canvas with

llicir companions in the shade.

The ancient Koman philosophers, however, were not so lib-

eral in the conception of the character of their women, llieir

teachin-s were calculated to make dependence a virtue and

vveakne'i a charm, and thus to paralyze all effort for service

outside of their immediate home circle. Thus we find Cicero

nuotin- with approbation the mournful words of Plato m which

he ro'^rets the degeneracy of the times, " when the slaves do

i.ot obey their masters, and the wives aspire to be the equals of

tl.oir husbands." But their pure and lofty ideas of the mar-

riage relation, to-ether with the customs of the times and put>

lic'opinion, conspired in a measure to overthrow these teachings.

Tl>e Roman matron was expected to manage the liome and

.luirc with the father the rule of the household. Tlie husband

well knew the qualities necessary for the performance of these

duiies, and clearness of intellect combined with firmness ol

rharacter were considered of inestimable worth.

In families of wealth the daughters were liberally educated.

They received Instruction from the same teachers, used the same

':-.-k.s, read the same Greek and Latin poets as their brothers.

True, the old prejudice existed against learned women, as th^e

knowledge gained might open the doors of the sacred precmcts
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of home to the activities of the outside world. Notwithstaiid.

ing, their acquisitions are often spoken of with pleasure and
pride. Plutarch, in speaking of Cornelia, wife of Ponipej, says

she was well read, understood geometry, could lead in a philo-

sophical conversation, could play the lyre, and with this knowl-

edge "she was able to guard against pedantry, which was the

fault of so many of this class." Pliny tells us that his own wife

read his books with great enthusiasm again and again, till she

nearly knew them by heart ; and his verses she set to music
and sang them, accompanying her voice with a musical instru-

ment. Clodia, after having read the best poets, and written

verses lierself, desiring to beneiit others, invited young people

to her own home to hear them read. So, all down the ages, in

profane and sacred history we read the records of true woman-
hood struggling amid the darkness of superstition, oppression,

and sin to be a helpmeet in lifting humanity to a higher plane

of purity and peace.

Dean Stanley, in his Lectures on the Jewish Church, says of

Deborah

:

She is the magnificent impersonation of the spirit of the Jewish
people, and of Jewish life. On the coins of the Roman Empire
JuJea is represented as a woman seated under a palm-tree, cap-

tive and weeping. It is the contrast of that figure wliich will

best place before us the character and call of Deborah. It is the
same Judcan palm under whose shadow she sits, not witli down-
cast eyes and tblded hands and crushed hopes, but with all the

fire of faith and energy, eager for the battle, confident of the

victory.

But it remained for Christianity to usher in a brighter era for

woman. The Gospel that proclaimed " Peace on earth, good-

will to men," proclaimed also equal privilege and blessing,

equal responsibility and obligation. " There is neither Jew nor

Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor

female : for ye are a' one in Christ Jesus."

Puskin himself writes

:

We are foolish, and without excuse foolish, in speaking of the

"superiority" of one sex to the other, as if tiiey could be com-
pared to similar things. Eacli has what the other has not; each

completes tlie otliLM', and is completed by the other; thoy are in

nothing alike, and tlio happiness and perfection of both\le]>end
on each asking and receiving from the other what the other only

can give.
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As tlie Creator made them one in Eden, as together they

fimicd and were driven out of paradise, so together God in-

tends they shall labor for the redemption of the world.

Prominent among the pliilauthropic women of the present

generation, and in the foremost ranks of the "elect ladies" of

the Methodist Church, is the one wliose name stands at the head

of tin's sketch. Few have entered into a greater variety of

plans and work for the alleviation of humin suffering, and few

liave been more signally rewarded in witnessing the growth and

establishment of the work of their hands.

Mrs. Bishop Simpson was born in Pittsburg, Pa. Her father

was a leading citizen, a member of the Methodist Church; her

mother was very charitable, unusually gifted in conversation

and prayer, and their house was always a home for the itinerant

minister. Born of such parents, educated amid such influences,

it is no wonder that she united with the Church in the days of

her youth. At an early age she married Rev. Matthew Simp-

son, a young clergyman of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

who was then a member of the Pittsburg Conference. "With

higli and noble purposes, and hearts full of youthful enthusi-

asm, they went forth expecting success, but little dreaming of

the remarkable future that lay before them.

Her husband received but two appointments in the pastorate

after his marriage, but during this time she entered joyfully
and heartily into his work, sharing with him in the trials and
triumphs incident to the Methodist itinerant's life in the earlier

liistory of the Church. She was active in all the departments
of woman's work in the Churcii, visiting the members, caring
for the poor and the afflicted, and in seasons of revival talking
to penitents, leading them to the altar, and kneeling with them
in prayer.

During her life in Greencastle. where her husband was for
nine years President of Asbury University, Mrs. Simpson was
active among the students, entertaining tiiem frequently at re-

tejitions in her own home, and caring for the sick and lonely
ai'iong them. Dr. Williams, since a noted physician of Cin-
i-'nuiati, said he owed his life to her unremitting care during a
»H^vere illness, she preparing his food and carrying it to him
^aily with her own hands. Being in a new country s-he had
lew of the comforts and conveniences of the later days, but she
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was contented and liappy, and seemed to find her highest joy

in endeavoring to put sunshine into the lives of others.

Just after thej liad built themselves a liome—a brick house,

which is still called " Simpson Hall," and is now the property

of De Pauvr University—lier husband was called to Cincinnati

to take charge of the Western Christian Advocate, and was

there during the prevalence of the cholera. When the epi-

demic broke out Mrs. Simpson refused to leave her husband,

and also remained in the city with her little children. The

disease prevailed to an alarming extent ; fires were kept burn-

ing in the streets, and multitudes fled before the terrible

scourge. At last Matthew Simpson took the cholera. For-

getting her own ease and comfort, forgetting that she also was

exposed to danger, Mrs. Simpson nursed him night and day

with heroic devotion and unceasing care, nor did her hope

grow faint or courage falter for a moment.

After his election to the bishopric they returned to her native

city, and the bishop went abroad on an extended tour to Pales-

tine. While there he contracted a fever which prostrated him

for more than a year after his return. Mrs. Simpson gave her

entire time and attention to the restoration of his health, secur-

ing not only the best medical assistance in Pittsbui-g, but trav-

eling with him to various cities to consult doctors of liigh repu-

tation, that nothing sliould be left undone that could possibly

aid in his recovery.

When sufficiently restored the bishop accepted the position

of President of the Garrett Biblical Institute, and again left

Pittsburg with his family to reside in Evanston, in accord with

the wisires of the North-west that he would make his home

among them. Here Jklrs. Simpson's pleasant parlors were

always open not only to the students of the Institute and the

North-western University, but also to the young ladies of the

Seminary, To them she was not only the president's wife, but

to each and all a pei^sonal friend. If any were ill she sent

them delicacies, if thoy were lonely she brought them into her

own home and cheered and comforted them.

As the bee culls sweetness from every opening flower, Mrs.

Simpson has the happy art of gathering pleasure and profit

from nearly every passing event. Kot only does she gain in-

spiration hei-self, but with her clear and active brain and warm
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heart elic seizes npoii every occasion to inspire otliers also. As
an illustration, the day after our civil war was iilangurated

hlie made a large flag of muslin, as bunting could not be ob-

tajjicd, sewing the red over tho white, and sent it to the students,

wlion it was at once unfurled to the breeze. The students

came to the Bishop's home in large numbei-s, with a band of

music, to serenade and make speeches, supposing the flag to

have been presented by him. But he at once said it was Mrs.

Simppon to whom the credit belonged, as the thought was en-

tirely her own, and he knew nothing of it until it had been

)>retcnted.

At a large fair held in Chicago, when General U. S. Grant
made his first appearance in that city, the ladies drew them-
selves in line, and as he walked down the long aisle showered
him with bouquets of flowers ; but Mrs. Simpson, always ready
to do a graceful little act, stepped out and pinned a few roses

in the buttonhole of his coat. Amid the excitement and en-

thusiasm hers were the only trophies he carried away with him
from the hall.

Her life in Evanston was quiet, given principally to the care

of her home and little children. As a wife and mother Mrs.
i^impson is a worthy example. Believing that not only all the

instincts of the mother-nature, all the affection of tlie soul,

but also tlie imperative voice of duty ever calls the mother to

the companionship and care of the young immortals committed
to her charge, her domestic duties have always claimed her
lirst attention. The mother who habitually leaves her young
children to the care of professional nurses while she goes forth
to engage in more public affairs has a most mistaken and
rnorbid conception of maternal obligation. No earthly influ-

ence contributes so much to mold our moral charactei-s as the
loving, gentle words from a mother's lips. As the solid rock
ware forever the impress of the delicate fern leaf, made long
^rJt-s ago, before it became hardened by time and the elements,
^-^ impressions made upon childhood's plastic mind will remain
forever. Lord Macaulay says :

Ofi.'n do I sigli hi the struggles with tlie hard, uncaring woi
"I" t.u.' sweet, deep security I felt when of an evening nestling

y.
I'osom I Hstened to her voice and read the unfathoniablo \o,^

<^» ner eyes. Never can I forget her kiss of peace at night. Years

world
in

ove
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have passed away since we laid her beside my father in the old

churchyard, yet still her voice whispers from the grave and her

eye watches over me as I visit spots long since hallowed to the

memory of my mother.

Lord Lonsdale also says :

If the whole world were put in one scale and my mother into

the other, the world w^ould kick the beam.

When Agassiz's fiftieth birthday was celebrated by the Sat-

urday Club with a special dinner, Longfellow, Holmes, and

Lowell read poems. Longfellow's poem represented Xatnre

as taking the boy by the hand and leading him forth to dis-

cover her secrets, and spoke of the natural mother as mourn-

ing over the fact that the great mother had drawn him from

her fireside, where she wished to keep him.

"And the mother at home sars, 'Hark!

For his voice I Hsten and yearu,

It is growin<< late and dark,

And my boy docs not return.'
"

Longfellow read the poem in a quiet, subdued manner.

Agassiz's head was bent modestly down. He smiled as the

scenes of his childhood were recalled to mind, but at this

allusion to his mother his face flushed with emotion, tears

gathered in his eyes and silently rolled his cheeks. With an

effort he recovered himself, " and with eyes still glistening,

bowed and smiled his acknowledgments to the poet." How
many of the noblest and greatest minds of earth have paid

grateful tribute to a mother's influence. .John Quincy Adams
said, " All that I am my mother made me."

Abraham Lincoln revered the name of his mother. It is

said of her that she was buried in a coffin made by Thomas

Lincoln out of green lumber, cut with a wln'p-saw, and was

buried with scant ceremony in a small clearing in the forest.

Little Abraham sorroAved most of all that his mother should

have been laid away with such maimed rites, and he tried several

months later to have a wandering preacher named David I'^lkin

brought to the settlement to deliver a funeral sermon over her

grave, already white with the early winter snows.

that the mothers of the present generation may appreciate

the glorious ojiportunities and possibilities before them, and

awake to a full reahzation of personal responsibility ! Kot
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omIj are the children benefited by these tender ministrations,

but they react upon the mother, softening and subduing her

nature, and broadening her heart with new supphes of faith,

liopc, and love. Frances Willard says :

I have learned how such solemn vicissitudes as come into the

lived of women only helped to continn your faith in the world
invisible. The breath of eternity falls on your foreheads like

baptismal dew in those hours of unutterable pain and danger
when a little child is born into your home. Your steps lie along

the borderland of this closely curtained world,

" And palpitates the veil between

With breathings almost heard."

Into your eyes fall the first mystic glances of innocent and trusty

Mouls. Tender little hands folded in prayer, and winsome voices

tciying,
" Gentle JesuS; meek and mQd,

Look upon a little child,"

have done more than all traditional restraints to keep your hearts
loving and unworldly. Always this will be so; always from
manhood's more exterior view of life's significance you are sepa-

rated by the deepest and most sacred experiences which human
ht.-arts may know. That anchor holds. But God has given the

mother-heart for purposes of wider blessing to humanity than it

Ikvs dreamed as yet.

-It is interesting to know that Miss Willard, in a recent com-

munication, paid grateful tribute to Mrs. Simpson for the iu-

^]»! ration she had given her, saying :

You are a sacred link with the blessed old days. You and the
IJi^hop were always good to me, and you started me out to " seek
my fortune."

After the bisliop came to Philadelphia to reside, her domestic

cires having decreased, Mrs. Simpson found time to engage in

Works of charity and benevolence. One writer says of her

:

Of>od works have been the natural expression of her faith,

while lier zual and capability have made her a recognized leader
'u ail benevolent enterprises. As an executive ofticer she has but
fi^'W peers among her sex, and has managed with gratifying
t'locoss the affairs of all the large benevolent and religious asso-
ciations over which she has been called to preside.

Witii an innate love for the beautiful, with cultivated, re-

I'^iCfl and aisthetic tastes, it is not surprising that her home
"liuuld be an attractive one, embellished with treasures of art
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from many lands, some of tliem presented as momentoes of

tender friendship. '' Her generous, unselfish nature made her

children proud to call her mother, and she spared no pains in

their mental and moral training." One of her daughters is

the wife of C. W. Buoy, D. D., an eloquent preacher of the

Philadelphia Conference, and another the wife of Colonel

J. R. Weaver, for many years Consul-General to Austria and

Hungary. Two of lier sons have passed away. The only sur-

vivitig one is a graduate of Wesleyan University, and two accom-

plished daughters remain within the home circle.

Her life in Philadelphia has in an eminent degree been given

to hospitality. As the wife of our resident bishop, with her

natural endowments for leadership, she has done much to pro-

mote the social interests of the Church. She never seemed

more happy than when, in the midst of the large social

gatherings assembled at her call, she stood by the side of the

Bishop, " smiling them in, and smiling them out," and speak-

ing such words of cheer and encouragement as opportunity

afforded. She had missionary gatherings, gatherings of min-

isters, of ministers' wives, at her own home, and gatherings of

medical students at the different colleges of the city. But, as

Macaulay expresses it, " womanly ingenuity, set to work by

womanly compassion," soon devised other plans, and opened

other channels for Christian hospitality and benevolence.

Home for the Aged.

In the erection of the " Home for the Aged," of Philadelphia,

ehe was especially interested. A few preliminary n:ieetings

had been held before Mrs, Simpson took charge ; but at the

first large meeting, held at the home of Mrs. Colonel Alex-

ander Cummings, Mrs. Simpson was elected president much
against her desire, as the work of presiding was entirely new to

her and she feared to assume so great a responsibility. But

the ladies, knowing her energy and force of character, her

keen penetration and sound judgment, were not to be denied.

She took the position, which she iias held for twenty years.

How striking is the fact that the freshest and noblest charities

of this nineteenth century are only developments of the manner
in which the Redeemer soothed the sorrows and vanquished the

evils of the world.
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Wlien he came to alleviate the sufferings of humanity he

canie, not as a celestial beins:, incapable of woe, but as a " man
of sorrows, acquainted with grief.'' He knew bj actual experi-

ence how to sympathize with us. As the law of gravitation

hinds and holds the universe in order, so the divine law of

lunnan sympathy binds all hearts in one common brotherhood.

" The soul," says Emerson, " is superior to its own knowledge,

wiser tlian any of its own works," and it ever responds to the

voice of sympathy.

Tiic physical evils that cluster about humanity presented to

the Redeemer of mankind a marvelous theater for the display

of tlie remedial power of the Son of God, and of his greater

power and benevolence in the forgiveness of sins. Homes for

the aged, hospitals for the sick and the poor, orphanages for

the helpless, are really outgrowths of Christianity. Tliey do

not exist, to any appreciable extent, where the Gospel is not

known, and they did not exist before the days of Christ

:

The temple at Jerusalem had been standing for ages. The
fiynagogues were of ancient date. The pagans worshiped in

groves and liigli places. The Greeks and Romans piled their

magnificent architecture to the gods. Men were familiar with
what answered to churclies ; but asylums for the wretched, hos-
pitals for the sick, were yet unknown to the world ; they were
the product of the Christian Church.

Milner, in his Church History, writing of the eleventh cent-

ury, says: " The true reliefs and mitigations of human misery
lay entirely, at that time, in the influence of Christianity."

1 lie full measure of the Gospel's work for man is not done
when the mind is instructed and the heart regenerated. Love,

which lies at the base of redemption, will suggest comfort for

the body as well as rest for the soul. The mind is often pre-

pared for the reception of spiritual truth by kindly ministra-

tions during affliction.

"The best fruit loads the broken bongh;

And in the wounds our sufferings plow

Immortal love sows sovereign seed."

So natural is it for woman to feel for the unfortunate that an
niifeolmg woman is not regarded with honor by either sex, and
|t seems peculiarly appropriate that this work should have been
inaugurated by the women of the Church.
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"NVoman's quick susceptibility [said Bishop Wiley] is an ad-

mirable trait in her character, adaptinii her to this great work.
It enables her to have a more vivid perception of the provisions

made by redeeming love, and of the ])rivileges flowing from it.

She perceives the i-eadiest mode of gaining access to the hcai-ts of

those whom she would benefit, and at the same time exercises a

power of persuasion which frequently prevails where sterner qual-

ities have proved insufficient; and we often think that the hearts

of women must sometimes really yearn to hear Christ declared

by woman's lips, to catch the inspiration in all its delicacy from
a woman's heart. Surely in so richly endowing woman's nature

with this delicate susceptibility, and this intuitive power of dis-

crimination and quick adaptation, God intended it to be employed
in the furtherance of his kingdom among men.

This, like inany of the grandest enterprises in the Church of

Christ, had a small beginning. In the I^irst Annual Report^

1868, we read

:

Our property consists of about six and a half acres and a fine

old stone mansion, whose only fault is that it is not half large

enough for the present \yants, as we can onl}^ accommodate
twenty-four, and we have application for as many more ; and it

may be as well to say here, that as our intention is to build soon,

we will very thankfully accept all donations toward the same.

. . . How these'old peojde seem to enjoy the country! It does

really seem, in spite of the ills of the flesh, the ti-oublcs of pov-

erty, and the carking cares of life, that their hearts are infused

with new buoyancy, hope, and love, and to them heaven is begun
on earth.

The institution is called "Tlie Methodist Episcopal Home."

It is supported by the "Ladies' United Aid Society" of the

Methodist Episcopal Churcli, The officers of the Society are

nine trustees, who must be male members of tlie Church,

elected by the contributors. The several Methodist Episcopal

churches of the city of Philadelphia are represented by six or

less directors. These constitute a board for the transaction of

the business of the society.

The "entrance fee " is one hundred dollars, and the rules

and regulations such that improper persons cannot find admis-

sion. April 1-i, 18G9, it was decided to build a new Home
large enough to accommodate the members constantly applying

for admission. Accordingly, a magnificent four-story stone

building was erected, Italian in its architectural design. The

chapel, which is Gothic, is a perfect gem, one story less than
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ihe lieiglit of the general building, having a lofty gable in

accordance with its style ; and the extension wing connecting

the main with the chapel building is also four stones in height.

Upon anniversary-day, June 16, 1S70, the building was dedi-

cated, and "on the 23d of January, 1872, the inmates were

removed from the old to the new Home amid congratulations

and gladness."

From the Twelfth Annual Report, for the year 1879, we take

the following

:

Standing on a little knoll, in the center of about six acres of

grouiid, it°comraands a most pleasing panorama of the surround-

ing country and city. The flood of sunshine that gleams through

many high and broad windows gives a wonderful air of cheerful-

ness and beauty to every thing connected with the institution.

The entire building Is so completely furnished tliat it has an air

of luxury. There is a commodious chapel in one end of the

building, wherein services are held at stated periods ; it is here

that one can see to advantage the aged inmates ; and as thev pass

out after service it is a pleasure to gaze on their contented faces,

aglow with peace and happiness, surmounted by the beautiful

silver crown of old age, so soon to be changed for that of im-

mortality.

There are pleasant sitting-rooms on every floor, in which they

coine together at will, with books, knitting, or patch-work.

All the hall floors and sleeping apartments are neatly carpeted.

The rooms are furnished in black-walnut, and a cozy rocking-

chair or two arc in each room. Many of the rooms are hand-

somely furnished by private individuals or Sabbath-schools.

In the parlor, prominent among otlier adornments, is a life-like

cniyon portrait of Mrs. Bishop Simpson.

It is interesting to notice how eager the inmates appear to

receive calls from visitors on anniversary-day, and if, perchance,

any are passed by, you are likely to hear the request, "Please

look at my room," accompanied with the satisfactory exclama-

tion, " Isn't it nice I

"

The Anniversary.

This is the largest annual gathering of Methodism that

occurs in the city of Piiiladelphia. So many of the cliurches

;4re actively interested in the work of sustaining the institution

that all parts of the city feel the influence of the noble women
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who are employed providing for the occasion. Several lari^e

pavilions have been erected ; one sufficient to acconiniodatc

three Imndred for dinner. Many of tlie churches have tables

or booths for the sale of refreshments, or fancy articles which

have been in course of preparation for months before by skill-

ful hands and willing hearts. Tiie buildings and grounds are

decorated ; it is tlie grand gala-day of the year. Fhigs are fly-

ing, bands are playing, and the place is thronged by many thou-

sands—happy, generous crowds—who have come to do honor to

the day, pay tlieir respects to the aged inmates, and answer the

invitations they have received from matron and maiden to bo

present to dinner or supper in the grand pavilion.

Here the preachers meet, from city and country, and hold

many conferences, reviewing the past and planning for the

future. Here the elite of Methodism are found, many of them

working harder than on any other day in the year " in His

name" who "came not to be ministered unto, but to minister."

Here thousands of dollars are annuallj'^ gatliered for the support

of the Home ; and at the close the ladies sum up their accounts,

report, and rejoice as those who have found great spoil.

In the year ISSO Rev. William Arthur, of London, was pres-

ent at the anniversary. The year following, at the Ecumenical

Conference held in City Koad Chapel, London, the benevolent

institutions of the Cluirch all passed under review. The im-

portance and necessity of providing Homes for the aged were

carefully considered. During the public discussion wliich fol-

lowed Mr. Arthnr took occasion to give a glowing description

of what he had witnessed at the Philadelphia Home, and the

favorable impression he had received while there, and to com-

mend the institution as a model worthy to be copied all over

Methodism. Both he and several of our own delegates paid

high compliments to the energy and efficiency of the president,

Mrs. Bishop Simpson.

The property is now valued at two hundred thousand dollars,

in behalf of which Mrs. Simpson superintended the manage-

ment of several large fairs, which yielded an average of tliirty

thousand dollars each. During one of these the Grand Duke
Alexis of Kussia was visiting the city. Mrs, Simpson deter-

mined to secure his attendance upon the fair if possible. She

had au interview with General Mead, who had charge of all
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arrniigcincnts for tlie duke. At first it was not tliouglit advis-

able, but after repeated visits and much importunity Mrs.

i>iiiipson was victorious. The duke attended, was much pleased,

visited each table, saying he was " glad of an opportunity to see

!i,)\v Americans did things." He made a number of purchases,

;uul was presented through Bishop Simpson the welcome of the

'..KJics, and an elegant slumber-robe, crocheted and embroidered

in Russian colors by an aged lady, a member of the ]\Iethodist

{'liiirch, and for which nine hundred dollars had been sul>-

H:Tibed. Before being forwarded to the duke his monogram

was also embroidered upon it. Thus did she seize upon oppor-

tunity, position, and persons, and make them tributary to her

benevolences. One writer says of her :

She has been a "power behind the throne;" and much of the

tjrcatncss and world-wide reputation which Bishop Simpson at-

uiincd is due to his helpmeet, who has stood by his side, advanc-

ing with him, step by step, adorning every position he has been
called to fill.

She has an unusually facile pen, and is especially gifted in

letter-writing.

Her organizing and executive ability being so well known,

she was asked to organize the Society of Silk Culture, which

elicdid,.but declined the presidency, which was pressed upon
her. She, however, selected the person who was elected presi-

dent, and who has retained the office ever since. She also as-

sisted hi the organization, and was president of, the first Bible

Ueaders' Society in Philadelphia. For many years she was one

<'>f the managers of the Beforinatory Home. She is active in

the Woman'i Foreign and Home Missionary Societies, and is

vice-president of each.

In the Centennial Exhibition she was a member of the La-

<lios' Executive Committee, and devised the plan for obtaining

f'KCtches and engravings of all the public charities originated

•'ud supported by women. Reports were received from eight

hundred and twenty-two charitable associations of the United
States, Great Britain, Germany, Bussia, Denmark, and Italy,

f'Tiniug a valuable historical collection, presenting to the In-

dustrial Exhibition of ISTG the noblest phase of woman's
•vork. This department is still preserved in the Permanent
I'Xhibition.
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She has been an extensive traveler, accompanying the Bishop

on many of his journeys; has visited Mexico and the chief

points of Europe. During the Ecumenical Council the Bishop

with his wife and two daughters were entertained during tlicir

stay of six weeks at the Mansion House, by Sir William Mc Ar-

thur, Lord Mayor of London, a close friendship having existed

between the Lord Mayor and the Bishop for many years. Here

they liad great opportunities to meet many of England's prom-

inent representatives, and to enjoy tlie entree into English

homes in the most cordial nianuer. The ceremonials and splen-

dor surrounding the life at the Mansion House was always in-

teresting to a high degree. The frequent state dinners, witli

the setting forth 'of the table usually in the form of a square,

the entire service in silver or gold, dating back to the iifteenth

century, and the use of the perfumed water and golden snuff-

box, were customs long to be remembered. A special state

dinner was given to the Bishop just at the close of the visit. A
number of large meetings were held in the historic Egyptian

Hall during their stay, one on the discussion of the opium ques-

tion, at wliki were present Earl Shaftesbury, of philanthropic

fame, Cardinal. Manning, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and

many other noted personages. A large dinner was also given

in the hall to the Royal Academy of London, most of the prom-

inent artists of that time being numbered among the guests.

A better representative could not have mingled in the diplo-

matic circles of Europe, for with her eminent companion she is

equally lionored, respected, and beloved by those in high and in

humble life; her culture and intellect command the admiration ot

the one, while her unassuming manner and kindness of heart

win the love of the latter.

The Methodist Orphanage.

The latest, and perhaps the crowning, work of her valuable

Jfe is the founding of the Methodist Orphanage. This she ac-

complished about ten years ago, giving the first contribution

herself. With her peculiar tact in gathering earnest and effi-

cient laborers about her, and inspiring them with confidence

and enthusiasm, the work, from its incipiency, has progressed

quietly but steadily. In the year ISSl Colonel Joseph M.

Bennett, of Philadelphia, generously donated to the lady man-
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:vz^\.-v& tlie house and lot since tlien occui)ied as an orphanage.

This, large enough for tlie accommodation of sixty orphans,

Nv:is soon crowded. The interest continued to increase. Large

fairs were held in its behalf, one of which was honored by the

presence of President and Mrs. Hayes, who also during the time

of the fair visited Mrs. Simpson at her home. Friends rallied

to the support of the enterprise in every emergency, and a few

years later Colonel Bennett added to his former munificent gift

a further donation of twenty-five acres of valuable land near

Fainnount Park.

Thus encouraged, the next thought was to enlarge the place

of their habitation. Accordingly, a new and capacious orphan-

age v;as erected, large enongli to furnish a home for two hun-

dred. This edifice, of magnificent proportions, is a fine specimen

of architectural and mechanical skill, reflecting credit not only

upon its projectors and builders, but upon our entire Method-

ism. At a meeting of the joint board of trustees and managers,

lield September, 1SS8, it was found that the money in the treas-

ury was nearly exhausted, and that the further sum of thirty

thousand dollars would be needed to finish the building and

grade the grounds preparatory to its occupancy by the children.

An afternoon was spent in considering what was best to be

don'e : whether to suspend the work for the present or to raise

the money on mortgage—an alternative from which every one

t-hrank. While deliberating, Colonel Bennett, who had learned

of their needs, again came to their aid, and made the proposi-

tion that if at the end of four weeks Mrs. Simpson would collect

froui the Church and bring to the bank at nine A. M. a check
^•r ten thousand dollars toward the new building he would
K>ve lier one for tw^enty thousand dollars.

This brought light and joy. She set to work with a will.

Contributions large and small kept pouring in. Sitting one
d ly by our side on the platform at a missionary meeting, a

!tic<>cnger-boy came in and asked for Mrs. Simpson. She ex-

^•usc'd herself for the time, but soon returned, and with smil-
i"g face said, "A person CiiUcd me out to give me a hundred
dollars for the orphanage—and not a Methodi.^t. Was it not
}:r:uid?" True benevolence is of a Christian spirit, and often

"\'t.'rk'aps denominational bounds. It is always beautiful, always
^•iinobling, and always a blessing.
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One person, in sending liis check for fifty dollars, writes :

Right pleased was I when I read that you had succeeded in

raising the ten thousand. INIaythc frood Lord continue his bless-

ing upon your efforts to make the Philadelphia Methodist Orphan-
age one of the grandest institutions of its kind in tlie country.

The following from Sheffield, Mass., addressed to Mrs. Bishop

Simpson breathes the same spirit:

Deap. Madam: In reading The Christian Advocate I see that

you liave the promise of a large donation for the orphannge pro-

vided the people raise a certain amount. The greatest barrier I

can see is the short time to which you arc limited, I am an old,

broken-down fanner, liobbling around on two canes, can't work,
but have my farm to live from, and comlbrtable health. Have
not many thousands to give, but, wishing to take a little stock in

the enterprise, I inclose one dollar for myself and one for my wife.

At the appointed time Mrs. Simpson with others met Colonel

Bennett in the office of ex-Governor Pattison, in the Chestnut

Street Bank, and showed him that they had complied with the

condition, and had already deposited the ten thousand dollars.

On receiving that assurance tlie colonel drew from liis pocket a

check already filled up and lianded it to Mrs. Simpson. But

what was iier'amazement when she found that he had exceeded

his promise and actually given twenty five thousand dollars,

making a total from him on the new building of thirty-fiv^e

thousand dollars, besides the seventy-five thousand or eighty

thousand dollars' worth of property previously given.

The surroundings forbade the audible singing of the doxology,
but we feel quite sure that the company all sang it in their

hearts, and none probably more sincerely than the donor himself,

as he doubtless realized that it was more blessed to give than to

receive.

The last anniversary—"Donation Day"—was indeed a day

of jubilee. ^Multitudes gathered from all parts of the city,

bringing gifts for the orphanage. Nothing was more touching

than to witness the happiness of the orphans, as witli radiant

faces they sung their sweet songs, and gave recitations for the

entertainment of their generous friends. One very small but

beautiful and precocious child, when asked, " Wlioso little boy

are you ?" replied, "I am emry Imhfs little boy," in striking

contrast to the oft-repeated wail of neglected humanitv, " ^o-

body's child."
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As the interested throng walked about, surveying the beauty

tif tlie grounds, gazing upon the elegant and massive structure

standing in its peerless beauty as a lasting monument to their

charity and Christian benevolence, a subdued and hallowed joy

iilled all hearts, and they seemed to hear again the words, '' In-

asmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these ye did it unto

nic." That these grand institutions are now firmly established

l)cyond the possibility of failure in their God-appointed woi'k

is a matter of congratulation not only to Philadelphia Method-

ism, but to the entire denomination.

Xot only has ATrs. Simpson been active in these public be-

nevolcTices, but in her more private ministries she has been, an

angel of mercy to many a heart cruslied by misfortune and ad-

versity. Besides supporting orphans in mission fields she is

constantly on the look-out for the needy and helpless, and mul-

titudes flock to her for protection and pecuniary aid.

In her domestic relations she has been most happy. Xever
were husband and wife more perfectly united in heart and life.

During the General Conference held in Philadelphia prior to

the Bishop's decease, as she came in with her illustrious hus-

band, and seated herself by his side upon the platform that she

might more closely watch over and guard his failing health,

niuny hearts were touched. And when the separation came,

after the Bishop's last triumphant song on earth,

" would he more of heaven bestow,

And let the vessel break !

"

it is no wonder that almost with his latest breath he said of her

and to her^ '• Precious ! precious !
" The blow fell w^itli crush-

ing weight upon her ; but, rallying, she said, " I will go again

to my orphanage work, and find what relief I can in assuaging

tlie grief and binding up the broken hearts of others." In this

\vork she is constantly engaged. Tiuis her useful life flows on.

>^ ith the inspired man of God, in his commendation of the

virtuous woman, we would say, " Give her of the fruit of her

hands, and let her own works praise her in the gates."
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EDITOEIAL NOTES AND DISOUSSIOISS.

OPINION.

Afl a religion, Unitarian isin is "finished," to use an Egyptian word for

death; but there are those who refuse to believe it, and even seem to

imagine that it is a controlling influence in the progressive thought of tlie

world. Solomon Scliindlcr, a Jewish rabbi, holds that Judaism and Uni-

tarianism are at one respecting the doctrine of monotheism, and that they

are slowly delivering mankind from the idolatry of Christianity, which has

degraded the nations and retarded moral progress for eighteen centuries.

This conception of Christianity accounts for the opposition the Jewish

race makes against it. Christianity, however, is as monotheistic as Juda-

ism; and as for idolatry, the Israelites, until the Babylonish captivity,

were a horde of idolaters, worshiping any thing frr)m the ''queen of

heaven" to "Chemosh" and "the abominations of the heathen "gen-

erally. To this level of iniquity Christians have never descended.

Paul says of the Jews that the veil is on their hearts even unto this day.

We are not anticipating their acceptance of the Messiah at present ;

but it is significant that their chief objection to Christianity is, that it is

a species of idolatrij. This will correct itself in due time. The Unitarian

conception of Christianity is of so variegated a type that it is difficult ac-

curately to characterize it. Channing never arraigned it as an idolatry;

but he believed in Christianity as Unitarians now do not. The modern

Unitarian sometimes is monotheistic, accepting tlie Old Testament as his

teacher; sometimes deistic, renouncing all revelation ; sometimes agnos-

tic, sitting and waiting for a Moses to lead him out of the wilderness, or

an Isaiah to chant a new song in his ear, or a John to proclaim an apoca-

lypse, ile is as uncertain as his religion, and as indefinite in faitli as lie

is barren of experience. His chief business seems to be to turn backward

the pointers on the dial-plate of this religious century and to forget tlie

progress that orthodox Christianity has made in spite of the obstacles the

past has reared against it. Yet Dr. O. W. Holmes aflirras that, witli the

twentieth century in sight, Christian theologians are wheeling silently in

the direction of Unitarianism, and that the old Jewish faith which has sur-

vived the ages is the coming faith of man. Our ears, still acute, have not

heard the tread of a single theologian in that direction for many a year: on

the contrary, the Christian Church is marching on, to the tunes of Charles

Wesley, Watts, and Bernard of Clairvaux, toward universal dominion and

the recognized reign of the ^Messiah. Unitarianism is already a relic of a

bad and wrecked faith, examined occasionally by the curious to sec the

folly it perpetrated and the mischii-f it made in a few souls who believed

it possible to compete with One who rose from the dead.
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Paul says (1 Cor. xii, 7), "The manifestation of the Spirit is given to

I- very man to profit withfil," but his meaning is not on the surface. In a

(ipirituni dispensation the presence of the Spirit as a teacher, helper, and

jjiiide may be assumed; but the spiritual presence may be guaranteed with-

out any spiritual manifestation, or such a manifestation as will be recog-

nised and identified. One may be led by the Spirit and not know it; or

be helped and taught; or be impressed for various ends, and not recognize

the impressing force as spiritual. It may seem to him as the offspring of

his own cogitations. "The manifestation cf the Spirit" is ambiguous,

Ix-cause it may mean that the Spirit comes forth and is identified, which

n)ay not happen at all, or that he is the instrument of the manifestation

of another, or of things belonging or referring to another. Jesus (John

xvi, 13), speaking of the mission of the Spirit, said, " He shall not speak

of himself." Hence, the Spirit does not manifest himself to the natural

mind so that he is recognized, but he manifests not necessarily the his-

toric, but the immanent Christ; he shows the things of Christ to men,

and impresses the truth of Christ upon the conscience, the intellect, and

the life. He is an opaque, invisible, unmanifested instrument; and if the

Go.spol were not preached, that men might know that the Spirit is abroad

exciting conviction and guiding them into the liigher ways of living, the

Spirit's work would be almost in vain. The work of the Spirit, unaccom-

panied with the Gospel, is incomplete, inefficient, and usually resultless.

Heathendom is visited by the Spirit, but he is incompetent, without the

Gospel, to bring the nations to Christ. Thousands in civilized lands re-

ceive the touches of the Spirit, but they refuse to jicld to the Gospel, and

the Spirit is helpless in the work. Every man is addressed by the Spirit,

but Re may not understand it, and he may not obey it because he does not

understand it. Though under the reign of the Spirit, it is not the divine

plan to save the world by the manifestation of the Spirit, but rather by

the foolishuess of preaching, by which the Spirit-influence is interpreted

to the consciousness, and Christ is revealed in his beauty and power to

«ouls reaching upward and gazing toward the Infinite. We submit this

''xegesis as an argument for preaching the Gospel to all the nations, trust-

in;,' neither to the delusion that they may be saved without it, nor to tlie

«<-.iching that, as the Spirit is given to every man to profit him, he needs
nu additional ministration to save him. " Go, and as ye go, preach."''

The publication of the new ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
I* in the general sense a proof of intellectual progress, and in the partic-

ular, the assurance of a purpose to make complete, so far as is possible, a

^ork that when first issued was the most advanced and useful of all

cyclopedic literature. It represents massive labor, marvelous research,

^<ir<>fiil and patient inquiry, and a wide range of the most diligent and
dithruU study of all subjects within its province. Supplanting all ency-

< I'lpedias because of the fabulous richness of its material, the critic may
justly except to some features, or raise some questions, not in the spirit

of cynicism, ignorance, or prejudice, but in order to secure amendment in
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tlie next edition, and thus ad'l to its acceptability. An undue proportion

of space is allotted to some subjects; wliile others, of more weight and de-

serving of fullness of treatment, receive scant and incomplete recognition.

"Agriculture" is honored with 126 pages, while "Jesus" is jjroclaimcd

in 16 pages; " John ^Yesley" is biographized in one page, but "Voltaire"

in eight pages; "Methodism" is recorded in nine pages, "Entomology"

in 13^ pages; "Anatomy" is unfolded in 110 pages, the "Jews" in eight

pages. The more serious criticism of this encyclopa;dia relates to the

materialism and rationalism of many of its contributors, who have, not sur-

reptitiously bat openly, undermined certain accepted and well-accredited

views respecting the Scripture and the doctrines the Church holds they

teach. Three cosmogonies are discovered in Genesis; the Mosaic account of

creation is represented as mythical; the pre-existence of matter is attrib-

uted to the Elohistic documents ; Abraham, not under divine guidance

but prompted I>y a nomadic impulse, immigrates to Palestine; the book of

Esther is characterized as wanting in religiousness, and Daniel as having

been written long after the prophet's age; the Proverbs are inconsisten-

cies; the Canticles are sensual; and the authorship of some of the books

of the Xew Testament is held in dispute. Wliatever the value of the

historical, political, scientific, and philosophical monographs, as pre-

sented in the encyclopaedia, we are impressed that the biblical subjects

have been largely committed to those of rationalistic and materialistic

tendencies, justifying our call for a reconstruction of such articles by

writers in sympathy with the Christian faith. Orthodox Christian schol-

arship should predominate in its biblical discussions.

Ajrropoi of Mr. Gladstone's letter to the ^Marquis de Riso, it is interesting

to read the octavo of seven hundred pages by the Right Hon. Lord Robert

Montagu, in which he affirms Great Britain is menaced by a conspiracy to

place it under the dominion of Rome. lie is sure that the majority of the

political and religious editors posingas Protestants, Liberals, Conservatives,

and Freethinkers are Jesuits ia disguise; that the ministers of the crown

and many members of Parliament are the pledged tools of the Roman Curia;

and that in particular D'lsraeli was, and Gladstone and Lord Salisbury

are, secretly plotting the destruction of the monarchy and the intrench-

ment of liomanism in the national life. Tlie story of this conspiracy, how-

ever dou')t 111 its reality, is as enchanting as romance, and places the chief

moguls of English politics on the defensive. Gladstone's proportion in

the conspiracy is of a gravity that absorbs us. In 1836 he favored the

Oaths Bill, which released the officers of the civil service from the neces-

sity of making a religious profession. This is interpreted as of Roman-

izing tendency. That he advocated the .di.sestablishment of the Irish

Church and proposes the same thing for the i:nglish Church; that in

1883 he forced the government, to abandon the Constabulary Bill ;
tliat he

has pursued a policy of obstruction in Parliament when Roman Catliolic

interests were in peril; that he supported the motion to place the power

of cloture in the hands of the Speaker; that he has exhibited antagonism
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to li.e doctrine of representati%-e government ;
that at times he has eu-

.U-avorcd to confuse and destroy the Liberal party; that both Disraeli

«nd himself Avinked at an Anglo-Roman alliauce; and that the monstrous

nod inionitous Home Rule schem.-, involving the decentralization of par-

li,,„ont the dismemberment of the British empire, the autonomy of

Irt-l-ind' the crushing of the Protestants and the liberation of the Roman

ntholics was reiterated by him to his own sacrifice, are quoted as the

uiuin-svvcrablc proofs of the inherent Jesuitism of his career, and of a pur-

,K.se that survives defeat to transfer Rome to London. The indictment is

l,.nL'tliy severe, and seriously proclaimed. No account is made of

Gladstone's anti-Catholic attitude in his pamphlets, Vatican Decrees

and i>PO«««Z«<io«, or of his opposition in 1874 to "The Public ^N or-

.hip i;c-ulatioa Bill" because it ^vas inimical to the Anglican Church, or

of any Thing that he has proposed in the interest of Protestantism, ex-

cent to sti-nnatize it as a mask, a deceitful appearance that would soon

cx.KJse itself. Gladstone's real policy, it is here said, has ever been Ro-

manistic; his apparent policy was partially and only occasionally Protes-

tiM.t in form The trouble with the arraignment is, not his documents,

,K>r his facts, but his method of interpretation-a method that would en-

uMchim to prove that John Knox was a freethinker, Francis Asbui-y a

Kocinian George Washington a tory, and Abraham Lincoln a secessionist.

!K- reads into Mr. Gladstone's life motives that did not govern him, prin-

ciples of le^Hlation not patent in his membership of the House of Com-

nu.ns and a prophetic purpose with which the results of his policy do

n(.t harmonize. He also extracts from his career more than belongs to

it, and points out sympathetic tendencies of which the statesman was not

roh.cious. It is a case of monstrous involution and mischievous evolu-

tion. America believes in Gladstone because it believes in Protestantism.

In the literary race in the United States the South is far in the rear, it

hnving given entirely too much time in the past to the protection of its

MK-ial institutions, the cultivation of a sectional and unconstitutional

spirit, and the indoctrination of political jealousies and religious aliena-

lious. As one result, the illiteracy of the people is dense and uucontined;

a!id vet so conservative is public opinion respecting it that tlie political

lr:ul.'rs of the South who are in Congress increase their popularity with

i::-ir constituencies by opposing educational bills whose direct effects

VI u„:d largely inure to themselves. Not all, however, are partners in this

i;':.ununy.''nor do all share in the pull-back tendencies of the majority.

AtLongihe fi;w who believe in progress and respect the literary spirit,

th-re is a feeling of humiliation over the situation which, as it is studied,

i* painfully distressing, if not alarming. LX^ficient in scholarship, the

S-.inh is to-day without a great newspaper or eminent author, and with-

«"it « magazine that makes any impressicm on the nation, or even the sec-

i»-.n whore it is published. Of Southern writers not a few have earned

• «'oinf(.rlable appreciation from the public, such as George W. Cable,

ll.nry W. Grady, A. H. Stevens, 3Iiss M. N. Murfree, Miss Amelie Rivcs,
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Frank R. Stockton, Basil L. Gildersleeve, Thomas Nelson Page, Rev.

Thomas O. Summers, and Robert Burns "Wilson; but where are the poet^j,

philosophers, scientists, theologians, antiquarians, explorers, and tlie ear-

nest mental workers that constitute a literary class and give tone to tlie

thinking of the people ? Veiily, the South is without the literary spirit

and without litterateurs. That the situation is at all recognized by any

considerable portion of the Southern people is a hopeful sign; but until

the masses are taught to believe that literature, theology, science, poetry,

newspapers, magazines, books, churches, and schools are more important

than cotton, tobacco, profanity, sectionalism, and degradation, tlie nation

cannot look to that section for contributions to the great literature of the

world.

The Oxford League, by the recent action of its Board of Control, con-

sisting of Bishop J. 11. Vincent, Bishop E. G. Andrews, Dr. J. M. Buck-

ley, Dr. J. 31. Freeman, and Dr. J. L. Hurlbut, comes into orderly and

official relations with the Methodist Episcopal Church. A parent League,

of which Bishop Vincent is President, and Dr. Hurlbut Secretary, is rec-

ognized, and all local Leagues are invited to affiliate as auxiliaries with it.

Further, each local League shall be subordinate to the Quarterly Confer-

ence of the church to which the League belongs, thus assuring pastoral

and official oversight. The official relations of the League indicate a step

in advance. It puts tiiis great organization, in terms at least, on a par

with our great connectional associations, which have a parent society and

are under the inspection of the Quarterly Conference. This is but the

outbreak of the methodical spirit that has characterized Methodism from

the beginning. Progress is sure to follow this new proceeding; and not

many years hence a column of statistics relating to the Oxford Leagie

may appear in our Annual and General Minutes.

If so little a matter as the claim that Charles Weslej- is the poet of

Methodism irritates the surface-nerves of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

what outbursts of fury might be expected if it should be claimed that John

Wesley had a better right to organize a Church than Henry VII l! We
forbear to write what we think. It seems that our younger ecch^siastical

sister

—

not vwiher—is quite willing to concede John Wesley to Methodism,

though he never abandoned the Ciuirch of canonicals and prayer-books,

but she holds to Charles with a vigorous and an affectionate grasp that

confirms the value of the prize. It is immaterial what were the views of

Charles respecting the Church of apostolical succession, so that the fact.^

of liistory are not disputed. Granting that he was a preacher of the

Church of England, he was not its poet; faithful in the general sense to

that Church, in labors, in songs, in sympathies, he was with the reforma-

tory movement of the Oxford Club; outwardly lie was with tlic rob-.-d

priests, but inwardly he was not of them. A member of the Churcli of

England, he became the divine poet of Methodism, and is to-day held as

the first of Christian poets in the world.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE ETHICS OF THE NEW TESTAilENT.

Ix striking contrast with the ethical regime of the Israelitic age, the

Christian period is non-ethical in its government and tendencies; in other

v^i.rds, the New Testament, by way of exphination, is barren of an ethical

svvtem. There is law in the gospels, law in the epistles, law in the the-

o'lu^jios; law of the strictest import, applicable to human conduct in its

various evolutions, to human thinking in its rapid workings, to human

filing in its various degrees of intensity, and to the whole life in its

s^-ttlcd or variable manifestations; but neither in form nor spirit is a sys-

l«-m of law, such as Justinian or Blackstone would erect, apparent. In

vain the student will search for traces of such a system, though he may

»(upi)ose the existence of law at all is the key to some kind of orderly ar-

rangement in moral instruction, or that one law is the evidence of many.

In this respect he will be disappointed, for while the Mosaic law is a mon-

umental structure, symmetrical and majestic, representing equity, justice,

judgment, and truth, the ethical ideas of the great Teacher are unframed

ami sometimes undiscoverable; they certainly are not always within easy

naoh, and do but faintly impress themselves upon the thinker. Nor

n.u.^t it be concluded that in the absence of a colossal system of law there

arc, nevertheless, the elements, or the nucleus, of a system in the enact-

ments and teachings of the Saviour and apostles; that law is in miscella-

nt'ous heaps, or such fragmentary forms that the wise and systematic stu-

'1' nt may gather and embody them in a positive and proportional system.

For law in its breadth is not in the New Testament; it is not an invisible

thread running through the religion of the ^Master; it is not piled up in

K-attered masses to be reduced to shape and beauty; it is not there in

t-mbryo, or development, or teaching, or allegory; nor does it pervade the

Oospd as it pervades nature or the Old Testament.

Yet, to say that an ethical tendency, or the authority of law, is cxhib-

it'-d by the new teachers, is equal to saying that religion, however lofty

sad Rpiritual, has its legal phase or department, and that it mu^t be

ifiventoricd along with all the constituent elements of religion. The rela-

tive position of law in the two periods is discovered so soon as one exam-

i!'«s the subject. In the old period law was supreme; religious duty

^^.risistod in obedience to its behests; morality, tempered or invigorated

t'V ^''ritual impulses, constituted the religious life; in the new period,

»' bL:io:i as a sjnritual fact or experience is supreme, law being subserdent,

if n.>t incidental, to religion. In the one law is primary and fundamental,

Mid religion secondary; in the other, religion is pre-eminent and original,

*hilf l.ivv is in the background and entirely subordinate.

^r"!n this view of tlie standing of law in Christianity we can under>tand

» >'i'.f tilings that puzzle the inquirer and confuse the student of religion.

^Vliik' the Mosaic system of law contains six hundred and thirteen direct
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precepts, appalling by its exact numerical requirements and bunloniiiL'

the Israelite by its comjilexities, the Christian is not under obligutiou to a

code of minute precepts, but regulates his life according to certain prin-

ciples which signify the spirit or essence of righteousness, and whicli are

applicable in every emergency, temptation, and circumstance of the hu-

man sphere. If there is any system of ethics in the Xew Testament it is

a system not of details, but of principles, a group of teachings that, ap-

propriated and assimilated, is found to be sufhcient for the reguluti(jn

and development of moral character, as far as the boundary-line of the

religious life. There is no specitic law applicable to every act, every

word, every emotion, every thought, every movement of life; but a prin-

ciple, or teaching, such as for "every idle word" (Matt, xii, 30) and
"whosoever is angry with his brother" (Matt, v, 22), that comprises every

phase of moral action possible under the teaching. The old law specified

every thing, and was endlessly expansive; the new teaching contracts it-

self into a few principles which apply to the whole human career.

Singularly, too, the ethical conceptions of the New Testament are largely

original with their teachers, or in perfect harmony with the highest stand-

ards of righteousness set up in the old system, a portion of which was
transferred to the new and made a part of it. But the burdensome system

as a whole was not transferred ; many of its precepts were either modified,

as their non-resistance supplanted the lex talionis, or entirely abrogated, as

the mischievous law of divorcement. None of the new teachers seemed to

be under Semitic influence, adapting the laws of the Asiatic nations to the

Christian world, nor under classic guidance, incorporating Greek or Eoman
ethics into the Christian system; but, avoiding Asiatic and European ideas

of right and wrong, they taught ethical principles from a new and original

inspiration, and left to mankind ideas, moral distinctions, and moral pre-

cepts such as cannot be found elsewhere, and such as will abide as the

regulative system of human conduct until the end of time. It is a proof

of the ])Otency of the moral teaching of the New Testament that wherever

it is planted and takes root in the national life it begins to grow, while

other systems, classical, Semitic, mediieval, or modern, expire. Competi-

tion with it always results in the extinction of the rude and infirm systems

of ethics, though they may have been in vogue for centuries.

Subordinate yet superior, systemless yet surviving, the ethics of the

New Testament must be studied as possessing inherent peculiarities that

distinguish it from all other systems, and give it the pre-eminence. A
very noti'jealjle feature is that it recognizes the absolute rightucss and

wrongness of things, making such distinctions as are found in no other

law, and enforcing them with strange promises of reward, or seriously

solemn threats of retribution. Right and wrong are both relative and

absolute. As relative principles, they are the results of divine decisions;

or right and wrong are so because God has defined them in human vernac-

ular. Sin is the transgression of the law; but before the enactment of

law there was no sin, though an act performed before the law by which it

could be designated and defined as right or wrong may have been as
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,ri:»l)olic:il in spirit and wreckfulin result as when performed subsequently

ti) l:i\v, and it had taken its place in the moral calendar. Jesus made

r>nje things right and wrong, as peace-making, love of enemies, mutual

forgiveness, support of civil government, cosmopolitan benevolence,

hntrcd of a brother, anxiety for temporal comforts, Avliich were with-

out moral rank before he taught concerning them, and such distinctions

an- n:^ oMigatory as if they were absolute and eternal. But is New Tes-

fiin.-nt ethics rc"lative and derivative, or eternal, uncreated, independent

of the divine wisdom, or of divine institution? Is not right the meta-

j'liv-ioal thing-in-itself? Did right and wrong become such by divine

d.linition? Are they not what they are without the divine tiat? He or-

dained the law of gravitation, but did he ordain the distinction between

trutlj and falsehood? Density, refraction of light, attraction and repnl-

si'.M, are the products of his wisdom; but did he create space and time?

There are some things that are as self-subsistent as the Deity himself, and

to which he is under obligation in his subjective and objective life, be-

c.uisc he could not continue as God in opposition to them. Though he

vncatc the throne they will exist and rule, because indestructible. Right

is not such by divine decree ; it is so in itself ; it is absolute, eternal. Under

mc\\ conditions law is not the creation or source of the difference between

riirht and wrong, or of moral distinctions in general, but the revelation of

m--\\ distinctions. We emphasize law, therefore, as the expression of pre-

cxi-tcnt fundamental principles, and as the instrument of their applica-

tion in human history. It must be confessed, however, that Christian

ethics is largely relative, or the offspring of specific teaching, as philan-

tJimpy, patriotism, reciprocity, and that without pedagogical instruction

mankind would be ignorant of the criteria of righteousness; but there is

r»!i occasional absoluteness in the ethical department of religion that makes

it ( tcrnal, and upon which eternal penalty for sin and the fact of an eter-

n-il world may be predicated. But whether the ethical teaching be rela-

li v.- or absolute, it is fundamental; it is authoritative; it abideth; and

•"iiformity to it is the sure condition of prosperity and safety.

It may be observed in this connection that the new ethics differs from

the old in the issues of obedience or disobedience.; the rewards and pun-

j'^hineiits of the latter being largely temporal, and those of the former

*>'-ing both temporal and eternal. So discernible is the temporal complcx-

itn of the :Mosaic system that one often wonders if obedience to the whole

«'t it wfiuld have been followed by any thing more than length of days,

^-"urity of the homestead, freedom from Egyptian diseases, honors, riches,

«•<! ail the luxury and satisfaction of a temporal life. The outer benefits

r-f the law were temporal; the inner emoluments were but dimly beatific,

^'fily limitedly spiritual, and doubtfully eternal. For rebellion against

M"^<S not gohonna. but an earthquake, followed; for gathering sticks

' » the Sabbath, stoning, but not perdition; for intermarriage with the

''frmnites, or the heathens, not hell, but death; for keeping the com-

'•'••iidm.-nts, not heaven, but the earthly inheritance. Neither hell

*»th its shadows nor heaven with its glories bivouacs within the camp
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of Israel. In the New Testament the case is different. So inter-

woven with its religion is every ethical teaching that the rewards and

punishments of the one are associated with those of the other; that is,

instead of temporal honor as the reward of obedience, and temporal shame

as the result of disobedience, we read of Dives in hell for a neglect of

philanthropy, and a passport to heaven is granted for visiting those in

prison or giving a cup of water to the thirsty in the name of Christ.

Time glows in the old economy; eternity flashes from every outlet of the

new covenant. This exalts the new ethics above not only the Judaic

system, but above all systems instituted by men, and suggests whether it

should be distinguished from the religion of which it forms so integral a

part. In fact, it is not clear that the ethics of the New Testament maybe

wholly separated from its religion, or that we should not speak of tlie

rdigiom ethics of the New Testament when we speak of it at all.

A survey of the range of the ethical principles of the New Testament

may assist in the solution of the problem thus far evolved from the situa-

tion. Are these ethical principles for the regulation of the external, that

is, the social, natural, and moral life of nian, or do they penetrate with

governing force into the inner realm of being and exercise a potential in-

fluence in his spiritual development? Do they assist in the process and

work of redemption? That the law is related to the external life of man

is not questioned. Without it, he would sink into degradation, as the

stone sinks into the sea. Law insures order, the stability of government,

the peace of nations, the progress of science, and all the benefits of life not

within the realm of religion. To these ends the ethics of the New Testa-

ment powerfully contributes; in short, without such ethics all other law

would be in vain for preservation of order and the security of prosperity.

It may be accepted, then, that the outward life of man is under the influ-

ence of the controlling ethics of the new dispensation.

But is the ethical idea related, to any appreciable degree, to the inner

life? Does New Testament law open the door into the spiritual kingdom?

Is there a code of spiritual ethics conformity to which will insure spiritual

character and all the emoluments of spiritual allegiance to God? Certain

it is that the old system was spiritually deficient, and in its best workings

failed to promote the expansion of the spiritual character. Though its

justice was without flaw its holiness was elemental ; tliough its truth was

perpendicular its charity was restricted to the one people, and was not

broad and generous toward all men; though God was in it as Ruler and

Father he was not near to Israel as a personal Saviour, full of mercy and

regenerating power. The old law tended not to spiritual development,

notwithstanding Abraham, Moses, Samuel, David, Isaiah, and Jeremiah

were rare characters, marvelously developed in their spiritual senses; but

this development was rather the result of a providential than a gracious

plan. Under the spiritual dispensation, delayed until the Master"? return

to the Father, were to appear spiritual men, eclipsing the giants of the old

covenant, and showing what man may become when every tldng is favor-

able to spiritual culture. As it seems to us, the new ethics is a part of the
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.•aritu:il innchinery of the Gospel by which spiritual men may be produced,

»nil l»y which, therefore, the spiritual dispensation may be made most efii-

rifiJt juid successful; for if the law contriljute nothing to spiritual results

ii mny operate as a hinderance to them. In the New Testament, however,

U\y, jtromise, threatening, every thing is adjusted to the idea or plan of

t!f%'utiiig tlie race to a spiritual level, and eliminating evil from the social

hfc aiul'the individual heart of man. If the ethics of Christ is not intended

!.. fiiuke sj.iritual men, it is intended to direct the race to spiritual sources

and to approve of spiritual results. Law is not a substitute for atonement,

nor «il)edicnce for regeneration, nor morality for religion; but the ethical

»t/irit m:iy espouse and co-operate with the spiritual designs of the Gospel,

ikad thus promote salvation as its greatest object.

In tlius assigning to the new ethics a spiritual task or prerogative, we

nj^-aiu magnify^it and illustrate its superiority to the old ethics which, serv-

inj,' us a school-master to bring men to Christ, often failed in its mission,

ftjul is .supplanted by an order of life that brings Christ to men. Looking

»i it in tills way, it is easy to see that Avhile salvation is a deliverance from

thf old ethics it is not a "deliverance from the new ethics, which is incor-

|>'>niti'd with the religious system, and invigorates instead of burdening,

and luljricates instead of clogging, the wheels of life. When Paul says that

*c arc delivered from law he means not the new but the old law, for if we

*.iTe delivered from both laws we .should not be under law at all. But

p ligion is ethical as well as spiritual, and governs as well as regenerates

the- life. There is room for ethics in religion. If we have outgrown some

fi the ethics of the ]Master, because they were applicable to liis age only;

nr if he taught at times elementary ethics that unless expanded and modi-

Tud would not be relevant to our day; if he merely built a scaffold upon

wliich the ethical teacher of to-day mav stand to rear a superstructure, it

i« ifiGinubent upon the teachei-s of ethical principles to differentiate the

'"ntial, to classify the primary and secondary, and to recognize the hid-

«Un moaning as well as the open and more transparent convictions of the

Master. Too great emphasis cannot be placed upon the moral suggestions

^'f tho Now Testament, whatever form they assume, or however associated

«i!h the religious system, since they rise or fall with that system, and

Urc.-ly partake of its essence, influence, history, and destiny. Nor will it

rw-ipe attention that the new ethics is as universal. in its application as it

»' jKTjxjtual in its sovereignty over human conduct; that, unlike the old

fthics, which was restricted to one people and one period, it knows not

<•»'• people more than another, nor one age more than all the ages. As its

'-itli.jrity over man is thus gradually extended, national ethics, or Asiatic

Miiic-H, African ethics, :\rexican ethics, Indian ethics, and English ethics,

•«• diiyrriiig from another, so that what is regarded right among one peo-

I
>< ir.ay bo regarded wrong among their neighbors, will tinally disappear,

»r»'l one code of right and wrong will dominate the earth and swing it into

'•'rniotiy with the righteousness of God, This accomplished, the universal

'*i'-miph of religion must follow.
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A NATIONAL SYSTEil OF EDUCATION.

"Without halting in our manufacturing industries, or iu attention to our
internal resources, or in the extension and grounding of the sovereignty of

moral ideas in our public life, it is incumbent upon tlie nation spccififillv

to conserve by educational instrumentalities its political soundness, and to

secure by similar agencies the stability of our institutions and traditions in

every State of the Union. In a new country material conditions naturally

engage the earliest and most earnest efforts of the people, the higher sub-

jects of education and religion obtaining later, though equally healthful,

recognition. From the first, however, the American people, grappling

necessarily with physical problems, have not been unmindful of the vali:'-

of culture and the relation of religious teaching to civil life, for the school

and the Church arose simultaneously with the city and the government.

In the progress of things the educational spirit, though fostered by legis-

lation in the States, and encouraged by the aggressive religious denoni-

inationalism common to us, contracted either into development by routine

methods or expressed itself in single lines or directions, and, therefore,

the theory of offering educational opportunities to every body has not been

fulfilled, or demonstrated to be a practical realization. As a consequence

there is class, but not mass, education; there is education for the whiter

but little for the various colored peoples in the land; there is professional

but not common education; there is provision for the minority but not for

the proletarian multitudes. The entire truth compels us to write that

ours is neither an ignorant nor an intelligent nation, though the facts at

•liand appear to justify both sides of this statement.

In the sixteen Southern States perhaps three-fourths of the nation*-

illiterates, men, women, and children, who can neither read nor write, mav
be found; yet they constitute an integral part of our citizenship, and uiil

alTect the destiny of the nation. Several Northern States also present i:;

this respect a record neither creditable to themselves nor to the civiliza-

tion under and for which they exist. On the other hand, we point to our

scholars, men of genius, orators, statesmen, theologians, philosophers,

poets, inventors, and discoverers, as proof that an educational life is strug-

gling for manifestation in the Republic, and that it is leavening the ma"
and producing results of incalculable worth both to the country and th-'

world. The antithetical character of our condition—ignorance balanced

by intelligence, degradation in contact with refinement, and wickedno>s

environed by righteousness—indicates that the present is a transiti.vi

period, beyond which the nation, properly guided in its aspirations, will

pass into a higher civilization.

If the present is not a critical period, it is an auspicious one for providing

for the education of the multitude, or taking such steps as will insure thf

Uepublic against the dangers of a settled or wide-s[)read ignorance wliicli

is possible under our somewhat loose and miscellaneous school-system.- in

the States. The necessity (if general education is grounded in considera-
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ti..n9 that must commend themselves not only to the statesman but to the

f iti/.on of average patriotism and wisdom, and should lead to co-operation

( .r the accomplishment of the end in view. Self-respect is not a meta-

i.hyMcal nor an egotistical virtue, but the essence of the truest and safest

manliood; for. without it degradation is certain, and once reached a train

,if evils must follow ; for degradation is the forerunner of crime, and crime

i-i the prophecy of calamity. Manhood, without a trace of mendicancy,

i< tlic oI>jective aim of civilization; but such manhood is possible only

in a nation of self-respecting, educated citizens. On this ground alone

the duty of universal education may be enforced with not a little emphasis

Ein.l entlmsiasm. :^IuUitudes are without redemptive self-respect, and as

a cinisc<iuence are satisfied with low conditions, which prompt to crime,

.•snd all the evils that both infect and undermine society. We are not so

r.A(liral as to insist that mere education is the panacea for all the dangers

lh.it menace us, or that it will deliver the individual from corruption; but

oo far forth as it is an inspiration and a resource it will elevate the indi-

vidual into respectability, and turn his feet into the highway of progress.

Kducation is a specific for rags, bruises, filthiness, diseases, crimes, bru-

talities, beggaries, falsehoods, and general earthiness of character and

ts.-te, for where it exercises its influence these tilings do not obtain. "We

therefore insist that as the people are educated they will emerge into.

•Irccncy, refinement, aspiration, and safety, and, therefore, the raovemeafe

f T the education of all classes should be supported by the nation.

If citizenship in general is worth any thing—if American citizenship iai

j-nrlicular is a paradisiacal condition—the price of it should be the degree

"f fitness required for its use and enjoyment. The ignorant man is oot as

t'>iiipet«iit to exercise his privileges as the intelligent man; if ignorant, he

< •.rinot be such a father, husband, friend, citizen as his intelligent neigh-

!"r; if ignorant he cannot be as efhcient a farmer, merchant, physician.

Itwyor, minister, mechanic, or politician as one who is read in the sciences

»!)d li'arnt'd in the wisdom of liis times. Regarding citizenship iuits great

hn-a<hh of meaning, as including not merely tlie patriot's premgatives or

the voter's duties but all that belongs to civil life, both in its legal, and

ln>:idcr humanitarian aspects, it is inconceivable that the man of flesh.

»nil blood is properly equipped for it without a school experience, or with-

«'Ut having gone tlirough that process of development which promises the

hii-hfst manhood.
In the more limited sense—that is, in relation to specific duties, such as.

are inv.^Ivcd in the right of suffrage, office-holding, and whatever belongs.
I

' I**^l'ti'al!ife— it must needs be .apparent that without an educational

'"^tfit the citizen is incompetent for the discharge of tlicse duties, and may
itjijoccntlybc the source of danger, of revolution, of strife, of anarchy, and;

'•'•tmity in general in the Republic. Our one hundred thousand national

' h'<?-hoIch'rs should be educated men and women. Are they? Two
V ^^-^ ago we knew of a postmaster in Ohio who could not read. Our ten

«'i!li()ii voters should be educated voters; they are not, thousands of

»hcm not Ix-ing able to read or write, and yet they are iustruments of the
-8— FIFTH SERIE.S. VOL. T.
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nation's fame. So tlireateniuf;: is the danger from the ignorant voter that

South CaroHua has proposed education as a condition of suffrage, and may
enact it for her own protection. This is in the right direction. Odicr

States, all the States, should provide in a similar way against the ignorant

voter, though perhaps this is not the complete way to overcome the evil.

It is an American habit to eulogize education as the safeguard of our

liberties, and to boast of the school-house as the fountain of our wisdom;

but if the national life is to be perpetuated—if the average citizen is to

grow in his appreciation of our national institutions, customs, and laws

—

if the nation is to be sovereign and to protect itself against all possible

peradventures, it must undertake the education of the youth of the land,

and do so speedily. If the question is raised as to wliat hind of education

is necessary to the higiiest style of citizenship, or what is necessary to the

perpetuity of the nation and the accomplishment of its mission, we rejjly

that, in accordance with the nature of man and his position as a citizen,

his education first of all should be subjective, or such as will improve his

intellectual character and life. His faculties should be strengthened, his

powers should be stimulated to act, he should learn to think for himself,

he should acquire habits of study, he should know his own tastes, and he

should familiarize himself with those laws and principles that are neces-

sary to personal well-being and a manly type of intellectual vigor. A sub-

jective education is indispensable to all men, no difference what their po-

sition, task, purpose, or character : and the government should have respect

in its provisions for the cultivation and enlargement of this phase of the

subjective life of its citizens. Fundamental as this species of education

is, it is not the only, nor the whole, qualification for life or for citizenship;

"and, therefore, the government should take other steps and make other

provisions contributory to the highest results. The utilitarian spirit in

our educational systems is not an unmixed good or evil, but it should

have a pl.ace in the consideration of statesmen if they would generously

and prophetically regard the interests of the nation. For while utilitari-

anism, metaphysically considered, may tend to materialism, and material-

ism may tend to paganism, the fact is, that the bread-and-butter theory

of society is of tremendous importance to those who must have bread and

butter; and any theory or provision that takes in only air and the stellar

spaces, and does not insure wheat, beefsteak, salt, and water, is too deS-

cient to obtain the sanction of the multitudes who need these things.

Hence education must have some relation to life, or livelihood, as well as

to culture and the luxury of a career of thought. ^Ye cannot ignore the

man at the blacksmith's forge for the sake of the man who is discovering

asteroids, or the plow-boy for the sake of the entomologist. Education

must be practical as well as theoretical, manual as well as mental, and

j)hysical as well as intellectual; .ind the government should confer the

oiw as well as the other.

Nor is the citizen fully equipnt-d for cirizenship if he is merely conipt.-

tent to earn his living and to do a little thinking on his own account, for

man is more than an animal demanding satisfaction of appetite, more than
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m citizen seeking to understand the laws of reciprocity, humanity, and

tj.itionulitv, and more than a thinker dealing with the problems of the

imivrrse. He has a religious nature, which is as outspoken as his physical

i>r intfllectual, and which in point of self-seeking is superior to either, is

rirlxT in its resources, wider in the range of its activities, iind responsible

not to an earthly ruler, but to the 3Iaker of heaven and earth. Religion

IK a proper subject of cultivation on the part of the citizen for his own

caki-; and as government cannot well subsist without morality and relig-

i«in, it behooves government to jjroraote the sway of religious truths and

priiicii)les in the organized life of the people. It should not maintain a

drp;irtment of religion, with a secretary at its head, like the department of

»;ir or the treasury, which is done in France, but it should enact laws for

rlic protection of the sabbath, the suppression of the drink traffic, the

punishment of ofYenders against morality and religion, and for the dis-

K'lnination of such religious teachings as will save the land from infi-

dciitv, materialism, agnosticism, and all corrovling and destructive errors

in tiie national life. The government should not ally itself with the

Church in the sense of establishing a national Church, or of uniting

Church and State, but it should remember that without the Church it

vkouhl not survive a decade, and regulate itself accordingly. Religious

ctlucation, comprising the daily reading of the Bible in the public schools,

«!)il daily prayer to Almighty God, and instruction in the moral virtues

and in tlie results of viciousness. should be ordained by law and enforced

all over the land. It is time to return to the practice of the patriots of

other days, and give religion the right of way in the government, in the

whools, and among the people.

Little need be added in recommending the value of what may be called

n fKjlitical education, or the education of the citizen in the American

• 'institution, our form of government, with its legislative, judicial, and

<*x<-cutive branches, the relation of the states to the federal government,

our systems of finance, tariff, and taxation, and all the peculiarities, func-

iious, and forces of civil government. This is necessary if he would in-

'Tllii^tutiy discharge his duties as a citizen, considered in the political

&M«ct.

If a genuine citizenship involve this fourfold education—and that it

di«-^ must be clear to all who consider it in its manifold bearings—it be-

longs to the government adequately to provide for it; for the individual

hiiii.«<,-lf is likely to overlook or neglect a part of it; and no organization,

" li;,'ious or civil, acting independently, is strong enougli or ample enough
• '•» Mcurc it for the whole country. "We are not now pleading for more
«-"ll<-gi's or for higher education, nor even looking to the college to pro-

»iil<' for general education, for the need of the country to-day is not
:i^dur e'UjcMtion, or scholars, or colleges; but a common or lower educa-

•*"n of the millions who are not in the line of scholarship, or hungry for

'"'hu'iate discipline.

i'h.-n; arc colleges enough in the land to afford higher education to

tlioui who want it. A thousand more would not solve the problem of
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universal education. Hence the proposition of ex-Prosideut Andrew 1).

White to establisli a great national university at Washington, D.C., is

ill-timed, and would be an embarrassment if it were suggested as a reraeily

for the situation, because, carried out, it will not assist to an infinitesimal

degree in lifting the people to a higher level. It would not aid Alabama

any more than Alaska, and Te.vas would scarcely know of its existence.

The Roman Catliolic university to be established in the capital is a tes-

timony to the necessity of higher education among tiie Catholics; but

while it may promote that end it will not contribute to the education of

the superstitious masses of that faitli. The college system of America,

religious and civil, is accomplishing its purpose, but it does not educate

the youth iu the fourfold elements of character, or the masses in the line

of citizenship.

Nor does the public-school-system, devised for this purpose, and efh-

cient here and there, reach the people, and secure to them all the advan-

tages expected from it. It may operate well in Iowa, but it does not in

Georgia; it may be perfect as a system in Ohio, but it is deficient in :\Iis-

sissippi; it may elevate JIassachusetts, but it is a slow-working system in

North Carolina. As a system of education, it is being improved from

year to year in the diflerent States, and its results, so far as they can bo

tabulated, are excellent and strengthening to the national character. Tiie

South has especially advanced in this regard in the last ten years; but the

North, with its greater wealth, spends more money for school-houses and

teachers, and is, therefore, reaping a larger harvest in a more largely

educated population.

Thomas Jefferson was a pioneer in education, and the country is in-

de"bted to his wisdom for valuable suggestions; but we must go beyond

Jefferson—we must advance beyond the state-systems of education—if the

twelve millions of school children in the United States are properly trained

in a knowledge of their relati<ms to themselves, their country, and God.

The state-system has been tried long enough to satisfy the people that,

whatever its value, it is too slow in its methods and too poor in its re-

sources to accomplish for the nation what is suggested by its present

condition. The Review ventures to proclaim the necessity of a nntionnl

system of education, that, without supplanting, will harmonize and safely

interact with etBcient state-system.^, and secure to the whole country .-i

uniformity of educational provision that will guarantee the stability of

the nation in the future. Recently a Department of Agriculture, headed

by a secretary, who shall be a member of the President's cabinet, has

been instituted, because of the increasing importance of agricultural

interests.

Is agriculture of more importance than education ? Are war, money,

and the navy more deserving of secretaryship-^ than mind, or the qualified

citizenship of the nation? Let there be a Department of Education,

whose secretary, appointed by the President, shall be a cabinet olKcer,

and on a par with every other member of the same. It is true there is

a Commissioner of Education, but he belongs to the Department of the
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Ir.ti-rior, and besides, gathering statistics has little authority, and no

»j«cial influence in shaping the educational system of the country or in

friicving it of drawbacks and iulirniities.

To this jiroposition there may be objection, especially from the South,

J hat has always believed in Stales' rights, but as this doctrine ouce led

thnn into secession, and has kept them in ignorance since the days of

John C. Calhoun, it is quite time that they abandon it, and permit the

^.nrviTnment to aid them in general education. Some of the Xortherii States

may oppose the suggestion on the ground that tliey are competent to take

care of themselves; but the general good is at stake, and a national sys-

t«-in, with uniform laws and regulations, will be of greater advantage to

Ihc whole country than a few efficient and many poor state-systems, such

s.* now prevail in the land. Among the advantages we indicate the

r..llowing:

1. Uniformity as to the length of the school year in all the States and
Trrritories. Nine months should be the shortest period, but in many
St.it<M it is much shorter, or left to the discretion of trustees.

C. Uniformity as to instruction, the richer State not having any advan-

!s;,'i' either in the competency of teachers or the course of study for its

ymtli over the poorer State.

S. Uniformity of opportunity for all classes. The colored people in

thf.' South, the Indians in the West, the immigrant children in our cities,

tlx' poor every-where, should be trained in as excellent schools and for as

t"ng a period as the children of the wealthy and more fortunate.

4. Uniformity of education as regards native and foreign youth. The
thildren of German, Irish. Italian, Bohemian, English, and Chinese pa-

rt-nts should be required, if within school age, to attend our schools a

n-'piired period, thus preparing them for American citizenship.

•J. Uniformity of education regardless of sects. Catholic youth should
»tl4^nd the public schools the same as Protestant youth. This will hreah

titvn Ihf: Catholic parochial systan, and focus or end the controversy with
tii«? Catholics.

fi. Education should be compulsory for all classes. This would de-

*t»"..Y the system of child-labor prevalent in cities, and insure universal

•dw.ation.

«. National taxation, aside from the purpose of government support,
»h.ni!.l also be largely for benevolent ends. Education should be guar-
*'t'-Ml by the government, with state co-operation, to all of school age in

"• liy tliis quiet, uniform educational method the government would
j
rt-^crve it-;elf from the dangers of an ignorant citizenship, and by bring-

in:.' Itself into closer sympathy with the people it would receive in return
* l'"yilty and devotion that would strengthen it against all evil; and,
J'f-'Mrvini,' itsflf, the preservation and sovereignty of the States, within
•"'yjtutional limitations, will thereby be secured.

'< more tlir crcatian of a Dcjmrtment of Education, icith a secretary, chosen
ty the President, who shall be a memher of tfce cabinet.
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THE BOOK COMMITTEE.

The Book Committee of the Methodist Episcopal Church is an extraor-

dinary body, whether its personal composition, its legiskitive function,

or the actual business it annually transacts be considered. Within

certain limits, and concerning the publishing and some other interests of

the Church, it has all the authority of the General Conference, and act «

in its stead, with all the freedom and wisdom of the larger body that

created it. It supervises the publication of thirteen or more periodicals.

inspecting their editorial management, with an inventory of their re-

Bourccs, cost, surplus or deficit, and lias the power in certain emergencit'><

to arraign and depose, as well as approve and justify, those in editorial

positions. It annually fixes the salaries of bishops, agents, editors, and a

majority of General Conference officers. It examines the business of tin-

Book Concerns, gives direction concerning tlie publication of books, and

may change the methods of business, even to details, of our great jnib-

lishing-houses. The twelve ministers and eight laymen who constitute

the conmiittee were chosen by the General Conference for their integiity

of cliaracter, supposed business sagacity, unimpeachable loyalty to ^Metli-

odism, and their general reputation as Christian men, who would honor

the position and faithfully perform the duties involved in it.

In their annual meeting in February the Committee performed a vast

amount of business, some of it in routine order, but much of it difficult and

delicate, and requiring ripened judgment and a studied purpose success-

fully to adjust all matters to their pro])er conclusions. It is not possible t'»

say that one was more efficient than another in the settlement of some of

these problems, for all were devoted to the common end, and business and

religion beautifully and wholesomely interacted in their deliberations and

results. When the agents reported the business of the year, the mag-

nitude of our Book Concerns became evident; when the editors reportt;<l

their papers, the periodical system of Methodism had new signiticance.

audits power within its sphere was seen to be incalculable; when the

Committee proceeded to the election of an agent to fill the vacancy occa-

sioned by the death of John 31. Phillips they became conscious of a great,

responsil^ility, and acted with appro])riate care and wisdom; and when

the bishops present proceeded to exercise their prerog-ative, cither in con-

curring or refusing to concur in the election, the power of the episcopacy

was felt to be great and decisive. Thus the Committee stands in the

Church as a body clothed with authority, possessed of dignity, and capa-

ble by its relation to great affairs of advancing them or doing mischief

beyond repair.

The selection of the Rev. Homer Eaton, D.D., of the Troy Conference,

as the associate agent of Dr. Sandford Hunt at New York gives great and

deserved s:itisfaction. He is not a stranger to the duties of the office,

having been a member of the Book Committee for eight years, and for

one term its chairman; nor is he without special qualifications for tho

y
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l>r.sitiiin, such as early commended him to the thought of the Committee.

fmlcr the management of the new firm it is believed the increasing

pp.spcrity of the Book Concern is assured.

Without detaiHng the work of the Committee, but speaking in general

t.-rni-s we cannot resist the impression that the Methodist system of

business is, on the whole, superior to any other denominational system of

ba-iiiessin the country. In some respects it may not equal the systems

of individual houses that have tlie world for a constituency, so that it

raunol hope to compete with them; but within its own sphere it is supe-

rior and most efficient. As proof, we have only to point to the fact tliat

tiic subscription lists of our Church papers in most cases exceed the lists

of other denominational papers in their territory; and &?, ior the Eetiexc,

in this particular it is at the head of all denominational review literature

in the United States. Other denominations have systems of their own,

or employ secular methods, but we leave them behind by a system peculiar

to Methodism, and which, tlioroughly worked, will enable us to accom-

plish :dl that belongs to any one denomination to do.

The issue of the subject is, therefore, the necessity of co-operation with

the system all along the line, from the most obscure and helpless member
\n the most prominent and authoritative servant in our broad and ex-

jvinding Methodism. The charm of loyalty and responsibility must hold

t'>^'ethpr the vast multitudes of the Church, and inspire to activity and

U'nevolence in the patronage of our books and papers, and the further-

ance by every possible means of the evangelization of the country aud
tlie world. Allowing that the mission of one Church is the mission of

ill, .«till it is not unfraternal in any denomination to claim that it may
have a function in the system of evangelization not performed by any

other, and that its methods, whether peculiar or common, are better

st'l;ti)tcd to its special work th;in the methods of other organizations. In

thi-i vifw of the case it is incumbeut upon Methodists to conform to their

tncihods if they would fulfill the mission that providentially has been as-

>i:<iK'd to them, as an organized branch of the Church of Christ. Non-
f"iifnriuity to the methods of Methodism is treason to the mission of

NU-thodisii), inasmuch as the latter must fail without the former. "\Ve

'-'•y, therefore, rightly insist upon the use of all our periodical and other

'!'.< niture in the homes and churches of the people called ^lethodists.

Wtiiic outside elements are antagonizing, not only the Christian faith, but

"IN) L'very form of Church organization and order, there should be the

'ilinaNt harmony within the circle of believers if the largest success shall

\n: vccun.'d. The spirit of indepemlence, so rife in the world, and not an

"•jmi\fd evil in the Church, should be so guarded and regulated as to

^•ntribute to its prosperity ntthrr than assist in its downfall. [Methodism

''''it'll is a conquering force; divided, it will destroy itself and cause

^Itristcudom to mourn.
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THE ARENA.

THE FIRST WORD OF GENESIS.

The criticism of Dr. Hawley ou the first word in Genesis, in the Jarai-

ary number of the lievieio, I cannot accept as correct. TPD'SlIl has no ar-

ticle expressed or implied. The full form with the article would be,

n''5i'Xina; or with the article consonant (n) suppressed, n^'J^X-l?. The
word occurs in the Hebrew Bible, Neh. xii, 44, n^^'Xl^ for n"J'X-in!?,

the vowel of the article being retained while the consonant n is suppressed.
This is the only instance wlierc the word is used with the article prefixed,
to be rendered ''the first fruit (or fruits)."

The use of the article in the Hebrew is in most cases like it is in En-
glish. If a thing in Hebrew is not already known, it generally, not to say
always, lacks the article; thus: God said, "Let there be light." Here
in Hebrew we have nis, light, without the article, as something at the time
unknown or not mentioned before. But after the light is created it is called
lixn, tlte light, with the article (Gen. i, 4). So when God says, " Let there

be a firmament," jrifpn is used without the article; but after it is formed
it is called ypnn, thefirmament (verse 7).

In Gen. i, 1, as no beginning has been mentioned, the noun n''!i'N"1, Ic-

jrwiwrngr, properly has no article. Hence, " In beginning" is the proper
rendering, just as it is given in the LXX., 'Ev apxi), " I>i ieginning.'"

Carlisle, Pa. Hesrv M. Hakma:!^.

It does not seem to me that Dr. Hawley has established his position;
and as some of his arguments are based on opinions which are rendered
doubtful by recent investigations, and others are due to a mistake, a reply
may be justified.

L C'N-I does not mean ''ahead, the first, the Icginniiig ;'' all these are
derived meanings (p. Ges., Hthr. u. Aram. IlandicOrtcrhuch, 10 Auf., Leip-
zig, 188G, s. v.).

2. Tiie LXX. cannot be quoted on this passage, for tradition names
this as one of the thirteen places changed for Ptolemy. (Compare Geigcr,
Urschrift, pp. 344, 4:39, 444.)

3. ". . . the Hebrew article ^n, commonly written n " (Hawley).
This statement Dr. Hawley owes to Moses Stuart (Grammar. Gth cd.,

AndovcT, 1838, §1G2); but he does Professor Stuart injustice iu not
taking also the rest of the sentence, which concluded thus: " with a
Daghesh forte after it." This may sound pedantic, but it is none the
less important.

Dr. Hawley has overlooked the fact that the first half of this statement
about the article is only an hypothesis, and that, too, one that is aban-
doned by many of the best scholars of the present day.

Stade {Ldirharh dcr Ihh. Grammatik., Leipzig. 1879, § 172, a. 2) repu-
diates it, while Miiller {IRb. Schul-grammatih., Halle, 1878, §113, a) says
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ihat the cxplaDation of the doubling of the next consonant as an assimila-

tion of ^ is -'besonders bci letzterem streitig." Greon, also {Heh. Gram.,

a-*- ctj., New York, 1S89, § 2:30, 1, a), does not hold this opinion. (See

furtiuT KOnig, Lehrgebaade der Ilcb. Spradie, Leipzig, 1881. § 16, Anm.)
A. " And the reason the article is omitted in n'C'Nnn is, it suffers »yaco2>e

'•ftor 2, and gives up its vowel to the particle. The syncope of the article

l.ovmmon (Stuart's Grammar, sec. 152, note, and sec. 108, I) " (Hawley).
TJif :\rlicle does not suffer ''syncope,''' and it docs not " give up its vowel
t) the particle." Tlie very passages quoted by Dr. Hawley from his fa-

vorite grammar sliow that if syncope had taken place n'u'Xin would have

b<x-.)ine n'L'Wn {v. Ges. Heb. Gr.immatih., 24 Auf., Leipzig, 1885, § 35,

2 with Anm. 2, and Green, § 2;.0, 3, 5).

The editor's kindness may perhaps allow me to say that I should traus-

Ulr the verse (partially following Kashi .and Ibn Ezra): "At tirst, whea
«J<«1 created the heaven and the earth, . , . then God said, Let there be
ll;<ht." Tliis does not necessitate the change of X12 to Nia (cf. Ilosea

i, 2; Deut. iv, 15); nor is the objection to so long a period well taken
v*hi-u ii, 4, sqq., is compared.

(See, further, Dillmaun, Die Geneva's, 5 Auf., Leipzig, 1886, and compare
iKlitzscli, JVcve?' Commetar uber die Genesis, Leijizig, 1887.)

Ilacerford College, Pa. Robert W. Rogers.

(These unsolicited confirmations of our position, or translation, are suf-

^ \ nt to settle the question. If any are still in doubt we most respect-
^<'!y refer them to such additional authorities as President Buttz, of Drew
I h-..!.,gieal Seminary; Professor Wm. R. Harper, editor of ^.fZ^ra/m and
?.'..' Old T(!<tiimcnt Student, Yale College; and Professor W. W. Davies,
"f tl:.- Ohio Wesleyan University. We may venture to state that Stuart's
•'riiniuar, so freely used by Dr. Hawley. is in the background among
• }K'lar> as an authority. With these references the controversy is closed.
— KiiiTon.j

THE DOCTRINE OF 3IERIT.

The ca-st-iron system of theology which originated with Augustine is
i.rlihrig to the "sweetness and light "of the nineteenth century. Ar-
^•^itiius is becoming taller than Calvin. " Whedon on the Will " answers'

^•<lw;lnls on the Will." But beyond all reasoning, the common con-
•^""iMios accepts the blunt dictum of the great Samuel Johnson, "We
* -^ the will is free, and there's an end of it/'

*"*» not a clear-cut and logical Arminianism demand the acknowledg-
K»'nt of nivrit as well as demerit in moral actions? Have we not too care-
'"''''

""-'•'I't'-'d the saying, as though it were an axiom, " There can be uo
-• f't HI H creature ? " Does not condemnation imply commendation ?
<•-'» >Mrke(l and slothful servant" stands contrasted with " Well done."

.

'''!.'^.' '^ ''Hi'^'-'d" is set against "Come, ye blessed." "According to his
••^•^^ Ii tlie scriptural standard of judgment. AVorthlevsness with no
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contmstiug worthiness savors of Calvinism. Thoy who arc " called to 1,e

saints" cannot at the same time be miserable smners I sinners do-

serve to die, saints deserve to live, and may claim - a ngh to t^^^' tree o

Ufe;" for, though they are " unprofitable servants, '
yet he is faithful

^""ilirnoT onX'4-tues balance his vices and prevent positive punish-

ment ? No doubt there are degrees of punishment-" few stripes and

-manv stripes;" and one doom will be "more tolerable" than another;

vet even a balanced account may warrant the loss of heaven.
_

Does merit preclude atonement? By no means; for the most ^Ytuous and

worthy life mav fail to reach its full recognition on account of past sins.

which need atonement. Does grace then save? Yes, grace gives power

to act, and meets human endeavor with heavenly help. But even the

paralytic was commanded to "stretch forth" his hand. Jesus said to

the Jews, " Ye will not come to me;" if either total depravity or inexor-

able necessity had kept them from coming to lum, could he have blamed

^^TrLoi works " only a condition?- Yes, just as faith is only a con-

dition: for in one sense neither faith nor works are meritorious; yet both

affect the souUs salvation, and merit recognition and divine api^roval in

the same de-ree that wron-doing demands condemnation. Practically

there is as much reward as^retribution in the divine government; yhy

then not admit the logical sequences of Arminian behef and reject all

remnants of Calvinism ?

Conshohocken, Pa.

ORGANIZED CHARITIES.

Promiscuous alms-giving makes the tramp's vocation possible Concede

it to be difficult, if not impossible, so to organize as to avoid errors n

.ivino-, nevertheless, reform at this point demands attention. Giving to

;ersons who are willfully idle, or who use alms to purchase rnt>>xicants, or

who be^ for gain, or to tramps, are prolific sources of evil. Not to as i.

the woi^hv indigent would be wrong, and would result in great suffer.n

tomanv who aie not to blame because of tl>eir misfortunes. Bu an

attempt to assist the worti,y indigent, and avoid frauds and tramps b)

promiscuous giving, must prove a failure. To teel the pulse of P-e t^

and diagnose the case requires knowledge and wide experience, far m re

than to feel the pulse of one whose body is sick and to give a proix

diagnosis of the disease. In the latter case the physician ^^ -^^^
laws by which to determine the disease. In the former,_ every thing hn

ders in reaching accurate conclusions. Deceptions, tncks, fraud, f
a

^c

pretenses are the means practiced by beggars who sohc.t alms from door

to door. . . ,, „ .,:„,;

Whco the iiidi-cnt are assisted tlirough proper organizaaons the .am

of which are notsimply to relieve from hunger and cold, but also or

the elevation of the moral and physical condition of the indigent, po.itn e

and listin-' good may be accomplished. Experience has demonstratea,
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b'.w.-ver tbat cxcelleut judgment is required to properly administer such

ciufities Unless care is used, -applicants will receive assistance from vari-

ous clarities at the same time. This can be avoided only by the personal

it.voli'^uiou of each case dud visitation by the superintendent. To give

x.u^ nuK-li is injurious. To give only in small quantities, at the right mo-

,. uit in proportion to the immediate need, and not to prolong it beyond

,'uc duration of the necessity .vhich calls for it, but to extend, restrict,

^.nd n.odify relief, has been found to produce the best results. 1 hen, as

r. nu':ms of training, require total akstiuence from all intoxicants, and that

tl»,>.e haviu.r children of proper age send them to school unless unavoid-

ably prevented, thus making the poor, ^vhile under obligations to the

«L."ritv a partv to their o.vn and their children's elevation. Moreover,

. ich family aided should be visited frequently, and instructed in neatness

and punctuality, and how to get along on the least possible amount. The

i.hu of self-help should constantly be emphasized, lest they become indo-

t.nt, willing to live on alms, and thus make beggars of their children.

1 H.k of exe'rtiou should be met with sharp rebuke, and, as soon as it is

}..,v:.ible for the family to live without assistance, further aid should be re-

lu-fd Limited space will not permit amplitication of tliese thoughts.

6L Loui., Mo. SJ^^^'^c^ ^^- 1'^^LOR.

THE atone:ment.

1 am glad to see that special phases of the many-sided doctrine of the

utom-ment are receiving tlie thoughtful and earnest attention of men in

all our churches. It is well. The calm, disjiassionate, and charitable

.li^-ussions will aid in evolving the truth, and infix it on impregnable
"

foundations. The able article on "The Atonement and the Heathen" in

:!.: lavc number of onv Recieic, by Rev. G. W. King, will elicit thought,

and the points noted by the editor will provoke discussion—one upon

»liit:li my limited space will not allow me to enter.

.My purpose now is to correct a misinterpretation of part of a sentence

•»hich .Mr. King quotes from an article of mine, in which he logically

pUcfs me as a supporter of the " ill-fated doctrine " of the moral influence

tb.-<>t V. In the article from which he quotes I was discussing the grounds

«.it which rests the nm'ss^Yy for the atonement; and I said, after stating

I'r. 15ush;ieirs theory. Dr. 3Iiley bases it mainly on governmental grounds.

1 should have said mhollij, as :mV. King says, but three words, their proper

^ ;atiun not being fully seen at the time, led me to write the qualifying

*"r'l, "n\aiuly." I then wrote, '-To us it seems as if these great think-

'-1-- had omitted the most important part of the foundation, namely, the

I'^liuhlc facts of God's and man's n-uaral nature." Just how "this last

!:.,U'.'ht" can be pressed into the service of any ''phase of moral influ-

"" «f- i.s what I would like Mr. King to show. I spoke of man's consciou-^-

ftTs^ «.f .^qiilt, ill-desert, and inner law of righteousness—facts of man's

'uyfid nature—as imperatively demanding an atonement. Does 3Ir. King

•l.fiy iliis "position?" And does he deny that in God's moral nature there

** ii utcfssily fur expiation? My article does not in any sense teach the
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moral influence theory. Nor have I ever tauf^ht it. Nor can I, in the

face of palpable facts, accept, as containing all the truth, the exclusive

governmental theory. Thomas Stalkeu.

San Luis Obispo, Cul.

MUNICIPAL SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN.

This seems to be the only means of averting one of the most imminent

perils to our political system, arising from unrestricted suffrage as it now

exists. In our cities the dangerous classes are in the very decided major-

ity. They put aside party lines when their own interests are at stake,

and vote as a unit to further their own cause. But those majorities, given

by the unsafe classes, have a far-reaching influence over large districts of

country adjacent to the cities. The vicious classes, as a matter of course,

elect men to place from their own ranks. The persons elected are

of the same low morals as the men who have chosen them. These men

levy our taxes, frame our statutes, administer our laws. The integrity

and safety of the entire republic are placed in jeopardy. The danger grows

apace. Better discipline, greater boldness, new aggressions from year

to year, mark the encroachments of this element of our political life.

The danger has already reached alarming proportions. Some defense

must be devised right soon, or it will swallow us up. Throw about our

homes and our institutions the bulwark of municipal suffrage for women,

and snatch the cities from the domination of the roughs, and all will

be well. Offset the votes of the slums with the votes of good women.

Good women are very much in the majority over bad women. Thank

God that this is so 1 Let woman vote at our charter elections, as she votes

in some States at the school elections, and we shall see this cloud, dark

with danger, disappear. J- B. Maxfield.

Omaha, 2icb.

THE CALIFORNIA VINE.

The grape is the favorite export of California. It is becoming to the

average Californian what gold was to the pioneer-, and this, notwith-

Btanding the fact that it is^o-day, in point of valuation as an export

inferior to wheat, barley, gold, and timber. The grape has for its chief

patrons wholesale and retail li.juor-dealers; and next, the fashionable cir-

cles of society. By the enterprise of these parties the wine producing

grape is- pushed to the front as the coming product of California.

A commission on viticulture and viniculture has been created by the

State. Among its duties are the "assisting producers in finding piofit-

Hble markets for their products, by extending commercial and popular

knowledge of the same throughout the United States and foreign coun-

tries by means of public addresses, circulars, printed documents, and

personal efforts of duly authorized representatives and lecturers of the

said board." Fifteen thousand dollars per year are spent annually by this

commission for the carrying out of the above provisions. The State Com-

mission has its head-(iuarters at the University of California. Prufc.sor
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liniuuni performs the complex rluties of the "Professor of Agriculture "

»nd"'puiKTintonds the viticultural and vinicultunU iuterests under the

Mi>pi(TS of the above commissio^. Miss Kate Field is employed by this

cv.iiunissiou to proclaim the "gospel of the grape," in which she uses her

»j.!.-ndid talents to !^ho\v why wines should be used in polite circles as

Ikf bevcrai;e, and to show that California wines should be patronized by

Anu'riciinrto the exclusion of imported wines. The Vina Rancho has been

d. mated by our United States Senator, Leland Stanford, to found a uni-

versity in memory of his noble son. This rancho is part of the foundation

of the" new institution. It is the largest body of land exclusively devoted

1.) the vine in the State, and consists of 3.575 acres, all in vines. There

are SOO vines to the acre, and in all 2,800,000 vines, capable when matured

of producing 2,000,000 gallons of wine annually.

These institutions, with their ample endowments, destined to have an

immense influence upon the destiny of the State, intellectually, socially,

tt!id morally, lend their powerful aid to foster the wine interests of Califor-

jiiii. The vineyards of the entire State produced last year fifteen millions,

and it is said are capable of producing thirty millions, of gallons of wine.

It is claimed that the material interests of 150,000 people in this State

art' identified with this single product. Already there are causes operating

h<ro that may essentially modify the future of the wine interest. The profits

ffutii table and raisin grapes being larger than those from the wine grape

ni!iy diminish the interest in the production of wines. M. E. Richardson's

/>wn. Manual on the wine question shows that while the net profits of

wine grapes are only from $10 to $62 50 per acre, the raisin grapes net

fruia .*G8 25 to §105, and the table grapes net from !$110 to $250 per acre.

IJaisins, like wines, have the world for a market. The raisin industry

ia California has had a wonderful growth. In 1872 six thousand boxes

«'f raivjns were packed for market, each box containing twenty pounds.

In isx.v^ a million boxes were put upon the market.

The phylloxera is also a factor to be noted in considering the wine

intvr^-.st of the State. Its ravages in Napa and Sonoma Counties, and in

Southern California, have been such that many acres have been uprooted;

••"> that it is now with many a question whether the almond, fig, lemon,

olive, orange, or prune trees may not be more profitable than the vine.

This beautiful vine, which is made the figure of the intimate relation

that sidjsists between Christ and his disciples, and the fruit of which

<'hrist made the symbol of his atoning blood, is now profaned by the fer-

ni' iitution and adulteration of the fruit, so that that which was ordained

I'.v Christ to be a symbol of life out of sacrifice is the vehicle of death.

Krutn the day when Noah planted the first vineyard and drank wine, and

*a^ drunken, history has most faitiifuUy repeated itself. It is repeating

•>*'lf in California, and will continue to do so. They wlm plant vineyards

*nd drink wine will be drunken, and they will curse their offspring.

A'i vineyards and wineries come to the front in California the Church,

the M'liool, and wholesome law will recede to the background.

Oakhind, Cal. li- Be.ntlet.
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EDITORIAL EEYIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.

ROTTLAKGISM is tlic great question of the hour throughout Europe; this

^r'thout si' ng,!.s says the French idiom. It .ould be a strange piny

o for uiie o', pe.h.^s more properly a strange dispensation of provtdence,

It stuld "ive in the present great crisis in Europe such a pohttcal a<l-

ventutr he key to the European situation. But all this goes to pro^

the rea'y anVrestless disp^Isition of the French people, and he general

Stru 't
;'

all the peoples in their rulers and their systems. The disgrar

W ht on all the ruling houses of the Continent by the shameless hfe and

dsc"ed table death of The heir to the venerable and d.st.ngmshed ho ..

TZ^L adds not a little fuel to the flame of the present genera d.

conlent. Francis Jo.eph, of the Austro-IIunganan throne ha. trb

drank the drec^s of sorrou' to the full. He inherited the throne k.rgeh be-

to be a debauchee and suicide, and the crown princess o Au.Um n

idrtL-rthr:s.^^^^

"^ZL. there is but one saving remedy for the immedh^te future a.l

that is the nearness and the importance of the great -^^^^^^^,
position. All classes take a great pride and place much \^0P^/" ^

^
f^"

Tans of drawing to Paris the cUie of the world to adnnre l^e creatun^s

f French sldll an.l industry, and indorse the --^^tons o Frend

thusia.ts that France is still the "Grande Nation" ^«\^^;^^^^^'^"^'"- !

',,

misfortunes, and that her artisans can conquer the hated Germans though

her soldiers mav not be able to wave the palm of victory.

But sober FrL-nchmen know the perils of the future, and are incl d o

studv their needs and their duty for the P--"\ P^'^^^'/";/^
;^;..

themselves the ..u^stion, "What will be
f^^-'^'^XA^l t^,^,

drama in which we are engaged?" And they -P
;J^ .^^ , , ,,

absolutely on the wav in which the coming generation shall ^'^^^

^t;general conception of things. If men yield to the l--^ ^^^

encv ormaterialism, there will spring from it nothing Ic., ^'^^

;; ^^.j

of brute force, and a cycle of fratricidal conflict will be inaugu.att
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ninong classes as among nations. Every thing, then, depends more or

less on the influence to be exerted by the religion of love and of liberty.

Whit a solemn hour, therefore, for the Church of Christ ^ill be the clos-

i-i-years of the preheat century! The year that has just closed has

.iroved its vitality bv ^vhat it has preserved or what it has conquered in

mission work at home and abroad; the grand international missionary

i„l,iloc of London has given convincing proofs of that. But now is not

the time to shimber on the blessings of the past. The Church of Christ

mu^t cvery-where, and especially in France, see with the eyes of faith its

.livine Kin<' pass among its ranks as a triumphant chief on the eve of

i. It tie ancf hear his words of command as those which the book of

Ucvclation bore to the Churches of Asia ]Minor in a similar crisis: " Hold

fust to that which thou hast, and let no one take thy crown To him

who =hall have conquered I will give the power over nations, and I will

.rive him the star of the morning." Yes, to make the morning star of a

new dav to shine over the darkened heavens of France, and encourage

humani'tv with a grand era of revival, the burning aspirations and the

pcnitent'tears are needed of all those who ardently believe in the possible

regeneration of a lacerated and bleeding nation.

I. RELIGIOUS.

LwELETE, the noted Belgian mmU and publicist, has just made

throu-h the columns of the Flandrc LiheraU a thrilling appeal to the

l»rx)tcstants of France to grasp the clerical situation in their country. He

quotes the renowned Quinet as saying that political emancipation can

..nlv be securely gained by a religious reformation. The French Revolu-

tion was the result of the jjrand philosophical movement of the eighteenth

centurv, which would found tl.e edifice of modern liberty on the basis of

n-ason', and consequentlv in conflict with the clergy. But has this ex-

porinient, which has been repeated in all Catholic countries, succeeded .

}>?e where France is to-day ! fearing to see the triumph of a Ca}sansm of

tlie pot-house, which would be the acme of shame for the generous French

T.%li(.n.

The daring publicist declares that the strength of Boulanger to-day

lii-s with the Clerical party. What is the rock on which the Republic

thn-atens to make a wreck but the religious question within the domain

"f the public school, and public instruction generally? If the Catholic

'•itiuns desire to found or maintain liberal institutions they are told that

til.. Church proscribes them, and thus they are in a blind-alley without an

i'-ue. Arnnt, then, is to be done ? Shall they surrender all instruction

-« » iho Cluirch? Liberty gi-anted by the Holy See will soon be limited—

tii' n suppressed.
.

If the clergy arc excluded from the school as teachers or advisers, the

l..*l.ii.sof theVople arc shocked, and especially the feeling of mothers;

lad in this wav is created a formidable opposition, to which may
1^

»iued all the ma'lconteuts, as now, indeed, in France, to the peril of all
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free institutions. In Belgium tlic principles of '89 seem conquered; for
the Church has conquered. In Italy the danger is so great that the nu-
tional government feels bound to make an ally of the empires of tlic

North. If the liberalism of the day is to be conquered, it is because it

has not comprehended the great role of religion, even in our day. And.
nevertheless, see how the question presents itself to the house arid heurtli
of each one of us, not less than to the State. You are perhaps indifferent
to the Church, you may even be hostile to it, but your wife and children
remain faithful to it; you are thus conquered in advance. If, on the con-
trary, you wish to withdraw your family from tiie school and ail Chris-
tian worship, your defeat is still more certain, for you will collide with
the fact that man is a "religiou? animal," that he needs a religion, and
that he will return to his ancient altars if you offer him no others. What
is the conclusion that forces itself on all good patriots, and which they are
preaching without cessation? It is this: If you would establish liberty.
abandon the Church and the worship that anathematize it, and embrace
that one which consecrates it. These are views of Laveleye, born a Catholic.
in a Catholic land, but whose wary eyes have been opened to the gravity
of the situation, and who meets it not as a Christian, if you please,\ut as
a common sense champion of the rights of God and of man. The defeat
of Liberalism in Belgium, and the relegation of the secular schools to the
hands and teachings of the priests, have been a sore and dangerous blow to

true liberty, and the lesson may well be heeded in France and—nearer home.

In Italy the Churches of the Yaudois are sacred to their mission of

spreading and nurtining the Protestant religion. They are now express-
ing, a great deal of sympathy for their French brothers in distress, and
have just sent to them a touching greeting and appeal, rising entirely

above the present hostility and coolness between the nations. They say

in this: "Brothers of France, count on oursymjiathy in these days of trial

for your most sacred liberties. "When we listen to the eternal quarrel

between the countries, many of the Yaudois would gladly interfere and
say to Franco, A truce to all recriminations! it is on us alone that

ought to rest the debt we owe. Our sincere attachment to our king and
country will never prevent us from acknowledging that tlie two heroic

ages of our history were determined by the Frenchmen, Yaldo and Col-

vin. We shall never forget that our Bible was translated by a French-
man, Olivetan, and that the captain of our glorious liberty was a Frencli-

man, Ilcnri Arnaud."

"And then is not our confession of faith still Gallican?" say those

grateful Yaudois. The use of the French tongue among them still recall-

their origin, and their family names remind them of their duty to France,

and thus they would still fraternize in spite of all the hard words and

rash deeds that are now rampant between them. Anotlier o!)jcet of thi-<

"Epistle to French Protestants " was to announce the mournful news of

the death at Florence of their beloved teacher and preacher. y\. A.

Kevel, who died in his prime, being but fifty-eight years old. They hud
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K-comc accustomed to think him absolutely necessary to them, and mourn

hU loss as did the disciples that of their divine T^Iaster with his living

word.

In Germa>-y the Evangelical Alliance is at last gaining quite a popular

f.x.thold, and now the annual week of prayer is also observed with con-

m.Ut.iI.Ic unanimity. It is true that a goodly number of churches of

the old school are "still refractory, but the number of these unbelieving

Tiioma^es is diminishing yearly, and this year in particular they can report

qtatc an increased number of those who participate in these valuable

P.'unions of the ditTerent creeds and Churches. Tlie laity have not yet

fjninod their spiritual majority, and still leave all the work to the pastors;

b'.it the constant effort of these leaders to bring their flocks into the work

will soon show an effect. The preachers, therefore, see in these assem-

l>!:igc's great profit, and much hope for the future.

The Protestant Churches of the Fatherland are still greatly exercised at

the intolerance of the Czar in regard to the Lutheran Churches of the Bal-

tic provinces, and have called attention to this persecution during the

week of prayer. Numerous pastors rudely exiled from their parishes are

wandering in Germany in quest of occupation. If this crusliing system

continues much longer the emigration threatens to become general. There

is great feeling excited in the case of a popular and beloved divine of

St. Petersburg, a man eminently endowed, pious as well as learned, who

!)U'pared for^his profession under the leading teachers of Germany. A

Kns.sian painter of great talent, moved by his teachings, sought admis-

Fion to his communion. Now, according to the tenor of Russian legisla-

tion, every member of the Orthodox Church who abjures his faith, and

ov.-ry pastor, Protestant or otherwise, who favors this abjuration, is liable

the first year to prison or exile, and the second year to transportation to

Siberia.
"

The conscience of said divine leaving him no respite, lie tinislied

hy sacrificing the human law to the divine law. He announced tiic fact to.

the competent ecclesiastical authorities, and set out immediately for Ger-

liiany. At the frontier he was arrested, taken back to St. Petersburg,

Slid given over to the civil authorities. Tiiis was too much for a consti-

tiUion as delicate as his ; he passed into a state of serious mental aliena-

'.ion. and was turned over to the hands of specialists for treatment. To-

<liiM fact he will doubtless <iwe his escape from Siberia, but one's blood

i'oila at the recital of such barbarity, which smacks of the Inquisition.

Tub Court Pkeaciier of the German empire is still the target for-

mally evil-minded marksmen. These go now so far as to accuse him of

1« ing a traitor to his country, and try to make out that Stoecker is play-

it':: the part of an ecclesiastical Boulauger, which, from the German stand-

!"ir»t, is about as hard a thing as can be said about him. But S^toeckcr

>-"Ids his ground with the masses, and his popular sermons on Sunday,

»^-'»ttf:rcd every-whcrc for a farthing a piece, in thousands of copies are

'wringing to him an immense hearing; the cabuieu on their stands on the-

-y— FIFTH SKJIIKS, VOL. V.
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Sabbath buy and read them in all quurtcrs; and so do all of the laboring

])opvilation whose occupation gives them leisure moments. It can safely

be affirmed, that since this chamj)ion has been the leader of the home
mission uork tlie religious physiognomy of the metropolis has greatly

changed.

It will be well, therefore, to distrust the canards of the press, whicli

likes to strike a shining mark. Foreign journals are accustomed to gain

most of their information about religious nuitters from the press of Berlin,

which is largely in the hands of Jewish capitalists, and ever ready to strike

the court chaplain because of his excessive anti-Semitic tendencies—for
they of course ignore the first word of the religious movement in Germany.
It can be safely asserted that t!ie great majority of German Christians will

always be on the side of Stuecker against his adversaries. This is, of

course, not enough to justify his undeniable errors, but it is assuredly

enough to establish his perfect honesty. The government still turns a

deaf ear to the appeals of the Protestant Church. And already the zeal

manifested by a large fraction of tlie Church for a more real independence
of the State seems to have entered into a period of calmness, and the

petitions of the provincial synods will wait a long time for realization.

At present it is the question of sabbath observance that is subjected to

the honor of a first-class funeral. A few weeks ago it was whis])ered that

the plan of the ministry was to be submitted very soon to the Chambers.

But, at a hint from above, all these rumors have been belied. This unfor-

tunate project sleeps therefore the sleep of the just in the portfolios of

the ministry.

The general impression is that the monarch favors laws for sabbath

observance, for he lately expressed the desire that horse-races might no

longer be held on the sal)bath, ami they have, of course, ceased so to be.

This is a proof that he is not backward in manifesting his religious con-

victions. He showed this also recently by giving from his private purse

quite a considerable sura for tlie erection of a building for the Young
^ftlen's Christian Association. These desiiable establishments for the

young are becoming in Germany at last the nurseries for future genera-

tions, and are now enjoying a rapid develojjraent. Tiiey will assuredly

do more toward realizing the independence of the Church, for which

believers are sighing, than any other agency, and than all the votes of

a parliament more desirous of reducing than of increasing the budget for

the expenses of public worship. Germany may well greet the day when

her war-song will be a hymn of peace.

The Mac All movement in France still goes on its triumphant way.

In tlie street of Saint Denis, near a large and popular restaurant, arises

a building whose facade is ornamented with wooden figures that arc

known as the statues of Saint Jacques, formerly the sign of a larjje dry-

goods store. To this the people have been accustomed to throng, and

thither they go now in quest of other food. The hall is very large, and

as it was formerly the chapel of the convent of Saint Jacques it was
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not diflicult to restore to it the appearance of a place of public %vor-

»hij>. The auditorium will cuntaiu about five hundred seats, and many
more can find standing room. The intent of this edifice is as follows :

V«-ry recently the Mac All ^Mission has been induced, in the interest of

c'W converts, to liave an understanding with the diilerent churches to

«s:;t!»lish annexes or new congregations. It is thus that the mission

ol tlic Boulevard Bonne Nouvelle has become an annex of the Reformed

Chiirch of Pastor Fish.

.\iiother local mission is supported partly by the Mac All Mission and

liu* Baptist missionary from the United States. Sunday morning is given

in this way to a popular service under the auspices of the Baptists. The

j. istor of this new church has the pleasure of ministering almost entirely

Id a congregation that he himself has been instrumental in leading to the

f.iith. The first service was oj^ened by Mac All himself before an audi-

nice of one hundred and fifty persons. He read the Bible and offered

the first prayer to God ever uttered in the edifice in all its history. The
r;<w pastor then took the stand and laid out the programme that he and
his friends proposed to follow, declaring that the new home was a new
weapon for war against the common enemy, in which all iiis members
were to be soldiers. His word of command is, " Charity to all, and prin-

<ipallyto other Christians.'' He rendered homage to the liberal Chris-

trinity of Mac All, who seems to know how to hold an even balance

aiirmg the different Churches, and also knows how to accept the co opera-

tion of all Christians, be they who they may.

II. LITERARY.
I-A TJevue CnRETiENXE, the wcll-knnwn organ of the Reformed Prot-

"'..int Church of France, has just entered on its thirty-sixth year of
I'' '.ivity and usefulness. It remains loyal to its early device, " Gospel and
I.i'-Tl

1/

;
'•'' and it demands no greater honor than to show itself worthy

't tiiis glorious banner. It affirms that to-day, as in the days of his ter-

'^•-!ri:d life, Christ alone can answer the questions that so profoundly
/'^'Uito human society. Therefore no cause is dearer to it than that of
f>'i! liberty, whose triumph alone can assure that of the Gospel. This is

• ':"'Jtrh, we think, to recommend such a publication to the attention of

^ •'•'^i-itians as well as of all men who know how to comprehend the value
*''! importance of religion.- The Eevue gives the first place to the study
' • fligifjus problems, but it also follows the movement of ideas with the

''^'••^t .sympathy, and excludes nothing from its attention. History, and
*'"' '^icnces, and travel, literary and artistic criticism, questions of polit-

*'-•• f-conomy, as well as all charitable problems, are alike the objects of
•*• «-tudy and regard; but these are all controlled by the thought that,

*'''?i:inity l)eing the truth, it is to illumine every thing with its pow-
"'•'! Iii^'ht. The lievac gives also to the literature of the imagination the

y'*"' that it has a right to demand in creating a wholesome literature that
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leaves behind it nothing but touching and beneficent impressions. It has

thus become a power among the loyul members of its Church, and its edi-

tors and contributors are among the best known writers of French Prot-

estantism who are now struggling with the spirit of evil abroad in tlicir

country.

French Literature of the period is strangely diversified with great

good and great evil. That of the stage seems to grow in shameful im-

morality, notwithstanding the ePbrt of many good men to bridle the foul

pen. To judge of it by the daily accounts of the secular press, its licen-

tiousness passes all bounds. One blushes to think that men dare to pre-

sent such moral filth before a mixed audience of both sexes. It was hoped

that the dramatic critic—Jules Lemaitre—would contribute to raise a dam

against this lamentable deluge ; but his criticism, so charming and so deli-

cate in his earlier efforts, in his growing desire to amuse has thrown oil

the fig-leaves and given itself up to passion.

A new book by Edouard Rod, entitled Tlie Sense of Life, is an interest-

ing efTort to break the narrow circle of egotistical impressionism which

finally ends in morose sadness. The author has treated his subject in an

autobiographical furm similar to that of the famous Truth and Fiction of

Goethe, which lends it an accent of reality that makes it impressionable,

but increases its tendency to pessimism.

Francis de Pres?ense is out with a new book entitled Ireland, and En-

gland, Since their Union to our Day. Tlie author says in the preface that it

is but an historical essay ; but the tendency of the Gaul to favor the Celt is

obvious in the confession that though he began his subject with a feeling

of favor toward the English he ends it with ))erfect sympathy with the

Irish in their demand for Home Rule. The French have always a deep

vein of sympathy with tlie Irish, and the respective nations in the course

of history have stood by each other in their trials and struggles.

Renan has just published the second volume of his History of Isr'"-L

full of critical and poetic fancy, but with the evident malice prepense to

degrade as much as possi])le the grand figure of ancient Israel, lie 1i:h

thought it well once again to announce the essential article of his faith;

namely, that neither in individual nor general history, any more than in

nature, is there a trace of the intervention of a superior will!

Protestant literature has been greatly enriched by the interesting

biography of Philippe-Albert Stapfer, one of the venerable patriarchs of

French Protestantism, which he honored with his vast knowledge and

elevated by his noble intellect. He was the friend of Vinet. and firm

and liberal in State as in Church. Nothing can be more interesting than

his relations with the First Consul and Talleyrand.

FKEXCn SwiTZKULAND lias given us of late several books of superior

interest. One of these is a collection of notes entitled: "Pastors and

Laymen of the Genevan Church in the Nineteenth Century." Chapoimiere,

the author, is the editor of the noted religious journal of his section
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known as the Seniaine Religieuse, whicli is characterized by scrupulous

riactitude, and breadth and elevatioa of ideas. In this work he makes

to live and move before us a whole period of contemporaneous Swiss his-

tory in Geneva that is as invaluable as it is entertaining.

I'hilippe Godet gives us also a charming volume bearing the attractive

title Studies and Table-talk, of course about contemporaneous events and

r!i;inicters. This volume is remarkable for the solidity of its matter, witli

jiitjuaney of style, a wealth of literary culture, and a generous inspira-

tion. It is v/orthy of the reputation of its author.

Charles Foster also appears in a new collection entitled Tfie Soul of

Thinris, in which we find a brilliant facility of style, a moral elevation of

Ihouglit, a striking idiom, and a symbolism of that nature that seems to

drt-am confusedly and then express with poetic energy and a profound

thought. Tlie Protestant litterateurs of French Switzerland are a very

•uperior body of men, whose talent and learning do great honor to their

tongue and fatherland. Their words and aspirations seem always to par-

take of an alpine freshness, gained from the beauty of theii- lovely vales

and the grandeur of their snow-capped summits.

A Fkkncii Prayer uttered by a celebrated Protestant divine of Paris

ju-t before the election, and given by the press, is so touching that we
pive it to our readers:

"Great God of the heavens, we invoke thee; sacred Father, we con-

jure thee. Canst thou will it that the tree of liberty, still young, should

*iiher in our bunds? Hast thou resolved in the sacred Trinity to lead us

t-U into bondage in order to punish the crimes of a few? Thy powerful

fcmj wrested us from the land of Egypt and tlie floods of the Red Sea,

*hile we [were] looking at a Bonaparte, and he was not. His star set at

JVtlun. but the dawn of the republic rose at Paris. Since that day, which
^2s thy day, seventeen times the sun has gilded our harvests. Thou hast

faiNcd the bruised reed, and relighted the smoking toreli.

" We have still our schools, an army, work, and lu-ead; nnd we enjoy all

l-riwleges: the Gospel is preached. Tlie works of social justice are bora
6!id increase in peace. Civil strifes are forgotten. The world, invited

• " our exposition, expects from us words of wisdom and the example of
'*"• virtues. Can it be that in this fortunate hour an odious and fetid

<!"ud shall hide from us thy face!
" No, great God ! it is not thou, it is the prince of demons, the father of

'i'"«, who alone can commit such an outrage on thy promises. Tliou dost
'"J wish, O Christ, that we should render unto Caesar what we have re-

rivcd from thy hands. It is not thy divine hand which puts to our lips,

|*~ircli(.'cl with the thirst for justice and truth, the impure vase of bondage,
•^"t. hand never pours out for its brothers the }toison which intoxicates

*'-d Jinbriites. But should a blast of perdition pass for a moment over
''•''is, we shall not despair of the country. We shall pray to thee, adore
'-'•''', WTve thee in the glorious liberty of thy adoption. The evil shall

'•^nnount the good. Amen:'
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

Japan! All hail! Casting off its heathenish traditions, as one casts off worn

-

out garments, and reclothing itself in the spirit of modernism, it enters th.r

list of civilized countries, with a constitution, a parliament, and a complete

outtit of government. Religion is henceforth free in Japan; the riglit of

suft'rage is extended to males who are altove twenty-five years of age and

whose taxes amount to twenty-five dollars; the rigiit of property is inlier-

ent and inalienable; naturalization is granted to foreigners who have

resided fifteen years in the country; and choice of professions or labor is

left to the uutrannneled judgment of the individual. The regeneration of

Japan is the result of little more than twenty yeai-s of agitation, conflict,

and a persistence of purpose on the part of the :Mikado and the states-

men who have supported him. The touch of the Occidental spirit aroused

him from his reverie, and the people in turn recognized the senility and

insufficiency of tlie customs of their fathers and the laws of the ages.

Strifes, many and serious, mark the passage of the twenty years, during

•which Christianity has rooted itself in the chief cities of tlie empire, an=l

political reform has been tlie war-cry of the throne. Heathendom totters

to its fall. China will next wheel into line, and the rusty gates of Africa

Ts-ill soon swing wide open to let the King of glory enter. At such a time,

and with such an outlook, who cares to read the pessimisms of Canon

Taylor respecting missions?

Fortunately, the American republic is not seized with that land-hunger

that devours or irritates the nations of Euroi^e, inciting them to oppres-

sion of small and helpless peoples in different quarters of the globe. Kich

iu her possessions lying between the seas, her policy has been along thi'

line of internal development rather than external aggrandizement. Tlu-

jingoism of the Earl of Bcaconstield finds httle or no response among

us. Only now and then has the temptation to depart from this policy

received thoughtful considenition. ^Ir. Seward extended the dominion

of the United Stares over Alaska, which, of doubtful expediency at th^-

time, has not involved us in European complications or burdened us with

unexpected exaction^. President Grant heroically urged the purchase d

San Domingo, but the national conservatism rejected it, quite to our di>-

advautage. The Samoan trouble re-opens the foreign question, but w*-

trust that after the vindication of our rights and the maintenance of our

interests in that quarter we shall adhere to our policy of non-interfen,-n{'i>

in the Old World's mischiefs and dilemmas. As we herald the ^lonroe

doctrine, declaring that the Eastern Hemisphere must let the Western

Hemisphere alone, we must be prepared to accept that doctrine applied by

the Old World to the Xew World. The chief argument for our conserv-

atism is not national fear, or inability to cojx; with Europe, but the neces-

sity of attention to the development of o\ir resources and the perfection of

our form of government. A few years more and the remaining Territorii.H
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nuist be atlmitted as States into the Union, completing the original plan

fur the establishment of a strong republic on this continent. Whatever

i-t weak or inefficient in our governmental machinery; whether the execu-

tive branch of the government is too limited in power, or already pos-

sesses excessive prerogatives; whether statehood implies too much or too

little independence; whether free speech is a dangerous privilege, or a

contlition of free government; whether anarchy or socialism shall be

normitted to take root in American soil, or be arrested in the early

xttc'cs of its destructive manifestations; whether Mormonism, intem-

j)rnince, and crime shall be extinguished by law or coddled by states-

manship, are some of the problems that should engage the thought

jmd wisdom of the American people. Almost as important is the

development of our material possibilities, that the nation may be strong

in itself. We have no time to make war upon the islands of the seas,

or to grapple w'ith the iron-clad nations of the Old World for a title to a

strl}) of land not worth a picayune. Besides, as a Christian nation our

position is such that, refusing to mingle in the strifes of the nations, we

may finally commend peace to tlie world. Our example of an unwarlike

spirit will become contagious and lead to disarmament, for which Italy is

readv, and with which Germany herself has more than once hinted a word

of sympathy. Self-defense, which will justify the protection of our coasts

and the preservation of our honor, is quite different from aggression out-

side of our ten-itory and copartnership in the government of the hemi-

spheres. If in our external relations we shall be conservative, and in our

internal sphere*we shall be patriotically radical, we shall fulfill our mis-

tiou, and hasten the reign of righteousness and peace in all the earth.

The monument craze is spreading among the nations, and in the United

States in particular. A statue of Shakespeare was recently unveiled in

Paris; the Swedes of Chicago are providing the funds for a shaft in honor

of Linnicus; General Gordon is commemorated by a life-size figure of him-

S'-If in Trafalgar Square, London; the completion of the monument in

itu'iiiory of Washington's Head-quarters at Xewburg has been ordered by

Congress; tlie grave of Jenny Lind at JMalvern was recently decorated

^^ith a mammoth granite cross, having a marble medallion in the center;

'ho statue of Lewis Cass was placed in the Capitol at Washington in

Febru;iry ; Miles Standish will soon have a monument in Duxbury ; Robert

I5nrns was "unveiled" in Albany, X. Y., last year; an heroic bronze of

H.ifael Dana Baralt, the historian of Venezuela, will be placed on its pedes-

t-'d in Maracaybo next September; Fritz Renter, the German novelist, is

''dvertised by a bronze bust in Lincoln Park, Chicago; and Nathan Hale, a

lieroof the Revolution, will appropriately, by means of a statue, honor tlie

<-'ity Hall Park.Xew York. Tlie monumeut'is a sign or token of the civiliza-

tloii under which it stands. Egypt crowded her cities and deserts with

"'>- li'-ks and pyramids that remain unto this day. and testify to the spirit,

customs laws, and beliefs of the times of their erection. Tiic Roman
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empire, in roarls. aqueducts, temples, walls, forums and palaces guarded

or graced by statues of exquisite beauty, left enduring evidence of the

strength of its foundations, the character of the tastes and pursuits of the

people, and the causes of its decay and extinction. Napoleon erected mon-

uments, in the form of arches or columns, all over Europe as the proof of

his pov\-er and the extent of hLs conquests, but they speak of a glory

that has passed away. Our age is running into a kind of idolatry of

marble and bronze. At the present rate of manufacture our national

gods will be. many in a few years. The monuments are multiplying,

and the scul])tors, eminent and obscure, have enough to do. The war of

13i>l-18G5 stimulated the business, because it developed heroes worthy of

commemoration. The federal soldier deserves a statue, a pension, every

thing that a gmteful people can bestow; the scientist, the discoverer, the

inventor, tiie statesman, the native poet, the great theologian, the philan-

thropist, and he who walks in the sun, may be entitled to this i-ecogni-

tion; but we protest against the use of the statue to hoist into notoriety

those who never leaped out of their local circle, and were never known to

give a thought to their race or perform an act that was broad enough to

be patriotic or philanthropic, moral enough to bo reformatory or initiative

of moral movements, or typical in any sense of American genius and life.

For proper subjects of commemoration we point to our heroes who estab-

lished the Republic; to our history, which abounds with representatives

of American culture and thought; to our churches, which can name theo-

logians by the score who have quickened religious life ; and to every phase

of our civilization, in which men and v.'omen may be found, living or dead,

who are worthy of bronze and marble. We do not object to the statue;

we object to many of the subjects. We do not criticise the idea of the

monument; we implore an eclecticism in the choice of those who shall

represent the present age in stone to the generations to come.

Of all the kingdoms contemporaneous with or interested in Israel in

the period of the captivities, not one has survived to the present day ex-

cept Persia. Though the civilization of Cyrus has perished, and Persia is

one of the basest of kingdoms, it has maintained an unbroken existeuce

since the Jews exoded from her cities and returned to tl)e land of their

fathers. Babylon is reduced to an epitaph; Nineveh invites the world to

her grave; Egypt perished two thousand years ago; Edom is buried in

its caves; ]\Iuab is witho**^-a descendant upon the earth; the Canaanite is

a memory; Syria is in the blackness of mourning because she is not; and

all the other nations that were related to God's people either by oppression

or favor, or as the result of conquest or voluntary submission, have closed

their history. Persia, thougli groveling in the dust, remains as a testimony

of the Providence that, preservJng the Jewish people from extinction, has

also preserved the one kingdom which, though envious and cruel in war,

obeyed God in nturning the captives to their own land. We hesitate to

infer that on this account Persia will play a role in the future; but we
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HjW with satisfaction that railways, steamships, telegraph and telephone

5:t..-i, mine-opening, and general changes in its material equipments are

tjkiii" place, with the design to lift Persia into strength and respectability.

,\. ith<T Russia nor England has succeeded in partitioning its territory or

J'liriving the people of tlieir independeuce. It is now too late to destroy

Persia; the day of its redemption is at hand.

The Paris Universal Exposition of ^lay 5 to October 31, 1889, prom-

iM-s to be a loadstone of commanding attraction. While the monarchies of

Kurope maintain a jealous reserve toward the enterprise, the people see in

i: a great opportunity for national renown, and are calling for more space

for the exhibition of their products than can be granted. The republics

<.'{ the world whose relations wiih France are entente cordialc approve the

project, and will contribute to its success by co-operation and representa-

tii)u through legally appointed commissioners of the different departments

tf government during the Exposition. America will be present at this

iutcrti.itional institution. General W. B. Franklin, Comraissioner-Goneral

to thj Exposition, believes that it will be the finest and largest ever opened,

t:ui is therefore anxious that the government display should be authorized

l>y Congress in order that a proper impression may be made upon Europe,

Always favoring >Yorld Expositions, we have noted that they do not in-

» ire peace or fraternity among nations, or strengthen the doctrine of the

triftherhood of man. The main result is commercial and material. Still,

uii.Krneatii all may be the throb of an international spirit that some day
*ill erupt in longings for oneness of all things.

As the North Pole refuses to be interviewed, Henry Yillard has pro-

j'Ttcd a South Polar Exploring Expedition, which will leave this country
in April and return when its work shall have been accomplished. Men
'-•'A ships have been wrecked in the exploration of the Arctic Circle, but
t''>t without permanent advantage. Discovery costs something. The op-

{"sition to further sacriflce in the vicinity of the North Pole is the cry of

• "••v.irdice, and contrary to the providential method of opening the world,

Kii.:.wledge as well as religion has an altar. Men should as freely lay

'i'twn their lives for the sake of science as for the sake of faith. We
'^-''t tlic South Pole will be graciously disposed toward the explorers,

'•Jt, if ns obstinate as its antipodc, the explorers can either die or return
»i^<i report what they did not discover.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Browsing, as Charles Lamb might say. amoug the Magazines and Re-

views of the last three mouths, one cannot well help noticing the snt,'-

gestive fact that several of them vigorously discuss qnestious of practical

morality. In the New Englunder, for example, the immorality of specula-

tion is logically demonstrated. In the Quarterly liexiew (London) gam-

bling is placed in an ethical pillory. In the Contemporary Hevieic immoral

literature is strongly denounced. In the Forum the indifference of tlie

churches to the importance of the vital question of the relation which a

proper application of the law of neighborly love bears to the solution of

the social problem is severely but justly characterized. The Baptist

Quarterly Review shows the deadening and secularizing influence of the

Sunday paper; points to the bearing which inconstant attendance on

church sabbath services and indulgence in driving and social visiting

on Sundays have on the alleged neglect of the masses to attend pub-

lic worship; also ujtters incisive words concerning the bribery which

marred the late presidential election. Our Day utters no uncertain

words against the immoral influence of the Sunday newspaper: and the

Catholic World boldly places the so-called Trusts, which are such disturb-

ing forces in modern business, in the category of things condemtio<l

by sound ethical principles. To the Christian thinker this almost sinuil-

taneous treatment in the reviews of questions in practical ethics is an

indication that many Christian men are awakening to a perception of the

possible and probable disastrous effects of certain practices which are

stealthily creeping into the life, not of society only, but also of the

churches. Usually, in writing for intelligent readers, the presentation of

ethical principles is deemed sufficient to determine their convictions and

practice. But here we have those principles vigorously applied to acts

which the popular conscience has ceased to condemn, and which many

who wear cloaks of discipleship are struggling to baptize with the Christian

name. It is therefore apparent that the enormity of the evils condemncfl.

and the growing stolidity both of the public and the Christian conscience,

are giving birth to a conviction that no mere reasoning on principles is suf-

ficient to quicken the moral sense, either of society in general or of tho-e

Christians who have blinded their own moral perceptions by participation

in prevailing wrong practices, and that nothing less than plain denunci i-

tioM of those profitable and pleasant deeds as being immoralities can ]>rc-

vent the further demoralization of the popular conscience. ITence every

Christian thinker must rejoice over the plain, direct, and positive con-

demnation of existing evils in the Reviews and Magazines of the day.

Looking thoughtfully on the recent history of the Christian Churfli.

one is led to believe that her great adversary, the devil, having vainly tried

to destroy her 'faith through the manifold forms of modern skepticism,

is now striving to sap tlie foundations of her spirituality by the fascina-

tions of an iunocent-visaged secularism. Xeithcr atheistic materialism,
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ror n relii^i'iisly-inclined deism, nor a mystic pantheism, nor a plausible

riinl Icnrned rationalism, nor a pretentiously- proud scientism, nor a will-

lully-blind ai^uosticism has been able to destroy her belief of the truth.

In spite of these she stands bravely by her orthodoxy. But she is yet vul-

tieriblc in her spirituality, which is her " heel of Achilles." If that can be

r.-diifi'd to fruitless emotion it will become nothing more than the vapor-

in" of hypocrisy, and she will be robbed of all tliat makes her beautiful in

the sight of her Lord and beneficial to the world. And this can be acconi-

j)lished by blinding her to the fact that true spirituality and strictly

moral conduct are co-existent factors. A man who is not moral cannot be

truly sjiiritual. Christ indwells in every spiritual man, and is constantly

striving to reproduce his own beautiful ethical life in tiie visible life of

the disciple who calls him Lord. Therefore, to make men fancy that

they can do immoral things in their business and in their hours of rec-

reation, and yet be his disciples, is the end now sought by Satan in tiie

present tendency to secularity visible both within and without the Church.

Therefore, the Reviews are doing great service to the Church, and -Ave

valuable coadjutors of lier pulpits in boldly denouncing tlie immoralities

which, like hypocritical masqueraders, are pushing themselves into the

trade, commerce, and amusements of the times.

The Foi-um for March has: 1. "The Manifest Destiny of Canada;"

2. "How Society Relbrms Itself;" 3. "A Definition of the Fine Arts;"

4. "Advanced Education for Women;" 5. "The Bible in the Public

Schools;" 6. "Dreams as Related to Literature;" 7. "The Future of

the Negro;" 8. Reviewers and their Ways;" 9. " Darwin's Brilliant

Fallacy;" 10. Bribery in Railway Elections;" 11. "The Next Postal

Itcform." The first of these papers is by Professor J. G. Schurman. It

treats of the vast extent, the immense resources, the prospective growth,

and the political institutions of Canada. It predicts that it is destined not

to annexation with ns, nor to imperial federation with the British em-

I'ire, but to be a sovereign power allied perhaps in some way to England,

ori<l living in peace and fraternity with the United States. It is a note-

worthy paper. In the second article, Edward Atkinson thoughtfully dis-

cusses sundry proposed reforms, not in dogmatic form, but tentatively,

viewing them on both sides. He claims that in the end the common sense

«>f the people will discover what is really best, and thus genuine reforms

^ill bo achieved. In "Advanced Education for Women," Kate Stephens

V'ives a succinct and impressive statement of the "enormous changes that

have come about since the end of the last century," in the " educational

^^i'l;; of the woman movement." " The Bible in the Pul)lic Schools " is

a plausible but fallacious attempt, by Cardinal :Manning, to convince

Americans that their common schools are nurseries of immorality. He
hi'pears to make out his case, because he charges the increase of our civic

^!':<-s not to the hosts of immoral immigrants, mostly Romanists, who
throng our cities, but to our public schools! The drift of the writer

^:»vors a denominational school system under which the State would
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become the supporter of papist schools in which Catholic children may be

taught that the}' owe a higher allegiance to the pope thau to their coun-

try. One cannot help seeing the face of a Jesuit peering over the shoulder

of the Cardinal whc-n he was writing this paper. "The Future of the

Negro," by Professor W. S. Starborough, a colored man, views the race

problem very candidly, and, after weighing various possible methods of

solving it, concludes that the Negro must leave the South, not en masse,

but gradually spreading over the great "West, as other Americans do.

That there is wisdom in this conclusion who can doubt?

The Canadian MetJiodist Quarterly for January contains: 1. "Perfect

Love;" 2. "The Religious Faculty," 3. " Gyge's Ring;" 4. "Critique

of the Fernley Lecture for 1887;" 5. "Who is God? What is God ?
"

6. " Salutatory." This is a new candidate for the favor of Canadian ^letli-

odists, and it richly merits their approval and liberal support. In its first

article Chancellor Burwash presents a well-worn topic in a style and man-

ner which give it an aspect of originality. Yet it is really only the old

wine in a new bottle. It clothes a soundly ]\Iethodistic doctrine in a high-

ly presentable garb. The second article, by Rev. W. Harrison, is a philo-

sophical analogy of the Religious Faculty, very attractively presented and

very ably written. In the fourth article. Rev. J. Graham reviews with a

caustic pen Dr. Dallinger's Fernley Lecture on " The Creator and What We
Know of Creation." As presented by Mr. Graham, Dr. D.'s premises must

logically land him in pantheism. But not having seen the lecture itself,

one needs only say here that this review is a specimen of pitiless logic,

racy style, and strong sympathy with the teaching of Scripture concern-

ing the Creator and creation. The fifth article, by Rev. A. M. Phillips, is

the first part of a sermon on the Fatherhood of God. It is a profoundly

thoughtful paper, analyzing with much acute discrimination the causes

and processes of the soul's spiritual life. But when the author illustrates

his view of the " actual contact" of God with the spirit of man as being

"more than a mere touch of our spirits by his Spirit, as hand touches hand ;

or an inbeing of God's spirit in ours, as water is in a vessel; or a union

of the divine and human spirit, as milk and water may be mixed," he

implies a degree of mysticism in Christian experience which, accepted by

imaginative and undiscriminating minds, might easily lead them into

religious fanaticism. Better, because far safer than these mechanical

illustrations, is his statement that the spiritual life "is a vital indwelling,

a hypostatic union, a divine immanence resulting from the mystical com-

munication of Christ's own life to man's spirit." But would not cy.n this

be improved by omitting from it the term "hypostatic ?"

The N&rth Amermin Reviac for ^March has among its most noticeable

p-\pers an essay by Charles Bradhiugh, M.P., entitled "Humanity's Gain

from Unbelief," whieh is skillfully specious and adroitly false in the put-

ting of historic facts. By attributing to skepticism the beneficent social

results caused by the development of Christianity, this paper makes the
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I.ilK.T appear to disadvantage and clothes the former in garments stolen

from the latter. It may be a false light to unwary minds, but to the well-

hifnrmcd Christian thinker it will only give birth to a regret that it found

a place in this influential Review. Ignatius Donnelly, in " Delia Bacon's

rnhappy Story," severely criticises Theodore Bacon's life of his sister,

Dvlia Bacon. Mr. Donnelly, sympathizing with Miss Bacon's opinion that

Lord Bacon wrote the plays attributed to Shakespeare, severely censure-s

h.T l)rothcr for giving this biography to the public. He cannot sec why

a hrother should write a book to prove that his sister's Quixotic theory was

lite oITspring of a disordered mind. Nevertheless, Theodore Bacon may

have thought that by portraying her as a woman whose rare genius was

unfortunately subjected to the control of a fascinating illusion he was do-

ing justice to her memory. In doing this he simply painted her as she

«;'i. One may question the taste which led Mr. Bacon to perform this

Kid task, but is it necessary to ascribe its inspiration to unbrotherly feel-

ing ? In "Common Sense and Copyrights," Mr. G. S. Boutwell argues

wilh force, and, as we judge, with conclusiveness, that an international

copyright law would be beneficial not to American but to English authors

;

that it^would make books of both countries dearer in America, and thus

unjustly tax the reading public. He disposes of the moral claim^ to copy-

ri;:ht by showing that no writer has any property right in either^ his

ll'.oughts or in his e.-vpression of them, but that his claim for copyright

originates in law grounded on public policy. In "At the Goethe So-

ciety," Dion Boucicault writes intelligently of "The Influence of the

Newspaper Press upon Art." Among other things he charges the news-

paper with so corrupting the tastes of the theater-going public tliat it

demands the " vulgarity, wantonness, and imbecility which now form the

ftai)le of public entertainment," which, he asserts, "is an abomination

and reproach to the age." We commend this paper to the consideration

of iho^e Christians who justify their attendance at tlie theater on the plea

thai it is no longer a demoralizing institution. ^Ir. Boucicault, speaking

with certain knowledge, pronounces it "an abomination and reproach

to the age!" Our clerical readers will find a symposium on the ques-

»ion, "Can our Churches be made IVIore Useful," suggestive reading.

lt«-v. Drs. Savage, Hale, and Gladden arc the writers. Altogether this is a

"pirited and spicy number of the North American.

Thr Bihliotheca S'Tcm contains : 1. "Dr. Nathaniel Taylor;" 2 ^'The

I.itnitsof Ministerial Responsibility ;" 3. " The Divine Immanency" (No. 4)

;

<• "Notes on Dr. Riddle s edition of Robinson's Harmony of the Gospels;

h-in;ja Contribution to a Complete Harmony of the Gospels;" 5. "The

KM-hiitology of the New England Divines;" 6. "Future PunishmcTit

»'id It-ceiit Exegesis;" 7. ''.'Music and Christian Education" (No. 2);

'^^ "INeudo-Kranlon;'' 9. " Critical Notes;" 10. " German Periodical Lit-

< niture," In the first of these papers Dr. William Woodworth outlines the

career of a great thinker who contributed largely to the progress of theo-

lo'b'iciil thought in the Congregational churclics of New England. It is
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vigorously written, and valuable as a remme of the polenucal strife througli

which the so-called '*Xew Divinity" modified old Calvinism in these

churches. In the third paper Dr. James Douglas continues his able dis-

cussion of "The Divine Immanency," viewing this doctrine in its rela-

tion to instinct. After distinguishing instinct from reason by claiming

that, while the latter is self-conscious and self-directive, the former is

mechanical and automatic, au impulse which its possessor can neither di-

rect nor control, he proceeds to show, by an array of scientific facts, that

there is an intelligence manifested in the impulses and acts of in^Linot

which is not in the animal. Hence, he reasons, there must be an intelli-

gent power directing it. This power must bo superhuman, and its origin

must be sought lu "the source of all intelligence, the Absolute Mind,

unless we deny such an existence." He further treats of moral instinct

and of the principle or law of sacrifice which "reveals itself as tlic

spirit which pervades the All in the wide economy of nature," and is

" divine in its origin." To those whose concejits of the immanence of

God are mechanical, some points in this paper may appear to be some-

what pantheistic ; but to those in whom the immanent conception is that

of the divine will, operative through the whole field of nature, and direct-

ing instinct to the ends for which it was given, they will be accepted as

presenting a concept of the immanence of God which is in strict harmony
with his transcendency, as God dwelling in, yet above and outside, the

universe. The sixth paper, by Professor W. A. Stevens, treats with great

ability of "Future Punishment and Recent Exegesis." He rightly views

it more as a question of biblical interpretation than of theology. He em-

phatically denies what Canon Rov/ vigorously aflSrms in his unscientific

and -unsatisfactory work on " Future Retribution," namely, that biblical

exegesis on this question has been unduly influenced by dogmatic theol-

ogy during the present century. He keenly criticises the exegesis both

of Canon Row and Canon Farrar, and discusses with abundant learning

the various definitions given Vjy scholars to tliose Greek words in the New
Testament the proper meaning of which is the key to sound scriptural be-

lief respecting the destiny of willful unbelievers in the life to come. After

traversing this much-trodden path, guided by an evidentlv ample scholar-

ship, he reaches the conclusion accepted by the general consensus of leading

modern e.xegetes, " that the Xew Testament documents teach the eternity

of punishment, not in single words merely, not in single sections or books,

but inwrought into the very tissue of their historically unfolded doctrine."

The Quarterly lietiew (London) for .January has : 1. " Early Life of Lord

Beaconsfield;" 2. " :\Iemoirs of a Royalist;" 3. "Venice, her Institutions

and Private Life;" 4. "Letters and Diary of Count Cavour;" 5. "Gam-
bling;" 6. " Dean I5urgon's Lives of Twelve Good Men;" 7. "Lord Godolr

phin;" 8. "Universities ;Mission to Central Africa ;" 0. " ^Ir. John 3Ior-

ley and Progressive Radicalism." This number of the Qnarterhj is rich

in biographical papers. It critically reviews the beginning of Disraeli'.s

singular career; it gives the pith of the memoirs of Count de Falloux,
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ft Krcnchmun who figured in the political affairs of his country dur-

ir.:; tho last fifty years ; it portrays the inner and outer life of Cavour,

tl)rou"li whose sagacious statesmanship Italy attained the consolidation of

li.r unity; it affords glimpses of the character of twelve devout men

N»hose lives were spent in doing loyal service for the Church of England

;

in a racy sketcli of Lord Godolphin's life it unfolds the schemes of tiie

li-adcrs in English politics from the times of Charles II. to the closing

\c:irs of the reign of Queen Anne. To a lover of incisive literary criticism

jts essay on ^U. Joim Morley will be most heartily enjoyed. It is based

on that gentleman's "collected writings," from which it obtains an aualy-

fis of his capacity as a literary critic, a philosophic biographer, and as an

nutlior capable of ''singular literary excellence." But its chief value to

ilic student of the times is its searching analysis of Mr. Morley's radical-

ism, because he may be taken as a representative of that intellectual and

|j.)litical radicalism which is based on hatred to Christianity, that he and

his kindred spirits reject because of its philosophy and of its views of

human nature and human life. The essayist also throws a glare of light

on the confusion of thought, the fallacious reasonings, and the sclf-con-

trudictory theories contained in Mr. Morley's writings. Whoever wishes

a condensed view of the radicalism begotten by Rousseau and Voltaire,

feiid now being propagated in England and America by democratic radi-

cals, communists, and anarchists, will find it in this luminous article.

The African Methodist Epismpal Chnrch Reviein for January contains

tv, cnty-one contributions, besides its editorial articles. "We commend it to

•uch as cherish the fancy that the negro, even with equal opportunities, can

never hojjc to attain the intellectual level of the white man. It gives a glint

<'f what he is actually doing with unequal opportunities. In its pages one

.

discovers that he is becoming a student with broad sympathies, intelli-

;:':itly interested in questions of literature, theology, history, education,

»'>cial science, and, as is eminently proper, especially in what is called the

"race problem " in America. Concerning his own future the negro, as

J'l'rt'sonted in i\\\i Review by at least six articles, is confidently hopeful.

'"His success," says one of these writers, "depends upon liis own energy

Atul correct movements. The superior fruitfulness granted him by God,
his -jrand record of acquisition of civil power and property in the dark

I'-i't; the confidence which he may safely repose in the best m?n of all

:*n<i to respect his rights, and especially his reason for believing that

'•>«1 is quite willing to aid him, should be sufficient to enable the negro
••' h(iuor;ibly work and patiently push his way forward. The two races,

fueling and obeying God, will find him solving this problem." The men
=•!'> are bent on robbing the negro of his political rights should "stick a
{'•!»'' in the fact that God is " solving this problem" as surely as he did the

J'?<'hli-m of negro slavery. Yet, in view of the grave conditions surround-
^'^ ihe problem, the leaders of tlie negro in America need to heed the

***>fds of the Master, which say to them, as to all liis servants, "I3eyc wise

** s<'r|K;nts and harmless as doves."
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Our Day for February has: 1. " Perils cf the Public Schools;'" 2. "Sun-

day Newspapers;" 3.'"Xew Reiisons for Restricting Emiijrrttion;"

4. "Education in Japan;" 5. " False History in Robert Elsmere;" C. "r.t-

gan Idols made in Eng-land;" 7. "Robert Elsmere's Successor;" 8. "Th..

Woman's National Council." These are all topics of the hour, and arc dis-

cussed with ability and with a vigor which has its root in strong convi.-.

tions. The ablest, if not the most im[>nrtaut, of them is " New Reasrm-*

for Restricting Emigration," by Prof. 11. H. Boyesen, of Columbia ('..!-

lege. It bristles with startling facts. After tracing the liberal action ro-

specting immigration which characterized our national legislation diirin-^'

the first two decades of our history to the spirit and conditions of thu..-

times, he proceeds to show the unexpected impetus given to emigration

by the potato famine In Ireland (184G-47) and by political troul)lc3 in

Germany. Since then it has continued to increase until it has brouglit to

our shores more than three-quarters of a million of souls in a single year

!

In sixty-seven years fourteen millions and a half of foreigners have been

added to our population. More immigiants iiave arrived during the l:\-t

seven years than the number of the population in the colonies before the

Revolution of 1776. At the present rate of increase there will be over

nineteen millions of aliens in the land in A. D. 1900, and, including alien

and semi-alien children, a total of forty-three millions of alien or semi-

alien population. The vast increase of foreigners is the more seriou.o

because the immigrant of to-day, unlike the immigrant of two or three

deca.les ago. is largely drawn from the lower stratum of European society.

Many of them are hungry malcontents bent on overthrowing our institu-

tions. Reasoning eloquently and v>'ell on these and kindred facts, the

professor properiy insists tliat in some way immigration must be re-

stricted. His proposal is to permit no emigrant to land who cannot

show a certificate, signed by the American consul nearest his home, testi-

fying to his good character and to his willingness to comply with such

conditions as may be imposed on aliens by Congress.

Tiie American Antlqiiarinn and Oriental Journal for January treats of:

1. " Woman's Share in Primitive Culture;" 2. "Tlie Mexican Messiah;"

3. '' Indian Mytlis and Effigy Mounds;" 4. Several valual)le editorial uote^.

Dr. S. D. PecVs illustrated paper on '-Indian Myths and Effigy Mounds"

gives his opinion of the significance of the " ethgy mounds" which

abound in the regions over which the Winnebagoes h.ad their villages

and hunting grounds. This class of mounds represented their totenn

or "clan emblems, and are found "in connection with the villages, look-

outs, burial places, game drives," etc. These effigies were regarded a^^

safeguards from danger. They represented the assured protection <•.

their nianitous. Dr. Pect's theories concerning the significance o.

those effigies and their embodiment in myths and mounds arc l-.i^cd n-i

his personal investigations. His paper has strong attractions f«ir gi'"i-

eral readers; for persons given to antiquarian studies it has both charm

and value.
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The \-eic Englander and Tale Review for January has : 1. "Tlie Late Pro-

f ..sor Green of Oxford;" 2. "The Relation of National Benevolent Socie-

Ir.sto the Churches-/' 3. " Suggestiveness of Art;" 4. "The Ethics of

^iR-ciihition
•' The fourth of these papers, by George 11. Hubbard, is as

ii'nclv'as it' is keen in the logic ^vith ^vhich it reasons on the immorality

of "speculation. The writer, after admitting that ordinary "speculation

i. sanctioned by law and by the popular conscience," contends that " when

wM-hed in the balances of eternal justice speculation is found wanting.

Ii i^ he claims, " a moral wrong;" society has no need of the speculator;

uciith is legitimately gained " by means of production," which adds to

the wealth of the world; speculation is not in any sense productive, but

Mu.plv •• consumes the wealth of society." Again, he argues, "AH legit-

hnate" trade is based upon a voluntary exchange of equal values, but

-speculation knows no law of fair and equal exchange." This pungent

tm,.or is based on the ideal ethics of the Lord Jesus. In one or two ap-

plication?, of its principles it may be deemed extreme, but its principles

cannot be overthrown by any reasoning which accepts the golden rule as

il.s major premise.

The Unitarian Bedew for March contains: 1. "Our Forerunners;"

2. "Bryce's American Commonwealth;" 3. "Story of the Socimans;

•1
'• Relicrious Tendencies in Scotland ;" 5. " Synesius ;" 6. " A :\I.inistry at

Lar-c" 7 "Editor's Note Book." The Century for March contains a

«um"l.crof very excellent papers, among which we specially note "The

Grand Lama o'f the Trans-Baikal;" " Christian Ireland," by Charles de

Kav ; " Abraham Lincoln ;" "The Edict of Freedom ;" " The Use of Oil

to Still the Waves," and " Something Electricity is Doing." As usual, it

is fnllv illustrated. The Andoter JReview for February treats: 1. " The

Tr:v-ic Muse in Browning's Dramas;" 2. "The Prohlem of the Second

Service on Sunday;" 3. "The Evolution of the Relation Between Labor

r»n.l Capital-" 4 "The Intellectual Life of Am.-rica;" 5. ." Professor

Shedd's Do-matic Theologv;" 0. "Editorial." The Neic Jerusalem

Vr9„3/«e for ^larch has: L " The Book of Job;" 2. "Oliver Gerrish;'^^

:!. "Rewards;" 4. "Art from the New-Church Point of \iew;"

5. "Christian Science and the New Church;" 6. "Laurence Oliphant;"

:. "Open Letters;" 8. " Dante" (poetry); " Swedcnborg Studies." The

yinclc^nth Century lox February treats : 1. "Agnosticism." by Professor

H'-.xlev; 2 "The Future of Toryism;" 3. "Noticeable Book," a sympo-

Mum;"4. "Is Examination a Failure ? " 5. " The Distractions of German

St,ite<man.ship," bv Fre<lerick Greenwood, which is a caustic review of

iJiMaarekism as recently developed; 6. "The Fluctuating Frontier of

R»wu ill Asia;" 7. "The Sacrifice of Education to Examinati(m," a sym-

iMMum; 8. "To a Friend," a letter by the king of Sweden and Norway.

The Contemporary Review for January has among its noteworthy

?.iiKTs: "East Africa, as it Was and Is;" "Zola." and " CompuKory

Vaccination," which is a very severe attack on the theory that vaccina-

tion is a protection against small-pox.
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

READ AXD DECIDE.

Thomas Carlyle said that once in two hundred years a man is gifted

to write a book. The pages of the Review show that the gifted writers

are multiplying rapidly and finding their way into its sphere of comment
and criticism. Wo commend especially the following: A New Commen-

tary on Genesis, by Franz Dclitz.sch; Modern Scinire in Bihle Lands, by

Sir J. W. Dawson ; An Introduction to the New Testament, by Jlarcus Dodd

;

and Bomanism Versus the PuNic School System, by Daniel Dorchester.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

The Epistle of Paxil the Apostle to the Romans. With Notes, Comments. Map?,

and Illustrations. By Rev. Lymax Abbott. Author of Dictioaarij of RdijioM
Knowledge, Jesus of Nazareth, and a series of commentaries on tlie Xew Testa-

ment. 8vo, pp. 230. New York and Chicago: A. S. Barnes & Co. Price,

cloth, $1 75.

This book challenges investigation and criticism. It is the result of years

of study of the profoundest epistle of the greatest ai)ostle, displaying the

broad scholarship and mental independence for which the author is de-

servedly noted. Because his biographical and theological conception of

Paul is at variance witli established opinion, his theory of interpretation

of the epistle is also wide of common belief, and is to be received, if at

all, with a most cautious credulity. We take issue with his view of the

apostle's character and function as a writer and thinker. That "he

was an evangelist rather than a philosopher, and a poet rather than a

scholastic," we do not believe, and Dr. Abbott has little more than

assumed it. Of all the New Testament writers Paul was the most tlic-

ologic, the most philosophic, the most forensic, the least mystical, the

least emotional, the least poetical. Every writer had his function. John

was mystical, poetical; Peter, evangelistic; James, ethical and practiral

;

JIatthew and Luke, historical; but Paul was theological and thcopneu-^ti-

cal. He was the granitic thinker of his age. He jirescnts a conspectus of

the Christian system, amplifying it in its soteriological and eschatological

aspects as no other v.-riter attempts to do. We properly speak of a Paul-

ine theology as superior to a Johannean or Pctrine tlieology, because h<'

attained a maximum expression of the divine thought and plan respecting

the world. He perfectly harmonizes with the Master in all his te;^chings,

giving them a larger form than do the Synoptists, who report them only

in outline. Dr. Al)bott's interpretation of Paul reduces him to a lower

level than ho has occupied in the thought of the Church, and thereby

impairs the value of his interpretation of the epistle. This bias i-

especially noticeable in the author's discussion of "Paul's Doctrine of

tiie Fall," wherein lie does not allow any philosophic conception, but only

a practical statement of tlic origin or influence of evil in human history.
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Dr. Abbott has a tlieory to maintain, and reads it into the epistle at every

ojUKjit unity, giving a different, but not on that account a more exalted,

cnitiion of the teaching of the theologic apostle. Inasmuch as the tone

of the book is rather theoretical than e.xcgetical, and is suggestive of pos-

sibilities in hernieneutics, it should be patiently considered by the scholar,

but not accepted as authentic, or decisive of salient doctrine.

Tht Problem of M-ithodism. Being a Review of the Residue Tlieorv of Regenera-

lioti and the Second Change Tiieory of Sanctitication; and tlie Philosophy of

Christian Perfection. By Rev. J. M. Bolaxd, A.M., D.D., Auihor ofxl Bible

I'/V't- of Bap'ism. 12mo, pp. 331. Nashville, Tenn. : J. D. Barbee. Price,

clolh, $1.

This af'e is determined upon testing the claims of religious truth; and

more, it proposes to trace every doctrine to its source and ascertain if it

is of human or divine origin. It is not always conclusive that a doctrine

i« divine because the Church so proclaims it. Verification is necessary.

In expurgating error from religious teaching; in correcting the hypoth-

eses of those fathers who were no better qualified to interpret the Script-

ures than the scholars of the present day; in showing that they often

contradicted one another, and that sometimes the individual teacher con-

tradicted himself; and in insisting that a theology wrought out from the

modern stand-point is preferable to a theology whose chief claim to rever-

ence is its antiquity, the reformers or advanced theologians are doing a good

Work, and should not be restrained by fear or cowardice. Dr. Boland's

prolilem is an old one. If he did not claim to solve it we should pronounce

it a threshing of old straw, of which business we are thoroughly tired, but

lie is certain he lias found a field of new grain. Some things should be

considered settled by this time, of vrhich the attitude of Mr. "Wesley toward

p'generation and sanctification is one; but it is the habit of many writers

to repeat one-sided utterances of Mr. Wesley and proceed to build there-

ui>on a doctrine or an inference, and then to disturb the Church by an

a!.'gravating use of such inference or teaching. IMr. "Wesley did contra-

<li''t himself more than once, and that is the whole of it. "When the

Church looks more to Christ and the apostles and less to human teach-

ers on this subject, an approach to proximate truth may prevail in its

borders. The author, after bre;iking the bondage to 3Ir. "Wesley, and

'Ufi-iing the question at issue, energetically seeks to solve it by an open

disiivowal of Mctliodist interpretation and such supports for it as he

«ati discover or invent. Seeing that Mr. "Wesley at one time held with

liH" Church of England that an "infection of nature doth remain in them
th:it lire regenerated," though such statement was not incorporated iu

OiT Articles of Religion, he rejects the position which he calls the "resi-

due theory of reijeneration," and proceeds to maintain that "regenera-

tion is a complete work in its nature and includes sanctification, or moral

{"•rity, while Christian perfection is a state of freedom from sin and in-

cludes a maturity of the Christian graces." Pp. 37, 28, 29, nq.

If he is in trouble at all it is not with authorities, but with his defini-

tJou.s, which ou the whole please Calviuistic writers, and are plausible
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enough to win the assent of many discii)les of Mr. "Wesley. It is believed,

in .some quarters, that the solution based upon the.se definitions settles

controversy and closes up the ranks of believers; but we are not prepared

to accept the solution as final, or to regard it as a solution at all. Instcail

of settling it unsettles all our accustomed exegetical modes of thought

and teaching. In the large sense, it is not a question as to Mr. Wesley's

tcacliin::, but whether the Scriptures teach a specific dilTerence between

regeneration and sanctification, and whether regeneration necessarily in-

cludes sanctitication. That there is a difierence, and that the fornicr

does not imply the latter, we firmly believe, basing the belief on experi-

ence, observation, and the corroborating teaching of the Scriptures.

Even Dr. Boland sees that he must abandon the doctrine of sanctification

as specific and integral, if it is only an accompaniment of regeneration.

Regeneration is a birth into a spiritual condition; sanctification is an

experience of a larger spiritual life superinduced by the same divine

agencies in co-operation with an outstretching of the soul in its lower

spiritual life for a higher life. Experience is the scientific test of tliis

proposition. "We are constrained to write, that, leaving Mr. "Wesley out

of the case, Dr. Boland's theory will paralyze the aspiration for holiness,

and ultimate in a suspension of all activity for the development of the

spiritual life. The Ninth Article of the Church of England may grant

too little to the work of regeneration; Dr. Boland attributes to it too

much. The fonner may allow too much corruption in human natm-e after

spiritual regeneration; the latter allows none at all, and is equally wide of

the truth of experience. Dr. Boland eschews Mr. Wesley's' sermon on

" Sin in Believers; " we accept it, not because he taught it, but because

Imman experience quadrates with it. AVe shall not say that this vulner-

able book will not do good; we trust it will inspire to a new investiga-

tion, if there is any necessity for further light, and that the Church will

be relieved of further discussion on the subject, and devote its time to

spiritual cultivation and spiritual achievement. Let us have done with

theorizing, raoralizinij, philosophizing, and Wesleyizing on a teaching

that siiines in the New Testament with the clearness of the sun in the

heavens.

Die Chr'M'lche Glauhen-khre vom StandpunU des Mdhodismus von A. Hl-LSTrn,

Ph.D., Evang. Prc'li:.ror zii B:irrin;j:tjii. Ills., friiher Professor der systemal-

isclion Theoloszie am Biblisclieu Institiit zii Xaperville. Ills., "V^crfasser einor

Seolcniohre, etc. 8vo, pp. 597. CincinuLiti: Cranston & Slowe. Price, cluth,

S'i 50.

Methodist theology is taking root in the thought and life of the American

German. This book, written in German by a German scholar, contains

the epitome of our system of faith, departing from it, so far as we have

examined, in not a single statement orjtoint of doctrine. It furnishes a

complete view of what is lield to be Methodist theology. In the arrange-

ment or development of the doctrinal system from the Einleitnitij to the

lesten Dhujiii, it is methodical and comprehensive; it omits notiung

essential to the system. While the author discusses the doctrines of God,
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t!io worlil, and man with sufEcieut clearness and fullness, lie expends his

'trcUL^tU on die Lehve torn Heil, or tlie doctrine of salvation, unfolding it

fr"Mi the stand-point of tlieology abstractly considered, the teachings of

\\\>: New Testament, and the testimony of the Christian Church.. It is

proper to state that in the refutation of theories he does not accept he is

liDi as vehement or as virile as in the announcement and defense of his

own i)ositions. In the discussion of evil he brings forth nothing new,

though the pages reflect an original influence tliat atones for the failure

t.i solve the problem in hand. So, also, in the consideration of the escha-

ti.logical problems that belong to the system, the reader will discover a

ilcliciency of new suggestion, though no wavering of certainty in the mind

of the author as he grapples with things to come. "We must, therefore,

pronounce the book valuable, because it fully represents our faith; but it

(lues not advance our system in a new way, or in a stronger way than has

hifn done by former theologians. The style is not altogether finished or

tli-gaut, the book at times betraying haste in preparation, or at least care-

kssness in composition. As to subject-matter, it contains sufficient for

its purpose, and carefully studied it will equip the minister for preaching

the Gospel from the Methodist stand-point. It should, therefore, be

\videly circulated.

A Skxo Commentary on Genesis. ByFr.AS'z Delitzsch, D.D., Leipzig. Translated
bySoi'iUA Taylor. Vol. I. 8vo, pp. 412. New York: Seribner & "V\"elford.

Price, cloth, -*3,

<^f all German commentators, whether of rationalistic or evangelical tend-

• nev. we regard the author of this volume as inferior to none, and really

as occupying the first rank for breadth of scholar^hip, incisive textual

critical iugouuity, and safe hermeneutical exposition. "While he aflirms

the post-Mosaic authorship of the main portions of the Pentateuch, thus
j-iuiiiig the school of destructive critics, it must be said that the value of

his interpretations is not impaired or aflected by this rationalistic basis.

His views of the Pentateuch arc clearly and strongly given in the intro-

d not ion, and are worthy of perusal, though the scholar is quite able to

d'tcct incorrect statement and unwarranted deduction on many a page.

' his is iiii forgotten, however, in the rich and abundant suggestions of the
I itlior as he considers patiently and thoroughly the successive chapters
and verses of Genesis. The book is not for the common reader; that is,

'he iiic-thnds of reasoning founded upon so many etymologies will confuse,
•^id bccni obscure to one not familiar with more than one language. He-
i-nw. Greek, and Latin are used with rare ease and grace; and so pro-

'•"' "fid skillful is the commentator in his inferences and combinations
'ii:»t only the most carefully trained mind can fitly appropriate and digest
^^ that he has prepared. So close and painstaking is his work tliat this

^"ini(! covers not more than fourteen chapters of Genesis. If he ci-n-

tiau.' Ill,J commentary after this fashion until the entire Pentateuch shall

•-'•e betn gone over, the scholar will wish to have every volume; indeed,
»i ^ill be indispensable.
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An Introduction to the Ktw T'^stament. By Marcus Dodo, D.D., Author of T/w

Book of Gemsis, The ParabUs of our Lord. Israd's Iron Age, etc. IGmo, pp.

247. New York: Thomas WhiUaker. Price, cloth, 75 ceuta.

Tlie Christian scholar can make valuable use of this "Introduction."

He will find in it no needless or circumlocutory discussions, or any at-

tempt to settle tlie numerous theories respecting the origin or the inter-

pretation of the books of the New Testament ; but a straightforward yet

learned exposition of the problems involved in the contents of the books,

and a clear representation of the purpose of their authors. While not a

"lower" or a "higher" critic, the author is independently critical and

original in defense of his positions. He joins the large company of mod-

ern commentators who reject the Pauline authorship of the epistle to the

Hebrews, but as its canonicity is assured its authorship is a minor ques-

tion. He is also frank enough to indicate the perplexities of the German

schools of rationalists and theologians, extricating them wlien he can do

fto briefly and satisfactorily. It is patent that in the circles of Christian

investigators biblical science is superseding theology, the main question

being not one of dimioislied creeds but of exact historic trath. This

established, a true theology is possible. This book delivers the reader

from all theological prepossessions, and prepares him for an untrammcled

study of the New Testament.

What is the Bib/e? An Inquiry into the Origin and Nature of the Old and New
Testaments iu the Lisrht of Modern Biblical Study. By George T. Ladd. D.D..

Professor of Philosophy in Yale University. 12nio, pp. 497. New 'i ork

:

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, $2.

Yale College is the center of American rationalism. Its principal i)r()-

fessors who have gone into authorship, or who associate editorship with

their proper duties, are exponents of a modern phase of hermeneutics

that threatens to undermine certain doctrinal beliefs or systems which

have prevailed for centuries in the Church of the ages. Professor Ladd

viciously assails the ^^os^reformation theory of inspiration, asserting that

it was not held by the lleformers, and that modern intelligence has

almost extinguished it. Whatever the demerit of that theory, it is not

clear that any thing is gained by resorting to an interpretation that ex-

plains miracles by natural agencies and the divine record as a human

production. The failure to distinguish between the natural and the

supernatural in miracle, and the human and the divine in prophecy or

inspiration, compels one to vibrate between plenary inspiraticm (u- ration-

alism. Professor Ladd is as censurable as the theologians he c >iid<Mnns.

for if they claimed too much he insists upon too little. Pliilip Dod-

dridge, and others who grant certain possibilities of error in the versions

of the Scriptures, should not be quoted in def(>nse of a theory of inspira-

tion that is wanting in every element of supernaturalism. The hyper-

criticism of small matters so noticeable in these pages is proof of a cause

almost causeless. Tlie book is rationalism in esse and destructive of or-

thodox confidence. The author is sincere, able, enthusiastic; but Pela-

gius was sincere, Hobbes was able, Kenan and Kuenen arc majestic iu
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their assaults upon the truth. The critical student of the Scriptures is

«liss;itisfied with the post-reformation dogma of inspiratiou, and is anx-

ious not to go to the opposite extreme, nor to accept a compromise as

a relief from some of the old burdens of thought, but to ascertain the

exact meaning of inspiration as a force, and to consider the riddle of

truth as solved. The theory of Dr. Ladd is not a solution: it is only

ft theory, and repugnant to the progressive, inquiring sense of the hon-

est mind.

ilanual of Biblical Archveology. By Carl Friedrich Keil, Doctor and Profes?or

of Theology. With Alterations and Additions Furnished by the Ai;t!:or for the

English Translation. Vol. II. Translated froiii liio German and Edited by the

Rev. Alex. Ccsi.v, if.A., Edinburgh. 8vo, pp. 404. New York : Scribner &
"W'elford. Price, cloth, $.3.

Dr. Keil's scholarship, vast researches, and patient and exhaustive labors

arc manifest in this volume. He seems anxious to interpret the life and

character of the Israelites, and to understand the origin and growth of

those customs and institutions of the ancient people that have so largely

aft'ccted the religious thought and institutions of mankind. Such is his

comprehension of the old economy that he sees at a glance the minute as

well as the large, the transient as well as the permanent, in the develop-

ment of the history of Israel; and without attempting to maintain a the-

ory of that history he at the same time evolves, perhaps unconsciously, an

acceptable theory of the dispensation from the facts as they appear under

analysis and combination. The principal portions of the book relate to

an exposition of the domestic relations, the various occupations, and the

thr-tfcratic and administrative functions and tendencies of the civil gov-

eriunent of the Hebrews. In no department of inquiry is he at all deti-

cient in knowledge, or hesitant in opinion, but 'satisfactory and certainly

nulhoritative. In discussing meats and drinks, dress and dwellings, mar-

riage and sickness, wine and olive culture, hunting and fishing, weights

and money, poetry and oratory, land and property, judges and courts of

law, offenses and punishments, armies and wars, he is curiously painstak-

ing in detail, learnedly explicit in statement, and equally furnished on all

the subjects with arguments, illustrations, and apt suggestions. The work
is marvelous, and taken in connection with the first volume constitutes a

sufticient thesaurus on the archaeology of the Old Testament.

The Sicond Bwk of Sam»e!. By tiie Rev. Prnfessor TT. G. Bl.vikie. D.D., LL.D..
New Collcjrc, Edinb'.ir^h. 8vo, pp. 400. New York : A. C. Armstrong & S..n.

Price, SI 50.

The ])rimary thought of the learned author is, that the sacred book
under consideration is not a history of the kingdom of Israel, but rather

a history of the kingilum of God in Israel. This may apply to all the

historic books of the Old Testament. The distinction, though justified

by the contents of the histories, is overlooked by the average student, who
»'» blindness and narrowness traces merely the development of the Jewish

race or nation, being forgetful of the higher kingdom in process of an
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evohitiou that will never end. In the light of tliis distinctiun David
stands before us not merely as king of a i)eo[)le, but as the instrument of

Jehovah working out apparently his personal plans, Imt ideally the unseen
plan of tiic occupant of the divine throne. The reverses and punish-
ments tliat befell the royal ruler, the one-time miscarriage of his govern-
ment in the struggle with AI)salora, and the frequent insurrections and
foreign wars that disturbed him, are proofs ui a divine intervention in
the affairs of the kingdom that the divine plan might go forward. As
David is the central figure of the book, it reads quite like a biography
of the shepherd prince, with sufhcient details of the lives of Uriah,
Nathan, Amnon, Absalom, Barzillai, and Slieba. In character it is ex-

pository rather than exegetical, and in influence instructive rather than
inspiring.

In the Footsteps of Anninius. A Delightsome Pilgrimage. By "U'ir.LiAii P. "War-
itE.v, D.D., LL.D., President of Boston University, Author of EiaUit'tag in die
Syslematische Theolorj i^^ : Faradiae Found; A Study of the Prehistoric World, etc.

IGnio, pp. 52. IS'ewYork: Hunt i Eaton. Cincinaati : Cranston & Stowe.
Price, cloth, 3,") cents.

In 1856-58 Dr. "Warren pilgrimized in Europe, visiting various theolog-

ical centers, especially Oudewatcr, Utrecht, Leyden, Geneva, Basel, Padua,
and Rome, and came home bent on re-exhibiting the teachings of James
Arminius, the scholar, theologian, and founder of the school of thought
in opposition to the iron system of Calvinism, in volumes of grasp and
strength. The purpose was never executed; but after the lapse of many
years, and mature study of Arminianism, three articles, embodying the

results of his visits to Europe, were published in The CJn-istian Advocate,

and are here reproduced for preservation and still greater usefulness.

The charm of the autlmr's usual style, with such biographical references

to the eminent Hollandie thinker, and such striking comments of his own
on points of doctrine, compels the readers close attention from the first

to the last page. He that follows the author treads truly in the footsteps

of Arminius, and breathes the atmosphere of religious freedom. The
book is suggestive, inspiring, and helpful.

The Preachers of ScotJand. From the Si.xtli to the Nineteenth Century. Twelfth
Series of Cunningham lectures. By William Garden Blaikie, D.D., LL.IX,
Profcs.=or of Apologeticnl and of Pastoral Theologv. New College. Edinburgh.
8vo, pp. 350. Nesv York: Scribner & Welford. Price, cloth, $2.

The Scotch pulpit, from the early days of St. Columba to the modern
period of Guthrie, Ilanna, Norman McLeod, ^facdonald. and Oswald

Dykes, has exercised a potent intiuence on the national character, and

pioneered the development of the sturdy theology of the inhabitants of

Caledonia. The story of the achievements of tlie heroic leaders of tin-

Church; the reformations they introduced; tiie ctrvenants they estab-

lished; the fidelity they maintained in the stormy periods of controversy

and secession; and the pure evangelical spirit they breathed in times of

reaction and progress, are a part of the history of the people's life and of
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tlio kinjrdoin to which Scotland belongs. The reader of this volume will

Kcotne acquainted with a largo number of the divines who officiated ia

t!it' i,'r()u th of Scotland, and whose celebrity is based upon their heroism

and fidelity in preaching the Gospel. The preachers of the Reformation,

..f tlu; covenanting period, of the days of moderatism, and of the rise of a

tnii- evangelical movement, are sketched by a masterly hand, leaving the

iin[)n'.ssion that the preacher is the mightiest force in society as well as

in the Church. John Knox was not the only grcLt preacher in Scotland;

nor was John Erskine the only evangelical trumpeter of the eighteenth

rintury; for Patrick Hamilton, Robert Rollock, John Davidson, Robert

IM.iir, John Livingstone, James Durham, Robert Douglas, Robert Leigh-

l >n, John Logan, Alexander AYebster, and Thomas Chaimers stand out

like great oaks in the forest, and had much to do with shaping Scot-

land's destiny. That these preachers were Calvinistic makes not against

tlirm, nor does it relieve Calvinism of its error or weakness. "We accept

the history as they made it, and look to other sources for our theology.

Tlicy were mighty men, the Auakim of Scotland from the Celtic Church

until the days of Edward Irving and John Brown. As history this book

i>i reliable; as biography it is charming; in the literary point of view it

i-i strong and well equipped; in mechanical appearance it is complete; in

theology only is it rejectable.

MODERN SCIENCE AND LANGUAGE.

U-Unx. So>ure in Bible Lanch. Bv Sir J. W. Dawson', LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.,

.Vuilior of The Story of the Earth 'and Man, The Origin of the Worhl. etc. With
iJaps and Illustrations. 12iuo, pp. tJOG. New York : Harper & Brothers. Price,

cloth, $2.

Hible land.s, especially Egypt and Palestine, will never cease to attract

the traveler or inspire the observer to record what he sees, and to in-

ttrpret the countries either according to a preconceived theory or to a

tii'ory which observation itself suggests. The observer freest from all

pr«-jiidgnient respecting these lands should bo the scientist, who goes, as

>» supposed, to ascertain their geological structure or scientific history,

a-'id who is determined to report the facts just as they are discovered.

He ran scarcely be said to have a religious theory that will interfere with
\.\-^ views of mountains, deserts, plains, and rivers. In this work religion

t .imot bind science, and science cannot obligate religion to its dictation,

'f» this spirit of strict and accurate survey of the geological contents of

tii.-v lands the author prepared this volume, confininghimsclf to the literal

••oTv as he read it on the face of nature. He did not undertake too much,
* i:hiT as a traveler or scientist, but kept in ^^ew the main purpose before

'>':'. an<l sv) has furnished the reader u st<t(emait worthy of attention. He
<li-cus>es briefly some general historical questions, as seemed necessary,

*'»t his point of view is that of a geological observer intent upon cxlubit-

»'!;: the geological structure of Egy[)t and Palestine. "With the aid of a
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map we see th;it Palestine is largely cretaceous, witli a volcanic area in

Galilee: that eastern Egypt exhibits tertiary features: that the Nile ba^in

is largely alluvial: and tliat western Egypt is eocene, cretaceous, ami

miocene. But our learned author does more than to point out existing

geological appearances; he studies the history of the several formation.'^,

tracing the strata from the earliest periods, sometimes by indisputablo

physical proofs, sometimes by strong inferences, through the manifold

changes of subsequent times, and makes clear the progress of the earth's

crust in that portion of the eastern hemisijhere. He is also somewhat

minute in his studies, being as careful to note the value of a cretaceous

stone as to inquire the origin of a hill, and to linger over sediments as over

great valleys. In his explorations of Palestine he differs somewhat from

other travelers respecting the character or age of the formations, but is

careful to support his difference by arguments of commanding strength.

For instance, while Hull attributes the hill on which Jaffa stands to the

eocene period, Dawson attributes it to the miocene, or an earlier date.

We regret that he did not deem it his province to attempt to settle some of

the scientific problems of Palestine, since they are intimately related to

certain biblical histories; but he is not a theorizcr, nor an hermeneutical

scholar, and so leaves such matters to those whose business it is to estab-

lish them. This is a book of great value; its scientific spirit is genuine;

its geology is reliable, and as an aid to a better understanding of lands in

which Christians are always interested it is quite indispensable.

A Latin Dictionary for Schook. By Ciiarltox T. Lewis, PhD., Editor of Lewi'f

and Shorfs Latin Dictionarij. 8vo, pp. 1,191. New York: Harper & Brotliers.

Price, $6.

It is not enough to say that this dictionary should enter the school, though

this is high praise; it should be found in the study of the scholar, as the

best of its kind, and as a sufficient aid in reading Latin literature. If it

is not a complete dictionary of the Latin language, it may truly be suiil

such a dictionary is not wanted; if it does not elaborate every word, giv-

ing its history, changes, and indefinite variations of meaning, it may bo

said that this is another recommendation of its utility. As to mere size,

the book is large enough; as to contents, it is ample enough; as to

mechanical preparation, it is substantial enough; as to scholarship, it \^

unquestionable; as to availability, the tests already applied to it insure

it against objection; and as to general responsibility, the fact that tho

Messrs. Harper have issued it is quite sutficient to awaken all confidence.

If one wishes to examine it for himself, one needs but to open it anywhere

to find it answering one's purpose. Such words as exigo, ipse, magnus,

potestas, serrio, triplex, verbum, etc.. give a good idea of the .style, and

treatment by the author. The work was not prepared hurriedly or with

out consultation with scholars; it comes forth with no apology and with

no marks of feebleness or haste. To those who must have a dictionary of

the strong language of the Romans we recommend this as without a

superior.
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A,„vimn Weather. A Popular Exposition of tho Plienomena of tlie Weather, in-

cluding Chapters on Hot and Cold Waves. Blizzards, Hailstorms, and Tornadoes,

elo illustrated with thirty-two Enijraviiit;;^ and twenty-four Charts. By

Goii. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer, United States Army. 12iuo, pp. 2SG.

Now York : Dodd, Mead & Co. Price, cloth, $-2.

At last tlic weather htis a scientific expositor for American readers. It is

not u dry subject in the hands of General Greely, who writes eloquently

and accurately of temperature, humidity, and evaporation ; winds, fog,

cloud, rain, snow, storms, cold waves, heated terms, and all the phenom-

ena of atmospheric pressure and movemeut. If the book were a mere

catalogue of facts relating to the atmosphere it were invaluable; but

in ad<litiou, it unfolds the laws that govern its phenomena, and upon

which predictions of changes iu heat and cold, moist and dry weather,

nre made. The charts printed in the book aid the rejlder without much

stuily iu comprehending the force and range of currents of air, the rise

and fall of the barometer, and the general methods of interpreting the

weather. Of all material things the weather was formerly supposed to

be the most capricious in the domain of law ; but we now know that the

zephyr and the cyclone, the east wind and the trade-wind, the autum-

nal equinox and the Dakota blizzard, are all the products of laws as well

established and as useful when known as the laws of astronomy or chem-

istry. The book commends itself, and should be consulted by every

intelligent reader.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

Ili^tonj of Co-operation m the United States. Vol. YI. 8vo, pp. 540. Published

Under tho Auspices of the Johns Hopkins University. N. Murray, Publication

Agent, Baltimore.

Five patient and scholarly writers unite in the preparation of the papers

that constitute this volume. It is the sixtli volume of a series of univer-

sity studies in historical and political science, the whole being under the

editorial supervision of Herl)ert B. Adams. By co-operation is meant, not

the reconstruction of industrial society, such as occupied the tliought of

C'luirles Kingsley and Frederick D. Maurice, but such an evolution in eco-

tiuniic life as will improve the physical condition and increase the profit-

eharing of the laboring classes. Hence these writers confine themselves

to the practical working of co-operative systems and methods, pointing

out the causes of failure where there has been failure, and emphasizing by

teaching and illustration the causes and conditions of success. Dr. Bemis

nJuplities " co-operation " as he sees it in Xew England and the Middle

States; Dr. Shaw microscopes it in the West; ]\[r. Shinn hurrahs for it

«>n the Pacific Coast; and Dr. Randall exhibits it in the South. Advo-

cates as they are of this experiment in business life, thoy treat it simply

a-s a matter (p. 249) of financial advantage and social convenience. It is

>"Jt i)ro];K)sed as a remedy for every thing. It will not interfere with pri-

vate property, marriage, the family, or any of the rights of man. Its lim
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itations so understood, we can see that it will take from the monopolist un-

due power, increase the self-respect and financial gains of the poor laborer,

and solve a problem in social economy that theoretical economists have

been unable to detenniue. Co-operation will not introduce the millen-

uium; but when in full operation as a common fact, the poor man will

think himself in paradise. This work is elaborate, and wonderfully sug.

gestive to economist, capitalist, student, and the distressed classes.

Old Concord. Her Highways and Byways. By Marg.vuet Sidney. Illustrated.

4to, pp. 114. Bostoa : D. Lothrop Co. Price, gill-edge, $3.

Although not exactly a diary of perambulations in and around the historic

town of Concord, the book so partakes of the readiness and vivacity of the

sightseer as to be winning in almost every particular. While writing in a

leisurely Avay, because her observations and studies were not hurried, the

author seems to reserve more than she gives, furnishing synoptical antl

suggestive rather than complete and overburdened results of inspection

and reflection. A rehearsal of military events in the colonial days, with

touches of bravery on the part of mothers, sons, and fathers; an instan-

taneous glimpse of Hawthorne, Thoreau, and Emerson, with brief allusions

to their life-work, and an unsurfeited amount of the ordinary incidents

of travel, make up the body of this book. Perhaps the conservative town

deserves the description given of it; but one feels as he turns the pages

that some of its illustrious citizens should have received larger recogni-

tion than is here accorded. From its streets came the hero, the novelist,

the philosopher, all great, all dead, all dear to the living.

Eomanism versus the Public School System. By D.vxiF.r, Dorchester, D.D.

l'2mo, pp. 351. New York: Hunt & Katon. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stovve.

Price', clolli, $1 25.

When Dr. Dorchester speaks or writes on a subject involving facts, his-

toric associations, statistical results, and justified inferences he deserves

to be immediately heard. Ample in resources, with a wide range of

scholarship, aud unbiased la purpose, except as patriotism, education,

and religion are allowed to be regulative influences in thought, speech,

and action, he usually comes forth with something to say to the American

people, and they should gladly pause at his words. Though not an alarm-

ist, his book will startle the country, since it places fairly aud squarely

the political and religious elements of Romanism in antagonism with the

American public schoul system, which is a feature- of our civilization.

The book does not create an issue but states it. The existence of the issue

has been recognized more or less for years; but, aside from local cmitro-

versies over the Romish idea, little or nothing has been done to check its

growth or forestall its possible success. Dr. Dorchester, regarding

Bishop Hughes as the initiatory champion of the struggle, traces its his-

tory in attempts at compromise, in Romish claims upon iMii'lic .school

funds, in a.s.saults upon constitutions by proposed amendments, and in

the enlargement and multiplication of parochial schools in the United
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Ftntos, wit?i the underlyiDg purpose to destroy the general system of edu-

cation in the country. In discussing tlie questions involved in the cou-

l<.-:^t the author is forcible in diction, statesniaulike in statement, defend-

in-,' the American system against all schemes of compromise with a logic

lh;it patriotism sets on tire, and affirms his conclusions with a positive

conviction that must abash his foes. Not the least importaut portion of

tlic work is his exhibition of tlie pretensions of Rome as an educator,

which should satisfy the reader that the hierarchy cannot bo trusted even

to .eliare in, much less to control, the education of American youth. So

indisputable are his facts and figures, so trustworthy are his statements

and references, so imperious and unanswerable is his logic, and so strong

!iM(l convincing the whole argument, tliat we doubt if it meet with a reply

fmm the opponents of the American system. On the other hand, it ought

to arouse the people to such a pitch of enthusiasm as will lead them to

destroy the system tliat has for its chief object the overthrow of one of

the pillars of good government in this country.

The Old Xorih-icest. VThfi a View of t!ie Thirteen Colonies as Constituted by the

Koyal Charters. By B. A. Hinsdale, Ph.D., Professor of the Science and Art
of Teaching, University of Michigan; Author of Schools and Studi-s, and Ed-
itor of The Works of James Abram Garfield. 8vo, pp. -44:0. New York:
Towiisend MacConn. Price, cloth, $2 50.

Few historical works covering anj' portion of our federal history contain

more available material or more succinctly evidence the facts thereof, with

tlieir antecedents and consequents, than tliis masterly volume of Profes-

M'T Hillsdale. Well endowed with both historic insight and foresight,

he liad in view in its preparation the past, present, and future of the

vtist territory of our country known to the ordinances as the "North-
west." Recognizing the geographical and historical unity of the terri-

tory, the rapid development of its resources, its evidently increasing

iw-'liiical strength, and its radically aggressive purpose in education,

reform, and religion, he has sought to exhibit the formative forces in its

di-velopment in a delightfully non-partisan but careful and reliable way.

I)i-cu»sing first the dominance of French influence in the territory, he
records its overthrow by England, from whose avaricious grasp the prize

»•* n-scued by the United States, of which it became an integral and sov-

Toign part one hundred years ago. In this recital of struggle and
progress he does not altogether pursue the well-beaten track of the histo-

rian; for while he depends upon the usually accessible original documents,
ho makes .such independent use of them, and obtains so much supple-

nifntal information from other sources, as to make his book unlike all

others on the subject, and as romantically interesting as it is true. Much
^^ ^vhat he narrates, especially since the Xorth-western States were organ-

'"•'! and admitted into the Union, can be verified by living witnesses,

'•^ well as by oiKcial papers. While it is not a sectional book, the

r.-.Mhr will feel that the old Xorth-west is a waking giant, with p;)wer

»'!tli(.ieiit to control the nation, and that in the near future it will be ia

command of the affairs of government. The East is stereotyped by neces-
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sity; the South is conservative from educatiou ; the great West is expan-

sive, rudical, hospitable, a unit in its policies of progress, a believer in

its manifest destiny. Such a book indexes the drift of things and locates

the possibilities of national greatness.

Down thu Great River. An Account of the Discovery of the True Source of the

Mississippi, tofjetlier with Views, Descriptive and Pictorial, of the Cities, Towns,
Villa^res, and Seeuery oti the Banks of tlie River, as Seen during a Canoe V03--

age of Over Tiiree Tlionsand Miles from its Head-Waters to the Gulf of Mexico.

By Capt-.iiu Willard Glazier, Author of Soldiers of the Saddle, Batiks for the

Union, Heroes of Thrte Wars, Ocean to Oc^an on ILrrsehack, etc. Illustrated.

12mo, pp. 443, liii. Philadelphia: Hubbard Brothers. Price, cloth, $2 ; half

morocco, $3; morocco, $4.

American geography is undergoing revision as explorers explore our

Tastnesses, navigators navigate our principal rivers, and travelers com-

pass our plains and mountains. Neither De Soto, La Salle, Schoolcraft,

nor Nicollet discovered the sources of all our rivers, the extent of all our

valleys, or the greatness of all our mountain systems. TVe must therefore

expect correction of their figures, and raodificatiou of their reports, as

new data are obtained and new explorers, with vastly increased facilities,

go farther and survey more accurately and comprehensively. This book

overthrows the commonly received opioion that Lake Itasca is the source

of the Mississippi River. The author ventures a claim of discovery, based

on actual exploration of the river, which deserves faithful study. A man

of wide experience in travel, accustomed to the hardships of out-door

life, scientirically thoughtful in his observations, and dissatisfied with the

reports of former tourists, he undertook to ferret out the origin of the

great river. It was not a riddle that he tried to solve, but a geographical

fact he wished to find. After many daj's of searching and inquiring he

stakes his reputation as a discoverer on the announcement that the source

of the river is a lake south of Lake Itasca, and wiiich through the court-

esy of his friends now bears the name of Lake Glazier. There is much

in this book besides this discovery relating to the experiences of a canoe

voyage down the river which will interest the reader; but its chief value

is the alleged discovery of the final source of the Mississippi. We are

not in a position to refute or indorse the claim; but we commend it to the

careful review of the geographer, the map-maker, and the citizen who

wishes to be familiar with the geographical researches of our country.

Samuel IrencpiLS Prime. Autobiography and Memorials. Edited by his Son,

Wendell PiiiME. 8vo, pp. 8S5. New York: Anson D. F. Randolph i Co.

Price, cloth, §1 75.

History relates to event.=i, biography to instruments, though both are inter-

esting elements in the world's progress. So eminent a divine, pastor, editor,

and author as Dr. Prime owed to liis age and country this autobiography,

which, editorially supervised by his son, is an exhibition of preparation,

difficulty, successes, and honors that usually accompany and crown the dili-

gent and faithful life. Like all great and influential men. Dr. Prime was

not the property of sect, or country, or age; he belonged to the Church
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»; liirge, to the world, and the race. It is true he was a Presbyterian

;

lit.- was also an American; his work as to sphere was largely local, and as

to nature was sectarian and national; but, with these restrictions, inevi-

tiblo in every man's life, he was broad, philanthropic, a man of the king-

.loiii, a tliinker in the widest realm, an actor on the human stage.

While, therefore, defining and approving the limitations of his life, we

rejoice in the extended circuit of his influence and in his contributions to

the world's welfare. As might be anticipated from the title, the book

<!:-als largely in reminiscence, even to details of his boyhood, education,

tnniisterial career, and editorial range and achievements, being as stimu-

lating and instructive as it is informing and personal. As its pages glow

with consecration to life's superior ends, and exhibit little of that doc-

trinal tendency that dominates in Prcsbyterianism, it awakens no disposi-

tion to critical comment, or even the expression of a faith different from

his own. He fulfilled life's work with earnestness, and his name is as

ointment poured forth, to endure in the Church while it stands.

POETRY AND ART.

Thi Poctkal Works of Robert Burns. Reprinted from the best editions. With
Kxpliinatory Glossiiry, Notes, Memoir, etc. 12mo, pp. 614. London and New-
York: Frederick Warae & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

The Scotch poet gains by the lapse of time. Posterity forgets his pranks,

iu-ts, vanities, dishonesties, and vagaries, and estiniates his poetry accord-

ing,' to its internal spirit and the best external standards of this phasis of

iiteraturc. Th author of IVie Cottev'^s SntwdaT/ Night needs not to beg
f'T recognition from the present generation. As a poet he deserves

•••ilogy, monument, fame, and whatever else the appreciative race can pay
t'> iiis memory. There is a power, a vision, an inspiration in some of

thcve poems that links their author with seers and prophets. Whether he

'•vrote in the sonorous Scotch dialect or in the smoother English tongue;

whether he moralized on plowcd-up mice or on an insect on a woman's
'•"!in«'t, or sang of the Highland Queen or of Caledonia; whether epistle

"r aitiro or epigram or political ballad flowed from his pen; the patriot-

i-m, sincerity, strength of purpose, and truth-seeing genius of a poet

i^fonie manifest, and impress the reader most profoundly. He is a man
<|f moods: tender, harsh, gay, grave, majestic, trifling, despairing, hope-
•'•il. but ahvays patriotic, always poetical. This vt)lume, with its Notes
'^u<\ Mf-moir, should go into the family library, the counting-room of the

'ii-rcuant, and the study of the literary worker. Its cheapness is also a

f'x-ummendation not to be overlooked.

•^•jifro7n Bf'ranoer. Translated in the Oricrinal Metres by Craven Langstroth
l—iU. lt3mo, p'p. 25;?. New York: Frederick A. Stokes. For sale by Phil-

' I'H i Hunt. Price, $1.

•5> nirigcr livt-d in an eventful and somewhat miscellaneous period of the

l^tury of France. Born before the fall of the Bastile he survived until
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1857, mean while observing the political tendencies of the rulers an-.l tin-

preferences of the people, which led him to share in the freijuenl reaetious

against Bourbouism and general misrule. He was a Republican in lii',

sympathies, and fearless in the ex[)ression of them. More than once hi-

was tlie victim of the wrath of the ruling powers, suffering fines an^l i-a-

prisonments, but friends bore the one and the other were of short duration.

He was the political singer of his country, and so effective in wit and satin-

and so polished and. refined in sentiment as to be stronger with the proph

than either the court or the throne. He applauded the first Napoleon

;

he was reticent as to the third of that name. He wrote in the name of

the people and won their allegiance; he denounced royal tyranny and ex-

cited, the fears of the rulers. Schiller, the German poet, wrote but U\s

poems on German subjects; Beranger, the French poet, wrote little else

than on French themes, exciting the admiration of his countrymen, ami

revolutionizing political d>)Ct.rine when contrary to the people's aspira-

tion. The historical vein runs through this collection of songs, the meter,

beauty, adaptation, and poetry of which are manifest to the patriotic and

progressive reader. Berauger's songs are the outburst of a patriotic aii'l

progressive soul.

MISCELLAXEOUS.

Cranston & Stowe, Cincinnati, Ohio, have issued a special edition of the

Dkcipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church in morocco. As a specimcM

of book-making this is unexcelled, and in keeping with the record of tlif

Western House for work of this kind.

T!ie Life of John Price Durbin. By JoHX A. Roche, M.D., D.D. Xew York:

Hiuit ct Ecitou; Ciiicinuati: Cranston & Stowe- Price, cloth, $1 50.

Dr. Roche is a rare biograi)hcr. He had, however, a rare subject for hi-

pen, and could not fail to produce a book that will rank high in its cl.i--

and be of stimulating value to all who read it. Its facts are its chief f.i-'-

cination; but the strong EuglLsh with which they are clothed, and thi-

sparkling enthusiasm of the writer every-where manifest in his work, add

not a little to the excellence of the volume. We merely commend it now,

deferring the full notice to the next number.

In Memoriam. John M. Phillips.

A small volume containing an account of the funeral services of Mr.

Phillip.?, with the admirable addresses in full of Bishop Andrews and

the Rev. Dr. W. V. Kelley.

A Seiai-Cciifearcial Sermon, Ilistorical, Biographical, and Itinerary. Deiivpr-.-i

before the Cineijinati Conference at Puiua, 0., Sop;crnbcr 4, 1":^T,"?. By !>•'''•

WiLLi.Mt llLUf;, D.D. Tliird edition. Ciucianati: Craii-ston x Stowe.

The sermon is of rare value, abounding in staple reminiscences and the

constituent elements of permanent and progressive liistory.





HE LOGIC OF INTROSPECTION ;-

OR, METHOD IN MENTAL SCIENCE.

BY REV. J. B. WENTWORTH, D.D.

iHMbhahed by HUNT & EATON, 80-3 Broadway, New Vork.

priicE, -~ - - - - - - - ^r-

. - 1.......,! vlfh mur-b interest a nianuseript prepared by the Rev J. B, Wfintwortr;. D.B., on
-..",,, •.rV.'.-..r ';, M.^ntal Science. The arpumeut is entirely new, so far aa I

>, . 'v ,.-...' - •, i

•
• • T^^ork is thorough and exact. I believe tbfi publication of Ibis

., „ •

l.v'..
"-. t>.j:5 of metapbysical tastes, and by all wbo wisb to become a^-

; • ; iurc'ilH'a L.f ^u,' iiu.1 science. It is an attractive Avork to tiie tbinker Ibe order
•'

-11 i-.vuured are \voi:av of soecial commendation.—Uishop John F. Hnri^t, U.U.
.

', -, =>r.. ncnuaioteJ wiib ih--" Rev. J. B. vrentworth. D.D., know that lie possesses a stronjr
' ^f^v^oSt^a^te^Ln4es would be toward the consideration of tbe deeper questions
• ';',K^Z^tli^^mwb^eheen much more than a compiler of other men's thonphts

.:
, .H.on- of his o'A-n invention. It proves liim to possess a po^-er of ong:inal thought

V ::.:':;n,..ctTvMcQ should ?ive him a place amons the stronger meUphy«imn3 of our

, . ,

, •.•,
. .::u .rths work is broad, scholarly, iugeaious, and is certain to attract the a^^^^^^^

*^>*r.. tp^-:iwd in the studv of the deeper problems of our being.-J\ eio York thn^hauAdiocme.

T-'t (HruM „f ibe most important contributions lately made to mental science, and deserves to be

^, ^:nhhikers.-airisiianTh<jugM.
. ^^k^^;..,

::..,. lir. .1. B. TVentworth's nevv book on The Logic of Intro.pccA.ou^s Jf,^e^nghfh praise

:..:r,.! critics. As a metapaysiciau the doctor stands m the ^.-stxank, am. lutjeo^^

• •• ••M.'>v-.ics T"h>^ author has made metapbysical research and stud> a lite work, ana
•'

-volume some of tl^e results. . . . He reasons eogentlj-.^and his cond^^^^

-.y iiis areuir.enrs. Tne styl is 'diVe'ct, and there is no unnecessary verbiage. Though

...... ., ,; o o^curitvfandlbe author deserves the thanks of those who are convinced that

• r -M ly of mankind is man:' We are glad to welcome this book as an oiiguia! and well-

- :,-;-a.;:'ioiitopsvchical science.— irt'.'ifcrx Cliristian Advocnte.

: :>v.hoi.>2v'eannot but be Interested in this work. It is a strong, ^oholarty revnew o^^

,
-

'
;: .'..-'ir.hv "elvinc' evidence of thorough resL-arch, careful analysis, aud onginal thought.

.
-':::. s^^^r^^iie^^'i challenp/the mo.t careful investigatiou by other phUoso-

... •.; .".^111 he diifers in a manlv and masterly manner.-IN oithcm Lhn^Uan AdiocaU.

..:!.nt p.4nt3 of this remarkable work are, to our miud. the following
: li^f}' ^^^i^/Ji'^Sor

•.;tv of style. In fact, within the compa.ss of our speculative reading we ^now of no author

•:•.•.' to Dr. Wentworth in this respect.—iJui? a!o Exprf-.s.

•Ma remarkable work in many re.^pects. It shows marks of rugp«lintellect^^^^^^

r..,i n-Hance upon the results of the author's own thinking, and marvelous audacity m hi.-,

. -•,'•1 '.::'-taphvsiciaus of a di3ereut school from himself .—.<i»ti» s Hcraia.
_

- •- .. !v-k which tries to dress up old-time arguments in new PolorSv„>^f'r'^|,s4^,%'}°";if'^^^^^
-

": ^r-irnents upon p^^chcloiv. It contains the conclusions of an mdepenaent thim^er ana

•- ^ .•( i.v which conclu--;ons .^ave been reached.—C/ia/ktf J» .
CushinQ. JJ.JJ.

^

'
'- : u>0K is an illustrat-:.:.n of the loeic of introspection, is a moiuHueut «J^Pait^stafang inuiis-

. .-v v.T.re of careful s:u.ly have gone into the work and made it a erea power, l^e
^°Jf'

^

-nof orisrinalitv I' i^^ the rfvelatiou of a new svstem of phi!o..,ophy. Tue author is ati

•• ^ h.-ro. "n:S a stAlwart hand ho foils the trees and grubs the roots to get the held ready fur

'"i* vf his philosophy, and they produce aa abundant han-est.—Bui/cuo Loui u.i

.

f ' »-•! earccst student it wiU be a rich treat and a source of deep intellectual enjoyment.-C/im-

' '•V. wa.< .^ngaged in something more than cracking hickory-nuti*
^X''°,^v-^f^;p^him'^«uHi'as

: -. n:.- tho work that bears the title of this article. He had a giant s
^;\\h.J^i?"5^I^'^'n^/aU^^^

• ' J -hua before Jfr;cho. and had he failed in it the attempt had desor%eu commtndation,
•• • r. r.t success has r^ward^d his labors it mr.y the more earnestly be »PP™^^'^^

outlinesc once the purpose and plan of this masterful treatise we submit the following outline:.

''•• s the accepted mod^ of reasoning in scientinc aud philosophic circles for the asccrtain-

; .''"a ^/^adeqtiate method of reasoning In the higher realm of thought, and never was

•: - n^nm^:^ of^indSe'^h^ fully discussed in the book show that the phys-

^< t!>.v. it mii.^t be intuirion.U in character and workinsr, and tlnalyn.inustCoiisufciu.il.
• :• -ra.^of thecon.<ci.-atial method in the psychologic realm are elab."aiol> defined, ai.d so

- — - f. r:h as to impress the reader that It is the nnal meth.xi of menial ^ ^"'-f
• • • l ^^ ^t-

- •• M...-!'. ., :Lsp..ct.s we s^-e no objection to it. Its presentation cleai^ lie g
f^' •,/;'[:Sjon^

.

-• ud iM-ove unavailing and unavailable in the hi-her sphere.
_

lu
^'f-^l^''? i^\\';.;;"' niS

''
<--'-A nirtti'xls.—J. U'. V'-ii-fi'niio.lL />./».. in the Vittsburg .iih-t>caie.

['fr ,.( lntrnsr,ectir,n. bv Rev. J. B. Wentworth. P.P. We doubt it th-^rc h:;..- ^^^l"- ^j;.^^\-^•-'< M-ara m.m' irar«-.rfant conrrlb;ilion to metaphysical sci'Hice '^- '''''"' y :, .k^
\ ""n^lnii.lvqnalinedbvn:!!!-!-;!! t::ste,s and early training for sp.yii, -

\. r. uIm- or-•>'• wr;ii,-n ah..okof thi.ki;!.!. Thpr» is not much in the b.^K i
.'

.,,7V ..Vv/ien->• U.T an .-Arn.'st stu i,-nr ; -
;:! h:- n ri -h treat and a source o a.... u--.- .; ^^^^^ "^•

' ••- "1 -^t Imporum: work of i
- •

^

' v.^' Merhodi.^t Bwk Concern has published, and will

' ^r' n.„k Hinong the ahl.-^- :: ;:. - i.tiOiysical sd^'uce that have been VrM;< i" t>d.

.:-'!-lr..t.M-<„nmHn.l ,t I.. :!i- .uteatiuu of our readers interested In ''"^ stud> .Jf mM
• — -•• th^tn that rh.-,- wii: (Ind It a volume of unnsu:d interest. The subject 1.^ imi>ortant,

>-i;h \t::n^n:x\ fl, ..rt...vs p.n.l nnviskiii.—
(

't ntrul Cliris'iun A'trnrote.
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The author says in the Pre/ace : "It is conceded by the ablest and th(> nt-t

conservative biblical scholars thit the Book of Job in our Authorized Engii.-.-.

Version is defective and unsatisfactory, beyond, perbnps, any other ponicn tf

the Bible. 3Ian7 places in the translation are entirely unintelligible, and ii oi n

few others are no^ confessed to be incorrect, partly by reason of mistra:i.-!.i-

tions and partly beciUise of the faultiue.-s of the text from which they wirf

made."

"And in addition to the evils of a faulty version of this book the methor.i

cf exegesis which })iuvailed till comparatively lately have been highly iuf- .:

citous."

"The subject appears to be an inviting one, and so many eminent "n'riKT,"

have been dravrn to ir, and by their united labors that which was so lor,:: i

maze of mysteries has been set in a clear and strong light. But none of th'. •
•

works .seem to fully answer to the demand for a plain combination and resfi:' -

ment of the best results of modern criiicism and exegesis upon this remark:^;'".

Old Testament poeru, such as shall meet the wants of intoUigent but not t'- w-

nically scholarly readers, who use only their English vernacular; and for j':-'

that cla.?s thus voKuao is designed."

l>oth the ck^rgy and laity will find in this vulume a valuable addition toti^^ir

libraries. Dr. Curry's renown as a writer and scholar is sufficient to place tl;:-.

his latest work, anior.g the most desirable on biblical exposition and exe;,:'.--'

Dr. Curry gave to this book more time and thought than to any other book <^t

his life, and it v.-as literally the last work of Ms life. The matter of the b'"
'»

is almost entirely original, and bears very largely the impress of the aull. t.

We arc sure the book will and a warm reception.
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